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ABSTRACT 
Rugby Union has evolved in the Royal Australian Navy, not just as a major sporting 
activity, but also as a vehicle to develop personal skills and attitudes in the players 
that are useful to the Navy, as well as the development of teamwork.  This book will 
review the growth of the sport within the Naval forces of Australia, from its earliest 
appearance in the mid-nineteenth century up to 2011, and demonstrate how it has 
become the vehicle desired by the Naval hierarchy, and thus supported by them.  It 
will also reveal how the playing of rugby union has enabled the RAN to play 
significant roles in many communities, not just within Australia. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Naval forces have played a very significant role in the settlement of the 
Commonwealth of Australia.  On April 20, 1770 Lieutenant James Cook, commander 
of the barque Endeavour made landfall some 40 miles west-south-west of the present 
day Cape Everard, he then sailed on to Botany bay, which he reached on April 29.  He 
then proceeded to Cape York, where he took possession of the land he had found, in 
the name of King George III, and he named it New South Wales.1  The English 
Government decided that it needed somewhere to transport their surplus criminals, 
after it lost the ability to send them to America in 1783, and it was decided that New 
South Wales presented an ideal solution.  The first fleet that put into Port Jackson on 
January 26 1788 was under the command of Captain Arthur Phillip, Royal Navy, in the 
frigate HMS Sirius and included an armed tender, HMS Supply, escorting the transport 
ships bringing out the first colonists, both convicts and free citizens.  During the initial 
years of the colony the ships which formed the naval protection force were from the 
British Royal Navy, until 1911, when the Royal Australian Navy assumed this role.  
Many of the policies and practices of the Royal Navy were adopted by the RAN, 
including a strong involvement in sporting activities, an involvement which has been 
found to occur across all the services of the British Commonwealth Defence Forces.  
Physical fitness was believed to help avoid disease as shown by Admiralty orders in 
force in the 1820‘s: 

“This was a compulsory session of hornpipes and sarabands for the entire 
ship‟s company, by order of the Admiralty…..the increased bloodflow 
generated by dancing helped to combat scurvy”2 

Individual and team sports have played a significant role in character building, 
development of fitness and physique as well as encouragement of team spirit in the 
Australian Defence Force, thus it is without question that many thousands of members 
of the Australian Navy will have played Rugby Union in training establishments, as 
members of ships crews or for the RAN or Australian Combined Services sides, and a 
relatively smaller number will have played representative rugby for their state and an 
even smaller number have represented Australia in international competition. 
  
At various times since the late 1800s Naval Rugby has played a significant role in the 
development of Rugby Union in Australia, particularly in New South Wales and 
Victoria, however, at some times it has been difficult to locate the existence of Navy 
Rugby in the sporting calendar.  Over the past twenty years, in particular, there has 
been a great interest shown in the history of the Union game across the world, at club 
level and a national level, as well as the coverage of specific tournaments, such as the 
Rugby World Cup, Heineken and Bledisloe Cups3.  There has also been extensive 
coverage of the sociology and politics of the game as it matured from a purely 
amateur endeavour into a fully professional enterprise, supported by amateur 
structures for all age grades, from under 5 to Golden Oldies and for both sexes.  Most 
of this coverage has addressed the European scene, plus some in New Zealand and 
South Africa, there has been relatively little coverage of rugby union in Australia below 
the elite level.  Services Rugby in Australia has rarely achieved the elite level, as it has 
in the United Kingdom and there is little published material on Navy or Services 
Rugby4.  As a contrast, the first Army v Navy match in the UK occurred in 1878 and 
the first official UK inter-Services tournament was in 19075.  This document will aim to 
start to redress this omission by examining the origins of Rugby Union within the RAN, 
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looking at activity within the various training establishments, the ships themselves, 
both in Australian waters and overseas.  It will also attempt to see what factors caused 
the waxes and wanes of the importance of Navy Rugby within the Australian scene, 
especially NSW and Victoria, as well as, how did rugby come to play such an 
important role in the RAN training establishments and in the activities of RAN ships 
when overseas. 
 
If there has been such a dearth of published material on rugby union in the Royal 
Australian Navy, how will this study be facilitated?  The primary material will be from 
the various publications of the NSW Rugby Union and of the Navy‘s own newspaper 
―Navy News‖, supported by The Sydney Morning Herald, The Newcastle Morning 
Herald, as well The Melbourne Age. The sporting newspaper ―The Referee” provided 
some fixture and results information.  The RAN training establishments have a variety 
of historical material which has been examined for sporting related information.  
Professor Tom Hickie of the University of New South Wales has done much research 
into the formative years of Rugby Union in NSW and some of the early history of the 
role of the RAN has been found in his publications.  Former and current members of 
Services Rugby have also made themselves available for interview to help fill some of 
the gaps in the published material.  
 
These studies have shown that Australian Navy Rugby was inherited from the Royal 
Navy, sponsored primarily through the officer corps and fostered by the various 
training establishments around Australia.  It has been supported by commanding 
officers of the ships, establishments and indeed the senior hierarchy of the Navy, not 
just to provide a mechanism for physical fitness but also team spirit and esprit de 
corps.  It has enabled naval officers and sailors to represent their unit/ship and in a 
limited number of cases, their country.  The demands of service to the nation has 
placed many difficulties in front of the organisers of all sporting activity in the Defence 
Forces, not just rugby union, but many ways were found to alleviate these difficulties 
in many instances, but they had significant impacts on the standard of play and thus 
the level of competition available to service personnel at times. 
 
This study will initially address Australian Navy Rugby in all its forms, from the first 
recorded game up until 1972.  1972 saw the end of compulsory National Service in 
Australia and the dismantling of the Far East Strategic Reserve, which had seen the 
deployment of a large portion of the RAN Fleet to South East Asian waters for a 
number of years.  It will then consider the growth of RAN Rugby up to 2011.  In the 
later years of the study, 7-a-side games have grown in poularity, both within Rugby 
Union and Rugby League.  This study did not consider or record this growth in any 
real detail.  Combined Services sides, both State based or National play an impotant 
role in Services rugby so where appropriate, Navy involvement in these games will be 
addressed with details of fixtures, results and players, where available.  
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The Initiation of Rugby Union in the RAN 

To see how the Royal Australian Navy Rugby Union has grown to an organisation 
that provides the opportunities such as those in that occurred 2002a we need to 
understand the origins of the RAN and the environment in which the Navy operates, 
and also briefly examine the start of rugby in Australia and then the growth of the 
game within the Navy. 
 
Rugby Union is generally assumed to have started in England with one William Webb 
Ellis who according to the stone tablet in the wall at Rugby School: 

“With a fine disregard for the rules of football as played in his time, 
first took the ball in his arms and ran with it, thus originating the 
distinctive features of the Rugby game AD 1823” 

However, according to Dunning and Sheard,1 who investigated the legend in detail, 
they found it wanting as ‗just not sociologically plausible‘.  Mulford2 identified an 
earlier ancestry to the game, dating back to the Roman Legions within their game of 
haspartum and then the citizens of Florence with their game of ‗il calico‘ in the 15th 
century.  Hickie3 in his study into the origins of football in Australia found similar 
problems to Dunning and Sheard with the origins of Rugby Football in Australia.  He 
mentions the following passage in the Sydney Monitor of Saturday, 25 July 1829: 

The privates in the barracks are in the habit of amusing themselves 
with the game of football; the ball may be daily described repeatedly 
mounting higher or lower, according to the skill and energy of the 
bold military kickers thereof.  It is a healthy amusement and much 
played in Leicestershire. 

Hickie was unable to conclude whether or not the style of game referred to is rugby 
union as played at Rugby School or not.  As there were several codes of football, 
some based on the various English Public Schools, together with another few 
varieties played within the British forces, it seems very likely that this was not a game 
of rugby football played on this occasion.  Mulford commented that crews of ships 
visiting Sydney in the 1840s and 1850s played football with the local Balmain 
workers at Mort‘s Dock and added4: 

―these games apparently had few rules and the best you could say was 
that they resembled rugby football, although the naval ship‟s personnel 
appeared to have an appreciation of how the game was developing in 
England.” 

 However, Pollard in his encyclopaedic book on Australian Rugby comments that the 
newspapers for the succeeding 50 odd years contained items about football matches 
that included ‖fierce body contact, enough to distinguish the game from soccer‖.5  But 
both Hickie and Pollard seem to concur that NSW was most likely the first location 
where rugby was played in Australia, so our review will commence by looking at 
NSW. 

                                         
a
 In October 2002, the RANRU Mens team was invited to play in Hong Kong and China, winning 2 of 3 games, 

the only losing by 6-7 to the Peoples Liberation Army Navy.  In November 2002 the RANRU Women‟s team 

was invited to play in an international 7-a-side tournament in Thailand, losing in the final by 1 point. 
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New South Wales 

Hickie attempted to study, in depth, the development of Rugby Football in Australia 
and draw conclusions as to the apparent slow growth of the game between 1829 and 
1874 with the formation of the Southern Rugby Football Union (SRU).  One of the 
problems he mentioned, that affected the completion of his study, was the ―virtual 
non-existence of reporting of football played in Sydney from 1829-65‖.  The 
documentation available on sporting activities during this period all point to a scarcity 
of open space available for sport in the city of Sydney, compared to Melbourne, 
which by this time had a thriving Australian Rules Football scene.6 
 
The growth from five clubs, with one team each, in the SRU in 1874 to seventy nine 
clubs, with 89 teams, in 1897 (by then in the NSWRU, which had been formed in 
1892), arranged in a senior and four junior competitions, necessitated the formation 
of a new administrative body, the Metropolitan Rugby Union (MRU) to arrange the 
game in Sydney7.  The majority of the clubs in the MRU were based on locality, i.e. 
suburb, which was to present problems to Navy (and other Services) Rugby, as 
whilst the shore bases would have a fixed location, a great proportion of naval 
personnel would be ship based, and therefore liable to be away for significant 
periods, and also the ―posting practices‖ of the Navy meant that personnel could and 
would be moved regularly between bases and between ships and bases. 
 
According to Wray Vamplew: 

„Sport was the cultural baggage brought out to Australia by the convicts, 
the free settlers and the accompanying administrative and military 
personnel, although initially the limited size of the community and the 
priority given to the establishment of a viable settlement delayed the 
commencement of organised sporting activities‟.8  He added later „The 
continued flow of migrants to Australia from Britain throughout the 
nineteenth century reinforced the early cultural continuity in terms of 
sporting activities.  Among the newcomers were muscular Christians, 
imported educators who transmitted the games ethos and its emphasis on 
the character-building aspects of many sports to young Australians 
especially those attending private schools”.9 

 
In a similar manner Wyatt and Herridge in their book ―The Rugby Revolution‖10 
commented that:  
 

“In soccer, cricket and in rugby union, neither the United Kingdom nor Great 
Britain fields a team, largely because most team games were “invented” in 
England during the late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries.  Quite 
naturally, England then fielded teams against its three Celtic neighbours 
(Ireland being one country until 1922) before the diaspora of the Empire 
took the games further afield to Australia, New Zealand (the Scots), 
Argentina (the Welsh) and South Africa.  In truth the main missionaries of 
these games were not the bible bashers or the explorers but our own armed 
services that have a proud place in the histories of these particular sports.”  

 
The early records are far from complete, but it is evident that football, of any variety, 
was not as popular as horse racing or cricket in early colonial Australia.  Three clubs 
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lay claim to have initiated rugby in Australia, University of Sydney (1863), Sydney 
(1865) and Wallaroo (1870), although Phillips casts doubt on the University claims of 
rugby games against visiting British warships from 1863.11  Pollard12, however, 
asserts that the first teams in Sydney rugby were made up of soldiers from the 
barracks opposed by teams from visiting ships, and the games were played at The 
Domain, Hyde Park and Moore Park.  The rules were provided by officers from the 
visiting ships and students returning home from studies at English Universities.  
Whilst in the period 1865-1867 there are mentions in the Sydney Morning Herald and 
Bell‟s Life of Sydney of rugby games played between the University of Sydney, the 
Military and Civil Cricket Club and a number of army units, including the 50th Queen‘s 
Own Regiment, the first mention of any game involving members of a naval side 
does not occur until 1869.  In August 1869, Bells Life in Sydney records games 
played at the Inner Domain, between the crew of a British naval ship, HMS Rosario13, 
and a side from the University of Sydney.  The records show that Sydney University 
won the first game by 1 goal to nil, and the second was a nil all draw.  The games 
were played on the 14th and 23rd  of August, and the reports of the number of players 
on each side varied as to 15-16 in the University side and 18-20 in naval side (the 
actual limit of the number of players allowed were not formalised until after the 
formation of the SRFU in 1874).  It appears that these two games may have been the 
only two games of rugby played in Sydney in 1869, due primarily due to bad weather 
and a lack of playing facilities14.  It seems reasonable to assume that the games were 
rugby, as the Fifty Years Record of Rugby in Auckland records that ―It is apparent 
that the visit of HMS Rosario in 1870 gave a great impetus to the game in NZ.  It 
seemed that Rosario played 3 games in Auckland and won only the first”,15 Rugby 
having been established quite successfully in New Zealand by this time. 
 
Further games between civilian and military personnel were reported in the 
Australian Town and Country Journal in June and July 1870 with Military and Naval 
Officers (HMS Challenger and HMS Blanche) playing the Wallaroo Club of Civilians 
at the Military and Civil Cricket Club.16  Then, in August and September 1872, reports 
appeared of the St Leonards club (initially known as North Shore) playing officers of 
HMS Clio and HMS Blanche.17  However, Hickie comments that ‗the legend of 
football in Sydney in the 1860s being characterised by games against visiting naval 
ships is not supported by the games recorded in the newspapers of the day‘.18  This 
is again in contrast to Pollard19 who asserts that the new clubs formed in the late 
1860‘s were given enthusiastic support from ―officers and men of the 12th Regiment 
and from navy officers‖.  He further commented that many of the early matches were 
20-aside to provide exercise for as many servicemen as possible.   
 
Further reports in the Sydney Morning Herald in September 1901 state that ‗between 
5,000 and 6,000 attended a rugby game played in fancy dress costume between the 
Endeavours club from Camperdown and the members of the crew of HMS Katoomba 
to assist the funds of the St Vincent de Paul Benevolent Society..‘over £21 was 
collected, an amount that was augmented in the evening by a concert given in the 
local Town Hall by the visiting blue jackets‘.20  Thus while it is relatively easy to 
establish the first games played by naval sides the growth from there on, is not so 
straight forward.  

Victoria 

A brand of football involving body contact was being played in Melbourne, in the 
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period 1856-1859, prior to the introduction of Australian Rules, it seems likely to have 
been a mixture of Gaelic Football and Rugby with the rules improvised by the 
soldiers playing.21  The first recorded formal game of rugby was North Melbourne v 
Melbourne in 1888.  In that same year, a British team led by Andrew Stoddart, the 
famous English cricketer, played a game against Melbourne, the game won by the 
British 15-5.  The British team then proceeded to play Australian Rules winning nine 
and losing ten games.  Two weeks after the Stoddart game, Melbourne played the 
Maoris, who were on their way to Britain, the game played before 5,000 people at the 
East Melbourne ground, the Maoris victorious by three tries to nil.  In a return game 
three days later the result was a draw, one try each.  The Maoris then went on their 
British tour winning 19 and drawing 5 of their 74 games.  They called in to Melbourne 
on their way home, defeating a Melbourne side 14-2 and 19-0, as well as beating a 
team (Navy XVIII) comprising officers from two British warships, HMS Calliope and 
Orlando 13-6.  Rugby then seemed to go dormant in Victoria for the next twenty 
years.  The visit of another British side in 1908, revived interest in rugby in Victoria 
and the Victorian Rugby Union was formed with initially five clubs, later to be 
supplemented by the Navy club side. 
 
Apart from a few services‘ matches, all rugby ceased in Victoria during World War I, 
and Navy was the first club to reform when peace was restored.  The Navy club 
provided 13 of the players who represented Victoria in 1921 against the visiting 
South African side.  St Kilda and Melbourne each supplied a player for the team 
which was beaten 51-0.  Then the VRU folded and did not reappear again until 1926.  
Rugby League proposed a competition in Melbourne and in 1923 a six-team league 
commenced, with St Kilda, Melbourne, University, Kiwis, RAAF and Navy providing 
teams.  They got little support from NSW or QLD and when University found that it 
could not arrange games with Sydney University, as the Sydney side played Union, a 
movement started to convert the competition to Union.  The movement strongly led 
by the Melbourne club was successful and in 1926 the VRU was reborn.  Navy won 
the first competition in 1926.  The VRU drew surprising strength from the services, 
with both the Army and Flinders Naval Depot supplying a steady supply of good 
players.  In 1929, Victoria defeated NSW in Melbourne 16-9 and J.Fryer from Navy 
was a member of this team.  Gordon Sturtridge (born in Brisbane) became the first 
player from a Victorian club to play in a test for Australia.  In 1930 ‗Weary‘ Dunlop 
became the first native Victorian to play for Australia. 
 
All rugby competitions again basically stopped in Victoria from 1941 to 46, but the 
Services staged some exhilarating matches that kept the game alive.  Navy were first 
grade premiers in 1925-27, 1933, 1946/47, 1951/52/53, and 195722. 

South Australia 

Navy played a key role in the establishment of rugby in the state.  Prior to 1932 there 
had been purely social games.  But in 1932, a meeting was arranged that led to the 
formation of the Adelaide Club and shortly afterwards Navy formed a club based on 
the Royal Australian Naval Reserve station at Birkenhead (known at the time as 
HMAS Cerberus), to be followed by Waratah and University.  Navy‘s first game saw 
them lose 22-3 to Adelaide.  The South Australian Rugby Union was formed at the 
end of that season.  Navy went on to win the Adelaide First Grade Premiership in 
1933,23 when they received the Navy Cup that had been donated for the competition 
by Lieutenant Walsh. 
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Tasmania 

There would appear to be no record of any organised rugby prior to 1926, although 
teams from the military garrisons were recorded as playing a mixture of soccer and 
rugby until the arrival of Australian Rules Football.  However, in 1926 teams from two 
visiting New Zealand cruisers Diomedes and Dunedin played a game in Hobart 
during a port visit.  Organised rugby commenced in 1932, but the only Services side 
recorded as winning a premiership in the state is Army, in 1956, in the Southern 
competition.24 

Western Australia 

Rugby was first recorded in the Swan River colony in 1868 among garrison troops 
and ships stationed at Fremantle.  Pollard comments that the 14th Foot Regiment 
who had come to Perth via the Maori Wars, Hobart and Melbourne had defeated 
Melbourne at what is now the MCG in a game resembling rugby in July 1867.

25
  

Queensland 

Although a rugby union association was formed in Brisbane in November 1883, 
Queensland is the one Australian State where Navy does not seem to have played a 
significant role in the development of its rugby union, primarily due to the fact that 
there were no major Naval Bases established in the state until during WWII, thus 
Services Rugby was represented by Army.  During World War 1, the QRU 
abandoned rugby for the duration, leading to the growth of rugby league and saw the 
major GPS schools in the state move from Aussie Rules to rugby league.  The tours 
of the AIF side and a few interstate games in 1919 were the sole events involving the 
QRU until its revival in 1929.  World War II saw a much reduced impact as the 
Federal Government encouraged administrators to provide recreation for servicemen 
and civilians and some torrid matches were played in wartime Brisbane and in 
country Queensland. 
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Figure 1. HMAS Rosario in Sydney Harbour 

 

 
 

Figure 2. HMS Clio 
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Figure 3. HMAS Katoomba 

The Growth of the RAN  

Much of the data covered so far predates the formation of the organisation now 
known as the RAN, and to understand the introduction of rugby into the Navy and the 
role of rugby within the Navy environment, it is necessary to have some 
comprehension of the structure of the Navy.  To do this it is appropriate to briefly 
review the origins of the Royal Australian Navy.  The British Royal Navy played a 
major role in the settlement of Australia.  Captain Arthur Philip in the frigate Sirius, 
with an armed tender Supply escorted the transports of the First Fleet into Port 
Jackson on Jan 26, 1788.  From then until 1821, no Royal Navy warships were 
stationed on a regular basis in NSW, but an occasional vessel from the (British) East 
Indies Squadron would call into Port Jackson.  In 1821, the British Admiralty posted a 
man of war to Sydney; this ship was also responsible for occasionally looking into 
New Zealand.  The Royal Navy‘s Australian Station (later formally called the 
Australian Station) came into being in 1859 when Captain William Loring of HMS Iris 
assumed command, as senior officer of Her Majesty‘s Ships on the Australian 
Station, independently of the Commander-in-Chief in India.  In December 1887, the 
British Parliament passed the Australasian Navy Defence Act that created the 
Auxiliary Squadron, to be based in Sydney and retained within the limits of the 
Australian Station.  This Auxiliary Squadron was to comprise five third class ships 
and two torpedo boats and was intended for trade protection around the Australian 
coastline.26 
 
However, the Colonial States of Australia had naval vessels of their own, separate to 
the Australian Squadron.  In fact, in 1892, the Colony of Victoria had a naval strength 
of 576, NSW 619, with the total for all the colonies being 1922.  Even prior to 
Federation, these colonial naval forces, at the request of the British Government, had 
been involved in overseas activity.  New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia 
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had sent Naval Brigades together with the gunship Protector to assist in the 
resolution of the Boxer Rebellion in China.  A total of 556 Australians served in 
China, comprising 200 from Victoria, 260 from NSW and the 96 crew of HMCS 
Protector.   At the time of Federation in 1901, all the colonial vessels27 were 
transferred to the Commonwealth Naval Force and they comprised primarily torpedo 
boats, gunboats and various small craft, many of which were in poor condition and 
were phased out over the next few years.  In 1902, the Colonial Conference agreed 
that the Royal Navy would provide 2 cruisers, HMS Challenger and Psyche, to be 
manned by Australians, but under control of Royal Navy Officers.28  It would seem at 
this time that the Royal Navy was retaining control of the naval forces of the colonies, 
as the recruits to these ships would be trained initially on HMS Psyche, receive their 
advanced training on HMS Challenger, before being posted to Colonial Navy Force 
ships, and the British viewed the colonial forces as an Australian branch of the Royal 
Naval Reserve.29   

However, the Director of the new Australian Naval Board of Administration, Captain 
W.R. Creswell, did not see it this way, and in 1905 he proposed that the local 
Australian Squadron should comprise three 3,000 ton cruiser/destroyers, 16 
destroyers and 13 torpedo boats, a force that could stand on its own.  This view was 
not supported by the British Admiralty who wanted a single British (Empire) Navy, 
under Admiralty control.30  Creswell persisted in his view and in 1909 at the Imperial 
Conference a compromise was struck, which agreed to the building of an Australian 
Fleet Unit that was to provide, primarily, for the defence of Australia, but could be 
called upon to support the requirements of the British Imperial Navy.  This Fleet Unit 
was to comprise a battlecruiser, HMAS Australia, a force of light cruisers, six torpedo 
boats, 2 submarines and support ships.  Most of the ships would be built in the UK, 
but one torpedo boat destroyer would be built in the UK, shipped to Australia and 
reassembled in Australia, and the subsequent torpedo boat destroyers would be built 
in Australia.  HMAS Warrego was the torpedo boat destroyer built in the UK and 
reassembled at Cockatoo Island in Sydney.31  The vessels started to arrive from 
1911 with the battle cruiser HMAS Australia, and the first two of the new light cruisers 
arriving in 1913, so from this point on Australia possessed a naval force of some 
significance.  On July 10, 1911 King George V gave the Naval forces of Canada and 
Australia the right to the royal prefix to their forces and so from that date, the 
Australian Naval forces became the Royal Australian Navy.32  So whilst many of its 
policies, practices and even traditions may have been based upon Royal Navy 
artefacts, the RAN could now proceed to develop its own. 
 
But a naval infrastructure is more than ships, it needs bases, training centres and 
shipyards to support and maintain these ships, and the RAN had some of these in 
place since the Colonial Naval Force days, in locations like the Flinders Naval Depot 
in Melbourne and Garden Island in Sydney.  So now we see the RAN with a growing 
manpower, and a personnel strength able to take a role in the world of rugby.   
 
But there are many factors that will influence this ability to participate.  The prime of 
which is the availability of personnel.  Naval vessels have a variety of roles, some are 
required to spend a great deal of their in-service time at sea, either locally or 
overseas, all spend a significant percentage of their time out-of-service, in refit, in 
maintenance or undergoing equipment upgrades.  Naval personnel are ―posted‖ to a 
position for various periods of time, which can be short but are generally of two to 
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three year duration, a new posting can be geographically quite close to the previous 
one, but is just as likely to be somewhere else in Australia, or perhaps overseas.  It 
must also be considered that a naval role is in fact 24x7; naval personnel can be 
called to duty at any time of the day or week.  As we examine each calendar year, we 
will also look briefly at the external factors that impact on the distribution of naval 
forces at the time.  
 
A second factor is the availability of playing resources: playing fields equipped 
appropriately, balls, playing strip together with the appropriate officials, coaches, 
referees, linesmen, first aid, etc.  Some of these may prove difficult to come by, e.g. 
rugby pitches overseas, or even in ―foreign‖ sporting code locations such as states 
that specialise in Australian Rules.  The strip may be provided from the ship‘s budget, 
or by the location or even the individual, sometimes by a sponsor or even as a result 
of some external fundraising. 
  
A third factor is fitness, both general physical fitness and also specific sport fitness.  
Both British and Australian Services have had physical fitness programs for many 
years, and there has been a significant emphasis on retaining physical fitness in 
order to be able to correctly perform your defined  role in the Service.  In recent 
years, a specific level of physical fitness has been required in order to retain a 
position within the Service.  In fact, a recent study has recommended that the 
Australian Defence Force should implement a strategy to increase safe participation 
in fitness producing physical activity, which includes Rugby Union.33 
 
A fourth factor that may inhibit or encourage the playing of a sport, is the ease in 
which games against other organisations can be arranged, to provide external 
challenge as well as variety.  In most sports, some form of league or association is 
created to provide a variety of challenges, and regularly different leagues are 
arranged to cater for various levels of skill.  One common factor in all of these 
arrangements is regularity, that each member organisation will be able to present a 
side of the appropriate ability, regularly, throughout the playing season, whatever that 
might be.  In Rugby Union, a wide variety of such structures have grown up over the 
years to cater for schoolboy to international and from ―duffer‖ to veteran.  Some of 
these structures have stood the test of time, others have waxed and waned or just 
faded away. 
 
As we look at the growth of rugby union in the RAN, we will have opportunity to 
examine each of these factors and see how they impacted the ability of members of 
the service to take part in the sport of rugby union, facilitated by the RAN.  One of the 
complications in considering a sport within an organisation such as the RAN is that 
the RAN can be likened to a microcosm of the Rugby world, in that it was involved at 
a schools level with some of its training establishments, the bases and ships play 
with leagues and structures a) in the civilian world, b) within the navy, c) between the 
other services in the ADF, d) between establishments and ships of navies of other 
nations, both within Australia and overseas.  As the RAN, it plays at an international 
level against the Navy Rugby Union of other nations, and members of the RAN play 
for Australian Services against Representative civilian and military sides, and finally 
members of the RAN play for civilian sides at club, state and national level.  Hence, 
to fully comprehend the role of rugby within the RAN it is necessary to examine the 
operation of Rugby Union within the RAN at establishment and ship level both within 
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and external to Australia, as well as at a Rugby Union level i.e. a Branch Union of the 
Australian Rugby Union, not as just a simple rugby club or collection of clubs.  The 
following section will firstly look at the operation and performance of Rugby Union 
within the training establishments of the RAN, then will consider rugby union within 
the context of club rugby within the Navy itself, then Navy Rugby within club rugby 
across Australia, and throughout this we will consider the RAN Rugby Union itself. 
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Training Establishments 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVAL COLLEGE  

The formation of the Royal Australian Navy in 1911 involved a significant increase in 
the requirement for Naval Officers, it was not seen as financially possible to send all 
Australian Naval Officers off to the UK for their training.  So just as the Australian 
Army had done in 1910, after a recommendation by Field Marshall Lord Kitchener for 
a military college,1 which gave rise to the Royal Military College, Duntroon, the RAN 
submitted proposals to the Government for a Royal Australian Naval College.  The 
Australian Government agreed and allocated some federally owned land at Jervis 
Bay in NSW.  The location of the site caused considerable delays and so the first 
Royal Australian Naval College opened in temporary accommodation at Osborne 
Houseb in Corio Bay, Geelong, while facilities in Jervis Bay were being completed.2  
Cadets joined the College at age 13, and undertook a 4-year course followed by six 
months at sea, when the students were posted to a ship.  The College syllabus 
included: Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, English, French, German, History, 
Geography, Navigation, Seamanship, Religious Instruction, Gymnasium and Drill.  
Sport was looked upon by the RANC management as a means to encourage the 
development of character, leadership, discipline and teamwork3.  However, it was 
also seen as recreation and a means of ―letting off steam‖, but just as in the Britannia 
Royal Naval College at Dartmouth, the Royal Navy‘s equivalent of RANC, and on 
which many of its courses were based, College sports played an important role in the 
development of future officers of the RAN.  Participation in all sports, from those 
requiring individual skills to team sports, was seen to be almost mandatory, in fact 
poor performance or lack of involvement could reflect in the comments made in the 
cadets‘ performance reports, just as poor academic performance is reflected in a 
―school report‖.  The cadets were selected without reference to their varied family 
background or social standing and inducted into a very rigid English public school 
outlook and there was no charge levied on a parent for a cadet‘s training.4  
 
The first sport played at the college, with its initial intake of just 28, was cricket, with 
the first match being Cadets vs Ship‘s Company on March 1, 1913, followed by a 
game against Geelong Grammar School.  This later game ‗built up a set of 
associations which is one of the best results of healthy sport‘.5  The winter sport in 
the first year was soccer, and in the second year, with more cadets in attendance, 
Australian Rules Football, cross country running, hockey, swimming and diving were 
added, and regular competitions ensued involving Geelong Grammar, Geelong 
College, Melbourne Grammar and Scotch College, as well as visiting ships including, 
HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Encounter.

6
  The College moved to Jervis Bay in 1915 

and all the sports in vogue at Geelong continued with the exception of Australian 
Rules Football.  The college staff, at this time, were largely British trained and thus 
replaced Australian Rules with the game with which they were much more familiar, 
Rugby Union.  The college magazine mentioned a game of rugby played in Geelong 
in 1914 but no details were included.7  The somewhat isolated location of Jervis Bay, 
did not appear to inhibit competitive sports, as the College built itself appropriate 
facilities, encouraged internal competitions and then sought suitable outside 
competitors. 
 
The first recorded rugby match at Jervis Bay occurred on April 24, 1915 and was a 

                                         
b
 It is interesting to note that Osborne House, which played such a key role in the initial history of the RAN, is 

now the property of the Victorian Government is gradually decaying due to lack of maintenance. 
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―College vs Camp‖ game, cadets at the College playing a team comprised of 
construction workers on the college site, the cadets lost 8-0.8  The College then 
struck up a relationship with Sydney Church of England Grammar School, which was 
to last many years.  The first game on May 8, 1915 against the Grammar 2nd XV went 
14-6 to RANC.  Games were then instituted against other Sydney high schools.  
Visiting rugby sides would go down to Jervis Bay by train on the Friday, play the 
match on Saturday and then return to Sydney by train on Sunday.  This procedure 
lasted for the 15 years that the College stayed at Jervis Bay.  On some occasions, 
the College side would go to Sydney and were the guests of the Sydney Schools.  
On one occasion the team from Newington College went down to Jervis Bay on 
board HMAS Huon.9   
 
Eldridge commented that ―The importance for the development of the powers of 
leadership and of esprit de corps and the place of sport in the training of cadets has 
always been emphasised”.  Also important to the College were the inter-part-of- ship 
games, cadets v ship‘s company, games against local schools and one of the most 
traditional and contested fixtures was that against the rival military college RMC, 
Duntroon.  The first game in this annual contest occurred on Sept 2, 1916 when RMC 
ventured down to Jervis Bay, over what in those days were fairly primitive roads, and 
were beaten by the younger and less experienced RANC side.  However, RMC had 
lost its two senior classes at the outbreak of the war, and this may have contributed 
somewhat to its defeat.  This success was not to continue for RANC, as in the period 
1916 to 1929, RMC were successful on nine occasions, and RANC on only five.10  
But 1916 was a good year for RANC, the College was unbeaten by any school side 
in that year, and according to the RMC Journal they defeated RMC Duntroon 20-9. 
1917 was not to prove as successful, as for example, the College lost to RMC at 
Duntroon by 47 points to nil. 
 
During World War 1, the College played an important role in sustaining the Union 
game: ‗As the Union game began to languish in the city, and as all competitions were 
abandoned, it was recognised that the Naval College played a big part in nurturing 
the amateur code‘.11  During the period 1922 to 1930 the numbers of members of the 
Navy were reduced and hence the numbers admitted to the College were reduced 
considerably, in 1921 for example the intake was halved to just twelve boys per 
year.12  Hence, the College had great difficulty in arranging fixtures due to lack of 
numbers.13 This difficulty was recognised by RMC Duntroon, who reduced the 
strength of the side sent to RANC, with the result that in 1922, RANC defeated 
Duntroon.  The big Sydney schools also recognised the problem and on many 
occasions sent their 2nd XV.  Schools that played during this period included the Blue 
Mountains Grammar School, and for a number of years the Western Suburbs club 
sent their 3rd XV to play the College.  1928 saw the College 1st XV travel to 
Cranbrook School in Sydney in the newly College acquired Daimler Bus instead of by 
train. 
 
The other game of interest to the College was the United Services v Combined 
Sydney Public Schools, the United Services side made up of students from RMC and 
RANC.  In 1919, a United Services side, including 12 students from the College, 
played the fixture on the Sydney Cricket Ground before the Governor General, the 
Governor of NSW and Admiral of the Fleet, Lord Jellicoe.14  The Sydney Schools 
won this game as they did all those in the period 1924 to 1927.15  The 1926 game 
was won by GPS 13-6 and reported in the Sydney Morning Herald.16  The Herald 
commented that by winning the game, GPS retained the Forsyth Shield, which had 
been presented by Mr CM Forsyth after the match in 1917 between Kings School 
and United Services, in which his son H.H. Forsyth, later to play international Rugby 
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for Scotland, had played. 
 
Eldridge also notes that among visiting players to have appeared at the College a 
number won international rugby honours, including A.C. ―Jonnie‖ Wallace who 
appeared for Scotland in 1923-26 and Australia in 1927-28 on the wing and was the 
coach of the 1953 Wallabies, ―Slip‖ Carr (Australia 1913-14) at fullback and 
Alexander Ross (Australia 1927-34), also on the wing.17 
 
In 1930, the College moved to the Flinders Naval Depot near Western Port Bay in 
Victoria (now HMAS Cerberus), where it remained until 1958.  Rugby was now faced 
with a major problem, the game was not played by many Victorian schools, and the 
State competition was on a much smaller scale than in the major rugby playing states 
of NSW and Queensland, so cadets vs ships company became key events, but 
games were still played against Sydney schools, although not so frequently.  In 
September 1930, the College played in a curtain raiser to the Great Britain v Victoria 
game in Melbourne.  RANC were victorious 13-3 over a Metropolitan XV.  The 
College was able to arrange games against some of the ―British styled‖ public 
schools such as Scotch College, Melbourne, Canberra Grammar and other service 
schools, such as the RAAF College at Point Cook, and the College Magazine records 
that in some years there were only minimal fixtures possible (only 7 in 1935).  
 
The sporting activity was so ingrained into the cadet‘s psyche that one former cadet 
recalled over 60‘s years later that: 

Each cadet played organised sport on six afternoons each week…… we also 
played regular representative games against teams from then Melbourne 
schools as as well as against adult teams from the depot.  Cadets played 
rugby against the wardroom (officer‟s mess), the New Entry School (new adult 
recruits to the Navy ungergoing training) and the Officer Training School 
(selected sailors being given intensive short-training for commission as 
officers)  These were always extremely hard fought games in which no quarter 
was given.  With an age disadvantage of as many as five years the cadets 
soon learned to rely on fitness and courage to perservere, and we managed to 
win our fair share of these encounters.. Physical training figured largely in the 
studies program and was later incorporated in sub-lieutenants‟ specialist 
courses, with a designated petty officer physical training in charge of all cadets 
training.18 

 
1958 saw RANC return to Jervis Bay from its temporary banishment to FND and the 
College was able to expand its fixture list, aided primarily by the fact that the roads to 
Jervis Bay had improved considerably during their absence and secondly the 
increased numbers at the College made it possible for a visiting side to make the 
return trip one day and also bring a number of sides; even a mixture of sports such 
as hockey and soccer teams.  Being based in a rugby playing state also gave the 
College access to a wider selection of opponents, particularly secondary schools and 
other naval establishments in the region, including Hawkesbury Agricultural College, 
HMAS Albatross and HMAS Nirimba.  In the first edition of Navy News on July 18 
1958 the College results were reported as follows: 

RANC 1st v Canbera Grammar School 33-0      RANC 2nd v HMAS Nirimba 7-3  
RANC 3rd v N Sydney Boys 28-8          RANC 4th v RMC Duntroon Colts 15-19  

 
The success rate of the College 1St XV improved and some of this must be put down 
to the fitness and discipline of the naval cadets, in 1963 for example, they won seven 
of their nine games.19  In 1964, the College first term ended on Friday May 8, and the 
rugby team left by bus for a week's tour of three Queensland schools, where they 
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made a clean sweep, defeating Downlands College, Toowoomba, 20-6, Brisbane 
Church of England Grammar School 17-12, and finally Brisbane State High School 
12-3.  Apart from being a great success rugby-wise, many new friends were made 
and valuable ties knotted between the college players and their northern friends, 
whom they hoped to meet on home ground in the future.20  The second term got 
under way in a great fashion for College rugby.  The College 1st XV beat the 
apprentices from Nirimba 31-6, and then Cranbrook 39-3, and the 2nd XV won 9-0.21  
And then even after 16 inches of rain, RANC were able to welcome Chevalier 
College and play three games of rugby against them.  The 1

st
 XV won 19-6, the 2

nd
 

XV 30-8, and the 3rd XV 52-0, the games witnessed by the Minister for the Navy, Mr 
R. Cheney. 
 
Throughout 1964 the College 1st XV had continued its winning run, and in August 
beat Wollongong Teachers' College 8-5, in a hard fought battle. They then went to 
HMAS Nirimba where the apprentices were keen to avenge their earlier loss, and the 
College won 22-9.  With an undefeated touring record, Canberra Grammar visited the 
College and the College was triumphant 33-23.  The College also met Wollongong 
Teachers' College in soccer, winning 3-1, and basketball 70-40.  Canberra Grammar 
also brought down a 2nd XV and a basketball team and again the College were 
victorious, winning 22-9 and 73-33.  However, Canberra Grammar saved a clean 
sweep by yipping the College by one point in the debate, the subject being "That the 
Press fails to fulfil its obligation to society”, showing that the competition was not 
solely on the sporting field.22  The College won both its last matches comfortably, 
including a 21-12 win over Edmund Rice College, followed by a clean sweep of 
James Ruse Agricultural High School, when the 1st XV won 37-0 and the 2nd XV, 24-
3.23 
 
During the latter part of the 1960‘s the role of RANC started to change, from that of a 
secondary school to that of a tertiary institution that it was to become in the 1980‘s.  
There was a marked change in the age and size of the students, instead of being 13 
to 17 years of age, they now ranged from 15 to 22.  So that the College sides now 
were quite often, older and more experienced than their secondary school opponents 
and the results were more often in favour of the College.  But naval duties took 
preference to sport and this would often affect the ability of the College to present its 
strongest side.  One prime example is seen in the 1960‘ and 70‘s, when during the 
second year of the Senior Entry course, the cadets went on a seven-week training 
cruise.24  This just happened to coincide with the high point of the rugby season, 
resulting in some loss of teamwork and cohesion. 
 
However, in 1965 the College side was strong enough to beat the Dempster Cup 
team from HMAS Albatross.  In preparation for this, in May they had taken a tour to 
Canberra and Sydney where they beat Canberra Grammar School 24-5 and then 
beat Sydney Grammar School 16-14, lost 37-8 to the Australian School of Pacific 
Administration 20-9 and in a final game, somewhat depleted by injuries, were 
outplayed by the King‘s School 37-8.25  In June, the College welcomed Wollongong 
High School for rugby, soccer and cross-country, managing to win only the rugby 19-
16.  The Navy News report mentioned a curtain raiser for the rugby, described as an 
Under 10-stone competition (weighed in birthday suits before lunch)!!  The College 
was reported as victorious 10-8.  July saw the Senior Year cadets back in the rugby 
team, with their examinations over, and this helped the 1st XV to wins over Trinity 
Grammar 20-9 and Cranbrook 21-11.  In a final preparation for the game against 
Albatross, the College side flew down to the RAAF Academy at Point Cook and 
defeated the RAAF side 25-3 before returning home in an RAAF Dakota.  Two days 
later they took on the might of the Albatross‘ Dempster Cup side and were victorious 
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by 13 points to 8.  The following week they were overcome by a much taller and 
heavier side from the NSW Police Cadets who were victorious 26-16. 
 
1966 saw RANC 1st XV win eight of the ten games it played in the season with the 
highlights being wins over RAAF 13-9 and NSW Police Cadets 33-3, Nowra High 
School and Edmund Rice College 33-3.  The Ship‘s Company side, playing in the 
local Group 7 Rugby League competition reached the semi finals with an undefeated 
run of 14 games. 

Final Year cadets were allowed to serve on board ship prior to their graduation, and 
in May and June 1967, three such cadets took maximum benefit of this opportunity.  
Midshipmen Bob Nelligan, Bob Spencer and Greg Besomo were serving on HMAS 
Anzac and were drafted into the Fleet side to play Nirimba and Albatross in Dempster 
Cup games, where all three put up excellent performances in the winning side on 
both occasions.  However, the College program would make them unavailable for 
consideration in the inter-Service competition.  The annual fixture of Cadets from 
RANC v Apprentices from HMAS Nirimba was scheduled as the curtain raiser for the 
Australian Services game against the City of Sydney. 

1971 

The HMAS Nirimba Rugby visit to RANC in 1971 saw 45 Apprentices arrive to do 
battle with College 1st, 2nd and 3rd XVs, with RANC winning the 1st XV game 19-0, 
Nirimba won the 2nd XV game 6-3, while the 3rd XVs played an 8-all draw.  

1972 

The College 1st XV underwent a mared reshuffle at the completion of Term1, with 
Class IIC departing to join the training ship, however LCDR Hogg soon had the new 
team moulde into a cohesive unit that by season‘s end had ampressive record of ten 
wins, one draw and two losses.  The wins included Royal Military College, Duntroon, 
the Apprentice Training Establishment HMAS Nirimba (1st XV 17-3 win and 2nd XV 
10-0 loss) and 3 MIDS were awarded their colours. 

The 2
nd

 XV did not fare as well the firsts, but did have some notable games. Including 
a 10-0 loss to the very strong Saint Stanislaus College at Bathurst, a victory over 
Manly Boy‘s High School 2nd XV and a 50-0 win over James Ruse Agricultural 
College from Sydney 

1973 

The College played two games against St Patrick‘s Goulburn in May 1973.  The 2nd 
XV went down 37-0 and the 1st XV then defeated their opponents 34-13 with CMID 
Donald well to the fore.  In July, the College travelled to Sydney to play North Sydney 
High School in the Waratah Shield competition.  Due to bad weather, and pitches 
under water, the location was changed three times, and ended up at Cammeray 
Oval, which had pools of standing water and modified soccer posts.  North Sydney, 
who had beaten Parramatta High the previous week by 109-3, proved too strong for 
the College, defeating them 23-0.  The fact that North Sydney had some 500 
supporters compared to the College‘s five might also have helped.  North Sydney 
went on to win the competition.  The defeat of RMC Duntroon by 20 points to nil was 
followed some week later by a 12-7 victory over RANATE, and just before Class IIC 
joined HMAS Anzac, a very experienced College side defeated Cranbrook 37-6. 

1974 

The 1974 season was reasonably successfuil with the 1st XV winning sixty percent of 
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their games  The season opened with a RANC entering two teams in the 1974 Mons 
Cup Competition with LCDR Shotter coaching the A squad and LEUT Mackinnonn 
the B squad  The competition was held at Randwick on March 27th.  The B side lost 
22-0 to HMAS Stalwart and the A side suffered a 4-3 loss to HMAS Penguin in the 
Mons Cup.  This meant both RANC sides were now in the Plate Competition, where 
the A side lost to HMAS Perth and the B side to HMAS Anzac.  Later in the season 
Cranbrook were beaten 37-6 but a loss was recorded against St Patrick‘s Goulburn.  
Term II with a new 1st XV saw the College defeat Scots College 14-6 and in the 
Waratah Shield, RANC defeated Northmead HS but then went down 3-0 to 
Chatswood HS in the second round.  Other victories were recorded over James 
Ruse, St Josephs and RMC Duntroon.  Full colours were awarded to 3 CMIDs as 
well as three half colours.  A change in the College teaching schedule meant that 
Class II would remain at the College for an additional semester, should ensure a 
strong side for the new College coach, LCDR Hogg to look after. 

1976 

The first half of the year saw victories over Scots College, Bathurst and St Joseph‘s 
School, Sydney but was followed by a series of losses to Daramalan, Marist 
Brothers, Canberra and HMAS Nirimba.  A recovery of form saw defeats of James 
Ruse Agricultural HS 40-4 and Illawarra Grammar 32-3, but RMC took out the ―big 
game‖ with a converted try against an unconverted one.  Four CMIDs received full 
colourrs and Mick Galvin received the Burnett Memorial Prize for Rugby 

1977 

1977 started with a loss of many of the star players to the University of NSW and 
other training establishments, but the new entry brought with it a host of new talent.   
The opening game of the season was against Vaucluse Boys High and resulted in a 
70-0 win to RANC.  The next opponents were a fast, well drilled side from North 
Sydney Boys High, who were beaten by a last minute try and thus a 12-10 score.  
Marist Brothers, Canberra also defeated the College. 

The 1977 season concluded on a high note with the 1st XV winning all three service 
trophies after victories over RANATE, RAAF Academy and RMC Duntroon.  The 
team had played twelve matches winning nine. 

1978 

The 1978 season started with a loss to Canberra Marist Brothers 21-0.  This was 
followed by victories over Canberra Grammar, Trinity Grammar, The Kings School 
and Combined Illawarra, but Daramalan College ended the winning streak with a 31-
6 win on their home pitch.  James Ruse were also defeated and RANC defended the 
Storrie Cup with a 15-8 victory over HMAS Nirimba.  Full colours were awarded to 
four CMIDS, including B.J. Kafer and 3 CMIDs received half colours. 

In 1978 the College entered a team in the Illawarra under 18 competition, and 
reached the minor semi-final before being beaten.  The problem faced by the College 
was that the organisers had allowed each side to field 5 players under 19.  This put 
the College students at a disadvantage, and the College continued to search for a 
competition better suited to 17 year olds. 

1980 

The improvement of education standards and a requirement to ensure that training 
was relevant to contemporary society was having an impact on naval training, it was 
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perceived that it was no longer necessary for the RAN to provide secondary level 
education.  As a result it was announced that the RANC would terminate Junior Entry 
in 1980, and that the last junior recruits would pass out from HMAS Leeuwin in 1984. 

1981 

The RANC phasing out of the Junior Entry meant that College side would in future 
have no school age cadets and so competition against schools would no longer be 
possible, so Creswell applied to and was accepted as member of the Illawarra Third 
Grade competition. 

The results for the 1981 season were among the worst for ten years.  The College 
had a side in the Illawarra Competition, as well as a team to play high schools and 
colleges as in all former years.  The Illawarra Competition took many of the more 
experienced players and the school sides were made of of less experienced and 
younger CMIDs.  Thus for the first time in seven year the ‗Skinner‘ Shield went to 
James Ruse HS.  The side in the Illawarra Competition eventually had to withdraw 
due to injuries and a shortage of players from the Ships Company  This released 
players just in time for the Storrie Cup Final against the Fleet Colts.  RANC emerged 
from an exhausting game victors by two penalty goals to nil.  The final game against 
RMC was in doubt until the last five minutes when RMC scored a try and penalty goal 
to secure victory. 

1982 

By 1982, all of what had been the Junior Entry (15-17 year olds) were now Seniors 
and the Junior Entry had been discontinued, so it was no longer really feasible for the 
College to play against secondary schools, although some of the games continued in 
a social fashion to maintain the tradition.   

1983 

The Midshipmen at RANC, in preparation for their annual game against RMC 
Duntroon took on HMAS Cook and roundly defeated them 46–0.  Tries went to MIDN 
Phil Mottram, ABQMG Steve Melross (2), MIDN Mark Todd (2), MIDN Michael Reis 
(2), MIDN Peter Scott and MIDN Paul Mulcahy, with MIDN Reis kicking five 
conversions.  In the backs for RANC, MIDN Reis, Dave Waldie and Bob Plath were in 
excellent form, with MIDN Todd, Andy Howell and Mike Doherty standing out 
amongst the forwards. .  

1985 

The College entered a team into the local adult competition in 1985.  This was the 
Far South Coast Rugby Union Zone, and included local coastal towns such as Bega, 
Bateman‘s Bay and Moruya.  The College won the premiership that year with a team 
drawn from cadets, ships company and college officers.  In 1986, all tertiary training 
of officers of the three services was transferred to the newly opened Australian 
Defence Force Academy in Canberra.  HMAS Creswell became responsible for all 
initial professional naval officer training, including those new entry officers who did 
not attend ADFA.  With depleted numbers, rugby effectively came to an end at 
RANC, but HMAS Creswell, as a base, continued the tradition established by RANC 
and provided navy rugby from the location as will be seen later. 

The Creswell rugby side under coach Rod McLaurin, former ASRU rep, won the Far 
South Coast grand final defeating defending premiers Bermagui/Cobargo 13-3, at 
Hanging Rock Oval, Bateman‘s Bay, having previously beaten Cobargo Sharks 4-0 
in the major semi-final.  Three penalties from Creswell fullback, Andy Keough saw 
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Creswell lead 9-3 at half time and mid way through the second half a rolling maul 
gave ―Bucket‖ Bohm the opportunity for a try, which was not converted. 

1986 

Although down on numbers in 1986, HMAS Creswell were keeping their sporting 
prowess intact in the Shoalhaven area.  The rugby club, the previous year‘s winner, 
recorded three straight win against Tobago, Bega and Moruya. 

2004 

HMAS Creswell enrolled its largest ever single intake of officer-trainees in January 
2004 when 124 men and women from all over Australia commenced their six-month 
course.  The RAN College‘s Training Commander, CMDR Chris Baldwin, noted that 
the increased numbers of trainees reflected the increased ―operational tempo‖ of 
today‘s Navy26.  On June 18 ,115 graduated, the largest ever graduating class at the 
College. 

2009 

The ACT Brumbies began their 2009 Super 14 rugby union season in mid-January 
with a week long pre-season training camp at HMAS Creswell.  The players were put 
through a number of training sessions and team-building activities over their five days 
at the College, making good use of the facilities, including golf, tennis, kayaking and 
swimming.  On the Wednesday, they put their teamwork to the test in the flooding 
unit at the RAN School of Ship Safety and Survivability.  They had to work together to 
beat the waters flooding into the ship simulator after a ‗torpedo attack‘ devastated the 
ship‘s hull. The boys took it all in their stride and while the ship went down, the 
Brumbies teamwork shone.  CO HMAS Creswell, CAPT John Van Dyke, said ―Its 
been a real buzz to have the boys here and we‘ve enjoyed hosting their training 
camp.  We are proud sponsors of the Brumbies and our relationship with the team 
continues to blossom‖.  On the Friday, the team was put through their paces by the 
Navy‘s elite physical training instructors before enjoying a hearty meal in the ‗Gun 
Room‘ with the staff who had played host to them. 
 

HMAS NIRIMBA & Navy Colts XV 

HMAS Nirimba was a Royal Australian Navy Base located at Quakers Hill in 
Sydney‘s western suburbs, and co-located with an airstrip that later was to become 
the Schofields airport.  Nirimba was commissioned in April 1953 and in 1956 became 
the Royal Australian Navy Apprentice Training Establishment, RANATE, the 
establishment responsible for the training of naval apprentices in marine, weapons 
and aviation engineering.  The apprentices came in at 16 or 17 years of age and 
undertook a course lasting four years and with two intakes of 50 a year.  Allowing for 
attrition, Nirimba had in excess of 350 apprentices in attendance each year.  In later 
years it also included some specialised two-year courses for more senior sailors.  In 
1987 it was given the responsibility of providing initial training for General Duties 
sailors, but in 1993 this role was re-assigned to HMAS Cerberus and HMAS Nirimba 
was decommissioned in 1994.27  Some of its facilities now form part of the University 
of Western Sydney as well as the Western Sydney Institute of TAFE.  
  
Nirimba in some ways resembled a boarding school, catering only for the last couple 
of years of schooling, and being a military establishment, physical training was a 
compulsory part of its curriculum, thus providing a pool of fit youngsters, many of 
whom already had a rugby background enabling Nirimba to play a significant role as 
a nursery for Navy Rugby. 
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In May 1959, HMAS Nirimba Apprentices defeated RMC Duntroon 29-0 at Duntroon 
and in the Gordon and Northern Districts Junior competition, Navy News reported 
that HMAS Nirimba had two teams in the U21s and two teams in the U18s, also an 
U16 team in the Eastwood competition, and provided some results: Nirimba 1st XV 
defeated the previous year‘s champions, Lane Cove 24-8, and showed the regard in 
which the Nirimba Apprentices were held by the NSWRU by reporting the invitation to 
Nirimba 1st XV to play in curtain raiser for the City v Country clash at North Sydney 
Oval on May 5.

28
  

 
The Navy News of August 12, 1960 brought more information about the activities of 
the HMAS Nirimba Apprentices playing in the Gordon and Northern District Junior 
Unions.  It reported that the Nirimba 2nd XV were anticipated to make the finals, and 
that the 1st team was doing well until the course ended and seniors left.  (Just one of 
the trials and tribulations for a coach of a Services side!)  The RANATE side played a 
number of Sydney GPS sides during the 1960 season.  St Josephs held a 2-1 lead 
for the year and Newington had defeated RANATE 22-17.  HMAS Nirimba was able 
to proudly proclaim that, in 1960, it had 2 apprentices in the NSWRU Junior side and 
4 players in the Navy Inter-Services side, and with the Dempster Cup committee 
announcing that Nirimba could now select Senior Apprentices for Cup sides, Nirimba 
would be a force to be wary of in future years.  Nirimba also played a key role in the 
Navy run-up to the 1960 Inter Services tournament, as in the I/S trials Navy 2nd XV 
defeated Apprentices 9-8, and HMAS Nirimba (with 11 apprentices in the side) 
defeated a Navy I/S team 22-20.29  The Navy side that played Army in the 1960 I/S 
tournament included Nirimba Apprentice, NAA McLean, who was also the 1960 
Eastern Australian Area 100 yds champion, and a member of the Navy 4x 440 yards 
relay team. 
 
HMAS Nirimba headed the news on May 1961, when they defeated HMAS Penguin 
in a Dempster Cup match by 30 points to 0.  It was reported that the main difference 
between the two sides were the 5 apprentices in the Nirimba side, their fitness meant 
they were on the ball all the time and were able to finish off movements by their 
intelligent backing up.30  Other Nirimba results included games in the Gordon and 
Northern Districts Union – U21 A defeating Lane Cove 23-0, U21 B losing to North 
Sydney 24-6, and U16 defeating Hornsby 15-0.  HMAS Nirimba once again hit the 
headlines in August 1961, when, in the semi-final of the Gordon & Northern Districts 
Rugby Union Competition U21, they defeated Roseville 11-0.  They then went on to 
the final, where they were successful over Lindfield 9-3, after a brilliant try to Berry 
and two penalties to C.T. Williams.31  In the U16 Final, North Sydney defeated 
Nirimba Apprentices 8-3.  In the Apprentices Rugby championship played in Wagga 
in September 1961, RAAF defeated Navy 24-5, Army defeated Navy 14-12 and in 
the last game, RAAF defeated Army 16-9 to take the title. 

1962 

In March 1962, HMAS Nirimba Apprentices entertained a team from the Takapuna 
club from Auckland and lost 14-6.  Navy News of May 11 carried a article detailing 
the success of 6 apprentices from HMAS Nirimba who were chosen to play in Gordon 
& Northern District RU trials to pick a NSW U21 side to play against Japan and 
Queensland, the six were: CT Williams, Cochrane, Berry, Stallard, JS Wilson and T 
Brown.  It also carried some results for the Apprentices teams, where Nirimba U21 
lost to Eastwood 19-14 and defeated South Carlton 26-11. 

Any rugby team would naturally object if their opponents sent 16 players on to the 
field.  What puzzled the boys from HMAS Nirimba when they played HMAS Kuttabul 
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at Rushcutter in July 1962, was why the boys in green should send 15 players on 
dressed in football rig, and one in a lounge suit.  Eighty minutes later, Kuttabul found 
that even the well-placed kick-off of Rear Admiral Gatacre could not inspire them to 
play winning football.  The boys certainly were surprised at the unexpected 
appearance of the Admiral, who, in his kick, displayed control and judgement of 
distance.  In a very scrappy game, Nirimba held off repeated attacks in the last few 
minutes to win 8-532.   

In September, HMAS Nirimba hosted annual triangular competition between Army, 
Navy and RAAF Apprentices for the first time.  The RAAF went away with the trophy 
for the second year in succession.  The results were Navy 3 RAAF 3, RAAF 21 Army 
3 and Navy 22 Army 9. 

October 6, 1962 saw RANATE Apprentices defeat the Flinders Naval Depot Colts 18-
3 in what must surely have been the last Rugby Union match of the season in 
Sydney.  Thus the Apprentices finished their rugby season on a high note defeating 
the highly reputed Colts team from FND after their successful season culminating in 
the grand final of the VRU competition.33 

1963 

Navy News in April 1963 featured an article on a former Nirimba apprentice, ERA (4) 
Ross Maclean, that demonstrated that Navy rugby players could also be versatile 
athletes.  In summary, it said that McLean had gone straight from school into the 
Navy at RANATE, where he first encountered rugby, but he was soon in the U21 side 
that won the Gordon-Northern Districts U21 Cup.  In the following year, he was in 
HMAS Nirimba‘s Dempster Cup winning side as well as the NSW Colts team that 
played Queensland and also in the Navy side in the inter-services championship.  In 
1961, although drafted to HMAS Anzac, he made an Australian Combined Services 
side to play New Zealand Services and in 1962 played for Anzac in her win for the 
Fleet trophy against HMAS Melbourne.  At RANATE he represented Nirimba at 100 
and 220-yard sprints in the Inter service championships taking out the 100 yds title in 
1960 in a time of 10.2 seconds.34  
 
The 1963 season started off well at RANATE as the 1st XV were entered into the 
Reserve Grade of the Gordon Northern Districts competition and they commenced 
with a win over Lindfield, and the Under 18s defeated St Ives 13-5.  Other results in 
annex. 
 
In July of 1963, Nirimba sporting teams demonstrated the unsettling effects of leave.  
The seniors of the previous term had departed and with players missing, the Under 
21s suffered two defeats over the weekend, dropping from first to third in the Gordon 
and Northern Districts‘ Competition.35  However, they managed to recover in August 
and finished third, hence made the semi-final.  The Under 18s finished equal fourth, 
but failed to make the semi's on percentages.  In the Parramatta District Competition, 
the Under 18s finished second while the Under-16s finished fifth.36  The Under 18‘s 
were defeated 15-9 by Merrylands in their semi-final.  

The Navy News of September 6 1963 showed what a sporting powerhouse Nirimba 
was in that year.  In August, the Navy's Apprentice Training Establishment provided 
the side that beat HMAS Watson 13-6 in the grand final of the Dempster Cup Rugby 
Union competition.  A week later, teams from RANATE appeared in two important 
Metropolitan team competitions, the grand final of the NSW Hockey Association's B 
Grade championship, and the grand final of the NSW Australian Rules third grade 
premiership. Then later in September, the Eastern Australian Area team for the Lou 
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Smith Cup Rugby match against the New Zealand Navy at Nirimba, contained nine 
Nirimba players, Lt. Perrett, NSA Nelms, SA James and ERA's Douglas, Ayres, 
Williams, Martin, Neagle.  Unfortunately the combined team from the RNZN ships, 
Taranaki and Pukaki enabled the New Zealand Navy to win 16-11.37 

The 1963 inter-Services Apprentices Sports was held at the Army Apprentices 
School at Balcombe in Victoria in early October and it saw Navy as the winning team. 
In the rugby competition RAAF defeated Navy 23-9, Army defeated RAAF 20-14 and 
Navy beat Army 18-14

38
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1964 

HMAS Nirimba nominated four teams to participate in the Parramatta Rugby Union in 
1964, one team would compete in the Under 21 competition, two teams in the Under 
18 and one in the Under 16 competition. But 1964 did not start off as successful a 
year for the apprentices. In February, they lost their annual game against St Josephs 
College, Hunters Hill 14-15.  In April, they lost 36-6 to RANC,39 and then later 
Nirimba were beaten by Canterbury in the final of the Under-21 competition and in 
other grades, the Under-18A's just failing to make the final four.  In June, the 
apprentices side went  to RANC and were defeated  36-6. 

Two of the 18A's (Bull and Cunnington) played in the final State U18 trial at 
Centennial Park but unfortunately failed to make the selected side to play in 
Canberra.  Whether selected or not, they had demonstrated Navy players competing 
with the best the State had to offer and proved that the rugby at Nirimba was of a 
high standard.  Although competition games were finished, the season was by no 
means over in September, as the Inter-Service Apprentice team was still to be 
selected for the matches against the Army and RAAF.  In 1963, Navy had retained 
the trophy and they hoped that by combining the best parts of the U18 A XV and the 
U21 XVs, they would have a rugby team of a sufficiently high standard.  

In August, HMAS Nirimba was the location for a team of Navy Apprentices to carry 
off the annual Inter-Service Apprentices' Sports Trophy for the fourth time in five 
years.  In a keenly contested series, staged rather hurriedly at Nirimba, Navy ran out 
overall winners with 120 points from Army (100) and RAAF (80).  Hundreds of service 
teenagers from all parts of Australia competed in the sports carnival that included 
tennis, hockey, Australian Rules, rugby and basketball, the five sports being staged 
each day of the Six-Hour Day weekend.  Navy's success was indeed rewarding for 
the staff at Nirimba.  When the event for 1964 looked doomed, due to the host 
service, RAAF being unable to stage the event, due to service commitments, Nirimba 
came to the rescue and accepted the responsibility of organising the sports.  Captain 
J. R. McMurray and his staff hurriedly got to work arranged the program, billets, 
victualling, transport, entertainment and the numerous other requirements necessary 
in making this series the success it turned out to be. 

Over the three days, Navy managed to win the tennis and basketball outright, the 
Army was successful in the Australian Rules and Rugby and RAAF won the hockey 
title.  Three hard fought games of rugby provided spectators with plenty of 
entertainment over the weekend with honours eventually going to the Army. Navy 
beat RAAF 9-6 in a hard and fast game. Army‘s heavy team beat RAAF 41-8.  
Highlight of the rubber came in the final game between Navy and Army, both with a 
win behind them and determined to clinch the series.  The final whistle left Army the 
winners by 21 to 11 and gave them the well-deserved victor's laurel. 

In 1965, RANATE entered under 16, under 18 and under 21 sides in the Parramatta 
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District Junior Rugby Union competition.  The 1st XV had a good start to the season 
with wins over Homebush 44-0, Hawkesbury Agricultural College 48-0 and Sydney 
Grammar 18-8.  The U18s were not so successful, but were looking to improve and 
the U16‘s acquired a new coach in Navy stalwart CPO PTI ―Buck‖ Rogers and were 
hoping to have a good season.  The under 18‘s were especially fortunate in having 
ERA Bob Blundy selected for the NSW Under 18 side that beat Victoria 23-0 in the 
opening game of the inter state series.  He also played against NSW Country later in 
the series. 

Navy News in June reported on the effect that Buck Rogers was having on the U16‘s.  
After some weeks of Roger‘s guidance they defeated Westmead 6 points to 5, having 
gone down to them 30-0 in the first round.  In August, it was able to announce that 
the under 21 side had reached the grand final of their competition  

The 1966 Apprentices‘ inter-Services rugby was won by Army with wins over RAAF 
37-6 and Navy 16-14, with Navy defeating RAAF 37-6, although Navy won the 
overall Apprentices sports for 1966 with 200 points from both Army and RAAF on 170 
points. 

Mid March 1967, saw HMAS Nirimba as the host location for over 200 young rugby 
players when the base provide the location for a knockout competition for eight under 
18‘s and six under 20‘s teams from Western Suburbs and Randwick.  The Navy side 
won the under 18‘s with 25-0 victory over Seven Hills and the under 20‘s were 
beaten in their final 9-0 by Randwick.  

The 1967 Apprentices‘ inter-Services rugby was won by Nirimba‘s Apprentices at 
Quaker‘s Hill in October.  Navy had wins over RAAF 34-5 and Army 6-0, with Army 
defeating RAAF 23-11, Navy also won the overall Apprentices Sports for 1967 with 
170 points from Army on 165 and RAAF on 85 points.  Navy Colts were defeated by 
Box Hill 15-11 in their Grand Final of the Victorian Rugby Union Championship.  
Navy had beaten RAAF Point Cook and Melbourne University 24-15 and 13-12 in the 
minor finals.  

Two Navy apprentices, Bob Hackett (HMAS Nirimba) and Laurie McPherson (Garden 
Island) were selected to play for Sydney City Rugby Union U18‘s against NSW 
Country U 18‘s in the curtain raiser to City v Country at T.G. Millner Field on May 12.  
They were also vying for positions in NSW U18‘s sides to play Victoria and then 
South Australia later in May and June.  

The 1970 inter-Services Apprentices winter sports carnival was held at Nirimba on 
September 30 and Navy came out tops in every sport except basketball, where they 
were beaten by Army.  Navy opened up the rugby contest with a game against Army 
with a nine try to one victory (42-5) with the forwards providing their three quarters 
with a lion‘s share of the ball, and the backs took advantage of this gift.  The RAAF 
apprentices took a defensive approach to their game resulting in a somewhat 
scrappy game that went to Navy by 28 points to nil.  

Due to the economic conditions, the summer Apprentices sports competition was 
cancelled in 1970-71, but the winter series went ahead in Wagga in 1971 and 
Nirimba captured the series for the third year in a row, winning five of the six sports – 
Rugby, Australian Rules, Soccer, Hockey and rifle shooting, losing basketball to 
Army.  As many of the apprentices played for the Ship‘s company side in the 
Dempster Cup, they went into the series with high hopes.  They were able to live up 
to these hopes defeating RAAF 38-9 and Army 14-3.  
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The 1972 Apprentices inter-Services winter sports were held at Balcombe in Victoria 
and Nirimba won the series for the fifth time.  They were, however, not successful in 
the rugby, going down 62-3 to a superb experienced Army side, who also beat RAAF 
34-6, and to add to the Navy depression, RAAF also beat the Navy side 13-0.  

The 1973 winter inter-Services Sports, which was held at Nirimba, was won by Navy, 
who were successful in every sport except shooting, which went to Army.  Navy beat 
both Army and RAAF in the Rugby competition. 

Navy Colts were scheduled to play Newcastle Colts as a curtain raiser to the 
Australian Combined against the All Blacks.  Nirimba, (the holders) were also 
scheduled to play RANC Colts for the Storrie Cup, but were apprehensive when 
mention was raised of a challenge from Fleet Colts.  

Nirimba U18s finished equal fourth in the 1974 Sydney West Harbour competition, 
but were eliminated from the semi-finals on percentages.  In the West, the Junior 
Recruits at Leeuwin won the Western Australian Under 16 premiership for 1974 with 
an unbeaten record, including defeating the WA State U16 team, which had won the 
Southern States U16 championship. 

The Storrie Trophy left Nirimba after Fleet Colts defeated the RANATE side in May 
1975 by 26-15. 

A New Zealand Combined Services Colts team, comprising 5 RNZN, 6 RNZAF and 
19 NZ Police players visited Australia in September, as a result of the RAN Colts trip 
to NZ.  They proved to be too strong for their Australian opponents, defeating 
Nirimba U 18 0-40, Sydney Navy Colts 4-40, RANC 7-41 and losing only their final 
game against an ACT U 20 side, 13-4 at HMAS Harman.  

In 1977 the Storrie Cup returned to Nirimba after the Colts XV defeated Fleet Colts 6-
4 on July 20. 

1978 

In 1978 a side from Toowoomba Grammar School, on their annual Southern Rugby 
tour defeated Nirimba Apprentices XV 9-4 at Nirimba, scoring three penalties to a 
single try by the Navy apprentices.  The Queensland side invited the Navy side to a 
rematch in 1979. 

The 1978 inter-Services Apprentice winter sports carnival was held at Balcombe and 
the overall series was dominated by Army.  In the Rugby component, Army defeated 
Navy 7-3 in freezing cold and driving rain, Navy then defeated RAAF 13-3 and Army 
took out the segment by beating RAAF 55-0. 

In 1980, Commander Mike Dowsett, WO Ken McMiles and coach Allan McMullen 
succeeded in arranging another tour for the Navy Colts side.  The 1980 version, saw 
the Navy Colts go down 6-3 to Illawarra Colts in Wollongong and then 14-9 to Far 
North Coast U23s at Lismore.  They then went on to Armidale to play New England 
Colts, in a curtain raiser to the NSW Country v New Zealand Counties XV game, with 
Navy Colts victorious by 7 points to 4. 

The Colts program for 1981 promised to be bigger than 1980, with many of the 
country zones visited in 1980 looking forward to return fixtures.  Illawarra and the Far 
North Coast had presented formal requests, and Newcastle, Western Plains, Central 
West and South West had all sent invitations.  It was hoped that some of the Navy U 
21 games might be staged as curtain raisers to major country matches and that one 
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of the games would be against a provincial side (a combination of three adjourning 
country zones). 

The Navy Colts side was entered in the 1982 Sydney Third Grade Colts competition, 
and won its opening game against Blacktown-Seven Hills 10-7, then went down 8-12 
against Macquarie University.  The Colts side was invited by NSW Country to play in 
the preliminary match to the Scotland V NSW Country at Singleton on June 29.   

The Colts announced in late 1982 that their 1983 tour would be to the UK, and as 
part of their fundraising effort would be a ―adopt‖ a Colt program.  The $300 ―adoption 
fee‖ would cover the player‘s costs of travel and accommodation on tour.  Individuals 
and ship‘s rugby clubs were all being encouraged to participate.  One of the first 
ships to join the scheme was HMAS Yarra, whose Sportsmen‘s club adopted three 
players and offered a further $100 to assist another player, some of the money being 
raised during a race day conducted onboard ship. HMAS Parramatta also came to 
the party with a $1,000 donation.  The Colts also commissioned Thomas Hardy and 
Sons to produce a commemorative bottle of Port to help defray some of the $70,00 
the tour was estimated to cost.  The Colts squad was to be coached by CPOUC Alan 
McMullen, assisted by former National Navy and ASRU captain ―JC‖ Campbell, 
managed by WO Ken Miles who was assisted by CPO Dick Habel and the captain 
was named as LS Nick Sverdloff from HMAS Albatross.   Each squad member was 
provided with an individual fitness program and each fortnight were required to 
complete a series of timed exercises which were collated to assess overall team 
performance.  The program was based on the preparation pattern used by the 
successful Australian Schoolboys team and had been made available by their coach, 
Al Thomas, who had offered his advice to the Navy Colts40. 

The 1982 winter tri-Service sports series went to Army on 200 points with Navy and 
RAAF both on 130 points.  Army won all the sports, except orienteering and hockey 
which were both won by RAAF.  In the rugby, Army beat Navy 24-6 and Navy 
defeated RAAF 9-3. 

The Navy Colts side left Sydney in mid February 1983 for their first ever tour of the 
UK.  During their three week stay they were scheduled to play Gosport, Devonport 
U21s, RAF U21s, a civilian side in Edinburgh and then a London Irish XV.  Before 
they left Australia, the Chief of Naval Staff, VAdm David Leach, sent them a message 
congratulating them on their selection and wished them all well throughout the tour. 
He added ―You and your OIC and team officials have worked hard to prepare 
yourselves for the challenge and I know you will enhance the Navy‘s reputation both 
on and off the field.‖ 

The opening game of the tour saw the Colts team defeat Gosport-Fareham 23-16 
and then go down for their only defeat on tour to Havant 3-7.  The Devonport 
Services U21s were beaten 8-3 under lights and the RAF U21s were beaten in a 
dashing game 10-3.  It was then off to Scotland where they defeated the Liberton 
Club in Edinburgh 22-4 and back to London where they defeated Richmond U21s 18-
4.  It was then off to Twickenham to support the RN in their annual game against 
Army, which went to Army 10-9.  So they were able to return home with an 
impressive record of 17 tries for and just 4 against.  Best Player of the Tour (Western 
Suburbs Cup Trophy) went to SMNTP Andy Bray from HMAS Brisbane.  The Welsh 
Rugby Union gave a special dispensation to the Colts team by allocating them tickets 
so that the whole squad could see the Ireland v Wales game at the home of Welsh 
Rugby, Cardiff Arms Park, and allowed them to visit the Cardiff Club Rooms and 
Museum on the morning of the match. 
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On their return, the Western Suburbs Rugby Club put on a special function to 
welcome them back and for the presentation of trophies, a function that was attended 
by RADM Vonthetoff and Navy Rugby president, CDRE Partington.  The Colts 
organiser, CMDR Mike Dowsett commented that the real success of the tour would 
only be measured in future years.  The primary purpose of the Colts was to provide a 
training camp for Navy Rugby in the future, and not just for players but for officials as 
well.  One of the major aims of the program was to introduce young players to the 
idea that rugby was not just a matter of technical skills, but a way of life embracing 
sportsmanship both on and off the field.  The fact that even after leaving the Navy, 
many of the members of this touring squad and many others were still involved in 
both Navy and civilian rugby is confirmation that this aim had certainly been 
achieved.  

The 1983 Navy Colts fixture with the NSW U21 XV had to be cancelled in May due to 
rain, many other fixtures were cancelled that particular weekend.  So their first fixture 
of the season was against a speedy Central West XV at Dubbo, and with only seven 
of the UK touring squad available, the Colts were outclassed by the country side 40-
3.  One week later saw a much improved performance, when the Colts defeated the 
Illawarra U21s by 18 points to 12. 

1984 

The 1984 Colts season did not get off to a good start with defeats by both the Sydney 
Combined 2nd Division and Central Coast, but the game against Illawarra promised to 
show an improvement by the Navy side.  The game was played as a curtain raiser to 
the Illawarra v Fiji game and was for the Tommy Vance Trophy, LCDR Tommy 
Vance, RAN Rtd, who first put on a Navy jumper in 1945 was present at the game to 
hand over the trophy.  A converted try and a penalty to two penalties were enough for 
the Navy Colts side to just squeeze home by 9 points to 6, half back Brett Quinn 
gaining the man of the match award.  

The 1985 Colts touring party was named in December 1984 and was based on the 
squad formed earlier in the year by coach Steve Britton.  Two brothers were in the 
touring party; LSAT Dave Cunningham (Albatross) and his younger brother ABETS 
John Cunningham (Yarra).  The touring party were hoping for assistance in raising 
the $1500 they each had to contribute to the travelling and accommodation 
expenses, the ―Adopt A Colt‖ program was put in place again to help.  

1985 

The 1983 Colts side made such an impression on the Royal Navy Rugby Union that 
they extended an invitation to return in 1985.  The 1985 program included many of 
their opponents from the previous tour, RAF U21, Richmond U21, Devonport 
Services U21 and the only side to beat them, Havant.  New opponents included 
British Army U21, London Metropolitan Police U21 and French Combined Services 
U21.  The tour got off to a good start with victories over United Services Portsmouth 
U21 37-3, Havant 12-3 and RAF U21 19-8.  Then Devonport Services just beat the 
RAN Colts 11-10, the South Wales Police U21 beat the Colts by 3 points, but the 
French Combined Services U21 XV inflicted a 40-0 defeat at Fontainbleau, just 
outside of Paris.  The Colts Manager, Commander Mike Dowsett, told Navy News 
that the French authorities were keen to have the game inserted as a permanent 
fixture in the Colts touring agenda.  He added that the representative French military 
sporting teams were comprised of draftees who were selected for their sporting 
prowess and posted to a specific Service, eg Air Force for rugby.  The posters 
around the French town announced the game as between the Royal Australian Navy 
and Bataillon Joinvelle, which comprised 400 young men called up for national 
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service, and included 32 players nominated by the French Rugby Union for special 
coaching41.  The side returned to England where they defeated the Metropolitan 
Police U21, 22-8 and were the guests of the Rugby Footbal Union for the England v 
Scotland test at Twickenham, a game that had been sold out for months42. 

The RAN Colts held the NZ Colts to a 6-all draw at Randwick in August, with stalwart 
Colts organiser, Mike Dowsett, officiating with the whistle.  The Colts then went on to 
defeat an Illawarra Colts XV 22-0 with outstanding performances by lock, Simon 
Greg, breakaway Mark Todd, and centre Andy Keough. This victory meant that the 
RAN Colts had won the Vance trophy three years on the trot. 

Navy came second to Army in the Apprentices inter-Service winter sports at Nirimba.  
The Navy rugby side lost to Army, but defeated RAAF.  

Navy Colts coach PO Steve Britton was presented with a personal commendation 
from the Chief of Naval Personnel in October 1985.  In part the commendation 
stated: ―Not only have you been able to contribute to an improvement in individual 
and team skills in rugby but your emphasis on teamwork and self discipline coupled 
with pride in being naval representatives both on and off the field has brought great 
credit to the Royal Australian Navy.‖  PO Britton coached the Colts for the past three 
seasons and accompanied the side to the UK and France earlier in the year43.  

Playing rugby for the Navy can lead to other opportunities for play and travel as the 
record of Able Seaman MTP Andy Bray demonstrated.  His history, in brief, read as 
follows: 

1972/1980 Tasmanian State Rep sides U12 to U21, captaining U14, U19 &  21 
1980 Australian Schoolboys team 
1981 ACT U21 side 
1982 Victorian Navy inter-service side, captain Victorian State U21 side. 
1983 UK Tour with Navy Colts, NSW inter-Service side, Navy National side. 

ASRU side. 
1984 Indian Ocean Deployment – HMAS Brisbane. 
1985 Victorian State side, Victorian Navy inter-Service side, Navy National side, 
ASRU, member HMAS Cerberus side. 

1986 

The Colts season got away to an early start in 1986 with the Old Windsor Cup seven- 
a-sides tournament followed by a squad of 30 participating in a NSW Country U21 
zone carnival at Smithfield in Sydney‘s West over the Easter weekend.  The first 
game saw the Colts face the Mid-North Coast side and the Colts scored 4 tries to win 
21-3.  The second game saw the Colts go down to Newcastle 17-0 after trailing 3-0 
at half-time.  Their third game was against Hunter Valley, which saw Colts successful 
by 10 points to 9.  These results placed the Colts in the finals, to play off for third 
place against Western Plains.  Injuries to second rowers Cunningham and Raeside 
saw a somewhat depleted Colts side lose by 8 points to nil to finish fourth in the 12-
team tournament. 

The Colts then went down to Canberra to play the ACT U21.  The ACT side included 
two members of the Australian Schoolboys side that had recently returned from their 
European Tour, Ricky Stuart and Chris Newman.  The Colts went down by 44 points 
to 9, but managed to keep the ACT side scoreless for some twenty minutes in the 
second half.  As half the team which played in Canberra were scheduled to be at sea 
when their next scheduled game, against Central Coast U21 was due, there was 
plenty of opportunity for aspiring Colts to show their wares.  The depleted side still 
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proved to be too strong for Central Coast in the game which was played at the Mount 
Penang Training Centre near Gosford, when the Colts side won by 24 points to 6. 

1987 

The 1987 Navy Colts touring squad for the UK and France were treated to training 
sessions from former Wallaby coach, Bob Dwyer and former NSW and Randwick 
coach Geoff Sayle as well Australian U21 selector, Col Maxwell.  Tour coach CPOSY 
Geoff Stokes believed that the tour party would be the fittest Colts side to tour 
overseas.  Two members of the squad made Sydney First Division, first grade 
selection for 1987, Chris Smith for Ests and ―Dutchy‖ Van Den Bout in Parramatta‘s 
premiership side. 

Sponsors from diverse areas helped to ease the financial burden on the tourists who 
were responsible for their own travelling, accommodation and personal expenses.  
The list of sponsors included Ansett Airlines, Southern Pacific Hotels, DeLuxe 
coachlines, who all provided services and equipment to assist, as well as McLeod 
Ford, Commonwealth Bank, Harry‘s Café de Wheels, Caltex Australia and the Hobart 
Association provided financial assistance and goods.  The tour Captain was Mark 
Todd from HMAS Watson, he had played in the 1983 tour, but was at sea for most of 
the 1986 season.  The program for the tour included the Royal Navy, British Army 
and RAF U21s, South Wales Police U21s, Richmond and Metropolitan Police U21s, 
Sussex U21 and the French Services side Ensoat. 

Just two days after their arrival in the UK the RAN Colts defeated RN U21 10-3 in a 
hard fought match under lights in Plymouth.  Two penalty goals to winger Ken Soper 
saw the Colts in the lead by 6-3 early in the second half and with just 15 minutes to 
go they were able to hold out a push-over try by the RN and a kick ahead by fullback 
Blue Matthews bounced off an RN defender into Matthews hands, and he continued 
on to score in the corner.  Matthews was later named as player of the match. The 
second game of the tour was scheduled for South Wales Police U21, but was 
changed at the request by the Welsh Rugby Union and the Colts were opposed by 
the Welsh National U21 side as a trial for their test match against Scotland.  The 
Colts performed well against a very strong side losing by XXXXXX.  Mark Smith was 
named Man of the Match. The next fixture was against the RAF U21 who defeated 
the Colts 9-4, in a game marred by a strong snow storm.  On Feb 21, the Colts were 
opposed by the strong London Club side Richmond and in a dour game on a very 
hard pitch drew 0-0.  It was then off to France to face ESOAT in Agen, this side were 
the reigning French military champions.  The Colts forwards were able to hold their 
own, but the backs could not penetrate the strong French defence. Tony Raeside 
scored one try for the Colts against the three tries, one penalty and one conversion 
by the French, giving them the game by 17-4. 

It was then back to England, where the Colts met the Sussex County side on a very 
foggy day.  Muddy conditions and poor tactical kicking saw the Colts go down 10-4 to 
a very big and good side.  Colts best players were J Cunningham and D Dyball.  The 
next game was against another London club side, Esher, once gain played under 
lights in near freezing conditions.  This time the Colts handled the conditions much 
better and came out victors by 7-0.  Best players were C Maslin, D Dyball and Ginger 
Matthews.  On the day of the final game against Metropolitan Police in London, it 
snowed all morning, but let up for the game, which according to Navy coach, Geoff 
Stokes, was played on one of the best Rugby grounds in England.  Tries to 
Cunningham, Omundsen (2), Todd, Gray, and Thompson, two conversions and a 
penalty to Gray, plus a penalty try saw the Colts victorious by 37 points to nil44.  

The 1987 NSW Apprentices inter-Services Winter Sports, held at Bonegilla near 
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Albury in NSW, went to Army on 210 points with RAN on 180 points and RAAF with 
90.  In the Rugby, HMAS Nirimba defeated RAAF and then had a fine 13-4 win over 
Army. 

In 1988, ASRU entered a combined Services team into the NSW Country U21 
tournament at Bathurst over the Anzac day weekend.  More than half of the 22 man 
squad came from Navy. 

The 1988 NSW Apprentices inter-Services Winter Sports, held at Nirimba ended in a 
three way tie with all sides on 160 points.  In the Rugby, Navy lost 18-13 to Army and 
then had a fine 20-16 win over RAAF. 

For the second consecutive year the annual Navy v NSW Country under 21‘s fixture 
finished in a draw, this year 9-all compared to 12-all in the previous year, meaning 
that Country retained the Partington Trophy, as it had gained the last decision in 
1987.  The game was played in Newcastle as a curtain raiser to the British Lions v 
NSW Country. 

Navy Colts defeated Illawarra U21 to win the Tommy Vance trophy for 1989.  

HMAS Nirimba hosted the Apprentices Winter inter-Services Sports Series in 1991 
and won the rugby trophy as well as volleyball. 

Navy and Army Colts met at the Sydney Football Stadium on April 18 as a curtain 
raiser to the Super 14 match between the NSW Waratahs and the Western Force.  
The Navy Colts demonstrated their skill and determination in a torrid match and held 
Army to a 10-0 lead at half time.  However eight of the Navy side had played the 
night before for the senior Navy side against a Police side in Canberra and found the 
two games a stretch of stamina and endurance, resulting in a blow-out to Army to 36-
0.  Navy Colts coach, CPO Dave Carter, said that the re-establishment of the Navy 
Colts was an essential building block for the senior team, and 5-6 players in tonight‘s 
side who will be pushing for inclusion in the senior side.  

HMAS CERBERUS 

At Federation, in 1901, the Victorian Colonial Navy handed over to the 
Commonwealth the Williamstown Naval Training Depot, complete with its 
Williamstown graving dock and Swan Island, the defence training establishment at 
the southern end of Port Phillip Bay.  Williamstown served the Australian 
Commonwealth Navy (ACN), and later the RAN, as the Australian Navy Training 
Depot until the Flinders Naval Depot was completed in 1920, construction having 
commenced on 12 January 1912.  The Navy training function was then transferred 
from Williamstown to the new Flinders Naval Base (FNB) at Westernport, on 
September 1 1920, when accommodation and training facilities were sufficiently 
advanced to warrant occupation.  In 1921, FNB became Flinders Naval Depot (FND), 
the name ―CERBERUS‖ being transferred from the old Williamstown Training Depot 
to FND, as it had alongside the depot ship commissioned as HMAS Cerberus.  It was 
not until December 1962 that the Naval Board decreed that the depot would be 
officially known as HMAS Cerberus, (although the sailors had worn HMAS Cerberus 
cap tallies since 1921).45 
 
Although Victoria is well known as the principal state for Australian Rules, Rugby 
Union has been played there since at least 1888, as will be detailed later in the 
coverage of senior rugby.  In fact in the 1920‘s and 30‘s Victorian Rugby was quite 
strong, evidenced by the fact that Victoria defeated NSW in 1929,1933, 1935 and 
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1938.46  However, references to junior rugby at FND or HMAS Cerberus are difficult 
to find prior to 1959 when Navy News provided a few comments.  These included the 
fact that in May, FND had one team in the U18 Victorian Rugby Union Competition, 
on June 5 colts from Cerberus were in the Combined Services Colts team that played 
against the Victorian Colts.  In September, HMAS Cerberus Colts defeated South 
Australian Colts XV 19-9 in Adelaide, in October, HMAS Cerberus Colts won the 
Victorian Rugby Union U19 competition beating the RAAF Apprentices and later that 
month, playing as Navy, the Cerberus Colts won the Victorian inter-Services 
Apprentices trophy defeating Army 12-0 and RAAF 23-8. The next references appear 
in 1961 when HMAS Cerberus Colts once again were the VRU Colts champions.  

In his 1962 column in Navy News of July 27 the regular sporting correspondent, Salty 
Eckel, reported that 

 “Navy Colts in Flinders are having a good rugby football season.  They 
have played nine games and won eight. RAAF Academy defeated them 9-
5.  The recruits haven't been giving the support they should to the team”. 

Later on August 24 he commented:  

“The coach of F.N.D.'s Rugby Union team had some strong 
comments to make after matches had been played on August 4.  In 
the matches, F.N.D. defeated Old Scotch Firsts 29-18, defeated Old 
Scotch Reserve Grade 16-15 but Colts lost to Old Scotch Colts 8-9.  
Main factor in the defeat of Colts was that the team could field only 
14 men.” 

Thus demonstrating one of the difficulties faced by managers of teams of ―minority 
sports‖. 

The 1963 season did not commence well for Cerberus as in the first round the 1st XV 
lost to RAAF 17-14 and the 2nd XV lost to RAAF 12-6.  The following week the 1st XV 
lost to University 21-3.  In May the 1st XV lost to Army 14-12 on the 4th, lost to 
Powerhouse 11-13 on the 11th and defeated Harlequins 11-6 on the 18th.  In July the 
1st XV lost 6-27 to Power House and then defeated Army 49-3 to get into the top 4 of 
the table, the Colts lost to Old Scotch 3-17, defeated University 22-13, and Army 13-
3 then defeated Power House 18-5. 

1965 saw the Cerberus Colts having a promising start to the season.  Losses to 
University 9-10 and Army Apprentices 9-23 were followed by a series of wins over 
RAAF Colts I by 15-6, RAAF Point Cook 11-9 and University II by 14-5.  This 
encouraged the Colts players to look forward to selection in Combined Services 
under 20 and under 19 side to play against Victoria later in the year.  Cerberus also 
took part in a mid week competition and in May 65 were heading the table.  By the 
mid point of the season the Colts were in fourth spot with 7 wins, 4 losses and 1 
draw.  

In 1966, Cerberus Colts finished the season proper in fourth spot, but prevailed to 
win the Victorian Premiership Grand Final where they defeated University 16-13.  
April 1967 saw five Navy teams participating in a 7-a-side competition organised by 
the Victorian Rugby Union.  Four of the teams advanced to the second round, 
including the Cerberus Colts team who were beaten in this round 10-9 by the 
eventual competition winners, Melbourne No 1.  The function served to show the 
depth of skill in the Victorian base and provided a number of players the chance to 
show their potential.  Later in the year the HMAS Cerberus Colts lost the Victorian 
Rugby Union Colts trophy, when they were defeated by Box Hill in the Grand Final 
15-11, having previously beaten RAAF-Point Cook 24-15 and Melbourne University 
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Colts 13-12 in the minor finals rounds.  One of the Colts, Ord EM (WR) Tony Roser 
played for the Victorian State Colts team that beat NSW Colts in May and for the 
Victorian U19 side that played Western Australia in August. 

The Colts were successful in the 1968 season right up to the Grand Final, where they 
went down to Box Hill for the second year running and later put together a joint side 
with RAAF Colts to play the Victorian Colts XV as a curtain raiser to the Interstate 
Victoria vs Queensland, only to lose to the state Colts side 20-13. 

1969 was a difficult year for the Junior Rugby players at Cerberus.  The intake into 
the Recruit School had been reduced, this together with a large number of postings 
meant that the Colts could not build the team spirit of previous years and hence for 
the first time for several years the Colts missed out on the final four, and thus any 
chance of reaching the Grand Final.  However, six members of the Colts team were 
included in a Victorian Combined Services Colts team that played the Victorian Colts 
only to be beaten 15-9.  Cerberus also entered an under 18 team into the Victorian 
Junior Championships.  They reached the semi-finals only to be beaten by an Army 
side.  The final game of the year at Cerberus was a combined Colts-U18 team that 
lost 8-6 to the New Zealand Regular Force Cadet School. 

1969 saw the introduction of a new competition for Navy players under 20 years of 
age.  Named the ―Bill Storrie Trophy‖, after Lieutenant Commander Storrie, who had 
been a long time advocate of junior rugby, apart from his teaching and refereeing, the 
trophy would be for competition between Colts side from NSW training 
establishments (Nirimba and Creswell) and Victorian establishments (Cerberus).  
Shortly after the announcement of the trophy, LCDR Dowsett took a Victorian Colts 
side to Sydney, transported from Melboourne in a C130.  The first game, refereed by 
LCDR Storrie himself, was held at T.G. Millner Field in Sydney on October 4, 1969.  
As the NSW side was victorious 14-0, LCDR Storrie presented the trophy to the NSW 
captain. 

It would thus seem that in Victoria, the Navy apprentices/colts were playing an active 
and successful role in both the Services Rugby scene and in the civilian scenario as 
represented by Victorian Rugby Union, which in the 1960‘s was playing quite a 
successful competitive role in the interstate competitions with NSW, and 
Queensland.  This was the period when the NSWRU cancelled the annual game 
against the QRU on the basis that Queensland was not up to standard.47 

1970 saw the Cerberus Colts side, again being coached by LCDR Mike Dowsett, 
were once again looking forward to reaching the VRU Grand Final and providing reps 
for the Victorian Combined Services Colts side.  The Under 18‘s were also looking 
forward to a successful year.

48
  They were, however, surprised early in the year by a 

visiting side from Hurlstone Agricultural College, who proved to be too strong for 
them.  

Nineteen members of the Cerberus Colts (under 20) rugby side, under the watchful 
eye of LCDR Mike Dowsett and LSPTI Alan Jones flew to New Zealand on June 
14,1970 to embark on a 5000 mile, 13 day, 7 match Rugby tour of New Zealand.  
The first game of the tour, in Auckland saw the Colts faced with a Combined RNZN 
Colts team after just five hours sleep.  They were able to hold the Kiwis to a 15-0 
lead at half time.  Two quick unconverted tries early in the second half raised the 
Cerberus spirits, only to go down 38-6.  A visit to a hot mineral baths by both teams 
after the game helped soothe some of the tired limbs.   

After a days rest, they headed off to Rotorua for a game against the local High 
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School, only to suffer another loss, this time on a muddy pitch with a torrential 
downpour for most of the game.  Sightseeing, lunch at the Returned Servicemen‘s 
Association the next day, and then on to Waiouru, the New Zealand Army‘s main 
training centre, right next to Mount Ruapehu and the snow fields, so time for some 
training sessions and the snow.  The base was also the home of the Regular Forces 
Cadets School, a bit like a smaller version of the RAN‘s three recruit schools rolled 
into one.  A formal welcome dinner typified the hospitality of the whole tour.   

The following day a short training session in the morning then the game against the 
Army in the afternoon.  The loss of five-eighth, Dooley and centre, Chilcott, due to 
injury in the second half enabled Army to make better use of their possession and 
they ran out winners by 17-9.  The Colts forwards were starting to meld into a useful 
unit.  Another evening entertainment and then on to Wanganui for a game against 
Wanganui Boy‘s College.  Further injuries depleted the Colts backline again, and 
they were beaten by a superior side 24-8.  Then it was on to windy, wet Wellington 
and then on to the plane to Blenheim in the South Island and the Airman Cadet 
School at RNZAF Woodbourne.  The Air Force were the first to score in a low scoring 
match and led 3-0 at half time.  However, in the second half tries to centre Byrne and 
breakaway, Haiden, saw Cerberus record their first win of the tour by 10-3.  The next 
day it was on to Nelson and a game against Nelson College, which resulted in a 
victory to the home side 8-5.  A free day in Nelson and then to Christchurch and back 
to Australia.  19 young Australians learnt a lot about rugby and the culture of 
Australia‘s nearest neighbour in just thirteen days. 

The 1971 Victorian Combined Services Colts, with seven Navy members were 
beaten 15-3 by a Victorian State Colts team, who despite playing together the whole 
season as a team, could only manage 2 tries against the Services Colts.   

The 1972 season started off quietly at Cerberus, with the Colts XV losing two of their 
first four games, and with one of them being on a forfeit, there was room for 
improvement.  The senior side were in slightly better shape, at least on paper, having 
won three out of four games and conceding only one try.  But postings out and injury 
had deprived them of LCDR Bryan Hay (halfback), LEM ―Duchy‖ Holland (five-eighth) 
LEUT John ―Doe‖ Holliday (centre), Bob Ashmore (centre) and they were soon to 
lose their dynamic ball winner ERA John ―Pincher‖ Martin (hooker).  In August, nine 
of the Cerberus Colts were in a Victorian Combined Services Colts XV that met the 
Victorian Colts side for the Caltex Trophy, the game went to the State Colts side 23-
10. 

In 1974 the NSW U20 side defeated Victorian Combined Services 37-8. 

In 1975 the Cerberus side played as Combined Services 3
rd 

and were playing in the 
3rd grade of the Victorian Rugby Union 1st Division.  The Colts were playing as 
Combined Services U20‘s.  The Combined Services 1st and 2nd teams`were made up 
from all 3 services in the Melbourne area and players from HMAS Lonsdale and 
ships in Williamstown made up the Navy contribution. 

Navy Rugby selectors named a squad of 24 for the 1976 Colts tour of New Zealand, 
where they would play 6 games, 4 against Service teams and two against civilian 
sides.  The team manager, LCDR Mike Dowsett, said ―the 1976 side was 
considerably stronger than the 1975 one, especially in the forwards.  We have been 
able to include playrs from Victoria and Midshipmen from the University of NSW‖.49  

The Colts received a much appreciated gesture from the New Zealand Defence 
Ministry who provide free accommodation and transport whenever possible, an 
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honour previously only extended to National Combined Services sides.  This was an 
indication of the support being given in NZ to youth rugby.  The New Zealand Colts 
sides were all Under 21‘s , whereas the Australian side was Under 20. The Colts had 
to contribute $250 for travel expenses as in previous years.  The Timaru Colts 
defeated the RAN side 22-10, then it was off to Christchurch where the NZ Army 
Colts won 12-3.  This was followed by an all day bus trip to Woodbourne where the 
NZAF Colts won 14-3.  It was then on to Trentham for the NZ Police Colts game.  
This was attended by the NZ Chief of Air Staff, NZ Chief of Naval Staff, NZ 
Commissioner of Police and the Australian Defence Attache who saw the Kiwis win 
9-7.  The final Services game was against NZ Navy Colts who won 14-12.  The final 
game of the tour was against the 2nd division Senior side from Nothcote which 
resulted in a win for rhe RAN Colts.  A tour that resulted in a great experience in 
personal and sporting aspects for the attendees and raised a number of issues that 
needed to be addressed, if this type of tour should continue, including the age 
grouping, pretour preparation and travelling arrangements50.  

In 1977, the Victorian Combined Services Colts lost to the Victorian State Colts XV in 
a curtain raiser to the Austalian Services Rugby Union v Victoria game.  The 
Combined Services side contained 6 Navy players. 

In 1997 HMAS Cerberus hosted the annual Winter Series Inter-College Sports 
Carnival between RAAF Base Wagga STT (School of Technical Training) and the 
Engineering Faculty of HMAS Cerberus. Six games were contested, including Aussie 
Rules, basketball, hockey, netball, rugby union and soccer. Navy won four of the six 
competitions (not rugby) to take out the title. 

In May 2002 the Cerberus rugby union team, ‗The Dogs‘ were on top of the Victorian 
Rugby Union 3rd grade ladder after remaining undefeated at the end of the first round 
of home and away games.  In round six, the Dogs defeated Moorabin, who were on 
equal points to the Cerberus side, 25-24 in a hard fought game.  The following week 
they defeated Harlequins 43-17.  However, despite a 24-all draw against Moorabin in 
the premiership decider, the Dogs were named runner-up, as Moorabin finished 
higher in the points table after the home and away game schedule. 

In 2007, HMAS Cerberus at last managed to take a trophy home from the Kapooka 
10s rugby competition. In the first round they lost 10-5 to Army Sydney Engineers, 
who eventually won the cup final.  They then defeated the Incident Response 
Regiment 17-5 and then the RAAF STT also by 17-5.  They then defeated Army‘s 
6RAR 34-5 in the Plate Final.  The stand-in and first time coach said his team had 
only come together three weeks before the competition and they grew in confidence 
as they played more games.  

The Victorian Rugby Union Centenary Year 10s Championship were hosted at 
HMAS Cerberus on March 21, 2009.  Thirty one teams from 17 of the 19 
metropolitan clubs competed, with men in Cup, Bowl and Plate sections with women 
and under 16s playing in tournaments of their own.   The Cerberus side was an 
inexperienced one and struggled against sides comprising wallabies and A-grade 
players.  Moorabin won the Cup, Powerhouse the Bowl, Geelong the Plate and Box 
Hill the women‘s competition.  The event was a great opportunity to showcase the 
RAN and HMAS Cerberus and more than 2000 players, supporters, spectators and 
coaching staff made the most of the good weather and fantastic facilities. 

HMAS LEEUWIN  

Coverage of the Navy‘s training establishments and their involvement in rugby union 
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would not be complete without consideration of HMAS Leeuwin.  The Junior Recruit 
Training Establishment, JRTE, opened its doors to the first cadets on July 13, 1960 
at Fremantle in Western Australia.  The lads joined the RAN as volunteers at the 
tender age of 15, and would spend twelve months at Leeuwin, go to sea for twelve 
months, then receive further technical training in the other Naval Establishments in 
the eastern states.  Leeuwin accepted four intakes per year, January (200 boys), 
April (100), July (200) and September (100).51  In 1963 changes were made to the 
program allowing for a further year of academic training, allowing the lads to receive 
the WA Leaving Certificate and Matriculation, and successful sailors could apply for 
entry to the Royal Australian Naval College. 

Two years after the opening of the establishment, the Colts team playing in the local 
under 19 competition, against opponents three years their senior, were able to reach 
the grand final, where they were just beaten.  This side included a future Australian 
Combined Services and Sydney 1st grade union player, Alan Robinson.  By 1964, 
Navy News was able to report that the J.R.T.E‘s Rugby 1st XV had continued to show 
their prowess by heaping success on success, since the start of the season.  Results 
to date read: JRTE d. A.S.A. 2nd grade 28-3; JRTE d. Southern Suburbs 42-0; JRTE 
d. John Curtin High School 26-5; JRTE d. Scotch College 18-6; JRTE d. A.S.A. 1st. 
grade 16-8; JRTE d. A.S.A. 2nd grade 48-0.  So great had been the response to 
rugby in JRTE that it was necessary to form a second grade under the capable 
guidance of Inst. LCDR. T. L. Knight.52 

In October, Navy News reported that the Junior Recruit team, coached by LCDR. 
Storrie, competed in the WA U19 competition and finished off an excellent season 
by being minor premiers and going on to win the grand final.53  Considering that the 
junior recruits were, on an average, two years younger than their opponents, their 
record of 22 wins, one loss and one draw became even more impressive.  Their only 
loss, with a weakened team, was 6-0 to Western Australian Open Schools.  Their record 
of points for 465 and 94 against, also gave good indication of how well this team had 
performed.  These figures indicated an overwhelming superiority but in many games, 
especially against physically bigger opponents, it was the football skill and teamwork of 
the J.R.'s that eventually won them their games. 

The inter-Service rugby in WA in 1965 was only a game between Army and Navy as 
the RAAF had forfeited.  The Navy side that included six JR‘s, was defeated by 12 
points to 3, but managed to keep their line intact.  The Governor of Western 
Australia, Sir Douglas Kentdrew presented a trophy to POPT Fred Churn in 
recognition of his professionalism and sports interest in the training of JR‘s.54 

A one year or perhaps two years for some does not seem to provide a firm 
foundation for a successful rugby environment.  However, the PTI‘s at Leeuwin did 
not see this as a drawback, as within a couple of years starting in 1968 the Junior 
Recruits U18 team were reaching the grand final of the Western Australian Rugby 
Union Junior championship each year.  In 1968 they also defeated the WA Junior 
Rugby Union side 18-0.  Commander Johnston had been elected president of the 
Western Australian Junior Rugby Union in 196855, once again demonstrating the 
contribution of Navy Rugby to the civilian community.  Jessie James and Peter Ball, 
both A grade referees from NSW, posted to Leeuwin, also made a great contribution 
to the game in WA.  

The 1969 pre-season competition run by the WARU saw three teams entered by 
HMAS Leeuwin, two U/16 and one U/18.  The two U/16 sides met in the semi final 
with the junior of the two sides going down 3-6 and the No.1 U/16 side went on to win 
the title.  The U/18 side also took out the title in their competition. 
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1970 saw the Leeuwin U16s take out the Grand Final of the Western Australian 
Junior Rugby Union U16 competition following a season in which they were 
undefeated, scoring 380 points and conceding only 36.  They won the Grand Final 
17-11 over Cyril Jacksons, much to the delight of their coach CPOQMG Meyer, who 
had taken the under 16s to the Grand Final the previous year as well, only to see 
them beaten by Scarborough 27-8.  The JR‘s U17‘s were not quite able to match 
their younger comrades, they lost just one match all year, unfortunately it was the 
Grand Final to Marist Brothers, Perth 8-17.  

In 1972, the Leeuwin senior side defeated RAAF by 38-4, and the U16‘s won the 
WARU U16 premiership, beating Palmyra at Palmyra 12-4 in the final. 

The Army/Navy game in WA in 1973 was a Special Air Service v HMAS Leeuwin 
affair, won by the SAS 19-0.  Leeuwin‘s under 16 Rugby team once again won the 
WARU Premiership defeating Kalamunda in the Grand Final 30-0, giving them a total 
for the season of 442 points for and just 52 against. 

With brothers Jim and Geoff already Navy and Combined Services reps, the 
youngest of the Stokes boys, Phil represented Navy against the West Australian 
State side in 1975, while at Leeuwin, and then went on to gain selection in the 
Victorian under 18 side.  HMAS Leeuwin also provided nine members of the West 
Australian Under 16 Rugby Team that went off to the Australian Junior Rugby Union 
Carnival in Newcastle, NSW in August.  They were Junior Recruits M.S. Draper, P.J. 
Stanton, D.E. White, D.J. Turner, D.J. Tanner, R.G. Johnson, G.M. Mikhail, K.C. 
Gould and J.S. Britton.  The Leeuwin Colts had gone through their season 
undefeated.   

HMAS Leeuwin once again proved a haven for promising Rugby players with eight 
representatives in the West Australian state under 16 team at the 1976 Australian 
Rugby Championships in Adelaide.  The Navy establishment also provided the State 
coach, PTI Phil Heritage.  The Swans finished second to the strong South Australian 
under 16 combination.  The local side had defeated the Swans in the opening round, 
and the Swans then produced victories over Victoria and Tasmania, to make the 
Grand Final. 

In 1979, a perceived lack interest by the WA Junior Rugby Union body, in which 
Leeuwin had been a part since the 1960‘s, and the fact that the age of entry into the 
Junior Recruits rose by three months, thus making the majority of the JRs ineligible to 
play in the Under 16 competition, caused Leeuwin to switch to Rugby League, which 
had an Under 17 competition.  The JRs won the first two competition games beating 
Mosman-Cottesloe 28-0 and Belmont 12-3.  The Services dispensation meant that 
this move would not prevent the JR‘s from playing Union as well, especially in 
Services competitions. 

AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE FORCE ACADEMY 

Prior to the creation of ADFA, Defence Rugby was represented by the Army‘s Royal 
Military College, Duntroon, and between 1938-62 RMC won eighteen Canberra Club 
Premierships (1938-39-41-42-43-44-45-46-48-49-50-51-52-53-55-60-61-62)56. 

After World War II, each of the three Armed Services operated under a policy, that 
mandated that the educational standards should be raised for officers in training. 

In 1967, the Department of Defence and the University of New South Wales agreed 
that they would co-operate to develop the Royal Military College (RMC) into a 
degree-level institution. To that end, the University established the Faculty of Military 
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Studies at RMC to conduct courses leading to the award of the University's degrees 
in arts, science and engineering. 

Also in 1967, the University of New South Wales entered into an association with the 
RAN College enabling it to present approved courses. Subsequently, first year 
courses for certain University programs in arts, science and engineering were 
introduced. Successful cadets were sponsored by the Navy to complete Bachelor's 
degrees on the University's campus.  

Concurrent with the developments at the RAN College and RMC, from 1967 to 1970, 
Commonwealth Government's Tertiary Education (Services' Cadet Colleges) 
Committee, chaired by Sir Leslie Martin, investigated the feasibility of setting up a 
college for the joint education of officer cadets of the three Australian Armed 
Services. 

In 1974, the Commonwealth Government announced its intention of establishing a 
single tertiary institution for the Defence Force. In 1977, the then Chief of the 
Defence Force, Air Chief Marshal Sir Neville McNamara, formally established the 
Australian Defence Force Academy as a Joint Service Unit. He simultaneously 
announced the appointment of Rear Admiral Peter Ross Sinclair, RAN, as the 
Commandant. Construction began on the site in 1981. In February 1984, the 
University of New South Wales appointed Professor G.V.H. Wilson as Rector of the 
University College.  

In 1986, ADFA opened and began providing military and tertiary academic education 
for Midshipmen and Officer Cadets. In late 2003 the Australian Department of 
Defence entered into another agreement with the University of New South Wales for 
the operation of University College at ADFA57. 

 
The 1st XV finished as minor premiers in the 1987 Monaro Cup A grade competition. 
The club coach and 1st XV coach was Peter Ash (ex Royal Australian Engineers) and 
a former ASRU and Army player and coach. 

The Academy 1st XV went down 6-11 to RMC Duntroon in the 1989 Monaro division 
1st grade grand final, having finished the season as minor premiers.  The Academy 
3rd grade beat Royals to take out the Academy‘s first premiership. 

In 1991, the Academy won 1st and 3rd grade championships in the local Monaro 
competition, as well as the Mons Cup. 

In 1996 ADFA announced its intention to field eight rugby sides in the 1997 ACT 
competition: 

Monaro Grades 1, 2, 3, 4 
ACT Under 20  
ACT Under 18 
ACT Women‘ s 10 A Side Grade  -  2 teams 

June 2001 saw ADFAs‘ 1st and 2nd XVs scheduled to play games against teams 
from the US Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland.  The ADFA XVs won both of the 
games against their American opponents, who were ranked third in the US Collegiate 
competition. 

ADFA hosted a game between a Vice Chief of the Defence Force (VCDF) team 
sponsored by LTGEN Des Mueller and a side from the Australian Command and 
Staff College (ACSC) in October 2001.  The VCDF side were victorious 42-0. 

January 2004 saw ADFA induct 308 new Navy Midshipman, Army and Air Force 
Offficer Cadets.  This was the highest intake in six years. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chief_of_the_Defence_Force_(Australia)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chief_of_the_Defence_Force_(Australia)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Chief_Marshal_(Australia)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neville_McNamara
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rear_Admiral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Ross_Sinclair
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geoff_Wilson_(professor)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rector
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The Early Years of Senior Navy Rugby 

SHORE BASED 

As NSW is the largest Rugby Union playing state in Australia, by player numbers, it 
seem most appropriate to commence the review of rugby in the Navy Proper (i.e. 
outside of training establishments) in NSW.  As indicated earlier, little record exists of 
rugby playing activity in the Australian Navy in these early years, however senior 
members of the Navy, or former members of the Navy, played important roles in the 
hierarchy of rugby union, as will be seen from the following table.1 

Year Role Incumbent 

1896 Patron New South Wales 

Rugby Union  

Vice Patron NSWRU 

H.E. The Governor of NSW, Rt Hon. Henry Robert, Viscount 

Hampden 

Admiral Cyprian Bridge, Naval Commander in Chief 1897-1900 Patron of Metropolitan 

Rugby Union 

Admiral Pearson, Naval Commander in Chief 

1899 Athletic Association of 

Greater Public Schools 

Admiral Pearson, Naval Commander in Chief 

1903 & 4 Patron of Metropolitan 

Rugby Union 

Admiral Sir Arthur Fanshawe, Naval Commander in Chief 

1906 & 7 Patron of NSWRU Vice Admiral Hawkesworth Fawkes, Naval Commander in Chief 

1929, 30 Patron of NSWRU Admiral Sir Dudley de Chair,  KCB, MVO, Governor of NSW 

1933 - 36 Patron of NSWRU Admiral Sir Murray Anderson, KCB, KCMG, MVO Governor of 

NSW 

This is similar to the practice in the United Kingdom where the president of the Rugby 
Football Union, the governing body of English rugby from its inception in 1871, has 
quite often come from the one of the British services, for example, the secretary of 
the RFU from 1924 to 1947 was Engineer Commander S.F. Cooper, RN and the Vice 
President from 1926 to 1928 was Rear Admiral R Royds, CB, CMG, RN.2   

The first rugby club in Sydney that would seem to have an Australian Naval 
relationship, appears the list of ‗Known reports of Rugby football games played in 
New South Wales, 1881‘

3
 as the Officers of the Flying Squadron, who played a game 

against Wallaroo in July 1881.  A club named Advance in Newcastle reported playing 
in 1882 and it seems as though there may be a Navy relationship.   

Rugby Union was born in Newcastle on 5 June 1869, when the Volunteer Artillery 
team (8 players) challenged United Cricket Club (11 Players).  The match was played 
in Centennial Park (currently Lowlands Bowling Club).  The game erupted into a 
violent brawl (Battle of St. John`s Green) with the result - undecided.  On 1 May 
1877, a meeting at `Ship Inn` saw the foundation of the Newcastle Football Club. 
Also in 1887 saw Wallsend & Maitland Clubs being formed.  In 1888, a meeting of 
Newcastle, Advance, West Maitland, Union & Ferndale Clubs saw a branch of the 
Southern Rugby Football (later NSWRU in 1892) formed called the Northern Branch. 
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This was the formation of the Newcastle Rugby Union.  Early Clubs were Advance 
(1880); West Maitland (1885); Oriental (1885); Union (1885); Ferndale (1885); 
Waratah (1885); Raymond Terrace (1886); Carlton (1887); Centennial (1887); 
Lambton (1888); Wickham Albion (1888) and Greta (1890).  Between 1869 & 1890, 
there was no organised competition. In 1891, the first competition was organised.  In 
1911, the Northern Branch disbanded but was reformed in 1912 to be known as the 
Newcastle Branch. During 1915-1924, little rugby was played but after a match 
between GPS Old Boys (Wanderers) & Novocastrians at Empire Park, the Newcastle 
Rugby Union was reformed with the current First Grade Competition. 

One of the earliest records of actual Australian Naval rugby in Sydney appears in 
The Referee, the Annual Report of the NSRWU, of 1907.  This recorded that during 
the 1906 competition, the Royal Naval Depot (RND), Garden Island participated in 
the 2nd Grade Borough Competition.4  They did not have a very successful year as 
most games were lost by in excess of 25 points, some games forfeited, no reasons 
given, one can but assume unable to field a side, as this seems to be the most 
frequent reason given in those times.  They finished at the bottom of the table having 
won just two of seventeen games. 

It does not appear likely that the Australian squad that went to the United Kingdom in 
1908/9 contained any members of the Australian Services, however the English XV 
that faced them at the Rectory Field, Blackheath on January 9, 1909, contained two 
members of the British Services, Alfred Warrington Morris (Air Force), who played for 
United Services and the captain of the side, George Lyon, who played for Surrey.  
Lyon was a Captain in the Royal Navy and he eventually went to become a Rear 
Admiral and Warrington Morris went on to achieve the rank of Air Commodore5. 

The structure of rugby in NSW at this time was that the NSW Rugby Union was the 
controlling body, with a number of sub unions responsible for the game in their own 
geographic area.  One of these unions was the Sydney Rugby Union, which was 
responsible for the Sydney region.  According to the Rugby Annual of 1909, when 
describing the boundaries of the various sub branches of the Sydney Rugby Union, it 
detailed the boundaries of the Sydney District Football Club included ―Goat Island, 
Garden Island, Fort Denison and HM Ships of War on the Australian Station‖.  There 
were however no records included of any games these ships might have played 
during this or any following years.6  The basic structure of the Sydney Rugby Union 
was related to location, primarily the suburb in which you lived.  This would cause 
problems for naval personnel, as they could be posted to any of the establishments 
in NSW (or indeed outside NSW) and when posted to a ship, might be resident in 
Sydney for only short periods of time.  It is therefore not surprising to find only one 
naval side operating in the civilian arena in Sydney, based on the largest of the 
Sydney naval establishments, Royal Naval Depot – Garden Island.  

Although most clubs at the time were members of the SRU through the competitions 
arranged by its sub unions, such as the district structure for the ―first grade‖ clubs 
and the Sydney Non-District, representing the lower grade clubs, there were also a 
number of other sub unions affiliated to the SRU, which demonstrated the growth of 
rugby in Sydney.  One prime example is the Sydney Wednesday Union7 which was 
formed in the 1910‘s, reformed in 1930s continued to the 1950s, and was in contrast 
to most of the other unions which were district or suburb based.  This union was also 
later named the Mid-Week Union, and we will see later, included Naval sides as well 
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as banks and business houses in its competitions.  Other structures also existed 
supporting sporting competitions in Sydney, as shown by the article in April of 1910 
of the weekly sporting newspaper, The Whistle, that makes reference to a 
competition for the ‗Association Cup‘ which included the following sides Ultimo, HMS 
Prometheus,8 Western Suburbs, St George, Canterbury, Garden Island and HMS 
Powerful.  This competition could be rugby, as there is nothing else in the issue 
referring to it, but I suspect it is more likely soccer, as the The Whistle of May 21 
1910 makes mentions a soccer side from HMS Psyche.   

By April 1914, the Australian fleet had a complement of 18 ships (including the  
battlecruiser, Australia, light cruisers, Melbourne and Sydney, torpedo boat 
destroyers, Parramatta, Warrego and Torrens, cruiser, Encounter, small cruiser, 
Pioneer, and the previous colonial navy vessels, Protector, Paluma and Gayundah), 
plus two submarines (AE1 and AE2).  The vessels had also grown in size, the battle 
cruiser HMAS Australia, had a crew of 820, and the light cruisers had a crew of 390, 
the manpower strength had also now expanded to 299 officers and 8,300 other 
ranks.9  Many of the crews for these ships were, however, Royal Navy, handing over 
gradually to Australian crews.  So now, there was a significant force available to play 
sport if the sport were available.  However, in August 1914, World War I had broken 
out and five days later the RAN was placed under the control of the British Admiralty 
for the duration.10  Shortly after this, the NSWRU decreed that all senior rugby 
competitions were to be suspended and clubs might play each other in games of a 
social nature, non-competitive on a fortnightly basis, with the alternate week devoted 
to military training.11  Schools and junior sides were allowed to play.  As a result most 
clubs were disbanded, as ninety percent of their senior players had enlisted.  On 28th 
July 1915, the Barrier Miner newspaper from Broken Hill, reported the NSW Rugby 
Union announcement that enlistments of NSW Rugby Union players had just reached 
1100. 

In 1915, all NSW & Metropolitan Union games were cancelled for the duration of the 
war, together with all Rep matches and tours and metro competition.  This meant that 
any rugby played by Navy sides at this period would have been inter/intra ships and 
establishments, except for games played in the mid week league. It is worth noting 
that the professional form of the game, Rugby League, which had broken away from 
the Union game in 1907, continued to play competition games throughout the war, 
which enabled it to gain considerable public support.  Also worth noting, is that in 
1906 the Australian Services had been given a dispensation allowing servicemen to 
play rugby league, without losing their amateur status or forfeiting their ability to play 
rugby union.  This dispensation applied only to internal services games, but there 
were some suspicion that the dispensation may have been being abused somewhat. 

As the RAN was under Admiralty control, and the war was largely Northern 
hemisphere based, the larger ships of the RAN spent most of their time outside of 
Australian waters.  For example in September 1914, Sydney, Encounter, Warrego 
and Yarra were in PNG waters with AE2 and AE1, and AE1 was lost off New Britain.  
AE2 then went off to the Mediterranean and breached the Dardanelles.  In 1915 
Sydney and Melbourne went off to the West Indies, Australia became the flagship of 
the British 2nd Battle Cruiser Squadron.  In 1916, Warrego, Yarra, Parramatta, Huon, 
Torrens and Swan all sailed from Thailand to the Mediterranean for Anti Submarine 
duties.  When the war finished there were 10 Australian ships in European waters, 
and the last two to return home, HMAS Australia and Brisbane, did not sail until April 
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1919 and the fleet was not returned to Australian operational control until August 1 
1919.12 

At the end of the war, the 1919 edition of the Commonwealth Year Book provided 
manpower figures for the RAN of 408 cadets and boys (on HMAS Tingira), 536 
officers and 10,499 other ranks, with a fleet of 36 vessels including a battlecruiser, 
three light cruisers, one older cruiser, a gunboat, twelve destroyers, four sloops, 6 
submarines and numerous auxiliary vessels.  Now truly a size to support sporting 
endeavour, assuming that the government would find sufficient funds to maintain 
such a force, so it is not surprising to find that the NSW Mid Week Rugby Union 
included teams from RAN Reserve and HMAS Penguin during the period 1919-
1932.13  In the United Kingdom the RFU stated that ―the revival of first class rugby, 
towards the end of what would have been season 1918/19 was largely brought about 
by inter-services games, in which the Dominions played a large role‖14, and the first 
Army Navy game at Twickenham was played in the season 1919/20. During the visit 
of the Special Service Squadron of the British Navy to Sydney in 1924, a match was 
arranged between members of the crew of HMS Hood and a team from YMCA RUFC 
at the YMCA Sports Ground, which was won by YMCA 25-3.15  Then in the early part 
of 1924, the Australian Navy formed a team in Sydney and a program of matches 
was arranged against Hawkesbury Agricultural College, Newcastle Union, and the 
bye team in the Sydney 2nd and 3rd grade competitions.  The Navy team was 
reported as showing excellent form, and a Lieutenant Burnett gained a place in a 
representative side that participated in the early fixture to the first test match against 
New Zealand that year.16 Burnett was later to be the CO of HMAS Sydney when she 
was sunk by the Kormoran. 

In Victoria, the Navy side from Flinders Naval Depot (later HMAS Cerberus) were 
runners up in the Victoria Rugby Football Union competition in 1924 and also won 
the Victorian Knockout competition.  

The Dempster Cup, which for many years became the major trophy for competition 
between ships and establishments records its first winner in 1922, although Navy 
News of June 1986 commented that an earlier Dempster Cup had been found in 
Navy Office, but there was no record as to who held that trophy, and none has 
appeared since.  It is known that the trophy had been donated by a J.M Dempster17, 
and he was believed to be a jeweller in Sydney at the time, but no reason for the 
donation has been traced to date.  Other sources suggest Dempster may have been 
a Naval Chaplain.  

By 12 April 1924, when the battlecruiser HMAS Australia was scuttled in accordance 
with the Washington Agreement, and as a result of dramatic pruning of the defence 
budget, the RAN was down to a seagoing fleet of just fourteen vessels and the RAN 
had lost more than 25% of its ratings (lower deck sailors).18  However, longer term 
planning saw the entry into the RAN fleet in 1928/9, of the seaplane carrier HMAS 
Albatross and the two county Class cruisers HMAS Australia (II) and HMAS 
Canberra.  The three ships were used in exercises around the country along with the 
two new O Class submarines, Oxley and Otway, to show the Australian public the 
new capabilities of the RAN.  However, the depression in the mid-thirties saw drastic 
cuts in funds, particularly for fuel, and brought with it a major reduction in such 
activities.  These included the six River Class destroyers to be broken up, the sloops, 
Marguerite, Geranium and Mallow to be scrapped and the survey vessel Moresby 
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and the two O class submarines to be placed in reserve.  These changes saw 61 
officers and 639 sailors, serving in the Permanent Naval Force, no longer required.19  
In fact, in 1930 and 31 there were proposals put to the Australian Government to 
abandon the RAN, and pay Britain to provide the necessary support and also to 
amalgamate the Army and the RAAF.  Fortunately, none of these ideas were 
implemented.  But such changes had to have significant impact upon morale within 
the Australian Naval Force. 

The Flinders Naval Depot, (later to be known as HMAS Cerberus) was a major force 
in Victorian Rugby Union in the second half of the 1920‘ s and early 30‘s where they 
were Joint Premiers in 1925, Premiers in 1926 and 1927, runners up in the 
Premiership and winners of the Cowan Cup in 1928 and 1929, runners up in the 
Premiership again in 1930 and 1931, Premiers again in 1933 and Premiers in the 
Victorian 2nd Grade competition in 1935 

The NSWRU Annual of 1928 reported that ―During the visit of the Duke of York to 
Sydney a game was arranged, at the Weigall Memorial Ground at Rushcutters Bay, 
between officers of HMS Renown and a Metropolitan side, which won 12-6 after a 
splendid game with some excellent forward play from the visitors‖.20  HMAS Penguin 
entered a team in the NSW Non District Division B (2nd grade) N.E Division – playing 
for the George Burke Memorial Cup in 1928 and continued to play in this competition 
until 1931.  At the same time, NSW Fire Brigades were in the NSW Non District A 
Division (1st grade), playing for the Kentwell Cup, and listed under Country Branches 
and Affiliated Clubs were: Royal Australian Military College, Duntroon and Royal 
Australian Naval College, Jervis Bay.  (Other services sides in the suburban 
competitions included Field Cadre (1931), First Field Battery RAA Victoria Barracks 
(1930), Fourth Battalion, Auburn (1930), RMC Duntroon (1930), Thirty Fourth Battery 
(1930)).  None continued to play sub district football after the 1930s, although 
Duntroon went on to become a founder member of ACT Rugby, and Field Cadre 
entered the mid week competition in 1937.21  At the end of the 1928 season, HMAS 
Penguin22 was one from the bottom of the table with a playing result of played 14, 
won 3 lost 10, drawn 1. 

Hickie commented on the reasons for Service sides competing in civilian 
competitions23:  

Thus the services teams like the R.A.A., 1st Heavy Brigade were keen, fit 
and enjoyed their Rugby but most of all were determined to win.  The 
game was very much an end in itself although they did strive to become 
the first service side to win a civilian competition.  Their reason for entering 
Sub-District was simple.  Their commander was a sports fanatic.  It was 
good exercise, enjoyable and put the services in a good light.  It also built 
up a strong comradeship between the fellow artillerymen which was 
important for morale and the military battles that were to follow.  It was 
also a break from the rigours of service life. 

The Rugby News of May 1929 listed the clubs that would be in the NSW First 
Division as: Easts, Glebe-Balmain, Manly, Norths, NSW Police, Randwick, St 
George, Uni, YMCA, and Wests.  The Non District Clubs in B Grade were: Alumni, 
Bank of NSW, Coogee, Cumberland, Eastwood, Epping, Harlequins, Pennant Hills, 
HMAS Penguin, Rozelle, St Anne‘s Theological College, Watson‘s Bay, and Wests24.  
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The Wests side included Woodbry, a former Victorian half back, who was then based 
at HMAS Penguin. 

On June 23, 1929, a Combined Country XV played a Sydney Metropolis XV, the 
captain of Metropolis side was S.J. Malcolm of YMCA, who during the 2nd World War 
became a member of the RNVR.  On July 6, 1929, S.J. Malcolm was the Australian 
halfback in the test match against New Zealand, he had previously toured the UK 
with the Waratahs in 1927.  Whilst there were no services players in the NSW side, 
the Victorian side that played NSW at SCG on Sat June 10 192925 included the 
following: E. Millwood (Navy), A. Edwards (Navy), Res A. Rainier (Navy).  According 
the VRU Annual Report March 20 the 1930 the following Navy Players were in an 
Australian XV that lost to New Zealand 25-4 in Melbourne on July 13 1929, E. 
Millwood, A Edwards (however this game is not recorded in Griffiths‘ Book of 
International records, but is in Maxwell Howell‘s book).  So at this time, Navy in 
Victoria, played a more important role in its local rugby scene than did Navy in NSW. 

On June 15 1928, the NSWRU Grades and Management Committee decided to form 
an Inter District knockout competition to provide curtain raisers for All Blacks games.  
The side to represent the eastern suburbs of Sydney was to be drawn from 
Paddington, Bondi Lifesavers, Watson‘s Bay, HMAS Penguin, and the Bank of 
NSW.26  The Easts squad for inter-district side contained 20 players including from 
HMAS Penguin: S. Samson, E. Rayner, B. Burton, and E. Brown.  E Brown of Navy 
was a selector.  Despite a good start, HMAS Penguin did not finish well in the 
NSWRU B Grade – Burke Cup N-E Division championship in 1929.  They once 
again, finished one off the bottom of the table, with a season record of played 14, 
won 3, lost 10, and drew 1.27  On August 24 1929, a United Services side played the 
Greater Public Schools on the University Oval.28  Whilst Navy may not have been a 
formidable force on the field, their contribution to the organisation of rugby was being 
recognised.  In July 1929, the NSWRU presented Commander M. Moyes, the 
delegate from the Navy to the NSWRU, with a set of pipes at the last meeting of the 
Union.  Commander Moyes was leaving Sydney to be a member of Sir Douglas 
Mawson‘s Antarctic expedition.29 
 
The fleet strength in 1930 was reported as 51 at RANC, 788 officers plus 8,861 other 
ranks, these figure including RANR and RANVR with a total of 21 vessels, including 
ships in commission and in reserve.30  In 1930, HMAS Penguin was still playing in 
the NSWRU B Grade - Burke Cup N E Division.  The Division now included Coogee, 
Watson‘s Bay, Gordon, Randwick, Mosman, Northern Suburbs, and Eastern Suburbs 
as well as HMAS Penguin, the Royal Australian Naval Reserve and the Fourth 
Battalion.

31
  HMAS Penguin finished one off the bottom of the table with the season 

record reading played 14, won 3, lost 10, drawn 1,32 a slight improvement on their 
previous performances. The NSW side that played the New Zealand Universities in 
1930 included one Navy man, R.G. Parker. 

A proposal for the Kentwell Cup in 1931 included Duntroon and a naval side 
(presumed to be HMAS Penguin),33 this would have been a promotion for both 
teams, but this proposal did not proceed.  Navy rugby was obviously starting to 
become a force in NSW as the NSWRU scheduled a game between Metropolis (i.e. 
City of Sydney) and Navy, as a curtain raiser for the interstate match between NSW 
and Queensland at the SCG July 25 1931.  The Rugby News of July 25 1931, 
reported that Lt Baldwin scored 2 tries for Navy v Metropolis.  He had played for Navy 
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v Army in the first inter-Service games in 1926.34  Although defeated 33-11 the Navy 
team performed excellently against opposition which was little below state 
representation.   The Navy also played the NZ Universities and lost 22-0.35  In August 
1931 the Navy side played games against Combined Orange in Orange on August 1 
(lost 6-3) and in Bathurst on August 3,36 (lost 8-12) see Figure 4.  This success did 
not extend to the side from HMAS Penguin, as they finished the 1931 season 6 out of 
7 in the Sydney sub District B Grade (East), Bruce Cup.37 

The NSWRU Annual Report for 1932 reported that in three games played in 
Newcastle, Newcastle defeated HMAS Canberra twice and defeated Royal 
Australian Navy once.38  The Annual Report for NSWRU for 193339 had a special 
section entitled Navy Matches, which included the following: 

June 28 as a curtain raiser to NSW Vs Victoria the RAN played a 
Metropolis side, won by Metropolis 14-6.  The Council hopes to make 
this an annual fixture.  

In Newcastle, Newcastle defeated HMAS Canberra and the RAN. 

As an early match to the NZ V NSW game at SCG July 6, RAN 
played a NSW XV, draw 11- 11.  The form of the Navy XV was most 
impressive, and it is regrettable that a regular series of first class 
games is not open to them owing to the irregularity of their stay in 
Sydney. 

On August 16, RAN lost to Sydney City XV 21-5, on August 8, RAN 
lost to St George District Club 18-8. 

The Financial Emergency Act of 1931 had reduced the pay of officers by up to 25 %, 
and together with the spectre of forced retirement at the age of forty-five or fifty, the 
Permanent Naval Force comprised 340 officers, 25 cadets and 2,776 sailors in 
193240.  One result of these and other economy measures, saw HMAS Albatross 
paid off into reserve in April 19national teams from 33. 

The earliest recorded, annual trophy, used in Navy Rugby competition is believed to 
be the Lou Smith Cup.  Rumour within both the RAN and RNZN has it that the trophy 
was presented by Lou Smith himself on 20th  September 1933, during the time he 
was licensee of the Terminus hotel in Wellington.  However, research to date has 
found great difficulty in confirming who Lou Smith actually was, and why he 
presented the cup.  There was, however, a combined visit to the capital by the 
Australian and the New Zealand Squadrons in that month, so it does seem likely that 
the cup was presented then.  Newspaper archives from September 1933 make no 
mention of a rugby match being played between the two squadrons.  The next 
opportunity to play for it would have been in Australia in September/October 1934 
during the visit of HMNZS Diomede  and Dunedin. 

The cup is mentioned in the trophy list 1936 but there is no mention of who was the 
holder.  HMAS Achilles was recorded as the holder as at 14 February 1938.  HMAS 
Leander at the outbreak of war landed the trophy in an Auckland city bank strong 
room for safe keeping in 1939.  It remained there, forgotten, until rediscovered in 
1947 after a request from the ACNB, asking if there were any inter-navy trophies 
played for before the outbreak of war. 
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The 1934 Annual Report for NSWRU41 reported that at the invitation of the NSWRU 
council, Mr C.L. Brown had arranged several matches on Wednesday afternoons for 
the RAN XV.  Although the games were not of a competitive nature, the Navy 
players, had shown excellent form and carried off the honours of the series.  On 
Monday June 5, a series of matches was arranged for the Navy XV at Chatswood 
Oval, Navy 1st XV v Norths XV, Navy 2nd vs Roseville XV, Navy 3rd XV v Roseville FC 
2nd XV, however, no results were included in the report.  The NSWRU stated that 
they hoped to establish a RAN Rugby Union for the coming season, this body would 
have been affiliated to the NSW Rugby Union.  (This would have put the RAN at the 
same status as the RN which is affiliated to the RFU, however, the Royal Australian 
Navy Rugby Union as a formal body was not formalised, with royal assent until 
1982.) 

In 1931, The Governor General of New Zealand, Lord Bledisloe, had donated the 
Bledisloe Cup for annual matches between national teams from New Zealand and 
Australia.  Three years later, in 1934, the same Lord Bledisloe donated a Kauri bowl 
to the captain of HMAS Australia.  The Bledisloe Bowl with an inscription 
commemorating the donation, ― Presented to the Officers of HMAS Australia by the 
Governor of New Zealand and Lady Bledisloe, January 1935‖, was to be used to 
celebrate games between the New Zealand and Australian Navies.  However, the 
bowl appears to have got lost at some time, until it was discovered on the Ryde tip in 
Sydney on 2000, and is now on display in the Navy Rugby Museum at HMAS 
Kuttabul.42 
 
1934 also saw the arrival in Australia of five vessels, on loan from the Royal Navy, 
the destroyer leader Stuart, and four ‗V‘ and ‗W‘ class destroyers, Vampire, Vendetta, 
Voyager and Waterhen.  But these replaced, rather than augmented, the existing ‗S‘ 
class destroyers, so their entry into the fleet did not signify a large naval expansion. 
 
The Annual Report for the NSWRU for 193543 included a section on ―Navy Branch 
Union‖, and stated that several matches had been arranged for the Navy‘s 1st and 2nd 
XVs against teams of the District Clubs on their bye days.  The Navy RU also played 
several non competitive matches under the control of the Mid Week Rugby Union. 
The Mid Week Rugby Union listed teams from Army, 1st Field Cadre, NSW Fire 
Brigade, NSW Police (3 teams), RAAF Richmond, RAAF Regents Park and RAN 
during the period 1934 to 1939.44  On August 6, 1934 a New South Wales side 
played the All Blacks at the SCG.  The curtain raiser for the game was Combined 1st 
grade v Combined Mid-Week Union.  5 Navy players were included in the Combined 
Mid-Week Union side (plus 6 from Fire Brigades 3 from NSW Police, and 1 from 
RAA).  Navy players were: (1) G. Francis, (2) E. Renfrey, (5) W. Bracegirdle, (10) A 
Edwards and (11) B. Gray plus Navy reserves (17) D. Wilson, (18) S.R. Gallaghan 
(19) J.B. Wilson, and (23) J Mesley.45  1935 had also seen the addition to the 
Australian fleet of the light cruiser HMAS Sydney (II), with a complement of 41 
officers and 504 other ranks.  On the down side HMAS Australia left home in 
December 1934 and did not return until August 1936, and a significant number of 
RAN personnel went on exchange service with the RN, further depleting the 
resources locally.  

The President of the Rural Bank, Mr C. R. McKerihan was reported as presenting the 
C.R. McKerihan Cup to the Acting Commissioner of Police (Mr Lynch) who handed it 
to the captain of the Police XV, Mr D.G Telford, to celebrate the Police winning the 
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premiership of the 1936 Midweek Rugby Union A Division competition.  Mr T.H. 
Bosward, President of the Mid-Week Rugby Union announced that Detective-
Inspector Hubert Thompson would present a cup for the 1937 Mid Week Union A 
Division competition46. 

In 1936, Destroyers went through the Dempster Cup competition undefeated, a feat 
that was repeated in 1939 by the side from HMAS Penguin.  The Penguin 
achievement was truly remarkable, as the ship could only raise fifteen players, so no 
reserves were available.  The youngest player was 29 years of age.  However, every 
player had been a Navy representative and two of the players were current United 
Services players.  1939 also saw Navy win the inter-Services Championship and the 
Mid-Week Rugby Premiership.47 

The Depression of the 1930‘s saw the RAN reduced to 5 ships and 3200 
personnel,48, so it is no surprise to find that the NSWRU Annual Reports for 
1936/37/38 made no mention of RAN RU or games involving Navy sides.  However, 
it would appear that the later thirties saw an improvement in the situation as in May 
1937 a Combined Western XV ( Bathurst, Orange & Wellington) played a Mid Week 
Union XV (no Navy players included). Then in 1938, the NSWRU made 
arrangements for an Inter-Services Championship, for the first time, between the 
Navy, Army and Air Force.  The Army XV emerged as the eventual winner of the 
series in this inaugural year.  The Army vs Navy game was staged as the curtain 
raiser to the All Blacks Vs NSW game at the Sydney Cricket Ground in July 1938.49 

The coronation celebrations for King George VI in 1937/38 included a United 
Services side that played England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.  The side included 
just one Australian, RAN rep ERA Frank Kimble  ron to provide details. 

By 1939, with the arrival of HMAS Hobart (ex HMS Apollo)  and HMAS Perth (ex 
HMS Amphion), and the transfer to the RN of HMAS Albatross in part payment, the 
Australian fleet comprised 15 vessels with a complement of 65 midshipman at RANC, 
850 officers and 8,648 other ranks, including RANR and RANVR.  On May 31 1939, 
a Combined Country XV lost to a Mid-Week Union XV 12- 16, at Sydney Uni.  The 
Referee for June 193950 reported that: 

“Lt St Vincent – Welch from Navy is as good as they make „em.  Served 
Secluna with snappy pass”.  “Secluna, the navy five eighth, his cut through 
and splendid down field sally when he made a try for Mackay was a highlight”. 

There was some small controversy raging in April 1939, when a number of Rugby 
League players, who had joined the militia, complained to the NSW Rugby League 
that they had been told by their military superiors that they would only be released to 
play Rugby Union.  The League raised this with the relevant minister, and the League 
were informed by LTCOL McDonald at 2nd Division HQ, that this was incorrect and an 
instruction went out to all 2nd Division units informing them that ―when Military Duties 
allow, any registered Rugby League player was to be allowed leave to play with 
League teams‖.51  The same ruling was to apply to all Services.  

In interstate matches in 1939, NSW 1St XV defeated Victoria 27-0, NSW 2nd XV 
defeated Victoria 22-18 and Queensland defeated Victoria 11-6.  As team lists are 
not available it is not possible to confirm Navy players in the Victorian sides.  
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On May 31 1939, at Sydney University Oval, NSWRU held a Trial Match between 
Combined Country and the Mid Week Union.52  The Mid-Week Union XV contained 4 
Navy players, C.M. Secluna, Lt St Vincent Welsh, A.B. Anderson and P.O. Smart.  
The curtain raiser to this game was the 1939 Inter-Service tournament game 
between RAN and RAAF, in which RAN defeated RAAF 12-11.53  The Sydney 
Morning Herald of June 6, 1939 reported that the NSWRU Committee had met on the 
subject of Services players playing for Unit v civilian sides, (i.e. the rugby league 
dispensation mentioned earlier).  They had sent an appeal to the International Rugby 
Board in London asking for further flexibility to be allowed for Australia, as the rule 
framed in England in 1906 allowed Professionals to play for unit in Services games 
only.  It was apparent that not all member of the Committee were in favour of any 
relaxation.54 

The Rugby News of July 1939 had details of the second fixture of the 1939 Inter-
Service Tournament, when Navy beat Army 9-6 at Sydney University Oval.  Navy 
players Sicluna and Stevens Jones are also noted as being members of Randwick 1st 
XV.  The final game of the Tournament was the Army vs Air Force played on July 22, 
1939.  The NSWRU commented:  ―Hopefully we can make these Inter Service games 
a part of the program for NSWRU every year‖.  (It is interesting to note that the 
Australian Services Rugby Union was still trying to make the Tournament a 
permanent event for NSW each year in 2003!! ).  The United Services side defeated 
Sydney Metropolitan Colts 27-20 on August 7, 1939 at North Sydney Oval, with St 
Vincent Walsh, the Navy halfback in the United Services side. 

With the break out of World War II in September 1939, and as in WWI, all the 
resources of the RAN were placed at the disposal of the RN, who immediately asked 
for a cruiser and 5 destroyers for service ―beyond the Australian station‖.55  With the 
mobilisation for the three services (the Navy expanded to 10,259 by September), 
mostly probably for duty overseas, the future for senior rugby in Australia looked 
bleak and the Rugby Unions in Australia decided that it was not possible to continue 
with their competitions during the period of the war.  Lines such as the following 
appeared in the Annual reports of the NSWRU from 1942 to 1945: 

“The Union regrets that owing to war conditions it was not possible to 
conduct competitions during season 1942.”56 

In a similar manner, the South Australian Rugby Union, in 1940, abandoned all 
senior rugby and concentrated its efforts on schools. 

From 1940 onwards reports of Navy Rugby get very sparse, the primary reason 
being that most ships were operating outside of local Australian waters, but the 
various Rugby Clubs in the Sydney competition kept the NSWRU informed of players 
whereabouts and whenever possible, details of which service they might be serving 
in.  For example, the April 20 1940 Rugby News reported that W. Dovers and W. 
Williams of the RAN had turned out for Northern Suburbs, and in June 1940 that Dr 
V.W. Wilson, the captain of the unfortunate 1939 Wallabies tour to the UK had joined 
the RNVR, and in July 1940, that Syd Malcolm, the former NSW and Australian 
captain, had joined the Navy as an Engine Room Artificer (ERA).  Malcolm had 
qualified as a tradesman at Walsh Island Dockyards before the war. 

The same issue of Rugby News had the following comment from the NSWRU 
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Council: ―Your council feels that, subject at all times to the fulfilment of national 
obligations, your union should fall into line with the expressed wish of the 
Commonwealth Government, namely that the normal life of the community, including 
athletic and sporting interests, should as far as possible be carried on‖.  However, in 
June 1940 the council issued another statement: ―The Council decided that in view of 
the international situation and the need for full national cooperation, all interstate 
visits and tours involving NSWRU would be cancelled forthwith‖.  It was indicated that 
grade competitions would continue, where the numbers supported it, and that as 
much support as possible would be given to school sport. 

Thus, the Sydney Metropolitan Sub-District Rugby Union, Sydney Rugby Union and 
most other senior unions in the country reduced their operations during this period, 
and as a result at the end of the war, many clubs that had existed before the war, 
failed to return after the return to peace.  During the war, the Mid Week Union still 
continued to exist, albeit, in a makeshift form.  However, when the war ended and the 
unions were recreated, the mid week union only lasted until 1957.57  In 1940, sides 
from RAAF Richmond and RAAF Ultimo joined the Mid Week Union, which then 
consisted of Commonwealth Bank, Public Trust and Taxation.  By 1941, the teams in 
the Mid Week Union, competing for the C.R. Mc Kernihan Cup, comprised only 
Sydney Teachers College, Police, (two teams each), plus Rural bank, i.e. no services 
sides at all.58 

It was suggested, by some, that all forms of organised sport should be abandoned 
during World War II.  The Racing industry claimed that sport was essential to the 
morale of the nation.  Tennis thought it preferable to play sport, than idle about 
playing two-up.  Cricket said it was better to play sport than sit at home crying.  
NSWRU recommended the abandonment of Interstate games, but persisted with 
club rugby ―we should do something towards keeping the public in a normal state of 
mind and not contribute towards any panic.  At the moment we are catering for many 
players who are in the AIF or the militia and many others who are engaged in 
essential services‖.  People in reserved occupations, such as policemen or engineers 
and apprentices, were exempted from the draft into the armed forces; so many clubs 
were able to continue (on a friendly, invitational basis) albeit with a lesser number of 
teams and with reduced strength and success.59   As a result there were many 
games organised between Services Units and civilian clubs as can be seen from the 
activities in August and September 1940, where many of the major clubs played a 
part: 

August 17 RAAF V Gordon 
 AIF Showground v Eastern Suburbs 
 5 RR Battalion v Western Suburbs 2nd XV 
 AIF Greta v Parramatta 
 AA Regiment v Western Suburbs 
Aug 24 1st AA Regiment v Northern Suburbs 
 1st Anti Tank Regiment v Drumoyne  
 Artillery Regiment – Showground v Western Suburbs 2nd XV 
 RAAF v Western Suburbs 
Sept 7  RAAF v Metropolitan 
 AIF v Metropolitan 
Sept 14 1st AA Regiment v Randwick 
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If the NSWRU had partially closed up shop, the Newcastle Rugby Union did its best 
to provide a competitive environment, as observed by Pollard who commented that 
the entry of teams from the Navy, Army and the RAAF bases at Rathmines and 
Williamtown boosted the local Newcastle competition.  The Newcastle Rugby Union 
recorded that in April 1940, Warrant Officer Langley and AB Maher attended a 
meeting of the Union, on behalf of Naval Ratings in Newcastle, expressing their 
desire in arranging mid week games with local sides.  The Union wrote to Camp 
Commandants requesting leave for various players.  The conditions of leave required 
that clubs concerned were to give a guarantee, in writing to the CO, that they would 
be responsible for all expenses if a player was injured.  As a result a game was 
scheduled for a Navy side on May 23 and it was arranged for an Army v Navy game 
at Newcastle No. 2 Sports Ground on June 1.  Tom Purdon, who later enlisted and 
died as a POW of the Japanese, refereed the game60.  

In June, Lieut. Langley applied to the Newcastle Rugby Union for permission to enter 
a team from Navy personnel stationed in Newcastle into the Newcastle RU Reserve 
Grade Competition.  Permission was granted with effect from June 10 1940.  The 
Union also decided that with increasing number of players enlisting into the forces 
the 1st grade competition would be abandoned and senior players would be dropped 
to reserve grade, making a single composite competition for the duration.  Several 
players requested transfers from their home club to the new Navy team.  Lieut. 
Langley also suggested that Service Units at Rathmines, Rutherford and Greta be 
approached to be involved in inter-service games. 

In June 1940, the Newcastle Sun reported that a team from the Navy, currently in 
Newcastle would take part in the reserve grade competition for the remainder of the 
season.  This side was to later lose 23-8 to YMCA in its first game.  In July 1940, the 
Newcastle Morning Herald reported on a game between a Newcastle AIF side and a 
Navy side.  The game was believed to be the first time that an AIF side and a Navy 
side had met in Newcastle and this game went to the AIF by 6 points to 3. July 22, 
saw a series of games in Newcastle between Combined Services and the Newcastle 
Rugby Union, the proceeds of which were designated as fundraisers for the 
Combined Services Comfort Fund.  This would be the first public appearance of a 
representative military side in Newcastle since the AIF side in 1939.  The results 
were: Newcastle No 1 defeated Combined Services 20-18, and Newcastle No. 2 
defeated Combined Services 19-0.  Navy players in the combined Services sides 
were: 1st XV: Saunders, Chessel, Maher, and Harvey, and in the 2nd XV: Amour, 
Maurice, Reserves (for both sides) Small, Coggins. 

The problems with player numbers was affecting not only the Rugby Union, as in 
June1940, the Newcastle Rugby League management called a meeting of all clubs 
to discuss the discontinuance of the local competition, due to lack of numbers. 61 

February 1941 witnessed a 7-a-side tournament in Alexandria, which contained 42 
sides, including 2 Australian Army sides and 2 teams from ships, the two ―navy‖ sides 
were nicknamed ―whale-boaters‖.  In the final, the Australian Army ‗A‘ side defeated 
HMS Warspite 15-0. 

1941 saw the Newcastle Rugby Union structure its competitions for the year in four 
categories, Presidents Cup, Under 21, Under 18 and Under 16.  The United Services 
requested the inclusion of two United Services teams in the Presidents Cup 
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competition (this was extended in 1942 with an Army side).  The United Services 
sides were to be coached by Syd Malcolm, the former international halfback, and 
now a PO in the Navy Reserve.  The Union decided to waive all entry fees for 
Services sides, and after a discussion regarding interchanging players in the 
Services sides, it was decided that the teams could register a certain number of 
players and that these could be interchangeable with either team.  In the 1941 
season the United Services sides played 17 games winning 7 and drawing 2 and the 
United Services No.1 side reached the Grand Final of the President‘s Cup losing 11-
8 to CYMS. 

Although the NSWRU had cancelled all interstate competition for the duration of the 
war, they gave approval on occasions for ―special games‖ between Services and 
Civilian side, such as the Combined Services v a Metropolitan side at North Sydney 
on Sept 20, 1941 and the Army and Combined Services game against NSW on June 
12, 1944.62  This was similar to the UK where a number of Service‘s Internationals 
were played in 1941-42 and 1944-45, and some of these games included Australian 
players, particularly R. Rankin, J. Simmonds and B.J. Young from the RAAF. 

As in the first World War, during WW II most RAN ships saw much of their service 
outside of Australian waters, for example during the defence of Tobruk in 1941, the 
RAN ships involved included Stuart, Vampire, Vendetta, Parramatta, Waterhen, 
Voyager, Nizam and Napier and this was not without loss as both Waterhen 
Parramatta were sunk.  1942 saw the RAN lose 5 large ships, Perth, Yarra, Voyager, 
Armidale, and Vampire, and welcome into the fleet the new Tribal Class destroyers, 
Arunta and Warramunga.  

In May 1942, the NSWRU amended its Competition Rule to allow members of the 
Defence Force to play for any District Club side, subject to the agreement of both 
sides involved in the game63.  The previous Rule, had stipulated that a player could 
only play for a club within the district in which he resided on the day of the 
commencement of the competition, and he must have resided there for not less than 
3 months.  The standard Rule, had it been enforced strictly would have prevented 
most Service players from participating in Sydney Competition games.  Later that 
year, the issue of Rugby League players in Services Rugby was raised again, and a 
decision was made that allowed Rugby League players in the Services to apply for a 
temporary reinstatement to Rugby Union, for the duration of the war.  They would 
have to apply again, after the war, if they wished to continue at that time. 

The RAAF announced they would, as from May 1942, be running a mid week 
competition, this commenced with 6 teams, and was shortly expanded to eight with 
the inclusion of the NSW Police and NSW Police Cadets.  The ACTRU also reported 
in May 1942 that their competition contained seven teams, with 2 from Royal Military 
College, 1 from the RAAF, 2 from the AIF and one each from All Schools and the 
University.  Note, no Navy side was included. 

Also in May 1942, the depot ship, HMAS Kuttabul, which was tied up at Garden 
Island and was being used to hold defaulters, was wrecked as a result of torpedo 
attacks from a Japanese midget submarine, with 19 naval personnel killed and ten 
wounded64.  

In June, the first reference to a Navy game in Sydney appeared when an RAN side 
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played Eastern Suburbs at Waverley, the proceeds going to the Mayor‘s Comforts 
Fund, ‗a silver coin donation was requested‘. 

The Rugby News of July 18, 1942, reported the results of games, in Singapore, 
between the British Army v Singapore & Johore (5-16) and The AIF v British Army 
(21-0).  The British Army side included Rev Pocock and LCDR Hilton of the RAN.  
The report commented that it was assumed that ―all the players were now Prisoners 
of War‖.  

In preparation for its upcoming game with the RAAF, the Army played and defeated a 
Sydney Metropolitan side (19-6) at North Sydney, early in July.  Then on July 15, 
1942, the RAAF defeated the Army at North Sydney Oval, 15 points to 14.  The Army 
were so upset at the defeat, they issued a challenge for another game.  This was 
arranged for August 16.  Stan McCabe, the former NSW and Australian cricketer, 
and owner of a major sports store in Sydney donated a cup to be known as the ―Stan 
McCabe Challenge Cup‖ for ―competition between the Australian Services in summer 
and winter sports under the auspices of the Rugby Union‖.  Army won the first 
competition for the cup by defeating RAAF 40-16.  The net gate receipts were 
reported as £201 with expenses of £28 5/-.  Other games in August were New 
Zealand Army lost to Randwick (33-5), Combined Services defeated NSW Country at 
North Sydney Oval,  RMC defeated Army 21-9 and Army 2nd XV defeated Combined 
Reserve Grade 21-16.  There was a controversy over the Sydney Metropolitan side, 
as the Manly club withdrew all five members of the club side, in a protest about the 
conditions of the playing surface at North Sydney Oval. 

But not everybody was pleased to see these games, as a minister of the Newtown 
Methodist Mission complained to the NSWRU about games being played on 
Sundays.  On the other hand, the NSWRU, in September 1942, sponsored a 
Movement to persuade the Government, if possible, to provide a system which would 
relieve players from having to part with their own precious coupons when fitting 
themselves out for next season‘s football. 

August also saw more awards for Navy Rugby players with Vay Wilson, the 1939 
Wallaby receiving a Distinguished Service Cross for bravery against submarines and 
Engineer Commander O.F. McMahon receiving an Order of the British Empire.  Cmdr 
McMahon had served on HMAS Canberra, and when available, subject to military 
duties, he had served as a member of the Council and President of the Mid-Week 
Rugby Union and the Management Committee of NSWRU.  He became a vice-
president of the NSWRU in 1945. 

August also saw the loss of HMAS Canberra, when she sank as a result of heavy 
Japanese fire at Savo Island, while engaged as part of an Allied naval force, 
comprising HMAS Australia, Hobart and Canberra together with the US Ships 
Astoria, Vincennes, Quincy, Chicago and San Juan, that was attempting to recover 
Guadalcanal.65  The Astoria, Vincennes and Quincy were also lost in this same 
action. In September, HMAS Voyager ran aground off the coast of Timor and had to 
be destroyed, and in December, the corvette HMAS Armidale was sunk by Japanese 
aircraft.  

The Newcastle senior competition in 1942 contained three Services teams, Army, 
Navy and RAAF, together with five civilian sides, Wanderers, Mereweather Carlton, 
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St Patrick‘s, Port Hunter, and Waratah (later Waratah Mayfield East).  The 
competition was won by Waratah-Mayfield East, who beat Army 27-10 in the Grand 
Final.  Navy‘s results were played 12, won 1, drew 2.  Two games were played 
between the Newcastle Rugby Union and the Combined Newcastle Services side, 
with both games going to the Newcastle Union side by 8-4 and 9-6 respectively. The 
Sydney Metropolitan Junior Rugby Union played the Newcastle JRU on Sept 12 with 
four Navy players in the Newcastle side, O‘Connor, Bath, Gallagher and Chambers.  

The South Australian Union reported that coaching was being maintained in four 
schools, and the only games being played were by these schools and by Services 
teams.  

In March 1943, the US introduced a new numbering system for its fleets and the 
Naval Forces South West Pacific became the Seventh Fleet, and at this time it 
comprised the cruisers Australia, Hobart, USS Phoenix and seven American 
destroyers.  The two new Australian Tribal Class destroyers, Warramunga and 
Arunta, joined this fleet in May.  May also saw the sinking of the hospital ship, HMAS 
Centaur, with the loss of 268.  

May 1943 saw some conflicting attitudes towards the sport of Rugby Union.  Rugby 
News of May 1, after reporting that the proceeds of Manly‘s opening match had all 
been donated to Patriotic and War Funds included the following: 
 
―Rugby Union is playing its part in the war effort, while the playing of Rugby Union is 
ESSENTIAL TO THE MORALE OF OUR ARMED FORCES AND TO THE CIVILIAN 
FRONT‖ (emphasis as per original). 

However, the headmaster of Newcastle Boys High School issued an edict forbidding 
boys to play football on Saturday afternoons, as he felt that concentration on too 
much sport injured, through neglect of studies, any chance the boys had of making 
careers for themselves.  The boys appealed to the Newcastle RU for freedom of 
sport on Saturday afternoons, and the Union sent the appeal to the Minister.  

The Newcastle competition again had three Services sides in 1943, this time, RAAF, 
Fixed Defences and HMAS Assault (representing Navy).  HMAS Assault, which had 
been commissioned as a Combined Operations School, at Port Stephens in 
September 1942, won the competition beating Mereweather Carlton 13-9 in the 
Grand Final, having won twelve of the sixteen games played.  The Newcastle Union 
also arranged for a Newcastle Rugby Union side to play the Combined Newcastle 
Services side, the game won 18-16 by Newcastle Rugby Union.  The Combined 
Services side which was drawn from RAAF, Fixed Defence and HMAS Assault, 
contained six Navy players, G. Mitchell, J. Spargo, B. Bruce, B. Babbage, W. 
Thomas, and W. Flood. 

Rugby playing servicemen throughout the world were just as vulnerable as 
everybody in the conflict, as reflected in a report in the Sydney Morning Herald of 
May 1943 that of the 28 Springboks who had toured New Zealand and Australia in 
1937, 18 had been killed and 5 seriously wounded.  The Rugby Union sent a 
message of condolence to their South African colleagues66.  This story was corrected 
later by the South African Rugby Board, who advised67 that, whilst many of the 
players were indeed on active service, only one, P.J. Lister, was a casualty, and he 
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was only slightly wounded.  Others made the news just by being alive, as when J 
Hardcastle, who had been a member of the Sydney University side in 1942, was 
reported by the Sydney media68 as back in the University side having returned from 
service with the Navy in the Mediterranean and the North Sea, and was anxious to 
be playing again.   

Services and civilian Rugby also played a role in fundraising for the war effort, as 
when an Army side defeated an Eastern Suburbs XV 18-13 at Waverley Oval in May 
1943, before a crowd of 8,000 and raised ₤110 for the Australian Comforts Fund, and 
in June the City v Country Rugby League match played at the SCG before 33,000 
saw gate takings of ₤2,200, some of which went to the war effort69. 

In June 1943 HMAS Hobart was severely damaged by Japanese torpedoes and 
required a significant refit, leaving the RAN with just two cruisers, Australia and 
Adelaide, and the Naval Board accepted the offer from the British Admiralty of the 
County Class heavy cruiser, HMS Shropshire, as a replacement for the Canberra.  
The RAN fleet now comprised 83 fighting ships, including 10 destroyers and 48 
corvettes.  Whilst these warships were deployed across the world, the majority were 
in service in waters reasonably close to home70. 

Various editions of Rugby News in 1943 contained news about Navy rugby players.  
In May, Lieut. G.E.R. (Rod) Brown RANVR, was mentioned in dispatches for service 
on HMS Pelican, he had been honorary secretary of Eastern Suburbs and was an 
official at Bank of NSW.  Artie Fox, formerly first grade hooker for Drumoyne, was 
reported as a POW.  The death was reported of Commander R. Rankin a former 
member of the St George club.  John Hardcastle, a former University three-quarter, 
was reported as serving on Australian destroyers in the Mediterranean.  PO Bill 
Coleman turned out in June to referee a 3rd grade game.  Coleman, who had played 
for NSW while with Randwick was reported as being a member of staff of Lord Louis 
Mountbatten‘s Commandos and had taken part in Commando raids on German 
occupied territory and then spent 18 months on destroyers in the North Atlantic, 
North Sea and Arctic followed by North Africa.  In Sept 1944 it reported that the 1939 
Wallaby Bryan Oxenham was a Surgeon Lieutenant in the RAN. 

Due to military security regulations, not all sport was clearly reported. The Sydney 
Morning Herald reported the following:  

“Somewhere in Australia, Sept 5 1943. 
Western Australian Servicemen won the championship of the combined 
Navy and Air Force sports, held in a Northern Australian area yesterday.” 

The Herald in these times was limited to approximately 16 pages daily, and the total 
sport coverage would generally be less than three columns, rarely growing to four, 
and this had to cover all sport including horse racing, boxing, and school sports. At 
times the articles referring to the make up of the club sides would indicate that certain 
players were just unavailable, and on some occasions it was stated that this due to 
service commitments. 

Whilst Rugby League players in the Army and Navy had the opportunity to play their 
preferred code, this was not the case in the RAAF.  In June 1943, the NSW Rugby 
League was reported as exploring the possibility of introducing the code to the RAAF.  
The war had an effect on the availability of facilities as only in July 1943 were teams 
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able to train under lights due to blackout restrictions71.  Disputes over pay, existed 
even during the war, as when in June 1943, Rugby League referees in Canterbury 
and Bankstown went on strike after a demand for an increase in their pay to 10/- per 
game was refused by the District Club who offered only 7/6. 

The Victorian Rugby Union reported in June 1943 that as a result of ―almost 100 per 
cent enlistment‖ of Rugby Union players in the state, it had not been possible to carry 
on the game in Melbourne during 1943.  During 1942, it had been possible to play 
several games between the Navy and the Air Force, but this had not been possible in 
1943.  However, the clubs had made great efforts to see that junior matches still 
continued, prominent in this were games between Scotch College and Flinders Naval 
College. 

The NSWRU arranged for Services sides to play civilian sides prior to their inter-
Services games, as for example Services v Eastern Suburbs, Western Suburbs, and 
St George played in June and July 1943.  The NSWRU also sent a trophy to Western 
Australia in response to a request for support for Services games in that State.  The 
Army XV played a Combined Randwick XV as a precursor to the 1943 McCabe Cup 
game against the RAAF which was held at North Sydney Oval on July 24.  The 
game, won by Army 16-6, was played before 3,000 people with the proceeds going 
to the Lord Mayor‘s patriotic Fund Then in August, on Manly Oval, Army lost to 
Metropolitan 24-30 and RAAF went down to Manly 11-24, and both CHS and GPS 
lost to RMC 14-6 and 18-9 respectively and later RMC lost to an All Schools XV 18-9.  

As in previous years, the South Australian Union continued with its schools and 
Services games, but in 1943 it launched a competition for Juniors who had left 
school.  The competition participants quickly rose from 3 to 10, and comprised mainly 
18-19 year olds, and the teams played friendly games with some of the Services 
sides.  By 1944 there were four junior sides and five senior sides, including two from 
the RAAF. 

Services continued to play a big part in Rugby in Fiji, as Ken Sands reported in 
Rugby News of Sept 11, 1943.  According to Sands, the greatest concentration of 
games was in Suva, where there were 3 competitions, European, Senior and Junior 
Native.  All of the teams in the European competition were Services based, with 
players from all three services, the majority being Kiwis and then Australians. 

In April 1944, the RAAF revived its mid week competition and the NSWRU 
announced the program for Service v civilian games for the year.  This included the 
King‘s Birthday fixtures: 

June 10 NSW v Army (19-30) 
  Royal Artillery+Navy v RAAF (later changed to RAN v RAAF) (11-19) 
  HMAS Assault v Combined Sydney Fortress 
June 12  NSW V Combined Services (20-11} 

  RMC v Combined Services 2nd XV 
  RAN v Army 2nd XV (8-9) 

All of these games were to be played at the Sydney Cricket Ground, the first time the 
ground had been used for Rugby since the All Blacks test of 1939.  The Navy sides 
were all coached by Syd Malcolm, former NSW and Wallaby captain.  In preparation 
for the games a Navy XV defeated the 6th Machine Gun Battalion 20-6 at North 
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Sydney on June 6.  The Combined Services side for the June 12 game included four 
Navy players: LRM J. Deveney, Wtr K.J Stevens, W/Sm Phillips, Sto. I. McLean.  The 
Governor of New South Wales, Lord Wakefield, and the Sydney Lord Mayor, 
Alderman Bartley, attended on both days.  The Sydney Morning Herald in the weeks 
prior to the game reported that various Rugby League players were offering to play 
for Army and RAAF, and seeking dispensations to do so.  

Reviewing Servicemen in rugby the Rugby News72 had the following to say about 
Navy: 

Wherever Navy goes, the rugby game is played and almost every ship was able 
to turn out a Rugby XV that gave a good account of itself.  Gathering a 
combined Navy Rugby team is difficult because of the scattering of this service 
to many battle areas.  But the missionary spirit is always manifested in any port 
of call by either a game or by a party taking their togs and a ball along for a kick 
and some exercise.  When at strength, the Navy was a factor in Sydney‟s mid 
week competition.  

The RAN announced in June 1944 that they had commenced a mid-week 
competition that had five unit teams competing.  They also announced that a 
combined Navy XV would play HMAS Assault, the winners of the 1943 Newcastle 
premiership, at the end of the season.   

The Stan McCabe Cup competition for 1944 was held in August with a Metropolitan 
Army XV defeating RAAF 36-30, and a Metropolitan Army 2nd XV losing to RAN 26-8. 

The interstate report for 1944 showed Queensland running a first grade competition, 
won by YMCA and the QRU supporting Services games including a Brisbane Army 
XV v a Warwick Army XV at Warwick.  The VRU reporting a much reduced 
competition due to enlistment of rugby players in the Defence Force, but hoping to 
have Army Navy and Air Force sides in the competition ―when the war is over‖.  
South Australia reported several services games being played in Adelaide.  The 
WARU acknowledged help from Army unit teams resulting in a bumper season in 
Perth, and that they hoped to get the Police Boys Club to adopt rugby as their winter 
sport. 

The naval war in October 1944 had moved to the Philippines with landings on Leyte 
Island, and Australian ships played keys roles, including Australia, Shropshire, 
Arunta, and Warramunga, as part of Task Force 74, along with three Australian LSIs, 
Westralia, Manoora and Kanimbla, the frigate Gascoyne with HDML 1074, the 
destroyers Norman and Quiberon as well as the Australian auxiliaries, Poyang, 
Yunnan, Bishopsdale, and Merkur.  The Australian flagship was to suffer severe 
damage during the various encounters and was forced to return to Australia73.  

In 1945 the war was moving towards a final onslaught against Japan and the British 
Pacific Fleet was reorganised and it assembled in Fremantle in February 1945 for its 
future activities.  The fleet included the battleship King George V, four fleet aircraft 
carriers, three cruisers and ten destroyers.  The Australian contribution included the 
destroyers Quiberon and Quickmatch in the Fourth Destroyer Flotilla, sixteen RAN 
ships in the 21st and 22nd Minesweeping Flotillas, together with the N Class 
destroyers Napier, Norman, Nepal and Nizam. 
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It was apparent in April 1945, that the path back to Rugby Union for Rugby League 
players was not simple and guaranteed.  The Parramatta Club had appealed to the 
NSWRU to review and amend its rules regarding ex-Services Rugby League players.  
Their appeal was centered on R. Griffiths who had played Rugby League, for pay, 
before joining the RAAF during the war.  He had played Rugby Union while in the 
RAAF and wished to continue doing so on his demob.  However, his application for 
reinstatement had been rejected, and it was regarding this rejection that Parramatta 
based its appeal. 

On April 21, 1945 at Waverley, Rugby Union history was made, according to Rugby 
News, when Surgeon Commander R. Wallis R.N., one of the best known rugby union 
referees in the British Empire refereed the day of the match game between Eastern 
Suburbs and Randwick.  The Newcastle Morning Herald reported in August that 
Surg. Cmdr R. Wallis had agreed to referee the return fixture between Newcastle and 
the Manly Rugby Union in Newcastle74.  He also refereed the Randwick v New 
Zealand Navy game in June. 

The Sydney Morning Herald offered the results of a number of Services games 
during May and June 1945: 
 
 Eastern Suburbs beat Navy 50-6 at Waverley 
 Bankstown drew 3-3 with Penguin in the mid-week competition 
 Kybra beat HMS Golden Hind (RN) 24-0 – Navy mid-week competition  
 HMAS Kuttabul beat HMAS Schofield 38-3 – Navy mid-week competition 

The preliminary games and the main fixtures for the Kings Birthday competitions at 
North Sydney in 1945 were announced by NSWRU: 

 No date Combined RN and RAN XV v Eastern Suburbs 

   ACT v British Fleet Air Arm 
   ACT v RAN  -  23-6 
 June 18 RAN v RN  -  3-8 
   Metropolitan v Combined Services  -  15-18 
 June 23 Randwick v New Zealand Navy  -  39-12 

The RAN players in the Combined Services v Metropolitan game side were A. 
LeGrange, J. North, L Shute (NZ), and L Staunton and A Beardsmore were reserves.  
A.C. ―Jonny‖ Wallace coached the Combined Services side.  A second fixture was 
played on August 15 when the Navy reps were A. Burroughs (RN), J. North, E 
Tweedale L. Staunton and G. Stovell (RN).  Stovell, from the Royal Navy had 
captained Gloucestershire before the war. Newcastle continued to play Combined 
Services annually right up to 1945.  

In June 1945, Queensland Rugby Union requested that the NSWRU immediately 
reinstate interstate contests.  NSW replied that it would not be possible to stage any 
games in NSW in 1945, but that a NSW side might be able to play, in Queensland, 
on August 11 or 18.  NSWRU wrote to South Australia, Victoria and Western 
Australia to ascertain their belief that a conference should be convened 

In another announcement of awards to Navy rugby players, the award of a George 
Medal and a George Cross was made to LCDR J.S. Mould, RANVR. 
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Figure 4. Navy side that went to Orange in 1931 

 

 

Figure 5. RANRU side for Inter-Service Tournament September 1945. 
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Figure 6.  Committe for 1945 InterService Rugby Tournament, Sept 1945 

 

 

Figure 7  HMAS Sydney side with 1952 Dempster Cup 

HMAS Sydney with the Dempster Cup they won in 1972.  Back row; N/A,Bertie Dixon, Stan 

Hotop, Dick Brown, Tom Fisher, N/A, David Martin, Mike Hudson, Bill Bachus, Front Row; 

N/A, N/A, Alan Jones, Keith Callans, Roger Gaydon, Nobby Clarke, John Silver, Windy 

Windschuttle, Ned Kelly  ( photo from Bill Bachus) 
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Figure 8. Crew from HMAS Waterhen 

back row: Leo Powell, Larry Gaudry, Charlie Manns, Roy Harrison, Tony Edwards (referee), next three no 

record.  Middle row: first three no record, Max Eason.  Front Row: first two, no record, Arnold Woods, Roy 

Campbell, Chris Rigby
75

 
 

 

Figure 9.  The Duke of York being introduced to the Waratahs, by Mr E.G. Shaw, the Manager.  With 

them is Vice-Admiral Sir Percy Royds, C.B., C.M.G., President of the English Rugby Union.  The 

Duke is shaking hands with S.J. Malcolm, next are C.H. Towers, J.W. Breckenridge, H.F. Woods, 

S.C. King, E.E. Ford and A.E. Ross (partly obscured).  The player looking over the Duke‟s shoulder is 

E.N. Greatorex.  England won by 18-11 before a crowd in excess of 50,000 at Twickenham in 1928.
76
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Navy Rugby - Post World War II 

The 1940’s 

1945 

At the end of the war in 1945, the RAN boasted a strength of 337 ships and a 
complement of 39,650 men and women.1  This made it the fourth largest navy in the 
world.  It had a shore infrastructure around the continent as well as in Papua New 
Guinea that provided docking and maintenance facilities, and a string of bases and 
depots throughout the Commonwealth. 

The published records of Navy rugby in the immediate post war years are somewhat 
sparse, but it is evident from photographs in figures 2 and 3, provided by the 
Australian War Museum, that at least inter service rugby had commenced again. 

The Sydney Morning Herald during August 1945 contained some items on Navy 
rugby.  A combined Navy side played Easts under difficult conditions, one council 
refusing to allow games to be played on a Sunday.  The game was a fundraiser for a 
TB Appeal, and was won by Navy 16-11.2  The NSWRU side that lost to Queensland 
in Brisbane in August contained 3 Navy players.3 

1946 

The demobilisation after the war saw servicemen returning to their former clubs in 
great numbers.  In April, the Gordon Rugby Club reported that their 1st XV contained 
12 servicemen, the 2nd XV 12 servicemen, the 3rd XV 7 servicemen and that 9 of the 
15 club officials were servicemen.  Also, players like Eric Tweedale who had first 
played for Parramatta at age 14, and made first grade in 1939 at age 16 returned to 
their pre-war form and gained places in club first grade and then for NSW and 
Australia.  Syd Malcolm was appointed a NSWRU selector in May 1946. 

NSWRU ran a 7-a-side competition in April 1946 that included sides from the RAN 
and the RAAF in addition to the Sydney competition first grade clubs.  In the first 
round the RAN beat University (8-5) and RAAF beat Western Suburbs (9-0), 
however, in the second round RAN went down (10-5) to Northern Suburbs and RAAF 
lost (6-3) to Eastern Suburbs.  The Manly club went on to defeat Western Suburbs 
(10-0) in the final. 

The Mid Week Rugby Union was revived by the NSWRU in 1946 with 16 teams in 
two divisions, with RAN having a team in both the A and B divisions and Army and 
RAAF having a team in the A division alone.  The other sides included Police (2 
sides), Police Cadets (2 sides), Sydney and Balmain Teachers Colleges, Rural and 
Commonwealth Banks and CRTS. 

In a NSW trial match played on June 8, the RAN had two players in the NSW No 1 
side, K Stephen and Eric Tweedale.  The NSWRU arranged a special fixture for the 
King‘s Birthday weekend on June 17, 1946, in addition to a NSW v Qld and NSW 
Country v City game the RAN played the RAAF side that had played in the United 
Kingdom at the end of the War. RAN defeated the RAAF side 16 points to 8, the 
scorers were Navy: Warden two tries, Woods try, Stevens 2 goals 1 penalty, Rox 1 
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try, Carrier goal.  The RAAF side included 5 Sydney first grade rugby league players, 
including Jack Cox, who had been a Spitfire pilot with RAAF in England and returned 
to farming at Orange and playing for Western Districts.  

On July 13 New England beat an RAN side 12 –11 at Armidale.  The RAN side 
included two NSW state players, Eric Morcombe, a winger from Northern Suburbs 
and Ken Stephen, a half back from Randwick. The NSW v Southern States games 
on July 27, 1946 saw a total of 6 RAN players involved.  Eric Tweedale was in the 
NSW 1st XV and Eric Morcombe in NSW 2nd XV with ER Emmett (winger) R.S. 
Brookman (centre) G.A. Gourlay (lock) and G.J.B. Crabb (2nd row) in the Southern 
States 1st XV. Gourlay and Crabb were later named in the Wallaby squad.   

The Sydney Morning Herald of early August 1946 detailed one of the problems with 
touring sides at the time, when it reported that the Australian side going to New 
Zealand would need to use 3 planes to get the side to NZ, as there was a limit of only 
17 passengers per plane, and the Dept of Civilian Aviation limited the numbers in one 
group to 9 per plane.  This would have meant that the third group would not arrive in 
New Zealand until after the first game of the tour.  Negotiations later ensured that the 
entire party arrived on time. 

A Combined Services XV played Sydney City on August 5 at North Sydney Oval and 
lost 22-12 after leading 6-5 at half time. The Services lock, Alister Paull left the field 
early in the second half suffering from concussion.  In a curtain raiser to the game, 
Hawkesbury Agricultural College drew with United Services 5-5. 

With just a few games to go, on August 24, 1946 the RAN was in fourth spot in the 
mid week competition table, which looked like that year4:  

 P W L D Pts 
Sydney Teachers College 15 13 1 1 27 
Police No 1 14 12 2 0 24 
Police No 2 15 11 3 1 23 
RAN 15 9 4 2 20 
Police Cadets No 1 15 10 5 0 20 
Army 15 6 8 01 13 
CRTS 15 6 9 0 12 
RAAF 15 3 9 3 9 
Police Cadets No 2 14- 1 1 0 2 

The side was captained by Buster Crabb, who later went to Admiral‘s rank.  It was 
commented that Buster was a strong candidate for the 1948 Wallaby side, but was 
sent to the UK for a radar course and missed out on selection.   The Flinders Depot 
side was, however, beaten by a NSW Combined Services XV (27-8) which then went 
on to defeat the Victorian State side by 37 points to 17.  

1947 

In the early part of 1947, Rugby News was still reporting ex-servicemen appearing in 
representative sides and first grade sides in Sydney.  Prominent among these were 
Ken McManon (City and NSW) and Jack Caldwell for Manly, Owen Howell-Price for 
Western Suburbs, Ron Emmett in a Victorian Side that played against South 
Australia and Eric Tweedale selected for the Wallabies against the All Blacks and for 
the Wallaby tour to the UK. 
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In August a United Services side drew with Sydney City 14-14 and an RAN Squadron 
defeated the Royal Navy Squadron 16-8.  In September, a Combined Victorian High 
Schools/Flinders Naval College were defeated by a North Sydney High School/Shore 
School XV at Chatswood. 
 
Navy won the McCabe Cup for the inter-Service Rugby Union Championship; the 
side included LEUT McInerney, who was later to become the president of EAA 
Rugby and passed away in 2011. 
 
The Flinders Navy Depot side were Premiers in the Victorian 1st Grade and 2nd 
Grades in 1947. 

1948 

Inter-service game between Army and Navy needed two extensions of time before 
Navy ran out winners 9-6. 

1949 

The NSW United Services Rugby Club announced its fixtures for 1949 in April, they 
read as follows 
 

April 16 Randwick 
April 30 Wagga Wagga 
May 14 University of NSW 
May 21 ACT in Canberra 
June 13 ACT in Sydney 
July 18 Eastern Suburbs 
July 30 New England 
August 1 City Colts 
August 13 Central West 

June 26, 1949 saw South Australia defeat Victoria 17-16 in Adelaide.  This was 
South Australia‘s first ever win over Victoria since the first game in 1933.  The 
Victorian side contained two RAN players, W. Dovers and A. Patterson.  While still in 
South Australia, Woodville won the Navy Cup in the South Australian knockout 
competition.  Then, in Tasmania, the state side defeated a British Naval Squadron 
XV by 21 points to 6.  In Victoria, a side from HMAS Sydney played a Melbourne 
Metropolitan XV in a curtain raiser to the Southern States clash with the NZ Maoris, 
which went to the Maoris by 35-8.  

HMAS Watson won the Dempster Cup in 1949.  

In 1949 a Mid Week Union XV defeated Australian Universities, and in 1950 defeated 
United Services.  However, by 1956 it was down to 10 teams and folded in 1957. The 
teams in the Mid Week Rugby Union competition during the period 1947-56 included: 
Army, 1st Field Cadre, NSW Fire Brigade, NSW Police (3 teams), RAAF Richmond, 
RAAF Regents Park, and the RAN.  Navy‗s only major success in this period came in 
1954 when it took out the Mid Week Union premiership winning the Mick Clifford 
Cup.5  

At the end of the home and away games in the 1949 Melbourne premiership the top 
of the tables were: 
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  Points   Points 
Ist Grade Melbourne 30 2nd Grade Navy 30 
 Navy  28  Power House  26 
 Kiwis 24 243  Melbourne 25 
 Harlequins 23  St Kilda 24 

The 1950’s 

1950 

Little appears about Navy rugby in any Australian media in the early 1950‘s, due 
possibly to the Navy commitment to the Korean War.  During the period June 1950 to 
February 1954, the following HMA Ships were deployed in Korean Operations: 
Aircraft Carrier, Sydney, Destroyers: Anzac, Bataan, Tobruk and Warramunga  , and 
Frigates: Culgoa, Condamine, Murchison , Shoalhaven, as well, 18,059 Australians 
served in the armed forces in Korea, including 5,959 in the RAN.6 

In 1950, the Eastern Australian Area Command arranged for all three Services in 
NSW to participate in an inter-Service Sports Carnival, which was to run annually and 
each Service would take it in turns to be the host.  The 1950 Carnival was hosted by 
Navy and included cricket, tennis, water polo, boxing, athletics, rifle shooting and 
rugby.  All of the events, except the rugby, were to be held over a three day period at 
a combination of military and civilian locations across Sydney.  The rugby result 
would be based on the McCabe Cup competition of the previous year, as the Sports 
carnival was scheduled for March/April.  The winner of each sport would gain 30 
points, second place 20 points and third 10 points, and a gross total would show the 
winning service.  The RAN came third overall in this the first year of the competition, 
although it had won the rugby by virtue of the McCabe Cup win 1949. 

The chairman of the organising committee, LCDR H.A.E. Cooper 7in his final report 
commented ―It has been stated that the 1950 Sports Carnival has done much to 
awaken in ratings their pre-war enthusiasm for Services Sport.  It is to be hoped that 
this statement is true and that such keenness will continue‖.    

1951 

In 1951 the Eastern Australian Area Command inter-Service Sports Carnival was 
hosted by Army and included cricket, tennis, water polo, tug of war, boxing, athletics, 
golf, billiards, rifle shooting and rugby.  Army went into the tournament with the 30 
point from the McCabe Cup from 1950 and won the series with 232 points to RAAF‘s 
185 and Navy‘s 13. 8 

Australian Services lost 15-6 to the All Blacks in North Sydney in June 1951, they 
also played games against the Fiji and NZ Services. One Navy player in these 
games was PO Laurie Johnson from Victoria.   

According to a letter from Neil Crawley (Navy News, February 23 1962) the rugby 
side from HMAS Anzac of 1951/52 issued challenges to all and sundry and playing in 
locations from Tokyo to Hong Kong lost only twice, on both occasions to Kiwi sides. 

1952 

HMAS Sydney won the Dempster Cup defeating Frigates and Destroyers 6-3 in the 
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Grand Final. 

The Combined Services team, that had played in the District competition was judged 
not up to District standard and was dropped from the competition.  This caused an 
uneven number of clubs in the league, so Wests were dropped as well, and they 
joined the Metropolitan Sub District Rugby Union9. 

The Rugby News of August 9 1952 recorded the Australian Side that went to New 
Zealand included PO Laurie Johnson, a wing three-quarter from Finders Naval Depot 
where he was a PTI. 

1953 

The EAA Rugby Committee met in April 1953 under the President CAPT E. Parker.  
It was decided that nine teams would compete for the 1953 Dempster Cup, as 
follows: Vengeance, Australia, Penguin, Rushcutter, Watson, Schofields, Destroyers 
& Frigates, Platypus & Reserve Ships and Kuttabul & Minesweepers.  The 
competition would run for one round only, with the top four teams at that point to play 
the semi-finals and finals series.  The Clifford Cup competition for mid-week games 
would continue, and Navy as the present holders would continue to compete.  The 
committee decided that the Rugby Club would now be called RAN (EAA) Football 
Club, as a result of the new command structure.  One of the problems to be 
addressed in 1953 was the shortage of Referees and supporters, and all sports 
officers would be asked to assist wherever possible. 

Navy came last in the EAA Sports Carnival for 1953, having come last in the 1952 
McCabe Cup Rugby. The Port Recreation Officer, LCDR G.J.A. Ashley-Brown in his 
report to FOICEAA, RADM Showers, reviewed the Navy‘s performance in the 
carnival sport by sport.10  He made the following comments about the rugby.  
 
 ―Comments to improve Navy‘s performance in rugger: 

  1. There should always be a good percentage of officers playing in all ship‘s and 
Navy teams. 

2. Ship‘s team should yield players to Navy teams and Navy should yield players 
to United Services teams. 

3. Members of ship‘s teams, Navy teams or United Services teams first loyalty 
should be to the Service team over ―outside‖ club games. 

4. Members of ships, Navy and United Services teams must practice 
conscientiously and regularly. 

5. Absenteeism must be cut out. 
6. Teams often take the field with few if any supporters.   

1954 

HMAS Kuttabul won the knockout competition and were minor premiers in the 
Dempster Cup competition   (SEE PHOTO IN NAVY NEWS FEB 6 1970 p 16)  
 
The touring Fijians defeated Combined Services 27-16 at Parramatta on 23 June. 
 
The Navy 1st Grade side playing in the Mid-Week competition took out the Mick 
Clifford Cup as premiers. 
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1955 

By 1955 the forces required to maintain the ceasefire in Korean had reduced 
somewhat and so Australia was able to attach Naval forces to the Far East Strategic 
Reserve.  In July, the destroyers Arunta and Warramunga became the first two RAN 
ships in the naval rotation that saw the RAN provide two destroyers or frigates to the 
Strategic Reserve, together with at least an annual deployment of an aircraft 
carrier.

11
  

1956 

During the early 1950‘s the RAN had received the smallest portion of the defence 
budget, but overshadowing these financial restraints was its inability to attract 
sufficient recruits.  In 1956 this was compounded by the fact that the personnel 
recruited to serve during the Korean War for a six year term were due to depart, and 
most of them decided not to renew their commitment,  citing service conditions and 
poor pay as the major reason12.  Defence and the RAN had to take steps to stem this 
loss of manpower.  One of these was to make HMAS Nirimba, which had ceased to 
be an air station in 1955, the Naval Apprentice Training Establishment, and thus one 
of the largest apprentice schools in the nation.  This change was made in January 
1956. 
 
Anzac, Tobruk, Quickmatch and Queenborough on station during the year 
 

1957 

Anzac, Tobruk, Quickmatch and Queenborough on station during the year. 

1958 

When the NSWRU recommenced the production of their Rugby Annual in 1956, after 
an absence of 8 years, there was no mention of Navy rugby or of the RAN Rugby 
Union.  In fact, until the publication of the Navy News commenced in 1958 
information on Navy rugby had become extremely difficult to locate, as most local 
newspapers, including the Sydney Morning Herald made little or no mention of such 
activities.  So we find in the first issue of Navy News, which appeared on July 18 
1958, that the Dempster Cup, a competition between naval bases and ships in NSW 
has got underway in 1957.  In 1958 there were six teams competing, namely HM 
Australian Ships Kuttabul, Watson, Albatross, Nirimba and Penguin, plus a 
composite side representing Destroyers and Frigates.  This latter side would be 
dependent upon which ships were alongside at the time the game was due to be 
played!  HMAS Watson as the holders, were not seen as clear favourites.13  Where 
data is available, we will include reports on the Dempster Cup first for all the year‘s 
activity, followed by the remainder of the Navy rugby in that year. 

The table at mid July looked as follows: 

 P W L D PTS 

KUTTABUL 5 4 1 - 8 

WATSON 5 4 1  8 

ALBATROSS 5 3 2 -  6 

NIRIMBA 5 3 2  6 

Destroyers & Frigates 5 1 4 - 2 

PENGUIN 5 0 5 - 0 
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The table at the end of the round robin series in 1958 was as follows:14 
 P W L D PTS 

WATSON 9 8 1 - 16 

ALBATROSS 9 6 2 1 13 

KUTTABUL 9 6 3 -  12 

Destroyers & Frigates 9 4 4 1 9 

NIRIMBA 9 4 5 - 8 

PENGUIN 9 0 9 - 0 

So it would seem that although HMAS Penguin had moved to a new physical 
location, its record in competitive rugby had unfortunately moved with it.  Thus the 
semi-finals were to be between HMAS Kuttabul and Destroyers & Frigates at Victoria 
Barracks won by Kuttabul, and HMAS Albatross and HMAS Watson at Nowra won by 
Albatross 25-5.15  The Grand Final went to Albatross 11-8 before a crowd of 900 at 
HMAS Albatross, Nowra.  The scorers were Albatross, tries Dugdale, 2, Winkle, 
conversions, Beutel, Watson, tries, Green, conversion, Greaves, penalty, Greaves  

In the July 18 1958 edition of Navy News also, were the results of the NSW and 
Victorian inter-Service Tournaments.  In NSW, the results of the McCabe Cup games 
were, Army defeated Navy 9-6, Army defeated RAAF 11-0 and Navy defeated RAAF 
17-9, giving the trophy to the Army and in Victoria, Flinders Naval Depot defeated 
RAAF Sale 9-6 giving the trophy to Navy.16  Results were also provided for the game 
between NZ Police and the Australian Combined Services, which was a win to the 
Kiwi Police by 32 pts to 12, the Services side contained just one player from Navy, Lt 
Dalton from HMAS Creswell,  Dalton was also the captain of the Navy XV. 

HMAS Quickmatch arrived at the Far East Station to be immediately challenged by 
the destroyer HMS Cossack, which had been training hard for the Fleet 
Championships to be held in Hong Kong in November.  Despite not having a run for 
two months, the boys from ―Down Under‖ scored a brilliant victory 9-6. 

By the end of the season in Victoria, only the Flinders Naval Depot A grade side 
made the finals, going down 6-3 to Powerhouse (who went on to win the 
competition).  Flinders also hosted the Victorian Rugy Union 7‘s competition with 32 
teams entered. 

1959 

Navy News in March 1959 reported on the NSW Inter Services Carnival, commenting 
that the competition had started in 1937-38 with just 200 competitors entered.  It was 
suspended during the war from 1940 to 1948. By 1958 it had grown from 7 to 22 
sports, with women admitted in 1953.  The 1959 competition was held at Albatross 
and the results of the rugby were: Army v RAAF 11-0, Army v Navy 11-0, Navy v 
RAAF 11-9 – winner – Army. 

Navy won the Darwin inter-services completion for the first time beating RAAF 14-11 
after both Navy and RAAF had beaten Army.  The Victorian competition was held at 
Puckapunyal and saw the three sides deadlocked in the rugby, with RAAF winning 
the overall competition and Navy in third place.  The Flinders Depot side had entered 
3 teams in the Victorian competition and one in the junior (U18) competition.The 1st 
XV won their first three games, defeating Harlequins 3-0, Kiwis 28-8 and Melbourne 
11-3.  Laurie Johnson the Flinders PTI played at fullback in the Victorian XV side 
when they drew 11 all with NSW Country at Manly Oval on May 8.  
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In early games in the 1959 Dempster Cup competition Navy News reported that 
HMAS Albatross was doing extremely well and HMAS Penguin was in trouble again. 
By September 1959, the Dempster Cup was approaching the final stages in Sydney 
with HMAS Albatross leading the table on 21 points with HMAS Kuttabul on 18 
points.17  In the semi finals, HMAS Watson defeated Destroyers 26-3, and HMAS 
Kuttabul lost to HMAS Albatross 9-26 (Kuttabul 9-8 at half time), and in the final 
HMAS Albatross defeated HMAS Watson 26-13 at Victoria Barracks.  The Cup was 
presented by Charles Blunt, a former Naval officer and then the Treasurer of the 
Australian Rugby Union.18  

The early April 1959, news from Navy News reported that on April 3, HMNZS 
Royalist had defeated Western Australia 22-3.  Royalist had been in Fremantle en 
route to Singapore and she had previously won the 2nd grade competition in 
Auckland in 1958.   

On June 12, Navy News it reported a Navy success over NSW Police 29-11 in the 
McKerihan Cup competition.  The Inter-Service Tournament was held in Sydney in 
July 1959 and saw Navy defeat Army 28-6, RAAF defeat Army 14-8, and in the final 
game at RAAF Richmond, Navy 14 defeated RAAF 14-8 to give the McCabe Cup to 
Navy.19  In its lead up to the tournament, Navy had only lost one game, to the 
Colleagues club in the eastern suburbs of Sydney.  In August of 1959, NSWRU once 
again recognised the contribution that Navy was making to the sport in NSW when it 
gave the RANRU approval to arrange a 7 a-sides competition at Manly Oval.20 

The inter-Services competition in Darwin in 1958 was won by Navy, the side 
managed by CAPT (later Commodore) A.H. Cooper, included a young LWTR Eckel. 

The 1960’s 

1960 

In 1960 the RAN was still experiencing problems in attracting the number of recruits it 
needed, and so in this year it removed the age restriction of 17½ years for male entry 
and introduced a junior recruit training program for men aged 15½ to 16½.  To 
support this program it converted HMAS Leeuwin,  at the Fremantle Naval Depot into 
the Junior Recruit Training Establishment, which opened its doors to its first intake of 
155 recruits in July 1960.  So now Navy had establishments with junior level 
footballers in NSW, Victoria, Western Australia and the ACT. 

Navy News of April 8, 1960 announced that the Dempster Cup would commence on 
April 11 and provided the schedule for the season.  It was also reported that midweek 
rugby looked like being abandoned in the Services in Sydney in 1960 due to 
insufficient entries to the competition. The 1960 final of the Dempster Cup was 
played at Eastwood on September 12, where HMAS Nirimba defeated HMAS 
Watson 15-12 in extra time, the scoring being 2 tries, 3 penalties to 4 penalties.  The 
game was rated as one of the best of the season, where the lead changed several 
times during the game and both sides exhibited excellent defensive play.21 

The editions of Navy News for March 3 and 25, 1960 contained details of rugby 
league activity in Darwin, which, as rugby union was still somewhat in its infancy in 
the Territory, attracted the Navy rugby union players, who could play league without 
penalty, under the services dispensation.  Three former members of HMAS Kuttabul 
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rugby union side played in a Combined Services RL side against Darwin, ―Salty‖ 
Eckle, Peter Gerry, Gerry Platt.  It was announced in the local Darwin press that 7 
members of Navy side were selected in the Northern Territory side to play France in 
Darwin on May 14, 1959, Rouse, Nolan, Flynn, Rodd, Gerry, Eckel, Harms.  The 
result was France 42 Navy 14.  The Navy side made the Darwin Rugby League 
Grand final in 1960 where it went down to QANTAS 12-5 in extra time. 

In May, 1960 the sporting contacts between the NSW Police and the Navy continued 
with HMAS Kuttabul losing to the NSW Police 6-8,22 and similarly, the contacts with 
Hawkesbury Agricultural College (HAC) were still very evident when, in early May 
1960, Navy played HAC as a curtain raiser to the state clash between NSW and 
Queensland at Manly Oval.  Unfortunately Navy lost 14-3.  However, the strength of 
services rugby in 1960 was recognised by NSWRU when they announced that a 
special Navy v Army game would be played as the curtain raiser to All Blacks vs 
Combined Universities on May 18.23  In the 1960 InterService Carnival, Navy 
defeated RAAF, 13-11, Army lost to RAAF, and Navy lost to Army 12-22, all games 
having been played at RAAF Richmond.  As a result Navy retained the McCabe Cup 
for 1960. 

The close relationship that Navy Rugby had built up over the previous years with the 
NSW Country Rugby Union paid a dividend in Aug 1960, when the Country Union 
invited the Navy side to play games in Cobar and Warren as warm ups for their inter-
Service competition.  The results were that Navy defeated Cobar 47–0 and defeated 
Warren 27–0.  The games were also seen as helping to raise the image of rugby 
union in both towns,24 as well as build a relationship with the Navy that was to last for 
a number of years.  One might ask ―why Cobar?‖  This most likely relates to the fact 
that Cobar was the home town of Lieutenant Commander Robert ―Oscar‖ Rankin, 
who had been the captain of HMAS Yarra during World War II.  Rankin died along 
with 137 members of Yarra‘s crew when she was sunk on March 4 1942, while the 
ship was trying to protect a small convoy from three Japanese heavy cruisers.  Only 
13 of the crew survived and were picked up by a Dutch submarine on March 9.  
Rankin‘s bravery has been recognised by the RAN by the naming of one of the 
Collins Class submarines after him, an honour he shares with five other Naval men 
who had distinguished themselves in action, Collins, Farncomb, Waller, Dechaineaux 
and Sheean.  

The Navy News of January 9, 1959 had announced that the new Chief Staff Officer 
at Navy HQ Eastern Area, Captain Frederick Stovin-Bradford D.S.C., RN was a first 
class London Society Rugby Referee who had officiated at a Wallabies game in 1958 
and had refereed in over 20 countries.25  In 1960 it announced that Captain Stovin-
Bradford had been elected  to the British Barbarians club for his services to rugby 
across the world.26  In 1960 the important role that Captain Stovin-Bradford was 
playing in Australian rugby was clear when he was appointed by NSWRU to manage 
the NSW team on tour in Queensland.   

Making use of this influence, Capt Stovin–Bradford arranged with NSWRU for Navy 
to play Army in a curtain raiser to the City Vs Country game at Chatswood on Aug 
16, 1960. Country defeated City 20-8, and Army defeated Navy 16-13 (after extra 
time).  The referee in Army v Navy game had started the game all in white, same as 
Navy.  It became so confusing that he had to change his shirt after 20 mins.  The 
second half lasted 55 minutes, as City had arrived with no socks, so a city official had 
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to rush into Sydney to get them, and the game was continued until the socks arrived, 
so there was still a degree of amusing amateurism, even in the NSWRU.27  The 
captain of the Army side, CAPT Ian Mackay, played full back for Randwick 1St XV, 
and LEUT Wally Rothwell, the Navy captain and breakaway played for Manly 2nd XV 
as a breakaway.  

The final game of the 1960 McKerihan Cup saw Navy defeat NSW Police 26 –21 at 
HMAS Albatross.  The Police were reported as literally towering over their Navy 
opponents, despite this, the Navy pack was dominant, as most of the Police were 
rugby league players and so unused to the rugby union scrummaging, but able to 
take advantage of ‗the services dispensation‘.28 

Showing the cooperation between New Zealand and Australia and the involvement of 
the Navy hierarchy in sport, CAPT C.C. Stevens RNZN and Commanding Officer of 
HMAS Watson was named the new president of RANRU in 1960.   

1961 

The Dempster Cup Committee announced in March, that all sides were to play two 
rounds, except Melbourne, which would play only 1, due to her operating schedule; 
all games would be played on Wednesdays, except when HMAS Albatross played at 
home, when they would be on Mondays.29  Teams playing in the 1961 competition 
would comprise: HMA Ships Albatross, Watson, Kuttabul, Penguin, Nirimba, 
Melbourne, and Destroyers & Frigates.  The following ships were to play with HMAS 
Kuttabul – HMA Ships Swan, Gascoyne, Barcoo, Paluma, Kimbla,  Warrego, and 
Bass. One of the difficulties faced by Navy sides that do not inconvenience civilian 
sides came in April 1961 when the Dempster Cup match, Watson v Kuttabul, had to 
be brought forward a week at the request of HMAS Kuttabul due to ship‘s sailing 
program.30 

A progress report on the Dempster Cup in Mid August 1961, showed that HMAS 
Nirimba had the best record so far, conceding only one loss, to HMAS Watson, who 
were in second place.  HMAS Albatross were in third place having been beaten by 
both HMAS Nirimba and HMAS Kuttabul.  HMAS Kuttabul were holding down fourth 
spot with losses to HMAS Nirimba, and Watson and a draw with Watson.  Destroyers 
& Frigates were unfortunate, with ships‘ movements keeping many of their best 
players out of the field, and all that could be said about HMAS Penguin was that they 
were disappointing.31  The 1961 Dempster Cup Semi-Final results were Albatross 
defeated Kuttabul 9-6, and Watson defeated Nirimba 13-6, and in the Grand Final 
HMAS Watson defeated HMAS Albatross 17- 6. 

1961 saw Darwin once again providing Navy rugby news for the Territory, as 3 Navy 
union players, playing in the local rugby league competition, starred for a Combined 
Services side in a rugby league match against Darwin, in Darwin on January 8 for the 
Beenleigh Cup,32 when Combined Services routed Darwin 23-6.  Darwin‘s 
Newspaper, the Darwin Times, aptly described the match as one in which Combined 
Services overwhelmed Darwin, it went on to relate that the three Navy men, Jazzer 
Nelson, Paddy Wilson and Salty Eckel, all forwards, ran the Darwin players ―off their 
feet‖.  They won such a large slice of the ball that Darwin was constantly defending, 
hence the high scoring of Combined Services.  The Combined Services 2nd team, 
with 3 navy players aboard, defeated Darwin 17 14 in a thrilling game.  Still in 
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Darwin, inter-service rugby made the headlines in Navy News of February/March of 
1961, where it reported that Navy defeated Army 18-5, RAAF defeated Army 9- 0, 
and Navy defeated RAAF 13-5, to win Darwin Inter-Service Rugby and the FW 
Angell Trophy.33  Finally from Darwin, came the news that in the Darwin Rugby 
League Grand Final, RAAF Green 7 had defeated Army-Navy 5 on March 12.  That 
meant that Army-Navy had played in five Grand Finals and not succeeded once.34 

March saw the first news of Navy rugby in NSW when the Eastern Australian Area 
Inter Service Rugby schedule for 1961 was announced as follows: July 17, Army v 
RAAF, July 19, RAN v RAAF, July 21, RAN v Army, all games to be played at 
Victoria Barracks.  A committee under the chairmanship of Capt C.C. Stevens RNZN, 
CO of HMAS Watson, debated a proposal that rugby games be played between East 
Aust Area (NSW) and South Eastern Australia Area (VIC), and reported that 
negotiations were still underway.  The committee had included representatives from 
HMAS Watson, HMAS Melbourne, HMAS Quiberon, HMAS Kuttabul, HMAS 
Albatross, HMAS Queenborough, HMAS Nirimba and HMAS Penguin. The annual 
battle between Navy and NSW Police continued in 1961, when in March HMAS 
Watson played NSW Police and won 4 tries to nil, despite the presence of rugby 
union international, John Thornett, at full back for the police.35 

The competition between Australia and New Zealand in rugby is no less prevalent in 
the Navy arena, especially for the Lou Smith Cup.  In July 1961, the RAN defeated 
the KIWIS, represented by the crew of HMNZS Pukaki, 9-8 in a hard fought, exciting 
match at Rushcutter's Bay to recapture the Cup from the New Zealand Navy.36  

The 1961 Inter-Service Championship saw Navy defeat Army 22-0 and RAAF 9-6 to 
retain the trophy, which was presented by the General Officer Commanding the 
Eastern Australian Area, Lt-Gen H.G. Edgar, to Navy Captain CY Arthur Wyatt at 
Victoria Barracks on Friday July 21.  The Navy side had been managed by LCDR 
Laws and assisted by former internationals Cyril Towers and Nick Shehadie who 
spoke to the team and in the case of Shehadie, helped out in a training session.37   

The RANRU squad came from a mixed background as the following shows:  

CY Arthur Wyatt (K), second row, (capt) 29, Kogarah in NSW, 
represented NSW Country and represented Navy in several sports. 

AB David Dick (W) 25, front row, Boorora NSW,  

LS Bob Gordon (K) 25, scrum half, Cobar NSW, 

 NAA Mike Brown (N), 19, font row, Welshpool Vic, 

 AB Barry Rodger (V) 21, breakaway, Brisbane Qld,  

B Jacobs, (V) 21, centre, Brisbane, Qld, played for Navy in Victoria,  

NS3 Russell Kirkup (N) 25, five eighth, West Wyalong, NSW, played 
for Possible vs Probables in Victoria and for Navy in Victoria,  

LTO Peter Gerrey, (M) 28, Breakaway, Gymea NSW, represented 
Vic and NT and played I/S 1956-6, 

CK (S) Eric Ellis, (N) 25, hooker, Liverpool NSW, played I/S I 1958 
and for Western Suburbs (Kentwell Cup) in 1958,  

Inst Lt Rod Delaforce (W) 27, front row, Cairns Qld, represented 
Cairns and N Qld and Victoria in I/S Rugby, played cricket for Navy, 

AB Peter Newby, (W) 24, lock, Coogee NSW,  
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EM Paul Grant (N) 22 wing, Tasmania, repped for Navy in Victoria, 

NAA John Buttle (N) 19, lock, Largs Bay, SA, 

S.A (V) Ken Tomlinson, (A) 26 second row, Townsville Qld, 
represented Victoria 

Lt Jim Yates (K) 24, wing ,Brisbane Qld, 

EM Vic Parkins (M) 21, halfback, NSW, 

NA1 Don Davis (A) 20, centre, Sydney, reserve grade for St George,  

Bill Mackay, (Mb) 25, five eighth, Hurstville NSW, played I/S for Vic, 

 L/Wtr John Guild (W), 24, fullback, Katherine N,  

LS Brian Dall (V) 25, lock, Toowoomba, Qld, , 

REM Bill Julius (A) 22, five eight, Brisbane Qld, played for Combined 
Services in Vic and repped in Syd 1958-60,  

EM Don Tait (A) 23, fullback Brisbane, Qld,  

QA Barry O„Brien (N) 20, breakaway, Tamworth NSW, played for 
Navy and NSW juniors.  

LA Dave Scott, (A) 23, fullback, Toowoomba. 

A – Albatross, K – Kuttabul, M - Melbourne, N – Nirimba, V Vampire, 
W – Watson 

Once again showing support for country rugby in August 1961, a RANRU side made 
up of players from HMA Ships Kuttabul, Albatross, Penguin & Watson (22 persons in 
all) set off by bus to Walgett (430 miles away). Navy found itself on the defensive the 
whole game, which was won by Walgett 33-0.  However, at the BBQ that evening 
Navy reckoned that they won the drinking contest.  The ―Roo and Emu‖ shooting 
indulged in by both Navy and locals scored just one Roo, and then it was back to 
Sydney.38 

The Navy/Police contest continued during August 1961, when HMAS Watson 
defeated NSW Police 17-6 and then at Albatross, Navy defeated NSW Police 21-12 
in a McKernihan Cup game.  The game was marked by two Navy and one Police 
players being sent off, the first 2 within first 15 mins.  Navy were down 9-8 at half 
time.39  In Dempster Cup games at the end of August 1961, HMAS Watson defeated 
HMAS Albatross 12-3 at Rushcutter, and Watson defeated Nirimba 11-5, in a game 
where the Apprentice Wilson was named man of the match.  In the 1961 Dempster 
Cup, in August, HMAS Watson defeated Destroyers & Frigates 19-5, with the D&F 
comprising players from HM Australian Ships Voyager, Parramatta & Queenborough.  
The Australia/New Zealand competition continued in September 1961 when a team 
from HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Anzac challenged the holder HMNZS Pukaki for 
the Lou Smith Cup in Auckland, the Kiwis however retained the cup with a 5-0 
victory.  

1962 

The Commonwealth Year Book for 1962 reported that at December 1961, the RAN 
had 10,387 members in the Permanent Naval Force and 7,288 in the Reserve 
Service, made up 2,222 officers, 15,453 ratings.  It also recorded the fact that in the 
year to June 1962, HM Australian Ships Melbourne,  Vendetta, Vampire, Voyager 
Yarra, Parramatta, Quiberon, Quickmatch and Queenborough had all served in 
Commonwealth Strategic Reserve in the Far East Station.  In Malaysia, Australia 
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had, by policy, assigned 2 destroyers or frigates with an aircraft carrier making 
annual visits, and other ships as required in an emergency.  HM Australian Ships 
Diamantina, Gascoyne, and Banks had been outside the Australian station.40  These 
movements were from a total fleet of 20 ships, i.e. 60% of the fleet saw service 
outside of Australian waters, so it is not surprising that there was a significant 
sporting activity in these regions, which is recorded in the following section on Ships 
Rugby. 

In January 1962 HMAS Kimbla defeated the French frigate Jeanne D‟Arc 8-0 and 
then a week later were beaten 11-6 by HMAS Quiberon, both games played at 
Eastwood. 

At the Eastern Australian Area Rugby Union Committee meeting in February 1962, 
the Chief of Staff to Flag Officer In Charge of Eastern Australia Area (FOICEAA), 
Captain RAH Miller, was appointed president of EAA Rugby Union.  The 
arrangements for the Dempster Cup were announced at the end of this meeting, the 
teams competing were to comprise: Destroyers (including HMAS Penguin), Frigates 
(to include HMAS Sydney), HMAS Watson (to include HMAS Rushcutter), HMAS 
Albatross, HMAS Kuttabul, HMAS Nirimba, and a group to include Ships under 
FOICEAA.  HMAS Creswell notified that it would be unable to participate in 1962, 
and HMAS Melbourne had advised that she would be unable to participate due to her 
program, but would play challenge matches during her Self-Maintenance Period.  
The decision to combine Destroyers with Penguin and Frigates with Sydney was 
taken in an attempt to make the six teams more even, and the Secretary was 
instructed to try to arrange a ground closer to Garden Island than Eastwood for the 
semi-finals and finals. 

The May Dempster cup games saw Albatross defeat Penguin/Destroyers 35-0 and 
Watson defeated Sydney/Frigates 26-3 and in June Watson held Albatross to a 17 all 
draw and Penguin defeated Kuttabul 6-3.  

In the semi-finals of the Dempster Cup competition in September 1962, HMAS 
Kuttabul defeated HMAS Penguin 8-3 and HMAS Watson won on the post 14-13 
against HMAS Albatross, this game being played at Rushcutter.  HMAS Watson thus 
went to the grand final and were able to sit back to watch the result of the final on 
September 10 between HMAS Kuttabul and HMAS Albatross, which was an 11-8 
points win to Kuttabul.41  The Navy News of September 21, 1962, provided a detailed 
description of the Dempster Cup Grand Final.  

In order to be able to keep fit many Navy players also played for club sides when 
they were either shore based or in port for an extended period.  For example, in 
March 1962, the following Navy players were reported as ―in training‖ at the Gordon 
club in Sydney: CPO Ck Gordon Craze, L/Butch ‗ANZAC‘ Maine, Ck Peter Ward, AB 
Danny Hawkins, LME ‗Knobby‘ Clark, R.O Laurie Waters, AB ‗Snow‘ Guy, Lt John 
Bowman, and PTI ‗Buckethead‘ Hughes.42 

In April, HMAS Penguin defeated a team from SS Orsova 22-5 at Balmoral, and 
HMAS Kuttabul defeated NSW Police 14-3.  The NSW Police defeated a Combined 
Services side 14-3 in May 1962.  In the same issue of Navy News, May 16, 1962 was 
a brief article containing one author‘s views on the ―Top Ten Navy Players‖.  This 
article would provoke discussion over the following year, with many dissenting views 
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put forward. Prime in his top ten were:  

Pat Deveny, five eighth, capt Australian RL side 

Jack Baxter (Platypus), Wallaby injured in a fire on HMAS Tarakan 

Laurie Johnson, Wallaby then to NZ 

CDR Red Merson, NSW Services, South Coast RU 

CDR Athol Rose, NSW, Drumoyne, Manly 

„Snow‟ Walker, NSW & VIC, Aust Services V Fiji 

PO Ernie Solway, Aust Services V Fiji 

At the end of July 1962, the RAAF‘s fast moving team defeated Navy 16-14 and 
Army 12-8 to regain the Inter-Services Rugby Union title.  The Navy side, which had 
won the trophy in 1961, was defeated by the RAAF after time had expired.43  

The sporting contest between the RAN and the NSW Police resumed again on 
Wednesday, August 29, when the Police team easily defeated Navy, at Port Kembla 
44

 in a match for the McKerihan Cup and Police were determined to win the 
handsome trophy.  Thus they fielded an exceptionally strong side that contained 
several League stars, Navy followed its usual practice and produced a team 
representative of union in the E.A.A.  Service commitments precluded several 
players making the trip and others refrained from playing, because of the Dempster 
Cup game in Sydney.  Police thus were untroubled to win 56-3.  The outing 
apparently helped to consolidate the good relations between the NSW Police 
Department and the Navy and there was some "fun" when the Police broke down at 
Loftus.  The Navy bus was "commandeered" and though accommodation was 
somewhat limited for the rest of the "run" everyone arrived in good time for the 
match, and enjoyed themselves thoroughly in the later proceedings. 

Late September saw a meeting of the EAA committee45 that brought forward a set of 
recommendations, which demonstrates some of the difficulties of running rugby in a 
services environment:  

 That except for the semi-finals, final and grand final, games should be 35 minutes each way. 

 That the feasibility of separate teams being entered by HMAS Melbourne, Rushcutter and the 

Minesweeping Squadron be investigated. 

 That Trumper Park is never again to be used for Dempster Cup football. 

 That all ships' sports officers and Rugby representatives attend the first meeting year to 
ensure smooth organisation for the season. 

 That the first named team in the draw be responsible for drawing the necessary ground 

equipment from the Command PTI and setting up the ground before the match. 

 That the first named team in the draw be responsible for providing a S.B.A. 

 That the inter-Service training squad be accommodated at HMAS Watson. 

 That the Navy coach and selectors be chosen from volunteers early in the season, and that 
they attend every game during the season, thus eliminating the trial selection match. 

 That the selectors should where possible, watch all fleet games that are not Dempster Cup 

matches.  

1963 

The EAA Rugby Union announced in March the competition structure for the 1963 
Dempster Cup: The following were to field teams: HMAS Albatross, 
Supply/Destroyers/Frigates, Watson/Rushcutter, Kuttabul/Penguin, Nirimba, Sydney/ 
Melbourne, Waterhen/Minesweepers.  The following ships were to play with HMAS 
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Kuttabul: HMAS Gascoyne, Barcoo, Paluma, Kimbla, Warrego.  The competition was 
to commence on April 10 with the Grand Final  on September 5 at Victoria 
Barracks.46  The results of the first round matches were Kuttabul/Penguin d Albatross 
16-6, Nirimba d Sydney 17-11, Watson d Waterhen forfeit, Destroyers/Frigates – 
bye.47  In June the schedule had to be reissued due to the withdrawal of HMAS 
Waterhen, who had found it impossible to field a side.  

By August with the competition rounds drawing to a close, three teams, Watson, 
Albatross and Kuttabul had qualified for the Dempster Cup final four.  The battle for 
the fourth position would be decided after the final round of matches, when Nirimba 
were to play Watson and Kuttabul to meet Carriers48.  In the semi-final, Nirimba 
eliminated Kuttabul 21-9 and Watson moved to the grand final after beating Albatross 
23-3.  In the final, Nirimba beat Albatross 21-8. So Nirimba and Watson contested 
the E.A.A. Dempster Cup Rugby Union Grand Final at the T. G. Millner Field, 
Eastwood, on September 5.49 

Nirimba scored a resounding 13-6 win over the fancied Watson line-up in the 
Dempster Cup Grand Final proved a popular one.50  Nirimba fielded five apprentices, 
all of whom were reported as showing themselves as footballers possessed of the 
highest potential.  However, the major share of the credit for a fine all-season effort 
was given to the Ship's Company players.  At the beginning of the season few rated 
Nirimba as having any chance of reaching the finals.  For Nirimba, an interesting 
feature was the number of officers who each week had supported the team‘s efforts.  
These were Lieutenants Perret, Knight, Matheson, Appleton and SBLt. Powell.  The 
reporter to Navy News commented that ―Observing the extent of the extra curricular 
activities necessitated in the training of apprentices by these officers then their effort 
in turning out each week for the depot side is indeed worthy of merit‖. 

The final committee meeting of the East Australia Area Rugby Union Committee 
recommended team changes for the 1964 Dempster Cup competition, as follows: 

HMAS Albatross, HMAS Watson, HMAS Nirimba, Destroyers–Frigates/HMAS Stuart, 
Carriers/HMAS Supply, Kuttabul/Penguin/FOICEA ships, HMAS Rushcutter /HMAS 
Waterhen/Minesweepers.51.  It was decided that in future the McKerihan Cup should 
not be played before inter-Service Rugby.  A Best and Fairest Trophy was added to 
the Dempster Cup in April 1963. 

In March 1963, East Australia Area Rugby Union players were presented with an 
opportunity to win a place in teams representing the New South Wales Rugby Union, 
as a result of arrangements made between the executive of the Country Rugby 
Union and the Eastern Area Rugby Union Committee.52  The result was a match 
between an EAA team and a Combined Country team in Sydney, at a venue to be 
arranged, to be played on May 1.  The Combined Country team were to be in Sydney 
preparing for the Rugby Union trials leading up to selection in the Australian team for 
South Africa.  The major mission of the countrymen was to defeat the Sydney team 
in their annual match.  In recent years, Country players had been to the fore in official 
games, and in 1963 the Country Rugby Union executive entertained hopes of 
Country downing City and thus strengthening the claims of the countrymen for 
selection in the team to South Africa.  The Country Rugby Union executive were 
taking the match in a most serious vein, and aimed to ensure that the side to play 
City would be as match fit as possible and have an understanding so necessary for 
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success in a match of this type and standard.  To this end, Country arranged a match 
with the EAA side and the program for the Dempster Cup series was brought forward 
when Sergeant W. H. "Bill" Coleman, a New South Wales selector, and executive 
member of the Country Rugby Union, met the Eastern Area Rugby Committee at 
Naval Headquarters.  Sergeant Coleman was a former member of the Navy, and 
during the war years played in many Navy teams.  Two Australian selectors, Messrs. 
Terry MacBride, Jack McLean, were to be in attendance.   

Navy, having accepted the Rugby Union invitation to play the match, found that 
gathering a team was not as easy as originally envisaged.  Ships with some of the 
best Navy players were at sea, other players were not available and the selectors 
found that the only way to gather a team was to arrange a trial match against a non-
Service side.  Fortunately, the vigorous and enthusiastic Colleagues Club in Sydney 
was willing to play against the Navy triallists.  The game took place at Woollahra Oval 
on Sunday, April 28, on a sodden field, with Navy successful by 15-3.53  Country 
Firsts were too powerful for the lighter and smaller Navy team in the match at Millner 
Oval on May 1.  Navy had held Country to 0-9 at half time, but the defences were 
shattered in the second half and Country won 32-3, with four quick tries in the second 
half by internationals in the Country side.54 

The President of the Country Union, Mr. McManis, said the fact that several Country 
players were in the Australian Rugby Union team to go to South Africa was due partly 
to the assistance given by the Royal Australian Navy, in the form of the special 
match, that had a beneficial part in the preparation of the countrymen for the annual 
City versus Country match, and the trials which preceded the selection of the 
Australian team.55  Mr. McManis added he felt that an effort should be made to have 
Navy again play Country as a Preliminary Match to the annual game against City in 
1964.  

In April, the VRU staged a seven a side tournament at Olympic Park, at which Navy 
emerged the competition winners scoring 87 points in 5 games, with only 5 points 
scored against them.  The results were Navy 26 RAAF Academy 2, Navy 21 Geelong 
0, Navy 21 Geelong 0, Navy 8 Harlequins 0, Navy 27 University 0. 

Navy was represented in the Australian trials when two members of HMAS Cerberus, 
Ashley Jackson and Tim Smart, played for Victoria.  The Navy men had won their 
positions by virtue of outstanding play in the Victorian Rugby Union Seven-a-Side 
Competition.  Jackson went a step further when the Australian selectors chose him 
as fullback for one of the four teams that took part in the final pre-selection trials on 
May 11.  He was chosen fullback for "Possibles" which played "Probables".56 

In June, HMAS Waterhen was withdrawn from the Dempster Cup Competition as 
they had had fielded a team on only one occasion.  A revised schedule was issued 
that included Waterhen for social games only.   The table after June 26 matches was 
as follows: 

 P W  D L Pts 
Watson 7 7 - 1 12 
Albatross 6 4 - 2 9 
Nirimba 6 2 1 3 5 
Destroyers-Frigates 6 2 - 4 4 
Carriers 7 1 - 6 2 
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By the end of June, Navy teams playing in Victorian Rugby Union competitions were 
faring well.  The 1st XV had drawn with Kiwis 14-14, defeated Melbourne 11-3, 
defeated Old Scotch 17-6, lost to University 8-20 and beat Footscray 17-3.  So they 
were in fourth position, behind, RAAF, University, and Harlequins.  However, in the 
closing rounds Power House defeated Harlequins and drew with RAAF, thus pushing 
Navy into fifth spot, just missing out on the finals. 

In July approval was granted for the formation of a Combined Australian Services 
Rugby Union team.  Proposals were that the team would play two representative 
matches, one on August 11 against Queensland in Brisbane and the other in Sydney 
on, August 13, against a team selected by the New South Wales Rugby Union.  Trial 
games would be played invoving NSW, Queensland and Victorian players.  A 
management committee comprising Capt. R.G. Craft, LtCol J.D. Stevenson and Sqdn 
Ldr P. Buchanan was nominated to control the process.57  The Combined Services 
sides were outclassed in their two games, defeated 24-13 by Queensland and 29-13 
by the City of Sydney58. 

A disappointing first-up display against RAAF cost Navy the championship in the 
inter-Services Rugby played at Wagga in August 1963.  Navy was outplayed by 
RAAF to lose by 9-3, Army then downed RAAF 21-16; and to confuse the result, 
Navy lifted their game considerably to trounce Army 25-9.  As RAAF were the holders 
of the title, the trophy remained in their possession.59 

Eye witnesses who watched the Rugby Union match between Navy inter-Service 
team and a New South Wales Police team at Wollongong on Wednesday, August 21, 
declare it to be one of the "toughest" games they had seen.  It must have been a 
torrid "all-in" affair.  During the game players were bowled over - legally and illegally -
the referee administered cautions freely, and before the match was three parts ended 
five Navy players had been carried off and three Police players received their 
marching orders.  The match was for the McKerihan Cup and Navy winning by 12-5 
regained the trophy.60 

On August 23, an EAA Inter Service side defeated HMNZS Royalist 11-9 in a Lou 
Smith Cup game under atrocious conditions at Rushcutter.  Heavy rain, mud and 
slush made conditions almost impossible, but the EAA side hung on to score a 
converted try right on the final whistle.61  HMNZS Taranaki then issued a challenge 
with the game scheduled for September 25 at Nirimba. 

The strength of Navy's team at the end of the Victorian Rugby competition may be 
judged by the Victorian inter-Service results played on August 26, 27 and 28. Navy 
defeated RAAF 9-3 and drew with Army 6-all, and Army defeated RAAF 12-11.62  

September 18 saw HMAS Melbourne retain the Fleet Trophy when they defeated 
HMAS Parramatta 8-3 at Rushcutter.  

The Lou Smith replay at Nirimba saw a New Zealand side made up of crew from 
HMNZS Taranki and Pukaki and the RAN side comprising 8 current and former 
apprentices from Nirimba.  In a lively and entertaining match the Kiwis were 
successful by 16 points to 11. 
 
The Navy‘s Apprentice Training Establishment at Nirimba defeated HMAS Watson 
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13-6 to take ownership of the Dempster Cup Trophy for 1963. 

Navy News of November 1, 1963 featured an article outlining the impressive record 
of RAN personnel in RN sport.  Over the years members of the Royal Australian 
Navy have amassed an impressive total of sporting achievements in the Royal Navy.  
Australians have represented in most major sports and since the RAN‘s inception a 
total of 25 have worn the colours of the British Navy.  Possibly the most outstanding 
Australian sportsman to achieve success with the R.N. was S/Lt. R. J. Tulip (1951). 
He was the only Australian to represent England's Combined Services in athletics 
and the only Australian to ever take-out the Royal Navy's 100 and 200 yards titles.  It 
was on the rugby field that Australians had achieved their greatest successes.  Five 
of them have won R.N. colours, the first being Lt. R. M. Rowlands in 1922.  Lt. 
Rowlands was the first Australian to represent the R.N. at any sport.  He was 
followed by Lt. J. Burnett63, 1923, S/Lt. J. Plunkett-Cole, 1928 (later Commodore 
Plunkett-Cole), S/Lt. S. V. Welch (1935-36) and Lt. W. E. Rothwell, 1962.  Lt J. 
(Joseph) Burnett was a member of the first entry to the RAN College in 1913, he 
went to England in 1918 where he stayed for seven years and played for the United 
Services, Hampshire and the RN, later as Captain Burnett he was the captain of 
HMAS Sydney when she was sunk by the German raider Kormoran in 1941.  Lt. 
Rothwell was a talented winger and played for the Manly Club in Sydney.  His 
brother, Barry, played for the Manly Cricket Club and was later NSW Sheffield Shield 
captain. 
 
This list was supplemented in the January 10, 1964 edition of Navy News with three 
others.  The first, Sub Lieut (E) (later Commander) O.F. McMahon, also represented 
the RN against the Army at Twickenham in 1925.  The second was Sub. Lieut (later 
Captain) A.E. Buchanan who represented the RN against the Army and the RAF in 
1924, he also went very close to gaining his international cap for England as the 
successor to the great W.J.A. Davies at standoff half.  The third was Sub Lieut (later 
Commodore) N.A. McKinnon who was selected to play for UK Combined Services 
against the All Blacks in 1928, but had to withdraw due to injury. 

1964 

Due to changes in the Combined Services schedule for 1964 the inter-Service 
competition was brought forward to late May, with the rugby to be played at Victoria 
Barracks.  It then looked possible that a Combined Country side might be able to 
arrange games against Navy and Combined Services in June. 

In January, a Vendetta/Quiberon joint side retained the RAN hold on the Perth Cup in 
a three way contest with the Royal Navy and the New Zealand Navy.  The British 
were represented by ships and establishments in the area and the Kiwis by HMNZS 
Taranaki. 

The Indonesian policy of ‗Confrontation‘ towards Malaya had caused the 
Commonwealth Strategic Reserve to commit some of its naval forces to 
Confrontation operations in September of 1963, and in 1964 the RAN committed two 
of its newest minesweepers to the naval force, and the RAN‘s commitment continued 
to grow over the next few years.  1964 was also a period of great loss within the 
RAN, as on February 10, HMAS Melbourne, while working up her air group off Jervis 
Bay, collided with HMAS Voyager, which was acting as rescue destroyer.  The 
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impact cut Voyager in two, and 82 of her crew of 293 were lost, including her 
commanding officer, Captain D.H. Stevens.  It took three years and two Royal 
Commissions to conclude this sad affair.  The Royal Navy offered to loan the Daring 
Class destroyer HMS Duchess to replace Voyager.  

An EAA Committee meeting was held in February to choose the selectors for the 
year, finalise the sides to play in the 1964 Dempster Cup, make arrangements for 
interservice games, the McKerihan and a trip to Cobar. 

The final list for the Dempster cup was: Albatross, Watson Nirimba, Destroyers/ 
Frigates/HMAS Stuart, Carriers/HMAS Supply, Kuttabul/Penguin/FOICEA ships, 
Rushcutter/Waterhen/Minesweepers.  The working committee comprised:Capt Sharp 
(President), Lt Blackband (Secretary), S/Lt Forest (Ast Secty), CMDR Sherbourne, Lt 
Cdr Laws, CPO Birchall, CNS Hoskins.  The selectors were CPO(W) McCosker, 
CPO Loveday, Lt Cdr Laws.  There would be no Combined Services trip to NZ in 
1964, but the Cobar trip was scheduled for August as was the McKerihan Cup. 

A ten-year-old record for points scored in a Dempster Cup match went by the board 
in a try-scoring feast by the home side Albatross against the plucky, but out classed 
Kuttabul/Penguin XV 83-0 at Nowra on April 15, 1964.  The previous record was 
established by Albatross in their 63-7 victory over Nirimba in 1954.64 

April 19, HMS Duchess arrived in Sydney and on April 23 the frigate HMAS Derwent 
was accepted into the RAN.  On May 29, HMAS Quiberon, the last remaining RAN 
vessel that saw action in World War II, payed off and transferred to the Reserve 
Fleet.  

May 22 saw an EAA XV defeat HMNZS Pukaki 17-3 and regain the Lou Smith Cup. 

In the first semi-final of the 1964 Dempster Cup, HMAS Nirimba out-lasted 
Rushcutter/Waterhen to win 3-0 and move into the final.  In the second "semi" 
Albatross and Watson finished with 12-all draw and Albatross earned its place in the 
grand final on percentages. In the final, Nirimba beat Watson 11-6, so Nirimba and 
Albatross met in the grand final where Albatross beat titleholders Nirimba, 12-9, to 
win the Cup.65 

The Eastern Area Athletic Committee had more than rugby on its agenda as will be 
seen from the men‘s calendar for the inter-Service Sports Carnival for 1964:66 

CRICKET: - Yulong Oval; Moorebank. February 25 to March 4.  

SHOOTING:-- :Anzac Rifle Range, Liverpool March  25.  

WATER POLO:,---Liverpool. Baths. March 17 to 19. 

SWIMMING- Liverpool Baths. March 20.  

BOWLS: Parramatta or Liverpool  Club. March 27.  

SQUASH: School of Artillery, North Head: May 13." 

BASKETBALL School of Artillery, North . Head July :13 to 15.  

SOCCER: Ingleburn Oval. July 15 to 17. 

AUSTRALIAN RULES;  Ingleburn or Casula: August 9 to 11.  

RUGBY : Victoria Barracks.. May 25 to 27. 

TENNIS: Victoria. Barracks. August 19 to 21. 

GOLF: The Lakes or New South Wales course. A date to be set in November 

ATHLETICS: Yulong Oval. September 11: 

The same issue of Navy News demonstrated that Navy personnel did not just stick to 
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playing, as Commander Wright assigned to the SEATO staff at Bangkok had 
refereed Rugby Union in Dempster Cup in Sydney and at Flinders Naval Depot in 
Melbourne was reported as officiating in games at Bangkok.  Also referenced was 
CPO-PI Jesse James (HMAS Watson and previously a cadet at Nirimba) was 
reported as half way through a coaching course with the NSW Amateur Coaching 
Association, had only the practical to complete.  He also acted as coach for the 
athletic team at Fairfield (under 17 and D grade) and furthermore at the Decathlon 
Championships in December 1963, he had officiated in the high jump, discus, javelin 
and the shot put, and was one of the timekeepers for the hurdles. 

Other rugby players also turned into coaches as Navy News67 reported that SCPO 
―Junior‖ Burchall was the coach at Waterhen for the Dempster Cup and has several 
likely players in training.  It was seen likely that Waterhen together with Rushcutter 
could have a boom season. SCPO Burchall was rated as one of the best forwards 
that the Navy produced; and represented HMAS Sydney in their all time great side in 
1951/2. 

East Australia Area Rugby team regained the Lou Smith Cup from the Royal New 
Zealand Navy in a match at Rushcutter on May 22, 196468.  New Zealand, 
represented by a team from the frigate Pukaki, was not strong enough for the EAA 
side, which won 17-3.   

The big rugby talk in Darwin in May 1964 was the visit of the touring French League 
team, which played Northern Territory on May 13. The Territory went down 19-36 in a 
magnificent exhibition of football.69  The curtain raiser for the big game was Services 
v Darwin, with 5 Navy-players in the Services team.  Services went down 12-11, after 
a hard, clean game. 

The heavy defeats inflicted on Combined Services teams by NSW Country in the 
annual Union fixtures at Woollahra Oval on June 14 1964 were not unexpected.  In 
the first grade, Country won 31-0, after leading 9-0 at half-tine, and then in the 
seconds, Country won 36-6, after leading 14-6.  Navy representation in each team 
was limited to three men, Many factors weighed against first class opposition being 
provided by the Services teams.  Firstly, service commitments, especially for Navy, 
hampered selections for the trial games at Holsworthy and, secondly, the atrocious 
weather forced cessation of one game before it was completed.  After the games it 
appeared to be generally agreed that if the matches were to be of value to both 
Country and Services in the future, consideration should be given to overhauling 
Services' outlook towards the games.  It was apparent that the Services must be 
more adequately prepared for the following year's games.70 

No doubt about Navy footballers, in the 1964 season, they were reported as playing 
for many clubs in Sydney, including 5 with Hornsby Second Division and others with 
Western Suburbs Second Division, Eastern Suburbs, Randwick, Guildford, St. 
George, and Mt. Pritchard71.  One of the Wallaby's triallists in 1964 was Dave Cosson 
from Western Australia, who played fullback on HMAS Melbourne before discharging 
from the Navy. 

As at July 12 the Dempster Cup table stood as follows: 
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 Played Won Drew Lost Points 
Watson 11 8 - 3 16 
Nirimba 8 5 1 2 11 
Albatross 7 5 - 2 10 
Kuttabul 9 3 - 6 6 
Destroyers & Frigates 8 3 - 5 6 
Ruscutter/ Waterhen 9 3 - 6 6 
Carriers 8 2 1 5 5 

July 17 saw the EAA XV defeat HMNZS Pukaki 6-3 at Rushcutter for the Lou Smith 
Cup, and on July 30 Navy drew with NSW Police 15-15 in a McKerihan Cup game. 

An unexpected decision by leading referee Mr. Geoff Davies right on full-time 
enabled Army to clinch the Inter-Service Rugby trophy from Navy in the final played 
at Victoria Barracks on Wednesday, July 29.  With the scores level at 6-all and less 
than a minute to play, Army centre, Luton, landed a magnificent penalty goal from 35 
yards out and in front for Army to win by 9-6.  In the previous matches, Army beat 
RAAF 26-6 and Navy scored a 23-12 win over RAAF, trophy won by Army.72 

Army won the Victorian inter-Service Rugby at Bandiana, in July 1964 defeating 
Navy 21-3 and RAAF 17-0, while Navy defeated RAAF 9-3.  The match between 
Australian Services (Victoria) and Victoria, on August 22 was closely contested with 
Victoria winning 9-8.73 

Two Navy players, centre Ron "Vulture" Davis and breakaway Toby O'Brien, gained 
selection in the Combined Australian Services Rugby Union team for the 
representative matches to be played in Queensland, NSW and Victoria.  A third Navy 
player, break-away T.V. Williams, was named as reserve.74 
 
The Dempster Cup Grand Final, played T.G. Milner field at Eastwood saw Albatross 
defeat Nirimba 12-9.  This was after a controversial decision by the managing 
committee not to play out the remaining matches of the competition as they would 
have no effect on the final four.75 

1965 

The war in Vietnam caused the Navy to commit HMAS Sydney to take on a role in 
May 1965 as a support vessel, carrying a large part of Australia‘s ground forces and 
supplies to and from the war zone. In fact, between then and February 1972 she 
made twenty-three runs to the Vietnamese port of Vung Tau, gaining her the 
nickname of the Vung Tau Ferry.  Thus averaging three trips per year, with an escort 
of at least two ships, the crews of seven ships would not see too much rugby in 
Australia each year.  

The rugby in 1965 once again commenced with news from HMAS Melville in Darwin, 
with opening victories for the combined Navy-Army side over RAAF 18-5 and a loss 
to Darwin Police 25-2. 

Rugby clubs usually tend to change their names when they move or merge, but 
name changes for establishments in the Navy can occur for other reasons.  The RAN 
shore establishment at Port Adelaide had been named HMAS Torrens since 1940, 
but from March 1965 it was renamed HMAS Encounter, thus enabling the name 
Torrens to go to a new frigate under constructions in Sydney.76 
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The East Australian Rugby Union at its February 1965 meeting elected Commander 
Kel Duncan as president, Lieut Bob Creighton as secretary and Lieut. Murray Forrest 
as assistant secretary with Commander D.A.H. Clarke, CPO McCosker and PO 
McLean appointed as coaches. Representatives were also appointed from Watson,  
Nirimba, Vampire, Albatross, and Kuttabul.  Due to the exigencies of the Service, 
Commander Sherborne was later elected as President in place of Commander 
Duncan and then later on, Commander Peachey acted as President after 
Commander Sherborne was posted outside the Sydney area.  The meeting also 
decided that the following teams would contest the Dempster Cup in 1965, 
commencing on March 24.  The teams for 1965 were announced as Albatross, 
Nirimba, Watson, Kuttabul (including Moresby, Paluma, Kimbla and Gascoyne), 
Carriers (including Supply), Destroyers-Frigates (including Stuart) and Rushcutter 
(including Waterhen, Minesweepers and Penguin).77  The opening games of the 
competition saw Albatross defeat the Penguin/Rushcutter/Waterhen combination 33-
3 (7 tries and 4 goals to one try) and Kuttabul successful over Watson 8-6 (a try, a 
conversion and a penalty to two penalties). 

In mid March, HMAS Duchess returned to Sydney after serving in the Far East Fleet, 
where she was replaced by HMAS Parramatta.  March ‘65 also saw more news from 
Darwin with Navy/Army successful over Waratah/Wallabies, but going down to 
Berrimah in the first round of the Darwin Richardson Cup competition.78 

April ‗65 in Canberra saw HMAS Harman go down 15-3 to HMAS Albatross and then 
win their first game in the ACT competition 38-3 over an unnamed opponent.  In 
Sydney, April saw the Penguin combination side defeat Kuttabul 23-6 (3 tries and 4 
penalty goals to 2 field goals). The reporter commented that the Kuttabul fullback, 
Davis, a former Aussie Rules player dropped one goal from 40 yards out and then 
from half way, near the touch line.   

The prospect of playing against the visiting University of California for the Australian 
Combined Services team saw twenty six Navy players named to play in trial matches 
in May, to select the Services side.  The squad was: LPM Davis, ERA Smart, ERA 
Williams (Sydney), SA James, LME Bishop, M(E) Wilson, LM (E) Allan (Nirimba), DA 
Grant, AB Rosengreen (Harman), LS Rodgers (Vendetta), PO Dall (Rushcutter), 
L/NA Martin, Ck Stoneham (Penguin), NA Richards, EM Cheers, EA O‘Neill, NA 
Doyle, PO Wtr Guild (Albatross), LCdr Weill, SA Dowell, RS Morris, PO PTI Ford 
(Watson), ERA Johnson, PO PTI Davis (Kuttabul).  The program of inter-Service and 
Combined Services games was also announced at the same time. 

Dempster Cup results appearing in Navy News in April included Albatross‘ 47-3 win 
over Destroyers & Frigates (represented by personnel from Vampire) and Sydney‟s 
18-4 win over Watson.  In May, the Parramatta Rugby Union club invited Navy to 
provide two teams to play social games against the district club.  The Navy sides lost 
both games, but gained good experience and cemented good public relations. 

The Australian Combined Services side which defeated Victoria 23-16 in Canberra in 
May contained 5 Navy players: Ron ―Vulture‖ Davis, and Max Mullinger in the backs 
and ―Buck‖ Rogers, ―Bulls‖ Heggie and Kenny Johnston in the forwards.  One of 
Services four tries was scored by ERA Johnston. 

Navy Rugby in Victoria had a good start to their season especially with a strong 
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performance against the Melbourne club, who had eight state players in their side.  
Navy were looking forward with confidence to the Victorian Inter-Service competition 
in June, and were elated with the selection of Ord John Skene in the Victorian 
Combined Services team to play Victoria 2nds in a curtain raiser to Victoria v NSW.79  
Their preparation for the inter-Services games were assisted by their 16-3 defeat of 
RAAF in the state competition. 

June brought more information from Darwin, where PO Wtr Barry Clements was 
named a selector and three Navy players made the Territory Representative squad.  
The Navy/Army side was performing well in the Darwin competition, in second 
position after wins over Berrimah 24-2, Brothers 17-6 and competition leaders 
Nightcliffe 7-3 and a 0-0 draw with RAAF in the Darwin inter-Service competition.  

Back in Sydney, June saw Nirimba beat Kuttabul 17-11, Watson beat Vendetta 16-6 
and Albatross defeat the Rushcutter/Waterhen/Penguin combination 20-13 in the 
Dempster Cup.  The Lou Smith Cup was again up for challenge on June 7, when an 
RAN side convincingly defeated the side from HMNZS Lachlan 28-9 at Rushcutter.  
Nirimba‘s lively half-back, Jesse James, scored three of the RAN‘s six tries.  
However, Lachlan regained the trophy a week later when they defeated HMAS 
Moresby 24-3 in Tasmania. 

The hopes of the Navy team in the Victorian inter-Service competition were dashed 
by Army, who defeated Navy 10-3 and RAAF 16-12, after Navy had beaten RAAF 
16-12 in the opening round.  The Army-Navy game was played in a 40 mph wind, 
and when Navy lead 3-0 at half time their supporters were jubilant, only to be dashed 
when the Army pack lifted their game to give Army the win.  

The second round of Dempster Cup saw Destroyers & Frigates beaten by Nirimba 
14-6 after leading 6-5 at half time, Watson beat Rushcutter/Penguin/Waterhen 12-3 
and then Watson win 14-8 over Kuttabul.   

Navy News of July 9, announced that six Navy players had been selected in the 
Combined Services Rugby squad to meet the University Of California team on July 
18.  They were: LS ―Buck‖ Rodgers (Vendetta), Ken Johnston, Ron ―Vulture‖ Davis 
(Sydney), Wally Rothwell (Melbourne), Artie Wyatt (Vampire), and LA Max Mullinger 
(Stuart).  Navy also made another contribution by accommodating the USA side at 
HMAS Watson during their stay in Sydney.  The original date for the game was a 
washout, so the game had to be rescheduled to August 2, when ―The Golden Bears‖ 
proved to be too powerful for the Services side before a crowd of 5,626 at North 
Sydney Oval.  One of Services‘ tries came when Rothwell gathered from a scrum and 
sent Fielding away under the posts.   The Services side that played a depleted 
Queensland side in Brisbane two weeks later and lost 30-8, contained only one Navy 
player, PO Toovey and two Navy players in the reserves, NA M. Richards and ERA 
Ken Johnston.  The City of Sydney side defeated Services 16-9. The Navy 
contingent was supplemented by Artie Wyatt for the Services side that went down 
33-15 against the Minister of the Interior‘s XV in Canberra in late August.  The 
Minister‘s XV was a strong side containing thirteen internationals including the 
Australian skipper, John Thornett.  In the final game of the tour, Victoria were 
successful by 42-8. 
 
HMAS Albatross recovered from their defeat by the cadets at Creswell by beating 
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Destroyers and Frigates 23-17 in a game dominated by penalty goals, whereas the 
14-11 win by Nirimba over Watson was a game full of constructive and bright rugby. 

The 1965 EAA inter-Service proved to be a disappointment for Navy who while 
defeating the RAAF 36-11, went down to Army 12-8 in a game marred by errors, 
particularly by Navy.  As Army had already beaten RAAF 35-0, they took the trophy 
for the series.  HMAS Nirimba had provided the accommodation for the Navy squad 
that had been coached by Lt Cdr Storrie.  Albatross and Watson played their 
Dempster Cup game as a curtain raiser to the first of the inter-Service games, with 
Albatross proceeding to the semi final with a 19-3 win, where they were scheduled to 
meet Nirimba.  The other semi final was to be fought out between Destroyers and 
Frigates (12 players from Anzac and 3 from Duchess) and Carriers and resulted in a 
comfortable win to the larger and heavier carriers side by 36-3.  

The semi finals saw Albatross advance to the Grand Final after a 9-all draw with 
Nirimba and a better for and against record.  Carriers beat Destroyers and Frigates 
36-6 and so advanced to the final against Nirimba, which resulted in a win to 
Carriers.  The Grand Final, played at Victoria Barracks saw victory go to the 
unbeaten Albatross side, lead by captain-coach ―Bluey‖ Guild, by 15-14, made up of 
3 converted tries to 2 tries, 2 penalties and 1 conversion. 

The September McKerihan Cup game between Navy and NSW Police was the 
normal rugged encounter, going to Police by 14 points to 8 with one of the Police 
wingers. Parramatta League first grader, Ken Foord, was sent from the pitch for 
fighting! 

The WA inter-Service sports award for 1965 was won by Navy, although they were 
beaten by Army in the rugby union part of the contest.  The final sporting contest of 
1965 involving rugby was the annual inter-Service Apprentices Sports trophy held 
this year at RAAF Wagga.  The overall trophy went to Army with 140 points to Navy 
on 20 and RAAF on 100.  In the rugby, Navy beat RAAF on day one 28-0, and later 
on Army beat RAAF 53-3 and then Navy 23-3. 

1966  

1966 was the year of Australia‘s largest commitment to the Far East Strategic 
Reserve, as in May of this year no less than twelve warships and 3584 men were in 
the region and there were never less than six vessels on station throughout the 
whole year.  This would have a significant impact on the level of player activity for the 
entire year. 

The annual general meeting of the East Australia Rugby Union on January 27, 1966, 
revealed clearly one of the major differences between Services sport and civilian 
sport.  Due to the operational program planned for 1966 three of the largest ships of 
the Australian Fleet, HM Australian Ships Melbourne, Sydney and Supply would not 
be able to participate in the Dempster Cup Competition for 1966.  This meant that the 
competition would be limited to just six teams: Albatross, Destroyers/Frigates, 
Watson, Nirimba, Kuttabul/Moresby/Paluma/Kimbla, and Rushcutter/Waterhen 
/Minesweepers/Penguin.  It was realised that this might disadvantage some of Navy‘s 
talented players the meeting agreed that arrangements would be made for the inter-
Service selectors to see teams from these sides in action. 
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The committee for EAA for 1966 was elected and comprised: Captain S.G. Sharp as 
President, Lieutenant Neil Henderson as Secretary, the Command PTI, POPT Davis, 
plus a representative from each team in the competition.  The selectors for the inter-
Services tournament were nominated as CPO Buck Rogers (Nirimba), CPO Ernie 
Solway (Watson) and CPO Reg Holton (Albatross).  The selection of coach for the 
inter-Services side and the selector for the NSW Combined Services was deferred to 
the first committee meeting (CPO Ernie Solway was then appointed as the NSW 
Selector).  The meeting expressed its thanks to the Army Referees Association 
whose assistance made the staging of the Dempster Cup possible.  It was decided to 
form a training class to qualify more naval personnel as referees. 

In Navy News of February 18, 1966, ―Salty‖ Eckel speculated on the chances of Lieut 
Wally Rothwell gaining selection in representative football, now that he had been 
posted to the Navy Office in Canberra.  Eckel indicated that Rothwell was planning to 
play with the Ainslie club in Canberra and as he believed that there was a shortage of 
class locks and breakaways in NSW Country representative side this might well be 
Rothwell‘s opportunity.  The same issue of Navy News covered an offer by the 
Sydney clubs, Randwick and Northern Suburbs to assist the Navy in its preparations 
for the 1966 inter-Service series.  The two clubs, Randwick, the 1965 grand finalist, 
and Northern Suburbs the runners up in the 1965 premiership, had both offered to 
play a Sunday game against the Navy side prior to the inter-Service games in July.  
Australian Combined Services also announced an additional fixture in their 1966 
program, the return of a game against Combined Country. 

March 11 saw the arrival in Sydney of the Navy‘s newest guided missile destroyer, 
HMAS Perth, which will be manned by 20 officers and 312 sailors. 

At a meeting of the EAA Rugby Committee CPO Ernie Solway was appointed as a 
selector for the NSW State Combined Services side.  The Committee was informed 
that the Army Referees would continue to support Navy games, until the number of 
Navy referees matched the requirements. 

The opening round of the Dempster Cup in April saw Albatross field a side with a 
number of newcomers, but was still too strong for Nirimba, emerging as victors by 46-
9, made up nine tries and nine goals to a try, a field goal and a penalty.  In other first 
round games, Penguin/Rushcutter defeated Watson 12-9 and Destroyers/Frigates 
defeated Kuttabul 26-3.  In the second round, Albatross defeated Watson 17-0, and 
Navy ―veteran‖ Brian Dall came out from retirement and scored all the points (a try, a 
goal and two penalty goals) for Rushcutter/Waterhen/Penguin in their defeat of 
Destroyers/Frigates 11-9 at Rushcutter on March 23. 

Besides performing well in the Dempster Cup, Albatross were playing a significant 
role in the local Illawarra District competition.  The Air Station had entered two sides 
in the competition, the President of the rugby club, Commander McInerney was an 
Illawarra selector, and 4 Navy players, Ron Davis, Paul Dugdale, Harry Harkness 
and the ageing full back ―Bluey‖ Guild were selected in the IDRU 1st XV to play 
Centrals Wests, together with Larson, Jensen, Noel, John Williams, Barrie and Kevin 
Doyle in the 2nd XV.  The Albatross 1st XV then proceeded to cause an upset in the 
rugby circles in Wollongong by beating University 9–3 to win the Illawarra pre-season 
competition. The forwards led by Harkness and Williams laid the foundation for the 
victory, and five-eighth Ian Larsen and centre Ron Davies were selected for the 
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Illawarra side to play the ACT and South Australia. The Naval Air Station side then 
proceeded to win three of their first four games in the competition, beating 
Wollongong Teachers 17-16, the Technical College 33-0, losing 11-14 to Wollongong 
University and then downing the Waratah club 25-8.  Then in their third game of the 
Dempster Cup they scored fourteen tries to trounce Penguin/Rushcutter 62-3 at 
Nowra  

The Australian Combined Services requested that the dates for the EAA inter-Service 
be brought forward one week to allow them more time to prepare for and field the 
strongest possible team for their game against the Minister of the Interior‘s team in 
Canberra on July 17.  Navy complained that the new dates were in the middle of the 
Navy‘s general leave period, but their protests were to no avail.  Australian Combined 
Services were placing great importance on the 1966 inter-Service tournament, as it 
would be the stepping stone for the tour by the Australian Services representative 
side.  Lieutenant Neil Henderson RAN had been appointed manager of the Australian 
team, with Captain D.A.H. Clarke RAN, LtCol J Stevenson ARA, and SQNLDR C. 
Liebke RAAF as selectors.  The Australian Combined Services Management 
Committee was chaired by Captain R.G. Craft, RAN. 

For the first time for a number of years, all three Dempster Cup games were refereed 
by Navy referees, the three referees, Lieut. Viv Littlewood, POWtr Mooney and Naval 
Shipwright Thomas were praised for their handling of the games. Nirimba beat 
Destroyers and Frigates 23-3, Penguin went down to Albatross 45-8 and Watson 
defeated Kuttabul 17-11.  In the weekend competition in the Illawarra, Albatross had 
won three of its first four games, losing to the University in the closing minutes 14-11.  
But on May 25, Albatross was to suffer its first loss in twenty-three Dempster Cup 
matches at the hands of HMAS Nirimba to the tune of 19-5.  The 70-75% scrum wins 
to Nirimba and an outstanding display by half James, contributed greatly to the 
Nirimba success.  Nirimba repeated the victory by beating Albatross in June at 
Nirimba by 10-3, with James once again to the fore. 

However, on the inter-Services front, things were not going too well.  The Navy 
coach, John Dowse, a 1961 Wallaby, was not impressed by the fitness level of many 
of the fifty players who played in the trial game played at Rushcutter early in June.  
The game, Albatross v Combined Sydney Area, won by Albatross 19-8 was watched 
by Navy selectors Holton, Solway and Rogers.  The Navy squad was scheduled to 
play two further games before the first inter-service match, these were against NSW 
Police and St George Rugby Club. 

Despite the pessimism earlier in the year, Navy performed well in its preliminary 
game easily defeating the St George Rugby Club.  They then went to RAAF 
Richmond to watch Army easily defeat RAAF 35-3 and the following day take on 
Army themselves.  The Navy News reporter commented that ―outstanding 
performances by Tex Toohey, Jimmy Wilson, Jesse James and Jack Heald 
contributed greatly to Navy‘s 27-0 win‖.  The next day a sore and weary Navy side 
defeated RAAF 21-12 to take the inter-Service trophy for the first time since 1961.  A 
tribute was due to coach Dowse, the players, one of the youngest Navy sides ever, 
and to the management and selectors for a job well done.  Dowse‘s services were 
provided by courtesy of the Rothman‘s Sporting Foundation. 

In Darwin, June saw the Navy/Army side fourth in the table at the half way mark with 
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four wins and two losses. 

The Australian Combined Services, containing eight Navy players, was outclassed by 
the Minister for the Interior‘s XV led by ace Wallaby half back Ken Catchpole by 32-9 
in Canberra on July 17.  The six internationals in the invitation XV made sure that the 
Service‘s players, in the words of their scrum half, James, ―learned a lot‖.  That they 
still had plenty to learn was clearly evident  

The Dempster Cup semi finalists were decided by early August, even before all the 
pool games were completed, Albatross would face Nirimba and Rushcutter/Penguin 
would face Watson.  The final saw Albatross end Rushcutter/Penguin‘s bid for 
premiership honours with a 9-3 victory, coming from three penalty goals (Richards 2, 
Guild 1) against one try (Dall), setting up a Grand Final encounter between Albatross 
and Nirimba.  This match ended up as a 6-all draw so, for the first time for a number 
of years, the Dempster Cup was shared between the two establishments.  The game, 
on September 2, was a thrilling and action packed encounter, with the scoring being 
a penalty to full back Hogben for Nirimba, followed by a penalty to half back Guild for 
Albatross right on half time to even the score.  Mullinger scored an unconverted try in 
the second half, only to be followed by another penalty by Guild right on full time to 
give the resulting draw. 

The result of the Victorian inter-Service Rugby competition would be dependant upon 
the final game, as Navy defeated RAAF 23-9 and Army were also successful over 
Army 15-8.  The game lived up to expectations, and was described as one of the 
best inter-Services games seen in Victoria.  Play fluctuated throughout, with many 
fine attacking movements halted by superb defence.  At half time, Navy led 3-0, but a 
penalty early in the second half took the score to 3-3, but a penalty goal and an 
unconverted try gave game and the inter-Service title to Army by 9 points to 380. 

The Australian Combined Services side were unsuccessful against both the City of 
Sydney and Victoria going down 10-22 and 25-12 respectively.  In the Sydney game, 
the Services side were outweighed and were lacking in height against a more 
experienced side containing three Wallabies.  Whereas, in the Victoria game the 
Services pack swarmed all over the state side early on to lead 6-0, but in the second 
half when Victoria took a 14-2 lead the Services side seemed to crumple.  The quality 
of the opposition in 1966 was higher than in many previous years, as the ARU had 
used the games as part of the official Wallabies Trials to select the side for the 
forthcoming tour. 

Albatross 1st XV finished equal second in the Illawarra DRU competitions and were 
then beaten in their semi-final. The 2nd XV were beaten in the final. 

Navy was again outclassed by NSW Police on September 7, 1966, in the annual 
McKeiran Cup match at Trumper Park, when Police were triumphant by 21 points to 
14, in a match that was described as Navy‘s worst performance of the season.  
Navy‘s plight was not helped by several selected players neglecting to arrive for the 
game. 

The December 9 issue of Navy News mentioned trials being organised by Wests 
Rugby Union Club.  As Navy coach, John Dowse, was coaching the first grade, he 
was issuing a welcome to Navy players to try out with the club and join Navy Grade 
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players ―Vulture‖ Davis and T.V. Williams at the club.  Bill Backhus, ex-Killick Beagle 
was in line for 3rd or 4th grade coach. 

1967 

With the arrival of HMAS Hobart in December 1966, the RAN now had enough ships 
to deploy DDGs on six-month rotations.  Thus in March 1967, HMAS Hobart was 
deployed in Vietnamese waters, to be followed months later, by HMAS Perth and 
later by HMAS Brisbane.  Thus effectively removing one major fleet unit out of any 
local competitive rugby every six months, for six months. 

The Annual Meeting of the EAA Rugby Union, held at Naval HQ on February, which 
was attended by twenty-three persons representing fourteen ships or establishments, 
had, as usual, to decide the team structure for the Dempster Cup.  The 1967 
structure comprised six teams competing over three rounds.  The teams nominated 
for 67 were Fleet (including Carriers, Destroyers and Frigates), Kuttabul (including 
Rushcutter), Penguin (including Platypus, Waterhen and attached craft).  Captain 
R.G. Craft and Lieutenant Henderson were elected President and Secretary 
respectively, and Lt Alan Morris (Penguin), CPO Ernie Solway (Watson) and Peter 
George (Albatross) were elected as selectors, with the selector for inter-Services to 
be nominated later.  The meeting also confirmed the dates for Dempster Cup, inter-
Services, Australian Services games and the annual Police v Navy game for the 
McKirehan Cup  

The departing President, Captain S.R.G. Sharp, emphasised in his address that it 
was imperative that the standard of Australian Services Rugby be raised so that 
future representative Services sides were able to hold their own against State team.  
He expressed his belief that consideration should be given to Navy playing as many 
games as possible against civilian sides.  The Army Referees Association were to be 
asked to help with the provision of referees, the meeting was informed that Navy had 
six qualified referees available, and more were undergoing training.81 

The start of the season saw a number of Navy players training with local civilian 
sides, including Bob Down, ―Bluey‖ Guild, Allan Robinson, Ken Johnston, TV 
Williams and Garry Brazier, all training at Western Suburbs, under 1967 Navy coach 
John Dowse, (Williams, Down, Robinson and Johnston were later graded).  HMAS 
Albatross acquired a most promising coach, in the form of Inst. Lt. Cdr. Glen Thomas, 
RN, a former Welsh International hooker.  Also, some of the ships commenced their 
season early in Sydney, with Vendetta defeating Perth 24-0, going down 0-3 to 
Watson and beating Derwent 10-6. 

The decision to reduce the number of sides in the Dempster Cup did not receive 
universal approval, with Navy News in March receiving a number of letters and a 
critical article from CPO ―Bluey‖ Guild, a Maori contributor to the News in the early 
60‘s.  The major points were as follows: as the Navy was expanding, why was Navy 
Rugby contracting, Kuttabul, Rushcutter, Penguin, and Platypus used to be able to 
field their own sides; the new structure will penalise at least thirty players, Fleet 
commitments were probably the unsurmountable problem with fielding a team; 
Services Rugby had a golden opportunity to climb out of the doldrums, and Navy 
should be able to make a major contribution.  News came later in the month that a 
NSW Services XV was scheduled to play a match against New England in mid‘67 
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and that a Victorian Services XV had been awarded a fixture against South Australia 
in Adelaide.  The Services Rugby management had obviously found attentive ears at 
higher levels in the Australian Rugby hierarchy, it remained to be seen how the 
players would react. 

The first two rounds of the Dempster Cup, saw Albatross and Fleet as the only two 
unbeaten teams.  The results, round 1: Fleet 17 Penguin 11, Nirimba 18 
Kuttabul/Rushcutter 12, Albatross 40 Watson 3; round 2: Albatross 19 Penguin 6, 
Kuttabul/Rushcutter 14 Watson 6, Fleet 17 Nirimba 11. 

HMAS Cerberus showed in April ‘67 what a key role it was playing when five players 
(Inst. Lt. Bill Rainbow, CO Harrison, ORD EM Elliott, ORD EM Ashton and ORD EM 
Roser) were selected in the Victorian XV to play the strong NSW country side 
Illawarra, a game which was won 17-14 by Victoria.  Lieut Rainbow was later 
selected in the Victorian squad to play Ireland in May.  

The 1967 management committee for the Australian Services Rugby Union was 
announced in April.  The committee was: President, Maj.Gen. J.S. Anderson, CBE, 
Vice-Presidents, RADM. J. Mesley, CBE, MVO, DSC, AVM D. Candy CB, CBE, Navy 
Members, Capt. R.G. Craft, Capt. D.A. Clark, Army Members, Col J.W. Norrie, Maj. 
J. Wren (secretary), Air Force Members, GPCAPT. A.D. Charlton, CBE, SQNLDR. 
R.G. Backhouse (treasurer), Selection Committee Capt. D.A. Clarke, RAN, Lt-Col. 
J.D. Stevenson, ARA, Sqn-Ldr J. Caldwell, RAAF, team manager, Lt N. Henderson, 
RAN, coach, Lt-Col J.D. Stevenson, ARA, baggage manager, Cpl B. Avery, RAAF. 

The Army Referees Association together with the NSWRU arranged a referee‘s 
course, and Navy was invited to send 24 candidates to the course, a mixture of 
officers and sailors.  Twelve of the attendees later qualified as associate referees, 
one of them, CPO Moonie, had already received his Rugby League Referees ticket. 

As at the end of May the Dempster Cup table stood as follows: 
 

 Played Won Drew Lost For Ag Points 
Albatross 12 9 - 3 259 106 186 
Fleet 12 8 1 3 150 114 17 
Penguin/Waterhen 12 7 1 6 141 109 15 
Nirimba 12 6 - 8 159 127 12 
Kuttabul / Waterhen 12 4 - 4 112 161 8 
Watson v 12 1 - 11 71 275 82 

Navy‘s preparations for the inter-Service tournament were assisted by two games 
against Western Suburbs Union Club, although both games went to Wests 20-3 and 
15-10. 

At the end of June, with three games left in the Dempster Cup the finalists were 
looking like Albatross (9 wins from 12 games), Fleet (8 from 12), Penguin/Waterhen 
(7 from 2) and Nirimba (6 from 12). 

One of the problems in organising Service‘s rugby was made clear in the 
announcement of arrangements for the Navy inter-Service squad for 1967, coming 
from a meeting of the EAA Rugby Union on May 29.  The squad would be picked 
after the final selection trial on July 12.  Those selected would have to present 
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themselves at HMAS Penguin on July 13 and would be able to return to their ship or 
establishment on July 22.  Commanding Officers were to sign a pro-forma and return 
it to NHQ by June 15, nominating those personnel who would be available.  Those 
ships that would be absent from Sydney on June 21, but whose players would be 
available in July had until July 6 to return the pro forma.  FOICEA would then 
promulgate a signal listing players selected for the trials.  The games to be played on 
June 21 were a preliminary trial, serving as a curtain raiser to the annual Navy v 
NSW Police game.  It was reported later that of the 13 pro-formas sent out to ships 
and establishments, only four were returned, but some seventy players turned up for 
the trial game, which was highlighted by a stirring performance by half back Jessie 
James.  The McKeiran Cup game was a disappointment for Navy as the NSW Police 
won 27-12, scoring eight tries against a poor Navy defensive back line. 

The inter-Services Rugby series in Victoria saw Navy beat Army 14-0 and RAAF 9-3 
to give the 1967 trophy to Navy, which then provided 9 players and the team 
manager for a Victorian Combined Services squad to play South Australia.  The ten 
were Lt Rainbow (v-capt), Lt Noyes, SBLT Hill, LPM Williams, LSPT Graham, LSPT 
Webster, LSPT Graham, LEM Thorburn, AB Ranson, OCO Walker and the team 
manager was LCDR Rodgers.  Lt Rainbow was later to star in the Victoria vs New 
South Wales game where he outplayed his opposite number, Wallaby international, 
Phil Hawthorn.  

The growing relationship between Navy sides and civilian clubs was reinforced on 
Sunday July 2 1967, when the Western Suburbs Rugby Club took their 1st XV down 
to Albatross, where the Navy side was victorious by 13 points to 6.  The visit that was 
a sporting and social success, was the first visit by a Sydney 1st Grade Club to a 
Naval Establishment. 

The visit of HMS Sirius to Sydney gave a Navy side another run out opportunity prior 
to the inter-Service, but the disorganised and unfit RN side was no match for the 
RAN side which ran out victors 36-6, with backs scoring seven tries.  A further game 
against St Paul‘s University College on July 13 which went to Navy by 38 points to 3 
gave coach John Dowse further opportunities to try out his charges.   

The number of qualified Navy referees gave rise to the suggestion that an Australian 
Services Referees Association should be formed, which seemed to receive support 
all round.  A meeting was eventually held in October established a working 
committee to provide a draft constitution and arrange for an initial general meeting to 
be held in January 1968 at Rugby House in Sydney.  This structure would provide 
referees for all services games, but also provide qualified service referees for civilian 
competitions, especially schools. 

Rothmans of Pall Mall (Aust) donated a trophy for the annual competition between 
the Australian Services Rugby Union and the Sydney Rugby Football Union.  The 
trophy was named in honour of the late WO Kevin Wheatley VC, who had 
represented his unit in Army rugby and NSW Combined Services in Service Rugby.  
The first game for the trophy was scheduled for August 9. 

Navy retained the EAA inter-Service Rugby series for 1967 by defeating RAAF 23-3 
and Army 20-9 while in the third game, Army went down to RAAF 13-14.  Tries to TV 
Williams, Moss and Huggins together with four penalty goals and a conversion by 
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Guild comprised the scoring line against RAAF and in the Army game, Thomas and 
James scored tries and Richards scored four penalties and a conversion.  

Navy provided nine members of the NSW Combined Services side that went down 
17-0 to NSW Police on July 26,  

The Australian Services Rugby came of age at Manly Oval on August 9, 1967 when it 
defeated a City of Sydney side led by Wallaby skipper John Thornett, 27-6.  After the 
match, the NSW Governor, Sir Roden Cutler, himself a VC, presented the new ―Kevin 
Wheatley, VC, Memorial Trophy‖ to the captain of the Services side, Lt. Wally 
Rothwell, RAN.  The victory marked only the second win by Services since the 
annual matches were re-introduced in 1963.  Navy had six players in the side, 
Rothwell, Rainbow, Thomas, Owens, Moss and Rigby, all of whom acquitted 
themselves in grand style.82  The ASRU side then went down to Melbourne five days 
later and disposed of a strong Victorian side 21-0.  The highlight of this game was the 
try scored by Navy rep Tom Moss, who was hobbling near the touchline awaiting 
medical attention, when a cross kick from Victoria came his way.  He grabbed the 
ball, hobbled 15 yards to the try line to score the try, and was then stretchered off to 
thunderous applause from the crowd with a suspected broken leg.  Unfortunately, the 
Services team could not hang on to their good luck, as they went down 14-6 to 
Queensland and were beaten by a single point (17-16) by the Minister for the 
Interior‘s Invitation XV in Canberra.  The inclusion in the squad of seven National 
Servicemen, all of whom were grade players in civilian life, no doubt helped to lift the 
standard.  The lift in the standard was also noticed by the ARU who, jointly with 
ASRU, invited the United Kingdom Combined Services Rugby team to visit Australia 
in July/August 1968. One regret is that the 1967 Services captain, LCdr Wally 
Rothwell, would not be available as he had been posted to Washington for a couple 
of years. 
 
August 18 saw the commissioning of the new Submarine Support Base at HMAS 
Platypus at Neutral Bay in Sydney as well as the arrival of the Navy‘s newest Oberon 
class submarine, HMAS Oxley. 

The 1967 Dempster Cup went to HMAS Albatross with a 10-6 victory over Fleet at 
Rushcutter in atrocious conditions, after the preferred location, the Reg Bartley Oval  
was declared unfit after heavy overnight rain.  Tries to Iceton and Cook and two 
penalties to Richards beating the Fleet‘s try to Ford and penalty goal to Guild 
enabled the Albatross‘ captain, Billy Julius, to receive the trophy from FOICEA, Rear 
Admiral T.K. Morrison. 

The controversy over the restricted form of competition within NSW Navy Rugby went 
a step further after a strong letter in the October 27 edition of Navy News.  The writer 
pointed out that the inadequacy of the current 6-team structure of the Dempster Cup 
was obvious in the light of the number of privately arranged matches arranged during 
the season.  He asserted that the establishments playing in combinations such as 
Rushcutter, Platypus, Penguin and Waterhen would be loath to stand on their own 
and lose any chance of winning the Cup.  He proposed a competition that would 
have two components.  The first component to be staged early in the season with a 
as many teams as possible taking part for a new trophy, and the current Dempster 
Cup, staged with just one round and not three, and scheduled to follow the inter-
Service series.  For the first competition it was proposed that some of the stronger 
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teams be split to give the smaller ones an opportunity to win the competition.  His 
suggested structure was Rushcutter, Waterhen, Platypus, Penguin, Destroyers and 
Frigates, Large ships (Sydney, Melbourne, Supply, and Stalwart), Nirimba – ships 
company, Nirimba – Apprentices, Albatross – station, Albatross – Squadrons, 
Watson, Kuttabul.  This would give a competitive opportunity to 180 players.  He 
recognised that there could be many alternative structures, but looked forward to 
suggestions and discussion.    

At the annual general meeting of ASRU in November, the program for 1968 was 
announced, and in addition to the four major games played in 1967, the Services 
side would meet a Fijian and a New Zealand side in 1968, and if suitable transport 
arrangements could be made, the British Combined Services side would also be 
here.  The possibility of staging an interstate carnival, suggested by a Victorian 
delegate was rejected in light of the cost.  The biggest problem facing the Services 
sides was the impact of Service commitments on player availability.  The Navy reps 
on the management committee for ASRU for 1968 were Capt. H.E. Batley, and 
CMDR H.W. Stapleford, the chairman was COL J.W. Norrie and the coach remained 
as Leut Col J.D. Stevenson, with CMDR Stapleford, a selector. 

1968  

In January 1968, the British announced that their planned withdrawal from Malaysia 
and Singapore would be completed by December 1971, and this would have an 
effect on future RAN deployments.  

The early news for Navy Rugby in 1968 was a possible disappointment, as the Navy 
inter-Services coach for the previous two years John Dowse announced that his 
company had moved him to Canberra, and he might not be able to coach the Navy 
side in 1968.  Also on the coaching scene, Navy News noted that the eminent Navy 
rugby player and scribe ―Salty‖ Eckle had accepted the role as coach of the South 
Sydney Rugby Club 1st XV, Services helping the civilian side of the fence.  

February saw the AGM of the East Australian Area Rugby Union, the appointment of 
a new board and the announcement of the Dempster Cup structure for 1968.  
Captain R.G. Craft was returned as president, with CPO (S) Burchall elected as 
Secretary (in succession to Lt Henderson who had resigned), the inter-Service 
Selectors were: Stan Hotop (Nirimba), CEA Cox (Albatross), CCY Gaydon (Duchess, 
and CPO Rogers was appointed Chairman of the Combined Services Selection 
Committee.  After some considerable discussion among the 26 delegates the 
meeting endorsed the following nine sides to compete for the Dempster Cup in 1968: 
Albatross, Nirimba, Perth/Supply/Sydney, Stalwart, Destroyers and Frigates, 
Kuttabul/Melbourne, Watson, Rushcutter, Penguin/Waterhen/Platypus.  The meeting 
was also advised by the newly formed Australian Rugby Referees Association that 
the Services required a pool of 180 referees to meet its commitments.  They were 
also informed that the proposed visit of a British Combined Services side would not 
proceed due to commitments and no available aircraft.  Alan Roper, a former 
member of the RAAF and manager of many Wallaby sides over the previous decade, 
was also appointed as the coach of the NSW Combined Services side for 1968. 

The Navy rugby union players at Albatross were due for a somewhat confusing year 
or two ahead, after the decision was announced that the Albatross Club would 
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withdraw from the Illawarra Rugby Union and instead play in the Group 7 Rugby 
League competition.  The reasons for the decision were not made immediately 
apparent, but it remained to be seen what effect it might have on the playing 
standard of the club. 

The ARU announced, in late February, the program of representative and overseas 
fixtures for 1968.  The international program included visits by New Zealand and 
French national sides and the Australian Services were scheduled to play New 
Zealand at North Sydney on Wednesday June 12.  

The EAA announced in late March that NSW Combined Services would play the 
Fijian side Lautoka at Manly on April 17.  Nirimba‘s Dempster Cup side would play in 
a curtain raiser against RAAF Richmond. 

Centennial Park in Sydney was the venue, in March, of a 20-match knockout 
competition for Navy sides involving 200 plus players and five Navy referees, one of 
whom, Mike Dowsett (Penguin), demonstrated his versatility, by refereeing a Rugby 
match and then officiating at the final of the Navy Water Polo Championships. 

The NSW Combined Services Rugby XV, including winger, TO Bruce Walker 
(Duchess), half, LSAV Jesse James (Duchess) , hooker, Jack Heald (Harman) , 
fullback, L/S Ian Rigby (Stalwart)  and flanker, LWTR A Robinson (Watson), from 
Navy were severely trounced by a very ordinary Fijian provincial side, Lautoka at 
Manly Oval on April 17.  The only Services‘ player to enhance his reputation was 
halfback, James.  In a curtain raiser, HMAS Nirimba thrashed RAAF Richmond 26-8.  

After four rounds of the Dempster Cup at the end of April, HMAS Nirimba, under 
coach ERA Kerrigan, was the only side to remain unbeaten so far, with Watson/ 
Rushcutter and Albatross in second and third spots.  The Dempster Cup table stood 
as follows: 
 

 Played Won Drew Lost For Ag Points 
Nirimba  4 - - 139 9 8 
Watson/R‘cutter  3 - 1 34 34 6 
Albatross  3 - 2 95 60 4 
Kuttabul/Melb  3 - 2 50 97 4 
Stalwart  2 - 2 43 81 4 
Harman  2 - 1 40 35 4 
Peng/Wats/Plats  1 - 3 50 71 2 
Destroyers & Frigates  1 - 3 41 77 2* 
Perth/Syd/Supply  1 - 2 0 50 2* 

             *  2 points for a try 

Navy provided six players for the trials‘ squad for the ASRU side to take on the All 
Blacks in June.  They were LS I.L. Rigby (Stalwart), LSA(V) R.T. Owen (Kuttabul) , Lt 
W.A. Rainbow (Cerberus) , Mid C. Cleveland (Cerberus), LEMC J. Platten (Harman) 
and LEMC J. Heald (Harman).  The squad also included three first grade Sydney 
league players, then involved in National Service duties, LBDR Bobbie Fulton from 
Manly, Gnr Keith Outten from Balmain and Penrith‘s Cpl Ron Workman, Fulton had 
to choose between the All Blacks game or the Rugby League World Cup.  

The Lou Smith Cup was up for competition at Rushcutter in May 1968, when the 
RAN side lead by Artie Wyatt defeated a side from HMNZS Blackpool 24-11.  Players 
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from Nirimba provided all the points, with centres Glover and Pullar, prop Genrich 
and five-eighth Skene contributing tries and Skene provided 12 points from his boot. 

The All Blacks recorded their 58th win in succession when they convincingly defeated 
the ASRU side 45-8 before a crowd of 3700 at North Sydney Oval on Wednesday 
June 12 in a game in which World Cup Rugby League back, National Serviceman, 
Bobbie Fulton, was the star of the Services‘ side.  Navy‘s reps Ian Rigby and Chris 
Cleveland played well, but Bill Rainbow was lost out on the wing.  The ASRU side 
had just 5 days between their selection trial and the actual game.  The All Blacks 
coach, Fred Allan, and captain, Brian Lochore, paid tribute to the courage of the 
Service players.  They added ―They showed more spirit than any other side we have 
played against in this tour, the forwards although outweighed and well behind in 
experience and tactics, never stopped tackling‖83. 

After eight rounds, at the end of June, Nirimba and Kuttabul/Melbourne were sharing 
the lead of the Dempster Cup competition with six wins and two losses each, and 
Destroyers & Frigates and Perth/Sydney/Supply sat on the bottom of the table with 
eight losses and one win each.  At this time the EAA Navy squad for the inter-Service 
competition was announced with representatives from Albatross, Nirimba, Watson, 
Rushcutter, Kuttabul, Sydney, Melbourne, Stalwart, Penguin and Queenborough 
ensuring plenty of vocal support.  The side was to be captained by veteran SBLT 
Artie Wyatt and coached by former Navy player Bill Coleman, in the absence of 
Sparrow Dowse. 
 
EAA announced that CPO (UC) Alan McLean would replace CCY Roger Gayden 
(HMAS Duchess) as a selector, due to shipboard commitments.  

Victoria‘s inter-Service results arrived before the NSW games, with Navy successful 
by 9-6 over Army at Point Cook in early July, and they then went on to beat RAAF 8-
6, scoring two tries to one.  Then in the NSW competition, Army opened strongly with 
a 17-6 win over Navy and they followed this up with a 17-0 victory over RAAF to 
regain the trophy.  Navy then defeated RAAF 12-3.  Coach Coleman must have been 
somewhat disappointed to see his original squad of 50 dwindle down to just 20 due 
to withdrawals, and then see his Navy side unable to cross the line in either game. 

The strength of Kiwi rugby was once again demonstrated on July 14 when the RAN, 
represented by sailors from Supply, Vampire, Duchess, Derwent and Yarra, took on 
the RNZN, represented by sailors from HMNZS Philomel for the Lou Smith Cup.  The 
challengers, from New Zealand, were successful with an almost flawless display, to 
the tune of 76-0, with a half time score of 28-0.   

The ASRU side with three Navy reps, TV Williams, Don Grant and Ian Rigby went 
down to the City of Sydney side 21-11 in the ―Dasher‖ Wheatley Trophy game at 
Chatswood Oval on August 7.  70-yard try to Sydney league star, Bobby Fulton, 
which was converted by his league colleague, Keith Outten, saw Services in the lead 
just after half time.  The Services‘ side then went to Brisbane, where they beat 
Queensland 17-8.  Then on to Canberra, for their final game against the Minister of 
the Interior‘s XV, which resulted in a 12-all draw.  Of note, is the fact that the two 
―leaguees‖ in the Services‘ side, National Servicemen, Bobby Fulton and Keith 
Outten, between them scored 29 of the points Services chalked up in their four 
games. 
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The semi finals of the Dempster Cup saw Albatross easily win the major semi over 
Watson/Rushcutter 16-3, and Nirimba defeat Kuttabul/Melbourne in the minor semi 
6-3.  Nirimba then defeated Watson/Rushcutter in the final to face HMAS Albatross 
going for its fifth consecutive win in the grand final.  A hard fought game saw a half-
time score of 3-all, and its stayed this way until midway in the second half, when 
Albatross, through a try by outside centre, Hill, went to an 8-3 lead, which they kept 
to the end. 

Exercises form a major part of the ongoing skill development in all Naval forces, joint 
exercises even more so.  Thus the exercise ―Coral Sands‖ conducted in Australian in 
September was no exception.84  The fleet involved included 26 ships from the RAN, 
25 from the Royal Navy, 2 destroyer escorts from the New Zealand Navy and an 
American submarine, as well as 2500 Royal Marines and 900 members of the British 
Gurkas.  Fortunately, the major part of the sporting season was over, so the impact 
was not so heavy!! 

The annual Navy v NSW Police game suffered from the same malaise as other major 
games during the year, when key players did not arrive for the game or give any 
notice of their likely absence (only 8 of the original 20 selected were available), and 
Navy selectors had to field a number of players who had turned up as spectators.  
They did, however, do a great job as Navy defeated NSW Police for the McKeiran 
Cup 20-11. 

1969  

HMAS Vendetta was deployed to Vietnam September 1969 to April 1970.  She 
relieved HMAS Brisbane, and became the first all Australian-built warship to go to 
war in Vietnam, and also the first Daring Class Destroyer to be engaged in the role 
for which they were primarily built – Naval Gunfire Support.  During her deployment 
on the Gun Line she fired 13,295 shells at 1,750 targets.  She was relieved in March 
1970 by the American-built guided-missile destroyer HMAS Hobart85. 

The Navy rugby season started in February with the Western Suburbs Rugby Club 
once again inviting any interested players to start training with them.  Also in this 
month came the news that Wally Rothwell was back on the playing field, this time 
with the Washington Rugby Club in the US capital.  Also with the same club was 
LCDR John Foster, filing a coaching role. 

The annual meeting of the EAA Rugby Union saw Captain Craft re-elected as 
chairman and Leut ―Chic‖ Henderson return as secretary after his stint of duty in 
Vietnam.  The Dempster Cup competition for 1969 would have nine or ten entries.  
The nine confirmed sides were Albatross, Nirimba, Kuttabul, Penguin, Perth/Hobart, 
Destroyers & Frigates, Stalwart, Watson and Platypus/Waterhen/Kimbla.   A tenth 
side, representing Big Ships, would depend on the operating program of Melbourne, 
Sydney and Supply.  The committee expressed their thanks to the Services Referees 
Association for their provision of the officials for the Dempster Cup and inter-service 
competitions.  Navy selectors for 1969 were nominated as Leut Alan Morris 
(Penguin), POWTR Salty Eckel (Watson), and CRS Snow Philip (Albatross) and the 
Navy representatives for ASRU would be Captain Vernon Parker as chairman of the 
Management Committee and LCDR Jim Laws as one of the three selectors.  John 
Dowse would be asked to coach the NSW side again in 1969.   The 1969 itinerary for 
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the ASRU side would include Victoria, Queensland University, Queensland, the CIty 
of Sydney and the Minister for the Interior‘s Invitation XV.  The Japanese Maritime 
Defence Force XV was also added to the program. 

March 15 saw the High Commissioner for Pakistan, Mr Aslan Malik present HMAS  
Parramatta captain, Commander P. Rees with the Pakistan Shield for 1968 in 
recognition of the sporting achievement of the ship‘s crew during the year. 

March saw the Navy Rugby Competition on the foreshores of Balmoral Beach with 
250 players from over 16 teams playing 27 matches, a twenty-minute each way 
knockout competition.  The event which was organised by CPO PTI Buck Rogers 
was refereed by eleven Services referees. The winning side Melbourne, who 
defeated Kuttabul 6–5 in the final were presented with the trophy, ―The Mons Cup‖ by 
the donor, Monsignor Lake, Naval Chaplain. 

Having captained a Navy rugby side, Lt Artie Watt showed his sporting versatility 
when he captained the Navy side that won the 1969 EAA inter-Service Cricket 
competition at RAAF Richmond in March.  He was also nominated as the captain of 
the NSW inter-Service team to play the NSW Cricket Association. 

The Australian Services Referees Association which had grown in strength over the 
previous months gained a new honorary secretary, with the arrival on exchange 
service from the UK of Instructor LCDR Lewis, one of the top Royal Navy Rugby 
Referees. 

The April 25 edition of the NSWRU journal Rugby News in an article on Services 
Rugby commented that ―Since the reorganising of Rugby in the three Armed 
Services on a national basis in 1968, the progress made and the assistance given 
the game has been greatly appreciated by the ARU and the Eastern States‘ Unions.   
Servicemen suffer the handicap of not being able to train regularly due to service 
commitments, but when players are brought together into a national team, results are 
most encouraging.  In 1968 the combined Australian Services team pleased against 
the massive All Blacks and the side did well in its interstate fixtures‖.   

Coaching a Naval establishment side is not all beer and skittles as the Penguin 
coach Alan Morris found in April.  His side was short due to service commitments and 
despite all his efforts at kick off he was still a half-back short, so the veteran front 
rower stripped off and took the field.  He not only lasted the whole game, he was 
recognised as the best and fairest player on the ground, and to top it all Penguin beat 
Nirimba 9-6 in their Dempster Cup clash. 

Good news for Navy supporters in May, with the announcement that John ―Sparrow‖ 
Dowse was again available to coach the Navy inter-service side, after missing 1968. 

The Lou Smith Cup was up for competition in late May ‗69 with the RAN side 
featuring in a 6-all draw with the Royal New Zealand Navy, represented by HMNZS 
Otago, the draw meant that the Kiwis retained the trophy.  Starring for the RAN were 
five-eighth ―Vulture‖ Davis and fullback Moynihan, in the backs and Jorgensen in the 
forwards. 

Mid May, saw the Dempster Cup with four rounds completed and Penguin on top 
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with 6 points, followed by Perth/Hobart and Destroyers & Frigates on 5 points and 
four sides on 4 points Albatross, Big Ships, Nirimba and Waterhen/Platypus.  But 
round four saw six players, four from one game being cited for unnecessary rough 
play.  The Judiciary suspended one player for two matches and one for one match, 
the remaining four, two from Albatross and two from Nirimba, escaped with cautions.  

Two stars of Navy Rugby bowed out in June, with Jesse Owens succumbing to his 
leg injuries from the 1968 inter-Service series and taking up coaching and full-back 
Ian Rigby, who had represented Navy and Combined Services for a number of years, 
as well as playing League for NSW Country left the Navy for Brisbane and Souths RL 
Club. 

In June 1969, HMAS Hobart was damaged by aircraft launched missiles off Vietnam 
with the loss of 2 lives.  In June 1969, HMAS Melbourne was involved in a collision 
with the USS Frank E. Evans with the loss of 74 members of the crew of the US ship.  
Just two examples showing that military service has its own set of risks.  The 
Vietnam war was also one in which the RAN was not fighting alongside the RN, but 
this time alonsgside the USN.  In fact the British forces in Malaysia would be reduced 
by half by 1971 and withdrawn completely by 197686. 

The EAA inter-Service series for 1969 proved a disappointment for Navy.  In the first 
match, after trailing RAAF 6-16 with just ten minutes left, Navy fought back to win 25-
16.  The next day, Navy faced Army, with two Parramatta Union first graders in the 
pack and Balmain 1

st
 grade league player, Keith Outten at half back, and were well 

beaten 14-6. This enabled Army to retain the trophy after they beat RAAF 14-12 on 
day three.  Navy again paid tribute to the Rothman‘s National Sports Foundation, 
who once again sponsored John Dowse as the Navy coach. 

The Navy program for 1969 had some interesting program changes to previous 
years, including Navy v Japanese Maritime Defence Forces, Thursday Aug 1 at Reg 
Bartley Oval, Rushcutter's Bay, where the RAN side, coached by the Randwick 
Rugby Club coach, Jeff Sayle, overwhelmed their visitors 57-3. 

The Dempster Cup table as at August saw the 6 results: 
 

 Played Won Drew Lost For Ag Points 

DDG‘s 15 11 1 3 293 96 23 
Albatross 15 11 1 3 248 129 23 
Nirimba* 14 8 1 5 197 115 17 
Watson 15 8 2 5 191 134 18 
Penguin* 14 7 2 5 129 133 16 
Big Ships 15 6 2 7 128 171 14 
Kuttabul 15 6 1 8 162 181 13 
Destroyers & Frigates 15 4 1 10 117 223 9 
Waterhen/Plats 15 4 - 11 90 294 8 
Stalwart 15 3 1 11 82 179 7 
/* match still to play         

The Annual McKerihan Cup match between Navy and NSW Police was staged as a 
curtain raiser to City of Sydney v Australian Services on August 20.  The folly of 
playing this game on the same day as the Services match with five Navy players 
engaged in the Services match was evidenced by the 27-3 score in favour of NSW 
Police.  The Police side included League first graders Ron Raper and Jim Hall and 
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several Union first graders in the pack and Leaguers, Keyes, Creary, in the backs 
along with Birrell and Blackett, Norths and Eastwood Union first graders.  Top 
performers for Navy were Jorgenson and Symes in the forwards and Mullinger and 
Mills in the backs. 

Big game ―jitters‖ encompassed the 1969 Combined Services Rugby team which 
failed to win a game on its interstate tour.  It was apparent that the newcomers to the 
team were not up to standard, but the experience would benefit them and if available 
they should be ready for the tour in 1970.  There was added incentives to make good 
in 1970, as plans were under way for an annual visit between Services‘ teams from 
Australia and New Zealand, and tentative thought was that Australia would visit New 
Zealand in 1970.  The opposition on the interstate tour contained international and 
interstate reps and their knowledge of the game proved too much for the Services‘ 
players. 

The Australian Services tour of the four states began with a difference in 1969.  
Normally the last match of the tour, Services v Minister of the Interior‘s XV was the 
first game of the representative series and in 1969 the Minister‘s side was again 
successful winning by 13-6, each side scoring two tries.   Navy had six players, 
fullback Birch, centre Rainbow, forwards Williams, Symes, Vennard and Noack in the 
squad, and all of them appeared in the Services side somewhere during the tour. 
Then on to Melbourne to play Victoria who were successful 15-8 scoring 2 tries to 
one.  The third game was the first time that Services had played against the 
Combined Australian Universities and the students were too strong, winning 38-3, 
seven tries to two.  Queensland then defeated Services 26-9.  The final game against 
City of Sydney for the Kevin Wheatley VC Memorial Trophy would close the year‘s 
representative fixtures.  Four of Navy‘s representatives were in the Services side for 
this game, Birch, Rainbow, Williams and Noack and Services led until the last two 
minutes when Sydney scored a converted try to win 13-9 at Woollahra Oval on 
August 20. It was the only game in which Services went try-less. 

The Chief Justice of NSW, Sir Leslie Herron, accepted the invitation to become the 
patron of the reformed Barbarian Club.  The announcement was made to a meeting 
at Rugby House to finalise the arrangements for the club.  Captain ―Freddie‖ Stovin-
Bradford RN, a member of the British Barbarians club was elected as the president of 
the newly formed Barbarian Club.  The club proposed to commence games in 1970 
and these might include a game against the Combined Australian Services. 

By mid August, the Dempster Cup was drawing to a close.  With just three rounds to 
play, DDGs were leading with Albatross, both on 23 points, Watson was in third spot 
on 17 points with one game extra to play, and Watson was in fourth on 18 points. 
Three weeks later the combined team from Perth and Hobart, the DDGs, became 
minor premiers in their first season in the competition, losing just 3 and drawing 2 out 
of their eighteen games, scoring 230 points and conceding just 111.   

LCDR Wally Rothwell writing from the USA to the NSRWU journal Rugby News 
provided information about rugby in the Washington area.  He described the decision 
of George Washington University to discontinue intercollegiate football and change to 
rugby union.  One of the reasons for the conversion was the cost $400 as opposed to 
$250,000 that the school had estimated it lost annually with its American version of 
football.  The founder of GWURFC was Professor Tony Coates, an English geology 
professor, who had arrived the day before the decision to change was made.  
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The GWU side won 16 of its 17 matches in 1969, including a 20-11 rout of Yale, 
which has a 38-year tradition of Rugby, on its home field.  The success of GWU was 
largely put down to the successful conversion of three former GWU American football 
stars to the Rugby code.  The American players did not seem to find it hard to adapt 
to the new philosophy of rugby of ―all training and no drinking is bad for your health‖, 
the social aspect of the game is as important as the playing aspect.87   This would 
seem to be supported by Navy footballers as well. 

The Dempster Cup for 1969 went to the DDGs, a combination side from the guided 
missile destroyers HMAS Perth and HMAS Hobart, over the side from the Naval Air 
Station at Nowra, HMAS Albatross, after a great game of football at T.G. Millner Field 
on October 1, by nine points to eight, the losers scoring two tries to nil.  The victors 
coached by Jeff Sayle from Randwick Rugby Club and managed by LCDR Mike 
Rayment, had provided six players for the Navy inter-Services side and three for the 
Australian Combined Services sides.  It had been seventeen years since a team from 
the Fleet, rather than an establishment, had won the trophy.  

The October 30, 1969, edition of Rugby News highlighted the discussions said to be 
going on in Navy circles regarding the possibility of Navy fielding a team each week 
in the Sydney Second Division competition.  It was suggested that it might be a pipe 
dream, but the idea was thought to have possibilities as the influence of Rugby in the 
Sydney metropolitan area widened.   It was commented that rugby was widely played 
in the RAN and each week during the football season hundreds clamoured for a 
game.  Some are able to join weekend clubs, others, living in establishments, field 
teams in outer area competitions and with success too.  The comment was made 
that visits by Navy teams to country areas were always popular and no player who 
heard of the trip to Cobar wanted to be excluded.  The visit by a Navy side during the 
Cobar celebrations this year was a great success and they wanted to go back. 

October 1969 also saw the retirement of Captain Ron Sharp, after 34 years service in 
the RAN.  A Supply Officer who had filled many roles in the Administration side of 
Navy, including that of ADC to the Governor General, Captain Sharp was for several 
years the Secretary and President of the East Australia Rugby Union, and Chairman 
of the Management Committee of Navy News.  

The Storrie Cup, which played tribute to Lieut Commander Bill Storrie who had given 
a lifetime of service to Rugby, saw teams from the Sydney and Melbourne areas 
meet at the T.G Millner Field, Eastwood on October 4.  It was a fine game, which 
reflected the standards of the players and the hospitality of the Eastwood Club, for 
which navy has a high regard, was in the traditions of Rugby hospitality.   

At the ASRU annual meeting in Canberra in December, Major General A.L. 
MacDonald was elected as president, Rear Admiral R. I. Peek and Air Vice Marshall 
B.A. Eaton as Vice Presidents, with Captain VA Parker and LCDR MG Laws elected 
as the Navy reps to the Management Committee, Lieut ―Artie‖ Wyatt was appointed 
as NSW Liaison Officer.  The committee was informed of the successful programs of 
the 1968 and 69 UK Combined Services teams who had defeated Services sides 
from France, Italy, and Czechoslovakia in ‘68 and did well against the Springboks in 
1969.  The Australian Combined Services did not have such an ambitious program, 
but the tentative program for 1970 included the following fixtures88: 
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North Queensland in Townsville. 
Queensland in Brisbane 
Sydney in Sydney 
Australian Universities (venue to be organised) 
Victoria in Melbourne 
South Australia in Adelaide 
Minister of the Interior‘s XV in Canberra 

The 1970’s 

1970 

Navy conducted its first course for Rugby Union Referees in February 1970; all 
previous courses had been run by Army or the NSWRU.   

The welcome for Navy players at the Western Suburbs Rugby Club was increased in 
1970 as former Navy veteran player and scribe ―Salty‖ Eckel was appointed as coach 
for the Club‘s Reserve Grade side, and he was hopeful that a healthy number of 
Navy players would ―make the grade‖ at West‘s in 1970 and future years.  He 
mentioned a number of former Navy players who had played at West‘s, including Bill 
Backhus, Don Shirdon, TV Williams, Ambrose Palmer, Allan Robinson, Jesse Owens 
and Ken Johnston.  He later added that the numbers had increased to seven and 
included, Bruce Pollock, Barry Conroy, Wally Walkom, Bob Birch, Max Crowther, 
Stumpy Eades and Graham Kong.  His column also included news from Tarangau, 
where former Navy great, Brian Dall was coaching the rugby team.  The coaching 
obviously worked as the local sides 1st and 2nd XVs, made up mostly of PNG players, 
defeated teams from both HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Derwent.  The 1st XV 
defeated Melbourne 18-6 and the 2nd‘s 18-9, no scores were given for the Derwent 
games.89 

In February 1970, another former Navy rugby player reached the higher ranks of the 
civilian Rugby Union structure when Mr Ron Hopkins was elected Secretary of the 
Queensland Rugby Union.  Mr Hopkins had played for Combined Services and was a 
member of the first premiership side of HMAS Cerberus. In March 1970, the 
Australian Services Referees Association was able to report that it was now the 
second strongest referees association in Australia, with 113 members able to referee 
Service matches and in most cases they are also qualified to handle civilian games 
as well. 

February saw the annual meeting of the EAA Rugby Union with Commodore 
MacDonald elected as President and PO QMG Shaw as Secretary with CPO WTR 
Bluey Guild, LCDR Ken Lewis and CPO PT Buck Rogers as Selectors.  The 
Dempster competition for 1970 would have eleven competitors being: Watson, 
Albatross, Kuttabul, Destroyers/Frigates, DDGs, Nirimba, Penguin, Stalwart, 
Melbourne/Sydney, Waterhen/Platypus, Supply/Moresby.  It was decided that the 
Dempster Cup in ‘70 would follow the Knockout Competition for the Mons Cup and 
the Mons Plate (for the team that wins the losing division). 

Services Rugby in Victoria was thriving in 1970, despite the fact that Navy had 
withdrawn from the VRU first division in 1969.  This was as a result of the increase in 
the strength of the teams in the competition, Army had already withdrawn in 1968. 
Navy Rugby reviewing the frequent postings and leave requirements realised that it 
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would be better off concentrating in the lower grades, and this was aided by a 
restructuring of the lower grades in the VRU. Commodore Partington, who had only 
recently arrived from the UK, was the president of the Navy Rugby Union at 
Cerberus, with Lt Andy Marshall as secretary and team managers CPO Don Graham, 
ERA Morley, PSV Ray Toothill, and LEM Patrick Farrell, with Father Geoff Mayne 
one of the coaches.  The Victorians had welcomed Combined Services player Kerry 
Jorgenson, but expected to see little of him in Navy colours, as he was playing for the 
Melbourne Club.  His early form was encouraging, as he had been selected in a 
Victorian State side to play a President‘s XV.  Cerberus had also entered a team in 
the Victorian Rugby League competition and won its first game 25-5 against the 
Australian Ceylonese Rugby League Club. 

April 1970 saw the Eastwood Club in Sydney as the venue for an international Navy 
Rugby Carnival with teams from RAN ships and establishments, the Royal Navy, the 
New Zealand Navy, the French Navy as well as an invitation side from the Australian 
Army competing for the Captain Cook Bicentenary knockout Trophy.  Success went 
to the visiting British ship HMS Blake, who although they had to rely on the toss of a 
coin after a 5-all draw with Nirimba early in the series, defeated a very strong Army 
side in their semi final and HMAS Albatross 8-5 in the final.  Albatross had beaten the 
French 12-3, HMNZS Endeavour 16-0, and HMAS Vampire 8-3 on their way to the 
final.  The crew from Blake had to rush back to their ship immediately after the game 
and they arrived only minutes before she sailed to the Far East. 

The Mons Cup for 1970 went to the HMAS Nirimba 1
st
 XV, in the annual knockout 

competition at Balmoral.  Nirimba started with a 14-5 win over Albatross which saw 
the Albatross half, James, and the Nirimba centre, Davis sent off for fighting, a first 
for both players.  The day, which involved some 150 players plus international 
referee Dr Roger Vanderfield officiating, was rated as a great success.  The Nirimba 
1st XV beat their own 2nd XV in the semi-final before defeating Penguin in a closely 
fought final 8-0.  The event gave a number of contenders for both Navy and 
Combined Services rep sides an opportunity to display their skills before the 
selectors.  Those to enhance their chances included Mullinger, Davis and O‘Brien 
from Nirimba, Noel Williams (Penguin), Brian Vennard (Waterhen), Ken McMiles 
(Watson), Ian Murray, Clarry Brown and Bob Salmon (Albatross).90  

The Lou Smith Cup returned to Sydney in May 1970 when the RAN team defeated 
HMNZS Lachlan 21-8, having been 8-6 down at half time.  In the first half, the Kiwis 
dominated possession and the RAN squandered what ball it did get.  A change of 
hooker and a tightening-up of the forward play in the second half saw the RAN score 
15 points to the Kiwis nil giving a well deserved win to the RAN.   

After seven rounds of the Dempster Cup (8 for Nirimba and Destroyers/Frigates) 
HMAS Nirimba headed the table on 14 points followed by Albatross and 
Waterhen/Platypus on 12 with Penguin in fourth spot on 9 points. Nirimba has faced 
just one defeat and that was 11-3 at the hands of Albatross on May 27 in a hard 
fought tussle at Nowra. 

The battle between NSW Police and Navy continued at Nowra in May, when the 
Police team (including a number of league stars) after trailing HMAS Albatross 13-3 
with just ten minutes to go, scored three tries to run out victorious by 13–14.  For 
Albatross, James, Watkins, Gillian and Nobel performed well, as did Turski, Reid 
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Foord, Creary and Leary for Police.  The Naval Air Station was the location of 
another memorable occasion when two teams of lady sailors, one representing S&S 
and the others Communications played a game of rugby before a crowd 
conservatively estimated at well over 600.  The game was a scoreless draw and 
provided some entertaining football, as the Navy News correspondent commented 
―the whole ship‘s company got behind the idea which helped build good fellowship 
and esprit-de -corps"   

Aged 25 and a Veteran??  This was used to describe the Navy inter-Service halfback 
from 1963 to 1967 in a Navy News article in July 1970.  LSAV John ―Jessie‖ James 
found himself moved from half-back to break away for the Albatross side, as the 
Albatross selectors found themselves with a wealth of talent in the half back position.  
James had already played five Dempster Cup games in his new position and had 
notched up five tries.  The forecast was he would make the Combined Services side 
in his new role. 

With just four rounds to play (five for some teams, due to postponements), Penguin 
had leapt to the top of the Dempster Cup table near the end of July, followed by 
Nirimba one point behind, Albatross a further point away and Kuttabul three points 
away on 18.  Penguin had got themselves into the lead as a result of recent defeats 
of Albatross and Nirimba. 

The inter-Service meeting of the Navy‘s EAA Rugby committee was a poorly 
attended affair, with only three ships and four establishments being represented.  
One of the major appointments that was required was that of coach for the Navy 
squad.  Three nominations had been received (1) Jeff Sayle from the Randwick 
Rugby Club, (2) LCDR Rothwell, assisted by LEUT Wyatt and (3) CPO Willoughby- 
Graham (HMAS Watson).  After the meeting, Mr Sayle having confirmed his 
availability, was appointed coach. CPO Willoughby-Graham was appointed manager 
of the squad.  LCDR Lewis confirmed that the annual Navy V NSW Police game 
would be played as a curtain raiser to the Combined Services V City of Sydney 
game. 

ASRU, with sponsorship from the Rothman‘s Sports Foundation, announced in 
August that ex World War II Army man, Jack Hovey, would coach the 1970 
Combined Services side.  Hovey a former Randwick player, coached the Randwick 
1st XV to Sydney premierships in 1965, 66 and 67, and also coached Sydney in a win 
against Ireland and to the Wallaby Trophy in 1969. 

Navy full back, ERA Bob Birch (HMAS Brisbane) was the hero of the Navy side in the 
1970 EAA inter-Service Rugby series, kicking all of Navy‘s points in both matches.  In 
the game against RAAF, Birch kicked four penalties to give Navy a 12-5 win and 
against Army he provided the three penalty goals for Navy‘s 9-6 win.  Birch, who also 
played first grade Union with West‘s, had been out of the game for a few weeks with 
a broken arm, only had the plaster removed a few days before the tournament.  
Players to stand out for Navy were half, Spencer, Hilleary, Williams and Robinson.  
Navy was coached once again by Randwick Coach Jeff Sayle, thanks to sponsorship 
by the Rothman‘s Sports Foundation. 

Six Navy players were selected in the 1970 Combined Services squad, Birch, 
Spencer, Robinson, Mills, Keeling and Roser.  The opening game of the tour, in 
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Brisbane went to Queensland 11-40.  In the next game, against City of Sydney, the 
Services team defeated the Sydney side that included five players who would earn 
Wallaby caps, also including Jeff Sayle and future ARU president Peter Crittle, by 8 
points to 6 at T.G. Millner Field on 19 August.  Robinson and Birch made a significant 
contribution to the win by virtue of their intense tackling effort.  The Australian 
Universities side beat the Services 24-17 and then it was on to Adelaide, where 
South Australia were successful by just three points at 6-3.  In Melbourne, the 
Victorian XV were down 11-9 with less than ten minutes to go, when a loose ball on 
the Services line gave the State side a try-scoring opportunity which they took and 
converted to give them victory by 16 points to 9.  On to the nation‘s capital, where the 
Services found success again, this time defeating the Minister‘s XV 19-17.  They 
finished a most successful tour at RMC Duntroon where they drew 14 all with the 
touring New Zealand Services and Police side. 

The Victorian inter-Service series ended in a three way draw in 1970 with Navy 
defeating Army 11-9, Army defeating RAAF, and RAAF defeating Navy 8-5.  

Navy finished their NSW rep season with the annual game against the NSW Police 
for the McKerihan Cup.  The 1970 Police side had a polished backline of Manly RL 
fullback Keith Blackett, League internationals Johnny Greaves and Brian Moore, 
Parramatta RL utility back Joe Turski and Newtown‘s Bobby Keyes, and they made a 
significant contribution to the Police winning margin of 28-19, after Navy had led 19-
18.  

The final four of the 1970 Dempster Cup were decided by the August 26 round, with 
Penguin taking out the minor premiership on 29 points with Albatross (28), Kuttabul 
(26) and Nirimba (24) making up the four. Penguin coach Alan Morris was hoping for 
a Penguin triumph, which would be their first since 1953. The odds of achieving this 
were extended somewhat when Penguin went down to Albatross in the first semi 
final, and in the second semi final Kuttabul disposed of Nirimba 22-8.  In the Final, 
Kuttabul 22 points, with tries to Wilding 2, Rothwell and Wilson with Wyatt providing 2 
goals and 2 penalties, defeated Penguin 9 points, coming from Jorgenson a try and 2 
penalties.  In a curtain raiser to the Cup Final, the Storrie Cup went to Nirimba U20s 
after a 15-9 win over Fleet U20s. 

On August 28 an RAN side defeated HMNZS Waikato 12-6 at Rushcutter for the Lou 
Smith Cup.  

The Grand Final of the Dempster Cup, at T.G Millner Field at Eastwood in Sydney, 
on Sept 16, was played as a curtain raiser to the New Zealand Services v Australian 
Barbarian‘s game.  The boot of veteran Artie Wyatt and his 17 points carried Kuttabul 
to their first Dempster Cup since 1950, when they defeated Albatross 26-12.   Wyatt 
contributed with a try, paved the way for another try, kicked three penalty goals, a 
conversion and a field goal.  Albatross‘ points came from four penalty goals from 
Bluey Guild. 

With the professional players in 2004 complaining of the number of games they have 
to play, it is interesting to compare their current workload with that of LWTR Alan 
Robinson in 1970.  In a Navy News article in October that year, he reported his 
schedule for 1970 as 20 Dempster Cup games for HMAS Kuttabul, 2 Mons Cup 
games, 3 inter-Service games, including 1 trial match, 1 Lou Smith Cup match 
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against RNZN, 9 Australian Combined Services games, including 2 trials and 22 
Western Suburbs Rugby Union games (first and reserve grade).  He also was a long 
distance runner in the inter-Services athletics competition. 

1971 

In March 1971, HMAS Cerberus announced it‘s new sporting office bearers and in 
rugby, LCDR Mike Dowsett replaced CMDR Partington as Club President, LEUT 
Buzz Beasley replaced LEUT Andy Marshall as Secretary/Treasurer and LEUT Rod 
Williams joined the management committee.  The Club was pleased to announce 
that they had not lost the valuable services of CMDR Partington as he was remaining 
on the base.  LCDR Dowsett was not only involved with rugby, but swam as a 
member of the Navy‘s Victorian water polo team.   

The Eastern Australian Area Rugby Committee also announced its new structure 
with CAPT L.J. McInerney remaining as president, PO QMG Clarrie Shaw remaining 
as Secretary, and as Selectors: CPO WTR ―Bluey‖ Guild, CPO Willoughby-Graham, 
CY ―Timber‖ Mills, LS Mitchell.  It also announced that the Dempster Cup would start 
on March 9 with eleven teams, Kuttabul (1970 premiers), Albatross (1970 runners-
up), Nirimba, Penguin (semi-finalists), Watson, Destroyers/Frigates, Platypus/ 
Waterhen, DDGs, Stalwart, Melbourne/Sydney/Supply/Survey Ships, and Supply.  
Nirimba also announced that it had a B side available to play the side drawn with the 
bye each week, if required.  The Mons Cup would be held on April 7 at Balmoral.  

But not all announcements at the beginning of the year were as positive, as both 
Navy News and Rugby News announced that as a result of a request from the 
Government that Services Departments to reduce their costs severely to help the 
economy, ASRU had decided that it would not be touring to South Australia and 
Victoria in 1971.  Its program would now be: July 4 v ACT at Duntroon, August 7 v 
Sydney as Curtain Raiser to third test Australia V South Africa at SCG, August 11 v 
Queensland at Ballymore and August 15 v Australian Universities at Ballymore.  The 
ASRU Management Committee stating that movement expenses would be met from 
in-service funds made available to ASRU, except when movements could be 
arranged on scheduled RAAF aircraft.  The ASRU executive for 1971 comprised the 
Presiding Board: AVM B.A. Eaton (chairman), RADM H.D. Stevenson, MAJGEN D. 
Vincent, Management Committee: CAPT R.G. Craft, LCDR V.R. Littlewood (RAN), 
COL J.D. Stevenson, MAJ J.M.C. Davis (Army), WgCmdr J.R. Caldwell, FltLt T.J. 
Donovan (RAAF), Maj R.F. Sutton, coach.  State representatives from each of the 
services were also appointed for Queensland, NSW, Victoria and South Australia, 
and a number of civilian personnel had been approached to assist ASRU as advisers 
to the Selection Committee.  

The 1971 Mons Cup saw twelve teams competing in a competition comprising 19 
matches each of 30 minutes (15 minutes each way) at Balmoral Oval on April 7.  The 
Cup went to Penguin who beat Kuttabul 10-9 in a fiercely contested final, with the 
Mons Plate going to Nirimba A in an 8-6 defeat of Albatross. 

Down in Victoria, in the State 7‘s contest, the Navy side were beaten 11-0 by the 
Power House 1st team, who went on to the semi-finals. 

Back in Sydney in mid May, after four rounds Nirimba were on top of the Dempster 
Cup table with 8 points, followed by DDGs and Penguin on 6, and Supply, Kuttabul, 
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Albatross and Stalwart all on 4 points.  As part of a lead up to the inter-Service 
tournament, a Navy side, coached by Bluey Guild, had a game against a Combined 
NSW Country XV on May 6, going down to the visitors 19-8.  Army also went down to 
Country 2nd XV by 30-0 and the Country 2nd XV went on to beat Sydney 2nd XV 19-3.  

A posting to Far North Queensland did not stop four Navy players being selected for 
a rep side, as LEUT Arthur Wyatt, ME Trevor Hatch, EMC Bruce Rogers and LME 
David Williams, all from the patrol boat HMAS Barricade found on June 7, when they 
were all selected to play for Far North Queensland in QRU fixtures that month.  

A trial game between Navy and Army at Victoria Barracks on June 16, saw seven 
Navy players selected for the ASRU team.  Against a side that had already played a 
number of trial games, Navy coach, Jeff Sayle, saw his side on the morning of the 
game and he inspired them to a 16-6 victory.  The Navy players selected for the 
ASRU side were, ERA John Hogben, A2 Ian Larsen, LEUT Chris Cleveland, ERA 
Norm Noack, PO John Platten, ERA John Cunningham and LWTR Alan Robinson. 

Whilst Services players, can under the Services Dispensation, play amateur rugby 
league as well as rugby union, but there were traps for those union players who 
moved to league and wished to change clubs.  The NSW Rugby League introduced a 
―conversion fee‖ on Union players wishing to play League.  The fee was based upon 
the highest grade of union the player had reached and were $6,000 for an 
international, $5,000 for an interstate player, $4,000 for a first grader and $2,000 for 
a second grader.  The fee was payable to the NSW Rugby League, not Union who 
had developed the player, and was reported to be used for junior player 
development.  The justification was that it would give local RL juniors a better chance 
to make grade sides and restrict the movement of Union players to League once they 
had made their name in Union.91   

The annual Navy v NSW Police game gave Navy supporters something to really 
cheer about for a change when Navy defeated a Police side containing eight League 
first graders.  The 14-0 victory (3 tries I goal, 1 penalty to nil) was highlighted by an 
excellent performance by Navy halves Steve Keeling and Glover.  This was all the 
more impressive as the Police side a few weeks earlier had beaten HMAS Albatross 
at Nowra 16-11. 

The Combined Services commenced their 1971-year with an 11-14 defeat by the 
ACT side at Duntroon with skipper and Navy rep, Cleveland, putting in an 
outstanding performance. 

The Lou Smith Rugby Trophy was again up for challenge in Sydney as a result of a 
visit by HMNZS Waikato to Sydney.  In a game refereed by Randwick and Navy 
coach, Jeff Sayle, the Fleet side defeated the Kiwis 8-5 to return the trophy to 
Australia. 

The Western Australian inter-Service Rugby competition was played at Swanbourne 
in July ‘71 and Navy defeated a strong RAAF side 15-6 and then a week later hold 
the Army side to a 15-all draw in a hard fought final.  The Victorian competition saw 
Army take out the title with decisive wins over RAAF and Navy.  Navy were defeated 
14-8 by Army and then went down 17-9 to RAAF.  Later in August the Victorian State 
side defeated a Victorian Combined services side by just one point.  
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At the end of July the Dempster Cup table stood as follows: 

 Played Won Drew Lost For Ag Points 

DDG‘s 12 9 1 2 189 111 19 
Nirimba* 13 9 1 3 192 121 19 
Stalwart 13 9 1 3 148 115 19 
Albatross 12 9 - 3 285 113 18 
Penguin* 13 9 - 4 174 90 18 
Supply 11 6 - 5 140 118 12 
Watson 13 3 1 1 101 168 7 
Destroyers & Frigates 12 2 2 2 67 94 6 
Kuttabul 12 3 - 9 132 197 6 
Melb/Syd/Supply 12 3 - 9 75 194 6 
Waterhen/Plats 12 2 - 10 58 247 3 

August 1971 saw Royal Navy ships visiting Sydney and an extensive sporting 
program was put together by EAA Command.  The Rugby program saw HMAS 
Albatross defeat HMS Eagle 11-9, Waterhen/Platypus defeat HMS Danae 31-12, 
Nirimba defeat HMS Glamorgan 11-0, RAN (Fleet) defeat HMS Achilles/Jaguar 5-3 
and an RAN side defeated a combined RN side 20-0.  A Nirimba Colts XV defeated 
HMS Eagle Colts 8-0. 

Sydney Rugby Union defeated the Australian Combined Services side 31-6 at 
Victoria Barracks on 8 August. 

As the Dempster Cup moved close to the final stages in August, five teams were 
locked together in the battle for the final four, Albatross (24), Penguin (24), Nirimba 
(23), DDGs and Stalwart on 19 points.  The Penguin coach, Navy veteran Brian 
―Badger‖ Doyle and Alan Morris as the Albatross coach were confident that the form 
of their sides would see them meet in the major semi-final. 

The Australian Rugby Union gave the 43 prospective Wallaby tourists an extra 
opportunity to show their wares, when at short notice they scheduled a special trial 
game against a combined Navy-Army side at Victoria Barracks on Sept 18.  The 
game was scheduled to start at 10:00 to allow League enthusiasts to get to their 
Grand Final at the SCG.  The nominated Navy players were, NAMAE Richards, AA2 
Larsen, LASE Hillary, POUW Willis (Albatross), LME Glover (Nirimba), ABUW 
Williams, LSCD Graham (Penguin), LWTR Robinson (Kuttabul), ERA Williams 
(Stalwart), LEUT Hill (Creswell), ERA Cunningham (Perth), ERA Noack (Hobart), 
ERA Hogben, ERA Birch, SAAC Keeling (Melbourne), LSPT Nankervis, ME Bush 
(Sydney).  The team played in Navy outfits, as Army had forgotten to supply any.  
The Combined Services side led 9-3 at half-time and were leading 11-9 with just a 
few minutes to go.  The training squad kicked a penalty goal and then scored a 
converted try in the last minutes to get home 17-11.  Two of the Navy players, ERA 
John Hogben and ERA Bob Birch, had driven up over night from Melbourne in order 
to take part in the trial.  Immediately the game was over, Bob Birch rushed to the 
Northern Suburbs to play with the Navy Hockey team in a premiership winning game, 
and Hogben rushed down to Wollongong to play for the Rugby Vikings team in a 
losing grand final. 

HMAS Cerberus took out the lower grade 1971 Victorian RU premiership by beating 
Brothers 16-8 in the Grand Final, thanks to tries by Hambour, Bob Ashmore, and 
Alan Videan.  As a result of this win, Cerberus were promoted to 1st Grade, 2nd 
Division, where they were to be coached by Bryan Hay, a former RN and British 
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Combined Services star prop forward. 

The Dempster Cup Grand Final, played at Randwick on October 15, saw Albatross 
winning the toss and electing to play into a strong breeze against Penguin.  The 
Penguin pack immediately set about dominating their opposition and they 
succeeded, going into half time with a 3-3 score line.  In the first twenty minutes of 
the second half, Penguin scored two more tries to lead 9-3.  The Albatross pack 
seemed to pick up and start to win some clean ball from set pieces.  One of these 
enabled the Navy skipper, Larsen, throw a long cut-out pass to winger Hunter, who 
went over in the corner for a try converted by Teddy Richards. Penguin now led 9-8.  
A few minutes later a try to Bryant and a Richards conversion saw Albatross take the 
lead 13-9.  To cap it off, just before full-time, Larsen scored between the posts and 
Richards made the final score 21-9 to the Birdies. 

In November 1971, the Anglo Malayan Defence Agreement that had maintained the 
large Military presence in the Far East since 1945 was terminated by Britain.  In its 
stead the governments of Malaysia, Singapore, Britain, New Zealand and Australia 
established the Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPL).  This agreement provided 
for consultation between the parties in the event of any external threat to Malaysia 
and Singapore.  The Far East Strategic Reserve was replaced by ANZUK, a force 
made up of a modest force from Britain and contributions from Australia and New 
Zealand.  The contribution from the RAN was to include one ship permanently on 
station in Singapore, a submarine on rotation in cooperation with the Royal Navy and 
the occasional visit of a Task Force, the first ship on station was HMAS Swan, along 
with HMNZS Otago.  The first ANZUK Force Commander, Rear Admiral D.C. Wells, 
RAN, took up his appointment in November 1971.92  The ANZUK Force was 
presented with a trophy for the Rugby Tournament in Singapore by Gamlen 
(Australia) Chemical Company.  The first ship to win the trophy was HMAS Swan 
when it defeated HMS Danae at Woodlands ANZUK base, formerly HMS Terror. 

The donor of the Mons Cup, the Right Reverend Monsignor Grantly Sebastian Lake, 
OBE, retired from the Navy after 22 years as a Navy Chaplain, in November 1971.  
Born in Sydney in 1914, he spent his early years in Darwin and then Beaudesert in 
Southern Queensland, and was educated at in 1943 and served with the 20th Brigade 
of the Ninth Division in the Middle East, New Guinea and Borneo.  He became a 
Navy Chaplain in 1949 and served on HMAS Sydney, Melbourne, Vengeance and 
Australia.  He was awarded an OBE in 1966 for service to the men of the RAN, and a 
Royal Humane Society Medal in 1951 for a surf rescue at Mermaid Beach in 
Queensland.  Before he was appointed a Monsignor, his nickname in the Navy was 
―The Bish‖, after his appointment it became simply ―Mons‖.  A man who made his 
mark on the Navy and would be missed by many.  

The North Australia Area inter-Service sports carnival in Darwin saw Navy/Army 
defeat RAAF (Army and Navy combine, because the RAAF had the largest Service 
representation by far in the Territory).  The rugby component was Rugby League and 
in a game played under lights at Richardson Oval and despite being down 13-5 at 
half time the Army/Navy side recovered to beat the RAAF 34-13. 

1972 

The annual council meeting of ASRU elected CAPT Britten, OBE RAN as chairman 
(replacing CAPT Craft) and CMDR Rayment as secretary (replacing LCDR 
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Littlewood).  The meeting was advised by the ARU that an invitation had been 
received from New Zealand for an Australia Services team to visit New Zealand in 
1972.  This would be in addition to the Australia program which was to include ACT, 
Sydney, Victoria, Australian Universities, Southern Queensland and Queensland.  
The selectors for the year were named as LtCol Van Gelder, WngCmdr Caldwell, or 
FltLt Pearce and LEUT Arthur Wyatt, the team manager would be CMDR Rayment 
and the coach LtCol Ian Mackay (former Randwick star fullback). 

The Navy's EAA inter-Service coach obviously enjoyed his coaching roles with 
Service‘s side.  Having coached DDGs to victory in the 1969 Dempster Cup, he 
volunteered his services to HMAS Kuttabul for 1972 and was snapped up 
immediately. 

The Rugby News of February 1972 contained an article showing that the Royal Navy 
had played a part in establishing rugby in other parts of the world, in addition to 
Australia.  The article addressed the formation of the game in Jamaica, where Army 
civilian and Navy sides had been playing the game there since the 1920‘s, although 
organised rugby did not really start until the 1960‘s it was felt that in the ‗70‘s it was 
still somewhat more of a social occasion.93  The following edition continued in 
somewhat the same vein, but this time centred on Malaysia, when it reported the final 
of the Malaya Cup in Kuala Lumpur, on Jan 8 1972, when the Malaysian Combined 
Services beat Selangor 9-3. 

Rugby had started in Malaya back in 1920 when the British Battleship HMS Malaya 
was stationed in Far Eastern waters.  The crew of the battleship presented a trophy 
for annual competition between teams from Malaya and Singapore.  The first 
competition was in 1920/21 when Selangor beat Singapore 5-3.  Each year thereafter 
and up to World War II, the Malaya Cup had been contested by an increasing 
number of teams (except for 1923/24 when the finals could not be played due to the 
weather).  When war broke out and the Japanese overran Malaya and Singapore, 
the Malaya Cup had disappeared and was given up as a casualty of war.   After the 
war the competition was revived, but without the historic trophy.  Then one day it was 
discovered, by mere chance buried in the ground.  An unknown Rugbyite had hidden 
it from the invaders.  Today the original cup, slightly battered, is kept in the National 
Museum and brought out only for the final.  In the 42 years (up to 1972) the cup has 
been won on 14 occasions by teams representing the British Armed Services in 
Singapore and Malaya (or Malaysia as it is now known), on 9 occasions by Selangor 
and on 6 occasions by Singapore and Perak.  1971/72 was the first finals win for the 
Malaysian Armed Services, who had been beaten in the 1967/68 final by Singapore 
Joint Services 33-0.94  

March 1972 saw HMS Sydney make her last trip to Vung Tau. 

In March 1972, the Sydney Metropolitan Sub-district Rugby Union graded a Navy 
side into its McLean Cup weekend competition in the Southern Division.  This would 
pitch the side against Smithfield, South Carlton, Scots Old Boys, Blue Mountains and 
Coogee Juniors twice during the season and also once against the sides in the 
Northern Division, Barker Old Boys, Eastwood, St Ives, Beecroft-Pennant Hills, St 
Leo‘s Old Boys and Westmead.  The Navy side would wear blue and yellow hoops 
and a destroyer emblem.  The biggest problem with Navy Rugby and the Sydney 
Metropolitan Sub–district competitions were that most of the Cups that the MSDRU 
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arranged its games around were for 4-team club, some for 2 team clubs and a 
minority for one teams clubs, such as the Navy side was.  The McLean Cup was a 
prime example, this was for the 1st grade of the 3rd Division, and had been donated 
by Ron McLean of the Petersham Club, and who had played under 21 for NSW prior 
to the war.  Over the following years the number of clubs in the MSDRU would rise 
and fall, some clubs would add teams, some would lose teams, thus the structure of 
the competitions would change, and so the Division and Cup in which the Navy side 
would play tended to change year by year.  

The annual meeting of the EAA Rugby Union was held on March 6, ‘72, and elected 
CAPT L.J. McInerney as President, POPT Gary Angel as secretary, with the inter-
Service selectors to be LCDR Alan Morris, POWTR Alan ―Salty‖ Eckel and CPOCK 
Brian Cross.  CAPT McInerney was also elected as President of the Australian 
Services Referees Association, at their annual meeting.   Due to planned ship‘s 
movements, only three teams from the Fleet were included in the Dempster Cup for 
1972.  This gave the line-up for the competition as BIG SHIPS (Melbourne, Sydney, 
Supply, Moresby and Kimbla), ESCORTS (Stalwart, all Destroyer Escorts, Swan, 
Yarra, Derwent, Parramatta, Stuart) and DESTROYERS (Vampire, Vendetta, Perth, 
Hobart, Brisbane, Anzac and Duchess), Albatross, Penguin, Nirimba, Watson, 
Kuttabul and Platypus/Waterhen.  The games would be played on Wednesdays and 
the grounds involved were T.G. Millner, Rushcutter No.1 and No.2, Balmoral, 
Randwick, Nirimba and Albatross.  It was also decided that the Storrie Cup (Under 
20‘s) for 1972 would be a knockout competition along the lines of the Mons Cup.  
Sometime later, the management committee for the Sub-district side was announced 
with LEUT Russ Lamb as Secretary, LWTR Ron Giveen as Treasurer, and the 
committee members being: CH/CK Brian Cross, LEM Jackson, POUW A.J. 
McKenzie, POUC Gray, CY Kong, POPT Angel. 

The March 17 edition of Navy News, announced that once again ASRU had to 
decline the invitation to tour New Zealand, due to Service difficulties.   It also 
announced that the Southern Queensland side in the schedule would be Darling 
Downs, the game to be at Toowoomba. 

The 1972 Mons Cup brought together 18 teams at the Navy sports complex at 
Randwick.  The final saw Kuttabul victorious over Vampire 8-4, but this result 
required 20 minutes of extra time to be played. At full-time, the scores had been 
locked at 4-all, and a try to Kuttabul hooker ―Whakka‖ Paine in the closing minutes 
saw Kuttabul safely home.  The Mons Plate, for losing teams, went to Nirimba 2nds. 

As a result of inter-Service trials an Army/Navy side was selected to play University in 
Newcastle.  The Navy squad included POPT Twigg, POCOX Max Mullinger, ERA 
Kelson, SBLT Taylor, LCK McCabe, LSCD Branch, POME Davis, LEM Holland, 
MECH Leggatt, ERA Hogben, LME Williams, SBA Rowan (zambuck) and POWTR 
Eckel (manager-coach). 

The 1972 EAA inter-Services competition was held at T.G. Millner field at Eastwood 
and Navy entertained high hopes for the trophy after their first game when they 
defeated RAAF 26-15 on the opening day, with Cunningham, Hunter and Kong 
scoring tries.  They came down to earth on day two, when the Army pack outclassed 
their Navy opponents to give their side a 32-3 victory.  Army then went on to thrash 
RAAF 53-3.  McCabe and Robinson starred for Navy in both games.  WTR Robinson 
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based at HMAS Kuttabul, went on to play for the Sydney Metropolitan sub-district 
side which defeated Tasmania 24-20 and South Australia 15-9.  After a series of 
ASRU trials Robinson was named with POEWR Roser from HMAS Yarra in the 1972 
ASRU squad.  The squad contained one RAAF player and all the rest from Army, not 
really surprising seeing the strength of the Army side, although several Navy players, 
including Keeling, Hogben Collings and Glover were unavailable due to injury and 
Chris Cleveland was away on a course. 

In May, a discussion between a number of services officers resulted in the admission 
of a Combined Services (Vic) Rugby Union Football Club side into the Victorian 
Rugby Union Second Division, second grade, competition.  The side, led by FltLt Bob 
Mouat, RAAF, played their home games at Watsonia Barracks and held other 
functions at HMAS Lonsdale, made the Grand Final where they were beaten by 
Melbourne 7-0. They planned to run three sides and a colts team, if they could get 
the players, in the 1973 competition. 

The Navy News of May 27 showed that Services were still providing support at senior 
levels across Australia.  The patrons of the State Rugby Unions in WA, SA and 
Tasmania were respectively, MajGen Sir Douglas Anthony Kendrew KCMG, CB, 
CBE, DSO (Vice Patrons Commodore JM Ramsay, Commodore WBM Marks, 
Brigadier GF Larkin, Brig GP Hunt, Capt CF Woodcock), MajGen Sir James Harrison, 
KCMG, CB, CBE, and LieutGen Sir Edric Bastyan KCMG, KCVO, KBE, CB.  

The Dempster Cup, at round eight by the end of June saw Nirimba  (18) leading from 
Escorts/Stalwart (13) Kuttabul (12) and Destroyers on 11 points.  Its donor, LCDR 
Storrie, presented the Storrie Cup to Nirimba who defeated Fleet in the final. 

The Navy side in the McLean Cup were in second position by the end of June after 
nine matches, winning six and losing three, one victory being 30-3 win over Beecroft, 
when they scored six tries (Mills 3, Kelson 2, Clarey and Crowther one each) to nil.   
And then to the McKerihan Cup at T.G Millner in July.  The Navy had expected to be 
opposed by one of the strongest Police sides for some years as they had already 
beaten Army and RAAF easily, but as the result of excellent work by the forwards 
Navy emerged victors by 23-6, only poor kicking by Navy saved Police from an 
outright thrashing.  Navy‘s points came from tries to Ah Wong 2, Birch, Nancurvis and 
Robinson with a penalty to Sunaklis, with the former Canterbury League centre John 
Greaves providing a try which he converted himself.   

One of the problems in running Services rugby became apparent when the Navy 
management realised that in playing the four games in 1972, including a trial against 
Army, they had had to call on 34 players, they had lost 7 due to injury and 8 
unavailable for service duty reasons. 

The 1972 ASRU tour got off to a great start, with a two tries to nil, 18-9, win over the 
City of Sydney side for the Kevin Wheatley Memorial Trophy.  At Duntroon, ASRU 
were victorious by three tries to nil, 18-6, over a strong ACT side that had already 
beaten Queensland.  The Navy players, Roser and Robinson, played in the Sydney 
game and McCabe joined them against the ACT.  The Australian Universities game, 
played at Victoria Barracks, saw the Services side retain their unbeaten record with a 
fine 18-11 point win. The Services' points came from tries to Adler, Jarvis and Watts 
and two penalties to Bianchino.  The Darling Downs side was missing several 
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players, who were away on tour, proved no hurdle to the ASRU side which in a 77-0 
win used the game as a training run for the big game to come against Queensland.  
In the final game of the tour, Navy‘s halfback, Tony Roser, scored one of ASRU‘s 
three tries in their thrilling 27-25 defeat of Queensland for the Des Ridley Trophy.  
ASRU had one of their best years ever.  A. Robinson was the only member of the 
Navy side in 1972 to play rep rugby for NSW.  

In a foreword to their report to ASRU, the manager of the 1972 team, CMDR Mike 
Rayment RAN and the coach, LtCol Ian Mackay, former Randwick fullback, said the 
1972 ASRU season marked a milestone in the history of Services‘ Rugby.  For the 
first time, the ASRU team was undefeated in its tour of the eastern states, the 
previous best being two wins and a draw.  They went on to say: ― Clearly, ASRU has 
attained maturity, and has proven that servicemen hold their own with better 
representative sides.  Hopefully, with encouragement and support ASRU can 
maintain the respect earned this year and assist towards gaining the Services‘ 
valuable prestige within the community.‖  The authors said that it had been hoped the 
team might be able to accept an offer to tour New Zealand, but such was not to be.  
They felt that the success of the 1972 team might help to overcome whatever 
difficulties existed in undertaking a New Zealand tour in the near future.  

The McLean Cup side were in trouble by mid August, having lost three out of four 
recent games and coach Bill Julius had been posted out, to be replaced, for the time 
at least by Trevor Cleary.  The Dempster Cup, after twelve rounds, saw Nirimba (20) 
still leading with Kuttabul and Escorts on 18 points followed by Big Ships on 13. 

At the Victorian inter-Service sports at Cerberus, the Rugby competition was won, for 
first time since 1962, by RAAF.  RAAF beat Navy 16-7, Navy beat Army 11-6, and on 
the last day Army were defeated by RAAF 16-10.  The Victorian Combined Services 
with five Navy reps, LEUT Bob Salmon, PO Bob Jones, PO Jim Fern, SAW Dave 
Warren and LSPT Reg Hatch had mixed fortunes in their rep season.  They were 
beaten 30-3 by a full strength Darling Downs side and then went on to defeat Victoria 
27-16. 

In the closing rounds of the 1972 Dempster Cup, Kuttabul had a hard fought 4-0 win 
in very blustery conditions over Nirimba in the major semi-final, while Big Ships, 
represented by HMAS Sydney, defeated Escorts, represented by HMS Parramatta, 
26-6, in the second semi-final and then defeated Nirimba 13-3 in the preliminary final.  
The Grand Final between Kuttabul and Big Ships provided entertaining football for 
the first fifteen minutes, during which Kuttabul scored two run away tries to lead 8-0. 
The standard of play then fell away for both sides and Kuttabul eventually ran out 
winners by 17-6.  

With a large number of apprentices and cadets across the country the RAN was 
always on the lookout for ways to encourage junior players, such as under 20 ‗s 
sided in the Mons Cup and the under 20‘s Storrie Cup.  From ANZUK, via LCDR 
Dowsett came news of a Royal Navy scheme that could be adapted for the 
Australian scene.  The RN conducted a tournament for players under 19, thirty 
players were selected and they formed an under-19 squad for a season of 15 
matches.  The suggestion was that the RAN could stage a similar type tournament 
with matches against teams from Sydney, Melbourne and Western Australia. 
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On December 26, 1972, LEUT Jess James, the Sports Officer at RANATE (HMAS 
Nirimba) added another item to his list of sporting achievements on the rugby field 
and the athletic track, when he sailed as a member of the crew on the yacht Nirimba 
in the 1972 Sydney-Hobart yacht race.  The yacht, a 41 sloop, had been built by the 
apprentices at Nirimba and was taking part in the race for the first time.  In a yacht 
that needed a strong wind, they were unfortunate to have a number of days with little 
or no wind and they finished in a corrected time of 4 days 23 hours 44 minutes and 
54 seconds (actual time was in excess of 6 days and 20 hours).  

1973 

1973 saw a number of RAN ship deployments, starting with HMAS Supply (together 
with HNNZS Otago) despatched to Mururoa Atoll in protest at French atmospheric 
atomic tests, Supply spent 180 days at sea on this deployment.  The first of the 
Attack Class patrol boats were transferred to Indonesia, and this gave rise to the 
inclusion of Indonesia in combined naval exercises in Australian waters95.  Australian 
minesweepers and clearance diving teams were regularly involved in minefield 
clearance and destruction of others explosive ordnance in New Guinea and the 
Solomon Islands throughout the 1970‘s. 

The 1973/74 Budget included operating and manpower economies that envisaged a 
cut of some 1100 uniformed and 800 civilian personnel bringing the numbers down to 
16,380 and 12,012.  These planned budgets cuts were exacerbated by a low 
reengagement rate putting even further pressure on manning rates96. 

Nepean Rugby Club at Emu Plains offered training opportunities for Navy players 
living in the west of Sydney, where Salty Eckel was coaching the first grade side.  

In February, Capt. L.J. McInerney posted out of HMAS Kuttabul  and assumed the 
role of Commanding Officer of HMAS Cerberus.  His position as president of EAA 
Navy Rugby Club was taken by CMDR Mike Rayment, Deputy Chief Staff Officer to 
FOCEA.  The Dempster Cup in 1973 included eleven teams: Albatross, Carriers, 
Destroyers, Escorts, Kuttabul, Nirimba, Penguin, Platypus , Waterhen, Watson and 
SSS (representing Supply/Stalwart/Surveys), and games would be played at 
Albatross, Balmoral, Randwick, Rushcutter, TG Millner, and Nirimba.  

The Navy Sports Complex at Randwick was the venue for a game between the EAA 
Navy side and the ACT Police in April, which resulted in a 47-0 victory for Navy, with 
tries to Larsen, Robinson 3 and Jessie James 2, 3 penalties to Hogben and 6 
conversions to Hogben.  The Navy side was again enrolled in the Sydney 
Metropolitan Sub-District Competition (McLean Cup) for the 1973 season.  This 
competition comprised 12 teams, in two groups, one north and one south of the 
Harbour.  Navy, in the southern division, played the sides in the southern division 
twice, and the northern sides, once during the season. 

The 1973 Mons Cup went to Creswell Cadets who defeated HMAS Melbourne  in the 
final and the Plate went once again to HMAS Nirimba with their 12-0 victory over 
HMAS Penguin . 

The Combined Services (Vic) Rugby Union Football Club that was formed in 1972 
expanded to three senior teams (first, second, and fourth grades of Second Division) 
and one colts team in the 1973 Victorian Rugby Union competition, and planned to 
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play their home games at Yarra Park 8, Swan St. Richmond.  The side was coached 
by Garry Brazier from Navy and captained by F/O Alan Riley, RAAF.  

By May 22, the Navy side in Sydney‘s McLean cup competition was in third place on 
10 points, trailing the joint leaders, St Leo‘s Old Boys and Old Waverlians, by two 
points.  In following matches the Navy side had beaten Gordon 20-4 and Eastwood 
18-0.  The competition had been reduced to eleven sides with the withdrawal of 
Manly Lifesavers. 

Navy XVs played NSW Country in May with Country 2nd s outplaying Navy to defeat 
them 54-6, and in the 1st XV game Country defeated Navy.  

After six rounds in the Dempster Cup Carriers, SSS (Suppy/Stewart/Surveys) and 
Waterhen were joint leaders with 4 wins each, followed closely by Destroyers and 
Nirimba with 3 wins each.  However, the EAA Rugby Union Judiciary Committee 
expressed concern at the number of players being cited for misconduct and the 
resulting suspensions.  Recent cases had been suspended for six weeks, two weeks 
and one week respectively.  They also commented on some of the less desirable 
examples of verbal support, such as ‖kill him‖, ―break his head‖, etc. 

The 1973 EAA Inter-Service Rugby was held at Yulong Oval at Moorebank in June.  
On the opening day, Army defeated RAAF 16-3 in atrocious conditions of strong wind 
and rain.  Day 2 saw greatly improved conditions enabling Navy to defeat RAAF 45-7 
with tries to Keeling 2, Taylor, Mills and Glover, penalty try to Davidson and Hogben 
3 goals and 5 penalties.  The superiority of the Navy forwards gave their backs plenty 
of opportunities to score.  The final game saw Army leading 12-9 with just fifteen 
minutes to go, when Hogben kicked a spectacular 70-yard field goal to draw the 
game 12 all, ensuing that Navy would share the trophy with Army.  Other scorers 
were – Hogben 3 penalty goals and for Army Johnson a try and Hedge a goal and 2 
penalty goals.  NSW Combined Services then named two squads to play in a carnival 
with teams from the southern states and Queensland, after a NSW Combined 
Services side to play Queensland Combined Services in a curtain raiser for the 
Queensland - Tonga match in Ballymore in June.  After this match the ASRU squad 
would then be picked.  Navy had seven players in the A squad and six in the B 
squad.  

Navy played the annual McKerihan Cup at T.G. Millner Field on June 6 against a 
NSW Police side that contained some well known League players including ‗Herman‘ 
Hamilton (Manly), ‗Chicka ‗Moore (Newtown) and John Greaves (South Coast).  Navy 
opened the scoring after three minutes with a penalty goal by John Hogben.  Ten 
minutes later Steve Keeling scored a try and Hogben converted to give Navy a 9-0 
lead, which was extended to 12-0 five minutes later after another Hogben penalty. 
The second half saw another penalty to Hogben, a try to Kennedy for Army 
converted by Greaves made the score 15-6.  A penalty to Greaves followed by 
another Navy try by Glover converted by Hogben saw Navy home 21-9. 

The Combined Services Carnival was a great success in enabling a large number of 
Services players to display their skills. The final game saw NSW A play NSW B, 
NSW A having beaten Queensland and Southern States to reach the final, with 
―Swede‖ Larsen the NSW A five eighth rated by many as the star of the series.  Five 
Navy players were named in the ASRU squad for 1973: SBLT S.H. Davidson, AMTP 
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J.E. Hughes, LSMTP I. Glover, A1ATA I.G. Larsen, LSMTP D.A.G. Williams.  The 
NSW Combined Services side to play Queensland Combined Services included 
―Blue‖ Turner, ―Swede‖ Larsen, Dag Williams and John Hogben.  POWTR ―Salty‖ 
Eckel was named as coach of the NSW Combined Services side and the ASRU side. 

Victoria Barracks provided the backdrop for the annual ―Kevin Wheatley VC Memorial 
Trophy― match between Australia Services and Sydney on July 8 before the 
Governor of NSW, Sir Roden Cutler at Victoria Barracks.  The result of 30-6 to 
Sydney clearly demonstrated the greater experience of the Sydney side, many of 
whom were hoping for selection in the Australian side to go to the UK, and due to be 
announced later in the month.  Navy had three players in the ASRU side, fullback, 
John Hogben, centre, S Keeling, and breakaway, S. Davidson and a former player, 
T.V. Williams, in the Sydney side. 

The Victorian inter-Services Rugby competition saw Navy defeat Army 20-11 and 
RAAF 24-8 at Watsonia Barracks to take out the trophy, Army defeated RAAF 38-12 
in the remaining game.  For Navy, POPT Jeff Nankervis, LSPT Billy Bradford and 
A1ETS Dave Warren scored tries and captain LSPT Reg Hatch kicked two penalties 
and a conversion against Army and LSPT ―Bones‖ Sutton, POPT ―Aussie Rules‖ 
Jeffries and S1MTH Merv Inall scored tries with Hatch kicking two penalties and two 
conversions against RAAF. 

The Navy side in the Sydney McLean Cup competition had to win its last match 
against Old Waverley at Woollahra Oval on August 11 in order to make the final.  A 
miserably wet day with periods of solid rain ensured wet ball conditions and plenty of 
handling errors.  However, tries to breakaway Jim Stokes and winger Rod Hine and 
four penalty goals and a conversion by Brain Davis saw Navy home comfortably by 
22 points to 3.  The following week, saw Navy meet Haberfield in the South Side 
Final at Five Dock Park only to go down 7-6, surrendering the lead in the final 10 
minutes.  To make the final in their second year in the competition, having lost in the 
semi-final in their first year showed a great effort by the Navy side and great credit to 
coach Clarrie Shaw, President CMDR Mike Rayment and manager Mike Gilfoyle.  
The best and fairest trophy for the season was presented to Phil Littlewood. 

The 1973 ASRU tour saw the civilian side field teams with up to eight internationals 
plus state representatives and overpower the less experienced Services teams.  The 
results were v Victoria, lost 10-16; v Australian Universities, lost 12-26: v ACT, lost 
10-16; v Sydney, lost 6-30; v Darling Downs, won 37-7; v Queensland, lost 0-66. 
Whilst injuries and unavailability, due to Service commitments, hampered the 
Services side somewhat, it became obvious that all the Services would have to make 
their best players available if ASRU was to retain these key fixtures into the future. 

The Dempster Cup final four were Waterhen, Carriers, Destroyers and Kuttabul, with 
Waterhen taking out the minor premiership in their first year in the competition.  In 
previous years the ―Waterbirds‖ have combined with other small depots, but in 1973 
decided to go it alone under coach, Dave Simpson and manager, Mort Constable.  In 
the major semi final, thanks to tries to James and Adams and 2 conversions and 2 
penalty goals to Evans, Waterhen defeated Kuttabul 18-10.  In the other semi 
Destroyers defeated Carriers 17-3.  Kuttabul then beat Carriers to meet Waterhen in 
the Grand Final at T.G. Millner in wet conditions, where the greater experience of the 
Kuttabul side enabled them to win 18-10. 
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1974   

At the EAA Rugby annual general meeting, delegates from Command and Fleet 
expressed support for the continuance of the Navy Club in the weekend competition 
conducted by the Metropolitan Sub-District Rugby Union. The Navy side was 
included in the Clark Cup competition for 1974.  CMDR Rayment was elected 
president(to be relieved by LCDR Mike Dowsett in May) and CPOPT Rick as 
secretary.  Due to cutback in complement, HMAS Waterhen was unable to form a 
team but would combine with Platypus in the Dempster Cup competition for 1974.  
The other sides would be Kuttabul, Nirimba, Melbourne/Supply/Stalwart, Destroyers, 
Albatross, Penguin, Watson and Escorts/Survey and the competition would start on 
April 3.  The Mons Cup was scheduled for Randwick on March 27. 

According to a DOD release the Permanent Forces totalled 67,733, with Navy at 
16,312, Volunteer Regular Army 30,175 and RAAF 21,246. 

Three of Navy‘s outstanding sportsmen ―paid off‖ early this year, they were Leut 
Arthur Wyatt (cricket and rugby), CPO Bertram (Australian Rules and tennis), and 
POWTR ―Salty‖ Eckel (Rugby and many other sports). 

The West Australian Rugby Union had two former or current members of the Defence 
Force on its executive, with the Patron-in-Chief being His Excellency the Governor of 
Western Australia, Air Commodore Hugh Edwards and one of the Vice Patrons, 
Commodore P.H. Doyle, and included in the WA side to play the All Blacks was one 
Services player, Army Capt Graeme Brown, who had played for Australian Combined 
Service from 1970 to 1974.  The ACT side to play the All Blacks also had two 
Services Players, in Bob Brown and Stephen Thornton, both from RMC.  Brown and 
L. Gardiner from RMC were in a NSW Country U23 side to play Sydney U 23 as a 
curtain raiser to Australia v All Blacks in Sydney. 

The Mon Cup was won by HMAS Albatross when they defeated HMAS Watson 28-3 
in the final, and HMAS Brisbane and HMAS Anzac shared the Mons Shield.  

The curtain raiser for the Victorian RU v All Blacks in Melbourne was Victorian U20 v 
South Australian U20, with the visitors winning 10-0. 

The Queensland Rugby Union Office Bearers for 1974 include as Patron His 
Excellency Air Marshall Sir Colin Hannah, KCMG, KBE, CB.  As a curtain raiser to 
the Queensland v All Blacks game in Brisbane on Saturday May 29, the Queensland 
Combined Services drew with NSW Combined Services, 13 points each.  The 
Queensland side contained 4 Navy players plus 3 in the reserves, and NSW had 7 
Navy players plus 1 in the reserves.      

The NSW inter-Services carnival saw Navy down Army 11-4 and RAAF 25-4.  Navy 
was again coached by Jeff Sayle. This was followed by an interstate carnival that 
saw Southern states beat NSW 2 only to lose to NSW 1, and Queensland beat NSW 
1 and then lost to NSW 2.  Navy lost their annual match against NSW Country 
Seconds. 

The ASRU side for 1974 included CMDR W.E. Rothwell as manager and CMDR J.G. 
Stacey as a selector.  CMDR Rothwell was later replaced by Wing Cmdr J. Caldwell.  
The ASRU squad included seven Navy players 11 Army and 4 RAAF with 5 Navy 
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players as reserves.  On tour they lost 13-6 to Victoria, 21-7 to ACT, 23-16 to Sydney 
(Kevin Wheatley VC Trophy), 29-13 to Newcastle and finally 17-13 to Queensland.  

The coach of the English Schools side that toured Australia in 1974, A.M. Davis, was 
a former Instructor Lieutenant from the Royal Navy and a former member of the 
Royal Navy Rugby side. 

The Victorian Combined Services side had a memorable year in 1974. Fielding sides 
in the Second Division First Grade, First Grade Special, Second Grade and Third 
Grade, they headed the First Grade Competition, were fifth in the First Grade 
Special, second in Second Grade and first in Third Grade and finished third in the 
Club Championship, to Power House and Box Hill.  They won the First Grade and 
Third Grade Grand Finals and were runners up in Third Grade.  As a result of this 
performance they were elevated to the Victorian Rugby Union‘s First Division 
Competition for 1975 along with Moorabbin, which meant that from 1975 the First 
Division would consist of 10 clubs.  

During 1974, HMAS Duchess was converted to a training ship, replacing HMAS 
Anzac, which had fulfilled the role since 1963.  

HMNZS Taranaki retained the Lou Smith Cup when they defeated an RAN side 13-7 
at Randwick Sports Complex on August 16.  The scrum count favoured the Kiwis 15-
5 giving their backs plenty of ball. 
 
The semi finals of the Dempster Cup saw Kuttabul defeat Albatross 16-6 and Big 
Ships defeat Penguin with the same score.  The Final saw Big Ships defeat Albatross 
6 points to 3. Thus the Grand Final held at TG Milner Field at Eastwood on 
September 18 saw Big Ships opposing Kuttabul and victorious by 6 points to 3. 

Captain F Stovin-Bradford (RN retd) died in a Sydney Hospital on September 23 
aged 55. The late Captain Stovin Bradford CBE, DFC and bar was a well known 
figure in RAN circles and in the Sydney Rugby Union as a referee and administrator. 

Combined Services, Melbourne were promoted to the Victorian Rugby Union first 
division for 1965 after winning the 1st and 3rd  grade grand finals and were runners up 
in the second grade. 

Christmas Day 1974, saw Cyclone Tracy hit Darwin and only 408 of 10,000 buildings 
in the city remained intact.  Naval Headquarters in the city was one of those totally 
destroyed, and HMAS Coonawarra  suffered extensive damage.  The four Attack 
Class patrol boats stationed in the Territory suffered damage, Advance  and Assail 
were damaged, but managed to get out of the harbour and ride out the storm. HMAS 
Attack  went aground and received severe hull damage, but HMAS Arrow   broke 
from her moorings and attempted to beach on a mud bank, but she collided with the 
wharf and sank with the loss of two of her crew. 

1975 

Boxing Day 1974, saw HMAS Brisbane arrive to Darwin to take part in Operation 
Navy Help Darwin after the Cyclone, she was joined a few days later by HMAS 
Balikpapan, Betano, Brunei, Flinders, Hobart, Melbourne, Stalwart, Stuart, Supply, 
Tarakan, Vendetta and Wewak.  The last of the ships to leave, Brisbane and Stalwart 
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departed on January 30.  

The 1975 EAA Dempster Cup Rugby competition saw eight sides proposed at the 
February 20 meeting.  It was suggested that as HMAS Melbourne  would be in refit 
during the winter months, she would provide her own stand-alone side, Big Ships 
would be made up from Stalwart-Supply-Survey and Destroyers would unite with 
Escorts.  The remaining sides would be Kuttabul , Albatross , Watson   Penguin, 
Nirimba , and Platypus/Waterhen .  It was decided that the six-team finals series tried 
in 1974 was a failure and the previous four-team approach would be used. The EAA 
Rugby committee comprised President – Commander G. Walker (for a second term), 
Secretary – CPOPT Pedro Rich (for a second term), and nominations for selectors 
were LCDR Mike Dowsett (Kuttabul), CMDR Mike Rayment (Swan), LCDR Allan 
Morris (Nirimba), CPO ―Timber Mills (Watson), CPO ―Swede‖ Larsen (Albatross), 
CPO Allan Meyer (Brisbane), and CPO John Cunnington (Platypus) .  Later HMAS 
Melbourne advised that she would prefer not to field her own side but instead would 
join with Supply and Stalwart as previously, so Survey would join with Destroyers and 
Escorts.  

The organisers of Navy Rugby were concerned in early 197597  for the future of the 
game in the Service, unless more younger players could be attracted into the game.  
They observed that the veteran stalwarts of Navy Rugby were gradually dropping out 
and not enough younger players were stepping forward to fill the gap, as sport was a 
voluntary activity and the younger players were preferring to spend their time ashore.  
They stressed that, in the past, sport had flourished in a ship or establishment only 
where the Captain or senior officers showed an interest. 

The 1975 Mons Cup brought together 14 teams at the Navy Sports Complex at 
Randwick, including a team from Creswell and two teams from HMAS Penguin.  The 
final saw Penguin A become the first side to win the competition for the second time, 
when they defeated HMAS Stalwart 7-3 in the final.  They had nearly come to grief in 
the second round when the boot of Vampire‘s Brian Davis failed him in a penalty in 
the dying minutes, which would have given victory to Vampire 6-4. The Mons Plate, 
for losing teams, went to Albatross.  RADM McDonald, a keen Collingwood supporter 
in Victoria‘s Aussie Rules competition, remarked that he made the presentation of the 
trophy with ―honour and humility‖, and that it had been a very pleasant way to spend 
an afternoon and that more afternoons should be spent this way.  (NOTE Creswell 
side included CMIDS Simon Hart, Max Hancock, and Rowan Moffitt). 

The MSDRU reduced the number of teams in each Cup from 12 to 10 causing a 
reshuffle of the Cup structures, and Navy found itself in the Richardson Cup, this Cup 
had been donated by Denis Richardson of the Sydney High School Old Boys Rugby 
Club, and was a past secretary of the MSDRU. 

ASRU confirmed that the ASRU side would undertake a five match tour of New 
Zealand in August.  The program was Navy in Auckland, Air Force in Christchurch, 
Army at Taipape, Police in Wellington and finally New Zealand Services in 
Wellington.  

The RAN side played a strong NSW Country side at Randwick in May and although 
down 0-12 at half time managed to recover and nearly gained a draw, going down 
12-6.  The Navy scores came from a try to winger ―Nobby‖ Clarke that was converted 
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by John Hogben.   The 1975 Navy side was coached by Dick ―Timber‖ Mills with 6 
times Navy coach, Jeff Sayle, as his Assistant Coach.  RAAF went down to Army 19-
6 and to Navy 34-6 in the 1975 EAA inter-Service Rugby series at T.G. Millner in 
June, making the last game, Army v Navy as the decider.  In the final, despite Navy 
being able to keep their line un-crossed for the whole series, went down to Army 3-9, 
the scorer being Hogben for Navy and G Hourn (2) and R Brown for Army.  Brown, 
incidentally, was the current Australian Test fullback, and was playing first grade for 
the Parramatta club in Sydney. 

The success of Army in the inter-Service series, saw them take the majority of spots 
in the 1975 ASRU squad, with just four positions going to Navy.  John Hogben 
gained the full back spot, as Army‘s Wallaby player, Bob Brown, was injured while 
playing for his club side Parramatta, the other three were Dennis Mills from Southern 
States and brother of Navy coach ―Timber‖ Mills, Harry Pearson and Bob Burgess, 
the Kuttabul half-back.  Burgess was a surprise selection as he had not been 
selected in the Navy inter-Service squad gained the ASRU as a result of his 
performances for the Newcastle First Grade side and for NSW Services 2nd s in their 
win over Southern States. Roser, Jarrett, Gablonski and Eddington were not 
available for ASRU selection. 

The organiser of the 1970 RAN Colts tour to New Zealand, LCDR Mike Dowsett, 
volunteered to take on the same task in 1975.  A total of 35 players nominated for 
selection for the 23 available slots in the team, which was due to play RNZN Colts, 
Army Colts and NZ Police Colts, as well as three club sides.  This was despite the 
fact that the players had to pay their own way and take leave, although LCDR 
Dowsett was hoping that the RNZAF might be able to provide the transport. 

After six rounds in the Dempster Cup MSS (Big Ships) on 10 points led Kuttabul, 
Albatross and Nirimba all on 8 points, with Watson yet to win a game holding the 
wooden spoon.  

The concerns of the EAA organisers seemed to hit home when the Navy side in the 
NSWRU Richardson Cup competition had to forfeit its first two games, due to lack of 
players.  These were followed by a series of defeats and Navy was firmly on the 
bottom of the table.  But then three wins and a draw (against the competition leader) 
saw the Navy side in second position.  Navy‘s spokesman Ron ―Dimples‖ Sheargold 
was optimistic that despite the loss of the Navy Colts players (off to New Zealand), 
the mid winter leave periods and the planned departure of the majority of the fleet to 
African and Far East waters, Navy was still a possibility for the premiership.   

The Navy side in Victoria did not appear to share the problems of its NSW relations, 
as they defeated RAAF 23-0 and then Army 16-7 to take the Victorian inter-Service 
Rugby Trophy for 1975.  They then provided 12 members of the Southern States 
Combined Services side for the Sydney Carnival.  They beat the Tasmanian State on 
the Saturday before the Carnival, but could not handle the deplorable weather 
conditions in Sydney and finished last.  

The New Zealand Fleet, represented by HMNZS Taranaki defeated the Australian 
Fleet side 16-12 in a close competition for the Lou Smith Rugby Cup in Sydney in 
June, after a 3-all score at half-time. Scores were RAN, Trudgeon 4 penalties, RNZN 
penalty, conversion and two tries.  Best player for the home side was fullback ―Oby‖ 
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O‘Brien, standing in for the injured John Hogben. 

With the semi-finals approaching, the Dempster Cup competition was thrown into 
confusion in July with six of the eight sides having a chance to win.  On July 2, 
Watson recorded their first win, by defeating Destroyers/Escorts 25-4 and then the 
following week defeating the table leader MSS 13-3.  On July 9, Albatross thrashed 
Destroyers/Escorts 50-0 with CMDR Wally Rothwell notching up three tries for the 
―Birdies‖.  At the mid point of July MSS, Penguin and Albatross were competition co-
leaders on 12 points 

The Navy Colts tour to New Zealand proved to be a great success with just one loss 
to RNZAF Colts 18-3.  The other results were RAN Colts 12 RNZN Colts 7, RAN 
Colts 19 NZ Air Cadets 12, and RAN Colts 17 NZ Police Colts 4. 

One of the advantages of playing Services rugby was demonstrated at a Dempster 
Cup game in June 1975, when the Penguin hooker fractured his hip at Balmoral.  In 
the crowd were Surgeon Captain B. T. Treloar, and Chief Medic Peter Matthews, two 
of the most experienced sports medicine practitioners in the Navy.  An inflatable 
splint was applied and an ambulance was summoned from nearby Penguin Naval 
Hospital.  Ward made a complete recovery. 

The first ASRU game of 1975, against Australian Universities, saw only two Navy 
reps included, John Hogben out of position at five-eighth, plus Dennis Mills.  The 
game was played at the Sydney Sports Ground as a curtain raiser to the Sydney V 
Japan game and saw the Universities side successful by 20-6, despite being down 4-
6 at half-time.  Poor handling, missed tackles and a general lack of conditioning and 
teamwork contributed to the Services downfall.  Then in August they were beaten 31-
15 by Sydney at Victoria Barracks. 

The final four in the Dempster Cup came down to Albatross, MSS, Kuttabul and 
Penguin, with Albatross to meet Penguin in the major semi final at TG Millner Oval. 
The first semi final saw the Minor Premiers go down in a shock loss 13-15 and the 
second semi final saw Kuttabul miss a penalty goal in the second half and then lose 
8-6 to MSS (Big Ships).  So MSS met Albatross in the preliminary final and Albatross  
scored 7 tries and 3 conversions to win 34-nil.  The Grand Final at TG Millner on 
September 17 saw Albatross matched again with Penguin and refereed by John 
Silver, who had one of his best games.  Penguin were first to score after a loose pass 
and a fumble by Albatross enabled McGrath to dive on the ball for an unconverted 
try.  A 40-metre field goal from Penguin  fullback, Terry Oxley, took them to a 7-0 
lead, which was reduced to 7-3 right on half time, after Dixon kicked a penalty.  
Midway through the second half, Pearson scored under the posts for Dixon to 
convert and Albatross were in the lead 9-7.  Finally a grubber kick by ―Swede‖ Larson 
enabled Hine to swoop in for the try which was not converted. 

The ASRU tour to New Zealand kicked off in atrocious with the game against the 
New Zealand Navy which went in favour of ASRU by 17-6 thanks to tries to Johnny 
Johnson (Army) and Paddy Ryan (2) (Army) and a penalty and a conversion to 
Navy‘s John Hogben.  The second game against RNZAF saw ASRU score 5 tries, 
one converted to win 22-14, and the third game saw ASRU defeat the New Zealand 
Army 32-26 from 5 tries, 3 conversions and 2 penalties. The final game of the tour, in 
Windy Wellington, was for the Australian and New Zealand Services‘ Shield, 
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originally presented by the ARU in 1952.  New Zealand won it then and remained 
undefeated in tours to Australia in 1953 and 1970.  The Kiwis were able to adapt 
better to the windy conditions and defeated ASRU 15-9, three penalties and two field 
goals for New Zealand to one try and a penalty and conversion by Navy‘s Hogben for 
ASRU.  Dennis Mills, the RAN prop, was nominated as one of ASRU‘s best forwards 
for the tour. 

The question of the use of RAAF aircraft to transport Services football teams was 
raised in the Australian Parliament and the Minister for Defence‘s reply can be 
summarised as follows: ‖   

 “Members of the Joint Services Australian Rules teams representing South 
Australia and Victoria were carried to Sydney by RAAF Hercules on 
September 2.  The aircraft flew from Edinburgh, SA to Laverton, Victoria to 
Richmond, NSW, and the teams returned by Hercules aircraft to Laverton on 
September 5 and West Beach on September 6. 

 

Sport is an integral part of service life and all three services promote sporting events 
between units for purposes of morale and physical fitness.  Where official inter-
Service or Combined Services events are staged, the movement of teams by air is 
individually considered on each occasion.  Usually it is possible to make space 
available on aircraft engaged on routine tasks, such as training flights or the transport 
of supplies.  Occasionally space is not available. 

Where large numbers are involved and the sporting function is properly sponsored 
and in the interest of service fitness and morale, the HQ, Operational Command, 
RAAF, may task an aircraft specifically for the purpose.  Such flights are flown from 
total approved flying hours for the financial year and therefore do not add to overall 
defence costs. 

The flights in question were originally to be provided by scheduled services, but due 
to urgent freight requirements in PNG, special arrangements had to be made, the 
return flights were scheduled flights.  Had the Hercules not been made available, the 
teams from South Australia and Victoria would not have been able to compete in the 
carnival‖98.‖   

1975 saw two of Navy‘s most experienced players take their leave of the services 
game.  One to pay off, the other to concentrate on his naval career.  John Hogben 
has represented both Navy and Combined Services and captained both, and only 
Navy duties had prevented him gaining other representative honours.  After twelve 
years of Navy Rugby his Naval career would now take first spot.  Tony Roser 
commenced his football career at the age of four and he played rugby league for the 
Queensland Secondary 9 Stone Team against NSW.  He represented both Western 
Australia and Victoria State Colts sides as well as the Victorian under 20 State side.  
He first played rep for Navy and Combined Services in 1970, and had also played for 
Randwick Rugby Club in first grade, as well as other grades. 

At the end of the year, the Metropolitan Sub-district Rugby Union reorganised its 
competition again and Navy was allocated to the Fourth Division, which had mostly 
2-team clubs and was covered by two Cups, the Clark Cup for the A Group and the 
Farrant Cup for the B Group.  Due to a shortage of 2-team clubs, 4 one team clubs 
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had been added to the B group of fourth division, thus Navy was allocated to the 
Farrant Cup competition.  The Farrant Cup had originally presented to MSDRU in 
1974 by Don Farrant of the Hunters Hill Rugby Club.   

1976 

LCDR Allan Morris one of the ―leading lights‖ in RAN Rugby for two decades paid off 
in January at Nirimba.  He had been a player, manager, coach and selector for inter-
Services Rugby.  He also played inter-Services water polo. His first representative 
rugby was for FND in 1948, he went on to play for Shoalhaven, Kuttabul, Sydney, 
Australia, Penguin and Albatross and coached Cerberus, Penguin, Kuttabul, 
Albatross and Combined Services. 

The Depster Cup Annual General Meeting decided to allow Destroyers and Escorts 
to field separate teams this year despite some doubt as to the continued availability 
of players.  Nine teams would compete for the 1976 Dempster Cup comprising 
Albatross, Penguin, Big Ships, Kuttabul, Nirimbus, Watson, Destroyers, and 
Submarines/Platypus/Waterhen. Captain Partington was elected as President and  
CPOPT Pedro Rich was retained as Secretary.   Selectors would be CPO Ian Larsen, 
LCDR Mike Dowsett, LCDR Terry Jones, LCDR Allan Kydd as well as the President.  
The Mons Cup was scheduled for April 7 and the Dempster Cup to start on May 5.  
The Rep games for the year would be NSW Country and NSW Police on May 2 and 
September 9. 

The 1976 Mons Cup attracted 16 teams and 300+ players, with Albatross taking out 
the Cup for a second year by defeating Melbourne 3-0 in the final and the Plate went 
to Torrens with 4-0 win over Penguin. FOCEA, RADM MCDonald having presented 
the cup to ―Jesse‖ James, the Albatross captain and ―Blacky‖ Gordon the Torrens 
captain, repeated his comments from the previous year, when he commented ―there 
should be more of these days‖ and he advocated a similar mid season gala day. 

Navy won the 1976 inter-Service Rugby series in NSW, Victoria and Western 
Australia and gave an improved display in Queensland.  In the closest tussles, Navy 
downed arch rivals Army 9-8 (three penalties to two tries) in Victoria, while Navy had 
to struggle to a 10-7 win over Army in a Sydney thriller.  In Western Australia, Navy 
swamped both RAAF (43-4) and Army (42-4) to stamp the side as one of the 
strongest ever to represent the ―Senior Service‖ in the West.  In Queensland, Navy 
figured in a 10-13 loss to RAAF, who went on to lose 13-19 to a particularly strong 
Army side in the ―decider‖. 

A total of 22 Navy players won selection in State Combined Services teams for a 
Sydney carnival on June 23/24 to decide the ASRU squad. With the absence of 
Army‘s Test fullback, Bob Brown, and the retirement of NSW‘s John Hogben, 
Victoria‘s Brian Eagles looked a good chance for selection.   After the carnival, six 
Navy players were named in the 22-man ASRU squad CPOMTP Harry Pearson 
(Albatross), POMTL Dennis Timber Mills (Vendetta), ―Gabby‖ Gablonski (Albatross), 
POSN Greg Bulger (Melbourne), POWTR Brian Eagles (Lonsdale), POPTI Jeff 
Nankervis (Cerberus).  The latter three all had an Australian Rules Background.  

―Salty‖ Eckel, former Navy player, manager, coach, selecter and columnist for the 
Navy News, now retired and living in South Australian, was appointed as coach of 
the South Australian Combined Services Rugby side to play Australian Services in 
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Melbourne on July 7.  The SA team was an Army-RAAF combination. 

In Mid July the Dempster Cup competition ladder stood at: MSS 10, 
Waterhen/Platypus/Submarines 8, Penguin 8, Albatross 6, Kuttabul 5, Destroyers/ 
Escorts 4, Nirimba 3 DDGs 2, Watson 0. 

ASRU won three of their first five matches in 1976 with, victories over South 
Australian Services 42-6, Victorian Services 9-7 and HMNZS Otago 9-4, and 9 and 
losses to Victoria 13-7 and the ACT 24-0.  The Australian Services side went down 
20-13 to Sydney at Victoria Barracks on 4 August. 

1976 saw two games played for the Lou Smith Cup, in Auckland, HMAS Stalwart 
went down to New Zealand 15-21 and then in Sydney the Kiwis  defeated an RAN 
side 39- 6.  The Stalwart side had been supplemented with players from Melbourne, 
Perth and Brisbane, but contained only two members of the NSW inter-Services side.  
The Kiwis had warmed up with a victory over the Sydney Club side Randwick and a 
draw with Western Suburbs. 

Toward the end of August the Dempster Cup ladder stood at: Waterhen/ 
Platypus/Submarines 22, MSS 20, Albatross 20, Watson 12, DDGs 10, Nirimba 8, 
Destroyers/Escorts 7, Kuttabul 6. 

The Navy side reached the finals of the Sydney Suburban Farrant Cup competition. 

Waterhen/Submarines/Platypus through to the Grand Final, Albatross to meet MSS 
(Big Ships) in preliminary final and Penguin eliminated.  This was the Dempster Cup 
status at the completion of the two semi finals on September 22, when 
Waterhen/Submarines/Platypus defeated Albatross 12-7 and MSS defeated Penguin 
7-0.  Waterhen/Submarines/Platypus had never won the Dempster trophy, although 
Platypus were successful on their own in 1929. 

The largest peace time exercise ever held in Australia, Kangaroo 2, was scheduled 
for Ocober.  It would involve 11,000 Australian, New Zealand and American armed 
forces and over 400 ships, including aircraft carriers, cruisers, an amphibious task 
group, guided missile destroyer, submarines and patrol boats as well as nearly 250 
fixed wing and rotary aircraft.  The Navy units involved were HMA Ships Melbourne 
(aircraft carrier), Supply (Fleet Oiler), Stalwart (Destroyer Tender), Hobart 
(destroyer), Stuart, Derwent Torrens (destroyer escorts), Snipe, Curlew 
(minehunters), Brunei, Wewak, Balipapan (heavy landing craft), Buccaneer, Bayonet, 
Barbette, Barricade, Ardeny, Adroit (patrol boats), Ovens. Oxley, Ottway 
(submarines), Clearance Diving Team One, 12 Skyhawks, 4 Tracker, one HS748 
aircraft, six Sea King and one Wessex helicopter.  A considerable deployment of 
personnel and equipment. 

The rugby teams from HMAS Watson and the DDGs decicided to take part in the 
Beneficial Knockout Rugby Tournament in Grafton, a carnival that attracted 26 teams 
from all over NSW and Queensland. In the opening round, Warringah No1 defeated 
DDGs 8-0 and DDGs went down to Petersham No1 3-4.  This automatically took both 
teams out of the winners eliminations, but gave Navy two chances of taking out the 
consolation trophy. 
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Watson swamped Toowoomba 19-0 and Collaroy Plateau 10-0 while DDGs polished 
off White Lions 10-0 and OIF 31-4.  Then the inevitable! Watson and DDGs to play 
off to decide who was to go into the final game.  ―Buck‖ Rodgers, ―Slug‖ Lyall, 
(DDGs) ―Sandy‖ Sandford, Bob Ison and ―Nullarbor‖ Baker (Watson) decided at a 
meeting that DDGs should forfeit as a result of injuries suffered by both teams.  So 
the Navy side for the final included nine Watson players, 5 from HMAS Brisbane and 
one from Perth.  They defeated Petersham 13-0, to take the Consolation Trophy.  
Grafton and Coffs Harbour Rugby Clubs invited the two clubs to partake in their 1977 
pre-season trials.  

Waterhen/Submarines/Platypus established a 13-3 lead over Abatross in 22 minutes 
of the first half of the Dempster Cup Grand Final for 1976, at TG Millner Field on 
October 5.  They then had to survive a spirited fightback before emerging 13-12 
victors and take away their first Dempster Cup.  The architects behind the victory 
were coach Terry Jones, whose side (Penguin) had gone down in the 1975 Grand 
Final to Albatrosss, and the on-field ―general‖ captain ―Wooly‖ Hayton.  Albatross had 
won their way to the ‗decider‖ with a last minute try to defeat MSS (Big Ships) in the 
preliminary final just 24 hours earlier at the same ground.  The scorers were 
Waterhen/Submarines/Platypus: ―Wooly‖ Hayton, Andy Ah Wong tries, Hayton a 
penalty, Albatross: Jerry Lewis a try, Cranston Dixon two penalties and a 
conversion99.  
 

 

1977 

Commander Wally Rothwell assumed command of the destroyer escort HMAS 
Stuart, and thus became the custodian of the Gloucester Cup for 1976. 

RIMPAC 77 saw five RAN ships and one New Zealand ship exercising in the North 
Pacific with US and Canadian forces.  The ships absent from Australasian waters 
were HMA Ships Melbourne, Supply, Perth, Brisbane and Parramatta and the Kiwi 
ship was HMNZS Otago  and they were away from February 11 until April 5.  

The EAA rugby Annual General and inter-Service meeting was held at HMAS 
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Kuttabul in early February.   Capt. J.S. Partington was re-elected as president, Pedro 
Rich as EAA Rugby Secretary, ―Timber‖ Mills was elected to the I/S coaching role.  
Chief ―Dolly‖ Gray (Hobart) was appointed I/S Manager and selectors were Capt. J.S. 
Partington (Chairman), ―Timber‖ Mills, LCDR Allan Kyd and ―newcomers‖ Leut ―Jess‖ 
James, ―Gabby ―Gablonski and ―Dimples‖ Sheargold.  

After lengthy discussion on likely Fleet movement, the meeting finally decided that 
two ships sides would be entered for the Dempster Cup – Big Ships and Destroyers-
Escorts.  Thus a total of eight teams would complete in the 1977 competition: 
Platypus/Waterhen, Albatross, Kuttabul, Penguin, Watson, Nirimba, Big Ships and 
Destroyers-Escorts.  The Command Recreation Officer, LCDR W.O.C. Roberts, told 
the meeting that the 1977 season‘s program would be tight, because of an earlier 
scheduled inter-Service series and Fleet commitments. 
 
The delegates were keen to have matches programmed to enable the Fleet teams to 
be available if they made the finals.  Among propositions considered were a one-
round competition with finals, or playing up to two matches a week if necessary.  It 
was decided that LCDR Robert‘s department would resolve.  Due to ASRU 
commitments, including matches against a touring New Zealand Services, the EAA 
inter-Services would be held from May 17-19 at Nirimba.  The Navy IS squad would 
be selected after trials on April 29. 

Captain Partington appealed to coaches, administrators and players to assist in 
eliminating undue rough play and bad language in the coming season.  He added 
that vigorous play was acceptable but he warned that dirty paly and ―mouthing‖, 
directed at opposition players and referees would not be tolerated.  Referring to 
referees he said‖ Referees are not one-eyed, they try to do their best.  They are 
expected to go 80 minutes without making a single mistake, yet players can go 80 
minutes and make any number of mistakes the referees are not likely to be 
experienced‖.  He also asked for closer liaison with inter-Service selectors, only 23 of 
45 players nominated for last year‘s trial turned up at Balmoral. 

The Navy side was once again graded in the Farrant Cup of the Sydney Suburban 
competition. 

The 1977 Mons Cup saw 13 teams competing at the Navy Sports Complex at 
Randwick, including a team from Creswell and two teams from HMAS Nirimba.  The 
final saw Albatross A defeat Nirimba 9-3. The Mons Plate, for losing teams, went to 
Watson with a 6-4 win over Stalwart. 

New coach Barry ‗Buck‘ Rogers promised that his EAA Navy side would attempt to 
play fast-flowing Australian Rugby in the 1977 representative series.  In an interview 
with Navy News he said‖ We‘ll seek superiority in the forwards combined with fast 
attacking backs‖  ‗Buck‘ had a total of 20 years experience as a top Navy Rugby 
player and coach and has captained numerous Ship and Establishment teams, the 
Navy inter-Service side and Combined Services.  He succeded ‗Timber‘ Mills who 
had been elected as coach but was then posted to the flagship, HMAS Melbourne, 
for overseas deployment. 

Buck said his requirements as a coach were simlar to ‗Timber‘s‘:  Buck commented 
that his appointment surprised him, but he was looking forward to the challenge.  He 
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believed that the traditional style of fast open Rugby had been forgotten in Australia 
at the International and club level.  

After the trials at Randwick on April 27, Navy selectors summed up the 25-man 
squad as ―a lot of new faces but plenty of talent‖. ‗Buck‘ Rogers was most impressed 
with the keenness and ability of the 60 players at the trial.  He told them that some 
were unlucky to miss selection.  Seven of last year‘s Navy squad have been named 
for the ‘77 series: Ian Larsen, Benny Hill, Jim Henry, Harry Pearson, Phil Langsford, 
Norm Noack and Gabby Gablonski.  The 1976 ASRU winger, Jeff Nankervis, was an 
important EAA gain from Victoria.  

The 1977 inter-Service started in Victoria with a 3-all draw between Army and Navy, 
followed by a Navy 18-9 win over RAAF, making the final game between Army and 
Navy as the ―decider‖.  Army proved too strong on the day, to take the title after 
winning 18-4.  In NSW, Navy scored four tries and a penalty to a solitary try to defeat 
Army in the opening game 19 points to 4.  In the second game Army, went down 3-0 
to RAAF, making the final game Navy v RAAF the ―decider‖.  A 7-4 win to Navy was 
a deserved victory to both the team and Navy coach ―Buck‖ Rodgers. In Queensland, 
Navy went down 4-37 to RAAF and 6-20 to Army,then RAAF and Army played a 13-
13 draw 

Buck told Navy News that the Navy side, comprising many new and untried players 
had gone into the series as ―underdogs‖.   He explained‖ they were being rubbished 
around the depots… they supposedly had a rubbish team and a rubbish coach. He 
said proudly‖ I‘ve played in a lot of Navy teams in the last 20 years but they are the 
best‖.  Buck was named coach of the two NSW Combined Services to play in the 
ASRU trials in Brisbane in May/June. 

Navy were invited to enter a team in the NSW Rugby Union‘s State Seven-A-Side 
Championship scheduled for Sydney‘s TG Milner Field in July. Sheetmetal Supplies, 
of Revesby, put up $4,000 in prizemoney to be distributed among the top winning 
teams. Announcing the tournament, Mr Charles Eastes, NSW Rugby Union 
President said that top teams would come from Sydney, ACT and country and the 
Services would be invited to each field a team. The contest would include 32 teams 
and the Rugby Union was confident the State Sevens would provide running Rugby 
at its best in Sydney. 

The annual inter-Service Carnival for 1977 was staged in Brisbane and was won by 
Queensland.  NSW lost all their games, but still managed to gain 5 RAN reps in the 
ASRU squad, these were Jeff Nankervis, Rod McLaurin, Rod Hine, Jim Henry and 
Cranston Dixon.  They were joined in the squad by ―Blue‖ Bulger from HMAS 
Lonsdale and Warren Joseph, HMAS Cerberus, with Tex Gourley from NW in the 
backup squad. . 

The 1977 ASRU tour got off to a good start with a draw with Victoria followed by a 
13-0 win over South Australia.  Then, however, they went down to the ACT 19-9 and 
then they were overpowered by a strong Sydney XV 33-7.  Prior to the Sydney game, 
a Fleet XV defeated an Army combination 11-10, with Navy half-back Jesse James 
scoring a try just on full-time. 

At the end of June, Nirimba  headed the Dempster Cup table with 10 points from 
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Destroyers/Escorts on 9 and Albatross and Watson  on 8 points, MSS (Big Ships) on 
4 and all the rest on 3 points.  It was anticipated that this might change in the near 
future, as HMAS Stuart, with former Services and Navy rep, Jesse James at the fore, 
were about to leave on an overseas deployment.  James, however, before the 
deployment suffered a severe leg injury, which resulted in hospitalisation and 
posting.  The 50-0 thrashing of MSS by Albatross on June 15 was the second highest 
Dempster Cup score, exceeded only by the Albatross win over Destroyers/Escorts by 
56-0 in 1975.  The positions at the end of July were the same as at the beginning. 

At the half way point in the Sydney Suburban Farrant Cup, Navy were in third spot on 
the ladder having won six from nine. 

The NSWRU organised ―Sevens‖ Knock-out Championship at T.G. Millner on July 10 
for the Wavell-Wakefield Cup, saw sides from all three Services, NSW Country and 
ACT clubs in  the 32-team field.  All three Services teams had strong opposition in 
the first round, with RAAF facing Newcastle, Navy opposed by St George and Army 
up against Gordon.  Navy won its first round match and then went down 6-10 to 
RMC, Duntroon, who were beaten in the quarter final by Newcastle.  Randwick won 
the tournament with a 22-17 victory over Southern Tablelands in the final. 

The EAA Rugby President, Captain J.S. Partington, called upon Navy Rugby players 
and their superiors to review their priorities to Service sports, which he stressed was 
vital to a peace-time Navy‘s fitness and morale.  He felt called upon to make this 
appeal due the high rate of withdrawal of Navy players from Service representative 
football squads, both Combined Services and Navy, which was reflected in the 
results in recent years, especially against strong civilian sides.  Some players, he 
added had complained of pressure from their superiors of poor performance reports 
unless they reduced their commitment to sport.  Captain Partington, stressed that the 
peace-time Navy had an opportunity to achieve ―good public relations‖ in competition 
with civilian and fellow Service‘s teams.  He added that this was recognised during 
overseas deployments, but not always continued on return to Australia100.  His 
remarks were supported by a former Navy and ASRU coach, ―Salty‖ Eckel, who 
added that in his report to ASRU he had advised that if the best players were not 
being made available the tours should be cancelled.  

The Australian Services side lost 33-7 to Sydney at Victoria Barracks on 29 June. 

The Navy side took out the Farrant Cup, by beating Manly Silverferns in the Grand 
Final, and it was anticipated that if they and the sister club, Bronte Lifesavers, could 
guarantee a third side they would be invited into a higher grade. 

At the completion of the August 10 round, the finalists in the Dempster Cup had been 
decided, with Nirimba on 18 points, Destroyers/Escorts 17, Watson 16 and Albatross 
on 14 points.  It was likely that postings over the final few weeks might determine the 
final sequence and even the eventual winner.  

The final table was as follows: 
 

 P W L D F A PTS 

NIRIMBA 14 12 2 - 276 72 24 

WATSON 14 11 3 - 243 88 22 

Destroyers & Escorts 14 11 4 1 233 123 19 
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ALBATROSS 14 9 5 0 212 108 19 

KUTTABUL 14 5 8 1  82 183 11 

MSS (Big Ships) 14 3 9 2 116 149 8 

PENGUIN 14 3 10 1 138 235 7 

PLATPUS/WATERHEN 14 1 12 1 54 262 3 

In the two semi-finals:  Albatross recovered from being 0-6 down (after an intercept 
try under the posts by Destroyers Keith Townley) to defeat Destroyers/Escorts 18-6 , 
thanks to 5 penalty goals by veteran Ted Richards in only his second Navy game of 
the season. 

Nirimba and Watson played a nil-all draw after 92 minutes of the match and an 
additional 10 minutes each way. Nirimba were minor premiers and competition 
leaders so automatically went into the Grand Final at TG Millner. So the preliminary 
final was between Albatross and Watson. 

In the Grand Final between Albatross and Nirimba, Albatross opened the scoring  
with a try from ―Moose‖ Eddington from an early scrum win near the Nirimba line.  
Ted Richards missed the conversion but five minutes later, kicked a penalty to put 
Albatross ahead 7-0.  Nirimba‟s centre, ―Buck‖ Owens, scored a try just before half 
time which was converted by Benny Hill to give Albatross a 7-4 lead.  Fifteen minutes 
into the second half Albatross winger crossed wide out and a Richards conversion 
gave Albatross a 11-6 lead. At the 30 minute mark, referee LtCol John McPerson 
send the Albatross hooker, Wally Walton, off for an attempted head high tackle. With 
just minutes to go Nirimba half back Benny Hill took a tap penalty 15 metres from the 
Albatross line, he shaped to throw a long torpedo passto his outside back line as he 
had done in the first half.  Instead he feinted and flicked ball back behind him to 
second rower Dennis Squillari, who came through on the burst.  He then forced a 
quick ruck and dropped the ball to Benny who went over for the try.  Hill then 
proceeded to kick the conversion and give Nirimba a 12-11 victory, their third outright 
in the history of the Cup. 

NSW Police regained the McKerihan Cup with a bruising win 13-9 over Navy at TG 
Millner, after the RAN cup holders led 9-0 late in the second half.  In an equally hard 
match, Navy Colts won the Tommy Vance trophy with a 13-4 win over Police Colts 
after leading 3-0 at half time. 

HMAS Cerberus scored a 1977 football ―double‖ premiership wins in the Melbourne 
Rugby weekend competition and the mid week Australian Rules.  In the Rugby, 
Cerberus playing as Combined Services in third grade-First Division- stormed home 
with 14 points in the final 10 minutes to snatch a dramatic 24-13 victory over Kiwis at 
Yarra Park. They had a convincing 20-3 win over minor premiers, Melbourne, in the 
major semi-final.  In contrast to the Seniors great win, Cerberus Colts never looked 
like putting up any real opposition to their Melbourne opponents. The score was only 
20-0, but it could have been a cricket score   Seven players never even bothered to 
attend the match and the gaps had to be filled from spectators on the sideline. 

The VRU announced that Cerberus in 1978 would be the Combined Services 
Reserve Grade team.  This will be a step up up from 1977, where they were thirds.  It 
would  be quite interesting to see selections and arrangements for training as the first 
train up town and Navy would train at Cerberus.  Selected Navy players at Cerberus 
would have to be made available for the firsts and surely would have to train with the 
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firsts.  Then thirds promoted would have to travel to Cerberus to train with the 
seconds.  They could come from Outlying Army and RAAF teams. 

In December, ASRU announced that they planned to hold a National inter-Service 
Carnival in 1978, to replace the Combined Services inter-Service Carnival, but not 
the State inter-Service competitions.  As part of the announcement the Secretary of 
ASRU prepared the following open letter to all Service Rugby players which  
appeared in all Services newspapers. 

Dear Rugby Player 

The Council and Management Board of the ASRU have met over the last two months and a topic 
of major importance discussed at length was the availability of players and the status of ASRU. 

It will be patently obvious to all of you (even the forwards) that the higher the standard of ASRU 
the greater our acceptance and the greater your acceptance the higher will be our level of 
competition. 

Conversely, if we field lousy teams we are doomed. 

In examining player availability we have to determine what we – the organising body – can do, 
and we have taken steps to improve timing and standard of competition, reduce the demands on 
units from whom we want players and provide something more suitable for players as a 
memento. 

I will state now, emphatically, that the points listed below are not yet resolved.  I list them to 
indicate that the management body of the ASRU will do their part to encourage availability.  We 
want YOU to reciprocate. 

TIMING: The tour will not clash with any planned career examinations. 

STANDARD OF COMPETITION: We have asked to play in the curtain raiser before the two tests 
against Wales in June next year.  We understand that our requests have been favourably 
accepted to date. 

REDUCE THE DEMAND ON UNITS: The selection carnival will be reduced to 3 teams (60 
people all told from all 3 services) and it is hoped that 1978 will see a National inter-Service rather 
than a combined Services – InterState Carnival.  In other words NAVY vs RAAF vs ARMY on a 
country-wide level.  

MORE SUITABLE MEMENTO:  Anything we buy for players comes from the amenities funds of 
the Services, so blazers – which we considered – are out.  We are investigating a suitable 
sweater, or similar garment, with the ASRU motif. 

That‟s what we started out to do and we start to see the results the next step will be to chase a 
position in the Wallaby Trophy. 

The next step really depends on you. 

The excuses given by players for not making themselves available haven‟t changed in the last ten 
years. 

The best one is, “My priority is to my club”.  

I guarantee that your club coach will be absolutely delighted if you tell him that you won‟t be 
available for the next three weeks because you will be playing 6 games against top level sides 
and you‟ll be training 5 days a week. 

For heaven‟s sake.  

The peculiar demands of Service Life prevent Rugby players from displaying their true potential 
before an audience which can select them for higher honours.   

We can build ASRU, with the talent now available, into something the selectors will have to 
watch. 

Its all in your hands. 
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Finally, the attitude of the “establishment”. 

It is unlikely that you will be available for the ASRU tour if you ask for time off on the morning of 
the selection trial.   

Tear out this letter - take it to your boss – convince him that one man (perhaps two) absent for 
three weeks is not going to initiate World War III. 

There is a manpower shortage and units DO have difficulty providing players, so, please, start 
planning now 

Talking of planning, Rugby training starts on December 26 and if you want to play on the SCG in 
June, start getting fit before the New Year. 

 
Yours sincerely 
T.W. JONES 
Lieutenant Commander RAN, 
Secretary ASRU, 
Room D-4-16 
Department of Defence 
Russell Offices, 
CANBERRA, ACT 2600 

1978 

The start of the 1978 season saw an article in the Navy News posing some questions 
about the structure of Rugby competitions in the Navy.  Based on the fact that many 
ships were involved in deployments and exercises, such as RIMPAC, in the first half 
of the season would a non-competitive period be an appropriate approach.  Sides 
could play friendlies with other service and civilian units and perhaps country sides, 
would a more comprehensive coaching program be appropriate for this time, as well 
as helping to raise the standard of both Navy and ASRU sides.  It was indicated that 
Rugby injuries figured prominently in Navy‘s accident figures, resulting in time off 
work, and the question was posed, but not answered, how many of these were due 
to poor preparation?101.  

The Annual General Meeting of the EAA Rugby saw Commander Mike Shotter from 
HMAS Penguin elected as president to replace Captain Partington who was vacating 
the role of Commanding Officer at HMAS Nirimba to take up a post in Navy Office in 
Canberra.  Other appointments to the committee were; Command PTI, CPO Garry 
McGrath as Secretary (replacing CPO Pedro Rich, posted to HMAS Melbourne), 
Command PRO Steve Adams as Navy coach (he also played for Western Suburbs 
1st grade side as hooker), LCDR Allan Kydd (Albatross), CMDR Ted Keane 
(Watson), Steve Adams, CPO George Allan and CPO ―Dolly‖ Gray were appointed 
as the inter-service Selection panel.  The Dempster Cup was announced as 
containing the same eight teams as in 1977, Nirimba, Albatross, MSS (Big Ships 
including Jervis Bay), Watson, Kuttabul, Destroyers/Escorts, Penguin, and 
Platypus/Waterhen. 

The MSDRU promoted the Navy side to the A Group of the Fourth Division and they 
were to compete for the Clark Cup102.   

In the Victorian competition it was announced that HMAS Cerberus would be playing 
as the Combined Services 1978 second grade side.  Commander Jack Clough was 
elected as the President for the Victorian Combined Services Rugby Club for 1978.  
CMDR Clough had joined the Navy as a direct-entry ERA and played for ASRU and 
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was also Captain-Coach of Cerberus when they won the Victorian Reserve Grade 
competition in 1959.  

A 22-man band of HMAS Yarra Rugby enthusiasts took two days advanced seasonal 
leave and paid their own way from Melbourne to Sydney to almost wrest the coveted 
Mons Cup from a record 26 team competition.  Yarra fought their way to the Grand 
Final only to go down to the visiting New Zealand ship side Waikato 12-0.  The Flag 
Officer Commanding Eastern Australian Area Rear Admiral J. Davidson, told one of 
the biggest gatherings at the annual Navy gala day, that both finalists were to be 
congratulated.  He praised the rugby played by Waikato, but pointed out that the 
Mons Cup would remain in Sydney, but their name would be recorded on the 
trophy103.  The Mons Plate winners were Melbourne who defeated Stalwart 4-3 in the 
final of the consolation knockout, for those teams eliminated in the first round of the 
Mons Cup competition.  Three members of the Yarra squad were later named in the 
Navy squad for the forthcoming EAA interservice completion.   
 
The Lou Smith Cup was retained for the New Zealand Navy by a side from HMNZS 
Philomel, when they defeated a side from HMA Ships Stalwart and Vampire 22-0. 

RAAF Williamtown was the location for the EAA inter-Service Rugby competition for 
the Stan McCabe Cup in 1978.  The first two games saw Navy defeat RAAF 19-3 
and the Army defeat RAAF 25-0, leaving the final game between Navy and Army as 
the decider.  The coaching skills of the Navy coach, a Western Suburbs 1st grade 
forward, gave Navy the edge they needed and in a game dominated by the smaller 
Navy pack, the Navy side were victorious by 12-6.  As a result of theses games, 
Navy had eight players in the NSW Combined Services side; Jim Henry, Keith 
Townley, Mike Roughan, Garry Gablonski, John Carroll, Chris Cummins, Eric 
McKenzie and Bill Milward.  

However, despite sharing the ―Wing Commander John Caldwell‖ trophy with 
Queensland in the annual interstate Services Rugby carnival in May 1978, NSW 
gained only three spots in the 1978 ASRU squad.  NSW drew 13-all with 
Queensland, Queensland defeated Southern States 20-15, and then NSW defeated 
Southern States 41-12.  The final ASRU squad comprised seventeen Army players 
(10 from Queensland), three Navy players (2 from Southern States (Dennis Cherry 
and Greg Bulger) and 1 from NSW (Bill Milward) and two RAAF players.  The ASRU 
squad boasted two former internationals as captain and vice captain, Epi Bola ex Fiji 
now Australian Army as captain and former Wallaby fullback, Bob Brown, as vice-
captain. 

Victoria was the location of an unusual three-way tie in the 1978 Victorian inter-
Services Rugby competition at Cerberus, also in May.  Navy thrashed the RAAF 44-
14 on day one, Army then downed Navy 9-7 on day two, RAAF then produced a 
staggering reversal of form and beat Army 9-3 on the final day.  Then in June, the 
Western Australian inter-Services Rugby tournament went to Navy with its 27-3 
defeat of Army.  The Navy side was selected from HMA Ships Leeuwin, Stirling , 
Moresby , Diamantina  and North West Cape.    

The new President of the Australian Services Rugby Referees Association, LtCol Cliff 
Dodds, announced that the GOC Logistics Command, MajGen. J.D. Stevenson had 
accepted the role as the Association‘s patron for 1978, and the two Vice-Presidents 
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would be Capt J.S. Partington, RAN and LtCol. T. Bates, 33rd Supply Battalion. 

The ASRU side defeated Newcastle 26-10 in Newcastle, lost to Sydney at Victoria 
Barracks, 33-6 on May 30, lost to the ACT 6-13 in Canberra, lost to Northern 
Queensland 17-20 and then in a curtain raiser for the Australia v Wales game, were 
defeated 32-0 by Queensland Under 23s. 

Two more trophies for Navy Rugby appeared in 1978.  In Victoria, Red Anchor 
presented a perpetual trophy for Services Rugby for teams participating in an annual 
knockout competition at the Officer Cadet Training School at Portsea, and HMAS 
Yarra was the first winner of the trophy.  HMAS Yarra also won the Assault Cup after 
a 16-10 win over the Fleet Rugby Champions, HMAS Swan. 

At the half way point in the Dempster Cup competition, the defending champions, 
Nirimba, had a two point lead over Watson, with Albatross on 9 and Penguin on 6.  
The first round was disrupted by the inter-Service competition and the ASRU series, 
but the second half would have few such interruptions.  As both Albatross and 
Watson had deferred matches to play, there was still plenty of interest left in the 
competition for the final four104.  

The ASRU Council announced in June that the inter-Services Rugby competition 
would go national in 1979, with the ASRU squad selected after the inter-Services 
event.  In July, LCDR Terry Jones, ASRU Secretary encouraged all rugby players in 
Navy to support the new side and ensure that Navy would present a truly competitive 
team.  

By the end of July, with just three rounds left, the Navy side in the Sydney Sub 
District Clark Cup competition were a certainty to make the semi-finals.  They had 
lost just one game, to competition leaders, Killara and in recent games had disposed 
of Wanderers 42-6, Lidcombe 12-3, Punchbowl (on a forfeit) Coogee 27-3 and ANZ 
Bank.   They then proceeded to defeat Cameray North12-0 and Strathfield 42-0 and 
thus were scheduled to meet Killara in the major semi-final on August 12.  Killara had 
beaten the Navy side 12-3 and 14-9 in the earlier competition rounds.   The major 
semi-final went to Killara by three penalties to Navy‘s solitary converted try (9-7) and 
the Navy played a nil-all draw with Lidcombe in the final, but as having the better 
record Navy went into the final with Killara, hoping to win a second successive 
trophy.   The Grand Final went into extra time as the scores remained at 0-0 at the 
completion of normal time, Navy having missed several attempts at penalties and 
field goals.  Killara scored two tries in extra time and just managed to hold out Navy 
to win 8-0. 

The Lou Smith Cup was up for grabs again when a New Zealand Fleet side, 
represented by HMNZS Canterbury, took on the RAN Fleet side at Randwick and for 
the first time since 1971 the Cup stayed in Australia, thanks to tries by ―Sticky‖ 
McGlew, ―Mac‖ McKeown and Mick Mullice and a field goal to Chris Cummins.  The 
15-3 win was the first to the RAN since the 1971 win over HMNZS Otago by 8-5.  
However, the NSW Combined Services side was not so fortunate in its game against 
New Zealand Combined Services at Victoria Barracks a week later.  In a fierce 
encounter, where a significant number of blatant irregularities in play went 
unchecked, the Kiwis stormed to a 29-9 victory, leaving a number of the NSW side 
hospitalised.  Navy‘s players Stokes, Morgan, Hill, Cummins and Coe were 
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commended for their efforts, as was former Test fullback, Bob Brown.  The Kiwis 
went on to a waterlogged Harman to play an ASRU side that had seen 14 of the 
original 22-man squad withdraw (and many other named as replacements declared 
themselves unavailable).  The Kiwis proved to be too powerful and defeated ASRU 
18-0.  The Australian side contained just four RAN players (Dennis Cherry, Jim 
Gledhill, Kerry Thurstans and Jeff Stokes). 

The final four for the Dempster Cup ended up as Nirimba, Destroyers/Escorts, 
Albatross and Watson.  Destroyers/Escorts defeated Watson 13-4 and Albatross 17-
15 to advance to the Grand Final. Nirimba, boosted by the addition of a number of 
apprentices, defeated Albatross 31-3 to go straight in to the Grand Final.  The T.G. 
Millner Oval at Eastwood was the location for the first ships‘ side since 1974 (MSS-
Big Ships) to take out the Dempster Cup when Destroyers/Escorts fought 
desperately to defeat Nirimba 11-3.  All of D/E‘s points were scored in the opening 16 
minutes with a penalty goal to Townley, followed by tries to Brideson and Stanfield.  
Nirimba‘s only score, a penalty came in the 11th minute of the second half.  The 
captain of the winning side, Chris Cummins, thanked the 60 players from small ships 
who had turned out for the composite side during the year. The side for the final was 
selected from the 30 players from the six ships who made themselves available for 
his last game, a tribute to ship‘s COs and the Command Recreation Officer, W.O.C. 
Roberts. . 

The season‘s finale in Victoria was a Gala Touch Rugby Football Knockout, arranged 
by HMAS Cerberus Rugby Club and Commanders Jack Clough and Mike Dowsett.  
30 clubs participated, with Navy providing two sides.  The Moorabbin club won the 
first division from ―Brisbane Bitters‖, a side subsidised by Brisbane Brewery, and 
Cerberus I took out the loser‘s plate. 

1979   

The February 9 issue of Navy News contained a précis of material issued by the 
Navy Office regarding injuries sustained while playing sport.  The statistical data 
came from the form submitted to Navy reporting injuries – PM278 Personal Injury 
Form.  This showed that in the period March 1 to June 30 there were 616 injuries 
reported, with days lost 1556, and in the period July 1 to September 30 the relevant 
figures were 435 injuries and 398 days lost.  The office of the Navy Safety Director 
made a number of comments including the following:  

“Even an „off-watch Tasmanian Muppet Birdie‟ can see that the figures from the number of 
injuries and the severity rate of them in the third quarter is down considerable on the second 
quarter.  The big jump in sporting injuries in the second  quarter can be attributed to the onset of 
the winter sporting season with its increase in body contact sports.  It is an amazing fact of life 
that to play football (any code) for Australia or a Grade side, one has to pass a stringent fitness 
test.  We sailors in our infinite wisdom breast the bar, glass in hand and volunteer for ships and 
depot teams to play in any sport imaginable against the biggest and best opponents who care to 
meet us on the paddock”. 

“Whilst not decrying the zeal, enthusiasm and rush of blood to the head that made us step 
forward to be counted, the fact remains that to play the game well, to be there at the finish as 
well as the start and to ensure no disabling injuries like broken bones, torn muscles, and 
strained ligaments, ONE MUST BE FIT.  This „FITNESS‟ means a planned long term tuning of 
the body to enable it to take the knocks, bumps and demands made on it during the course of a 
game”. 
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“No employer in private industry could afford to carry the cost of 1556 man days lost and neither 
can we in the Navy.  No matter how many men are excused duties because of injuries, the 
ships still have to go to sea, the watches kept by someone and the maintenance done.” 

The article went on to remind everybody involved in sport in the Navy of their responsibility to 
minimise injuries, from administrators, coaches, and players and concluded with advice to 
players: 

“Players have the personal responsibility to themselves, the team and the Navy, to get 
themselves on a training program that will gradually ensure that they are fit before stepping out 
on the paddock, to be bathed in blood, guts and glory for some ships team”. 

The EAA Rugby Annual General Meeting at HMAS Kuttabul was informed that 
Canberra had advised that the proposed National inter-Service Carnival had been 
deferred to 1980, so the interstate Combined Services Carnival would continue in 
1979.  Steve Adams from Westerns Suburbs was confirmed as the Navy coach, with 
―Timber‖ Mills as his assistant, and LEUT Fred Symes (Nirimba) and Ken McMiles 
(Kuttabul) would join Cmdr Allan Kyd and Steve Adams on the selectors' panel. 

The Mons Cup for 1979 attracted 22 teams and thus some 450 players, HMNZS 
Canterbury  and HMAS Curlew joined the normal contingent from Sydney ships and   
establishments.  The Cup went to Melbourne when they defeated Kuttabul 4-0 in the 
final, having beaten HMNZS Canterbury on first penalty, earlier in the contest.  The 
plate went to HMAS Brisbane who defeated HMAS Swan 7-0 in the final.  

The Sydney Naval Rugby Union side gained promotion to the Sydney Sub-district 3rd 
Division, Meldrum Cup competition for 1979 as a result of its performance in 1978.  
At the half way mark in the season they were in second place in the table on 15 
points, just one point behind competition leader Reserve Bank and ahead of 
Rockdale on 14 and North Balgowlah on 12 points.  The team was comprised of 
some 20-25 players from Stalwart, Swan, Kuttabul, Watson and Yarra a couple of 
Civvies and ex-RAN players. 

The Destroyers/Escorts, Navy and ASRU five-eighth, Chris Cummins gained first 
grade selection in the Sydney first division Rugby club, Western Suburbs, following in 
the footsteps of T.V. Williams who captained Wests in a grand final back in 1974. 

From the Top End came the news that the Darwin tri-service Rugby Union side, the 
Larrakeyah Buffaloes, took out the premiership in the A Grade competition. 

The Lou Smith Cup hardly had time to gather any dust before it was returned to New 
Zealand, when on April 6, a team from HMNZ Ships Waikato and Canterbury 
defeated an RAN Fleet side 38-6, scoring eight tries to nil.  The RAN side included 
only three current EAA Navy inter-Service players.  

Rugby News of May 5, 1979 contained a review of Services Rugby by the Navy 
coach, Steve Adams.  A number of points he made in the article are worthy of 
inclusion here.  In reviewing the 3-tier structure of Services Rugby he commented 
that the top tier, ASRU, had over the past few years included a number of players 
who had featured in the Sydney first grade competition, Paddy Ryan, Bob Brown, 
Graham Browne, Don Muirhead and Greg Pemberton in the second division side 
Sydney University.  The 2nd tier comprised the inter-Service carnivals in each state 
and the national Combined Services Carnival.  Adams commented that plans for a 
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national inter-Service Carnival were under way which would culminate in a National 
Services Carnival, providing an Army v Navy game similar to the UK where this game 
was traditionally played at Twickenham.  He then addressed the 3rd tier represented 
in Navy by the Dempster Cup in Sydney and by Army‘s 21 team ―major and minor‖ 
competitions.  Southern Queensland had an 11-team competition, sponsored by 
Army, that included teams from Navy and Police.  In Victoria, Combined Services 
sides competed in the civilian competitions and in South Australia there was a 6-
team Army competition.  He commented that until the previous season, the standards 
in the Services were somewhat lower than in the outside competition, but with the 
assistance of the National Coaching Panel and the number of servicemen also 
playing in civilian competitions, the standards were lifting.  He added that there were 
some advantages in Services rugby, one being the training camps provided for 
Services sides before their respective carnivals, together with the transport and 
facilities available at the various service bases.  There were also disadvantages, as 
summed up by one former ASRU coach lamenting a defeat ―For every ASRU player 
taking the field here today, there is one flying a Mirage fighter over Malaysia or 
working in a destroyer 200-miles off the coast or slogging it out on a six-week jungle 
training course‖. 

Changes had been made in 1978 to the structure of Services rugby in Victoria, as 
HMAS Cerberus, which had been playing as a 2nd XV for Combined Services, 
decided to stand alone and so entered a side into the second grade of the Victorian 
Rugby Union Second Division.  The Metro Club of Combined Services continued to 
operate, and would concentrate on players working in the Melbourne area, including 
HMAS Lonsdale and Williamstown, and in 1979 planned to field 12 teams.  In their 
opening games Cerberus trounced Croydon 53-3 and defeated RAAF Frognall 12-8. 

The Dempster Cup got under way once again with eight sides as in 1978.  However, 
the difficulties of arranging services sport surfaced in the second round when the 
composite side, and reigning premiers, Destroyers/Escorts, had to forfeit as they 
could not raise a side.  The Command PTI office explained that only Swan and 
Torrens  were available to field a side.  Torrens was in refit at Cockatoo Island and 
could not provide any players, as they had sent off soccer players to the annual 
knockout cup at Nirimba and their Aussie Rules players were involved in a trial match 
for their new season.  HMAS Swan at Garden Island could only provide 11 players.  
At the end of three rounds only Albatross and Nirimba remained unbeaten.  

The Navy side for the 1978 EAA inter-Service service prepared themselves for the 
competition with a 10-day training camp at HMAS Nirimba. The 25-man squad, which 
included 17 new players, responded well and their superior forward teamwork and 
all-round discipline reflected the influence of the coach Steve Adams.  Both Army and 
Navy defeated RAAF in the early games, 17-4 and 39-0, so once again the third 
game would be the decider.  20 minutes into the game Army were in the lead by 6 
points to nil from a converted try and were dominating possession.  Navy winger, 
Peter Swift, intercepted an Army pass and evaded Army‘s defence to score a try 
wide out, and fullback Glen Green made sure of the conversion and after 30 minutes 
the scores were even again.  A couple of injuries around half time caused some 
changes to the Navy side, but a penalty to Green and another fine try by Swift, 
converted by Green, saw Navy out to a 15-6 lead.  A third try five minutes later and 
Navy was home 19-6 to take the trophy for a record winning fourth successive time.  
Navy paid tribute to the Western Suburbs club for their assistance, in that four of the 
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Navy side also played grade for Wests, the coach, Steve Adams was a coach at 
Wests, the Navy side had trained at Wests and played a trial game against Wests 
before the series.  The Gordon club provided Jim Stokes and from Illawarra came 
Dave Eddington and JC Campbell. 

Success in the EAA series saw the RAN provide fifteen members of the 24 man 
NSW Combined Services squad, as well as the manager Dolly Gray from Nirimba.  
The new CS coach was Peter McCauley, who had coached NW Country in their 
games against Sydney and Ireland.  The Southern States‗ side for the Combined 
Services carnival contained 10 Navy players, after Navy came third in the Victorian 
inter-Services, where RAAF beat Navy 12-10 and Army 6-3 and Navy lost to Army 
19-9.  Had Navy manage to beat RAAF, the result would have been another three 
way tie. 

Navy used the annual C.R. McKerihan Cup challenge match as a useful training 
session for its players in the NSW Combined Services side when they downed the 
NSW Police side 19-4, with tries to Hill, Britten and Powell, a field goal to Cummins 
and two conversions to Hill. 

The opening match of the ‘79 Combined Services inter-state carnival saw NSW, led 
by Navy‘s Les Gall, defeat the firm favourites, Queensland, 13-3, with tries to Navy 
players Miller and Britten, and a penalty and conversion to the RAN‘s Hill.  NSW then 
went on to defeat Southern States 16-0, and in the final, Queensland recovered 
some of its prestige with a 20-4 victory over Southern States.  NSW as the victor 
state, rightfully gained a majority of places in the ASRU squad (13  to Queensland‘s 
11), by Service the distribution was Navy 12, Army 10 and RAAF 2.  The Navy 
players came from Albatross, Brisbane, Kuttabul, Melbourne, Nirimba, Penguin, 
Platypus and Supply demonstrating the extensive support across the Navy within 
NSW. 

In the Sydney Sub–district Meldrum Cup competition, the Sydney Navy side lost its 
first game when it went down in a thrilling tussle with Reserve Bank at Concord in 
July.  This meant it had slipped to third position in the table, behind Reserve Bank 
(24), Rockdale (22) and on 21 points Navy had a three point lead over North 
Balgowlah.  The following week, Rockdale beat the Reserve Bank 15-10 and moved 
into joint lead, and the Navy side remained in third spot.  Two weeks later, Navy 
having beaten Denistone and Coasters moved into equal leadership with Rockdale.  
They then lost to Rockdale 12-6. 

In Victoria, at the end of July, Combined Services were in the top four in the first 
grade of Second Division, and HMAS Cerberus was doing well in its competition, 
although not challenging for the lead. 

ASRU‘s Australian tour resulted in one win and three losses, defeating the NSW 
Country champion side Newcastle 7-4 and then going down to Queensland 12-17, 
this game was a curtain raiser to the State side v the All Blacks.  They then lost 3-30 
to a Sydney side that was without its test players yet tries were scored by Ella, 
Walker and Coolican (all later to be capped for Australia) and then they went down 
29-3 to the ACT President‘s XV.  The side then went to New Zealand where they lost 
to the New Zealand Navy 11-6. 
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In an article in the August issue of Navy News, Commander Allan Kyd, Chairman of 
Navy‘s Rugby Selectors posed the question ―What‘s happened to Dempster rugby?‖  
He observed that in 1979, Navy was having its most successful season on the 
representative scene, but the Dempster Cup, the mid-week competition in the 
Eastern Australian Area was languishing.  He added that in a three week period 
HMAS Albatross had forfeited twice and accepted a forfeit from Destroyers/Escorts 
once.  Both of these teams had in the past provided numbers of players who had 
represented Navy.  In fact, at the time Cmdr Kyd was commenting, three players from 
Albatross were on tour with Australian Services side, yet the base could not provide a 
side for a mid week game.  He added that ―it used to be a matter of fierce pride to 
pull on a jersey and go out and represent your ship or establishment.  Where did all 
the Dempster Cup players go?‖  The Sydney Navy Side in the Sydney Sub-district 
competition was doing well, what was wrong with the Dempster Cup.  As the Navy 
ASRU reps had returned to duty, perhaps interest in the Dempster Cup might pick up 
again. 

Sydney Navy met North Balgowlah in the minor ―semi‖ final of the Meldrum Cup and 
defeated them 9-6, to go to meet Rockdale in the final, which they won 9-7.  This put 
them into the Grand Final facing Reserve Bank, where according to one description 
of the game, they saved their worst game to last and went down 14-0.   

In Victoria, the Victorian Combined Services Rugby Club finished in fifth place in its 
competition and finished the season with a trip to Tasmania, where they defeated a 
composite side 21-8.  HMAS Cerberus, having beaten HMS Arethusa 35-0, finished 
the season as minor premiers and runners up in the VRU Second Division, Second 
Grade issued a challenge to the winners of the EAA Dempster Cup.  Cerberus 
played RAAF Academy in the Grand Final and were beaten 8-4 after the referee had 
awarded the RAAF a very controversial penalty try.  

Minor premiers Nirimba were surprisingly beaten by Kuttabul 3-0 in the major semi-
final, but recovered to defeat Kuttabul 14-12 in the Grand Final at T.G. Millner Oval.   

The Lou Smith Cup went across the Tasman again in 1979 when a Kiwi XV defeated 
a RAN Fleet side 33-6 and then 6-4. 

The annual general meeting of ASRU decided that it was now time to put in place an 
annual National inter-Service Rugby Carnival to replace state based Combined 
Services carnival.  This would imply that there would be three competing teams, each 
representing a Service instead of a state.  The President of ASRU, Commodore J.S. 
Partington, commented that this could be one way of raising the standard of the 
ASRU side.  The task of completing all the necessary arrangements for such a 
carnival from the Navy‘s side was given to COMAUSNAVSUP (Commander 
Australian Naval Support), and the details would be responsibility for all Navy, not 
just NSW, of the new Command Recreation Officer, former Navy and ASRU 
halfback, LEUT ―Jessie‖ James.  The coach of the Navy side, Steve Adams, 
expressed his support for the move which he had been pressing for ever since his 
appointment105.   
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The 1980’s   

1980 

By 1980, the RAN had embarked on ―two-ocean navy‖ policy in an effort to increase 
its profile in the Indian Ocean and it was in the process of phasing out the ships 
acquired in the 1960‘s, in particular the Daring Class Destroyers, which were 
replaced with the Oliver Hazard Perry Class guided missile frigates (FFGs).  The 
Attack Class patrol boats were being replaced with the larger Fremantle Class 
vesssels, the Attack Class boats were transferred to Papua New Guinea and 
Indonesia.  In 1983, the Australian Government would announce the withdrawl of the 
last RAN aircraft carrier, HMAS Melbourne. 

The Sydney Sub-District Rugby Union reorganised its competition structure in 1980.  
The fourth division would have two components, one catering for clubs with two 
teams with the Jeffrey, Noice, Clark and Farrant Cups and the other classified as the 
fifth division, catering for clubs with only one team and offering the Meldrum Cup with 
10 teams primarily from north of the bridge, the Radford Cup, with 10 teams primarily 
for eastern suburbs side, which included the cadets from HMAS Watson, and the 
Robertson Cup with eight teams, somewhat widely scattered.  The Watson cadets 
lost their opening game 8-6 to Shore OB and their second game to Rockdale 28-3 
and they drew with South Coogee 19-all. 

The annual meeting of the EAA Rugby Club was held in Sydney in February and the 
key offices bearers were selected as follows: President, Commodore L.J. McInerney; 
Secretary, CPO Gary McGrath, EAA Chairman of selectors, Capt. N. Stoker 
(Penguin), selectors, CMDR Mike Dowsett (Albatross), WO Ken McMiles (Fleet), PO 
Terry Hill (Nirimba) and Steve Adams (EAA and Navy coach).  The meeting was 
presented with a proposal to make the RAN the ―premier service‖ in rugby in 1980.  
The proposal had been prepared by a committee headed by Commodore McInerney 
and suggested the following steps: 

Encourage players to play club Rugby – clubs were already into training. 
All Dempster Cup coaches should attend the Services Coaching Seminar. 
Attempt to make sure the best players are made available at all times. 
Let no factions or power struggles develop at any level. 
Ensure there is constant communication at all levels as to the activities and 
progress of the National squad. 
Constant feedback on the performance of players to officials as the season 
progresses. 
 

The meeting also received a report form coach Steve Adams and the inter-Service 
manager, ―Dolly‖ Gray, that had some suggestions for improvements in the area of 
Command and Fleet: 
 
A concerted effort should be made to regain the Lou Smith Cup – a symbol of rugby 
supremacy between the RAN and New Zealand Fleet Rugby teams. The general 
standard and prestige of the EAA mid-week competition, the Dempster Cup, needed 
to be raised.  
 
The meeting was informed of the changes to the program for 1980, these included: 
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A seven-a-side competition to be played on March 26 (when the Fleet is out), 
instead of the traditional Mons Cup. 
The annual Gala day, would now be a National Knockout carnival in Sydney 
on July 9 (when Fleet is in). 
Navy teams would be invited from all States for an inaugural national carnival 
to be held in Canberra between July 21 and 25 (this would allow some 200 
players to show their skills). 
The ASRU squad would be named after the Canberra carnival. 
The EAA Dempster Cup would comprise the same sides as 1979, 
commencing on April 18 and Grand Final on September 24. 
The EAA inter-Service competition would be held from June 3 to 5 at T.G. 
Millner Field.   
Dempster Cup games would be 35 mins (as per all Sydney grade teams 
below first grade).  
Injury time would be only played in finals. 
Albatross would play all home games at Albatross and all away games at 
Port Hacking ( to minimise travel costs).  
The Command Recreation Officer‟s with volunteers would control sale of 
alcohol at the Mons Cup, and the proceeds would go into a fund to outfit 
National NAVY squad members with a tracksuit and T-shirt or blazer. 
The annual Navy/Police McKernihan Cup match might be played as an inter-
Service leadup fixture, instead of after the series as in recent years.  
The Storrie Cup might be played between Naval College, NIRIMBA and Fleet 
Colts, all playing each other once.106 

The New Zealand Combined Services announced the details of their Australian tour 
in February, which included games against State Combined Services sides from 
NSW, Queensland and Victoria, and culminating in the ―test‖ against ASRU.  Navy 
coach, Steve Adams, suggested that the States Combined Services sides would be 
too soft an opposition for the Kiwis, whom he rated as equal to many of the New 
Zealand provincial sides and never play a ―social‖ game.  He suggested that they 
delay the visit until after the Services National sides had formed and let Army and 
Navy play the Kiwis instead107.  Unfortunately, it was announced a few weeks later 
that the tour had been postponed until1981.  

The Victorian Rugby Union once again recognised the contribution of Commander 
Jim Clough, by electing him as a Vice President for the second year in succession.  
Also in Melbourne, HMAS Cerberus appointed schoolie Jeff Hogg as coach. Hogg 
had played in the UK and Australia, particularly for Nirimba in the Dempster Cup in 
1964, as well as for lower grades at Sydney Uni and Western Suburbs, he had also 
attended a coaching course at HMS Collingwood in the UK. 

The inaugural Sevens Competition was won by HMAS Moreton, who defeated HMAS 
Stalwart 18-0 in the final, with Platypus/Waterhen taking the first round ―losers‖ 
competition beating Watson 6-0 in their final.  In response to one of the points in the 
EAA annual meeting, a number of Navy players were performing well in club rugby, 
ASRU five-eighth Chris Cummins and Peter Swift were in Westerns Suburbs first 
grade and Mark Easton was in the same club‘s first grade Colts side, ASRU No 8, 
J.C. Campbell was in the Illawarra rep side with Dick Hable in the reps side‘s 2nd XV, 
Moose Eddington was in the Shoalhaven first grade and Rod McLaurin in the first 
grade for Gosford. 
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The degree to which the hierarchy of the Services viewed sport, particularly rugby, as 
a contributor to Service activity can be judged from a letter sent from Navy Office in 
April by the Chief of Naval Staff, Vice Admiral G.J. Willis, to all commands on the 
importance of the coming Rugby season, he said: 

“The Australian Services Rugby Union was formed in 1964 with the aim of fostering and 
organising rugby union within and between the Services; its major activities each year have 
been the staging of a carnival from which has been selected a combined services squad, and 
the organisation of a tour of the Eastern states of Australia, and on occasion, New Zealand, for 
this squad. 

“Of recent seasons the capability and success of this squad has declined, and it has been 
decided that a determined attempt at revitalisation is necessary in 1980. 

“In concert with CDF‟s and the Chiefs of Staff of the ARMY and RAAF, I support this aim and 
the primary action being taken towards its achievement, which is to hold a national inter-Service 
rugby carnival in Canberra in July 1980.  This will be a triangular competition between one 
rugby union team from each Service, and from it will be selected the ASRU Touring squad. 

“The competition in past carnivals has been between combined sides from the three eastern 
states. 

“I should like our rugby players to be encouraged to set their sites on selection for the Navy 
team on this first occasion that a full RAN representative team will have been brought together, 
and I wish every reasonable endeavour to be made to release those selected so that they may 
take part.” 

The Navy side in the Sydney Sub District, Meldrum Cup under new coach, W.O. Ken 
McMiles, got off to a poor start with the forfeiture of the first nine games, along with 
Bondi and Kuringai-CAE and were then removed from the competition.  

Just as Services Rugby had introduced a ―league dispensation‖, so in 1980 did the 
Sydney Sub-district Union introduce a ―Qualified Re-instatement‖ for Rugby League 
players, that enabled them to play in Sub-district Union competitions, and the 
dispensation had to be renewed yearly.  This brought a number of former high profile 
Rugby Union players who had defected to League back to the Union game. 

In preparation for the inter-Service carnival the Navy side played a side from the 
Sydney Second Division competition leaders Western Suburbs. The EAA NSW inter-
Services Carnival for 1980 was staged at T.G. Milner Field in June. The opening day 
saw Navy, captained by Kit Morgan, from Warringah, defeat a weakened Army side 
24-6, Army were missing former Wallaby full-back, Bob Brown, and the Campbell first 
grader, Laurie Douglas.  Navy‘s tries were scored by Tom Mitchell (Wests), Tom 
Gourley, Steve Britton (Randwick) and Rod McLaurin (Gosford and Central Coast).  
Army then went down 20-7 to an enthusiastic RAAF side.  So on the third day, Navy 
met RAAF in the decider for the Stan McCabe trophy, and Navy emerged a 31-0 
victor.  The Navy side included 10 players from Sydney First and Second Division 
clubs, and 3 from country zone rep sides.  The Navy winger, Tom Mitchell, who was 
a member of the Fijian Navy, on exchange with the RAN, ran in eight tries in the 
three games, he was later selected as reserve for NSW U21 for their game against 
Queensland U 21108.  The trophy was presented by COMAUSNAVSUP, RADM A.J. 
Robertson who commented that each service had to strive to raise the standard of 
rugby in the Services. 
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Like many other touring sides, the Navy EAA squad had a system of fines for 
breaches of their self-imposed discipline code – with all ―contributions‖ going to 
squad funds.  For example, all left handed people must use their right hand and vice 
versa, and All Swearing is taboo at set times.  One big forward, struggling with the 
utensils at dinner, upset gravy all down the front of his best, clean shirt.  ―Oh Sh….‖ 
he began, sighted coach Steve Adams nearby, and added quickly . . . ―golly!!!‖  
According to Adams, it brought the house down, at great loss to the Fund109.   

Navy were triumphant in the NSW inter-Service carnival with Western Suburbs again 
providing a number of players in Dick Habell and Tom Mitchell from first grade, Chris 
Cummins, Bill Millward, and Ian McKeown from second grade and from third grade 
Steve Britton. 

In the Victorian inter-Service carnival at East Sale, Army beat RAAF 17-8 in game 
one, then Navy beat RAAF 20-6 in game two and then Army 19-3 in the final game.  
Navy won the tournament without having its line crossed.  Still in Victoria, the 
Cerberus side, playing in the Victorian 2nd grade, 2nd division, started the season off 
well winning both of their first two games, whereas the Metropolitan Services side 
playing in 1st grade 2nd division went down 30-3 to Portsea Army in their first game.  
Victoria  also had some Navy players in local civilian sides, with possible Southern 
States fullback, Mick Boyd, starring with the Victorian 2nd Division club Hawthorn.  
The Victorian Combined Services side that defeated Tasmania for the Anglesea 
trophy contained eight Navy players, and Navy breakaway, John Stratton gained 
selection for Victoria for their tour of New Zealand. 

A windy Randwick was the venue for the first national Mons Cup gala day, 22 sides 
and Monsignor Lake down from Queensland to present the trophy.  In the Cup Final 
Kuttabul were successful 8-7 over Watson and Cerberus defeated Coonawarra 10-0 
for the Plate.  

The inaugural National inter-service carnival was held in Canberra in July, with for 
the first time the sides for Army, Navy and Airforce being selected from all parts of 
Australia (and in the case of the RAAF, Malaysia).  The first game, saw Army defeat 
RAAF 61-3 and in the second game, Navy scored six tries to emerge as a 29-6 
winner over RAAF.  The third and final game saw Army take on Navy for the Wing 
Commander Caldwell Shield.  The early part of the game saw Army five eighth, Dave 
Harper, centre Laurie Douglas (from Campbelltown first grade) and fullback, former 
Wallaby Bob Brown, all try to pressure Navy fullback, Glen Green, into error, without 
success.  Whilst Army dominated the line outs, Navy were quicker around the field 
and tries to Green, winger, Tom Mitchell (Western Suburbs) and a conversion by 
winger, Steve Britten (Randwick) gave Navy a 10-9 victory.  Navy then provided 12 
players for the ASRU touring squad for 1980. 

The ASRU side opened up their 1980 season win a 13-6 win over the Wills Cup 
(NSW) Country champions Illawarra in Wollongong.  They followed this by beating 
the ACT in Canberra 18-7.  The ACT side included a newcomer, one D. Campese, 
who within two years was in the Wallaby side.  They then travelled to Sydney, where 
playing in gold and green instead of ASRU‘s normal green and white, they went 
down 22-9 to a star-studded Sydney XV at Victoria Barracks, Navy‘s Tom Mitchell 
scoring Service‘s only try.  The Governor of NSW, Sir Roden Cutler, who presented 
the Wheatley Trophy to the Sydney captain, Mick Mathers, commented that this was 
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the best Services‘ performance he had seen.  The side then went to Queensland 
where they defeated a Queensland President‘s XV 30-16 to take the Des Ridley 
Memorial Trophy for the first time in eight years, with Chis Cummins, Steve Britton 
and Rod McLaurin all scoring tries. 

The Lou Smith Cup was once again retained by the Kiwis when the New Zealand 
Fleet, represented by HMNZS Otago, defeated an RAN XV 12-0110.  The Kiwi side 
included at ―No 8‖ a NZ under 21 player, Wayne ―Buck‖ Shelford, who went on to 
gain 22 caps for the All Blacks, captaining the side for three years. 

By September, the Victorian Second Division championship was down to the semi-
final stage with HMAS Cerberus, the minor premiers, to play Frankston.  They had 
met twice before with the score being even, one victory each.  The other semi saw 
the 1979 premiers Point Cook up against Frognall.  Cerberus had scored 108 tries, 
conceding just 5 during the main competition phase.  Cerberus beat Frankston 12-3 
and Point Cook defeated Frognall, so the elimination final saw the RAAF Academy 
against Frankston, a game won by Frankston.  In the Grand Final HMAS Cerberus 
was pitted against Frankston.  At half time, Cerberus held a narrow 9-3 lead, a try to 
―Blue‖ Bulger from a tap penalty which was converted by Jacko Jackson gave 
Cerberus a 15-3 victory.  

The Dempster Cup was also down to its semi-final phase, where Nirimba, the minor 
premiers, overwhelmed Albatross 17-6 and Kuttabul eliminating Penguin 22-3.  
Kuttabul then defeated Albatross 7-3 in the elimination final.  So the Grand Final saw 
an unbeaten defending champion opposed by Kuttabul at T.G. Millner Field.  At half-
time, Kuttabul were leading by 15-6.  Penalty goals to Hill reduced the deficit to just 3 
points at 15-12, then a mistake by Kuttabul saw the Nirimba back-rower, John Hawler 
over for a try that was converted by Hill to take the score to 15-18.  Right on full-time 
Tom Mitchell toed a loose ball on halfway, gathered it in and ran down the touchline 
for the finishing try to give victory to Nirimba 22-15.  So Nirimba went through the 
whole season without loss, this was believed to be a record in Dempster Cup history.  
Commodore L.J. McInerney, Naval Support Command Chief of Staff, and also EAA 
Rugby President congratulated both sides for an excellent game that set a high 
standard for future fixtures.  He also praised the support given to the two teams by 
the respective Commanding Officers – Captain D.R.O.S. Fox (Nirimba) and 
Commander G.R. Dalrymple (Kuttabul) and thanked the Services Referees body 
headed by LtCol John McPherson for their support. 
 
The request at the beginning of the year for Navy players to participate in civilian 
competitions was certainly heard by a number of players as a brief summary in Navy 
News showed: 
 
Chris Cummins, Tom Mitchell (both Nirimba) – Western Suburbs 1st grade 
premiership side. 
Mick Reynolds (Kuttabul)- Western Suburbs reserve grade premiership side  
Ian McKeon (Kuttabul) - Western Suburbs 3rd grade premiership side  
Steve Adams - Navy coach- Western Suburbs 4th grade side  
Jeff Sayle – former Navy coach – Randwick 4th grade premiership side 
Rod Collier, ―Bluey‖ Lantry, George Bewert (all Nirimba) – Kellyville‘s 3rd division 1st 
grade  
Mark Easton (Vampire) – Wests Colts 
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Dennis Mills (Vampire) – Kellyville 2nd XV 
Ted Wynberg, Mick Casey, Geoff Rayner (all Albatross) - Shoalhaven 3rd XV.  

Services rugby could not operate without support from sponsors and the Navy coach 
Steve Adams in his Navy News column of August 8 paid tribute to all the Navy 
personnel who helped the Navy side in 1980 and also thanked Classic Jumpers, 
Track1/Wilton International, Southern Pacific Hotel Corporation, Ansett Airlines, 
Pacific Health Spa, Red Anchor, Dunlop/Slazenger, New Art Embroidery and 
Western Suburbs Rugby Club for their assistance during the year.  

1981 

Navy News of April 10 included a song from a Sydney TV station about Rugby. 
―The game they play in heaven‖ sung by Doug Parkinson.  

There‟s nothing quite like Rugby  

Or like a Rugby man 

Eight foot tall, built like a wall 

Yet such a gentle man  

It‟s the game they play in heaven 

Though it sometimes looks like hell 

Everyone plays it for fun 

Although you‟d never tell 

There‟s nothing quite like Ruby  

Or like a Rugby man 

A Little bit rough, a little bit tough 

Watch it if you can 

 
Among Navy players graded for the 1981 Sydney Rugby Union competition were 
three who were graded into the First Division for Western Suburbs, Chris Cummins, 
Tom Mitchell, and Dick Hable.  

The 1981 EAA Rugby annual meeting saw the new committee comprise President, 
Captain McDermott, Secretary, LEUT ―Jess‖ James, Coach, Artie Wyatt, Trainer, 
Terry Hill and Manager, ―Dolly‖ Gray, Selectors Wyatt, Ken McMiles, Hill, former 
coach Steve Adams and Peter Smith.  The Mons Cup was moved to Nirimba and the 
Dempster Cup reverted to 40 minute halves with a proposal to reduce the 
tournament to one full round and the top four playing off for the Cup and the 
remainder playing for a plate was defeated.  Nirimba would field two teams and the 
Destroyers and Big Ships side would merge to form a Fleet side (due to heavy Fleet 
commitments) in the Dempster Cup  The meeting was also informed of the donation 
by the Western Suburbs club of a perpetual trophy for the ―most improved player‖ in 
the inter-Service series.  A date of May 20 was nominated for the annual Navy/NSW 
Police game, but doubt was expressed about the fixture proceeding in the light of the 
withdrawal by Police in 1980.  

Some of the decisions made by the 1981 EAA committee did not meet universal 
approval, especially the decision to return to 40 minutes halves in the Dempster Cup.  
The former Navy coach, Steve Adams, pointed out that in Sydney Grade football, 
only First Grade played 40 minutes and that there had been a reduction in the 
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number of injuries in the 1980 Dempster Cup111.  The request for a reduced 
Dempster Cup, to improve player availability also appeared to have fallen on deaf 
ears.  

The 1981 schedule took some time to be settled but was finally confirmed in March, 
with the National Mons Cup scheduled for June 3 at HMAS Nirimba, the Navy trials 
the following day, the NSW inter-Service was scheduled for June 19-21 at RAAF 
Kingswood and the Services National Carnival scheduled for Canberra, June 15-19.  
The ASRU schedule was South Australia on June 23, ACT on June 25, Illawarra on 
June 28, Sydney on July 1, and Queensland on June 25, as a curtain raiser to 
Australia v France. 

The EAA trials for the inter-service competition held at Concord in early May saw 12 
new reps selected as well as eight ―ASRU‖ reps.  In the NSW inter-Service 
competition itself Navy defeated RAAF 49-0 with six tries to Navy, Navy beat Army 
32-10 and then Army defeated RAAF 45-0, resulting in a series win to Navy.  This 
gave Navy five straight Stan McCabe Trophy wins.  In the Victorian series, Navy 
defeated RAAF 34-10 and Navy defeated Army 29-3.  

The Mons Cup in 1981 attracted 20 sides including HMAS Coonawarra from Darwin 
and HMAS Leeuwin/Stirling  from Western Australia.  The Cup went to Nirimba who 
defeated Harman in the final 7-0 and the plate to Albatross with a 21-0 win over 
Watson.  The Northern Territorians acquitted themselves well, losing 4-6 to Watson 
in the Plate semi-final. 

An RAN side drawn from Sydney establishments, defeated the Royal New Zealand 
Navy (represented by HMNZS Waikato) 10-0 at the Randwick Sports Complex to 
regain the Lou Smith Cup for the first time since 1978.  EAA President, Captain 
McDermott, said he had been impressed by the good spirit that the game had been 
played in, and as EAA President he would do all that he could to see that all Navy 
representative sides played the game in a similar good spirit through 1981112.  The 
RAN side decided to adopt a lot of accurate line kicking, to essentially turn the 
enthusiastic Kiwi defence, and thus take the pressure off the RAN side.  The plan 
was also to only run the ball in the last five to ten minutes of each half.  The plan 
worked well with the RAN side scoring a try late in each half. , 

In the National inter-Service carnival, Navy got away to a good start with a 24-9 win 
over RAAF. RAAF then went down to Army 28-3 and Navy defeated Army 24-3 to 
take the championship.  However, despite their victory, only nine Navy players were 
selected in the ASU squad compared to 10 for Army, leaving 3 spots for RAAF. 

The ASRU side defeated South Australia in wet conditions in Adelaide, with four tries 
to Tom Mitchell and two conversions to Chris Cummins.  They then set off for 
Canberra where they were beaten 12-11 by the ACT, despite leading 11-0 at one 
stage, and then remained in Canberra to defeat Illawarra 33-3 with further tries to 
Mitchell.  It was then on to Victoria Barracks on July 1, to take on the mighty Sydney 
side, resplendent in glory after a victory over the touring French side, and the 
Services side were well beaten 37-9, with another try to Mitchell.  The final game 
against a Queensland President‘s XV, was staged as a curtain raiser to the Test 
match against France and the Queenslander were victorious by 38 points to 3.  
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One of Navy‘s top representatives and Western Suburbs player, POPT Chris 
Cummins was put out of the game for the rest of the year in early August with a 
broken and badly dislocated right ankle after a prank at a party.  One of the guests 
―crash tackled‖ Cummins, breaking and dislocating his right ankle. 

Skipper Harry Pearson needed pain killing injections for a rib injury before taking the 
field at T.G. Millner to lead his Nirimba team to a 35-4 win over Albatross in the 
Dempster Cup Grand Final.  Tom Mitchell, playing in the centre and not on the wing, 
scored four of Nirimba‘s five tries, to take out the ―Salty Eckel‖ trophy for ―best player‖ 
in the grand final.  He was due to return to the Fijian Navy in October, when he was 
due to finish his apprentice training at Nirimba. 

Cerberus finished minor premiers in the first division of the Victorian Rugby Union 
Championship and then went on to defeat Harlequins 26-12 in the major semi-final 
and then staged a 11-8 victory over Melbourne in the Grand Final.  Captain-Coach 
Surg-Leut Des Gorman, a former New Zealand Junior representative, together with 
assistant coach POSN ―Blue‖ Bulger, and, late in the season LEUT Kit Morgan, the 
1980 ASRU captain, were leading elements in the performance of the team. 

1982   

Navy sport was thrown into turmoil in February 1982, when Naval Support Command 
issued a signal stating that owing to financial restrictions, no inter-Service sport was 
to be played in NSW, with the exception of softball, until the financial situation was 
clarified.  Mid week sport, which included the Dempster Cup, was continuing as in 
most cases the venues had all been paid for in advance, and there were no transport 
costs.  Hardest hit were cricket – frozen, water polo, swimming and diving - all 
postponed. 

The 1982 EAA Rugby annual meeting saw the new committee comprised President 
Commodore Jeff Partington, secretary LEUT ―Jess‖ James, coach Ian Larsen, trainer 
Terry Hill and manager, to be appointed as ―Dolly‖ Gray had left the service,  
selectors ―Jess― James, Ken McMiles, POPT Ken Reid, coach Larsen and POPT 
Peter Smith.  Other decisions included: the Mons Cup would remain at Nirimba for 
reasons of accommodation, parking, etc, and was scheduled for May 26, the national 
carnival was scheduled for Canberra June 7-11, the Dempster Cup would be played 
as 35 minute halves.  Commodore Partington suggested that the National Carnival 
should be played in Sydney, as there were more people in the area interested in the 
carnival, the committee would investigate this suggestion, as Navy were to be the 
1983 host Service. 

The Defence Force Sports Council had announced the formation of an ACT inter-
Service Sports Committee and that, from 1983, NSW based personnel would not be 
eligible to compete in ACT sports and ACT based personnel would not be eligible to 
compete in NSW inter-Service events, if the sport is included in an ACT program. 

HMAS Cerberus entered two sides in the Victorian Second Division competition in 
1982 and were bolstered by the posting in of NSW inter-service, ASRU and Western 
Suburbs First Grader, Chris Cummins as well as ASRU player ―Doc‖ Watson.  The 
promotion of Cerberus was a tribute to the work of Commander Jack Clough, a Vice 
President of the Victorian State Rugby Union.  Cummins and Watson were both 
selected in a Victorian State side that played a Sydney XV that included 12 Wallabies 
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and was trounced 49-3. Cummins retained his position in the State XV that went 
down 15-9 to NSW Country   

After six rounds in the Sydney First Division Championship, Navy‘s second rower, Bill 
Milward, playing for Western Suburbs, was leading the Herald Cup for the leading 
player, with six points in a competition that at this stage had some 50 players. It must 
be added that he did not add to this tally for the rest of the season. 

The financial restrictions meant that Coonawarra, Cairns and Leeuwin/Stirling were 
not able to travel to Sydney for the Mons Cup, reducing the number of teams 
competing to 15.  The Cup was won by Cerberus, who came through at the bell to 
take out the final, 12-7 over Albatross.  The plate went to Kuttabul after an 18-0 win 
over Watson.  The side from HMAS Otama included Mick Dunne who as Commodore 
Dunne was later to become COMSUBAUST and President of RANRU. 

Army won both the NSW and Victorian inter-Service carnivals, and Navy beat Army 
38-6 to take out the inaugural ACT inter-Service title, with a side coached by POSY 
―Dusty‖ Millar, and comprised of a nucleus of eight players who were playing local 
grade rugby and the remainder ―converted‖ from HMAS Harman‟s ―Other code‖ team.  

Former Navy coach, Steve Adams, was somewhat scathing in his attack on Navy‘s 
man management when he remarked on the refusal of HMAS Albatross to release 
last year‘s ASRU and Navy Captain, JC Campbell and Navy hooker ―Gabby‖‖ 
Gablonski for the 10 days of the 1982 inter-Service carnival.  He commented113: 

“Navy man-management has always prided itself on the policy that no man is 
indispensable.  However according to Albatross, if the two players were made 
available for the National Inter-Service, the “birdie world would grind to a halt.  In 
my opinion, and it seems that this is shared through the Services; rugby is THE 
prestige sport in the Services.  Surely the morale value and leadership gains, let 
alone the PR value, would be sufficient to allow these two “birdies” to represent 
the RAN and probably ASRU”.  

The Navy squad for the 1982 Nationals included 12 new players, with HMAS 
Cerberus providing 6 players to the squad and the submarine HMAS Otama 
providing 1.  Six previous rep players were unavailable, due to service commitments 
or injury, and five had retired and Tom Mitchell had returned to Fiji.  So Coach, Ian 
Larsen, had a squad with a mixture of experience and new talent to challenge the 
other two Service‘s sides.  Navy defeated RAAF 36-6 in the opening game and then 
Army defeated RAAF.  In the final game, Navy easily beat the pre-competition 
favourites Army 22-10, with Rodgers, Britton and Bryant scoring tries.  After the 
competition ASRU announced its touring squad and to nobody‘s surprise it included 
10 Navy players including the squad captain ―Blue‖ Stokes, who became the fourth 
―Senior Service‖ leader in succession to captain ASRU. 

The 1982 ASRU squad, which for the first time in its history had no player from 
Queensland, but included 10 Navy players, with Cameron Martin as the sole Navy 
reserve, opened its tour with a 31-3 defeat by the ACT.  They then travelled to 
Newcastle to beat the local side 12-10 and then down to the Sydney Cricket Ground 
where they defeated Illawarra 18-6 in a curtain raiser to the Scotland v NSW game.  
The Sydney XV then walloped the Services side 43-6 at Victoria Barracks and a 
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somewhat dispirited ASRU squad went down 28-7 to Victoria and 21-24 to a 
Queensland President‘s XV.  

HMAS Albatross took out the minor premiership in the Dempster Cup and then 
defeated HMAS Penguin 16-12 in the major semi final to march to the Grand Final. 
HMAS Kuttabul beat HMAS Watson 15-6 in the elimination semi-final and then went 
down 7-6 to Kuttabul in the final.   So the Grand Final at T.G. Millner saw Albatross 
matched against Penguin with the result going 4-3 to Albatross, giving the ―Birdies‖ 
almost a clean sweep of Navy‘s NSW football codes, the Mons Cup was the only 
trophy they missed out on.  

Early October, saw HMAS Brisbane challenge HMNZS Canterbury for the Lou Smith 
Cup, one of the few times a single ship had represented Australia on home soil.  
Thanks to the brilliance of Leo Santini busting up the defence and the steady play of 
Spike Jones and Harry Pearson, Brisbane emerged 10-0 victors at Latham Park, 
Randwick.  One spectator commented that this was the best ship‘s side he had ever 
seen. 

HMAS Cerberus won their third successive ―civvy‖ grand final in the Victorian Rugby 
Union competition.  Chris Cummins halted a late opposition charge with a 
spectacular 30 metre field goal just minutes before the final siren to give Cerberus a 
12-7 victory over Geelong.  In the earlier match, Cerberus were unlucky not to 
complete a double when their reserves went down to Frankston 7-4 in a thrilling hard 
fought game. 
 

1983 

Showing that all was not well in Sydney rugby, the Sydney Rugby Union in 1983 
scrapped the publication of its official weekly program Rugby News.  The competitive 
publication, Rugby Weekly announced that it had reached an agreement with the 
SRU to publish a full list of fixtures and the SRU would provide a regular column114.  
 
Commanding Officer‘s Commendations were given to three sportsmen at HMAS 
Kuttabul in January 1983, ABPH Cameron Martin was recognised for his talents as a 
rugby player, he had represented Navy at inter-Service and ASRU levels, LSPH Bill 
McBride, an Australian Rules Player, was commended for being ―an excellent 
ambassador for the RAN‖, he had been vice-captain and captain in Australian 
representative sides, and SWR G. McMullen was commended for outstanding sports 
performances as captain of the women‘s inter-Service Hockey team, a member of 
Combined NSW Women‘s Services team and a member of the Australian Women‘s 
Services team115.  
 
The NSW Area Rugby Union elected Commodore Partington as president, LCDR 
Gates as treasurer, WO McMiles as inter-Services coach and LEUT James as 
secretary for 1983.  The meeting also announced the dates for Dempster Cup, Mons 
Cup and ASRU fixtures.  It was also confirmed that the planned Fiji tour had been 
postponed and alternative arrangements were being arranged.  The secretary 
reported that the support for fund raising had been disappointing, and this was 
essential for the purchase of essentials, team jumpers, embroidery, etc.  The meeting 
also agreed that the management of rugby in the Navy should be rationalised, 
especially in the light of the new annual national competition.  It was agreed that the 
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Sydney Naval Rugby Union Club (now defunct) and the EAA Rugby Union would be 
subsumed into a new organisation to be called RAN Rugby Union.  The RAN Rugby 
Union decided to enter a team in the Golden Oldies Festival which was to be held in 
Sydney in July. 
 
The 1983 ASRU committee election saw Captain W.E. Rothwell as chairman, LEUT 
G Angel RAN, treasurer, COL A. Fittock, LTCOL R Sutton, GPCPT I Taylor as 
member and WGCDR N Alexander as secretary.  The committee announced that it 
had received an invitation from the British Army of the Rhine for ASRU to make a tour 
of Germany.  This would require an increased level of support for ASRU. 
 
In the Victorian competition, Cerberus Rugby Union Club registered a win over the 
highly rated first division side Power House 18-4 in their pre-season campaign, and 
during the visit to Melbourne of the largest fleet since the World War II, Cerberus 
defeated the all-conquering side from HMAS Adelaide 12-0, with tries to Rod 
McLaurin, Glen McCorriston and Darryl Jackson116.   
 
In the 1983 NSW inter-Service rugby series, the honours were shared by Army and 
Navy as they drew with each other in the opening game, and then both defeated 
RAAF.  As Army were the current holder of the trophy, they retained it.  The opening 
game saw a fiercely contested try-less 80-minute game, with each side scoring four 
penalty goals.  The Army/RAAF game was also try-less, the first try of the series 
being scored by Navy‘s hooker Gablonski in the final game of the series, a game won 
by Navy 24-3.  ―JC‖ Campbell was named Navy‘s man of the series.The Victorian 
inter-Service tournament also went to Navy, who defeated RAAF 70-0, Army 23-3 
and Army defeated RAAF 21-4.  The Navy side was the complete Cerberus side plus 
one from Lonsdale/Stuart. 
 
As a result of the inter-Service games the Navy Nationals squad was named and 
went into camp to prepare for the national carnival at Victoria Barracks. The 
highlights included eleven players from Fleet units, including five from HMAS 
Brisbane, eight new caps, a new captain in Chris Cummins, a new coach in Benny 
Hill, five representatives from the Colts squad, and a few of the experienced 
―certainties‖ unavailable.  In all 12 ships and establishments were represented, 
showing great support across the RAN.   Ken McMiles was appointed as squad 
manager and CMDR Chris Levi as OIC. 
 
The Lou Smith Cup match for 1983 saw HMNZS Otago draw 3-3 with the RAN side 
at Randwick in sodden conditions, the only scores being a penalty goal each.  Later 
in the week, the Navy side went down 18-6 to a Combined Second Division XV. 
 
The 1983 Mons Cup attracted some 26 teams to HMAS Nirimba, and with assistance 
from Command Transport, in excess of 500 players plus spectators gathered at the 
base for the competition. The early games were of ten minutes each way duration an 
the final gmes were 15 minutes each way. The gathered crowd saw the favourites, 
HMAS Cerberus, take out the cup for the second successive year, with a 6-0 win 
over HMAS Brisbane in the final (details in the annex). The Plate Final saw Albatross 
continue their run as bridesmaids for the second year running when they lost 3-0 to 
Platypus/Waterhen.  One unique feature of the tournament was the fact that of the 
teams competing, three of them were captained by brothers, Chris Cummins at 
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HMAS Cerberus, Bart Cummins at HMAS Kuttabul and Ted Cummins at HMAS 
Perth. 
 
The National inter-Services contest for 1983 was won by Army for the first time since 
the inception of the tournament in 1979.  Army beat RAAF 23-9 and Navy 15-13 and 
Navy came back to beat RAAF 11-7.  In the Army/Navy game, Navy were leading 6-0 
after twenty-four minutes, were even 6-6 at half time and with just twenty minutes to 
go led 13-6, but a converted try and then a penalty goal to Army with just four 
minutes to go, Army then held on to win, after a penalty attempt from 45 metres out 
by Navy full-back, Chris Cummins, just fell short.  Navy‘s points came from a try to 
Swift and 3 penalty goals to Cummins.   
 
The former Navy coach had some strong words to say in his column in Navy News 
after the nationals.  He was surprised to hear that at the selection trials there were 
not enough players for two sides, the team did not have a game in preparation for the 
Army clash, and in his view a number of players had been selected on history and 
not current form.  He did, however, concede that the Army side was one of the best 
he had seen.  He also commented on the decision to have a Dempster Cup round on 
the same day as the Army/Navy game was somewhat short sighted.  He added to 
round off his comments ―I thought the Services were oriented to rugby union, not that 
other code but it seems that‘s not the case.  Why was one member of the ASRU 
squad allowed to play for his league side on the weekend after the I/S carnival, when 
no member was allowed to turn out for rugby union fixtures.  Surely, if ASRU 
selectors want the best players available and want them to play for clubs, every effort 
must be made to upset those clubs as little as possible‖117  . 
 
Navy provided nine members of the 1983 ASRU squad, with HMAS Brisbane 
providing three, flanker Geoff Stokes, prop Andy Bray, and fullback/winger Spike 
Jones, HMAS Albatross provided two, No. 8, John ―JC‖ Campbell and second row 
―Dutchy‖ Van der Bout, and HMAS Cerberus also provided two in fullback, Chris 
Cummins and five-eighth Mark Rogers.  The side proved to be no match for the 
Sydney side, losing 34-12 at Victoria Barracks on July 6. 
 
The Golden Oldies Ruby Carnival in Sydney in July saw 130 teams from all over the 
world, including Melbourne, join in the week of entertainment.  The concept of the 
carnival which was held every two years was to renew old friendships, promote and 
play rugby and have a good time.  The RAN side, the Navy Old Salts, set their 
prerequisites as over the hill (35), overweight, over-thirsty and able to tell the 
difference between a rugby ball and a schooner glass, and the side included both 
serving and non-serving members, some of whom travelled from interstate to join in 
the carnival, and had already started taking enrolments for the 1985 tournament in 
London. 
 
The commitment of Navy to fitness and sport was clearly epitomised in August 1983 
when the Flag Officer Naval Support Command, RADM K. Vonthethoff, and the Fleet 
Commander, RADM Mike Hudson, conjointly opened the new Navy Indoor Sports 
Centre at No 6 Woolloomooloo.  In addition to exercise and fitness equipment, the 
centre provided facilities for volleyball, badminton, netball, squash, table tennis and 
darts, and was available 12 hours per day, 5 days per week. 
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The strength of the HMAS Cerberus side was amply demonstrated in August, when 
the Victorian Combined Services XV went down to Tasmania for the annual 
Anglesea Trophy match against the state side, twelve of the fifteen players were from 
Cerberus.  The RAAF provided a Hercules to transport the squad and Army provided 
accommodation at Anglesea Barracks.  For the first time since the inception of the 
trophy in 1977, Combined Services came away with the trophy winning by 20-6. 
 
Back on the mainland, in the Victorian state competitions, HMAS Cerberus 1st and 
reserve grade sides were on top in their respective leagues with only three games 
left, and both were confident of appearing in their respective grand finals.  The first 
grade side made sure of their position by defeating Morwell 27-8 in their semi-final, 
the reserve grade side decided to do it the hard way by losing to Morwell 28-12 in 
their semi and had to face Croydon in the final.  They defeated Croydon and so both 
Cerberus sides were matched with Morwell in their respective Grand Finals.  The 
reserve grade took out their game 15-6 with tries to McCorriston, Bennie and Phil 
Stokes and a penalty to Greg Thompson.  So now it was up to the 1st grade side to 
complete the double, which they did by 12 points to 6, thanks to two penalties and a 
conversion to captain-coach Chris Cummins in his last  game for Cerberus before his 
posting to HMAS Parramatta. Cerberus outside centre Steve Thompson limped from 
the field with a broken collar bone, for the second time in three months. 
 
The Cerberus Grand Final, also witnessed the departure of their coach and mentor, 
Commander Jack Clough after 36 years service in the RAN.  He played rugby until 
the age of 40, when he took on a role as coach, selector and administrator.  At the 
time of his retirement, Jack was Vice President of the Victorian Rugby Union a 
position he had held for four years.  He recalled that the highlight of his career was 
when he was captain/coach of HMAS Cerberus and when they were Reserve Grade 
Premiers in 1959.  
 
In WA, the West Australian Inter-service series was won by Navy after their 9-6 
defeat of Army and 30-10 defeat of RAAF.  WA Navy also beat 22 Construction 12-4.  
With a limited number of services games, most Navy players in the West played for 
Cottesloe or Rockingham in the civilian competition.  Three Navy players went to 
Hawaii with Cottesloe to play in the Pan Am Tournament118.  
 
The Dempster Cup Final for 1983 saw HMAS Albatross opposed by HMAS Kuttabul 
at T.G. Millner Field.  Albatross had won the trophy on 10 previous occasions and 
Kuttabul 6 in the 61 year history of the competition.  Tries by Albatross‘ breakaways 
Court and Phelps late in the second half gave victory to Albatross by 11 points to 7, 
after Eddington and Holland had scored a try and a penalty for Kuttabul and Richards 
a penalty goal for Albatross.  Kuttabul‘s Glen Gill won the ―Salty‖ Eckle Shield for 
Best and Fairest Player. 
 
Executives in RANRU and ASRU also took an active role in other sports.  One 
example was Commander Nick Helyer, who at one time held the dubious distinction 
of running the slowest known marathon in the RAN (5 hours), in WA in August he 
recorded a time of 3hrs, 17 minutes, 38 seconds. 
 
In September 1983 a Defence Instruction (Navy) was proposed, establishing the 
Royal Australian Navy Rugby Union, detailing how it would run, a proposed structure, 
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its responsibilities and how it would be funded were all included119.  The Instruction 
was, however, not acceptable in its current form to the Navy Office.  Instead the 
material would be included in a RAN Sports handbook. 
 
In an exciting finish to the winter season of Fleet Challenge Trophies, Adelaide 
defeated Stalwart in what amounted to a grand final in the rugby and playoffs were 
required in other sports.  The number games in each sport show the popularity of the 
competition: 
 

Rugby 28 games 

Australian Football 19 games 

Soccer 24 games 

Hockey 13 games 

Squash 42 matches 

Volleyball 67 games 

 
In November 1983, Commodore Partington advised the Flag Officer Commanding 
HM Australian Fleet that the responsibility for administering the competition for the 
Lou Smith Cup would be the Fleet‘s, and that challenging or defending sides would 
be drawn from Fleet units. 
 
The Navy corresponce files for 1983 contained a listing showing the rugby games 
played by naval units during the year: 
 

Ship # Comment Ship # Comment 

Stalwart 16 Singapore 2, 
South Korea, 
Japan, Phillipines, 
Indonesia 

Swan 10  Inc Japan, Port 
Moresby, Geelong, 
Cairns 

Supply 0  Torrens 7  

Jervis Bay  No return Watson 7 Dempster Cup 

Hobart  3  Kuttabul 7 Dempster Cup 

Perth 15 Incl Cairns, 
Honiara, Vanuatu, 
Hobart 

Platypus/ 
Waterhen 

7 Dempster Cup 

Brisbane 5 Incl HMNZS 
Canterbury for 
Lou Smith Cup 

Penguin 7 Dempster Cup 

Canberra 6 Mombassa, 
Mauritius, 
Colombo,  
Singapore, 
Adelaide 

Albatross 7 Dempster Cup 

Adelaide 15 Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Japan, 
Indonesia (Fleet 
Champions) 

Nirimba 17 Dempster Cup and 8 
Civilian Colts games, I 
game v NSW Railways 
Apps, 3rd App I/Service 

Sydney 15 All in USA Cairns 16 Club games (minor 
premiers + 7 visiting 
ships 
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Tobruk 11  Incl Singapore Creswell 18 10 club (Far South 
Coast, 2 social, 2 ships, 
2 sides to NZ playing 
RNZN, Fleet Mids 

Cook  3  Coonawarr
a 

21 20 club games as 
Combined Services, 2 
interservice games, won 

Vampire 9 Inc Singapore, 
Fiji, Townsville 

Leeuwin 2 As WA navy Rugby 
Union, 2 I/S won 

Stuart 0  Cerberus 36 Both grades grand 
Finalists 

Yarra 5 Inc Honiara, Vila, 
Geelong 

Old Salts  No return 

Parramatta 6     

 

1984 

In January 1984 HMAS Stuart became the first major warship to use the Western 
Australian port at HMAS Stirling as its homeport (rather than Sydney), she was 
followed shortly by HMAS Derwent and HMAS Swan.  This would reduce the rugby 
sides available to play in Sydney, and increase those in Western Australia. 

Navy personnel in 1984 also were due to play a role on the national scene, as in the 
case of POPT Lacey, who was named as a conditioner for the Australian Wallabies 
rugby team. 

Navy Rugby announced a new event as a prelude to the 1984 season, comprising a 
gala day, seven-a-side knockout tournament to be held at the Randwick Sports 
Complex on March 4120.  The tournament was open to all Naval Support Command 
Establishments and Ships of HMA Fleet.  At the annual meeting of RANRU the re-
elected president, Commodore Partington said that it was Navy‘s intention to get 
back the national rugby crown, while appreciating that it would not be an easy task as 
many players would be away at the time of the carnival.   Navy‘s coach for 1984 
would be former NSW and Randwick coach, Jeff Sayle, who had coached Navy back 
in 1964-66.  The other members of RANRU officials are listed in the annexes  

ASRU also announced its program for the year, which included Victoria and 
Newcastle again, as well as a game against the Fijian Services and Police as a 
curtain raiser to the Australia /All Blacks Test match at the SCG in July. 

The new seven-aside tournament attracted 25 teams all competing for the new Old 
Windsor Cup and Plate.  The Cup went to Zetland with a 13-3 victory over HMAS 
Brisbane No 1, and the Plate competition went to Brisbane No 2 with their 8-4 defeat 
of HMAS Stalwart.  A good crowd, including families and supporters, saw some fast 
and furious rugby, with many sides showing great promise for the forthcoming 
season.  There was great interest shown in holding this day on a Sunday to allow 
family participation.  The day would make a good pipe-opener to the season, allowing 
more players to enjoy the 7-man game.  

Navy News of April 1984 had news of Navy players in civilian first grade sides in 
Sydney, with Gordon Longrigg (HMAS Kuttabul) at Warringah and Dorrie Evans 
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(HMAS Watson) at St George. 

Postings and retirements hit the Combined Services City and Cerberus sides in 
Melbourne in 1984 and their prospects were in doubt at the beginning of the season. 
Cerberus lost Cummins, Thompson, Bryant, Simmons, Jackson, Sells, Crooks, 
Grant, Cafrrol and Collier.  ASRU five-eight Buck Rodgers was appointed as coach.  

With many fleet units away, the 1984 NSW Navy squad announced a side containing 
eight new caps to play Combined Sydney 2nd Division XV in May.  These were 
fullback Chris Morris (Perth), centre Greg Church (Nirimba), 2nd rower ―Perce‖ Percy 
(Nirimba), hooker Steve Sell (Waterhen), winger Brendon O‘Reilly (Waterhen), five-
eighth ―Blue‖ Marshall, breakaway Warren Latham (Torrens), and breakaway  Phil 
Cummins (COMAUSNAVSUP).  However, coach Ken McMiles was confident that 
there was a significant core of experience left with players like JC Campbell, ―Lofty‖ 
Longrigg, Dave Eddington, ―Dutch‖ Holland, Kel Bryant Steve Britton and Nick 
Sverdloff.  The Sydney XV proved too strong, winning 23-6. 

The Victorian inter-Services rugby union series saw Navy beat RAAF 29-0, Army 
defeat RAAF 14-0 and in the final game Navy defeat Army 26-0 to take out the 
trophy.  As a result, Navy dominated Combined Services selection, but due to service 
commitments only nine were in the squad to play Tasmania in the Anglesea Trophy 
game. 

Part of Navy‘s preparation for the 1984 NSW inter-Services games was a game 
against a Country XV.  Due to bad weather this game had to be moved from Nirimba 
to the Postal Institute ground at Kellyvile, and saw Country victorious by 31-3.  

The Stan McCabe Challenge Cup for inter-Service rugby in NSW was regained by 
Navy in the 1984 competition at RAAF Kingswood.  Navy defeated RAAF 23-7 in the 
opening round, Army defeated RAAF 33-4 in the second game and in the final game 
Navy scored tries by Gablonski, Sverdloff (2), Cummins and Simmons and a penalty 
to Steve Britton to beat Army 16-6.  Prop Bill Stokes was named Navy‗s Man of the 
Series and fullback Max Hunter Rookie of the Series, by coach Ken McMiles. WO 
McMiles and CPO Bob Jeffreys were earlier awarded the Medal of the Order Of 
Australia.  

The 1984 Mons Cup attracted 27 teams, including ones from HMAS Leeuwin/Stirling 
and the Harold E. Holt base at Exmouth in north-west Western Australia, the latter 
side made up of both RAN and US servicemen.  The management team for HMAS 
Cairns, Ron Giveen (coach) and ―Pincher‖ Martin (manager) were confident they 
would win the trophy.  Continual rain throughout the day made playing conditions 
difficult.  Although the weather did abate somewhat for the final, the conditions of the 
pitch were still dreadful.  Despite the conditions the sides did their best to provide 
some entertaining football, with HMAS Nirimba No 1 grafting their way through the 
final to beat Albatross No 1 by just 3 points to nil. The Plate final saw HMAS Harman 
defeat Leeuwin/Stirling 8-6.  Once again, Monsignor Lake was in attendance to 
present the trophy he originally donated back in 1969. 

The 1984 national inter-Service rugby competition was held in July at Victoria 
Barracks in Sydney.  In the early games Army beat RAAF 24-7 and Navy then 
defeated RAAF 23-3.  In the deciding game of the series, Army scored two tries to 
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two penalties to Navy to take out the trophy 8-6, thus winning it for the second 
consecutive year. 

 After the national series the ASRU squad was named and seven Navy players were 
selected.  The ASRU side started off their 1984 program with a fine win over Victoria 
20-12, scoring four tries to one.  They were then defeated by a strong ACT XV 32-0, 
drew 11-all with Queensland and then defeated Newcastle 14-0.  In their final game 
they went down 14-6 to a Sydney side captained by Steve Tuynman at Victoria 
Barracks. 
 
In mid July the Dempster Cup Table stood as follows: 
 

 P W L D B F PTS 

PLATPUS/WATERHEN 6 5 1 - 1 - 12 

ALBATROSS 5 4 1 - 2 - 12 

WATSON 6 4 2 - 1 - 10 

NIRIMBA 6 3 2 1 1 - 9 

KUTTABUL 5 2 3 - 2 - 8 

PENGUIN 7 2 4 1 - - 5 

ZETLAND 4 - 4 - - 3 -6 

 A team loses 2 points for a forfeit 

 
On July 21, the ASRU helped the Australian Rugby Union to establish world Rugby 
history, when for the first time, three rugby union internationals have been played on 
one ground on the same day, to make it of more interest all three Australian sides 
were victorious.  On this day, on the Sydney Cricket Ground, Australian Services 
defeated the Combined Fijian Armed Services/Police 18-16, the Australian U21s beat 
the New Zealand U21s‘ 12-10 and the Wallabies defeated the All Blacks 16-9.  Navy 
provided four players to the winning side, Jim Grant, second row, Glen Armstrong, 
centre, Brett Heyman, centre and Ian Watson, fullback, three Navy reps, Evans, 
Stratton and Bryant were on the bench and ―JC‖ Campbell was a late withdrawal due 
to injury121.  

At the half way point in the Victorian season, Cerberus Rugby Club 1st grade was in 
equal second position on the table and the reserve grade were leading their table.  In 
Sydney, with just three rounds of the Dempster Cup to run Platypus/Waterhen were 
leading the table on 20 points, just 2 point ahead of Albatross. 

The Lou Smith Cup returned to the Shaky Isles in August, when HMNZS Waikato 
defeated HMAS Brisbane 11-3, the Australian side‘s only score being a field goal 
early in the first half.  A penalty goal and two tries were enough to see the trophy on 
its way back to New Zealand. 

The WA inter-Service title was retained by Navy in 1984, when they defeated RAAF 
38-0 and Army 9-3.  The Army/Navy game was played in driving rain, which should 
have suited the big Army pack.  However, Navy scored a converted try and a penalty 
to Army‘s penalty in the first half, and the second half both sides remained scoreless, 
giving the victory to Navy. 

The Dempster Cup final four were Platypus/Waterhen, Albatross, Nirimba and 
Kuttabul.  Platypus/Waterhen went straight to the grand final when they beat 
Albatross 18-10 in the major semi-final.  It took two games to decide the minor semi-
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final as the ides were locked 3-all at full time in the first game, but in the replay two 
days later Nirimba beat Kuttabul 12-6.  The Preliminary Final saw the cup holders 
Albatross defeat Nirimba 9-0.  The grand final at T.G. Milner field saw Plats/W‟hen 
take the trophy for only the second time in the 62 year history of the cup, when they 
defeated HMAS Albatross 15-3.  The score at half time was 3-3, with a penalty goal 
each, but tries to Waseley and O‘Halloran and conversions by Alex Thompson saw 
Platypus/Waterhen home.  The Naval Support Commander RADM D.J. Martin 
presented the ―Salty‖ Eckel trophy for the best player to Platypus/Waterhen 
breakaway Ron Bucci. 

THE ASRU side returned from the US having won 5 of their six games with a score 
line of 195 points for and 34 against. 

A late inclusion in the Wallabies side touring the UK was SBLT Greg Burrow, who 
was the third year of Medicine at Sydney University.  He was called up due to injuries 
earlier in the tour

122
. 

1985 

Navy Colts were not the only side to receive an invitation from the Royal Navy Rugby 
Union to tour the UK in 1985.  The senior RANRU side received an invitation for six 
to eight games over a three to four week period around the October time frame was 
submitted to RANRU and was to be reviewed at the 1985 annual meeting.  RANRU 
recommended the tour but the application was refused by Navy Office, due to 
―manpower shortages‖. The RANRU committee decided that they would plan to send 
a senior side overseas one in a five year cycle, giving senior players something to 
aspire to.  1988 was set as the target date for the next tour123. 

The annual meeting elected Captain John McDermott as the new RANRU president, 
the remainder of the committee is recorded in the annexes.  At the time of the 
meeting the program for the proposed UK tour had not been finalised.  The meeting 
decided to bestow honorary life membership of RANRU on the immediate past 
president, Commodore J.S. Partington (Rtd).  The Dempster Cup for 1985 attracted 
only eight sides, and was reduced to seven when Zetland had to withdraw. 

The opening event of the Navy rugby season, the Old Windsor Cup, seven-a-side 
tournament attracted sides from ten fleet ships in addition to establishments such as 
Kuttabul, Platypus/Waterhen, Nirimba and Zetland out to Randwick in excellent 
weather.  In the Cup final, HMAS Kuttabul defeated Platypus/Waterhen No 1 by 10 
points to nil, and in the Plate final HMAS Nirimba II defeated HMAS Yarra 16-0. 

Wallaby prop SBLT Greg Burrows, who toured with the 1984/85 side to the UK, 
fractured his left leg in a Sydney first grade trial for Sydney Uni against Randwick, 
was back in training at the Navy Gym in April, and he was looking forward to 
representing Watson in the Dempster Cup.  His recovery was stalled somewhat when 
he had to have his leg re-plastered. 

The NSW inter-Service side played a trial match against Central Coast at the Mount 
Penang Boys Home, as a preliminary to the inter-Service carnival and drew, the Navy 
Colts team participated in a curtain raiser.   

The first game of the inter-Service carnival provided a shock, with RAAF downing 
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Army 14-6, and then Army lost their second game going down 4-0 to Navy.  The final 
game saw Navy‘s halfback Kel Bryant score three tries to give the series to Navy by 
21 points to nil.  The Navy side then lost to a Combined Sydney 2nd Division XV  35-7 
and followed this by a defeat by a strong NSW Country side 14-13.  As part of its 
fundraising for the UK tour RANRU announced the availability of a Tawny Port in a 
glazed stoneware jug at $5 for the jug alone or $10 filled with port. 

The 1985 Mons Cup attracted 34 teams to Nirimba on June 19, and highly popular 
with the large crowd was the donor of the Cup, Monsignor Grantly Lake, who made 
his annual pilgrimage down from St Lucia in Queensland for the carnival.  Sides 
came from all corners of Australia, including two submarines, HMA Ships Orion and 
Otama, HMAS Cairns, HMAS Stirling, HMAS Coonawarra, Harold E. Holt, HMAS 
Cerberus and HMAS Harman, with 680 players involved in the day which 
commenced at 0830 and finished after 1700.  HMAS Kuttabul took out the trophy for 
the third time, beating HMAS Albatross No 1 10-0 in the final.  The Plate, for teams 
beaten in the elimination rounds, was won by Platypus/Waterhen when they defeated 
HMAS Cairns 8-0 in the final.  

The Navy squad for the National inter-Service in 1985 had a broader spread of 
sources than average, with the inclusion of players from the Harold E. Holt base in 
WA and Clearance Diving Team No 4 as well as personnel from 7 ships.  This new 
approach produced success for Navy, who defeated Army 23-10 and RAAF 16-0 
after Army had beaten RAAF 19-18.  JC Campbell was named man of the series.  
The ASRU squad for 1985 was announced at the completion of the carnival and 
contained eleven Navy players, Andy Bray, Carl Dodd, Len Forrest, Jim Grant, 
Gordon Longrigg, Bart Cummins, Blue Stokes, Kel Bryant, Greg Carpenter, Gary 
Staughton and Peter Swift.  

For the second year in a row, the survey ship, HMAS Flinders has won the Pakistan 
Shield, and were presented with the shield by Chief of Naval Staff, Vice-Admiral Mike 
Hudson at HMAS Cairns.   

The ASRU tour started off with a loss to a strong ACT side 29-16, this was followed 
by a humiliating 14 tries to 2 (70-13), loss to a very powerful Sydney XV captained by 
Wallaby Duncan Hall, at Victoria Barracks in Sydney. This latter game was for the 
Kevin Wheatley VC Memorial trophy, and included Wheatley‘s grandson, Kevin, as 
ballboy following in the footsteps of his father, George, who had performed this role 
at the inaugural game in 1967.  

The RAN‘s attempt to wrest the Lou Smith Cup from the Kiwis was thwarted by the 
non-appearance of Navy reps, Watson, Smith, Warcarba, Jones, Hansen and Clarke. 
The HMNZS side made up of players from HMNZ Ships Canterbury, Waikato and 
Southland proved too strong for a composite RAN side and retained the trophy with a 
23-17 win in Sydney.  The outstanding player for the RAN was forward Bart Cummins 
who was playing his third game in three days. 

With just two rounds to play at the beginning of August, the Dempster Cup was 
delicately balanced, with Nirimba A and Albatross even on 16 points, Platypus/ 
Waterhen just two behind and Kuttabul a further two points adrift.  The Fleet 
Concentration Period and a large number of shared point‘s rounds caused the 
organisers to add an additional round to the Dempster cup. 
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The WA inter-Services rugby for 1985, played over three consecutive Wednesdays at 
RAAF Pearce, saw Navy beat RAAF 32-6, Army defeat RAAF 34-0, and then with a 
penalty on the bell, Army defeated Navy 13-12. 

The semi-finals of the Dempster Cup saw Nirimba A beat Albatross 13-3 and 
Kuttabul beat Plats/Waterhen 19-12 in the semis, (Scorers: Nirimba: Robinson try, 
Allan Jones 2 goals, Albatross: Cunningham 1 penalty, Kuttabul Spike Jones 4 
penalties, field goal Britton try Cummins) and then Kuttabul beat Albatross 16-3 in the 
preliminary final (scorers were Kuttabul: Jones try and 2 conversions, Hanson and 
Hodgson tries, Albatross: Cunningham penalty).  Kuttabul then went on to take out 
the grand final at T.G. Millner oval with Spike Jones kicking four long range penalties 
against Nirimba‘s .Allan Jones landing just one from five.  A shower of hail just before 
the kick off and driving rain throughout made the game a dour struggle between two 
packs.  This gave Kuttabul a clean sweep, Mons Cup, Old Windsor Cup and 
Dempster Cup.  The Nirimba‟ Dempster Cup side side took an end of season‘s trip to 
Nelsons bay, where they played RAAF Williamtown resulting in a 12-9 victory. 

HMAS Cerberus took out two premierships in the Victorian Rugby Union competition.  
The 1st grade side reached the grand final by beating Endeavour Hills 19-0 and 
Morwell 13-3 and in the grand final defeated Croydon 21-4 thanks largely to the first 
half efforts of the front row, Andy Bray, Wayne Hayward and ‗Dimples‘ Sheargold.  
The reserve grade side defeated Endeavour Hills 13-3 to win its grand final.  John 
Stratton was named best player in first grade and ‗Blue‘ Jenkins in reserve grade. 

1986 

The 1986 season in Victoria once again commenced with the gala day organised by 
HMAS Cerberus with 14 Victorian Clubs participating. 

The Dempster Cup got under way in Sydney with just 7 teams, and none 
representing ships‘ sides.  Numbers were so depleted that it was rumoured that 
Watson and Penguin might have to join forces.  Both sides had to forfeit their third 
round games as they were unable to field teams.  They announced that they would 
field a joint side from the end of April, forcing the organisers to revise the draw. 

POPTI Chris Cummins from HMAS Nirimba was appointed as Navy‘s coach for 1986 
and Warrant Officer Ken McMiles stepped up to the ASRU coaching role. 

The May 2 edition of Navy News carried confirmation of the visit to Australia of the 
Royal Navy‘s senior representative side to take part in a 75th Anniversary Challenge 
match against the RAN in Sydney in June.  This visit was the result of several year‘s 
planning and follows the two successful Colts visits to the UK.  The team would be 
accompanied to Australia by the president of the Royal Navy Rugby Union, RADM 
M.H. Livesay. 

The Navy XV went down 16-4 to Hunter Valley and two weeks later in early May held 
NSW Country U21‘s to a 12-12 draw, thanks to 4 from 5 penalty kicking performance 
from Chris Cummins. 

The Dempster finally got under way with just 6 teams and Watson/Penguin a 
composite side going down 54-0 to Albatross in the first round of a revised draw.  
Other first round results were: Plats/Waterhen v Nirimba A 12-3, and Kuttabul v 
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Nirimba B 26-6 

The Fleet v Establishments game, which had been established in 1985 with the 
donation of the Archdeacon John Jones Cup by the Archdeacon, a keen Navy Rugby 
supporter, resulted in a 9-all draw in 1986.  So the trophy was presented to Fleet, as 
the winners in 1985. 

The Navy squad for the 1986 NSW inter-Service series contained three brothers, 
Bart, Chris and Ted Cummins.  Chris Cummins had originally been nominated as 
coach, but with his selection to play Ken McMiles took over as coach.  A goal kicking 
lapse in the first game, against Army, caused Navy to miss out on its third 
consecutive win of the McCabe Cup, which went to Army after they defeated Navy 
12-10 and RAAF 11-0.  Navy had a consolation win over RAAF by 40-3.  In the Army 
game Navy‘s kickers were able to land only two shots from nine, two field goals also 
went astray.  Best players for Navy were Dave Letts, Noddy Latham, Paul 
Simmonds, Kel Bryant and Doc Watson.  

The 1986 Mons Cup attracted 23 sides, well down on the 34 in 1985, with Defence 
Academy, Albatross Oldies, Albatross Leagues all appearing for the first time, and 
Albatross Oldies making a return appearance.  For the first time in the 18 years of the 
competition, two sides from one establishment faced each other in the final, when 
Nirimba No 1 defeated Nirimba No 2 by 7 points to nil.  In the semi-finals, Nirimba  
No 1 had beaten Coonawarra 7-0 and Nirimba No 2 had defeated Tobruk 3-2 in a 
kick-off.   The Wally Long Plate went to Cairns who beat Creswell 9-0 in the final. 

The Royal Navy side, that had previously won the British inter-Service contest, 
defeating both the RAF and the British Army, were expected to whitewash the RAN 
side when they met at Victoria Barracks in June.  At half time it looked as though this 
might be the case, as the RN led 20-nil.  But a strong fight back by the RAN side saw 
the RN run out victors by 23-13.  Scores for the RAN were tries by centre Doc 
Watson, and breakaway Geoff Stokes, and a penalty and a conversion by centre 
Gary Staughton.  The RN side went on to defeat the ACT U 21 by 16-3 in atrocious 
conditions and were beaten 26-16 by the Combined Sydney 2nd Division XV and in 
their final game, defeated Illawarra 22-10 in Nowra.  

In the National inter-Service, for the first time in the history of the competition, the 
result was a three way tie.  In the first game RAAF narrowly defeated Army 12-9, 
then Army beat Navy 28-18 and in the final game Navy pipped RAAF 7-3.  Navy 
centre, Gary Staughton received the inaugural ―Sooty‖ Hanson Memorial Trophy for 
man of the series.  The Trophy was donated by Sooty‘s parents in memory of Sooty, 
a keen rugby players and supporter who had been tragically killed in a motor cycle 
accident earlier in the year.  At the completion of the games the ASRU squad was 
named for 1986 and included 12 RAN players: JC Campbell (Albatross), Andy Bray 
(Cook), Kel Bryant (Success), Bart Cummins (COMAUSNAVSUP), R Launder 
(Kuttabul), Peter Swift (Waterhen), Gordon Longrigg (Torrens), Dave Letts (Kuttabul), 
Ian Watson (Tobruk), Gary Staughton (Brisbane) M Rogers (Watson), J Grant 
(Cairns). 

The ASRU squad started off well with a narrow 9-6 win over Victoria at Olympic Park 
in Melbourne, and were then beaten 16-0 by the ACT and then 49-7 by a 
Queensland President‘s XV.  The ACT defeat should be considered in the light of the 
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fact that the ACT shortly afterwards drew 18-all with the touring French international 
side.   ASRU then met a very powerful Sydney side at Victoria Barracks, going down 
78-0.  

The Victorian inter-Service competition proved a more successful one for Navy with 
wins over Army by 25-0 and RAAF by 24-12, and RAAF defeated Army 12-6.  LSPT 
John Stratton was rated best Navy player of the series.  The Cerberus side was 
strengthened by 7 players from HMAS Torrens including state representative 
POMTH ‗Strop‘ Longrigg. 

With just one round to go the Dempster Cup semi-finalists were Nirimba A on 15 
points, Albatross on 13, Plats/Waterhen on 9 and Watson/Penguin also on 9. In the 
major semi-final Albatross defeated Nirimba 13-10, with a try to Sverdloff, two field 
goals to five-eighth Bob Bradford and a field goal to full-back Blue Matthews against 
a penalty to Nirimba captain Chris Cummins, a penalty to centre Alan Jones and a try 
to Brian Eagles.  In the minor semi-final Plats/Waterhen defeated Watson/Penguin 
17-3, coming from four penalties to full-back Gavin Marshall and a try to half Garry 
Thomas, against the sole score to Watson/Penguin being a penalty to centre Ian 
Rigby.  Then Nirimba beat Plats/Waterhen 20-6 in the preliminary final, the scores 
being a penalty and two conversions to five-eighth Chris Cummins and tries by 
break-aways Don Walker and Dale McCann and prop Eddie Edments against the 
sole try to winger Leo Hearden which was converted by fullback Gavin Marshall.  
This left HMAS Albatross to meet HMAS Nirimba in the grand final at T.G. Milner 
Field.  The two sides had dominated the competition in 1986 and although the 
Nirimba side had a 2-1 result over the Nowra for the year, Albatross had a better 
performance approaching the grand final.  So it was in the grand final with Albatross 
chalking up its twelfth victory in the competition, when they beat Nirimba No 1 12-3.  
The Albatross five-eighth Bob Bradford was presented with the Salty Eckel trophy for 
best and fairest by former Wallaby and Navy coach Jeff Sayle, and Naval Support 
Commander, Rear Admiral David Martin presented Albatross captain, JC Campbell 
with the Dempster Cup. 

The 1986 season would best be described as not one of the best for Cerberus in the 
Victorian competition.  The firsts and the seconds finished well down in their 
respective competition tables with only a handful of wins between them.  Despite a 
shortage of players caused by posting turbulence and a declining interest from club 
members, only one seconds game was forfeited, so great credit must go to the small 
dedicated band that kept the club administration in order.  These included president 
LEUT Graham Pollock, vice president and treasurer LEUT Steve Moss, secretary Mr 
Alan Camac and the seconds player/coach CPO Tom Maunder.  LSETP ‗Blue‘ 
Jenkins was awarded the seconds best and fairest, and the firsts best and fairest 
was shared by CPOETS ‗Timber‘ Mills and ABSV Daryll Quinn, and CPO Tom 
Maunder received the award for best clubman for 1986.  

1987 

At the request of the Australian Rugby Union, the 1987 national inter-service carnival 
was relocated to Brisbane, this would enable it to be part of the fifth Asian Pacific 
Rugby Congress, which the ARU was hosting and would coincide with the final of the 
World Cup.  In another departure from their normal program ASRU, would not have 
their normal Eastern States tour, instead they were scheduled to participate in the 
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Southern States/NT carnival in Hobart in July.  Participating States were to be 
Western Australia, South Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory.  

The inaugural Fleet Rugby Union and Soccer knockout competition was held at 
Randwick on April 15, with rugby unions results being; HMAS Sydney 7 HMAS 
Brisbane 0 in the major grand final  and HMS Success defeated a combined Perth, 
Stuart and Jervis Bay XV 7-4 in the minor grand final. 

The Lou Smith Rugby Cup competition in 1987 was scheduled as a multi-level affair,   
the first game would be staged in Auckland followed by a three match function in 
Sydney.  The first match of the trio being between the RAN Colts XV and the RNZN 
Colts, this was to be followed by RAN and RNZN 2nd XVs and finally the main match 
between the two Navy‘s 1st XVs, at the Navy Sports Complex at Randwick in Sydney 
on May 8. 

The Auckland encounter saw an RAN side comprised of a combination XV from HMA 
Ships Stalwart and Adelaide opposing an RNZN side at HMNZS Philomel.  Down 9-
nil at half time the RAN side fought back and a converted try by lock Mark Todd saw 
the Australians back in the game, but a run-away try and a penalty goal to the Kiwis 
saw them take the Lou Smith Cup from Australia 19-6.  The RAN side looked upon 
the loss as merely putting the cup on a temporary loan to the Kiwis and in Sydney 
regained the trophy after a see-sawing game by 16-6, thanks to two penalties in the 
dying minutes to winger Wayne White.  The Colts won their game 18-3 and the RAN 
seconds defeated the RNZN 2

nd
s 13-6.  The RAN also defeated the RNZN in soccer 

by 5 goals to 2. 

The 1987 Defence White Paper forecast a $350 million cut in Defence spending in 
the forthcoming financial year and included the closure of a number of Naval 
facilities, including Cockatoo Island and the Newington Explosives Storage Depot in 
Sydney and the disposal of part or all of the Williamstown Naval Dockyard in Victoria. 

The Dempster Cup saw the return of the Fleet side to the competition, missing since 
1981, and they went down 10-0 to HMAS Kuttabul in the first round, other results 
were HMAS Penguin defeated HMAS Watson 13-9, Nirimba A defeated Albatross 
15-9 and Nirimba B lost 22-0 to Plats/Waterhen.  The Command Recreation Officer, 
LEUT Doug Collins, announced that the program for 1987 scheduled two games to 
be played at each venue, commencing at 13:00 hrs, and that just four venues would 
be used, Randwick, HMAS Nirimba, Nowra and Middle Head. 

In 1987 relations between RAN Rugby and NSW Country were further cemented 
when RAN Rugby Union presented the Country Rugby Union of NSW with the 
Partington Trophy.  The trophy was for competition between the Navy in NSW and 
NSW Country, at any level from Colts to Golden Oldies.  The president of Country 
accepting the trophy, made special mention of the links that had been re-established 
between the two unions, largely as a result of Jeff Partington‘s interest and the 
valuable assistance that Navy had extended to Country Rugby by the use of facilities 
at HMAS Nirimba124. 
 
Navy regained the Stan McCabe Cup for inter-Service Rugby in NSW after Army 
beat RAAF 24-15 and then the RAN side defeated RAAF 25-0 (Matt Percy try and 
Terry Jones a try and 3 penalties) and Army 36-0 (Shane Jones 2 tries, Terry Jones 
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2 tries and 4 conversions).  The outstanding feature of both Navy games was the 
performance of the half/five-eighth combination of Brett Quinn and Greg Carpenter.  
The Navy/RAAF game was also marked by the referee for the game, M Renee 
Houquet, in Australia as a guest referee for the Rugby World Cup. 
 
The Mons Cup for 1987 saw 21 sides compete for the trophies at HMAS Nirimba, 
and for the first time in the 19-year history of the competition the major trophy was 
shared, as neither of the finalists HMAS Kuttabul or HMAS Albatross No 1 was able 
to score in the final game.  So Kuttabul and Albatross were declared joint winners, 
and Cerberus beat Cairns for the Wally Long Plate.  Sides came from Queensland, 
NT, Victoria and NSW and included one from the submarine HMAS Oxley and a 
Golden Oldies team. 
 
The overthrow of the Fijian Government in May 1987 saw a significant deployment of 
RAN resources.  HMA Ships Sydney and Adelaide were actually in Fiji at the time 
and were shortly joined by Success, Tobruk, Stalwart, Jervis Bay, Parramatta, 
Clearance Diver Team 1, and the patrol boats, Cessnock (II), Wollongong (II), 
Townsville (II), and Dubbo (II). 
 
Navy in Victoria emulated its NSW counterparts by taking out the 1987 inter-Service 
series in that state, by defeating RAAF 16-0 and Army 13-6 at HMAS Cerberus.  
Navy opened the proceedings on the first day against RAAF and had to work hard for 
its 16-0 victory, with tries to Taff Crocker and Steve Thomas, and a conversion and 
two penalty goals to Steve Downey.  Army defeated RAAF 27-0 on day two, setting 
the stage for a Navy/Army confrontation for the title.  Heavy rain saw the game 
transferred to Cerberus No 2 ground, which was in reasonably firm shape.  Sam 
Whittle scored the only try of the game for Navy and Steve Downey retained his form 
with the boot to record three penalty goals.  Coach Jeff Nankervis and captain Steve 
Thompson were well rewarded for their efforts when eleven players were selected for 
the Victorian Combined Services side to play Tasmania.  
 
The National inter-Service carnival for 1987 was played at Enoggera Barracks in 
Brisbane and Navy dominated with wins over RAAF, 32-6, and Army, 15-9, and Army 
defeated RAAF in poor weather.  Best players for Navy were breakaway Geoff 
Stokes and fullback Glen Green, Green was awarded player of the series by the 
Australian Services selectors.  Scores in the Navy/RAAF game were tries to Noddy 
Latham, Terry Jones, Clarke and Bart Cummins (2) and two penalties and two 
conversions to Terry Jones.  The Navy/Army game was 0-0 at half-time, two tries to 
Smith and two conversions and penalty by Terry Jones gave victory to Navy.  At the 
reception afterwards, the ASRU squad was announced and, subject to release, 
contained 12 Navy players plus 2 as reserves. 
 
As much of the funding to run Rugby within the RAN came from fundraising and 
sponsors, a donation of $750 by the Nirimba Sports Council was especially 
welcomed.  The Sports Council, which raises funds through activities such as the 
Father McDonald Cup (an Australian Rules Football competition similar to the Mons 
Cup) and country and western nights, provided assistance to a wide variety of sports 
team in many different ways. 
 
The Fleet side in the Dempster Cup competition pulled off an amazing victory on July 
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1 when it defeated HMAS Watson by 20-8.  It was only able to take the field with just 
two thirds of the recognised complement against Watson‘s full quota of 15.  A late 
arrival was delivered by taxi fifteen minutes after the start, and during half time in a 
soccer trial on an adjacent pitch, a Fleet supporter switched jerseys and lent a hand, 
and he returned at the end of the soccer to score a try in the dying minutes of the 
game.  The rules of the game state that a team must have no more than 15 players 
on the pitch at one time and at least five must be in the pack, and that was how Fleet 
played.  The table at the conclusion of the round saw Nirimba A leading with 12 
points, Albatross in second place on 11, followed by Kuttabul on 10, Fleet on 9 and 
Penguin and Nirimba B on 4 points with Plats/Waterhen on 3, Watson on 1 bringing 
up the rear.125 
 
The Fleet v Establishment game for the Archdeacon Wally Long Cup was held at the 
RAN sports complex Randwick on July 22, and saw Establishments wrest the trophy 
from Fleet who had held it for the past two years.  The Fleet side was somewhat 
depleted with HMAS Canberra, with two rugby sides away, as were Jervis Bay, 
Success, Hobart and Tobruk.  The Establishment‘s side was able to field a number of 
inter-Service and ASRU players, including, Quinn, Hill, Smith, Jones, Sverdloff, Swift, 
Green, Clarke, Campbell Evans and Cummins.  Scores were Dorrie Evans, Nick 
Sverdloff and Bart Cummins, tries, and Terry Jones two conversions and a penalty.  
The game was refereed by Welsh referee, Derek Bevan, who was in Australia to 
oversee the Test Match between Australia and New Zealand, and the trophies were 
presented by Naval Support Commander, Rear Admiral David Martin. 
 
At the end of the 1986 season ASRU management decided to put in place a plan that 
would ultimately see the Services be competitive with NSW Country and Sydney.  As 
team manager, Major Keith Michael (6th TRG) put it ―It wasn‘t fair on our players.  
Who wants to be in a side that loses so much.  Now we are in a competition that is at 
our level and we‘re doing nicely‖  The ASRU side competed in the 1987 Southern 
States Carnival in Hobart against sides from Western Australia, Victoria, Tasmania 
and South Australia.  The ASRU side, which was not eligible to win the trophy, drew 
19-all with Victoria, defeated South Australia 29-3, lost 10-9 to Tasmania and then 
lost 9-0 to the eventual competition winners Western Australia. 
 
With just four and a half rounds left before the semi-finals, the top three teams are 
separated by a single point, with Nirimba A and Fleet on 15 points and Albatross one 
point less.  Platypus/Waterhen forfeited a fourth game and anticipation was rife that 
they would withdraw from the competition. 
 
Navy Rugby lost one of its stalwarts on October 9, when Warrant Officer Ken 
McMiles OAM paid off to become the Sergeant at Newington College in Sydney after 
more than 25 years service.  McMiles had been manager and coach of Navy‘s Colts 
sides in the early 80‘s, he coached the Navy‘s NSW representative side from 1983 t0 
1986 and managed the national squads in 1981 and 1982 and was coach of the 
ASRU side in 1986.  He was followed on October 15 when Commodore Mike 
Rayment retired after 41 years service.  He had graduated from RANC in 1950 along 
with MIDNs Hudson, Knox and Martin and served with RN and Royal Malaysian Navy 
in addition to the RAN.  He had a long association with Navy rugby and was 
president of ASRU from 1984 to 1987. 
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The semi-finals of the 1987 Dempster Cup saw Nirimba A defeat the previous year‘s 
premiers, HMAS Albatross, 28-9 and HMAS Kuttabul defeat Fleet 9-3.  Nirimba‘s 
point came from tries by Terry Jones, Subul Babe and Dean Jensen, a conversion 
and three penalties to Jones and a field goal to Brian Eagles.  Albatross‘s points all 
came from the boot of fullback Clive Shepherd. Kuttabul‘s points came from a try to 
Barry Roughley and a penalty and conversion to Chris Smith, with Fleet‘s only points 
a penalty goal to Mick Grant.   The preliminary final saw Kuttabul go down 14-3 to 
Albatross.  So the Grand Final, played for the first time at the New Sydney Rugby 
Union headquarters at Concord Oval, saw an unbeaten HMAS Nirimba A side take 
on HMAS Albatross.  At half-time the score was 4-3 to Nirimba, but in the second half 
the Albatross pack took control of the game and gave Albatross a 19-10 victory, with 
tries to Butler and Armstrong and three penalties and a conversion to Clive Shepherd 
and Nirimba‘s point coming from a try to Ron Trouve a penalty goal to Jones and a 
field goal to Brian Eagles.  The Naval Support Commander, RADM Martin, presented 
the trophies, as well as a special presentation to WO McMiles.  
 
The curtain raiser for the Grand Final was a game between and under 30‘s team 
against an over 30‘s side.  The under 30‘s side, led by ASRU captain Bart Cummins 
were surprised by their older opponents, led by Billy Stokes, and the result was a 14-
14 draw, although the Stokes try disallowed, right on the bell, was a topic discussed 
for years, especially by Billy Stokes. 
 

1988 

The ―Navy Old Salts‖ Rugby squad entered a side in the Expo Golden Oldies 
Carnival scheduled for June 10-17, 1988. 
 
The RANRU annual general meeting for 1988 saw the election of Captain M. 
Dowsett as president and LEUT M. Daniels as secretary, the other postions are 
detailed in the annex.  
 
Navy Rugby announced in March that the ACT Coach of the Year, Col Maxwell, 
would coach Navy in 1988.  Maxwell coached Queanbeyan from 1981 to 1987, and 
was the coach of the St Edmunds College XV which won the NSW schools Waratah 
Shield four years in succession, he also coached the Australian U17 teams in 1982 
and 1984 and had also assisted with Wallaby squad and Australian U21 training 
camps.  
 
Victorian Navy rugby got off to a good start when they entered two teams in the 
Melbourne Pre-Season competition, which was comprised mainly of First and 
Second Division civilian teams from Melbourne, including Harlequins (cup winners) 
and Powerhouse (plate winners), the only other services side was an Army side from 
Puckapunyal.  They acquitted themselves well against the stronger civilian sides. 
 
The Navy 7-a-side competition, the Old Windsor Cup, for 1988 was held at HMAS 
Nirimba and the Cup went to Albatross who defeated Nirimba A 18-0 in the final, and 
the Plate went to HMAS Penguin with their 4-0 defeat of HMAS Hobart in that final. 
 
The Dempster Cup got away in mid March and the first round results were Albatross 
10-4 over Nirimba A, Fleet 15-4 over Nirimba B, Watson/Platypus 25-6 over 
Waterhen, Kuttabul 6-4 over Penguin and Perth had the bye. 
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In May, it was announced that HMAS Perth would withdraw from the Dempster Cup, 
leaving just eight sides.  This was commented on by the Navy News correspondent, 
Tubby Davies, in his column on May 27, when he lamented over the problems the 
selectors would have when looking for players to represent Navy against New 
Zealand, United Kingdom and France in October. 
 
Navy News of June 10 1988, announced that the International College of Dental 
Surgeons inducted Captain M.H. Dowsett as a Fellow, at a ceremony in Sydney on 
May 15. 
 
New Zealand test referee, David Bishop, made himself available to referee games 
during the trials to select the Navy‘s inter-Services side.   
 
Navy stalwart for many years, J.C. Campbell, announced in June that he was retiring 
as a representative player, he would continue to play mid-week competitions, and 
would coach the NSW Navy side in the inter-Services competition in 1988.  He then 
successfully coached the NSW Navy to its second consecutive Stan McCabe 
Challenge Cup, beating RAAF 26-3 and Army 25-6 at Holsworthy in Sydney. Navy 
half-back Brett Quin was named as player of the series 
 
In the ACT, Navy also took out the inter-Service Rugby, beating Army 16-0, at 
Duntroon, in a game that was the curtain-raiser to ACT v Queensland.  Coach 
Dimples Sheargold was pleased with the result, which reversed the result of the 
previous encounter in 1986..  
 
June saw a seven sport inter-Services competition at Puckapunyal.  The rugby was 
convincingly won by Navy, with a 13-3 win over Army on day one and crushing 
defeat of RAAF by 65-7 on the last day.  
 
The 1988 Mons Cup went to HMAS Cerberus, when they defeated HMAS Albatross 
No1 16-0 in the final at HMAS Nirimba.  22 teams took part in the tournament, 
including HMAS Otway and the Defence Force Academy.  The Wally Long Plate, for 
sides beaten in the first round, went to HMAS Nirimba No 1 with their 27-4 win over 
HMAS Albatross. 
 
The Exercise Rimpac 88, based in Hawaii, saw 6 RAN ships participating, HMA 
Ships Hobart, Canberra, Darwin, Parramatta, Success and Otama, together with P3C 
Orion and F111c aircraft from the RAAF.  The whole fleet comprised 45 ships, 200 
aircraft and 50,000 personnel.  For the first time in the 17 year history of the series, 
an Australian Admiral, Maritime Commander RADM Peter Sinclair, commanded one 
of the two opposing forces during part of the exercise.  Under his control were eight 
services from three nations, including nuclear submarines, a battleship, USS Missouri 
and B52‘s. 
 
The 1988 National inter-Service Rugby competition was won by Navy when the 
carnival was played at the Australian Defence Force Academy in Canberra in July.  
Navy defeated RAAF 48-15 on the first day, and then wrapped up the trophy by 
defeating Army 18-9, and in the final game Army scraped home over RAAF 18-15 
after trailing 12-15, then scoring a converted try in the dying seconds of the game.  
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Try scorers in the game against RAAF were Glen Green (2), Andy Keogh (2), Dave 
Letts, Brett Quinn, Wayne Clarke, and Terry Jones, Jones kicked 6 goals and Bryant 
a field-goal, and in the Army game Clark and Green scored tries, Jones and Green 
conversions and a field goal to Watson.   
 
At the conclusion of the carnival, the 1988 ASRU side was announced and included 
eight Navy players, Gordon Longrigg (Navy Office) as captain, Mark Todd (HMAS 
Stuart), Wayne Clarke (HMAS Cairns), Brett Quinn (HMAS Watson), Kel Bryant 
(HMAS Waterhen), Terry Jones (HMAS Brisbane), Andy Keogh (HMAS Watson), and 
Glenn Green (HMAS Stirling).  The manager of the squad was LEUT R Sheargold 
from Navy Office and the coach and officer in charge was Major R Brooks from Army. 
 
The ASRU tour got off to a bad start with a loss to a Southern Provinces side 18-8 in 
Wagga, and the game against the ACT President‘s XV in Canberra was abandoned 
due to bad weather. The Eastern Provinces proved no obstacle going down 48-7 in 
Singleton and then Sydney defeated ASRU at Victoria Barracks in Sydney 17-3 3-3 
at half time).  The performance of the side resulted in the organisers of the Southern 
States Carnival inviting ASRU to participate in the 1989 Carnival as a fully fledged 
member.  The other teams in the Carnival were Victoria, Tasmania, South Australia, 
Western Australia and the Northern Territory, with the 1989 event being held in Perth 
in May.  As a result of this invitation and the Kangaroo 89 exercise, which would 
restrict the availability of servicemen for representative games, the national inter-
Services tournament for 1989 was moved to August. 
 
By August, the finalists for Dempster Cup were firming up, with Albatross (14pts), 
Kuttabul (10pts) and Nirimba A (8) certain place holders and Watson and Fleet, just 
two points behind Nirimba.  Watson took the final spot over Fleet on a count back. 
 
The 1988 Lou Smith Cup game was played in Auckland where HMAS Torrens was 
challenged by HMNZS Southland.  The game took place at the Devonport Sports 
Complex at Ngataringa before a large contingent of both New Zealand and Australian 
sailors and went to Southland by 17 points to 3, Torrens points came from a penalty 
goal by ABMED Bob Pritchard. 
 
HMAS Cerberus were celebrating in July their big double of 1988, the Father 
McDonald Cup for Australian Rules and the Mons Cup Rugby knockout tournament.  
This was the first time Cerberus had held both trophies.  The Cerberus team also 
made the finals series in the Melbourne Second Division, first grade competition, 
having finished second in the table.  The Navy side had recently beaten Army‘s 
Puckapunyal XV 43-0. 
 
The Dempster Cup Final saw Watson defeat the highly fancied Albatross side 11-3 to 
advance to the Grand Final at Concord Oval where HMAS Kuttabul emerged 
victorious by 6 points to 3.  Kuttabul‘s point came from two penaltaies to five eighth 
Benny Hill and Watson‟s penalty was kicked by Andy Keogh.  Support Commander 
Rear Admiral Tony Horton was on hand to present the trophies.  In the curtain raiser 
the under 35‘s defeated the Golden Oldies 20-4.  Watson last won the trophy in 1962 
and Albatross in 1985. 
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1989 

 
The Exercise K89 and the Southern States Carnival forced changes to the usual 
timings for Services rugby in 1989.  ASRU had been accepted as full participants in 
the carnival, which is played between state teams from Victoria, Tasmania, South 
Australia and the Northern Territory and was scheduled for May 21-28 in Perth.  This 
would make it impractical to select ASRU sides after the normal selection process 
and the national inter-Service series.  K89 also would restrict the availability of many 
players and so the National inter-Service series was scheduled for August in 
Canberra. 
 
The Annual General Meeting of RANRU saw Commander John Gates elected as 
President, with the remainder of the committee as listed in the annexes.  The Mons 
Cup was scheduled for May 23. 
 
Navy players continued to play for civilian clubs with Lofty Longrigg and Wacka 
Wacaba in 1st and 2nd grade respectively at Warringah, LEUT Chris Peck first grade 
hooker for Sydney University and Brett Quinn, as the second grade half-back at 
Eastern Suburbs126.  
 
The Department of Defence decided in May that with the transfer of Naval Officer 
training from Cresell to ADFA, it was no longer appropriate that HMAS Creswell be 
responsible for the award of the Burnett Memorial Trophy for Rugby.  RANRU would 
now assume the responsibility of nominating the winner of the trophy, now to go the 
‗Best proponent of Rugby Union in the RAN Colts team‖ 
 
HMAS Harman recorded its first Mons Cup title in the 1989 event at Randwick in the 
21st year of the tournament.  Harman defeated Hobart 4-0 and in the plate 
competition HMAS Sydney defeated HMAS Perth 7-4.  The donor of the trophy 
Monsignor G.S. Lake was on hand to present the trophy and the plate was presented 
by the Naval Support Command Chief of Staff, Commodore L.M. Sulman.  One 
unfortunate aspect of the day was the withdrawl of the side from HMAS Albatross.  
One of Albatross‘ players Petty Officer Ian Raae had been killed in atraffic accident 
on May 18 and the funeral was on the same day as the competition. 
 
The ASRU XV, containing just three Navy representatives, due to Service 
commitments, Andy Bray, (Penguin), Brett Quinn (Watson) and Nobby Clark (Cairns), 
defeated Tasmania 37-10 in the Australian Interstate Carnival at Perry Lakes in Perth 
and then went down to Victoria 18-12, when the state side scored 2 t ries in the last 
five minutes.  This meant that Victoria played Western Australia in the final and 
ASRU played South Australia for third place.  In blustery conditions South Australia 
triumphed by 9-6.  A fourth Navy player took part in the competition, Mike Viudulich 
from HMAS Mermaid, played for South Australia.  
 
The Sydney side only played one game in 1989, against NSW Country, winning 46-9. 
 
The weather played havoc with the start of the 1989 Dempster Cup with only 2 of the 
6 games scheduled in early May going ahead, Penguin beat Nirimba 2 by 12-0 and 
Albatross 38-6 
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The Fleet v Establishments game for the Archdeacon John Jones Cup in June saw 
Fleet, winners in 1988, lose 10-17 to Establishments, primarily as a result of 
Establishment‘s slick back line, which had been embellished by the inclusion of 
several Alabatross representatives.  The scorers were a penalty to Dave 
Cunningham then a push over try to Mario Cinello, converted by Cunningham, a try 
to Wayne White, and a try to Glen Armstrong for Establishments and for Fleet a try to 
Mark Prendergast, and two penalties to Steve Downey.  In the Colts game, Fleet 
defeated Establishments 3-0 thanks to a penalty by Steve Atkins. 
 
The WA inter-Service Rugby went to Navy when they defeated Army 19-12, RAAF 
did not field a side.  In the NSW inter-Service Rugby series for the McCabe 
Challenge Cup Navy defeated Army 22-3 on a rain-swept and sodden pitch at 
Victoria Barracks.  Peter Swift scored two tries, Brett Quinn and Randall Petrie one 
each and Steve Downey one conversion after a penalty try.  Army defeated RAAF 
14-0 and in the final game, played at Randwick, Navy gave RAAF a drubbing 59-6, 
scoring nine tries to nil, and winger Wayne White kicking five penalties and four 
conversions.  Navy and ASRU scrum half, Brett Quinn, confirmed his position as the 
Services best half-back. 
 
The Services program to improve the level of skill in sporting sides saw seven of 
Navy‘s coaches receive level two coaching certificates after attending an Australian 
Rugby Union National Coaching panel course. 
 
The RAN side was invited by the NSWRU to play the curtain raiser to the British 
Lions v NSW Country game at Newcastle on July 19, the game would be played for 
the Partington trophy. 
 
In July, came the news that Army and Air Force had withdrawn from the 1989 inter-
Service series scheduled for September.  The annual general meeting of Army 
Rugby decided that the proposed dates were not suitable due to commitments to K89 
and the fact that the dates coincided with the civilian final/grand final periods in 
Sydney, Brisbane and Townsville.  ASRU management did not believe that it was 
appropriate to postpone the game to October as suggested by Army.  RANRU 
president CMDR John Gates that in every previous year that the competition was 
played in June, Navy‘s numbers were markedly reduced by navy ships participating 
in Rimpac exercises.  He added ― Although Army‘s numbers would obviously be 
reduced by their K89 involvement their overall numbers of some 30,000 should allow 
them to cope with some unavailability when compared with Navy‘s 15,000.  When 
originally setting the 1989 carnival dates ASRU had always accepted that each 
service may not be able to field full strength teams but also realised that not all 
players would be involved in finals of civvie competitions.  However, it was felt that 
unavailabilities would allow some players a representative opportunity who may 
otherwise not get the chance.  Navy was quick to point out that some players, 
because of sea postings and courses, have only one chance to achieve national 
representation and the opportunity in 1989 is thus denied‖.127 
 
With three rounds of the Dempster Cup remaining in August the final four looked like 
being: Albatross, Kuttabul, Plats/Waterhen, Nirimba I.  The table looked like: 
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Kuttabul 4 
Plats/Waterhen 4 
Nirimba I 3 
Penguin 3 
Nirimba II 2 
Watson 0 

 
Gordon ―Strop‖ Longrigg was fast approaching a personal milestone with Warringah 
Rugby in Sydney‘s first division competition.  To date he had played 92 grade games 
for the club, 11 third grade, 31 reserve grade and 50 first grade. 
 
The Dempster Cup Final for 1989 saw HMAS Albatross defeat the previous year‘s 
premiers, HMAS Kuttabul, 15-9 at Concord Oval, with the match winning try scored 
by centre Dave Cunningham, just eight minutes from the final whistle.  The other 
scorers were: three penalties to Kuttabul‘s fullback Wayne White and three penalties 
to Albatross centre Dave Cunningham.  Wayne White was named the grand final‘s 
best and fairest and was presented with the Salty Eckel Trophy by the Naval Support 
Commander, RADM Tony Horton.  He also presented thr Dempster Cup to Albatross‘ 
captain-coach John Campbell.  Campbell in his address after the presentation 
requested the organisers to look again at the scheduling for future years as 1989 saw 
only seven rounds, due to weather and the fortnightly program. 
 

The 1990’s 

1990 
The AGM of RANRU was held in the Navy Gymnasium on February 16 with Captain 
Mike Dunne elected as President, the other positions as per the Annex.  The 
schedule for the Dempster Cup the inter-Services series, National Carnival as well as 
a curtain raiser for the NSW v Canterbury game on Anzac Day, with Navy opposed 
by NSW U21 were the major items on the agenda128.  

 
Due to public unrest at the number and ranks of officers from all three services based 
in Canberra, Major General J.M. Sanderson conducted a review of senior ADF 
arrangements.  As a result of his report all services were expected to be able to 
conduct business with a reduced number of officers.  In the case of Navy, this saw 
the abolition of positions for four rear-admirals, four commodores, ten captains and 
twenty eight commanders.  The Wrigley report also favoured the commercialisation 
(outsourcing) of some 2400 navy positions and an increased role for the Naval 
Reserve

129
. 

 
Northern Queensland provided the first news of Navy rugby players in 1990 with 
winger Leo Santini winning selection in the North Queensland XV to play the touring 
Russian Rugby Union side in Cairns, and centre Brad Clemments selected for a 
Services side to play against a Townsville Presidents XV.  Santini was later selected 
to play for Cairns against Townsville in the Inter-city Cup and for Navy at Concord 
Oval on Anzac Day. 
 
Pakistan High Commissioner, Admiral Khan presented the Pakistan Shield to 
Brisbane CO Captain Geoff Martin.  
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The Old Windsor Cup 7-aside competition was held at Randwick in April with 12 
teams playing in appallingly wet conditions.  Plats/Waterhen defeated Penguin 11-4 
in the Cup competition and Kuttabul defeated Torrens 22-0 for the plate.  Naval 
Support Commander, RADM Tony Horton, presented the trophies.  
 
Thanks to being in refit at Garden Island in Sydney, HMA Ships Hobart and Torrens 
were able to combine to start a side in the 1990 Dempster Cup Competition and were 
able to defeat HMAS Penguin 13-7 in the first round. The other sides in the 1990 
competition were Albatross, Kuttabul, Watson, Plats/Waterhen and Nirimba I and II,    
 
The Lou Smith Cup was returned to Australia when HMAS Canberra defeated 
HMNZS Southland 9-4 in Wellington in May thanks to a penalty goal and conversion 
by Steve Downey and a try to J.C. Cunningham. 
 
Navy provided 15 membrers of the ASRU U21 squad for the National Interstate U21 
Championships in Adelaide in May.  ASRU lost its first round game to WA 15-6  
 
The 1990 Mons Cup was played at Randwick in June with twenty sides participating 
and the Australian Defence Academy took out the Cup for the first time, when they 
defeated Kuttabul 6-3, they were coached by former ASRU and Army coach Peter 
Ash.  The ADFA side included seven Navy representatives.  The Wally Long Plate, 
for sides beaten in the first round, went to the 1990 Cup winners HMAS Harman, who 
defeated Cerberus No 2 side 7-0 in the final.  Naval Support Commander RADM 
Tony Horton and Monsignor Lake presented the trophies to the winners. 
 
Canberra‘s Defence Academy was the location for the 1990 National inter-Service 
Rugby series.  The opening game saw Navy defeat RAAF 16-3, and then take the 
Wing Commander John Caldwell Trophy with an impressive 22-6 victory over Army.   
Scorers in the RAAF game were a try to No 8, Mark Todd, and three penalties to 
winger Garry Blissendon and in the Army match, five penalties and a try to 
Blissendon and a field goal to winger, Terry Jones.  Outstanding players for Navy 
were breakaway Nick Sverdloff and half Brett Quinn.  As a result 15 Navy players 
were named in the 1990 ASRU squad including: Terry Jones, Garry Blissendon, 
Dixie Lee, Brett Quinn, Mark Todd, Randall Peterie, Nick Sverdloff, Gordon Longrigg, 
Dean Kay, Andy Bray, Chris Peck, SMN Jimmy Carter, AB Dave Carter and PO 
McKeown, with Geoff Stokes as coach. 
 
The ASRU side got off to a good start with a win over Riverina in Wagga by 15-12, 
then a loss to Victoria in Melbourne by 18-25 and then a loss to ACT B in Canberra 
by 32-0.  At Manuka Oval in Canberra the ASRU side defeated the US Combined 
Services 19-12.  ASRU‘s scores came from a try by Navy‘s Mark Todd, and RAAF 
winger Wayne Von Hoff with Army hooker Barry Dachs contributing one conversion 
and two penalties. 
 
The RANRU side defeated a Victorian B XV 14-7 at Melbourne‘s Olympic Park in a 
curtain raiser to the Victoria V US Eagles XV. 
 
The 1990 NSW inter-Service Rugby series was a disappointment due to the 
withdrawal of the RAAF from the competition, due to service commitments.  This 
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gave Navy the opportunity to score its fourth consecutive McCabe title with a 25-6 
win over Army at Victoria Barracks in Sydney.  Scorers were fullback Steve Downey 
5 penalty goals, try to wingers Peter Swift and Steve Myers. 
 
August 1990, saw the deployment of HMA Ships Darwin, Adelaide and Success to 
the Persian Gulf to assist with the enforcement of sanctions on Iraq.  In December 
1990 HMA Ships Brisbane and Sydney replaced Adelaide and Darwin130.  Some time 
later HMAS Westralia replaced Success.  A succession of ships rotated continuously 
through this operation until the end of 1993.  The absence of such a large percentage 
of the fleet would obviously have an impact on the availability of players in games in 
Australia. 
 
The Dempster Cup table at the completion of the competition proper was as follows: 
 

Kuttabul  13 
Albatross 12 
Nirimba I 6 
Watson 7 
Platypus/Waterhen 5 
Hobart/Torrens 4 
Penguin 1 
Nirimba II -2 

Nirimba 2 won 1 game but lost 4 points due to 2 forfeits. 
 
The Governor of New South Wales Sir David Martin, KCMG, AO, who was also 
patron of the New South Wales Rugby Union, died of mesothelioma, and the new 
NSW Governor, Rear Admiral Peter Sinclair also assumed the role of NSWRU 
patron. 
 
As a result of the 1990 budget, Chief of Naval Staff Vice Admiral M.W. Hudson 
announced that the destroyer escort HMAS Stuart and the oceanographic vessel 
HMAS Cook would be withdrawn from service. 
 
The finals series of the Dempster Cup saw some close finishes, with Kuttabul 
victorious over Albatross with a 9-7 win after Randall Peterie scored a try with just 5 
minutes to go, and Albatross defeated Nirimba 1 by 9 points to nil, with a try to Paul 
Applegate and a penalty and conversion to five eight Dougherty. The final had to be 
postponed to August 22 after Sydney received more than 100 millimetres of rain in 
24 hours, and the roads out of Albatross were cut, after Nowra received more than 
150 millimetres.  Albatross went into the final missing five of their regular players, but 
still had enough power to defeat Nirimba 18-4 at Randwick.  The Grand Final, which 
had to be moved from Concord Oval to Randwick on August 29 because of the 
weather, saw Kuttabul hold off Albatross to win 12-7, following tries to Chris Peck 
and Jimmy Carter, both converted by John Oakes.  The trophy was presented by the 
Minister for Defence Science and Personnel, Mr Gordon Bilney. 
 
The President of RANRU, Captain M.T. Dunne announced in August that the 
following 18 months would be busy for the Royal Australian Navy Rugby Union side.  
He revealed that on May 11, 1991, RANRU would meet the NSW U21 side at 
Sydney‘s Concord Oval, and in June would compete in the Carlsberg 1990 
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International Tens competition in Hong Kong.  With the 50th anniversary of the Royal 
New Zealand Navy in 1991, it was planned for two or three ―Tests‖ to be played in 
August/September between the two Navies.  Finally a tour to the United Kingdom 
was planned for February/March 1992. 
 

1991 

Due to deployments to the Gulf, the decommissioning of HMAS Stuart was deferred 
to May 31, 1991.  The RAN‘s oldest Fleet unit, the 30 year-old HMAS Parramatta 
was decommissioned in January. 
 
In March, HMAS Albatross entered a side into the Kiama Sevens Rugby competition 
and were voted the best performed Country Club, winning a cheque for $250.  They 
lost their first round game, but went on to defeat Wollongong Technical College 14-4, 
Deniliquin 8-4 and eventually lost the semi-final to the plate winners Daramarlyn (a 
Canberra first grade club) 12-4. 
 
One of the differences between Services and civilian players can be seen from the 
open letter RANRU President, Captain Mick Dunne, sent to all Navy Rugby players 
via Navy News of March 15:  
 

Once again the National Carnival looms ever nearer.  With so many potential players away on 
deployment, it is paramount that we find our strongest possible side if we are to retain the 
ASRU trophy. 

With this in mind, it is essential that you inform the selectors (via the Fleet Gym) of both your 
availability and willingness to play, if selected, as early as possible.  It is also important to 
inform your boss early so that he can plan for your absence and convince himself that losing 
you for two weeks will not precipitate the downfall of his department. 

Some of you will have been on the fringe of selection for the past couple of seasons.  
Remember there are a lot of players with potential away at sea, so it is up to you to impress.  
This could be your year.  For those of you playing grade football, I‟m sure your coach will be 
delighted to know of your selection and the fact that you will be playing against the best the 
Army and the RAAF can provide, with the added plus of all that training over the two weeks.  
Everyone will benefit, you, the Navy, your club, so tell your coach as well. 

The squad of 24 will be selected on completion of the Mons Cup on May 21.  A signal to all 
units will be made on completion of selection.  The squad will then move to training camp 
(possibly at Nirimba or Randwick Barracks) to commence training on May 22.  The 
competition commences on May 27 with Navy playing Army, Wednesday May 29 with RAAF v 
the winner of game 1.  The ASRU side will be selected on completion of the National Carnival 
and will be named at the after match presentation. 

 
The Old Windsor Cup knockout competition within the Fleet‘s units revealed a 
healthy state of rugby union, with 19 sides taking part, when HMAS Canberra defied 
the more fancied sides to take the trophy, defeating HMAS Kuttabul 13-9 in the final.  
The plate final saw HMAS Watson defeat HMAS Nirimba No 2 14-0.   
 
The Force Structure Review (FSR 1991) document produced by the Hawke Federal 
Government resulted in further changes in the Navy‘s structure.  1000 personnel 
were cut and a number of facilities were scheduled for closure, including HMAS 
Platypus (May 1999), HMAS Nirimba (1994) and Huon (Hobart), Moreton (Brisbane) 
and Encounter (Port Adelaide) all in 1994.  
 
Nineteen teams from across Australia gathered at the Randwick Sports Complex on 
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May 21 for the 22nd Mons Cup Rugby knock-out competition in trying wet conditions. 
The Defence Academy, with 5 Navy players, recorded their second Cup win in just 
two visits when they defeated Albatross 4-0.  HMAS Harman had earlier made it a 
Canberra clean sweep when they took out the Wally Long Plate (named after the late 
Anglican Chaplain) with a defeat of Platypus/Waterhen 4-0.  Naval Support 
Commander, RADM David Holthouse, and Monsignor Lake were on hand to present 
the trophies.  ADFA captain MIDN Geoff Reis was adjudged the player of the 
tournament. 
 
The Oberon class submarine HMAS Orion entered into Naval History as she became 
the last submarine to be re fitted at Sydney‘s Cockatoo Dock, when she was floated 
out the Fitzroy Dock on May 23. 
 
The National inter-Service series started badly for Navy in 1991 when they went 
down to Army 0-30 at Sydney‘s Victoria Barracks in June.  On day two, they were 
then defeated by RAAF 4-12, and Army went on to take the title by drawing with 
RAAF 21-21.  The Navy side contained just five players from the 1990 squad and this 
was the first time since the inception of the National series that Navy had lost both 
games. 
 
The 1991 ASRU tour was shortened to just three games and then one of these had 
to be abandoned due to bad weather.  In the first game, against the Combined 
Sydney Metropolitan XV,  breakaway John Stratton gave a good account of himself 
while outside centre Bob Plath made several incisive runs, one of which resulted in a 
try.  However, the game went to Sydney by the narrow margin of 16-17.  Navy centre 
Bob Plath scored another try in the game against Newcastle which went to ASRU 7-
3.  The Illawarra game had to be called off due to atrocious weather conditions. 
 
After eight rounds of an interrupted Dempster Cup mid-week rugby competition, 
Albatross and Nirimba No 1 were sharing the lead on 24 points.  Service and 
representative commitments had caused much of the chaos in programming and 
team availabilities.  The ladder was as follows:   
 

Nirimba I 24 
Albatross 24 
Watson 20 
Nirimba II 19 
Kuttabul 18 
Fleet 17 
Penguin 16 

 
RANRU announced in August that they had received an invitation from the Royal 
New Zealand Navy to send a rugby team to New Zealand to play a series of matches 
as part of the RNZN 50th anniversary celebrations.  It was planned to send a squad of 
30 players and officials.  A training plan was established and possible players were 
identified.   The final game would be for the Lou Smith Cup and it was planned that 
the tour party would be supplemented by players from HMAS Perth, HMAS Hobart 
and HMAS Ovens, which would be in New Zealand for the celebrations

131
.  It is of 

interest to note that the tourists were allocated an incidentals allowance of $10.60 
and a per diem allowance of $63.00 in Sydney and in New Zealand the incidentals 
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rate would be NZ$17.00. 
 
Friday, July 26, HMAS Stuart was decommissioned after 28 years service and 
steaming 704,044 nautical miles and 51,396 hours underway. 
 
The NSW inter-Service competition was played at the Navy Sports Complex in 
Sydney July 30 to August 1.  In the opening game Army defeated RAAF 21-19.  On 
day two Navy defeated RAAF 16-3 thanks to four penalties and a try to full back, 
Garry Blisenden.  In the final game Navy defeated Army 20-7, thanks to 2 penalties 
to Garry Blissenden and two unconverted tries to winger Steve Downey.  Prop Al 
Bray was named as Navy‘s man of the series.  
 
The major and minor semi-finals were played at the Navy Sports Compex in Sydney. 
In the major semi-final, Albatross defeated Nirimba No 1 43-19 (23-9 at half time) and 
in the minor semi-final Penguin shocked the current premier Kuttabul 19-7 (7-3 at half 
time).  Thus the preliminary final saw Nirimba No1 to face Penguin at Randwick. 
 
The 1991 Dempster Cup Grand Final was played in testy, windy conditions at 
Randwick in August and saw Penguin defeat Albatross 6-3, thanks to two long range 
penalties to Penguin captain and fullback Garry Blissenden.  Top performers for 
Penguin were hooker Chris Peck, front rower Greg Pritchard and winger Paul Darcy, 
and for Albatross captain and No8 John Campbell, halfback Mario Cinello and winger 
Rick Meehan.  In the curtain raiser for the Archdeacon Spike Jones trophy, Fleet 
retained the trophy by defeating Establishments 14-6 (trophy donated by Archdeacon 
Spike Jones, Senior Chaplain). 
 
The Lou Smith Cup returned to Australia in October 1991 with the RANRU team 
following a very successful tour of New Zealand.  The opening game of the tour was 
against RNZN at Athletic Park in Wellington which resulted in a 15-9 win for the 
Kiwis, who scored three tries to nil.  The match demonstrated the difference in 
standard between the RAN and RNZN sides, as all the RNZN players were regular 
grade players and some played provincial rugby, few of the RAN squad played at 
that level.  One exception was the RAN team captain, Chris Smith, who had been a 
regular member of the Victorian State side for 1990 and 1991.  
 
The next game was at Waiouru Army Camp in the centre of the North Island, where 
the RAN side drew 13-13 with a composite Army and district side.  It was then on to 
the RNZAF base at Whenuapi for a game against a Combined Northern Military 
District side.  The Combined team included a number of Police and Air Force 
personnel who played at provincial level, and were too strong for the RAN, winning 
21-7.  It was then on to the Ngataringa Sports Complex in Auckland for the final 
game against the RNZN.  At halftime, the RAN side were trailing by 9 points to 0.  
Two penalties early in the second half by Terry Jones saw the Australians back in the 
game.  Hooker Mario Cinello won a critical scrum in front of the RANRU posts and 
the ball went to Tim Hayes on the left wing, who ran 50 metres before putting in a 
cross field kick which was taken by Chris Smith to score between the posts.  A 
successful conversion and the game was RANRU‘s by 12-9.  It also marked the first 
win on New Zealand soil for a full RAN side. 
 
December 2, 1991 saw St Stephens Cathedral in Brisbane as the location for the 
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funeral of Reverend Monsignor Grantly Sebastian Lake, the donor of the Mons Cup 
after a long battle with cancer.  The service was attended by many serving former 
shipmates including RADM Holthouse and RADM Walls. 
 
Due to the war in the Gulf, HMA Ships Adelaide, Brisbane, Darwin and Sydney spent 
some time out of Australian waters during 1991. 
 

1992 

February 1992 saw HMAS Darwin depart for a six months deployment in Red Sea 
and Gulf waters.  February also saw the commissioning into the RAN of the newest 
FFG HMAS Melbourne. 
 
The AGM of RANRU for 1992 saw the following appointments: CDRE Dunne 
(President), SBLT M.P. Hogan (Secretary), CAPT R. Sharpe (treasurer), WOSY G. 
Stokes (national coach), LEUT S. Thompson (manager), and LSATA V. Baird (asst 
manager).  In announcing the program for the year CDRE Dunne announced that 
RANRU were planning to tour South Africa in 1993.  He stressed that 1992 was an 
important season for all RANRU players, if Navy was to re-emerge as the top Rugby 
side in the Australian Defence Force.  The program would include the Old Windsor 
Cup (sevens) on April 1, the Mons Cup on May 13, NSW inter-services from May 25-
29, the national carnival from June 22-26, ASRU v Sydney Metro on July 1 and the 
ASRU tour to the USA from Oct 10 for 3 weeks. 
 
The 1992 Old Windsor Cup seven-a-side knockout tournament went to a Fleet team 
for the second year in a row when HMAS Hobart defeated HMAS Penguin 13-4 in the 
final at Randwick in Sydney.  The competition attracted some 23 teams including one 
from Army and two interstate sides Harman and Cerberus.  The Plate competition 
went to Albatross No 2 when they defeated Nirimba 8-0   
 
ASRU U21 side competed in the National Combined States U/21 Carnival in Darwin 
in May and were in pool one with WA, NT and NSW Country.  The management 
team of Major Mick Martin (Army), SGT Ray Scott (Army) and PO Mark Heath (Navy) 
were upbeat about their prospects.  Major Martin believed that they had a much more 
experienced side than the 1990 side. 
 
The Mons Cup for 1992 went to HMAS Albatross with their 14-0 defeat of 
Plats/Waterhen in the final.  In its route to the final, Albatross defeated Cerberus 4-0, 
Stirling 4-0 and Hobart 4-3, whereas Plats/Waterhen beat Kuttabul 3-0, Brisbane 4-0, 
Creswell 4-3 and Watson 4-0.  The Wally Long Plate for sides defeated in round one 
saw Cerberus defeat Harman 4-0 in the final.  The Golden Oldies side that came 
down from Queensland rated their trip a great success. 
 
The NSW inter-Service Rugby title went to Navy in 1992 for the sixth successive year 
when they defeated the RAAF 15-6 and Army 17-0 at Randwick in May.  Much to 
everybody‘s surprise, RAAF defeated Army 7-3.  The opening game went to Navy in 
gale like conditions with strong gusting winds and with the Navy side missing four of 
its first line players due to service commitments.  Scorers for Navy were Steve 
Downey with three penalties and a conversion and the sole try of the game to Bob 
Plath.  In the Army game, scorers were Randall Petrie with two tries, Tim Craven one 
try, and two conversions and a penalty to Steve Downey.  Mario Cinello was named 
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player of the series. 
 
The national inter-Services competition went once gain to Army when they defeated 
Navy 23-12 and RAAF 71-0, and Navy defeated RAAF 11-9.  In the first game at 
Victoria Barracks, it took Navy until the closing minutes of the game against RAAF to 
score, when centre Bob Plath scored a try and two penalties.  Against Army, Plath 
again provided all the points with four penalties.  The Sooty Hansen trophy for best 
overall player, on and off the field, went to breakaway John Stratton.  After the series 
six RAN players were named in the ASRU squad to play Sydney, details in the annex 
The coach and assistant manager both came from Navy, in Geoff Stokes and Mike 
Hogan respectively.  The ASRU side defeated a Combined Sydney Second Division 
side, known as the Sydney Cup XV, 20-9 at Victoria Barracks.  
 
By the end of July, after eight rounds of the Dempster Cup, Albatross and Penguin 
held a narrow lead on 24 points each from Kuttabul on 23 and Nirimba and Watson 
both on 21.  Both Albatross and Nirimba had a game in hand and Albatross was the 
only unbeaten side.  The table stood as follows: 
 

 P W L D S DEF Pts 
Albatross 7 6 0 -  1 24 
Penguin 8 4 4 -   24 
Kuttabul 8 3 4 - 1  23 
Nirimba 7 3 3 - 1  21 
Watson 8 2 2 - 1  21 
Plats/When 7 2 2 -  1 19 

 
The Western Australian inter-Services rugby was held at Stirling Naval base, with the 
Navy side comprised of players from HMA Ships Torrens, Orion and Stirling and WO 
John Ranna and PO Paul Simmons performing the coaching duties. Day one saw 
RAAF defeated by Army 44-4.  Day two and Navy defeated RAAF 28-0 with tries to 
winger Dave Dykstra (3), prop Grant Henley (2) and hooker Kiwi McGgregor (1).   So 
on day three. it was Navy v Army, with Army having the advantage of the ―gale force 
winds‖ in the first half.  At half time, Army led just 4-3, but two late tries in the second 
half saw them run out triumphant at 14 point to three. 
  
The Dempster Cup major semi-final saw Albatross run away against Penguin 60-0 at 
Randwick, and in the minor semi it was Kuttabul home with a 28-3 win over Nirimba 
(a considerable improvement over their meeting earlier in the year when Nirimba 
thrashed Kuttabul 72-3).  In the final, Kuttabul humbled a depleted Penguin side 38-0 
and so went on to meet Albatross, with an abundance of representative experience, 
in the grand final.  Kuttabul were not able to take away Albatross‘ unbeaten record 
and went down 9-3 in a grafting grand final with all the points coming from penalties 
(Dave Cunningham for Albatross and Dean Fogg for Kuttabul).  Kuttabul‟s No 8 
Randall Petrie received the Salty Eckel trophy for best and fairest.  The presentations 
were performed by Naval Support Command Chief of Staff, Commodore Murray 
Forrest. 
 
HMAS Waterhen halfback, Darren Skerman was awarded the Burnett Memorial Prize 
for Rugby.  The young halfback, an able seaman clearance diver, won the award for 
―being the best exponent of Rugby Union in the RAN Colts‖ throughout the 1992 
season.   He was in the ASRU Colts XV for the national carnival in Darwin, he was 
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then selected in the national senior Navy XV for the inter-Services matches against 
Army and RAAF.  He played for ASRU in their defeat of Sydney and went with the 
ASRU squad to the USA. 
 
RIMPAC 92 gave Canberra‘s rugby side the opportunity to play a number of 
international matches, the first was in San Diego with a win over the San Diego 
Coronado Armadillos 24-12, in the next the combined Canadian side was defeated 
15-4, then finally in Hawaii, Canberra defeated Hobart to receive the title of ―Rugby 
champions of the fleet north of the equator‖. 
 
The ASRU team left Australia on October 1 and their first game was a ―sevens‖ 
fixture, the San Luis Obispo Tournament, with ASRU taking out the Grand Final 47-7.  
The next game in Monterey saw ASRU defeat the local side 53-3, unfortunately 
Navy‘s Darren Skerman suffered a shoulder injury in the game which put him out for 
the rest of the tour.  The third game, in San Francisco saw ASRU against the US 
champions, Old Blue.  The game was even at half time, but in the second half the 
Australian forwards took over and the result was a 41-10 victory to ASRU with Navy‘s 
Mark Todd nominated as best player on the day.  The next two games against 
Northern California and Sacramento were cancelled as the Americans were unable 
to field a team.  ASRU‘s next opponents were the US Forces Development squad 
which resulted in a 44-16 victory to ASRU.  The referee called the game off 14 
minutes early, in the belief that the game looked likely to end in an all-in brawl!  The 
side then moved to Reno, Nevada, for the last game against the US Services side 
the Eagles, which resulted in a win to ASRU 67-6.  The US Eagles later described 
the ASRU side as the best they had ever played against.132  
 

1993 

In 1993, despite winning the third grade competition in the Victorian Premiership 
Cerberus Rugby Club was in danger of folding, due to financial restrictions, 
standards of the competition and the general support for the club within HMAS 
Cerberus.  The Club thus put together a plan to ensure its survival.  This involved 
accepting an offer from Moorabin Football Club that Cerberus Rugby should play as 
the Moorabin 3rd grade in the Victorian 1st division. The plan ensured that Cerberus 
Rugby would retain its own identity, and that Cerberus players, including Colts, would 
be able to play for other Moorabin grade sides, especially as reserves.  Other parts of 
the plan included a proposed structure for the club management.  The plan was 
accepted and supported by RANRU and put into place133.   
 
As a result of a request from the Cook Islands, who had inaugurated a Cook Islands 
Sevens Competition in 1992, three sevens players from Australia were sent to the 
Cook Islands in February 1993 to augment the side from the Pacific Patrol boat „Te 
Kukupa.  This was done to help the Navy side combat the Air New Zealand side who 
were fielding three New Zealand All Blacks.  The three Aussies were Rod Kafer 
(Australian U 21 and ACT) SBLT Chris Smith (ASRU and Navy) and Sgt Steve 
MacDonald (ASRU and Army).  Despite some coaching from Rod Kafer, the Te 
Kukupa lost its first two games, to Aviatu by 28-14 and Atiu by 12-5.  But a try in the 
opening minuttes against Rakahanga by Chris Smith saw Te Kukupa to a 17-12 win 
and a place in the Bowl Final.  Four Tries to Steve MacDonald saw the Te Kukupa 
win the Bowl Final 27-0 despite the fact that a Cyclone saw the boat called into action 
and three crew sail away before the final.   
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The Merrylands Suburban Rugby Union Club celebrated its 25th anniversary in 1993 
and as part of its celebrations it organised a reunion of former players.  The club 
secretary said in the announcement of the reunions that many Navy players had 
represented the club, and especially in 1980, when the club‘s third grade side was 
composed entirely of Navy personnel, organised by Harry Pearson, a former 
Australian Combined Services player134.  
 
The ASRU season started early in 1993 when an ASRU side won the plate 
competition in the inaugural ―Midnight Sevens‖ carnival at Wests in Canberra in 
March.  Navy players in the ASRU squad were Brett Quinn (HMAS Creswell), Zahn 
Holden (HMAS Darwin), Scott Gallon (HMAS Cerberus), John Stratton (HMAS 
Cerberus), John Cunningham (CST), Neil Hislop (HMAS Cerberus), and Warren 
Latham (RMIT).   
 
March also saw CDRE M.T. Dunne, LCDR Brian Eagles and LEUT Mike Hogan take 
on the roles of President, Secretary and Treasurer of ASRU. 
 
Naval Support Command organised a Sevens Knockout Competition in April 1993 at 
the Naval Sports Complex, with a total of 24 sides, including teams from Albatross, 
Watson, Nirimba (3 teams), Kuttabul, Sydney, Brisbane, Jervis Bay, Westralia, 
Darwin, Perth, Creswell, Clearance Divers , Waterhen, Harman, and Army.  The plate 
semi-finals saw Albatross defeat Perth and Nirimba 1 defeat Kuttabul II and then 
Nirimba defeated Albatrosss 15-12 in the final.  In the cup competition, Brisbane 1 
lost 12-0 to Kuttabul 1 in one semi final, and Harman defeated Waterhen in the other.  
In the final Kuttabul were victorious 22-12 over Harman. 
 
The 1993 Mons Cup saw a reduced entry of just 14 sides, which was well down on 
previous years, primarily due to the number of Fleet units away on deployments.  The 
Cup went to Plats/Waterhen with a 5-0 win over Canberra in the final, and the Wally 
Long Plate went to Watson with a 19-0 win over Cairns.  One highlight of the day was 
the Golden Oldies ―State of Origin‖ tussle between NSW and Queensland which 
resulted in an 8-all draw.  Trophies were presented by COMFLOT, Commodore Tony 
Christie, who made special mention of thanks to the referees.  The performance by 
HMAS Canberra was all the more noteable as the crew had just returned from a 
deployment to the Gulf.135 
 
The NSW and National inter-Services competitions were hit with the inability of RAAF 
to field a side in both events and opted for the National Series.  In the NSW 
competition, Navy defeated Army 24-6 after leading 11-6 at half-time.  However, it 
was later announced that Navy had fielded several ineligible players.  In the National 
series Navy were defeated 11-3 by RAAF and then 57-7 by Army, Army then went on 
to take the series by defeating RAAF 36-9.  In the NSW series, Navy‘s best 
performers were Allan Jenkins, David Skerman, Garry Blissenden and Andy Keough, 
and in the Nationals Brett Quinn, Andy Bray, Nick Sverdloff and Bob Plath.  At the 
end of the Nationals eight Navy players were included in the 26 man Australian 
Services Rugby Union squad, they were Bob Plath (Waterhen), P. Blackwoodl 
(Coonawarra), John Stratton (Cerberus), Brett Quinn (Creswell), Paul Williams 
(Waterhen), David Carter (Watson), Zahn Holden (Darwin), and Andrew Hurdley 
(MHQ).   The coach for the ASRU squad was WO Geoff Stokes (Navy Office) and the 
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manager LEUT Mike Hogan (HQADF).  
 
HMA Ships Tobruk and Jervis Bay were given a civic welcome in Sydney after their 
return from deployments in Somalia.  In July, HMAS Sydney sailed off to join the 
Maritime Interdiction Fleet in the north of the Red Sea, and was expected to return in 
early December. 
 
A combined RAN rugby side took on the might of the Northern Territory Rugby Union 
in Darwin under lights at the Marrara Stadium.  The RAN side which was made up of 
players from HMA Ships Success, Hobart, Melbourne, Torrens, Swan, and HMAS 
Coonawarra, led 19-10 at half time and finally went down 30-22 in an entertaining 
game.  The ships were in the north participating in FCP Kakadu One. 
 
In mid 1993 the ARU conducted a survey to identify the number of teams playing 
rugby across Australia, number of coaches and referees.  The Navy response136 was 
as follows: 

Category Identity Number  

National Team Navy National Team 1 

 Navy Colts 1 

NSW Navy inter-Service 1 

 Dempster Cup 7 

 HMA Ships 10 

Victoria Navy inter-Service 1 

 HMAS Cerberus 2 

ACT Navy inter-Service 1 

QLD Navy inter-Service 1 

 HMAS Cairns 1 

NT Navy inter-Service 1 

WA Navy inter-Service 1 

   

Coaches  Qualified Lvl 2  4 

   

Referees Active 12 

 
After five rounds of the 1993 Dempster Cup just two sides, Albatross and Creswell, 
were undefeated, and they jointly led the competition with 16 points. 
 
The Western Australian inter-Services rugby competition went to Navy with victories 
by 16-13 over Army and 57-6 over RAAF, with Army defeating RAAF 36-12 
 
The ASRU squad in the Australian championships in Melbourne started off with a 58-
13 win over Tasmania and then defeated a confident Victorian side 13-9.  The ACT B 
side led ASRU 16-5 at half time but Services fought back to win 29-16, and so to the 
final where ASRU met Western Australia, where they went down by 19-10.  The 
ASRU side met NSW Country when the Country side were in preparation for an 
encounter with the Springboks and went down 50-20.  Top Navy players for the 
Services side were five-eighth Zahn Holden and centre Bob Plath.   
 
In a curtain raiser to Victoria v South Africa, an ASRU U 21 side were defeated by a 
Victorian U21 side 15-11. 
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The grand final of the 1993 Dempster Cup mid-week competition was played at 
Nowra‘s Shoalhaven Rugby Club ground and HMAS Creswell capped an undefeated 
season by beating HMAS Albatross 8-3, with a try to captain Terry Jones making the 
difference in the scores.  The Salty Eckell Trophy went to Rick McIntyre, Creswell‟s 
breakaway. 

November 26 saw the final passing out parade at HMAS Nirimba with the 112th entry 
being reviewed by Chief of Defence Force, Admiral Alan Beaumont.  Technical 
training for the Navy was transferred to HMAS Cerberus and RAAF School of 
Technical Training at Wagga. 

In December, the ACT Rugby Union announced that Navy and ASRU coach Geoff 
Stokes had been appointed as the ACT representative coach for 1994, with 
―Dimples‖ Sheargold as the manager and fitness coach was ex ASRU player Kel 
Bryant. 

1994 

The 1994 season for Services rugby commenced with the inaugural Services Rugby 
Tens tournament hosted by the Australian Federal Police Wombats Rugby Club, 
Sydney on February 26-27 at Warringah Rugby Park. 

Former Navy players continued to play a role in civilian rugby in 1994 with Salty 
Eckel manager/assistant coach of Sunshine Coast Service rugby side, former ASRU 
player Sven Larsen coaching the Wide Bay club and Graham Smith a member of the 
Sunshine Coast judicial team.  Eckel was then appointed as coach of the South 
Queensland U21 side, the Combined Brisbane side (open division) that defeated the 
Combined Queensland Country side and then Queensland Under 19s playing in the 
Australian U19 championships.  

April 7 saw the departure from the RAN of the training ship HMAS Jervis Bay when 
she was decommissioned. 

The 1994 Mons Cup, with eighteen teams competing, was held at the Randwick 
Sports Complex in April and saw HMAS Kuttabul, coached by Ron Giveen, take out 
the cup for their first triumph since 1987.  Kuttabul did not concede a single point in 
the entire series downing Watson in the semi-final and Albatross 23-0 in the final.  
The Wally Long Plate (contested by first round losers) went to Penguin with a 17-0 
win over Perth.  The competition was played much earlier than usual to allow 
selectors to review the talent available prior to the UK tour by Australian Services 
scheduled for later in the year.  The ASRU program for 1994 also included two ―tests‘ 
against visiting United States Combined Services side in June. 
 
February 25-27 was a busy time for the rugby side from HMAS Albatross.  On the 
25th they competed in Australia‘s largest sevens tournament in Kiama and then went 
on to Sydney to compete in the inaugural Services Super Tens.  In Kiama, they lost 
their first game against The Entrance, and were thus in the plate competition, where 
wins against Grenfell and Yass saw them against Kiama in the semi-final.  Kiama 
held them to a 10-all draw, but won the game having scored two tries to one.  Kiama 
were then soundly beaten by Gordon in the plate final. 
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In the Services Super Tens at Warringah, Albatross met Kuttabul in the first round 
and defeated them with a single penalty to nil.  In the next round Albatross defeated 
Westpac Bank 17-0 and then in the semi-final defeated the favourites, the Wombats, 
with just one penalty the difference.  In the final Albatross led Waverley 13-0 at half 
time and ran out 20-3 winners, so the 14th seed took the Cup in the inaugural 
Services Super Tens. 
 
Navy players played significant roles in the opening games of the ASRU season.  
Half-back, Brett Quinn scored a late try to give Services victory over a Sydney 
Suburban XV at Victoria Barracks in May.  The other Navy reps, prop Andy Bray 
(Perth), second-rower John Cunningham (CST), break-away Michael Vidulich 
(Paluma) and centre Bob Plath (Waterhen) all made solid contributions, especially 
Plath who combined well with Army centre Jason Whitfield to create many promising 
breaks.  On the following Sunday, ASRU scored an easy 31-8 win over NSW 
Country, also at Victoria Barracks.  The two ―tests‖ against the United States 
Combined Services side were both won by ASRU, 38-17 in Sydney, as a curtain 
raiser to Australia v Ireland, and then 36-13 in Canberra.  In game one, Navy‘s John 
Cunningham helped the ASRU pack dominate in the forward play and Zahn Holden 
landed three penalty goals and two conversions for a personal tally of 13 points.  In 
the second encounter, Cunningham picked up a try.137  
 
The ACT Kookaburras rugby union side that defeated the visiting Irish international 
side was coached by former ASRU player and coach ―Blue‖ Stokes, and the 
manager was former Navy and ASRU player ―Dimples‖ Sheargold. 
 
The National inter-Services competition was held May 19-20 at Sydney‘s Victoria 
Barracks, Navy started well in the first game, against Army, leading by 10-7 thanks to 
a try by Michael Vidulich and a conversion and penalty to Garry Blissenden.  Two 
converted tries and two penalties to Army gave them a 27-10 victory.  The game 
against RAAF saw Navy lead 3-0 at half time with a penalty to Zahn Holden.  Then a 
try to halfback and captain, Brett Quinn, and a conversion and two penalties to 
Holden gave Navy an 11-6 win.  Army v RAAF?? 
 
By July 1, the Dempster Cup was up to its fifth round, with the undefeated Albatross 
leading on 15 points, Kuttabul in second place on 14 points, Creswell on 13, Watson 
and Plats/Waterhen on 10 with Penguin trailing on 2.  There were, however, a 
number of deferred games still to be played. 
 
The 25 man Australian Services Rugby Union squad for tour of the UK in November 
contained no fewer than 10 Navy representatives.  The selected Navy 
representatives were: POSMC Michael Vidulich (Paluma), CPOETS John 
Cunningham (MHQ-CST), LEUT Chris Smith (Navy Office), LEUT Bob Plath 
(Waterhen), CPOETS Phil Blackwell (Coonawarra), ABMTH Zahn Holden (Kuttabul-
Zetland), MIDN Geoff Reis (Gawler), POWTR Brett Quinn (Creswell), SBLT Warren 
Latham (MHQ), and WO Gordon Longrigg (MHQ), with LEUT Mike Hogan 
(CJFA/JEPS) as the assistant coach.  The tour included games against Somerset, 
Army, Surrey, RN and RAF as well as the UK Combined Services. 
 
One of Navy‘s Rugby referees and a senior resource manager in the Service was 
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lost to RANRU for a time from mid 1994 when Commodore Nick Helyer was posted 
to the National Defence College in Pakistan.  He commented that he was ―excited 
about his new posting to Islamabad where he believed the climate was right to 
promote rugby to the masses in the Indian Sub-continent.‖ 138 
 
In the Dempster Cup round on July 13, Kuttabul thrashed Plats/Waterhen 63-27, 
scoring 11 tries.  It was revealed after the game that a number of the Platypus 
players had turned out in tribute to 22 year-old Ron Holmes who had died on the 
Sunday before the game.  The game was to have been Holmes‘ last game for 
Platypus. 
 
The Northern Territory side that played Italy in Darwin contained two Navy players 
LEUT Tim Caven and CPO Phil Blackwell.  In a curtain-raiser to the main game, 
Navy defeated Army 15-7. 
 
Navy Rugby named a 25-man training squad for the 1994 NSW inter-Service 
competition, with players from HMA Ships Kuttabul, Albatross, Hobart, Penguin, 
Perth, Waterhen Sydney and Harman being included.  The coach was named as 
WOWTR Ron Giveen with LCDR Mather as manager and PONPC Brooks as 
assistant manager, all from Kuttabul. 
 
Round eight of the Dempster Cup saw HMAS Creswell thrash Plats/Waterhen 43-0 
putting Creswell just one point behind table leader HMAS Kuttabul on 26 points,  
Nowra were next on 23, Plats/Waterhen on 20, Watson on 4 with Penguin last on -10 
(one win and seven forfeits). 
 
The annual Old Windsor Cup sevens tournament for 1994 was held at Randwick in 
August and attracted 16 teams.  The Cup went to Kuttabul with a 52-5 win over 
Nowra in the final and the Plate went to Platypus/Waterhen when they defeated 
Watson 33-10.  Kuttabul conceded just 41 points in 4 games and in the Plate Final 
Bob Plath scored a hat-trickof tries as Plats/Waterhen cruised to a 33-10 victory over 
Watson. 
 
The annual general meeting of RANRU was held on August 18, with the following 
office holders being elected: President, CMDR Ted Breukel, RAN Manager, LEUT 
Ted Spurgin, Asst Managers, PO Brooks, WO Daly, Secty/Treasurer, LEUT Jason 
Millett. 
 
With the final rounds of the Dempster Cup approaching, HMAS Creswell demolished 
HMAS Kuttabul 31-3 to secure second place in the table on 29 points, just two 
behind HMAS Albatross, with Kuttabul in third place on 28. 
 
Navy Rugby defeated Army 51-7 (8 tries to 1) at Holsworthy Barracks in the NSW 
winter inter-Services series, but this was not enough to win the series outright coming 
second behind RAAF with Army in third place. 
 
After 23 years in the service, September 1994 saw the retirement of WOSY Geoff 
Stokes from the RAN.  A communications specialist by profession, WO Stokes had 
been awarded an OAM for his services to RAN, Tri-service, Canberra and national 
rugby union.  He served on HMAS Ships Hobart, Brisbane, Derwent before being 
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posted to Russell. 
 
The Dempster Cup table at the end of the round robin series saw Creswell on 37 
points, Kuttabul on 36, Albatross on 35, and Watson and Penguin did not finish the 
season.  In the preliminary final Kuttabul beat Albatross 33-15 and so Kuttabul would 
meet Creswell in the grand final.  Creswell under captain Brett Quin were trailing 6-3 
at half time but the defending champions looked like depriving Kuttabul of the trifecta 
(Mons Cup, Old Windsor Cup and Dempster Cup).  However the Ron Giveen 
coached Kuttabul side rallied and tries to Mike Beergah and ―Noddy‖ Latham saw 
Kuttabul safely home by 18 points to 8.  The Salty Eckle trophy for the most valuable 
on the day went to Kuttabul‘s Zahn Holden. 
 
The new Anglican Bishop to the Australian Defence Force, Bishop Brian F.V King, 
appointed in September, did not play rugby for Navy, but he did log up over 100 
games for the Gordon club in Sydney and represented NSW against New Zealand 
and Fiji.  He gave up the game when aged 40, he broke a couple of ribs in the 1978 
Golden Oldies Tournament. 
  
The World Masters Games held in Brisbane in October saw Navy rugby players 
appear for Rugby sides such as the Redlands Bay Mudcrabs, and the Victorian 
Masters team and also athletics, baseball, rowing, pistol shooting and waterpolo. 

 
The Australian Services Rugby Union squad returned to Australia in January after a 
most successful tour of the UK having won 5 of their 7 games.  The opening game 
against Somerset resulted in a win to the home side 13-10.  The second game, 
against a strong British Army XV saw ASRU trailing 12-3 at half-time, then an 
inspirational second half from Navy‘s Michael Vidulich and strong defensive work 
from LEUT Mark Todd enabled ASRU to turn round the deficit to win 25-12.  In the 
game against the Surrey county side at the London Irish ground, ASRU conceded 
two tries, but an outstanding performance by Navy five eighth Zahn Holden helped 
ASRU to chalk up a 20-15 win.  Then it was off to Barnaby Road in Portsmouth, 
where in front of a large crowd in blustery conditions, ASRU defeated the Royal Navy 
5-3, with ASRU props Murray Harley and Brendan Lyons playing fine games as did 
Navy‘s Geoff Reis and Chris Smith.  The next game was against Hertfordshire at 
Radlett, north of London, where SBLT Warren Latham was the outstanding player in 
ASRU‘s 10-3 victory.  It was then off to the West Country again, this time to 
Cheltenham for a clash with the UK Service champions, Air Force, whose side 
included six members of the UK Combined Services side that had defeated Canada 
the previous week.  However, it was ASRU that dominated from the start and due to 
magnificent work from the pack they were able to register a 50-3 victory after leading 
by 16-3 at half-time.  Navy forward John Cunningham was voted man of the match.  
The final game was played on a very heavy surface at the Rectory Field in Plymouth 
against the UK Combined Services, where ASRU trailed 9-3 at half-time, and then 
thanks to a late field goal the UK side were triumphant by 12 points to 9.  Navy‘s 
Michael Vidulick was named ―Players‘ Player‖ while other awards went to Captain 
Murray Harley (Best and Fairest), and Captain Simon Small (Most Consistent).139 

Commodore Mick Dunne described the tour as an unqualified success, and thanked 
all those who helped to make the tour possible, especially the CO‘s for releasing the 
players and officials and the sponsors for their generous support of ASRU. 
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1995 

The annual general meeting of RANRU saw some changes in the management 
structure and the announcement of the program for the year.  The new President was 
CMDR Ted Breukel, and the rest are listed in the annexes.  Area reps were also 
appointed for NSW establishments and ships, WA establishments and ships, 
Northern Territory, Victoria/South Australia and Queensland.  The 1995 program 
included a RANRU possibles v probables match in February, the Old Windsor Cup 
Sevens tournament in March, the Mons Cup in March, RANRU v Gosford at Gosford, 
followed by the nationals training camp in April.  The NSW inter-Service Carnival for 
1995 was scheduled for Victoria Barracks in Sydney in April, the ARAFURA Games 
in Darwin in May, followed by the national championships at the end of that month.  A 
three-week tour of South Africa was then scheduled for July. 

ASRU was defeated by NSW Country on May 28, losing 13-10, an excellent result 
when viewed in perspective that the Country side, one week later, defeated England 
A 27-23.  The ASRU game against NSW Surburban was played at Victoria Barracks 
on May 31 in front of the NSW Governor, Admiral Sir David Martin, where ASRU won 
18-5.  ASRU then travelled to Perth for the Healthway International Cup, where they 
defeated the Malaysian National side 97-0, an International XV 26-13, Japan U23 55-
6 and in the Final, an International XV 15-6 to take the trophy140. 

ASRU invited RANRU to represent the Australian Defence Force in the Arafura 
Games of 1995.  Despite receiving short notice of the event, the RANRU side were 
accommodated at HMAS Coonawarra and they performed extremely well taking out 
the silver medal.  They defeated the Papua New Guinea National side, Torres Straits, 
and a Hong Kong Development side and lost just one game, to the Northern Territory 
state side.  Papua New Guinea won the gold medal.  ABMTH Zahn Holden was 
named Carnival MVP, CPOWTR Brett Quinn, Navy‘s Best and Fairest and CPOETS 
John Cunningham Navy‘s Player‘s Player. 

Shortly after the Arafura Games, Navy lost 35-3 to Army and were then defeated 16-
10 by the RAAF in the National inter-Service competition.  

The Old Windsor Cup 7‘s tournament for 1995, saw a reduced entry of only 10 
teams, primarily due to the fact that the majority of the fleet was away at sea for the 
FCP Kakadu 2 exercise.  In the Cup final, HMAS Kuttabul 1 defeated HMAS Kuttabul 
II easily by 50-0, and in the Plate final, HMAS Harman defeated HMAS Watson 22-5. 

The Hahn Ice Services Rugby 10s competition was held at Granville in March 
attracting sides from RANRU, and HMAS Ships Perth, Melbourne and Kuttabul, 
along with Federal Police Sydney and Canberra, Newtown Police, Waverley Police, 
Mascot Police, Customs Department of Corrective Services, Military Engineers, Land 
Headquarters and RAAF.  The Cup final saw RAAF down Newtown Police 24-14, the 
Shield went to Federal Police Canberra and the Plate to Mascot Police who defeated 
Military Engineers. 

The ASRU side took part in the 1995 Fiji Sevens competition, losing 22-7 to East Fiji 
(the previous year‘s winners), defeating PNG 12-10 and losing 17-15 to Australian 
Fiji in the Plate semi-final. 

The Mons Cup for 1995 with 16 teams competing, including two Oldies sides, went to 
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HMAS Kuttabul when they defeated Northern Establishments in the final and the 
plate to HMAS Cerberus 2 with their 5-0 win over HMAS Harman.  

The Navy side displayed a much better performance in the NSW inter-Service 
competition when they drew 7-7 with Army.  Navy‘s captain, Brett Quinn, and his 
Army tackler were both taken to hospital and released after treatment, although 
Quinn announced his retirement from representative football after the competition. 

After 5 rounds of the Dempster Cup HMAS Harman was undefeated as they enjoyed 
a 35-3 win over Northern Establishments, the game being played at Bowral in the 
NSW Southern Highlands.  The Harman side contained a work experience student 
Don James, from Saint Edmunds College.  Later in August, Fleet defeated Northern 
Establishments 7-0 and HMAS Kuttabul defeated HMAS Harman 45-13.  In the final 
round Harman defeated Fleet 18-0. 

The Dempster Cup Grand Final was played at HMAS Harman in Canberra, at the 
request of the President of ASRU, to raise the profile of Navy Rugby in Navy Office 
and HQADF.  This was the first time Harman had competed in the competition and 
the pitch that was used had only previously been used for Australian Rules.  Kuttabul 
led at half time 6-0, thanks to two penalties to Zahn Holden. Guy Randall kicked a 
penalty for Harman early in the second half, Holden then kicked another penalty, 
score 9-3. Belcher then scored a try for Harman which was not converted.  Three 
minutes from the final whistle Randall grabbed a loose ball and scored a try, which 
he then converted, giving the victory to Harman at 15-9.  Salty Eckel was on hand to 
present his perpetual trophy for the best and fairest player to Guy Randall.  The 
Burnett Memorial Trophy for the best RAN Colt for 1995 was presented to Geremy 
Betts.  
 
The RANRU Coach‘s report for 1995141 indicated that his aim for the year was to 
regain the National inter-Service trophy from Army (unsuccessful), to appoint 2 
assistant coaches (successful) and to run 2 development camps.  He added that the 
requirements for future years must include the following: 
 
Development camps that emphasise skills and fitness. 
Player availability to be identified at an early stage in the year. 
Selection for the RANRU side limited to those players who attended the final training 
camp. 
Encouragement for younger players. 
Acquisition of high quality referees for all fixtures. 
Encouragement of players to play with civilian clubs to 
 Improve fitness 
User and upgrade skills 
 
The RANRU executive committee announced the establishment of a RANRU 
Historical Collection and made an appeal for donations/loans of clothing, 
photographs and any items of interest. CMDR Breukel also talked about the 
possibility of operating and A side and a Colts team, one of the major inhibitors was 
cost, especially travel. 
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1996 

The Pakistan Shield for sporting performance for major units was awarded to HMAS 
Sydney, followed by HMAS Success and for minor units to HMAS Whyalla followed 
by HMAS Tarakan. 
 
In January, South Australia was declared as the home port of HMAS Protector, 
transferred from Fleet Base West until the end of the century.  She carried a carried a 
crew of 19 officers and men, and was based in SA to assist with trials for the Collins 
Class submarines. 
 
The Navy Rugby Museum Committee, Ron Giveen, Terry Grube and Brett Quinn 
made further requests for memorabilia as the inputs were slow coming in. 
 
HMAS Kuttabul won the Rugby 7‘s Old Windsor Cup for the third successive time 
defeating HMAS Watson in a hectic final.  Watson scored first after a cross kick from 
Kuttabul‘s Mario Cinelllo enabled Watson‟s Michael Letts to score between the posts. 
Craig Halliday, Paul Williams and Warren Latham then scored tries to give Kuttabul a 
12-7 lead at half time.  In the second half,  Peter Keay scored a try for Harman and 
Brett Quinn one for Kuttabul, to give Kuttabul a 22-14 victory.  An Army team, North 
Harbour, participated in the competition for the first time and managed to defeat 
FIMA 33-7 to take out the OLD Windsor Plate. 
 
The 1996 Navy Rugby season Mons Cup went to HMAS Kuttabul for the third year in 
a row, after they were almost knocked out in the first round.  A 3-0 win in the dying 
seconds of their first game gave them the incentive to go right through the 
tournament unbeaten, winning the final game 17-0 against the previous year‘s plate 
winner, HMAS Harman.  The Wally Long Plate consolation final went to HMAS 
Albatross after a 10-0 victory over Northern Establishments.  Other sides in this 
year‘s tournament included HMA Ships Watson, Melbourne and Perth and a side 
from the Top End.  The day also included a women‘s touch football game and a 
Golden Oldies tournament. 
 
Navy Week 1996 provided RANRU with a fundraising opportunity as they did the 
catering at Fleet Base East. 
 
May 29 witnessed the departure of one of its dominant players and personalities 
when Strop Longrigg paid off.   Strop had played for ASRU and Navy for 15 years as 
well as playing in all the grades for the Warringah Rats in Sydney.  RANRU President 
Ted Breukel commented that ―Strop was the best Navy and ASRU forward he had 
the pleasure of seeing‖.142 
 
The ASRU coach, LTCOL J. Jones resigned from his position due to a conflict with 
his appointment as coach for the ACT U21s and assistant coach for the ACT 
Brumbies.  His position as ASRU coach was taken by Navy‘s LEUT Mike Hogan. 
 
RANRU sent a development side on a tour of the southern states of Australia in May, 
under the management of former Navy and ASRU half-back Brett Quinn.  The side 
won three of their four games, defeating Brighton in Adelaide by one point, the 
Wagga district Army side at RAAF Wagga by 30 points and North Canberra at HMAS 
Harman by 9 points.  Their only loss was to the Victorian under 21 side at HMAS 
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Cerberus by 21 points.  After the tour Quinn was appointed as manager of the 
National RANRU side for the 1996 side. 

THE RANRU Museum was opened by Commodore Mike Dowsett on May 29, and 
the stirling efforts by ―Salty‖ Eckle to make it possible were commented on by the 
Commodore. 

Navy‘s schedule in the National inter-Service championships for 1996 was Army on 
May 27 and Air Force on May 31. 

The NSW inter-Service competition trophy went to Navy for the second year in a row 
after they held Army to a 15-all draw at Randwick Barracks in July.  Navy‘s tries 
came from LS Halliday and LS Blattner and AB Stacey Howard kicked a conversion.  
Navy‘s captain, LEUT Warren Latham, congratulated his side on their win but was 
less than complimentary to the referee for his performance.  LEUT Latham was 
named man of the match  
 
THE Defence Academy Women‘s XV were invited to play the Sydney University 
Women‘s XV at North Sydney Oval in August as a curtain raiser for the Wallaroos 
game against the Lady All Blacks. 
 
CMDR Ted Breukel and Ron Giveen were re-elected in October as president and 
vice-president respectively of the RANRU executive for 1997 with the remainder of 
the committee listed in the annexes. 
 
The 1996 Dempster Cup went to HMAS Kuttabul for the eleventh time when they 
defeated HMAS Albatross 28-16 in the grand final at the University of NSW‘s David 
Phillip‘s Field in Sydney, thanks to inspirational leadership from their captain 
CPOWTR Brett Quinn, who won the Salty Eckel most valuable player trophy.  

The 1996 RANRU Coach‘s report added that the aim for the year was rebuild the 
player numbers and raise skills.  This was aided by the development tour and training 
camps in Sydney and Rockingham. 
 
In November RANRU made a direct appeal to its sponsors for financial aid for the 
planned UK tour. 

1997  

The RANRU Representative Coach for 1996 and 1997 was appointed to the position 
of Club and first grade coach to the Frankston Rugby Club, as he was employed at 
Cerberus he would have been able to keep his eye on the local Navy players. 

 
The 1997 Navy rugby season got under way in March with the Old Windsor Cup at 
the Army School of Artillery at North Head in Sydney, with sixteen teams competing, 
including sides from two visiting US ships Essex and Cleveland.  The Cup went to 
the Army School of Artillery after they defeated HMAS Hobart 28-17 in the final, and 
the Plate went to HMAS Kuttabul who overcame HMAS Penguin 34-7.  HMAS 
Rushcutter, with a crew of just 14 fielded a side and made the semi-finals, a tribute to 
her CO, ASRU forward, Mark Todd.  
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The ADF announced an inaugural Combined Services Rugby League Squad with an 
initial team of 35 players after a trial series at RAAF Richmond in Sydney.  
Competitions were planned for Darwin, Townsville and Brisbane.  Naval personnel 
from HMA Ships Albatross, Melbourne, Waterhen, Brisbane and Watson were 
included in the squad.  
 
RANRU‘s preparation for their UK tour, included fielding a side in the Australian 
Corporate Games seven-a-side competition.  The Navy side was defeated in the 
final.  Fund raising for the tour included a joint venture with the Sydney University 
Sports Council comprising spit roasts, a raffle and an auction and the main feature 
―The Great Naval Debate‖ at HMAS Kuttabul, then a bus trip to the Sydney Football 
Stadium to watch the NSW Waratahs play Auckland.  Former Wallaby and All Black 
greats Mark Ella and Buck Shelford were in attendance.  The funding raised by this 
function was to be supplemented by the $2,000.00 each tourist would have to 
provide and the contributions from principal sponsor, GEC Marconi, and major 
sponsor, Thomson Marconi Sonar.   
 
ASRU announced that they had scheduled a women‘s fixture at Victoria Barracks on 
June 3.   
 
The RANRU committee made some major changes to their sponsorship program, 
when they established an approach that concentrated on three year, rather than one 
year sponsorships.  They also outlined the benefits to be received by sponsors which 
included items such as advertisements in Tour books, advertisements in Navy 
program for ADF Rugby championships, naming rights on strip and baggage, 
company logos on display at RANRU fixtures and acknowledgement at post match 
speeches143. 
 
The Arafura Games in Darwin in May, saw the Australian Services side beaten in the 
final 18-16, by the Royal New Zealand Air Force.  The New Zealand side took out the 
gold for the rugby tournament, with the silver going to the Hong Kong Barbarians, 
and the bronze to the Northern Territory, who just edged out Services on points for 
and against144. 
 
The 1997 National inter-Services tournament saw Army trounce Navy 47-10, Army 
beat RAAF 52-19 and then Navy defeat RAAF 23-10 giving the trophy to Army.  A 
combined Navy/RAAF women‘s team drew 0-0 with Army, the combined side 
containing 14 Navy players.  After the tournament the ASRU squad was named and 
contained just six Navy players, three of whom were unavailable, the others being, 
Edrick Tipene (HMAS Newcastle), John Cunningham (HMAS Melbourne) and Shane 
Dickson (HMAS Torrens).  Army provided 20 players to the squad and RAAF 3.  The 
ASRU womens‘s squad of 24 to play in the National Women‘s Rugby Championships 
in Adelaide, included 6 Navy players, 15 Army and 3 from the RAAF. 
 
In May, HMAS Stirling won the Mons Cup for the first time, when they defeated the 
Northern Establishments side 17-0.  The Plate final went to HMAS Perth after a nail 
biting 7-5 win over HMAS Cerberus.  Due to many of the east coast based ships 
being away on exercise and a dwindling supply of players from Sydney 
establishments, the 1997 tournament attracted only 11 sides.  The day also featured 
a women‘s seven-a-side game between HMAS Success and FIMA. 
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The RANRU executive saw a change of president in July with the election of CAPT 
Martyn Bell.  One item raised by Capt Bell was the requirement for a straial 
sidestegic marketing plan.  RANRU announced the plans for a rugby series in the, 
UK including games against RN, RNZN and several county sides.  The side is 
scheduled to leave Australia on November 22 and return on December 16. 
 
According to the NZ Chief of Naval Staff, the New Zealand Navy was down to one 
operational ship, HMAS Canterbury, and he put this down to a shortage of skilled 
staff, this problem would be further increased by the scheduled delivery of New 
Zealand‘s first ANZAC frigate HMNZS Te Kaha in August. 
 
The Services sides in 1997 were making strong efforts to have players match fit, with 
the Southern States Army Rugby Union playing games against Victorian Police and 
the Victorian Country Rugby Union as well as having a training session with the 
Wallabies, during their preparations for the Bledisloe Cup. 
 
The Director of Naval Dental Services, Captain Bill Fussell claimed that competitive 
and structured team sport ashore led to team efficiency at sea145.  CAPT Fussell 
made the claim while he was presenting the inaugural Naval Support Command 
Challenge Shield to HMAS Watson.  He said that the need for future efficiency within 
Defence would place pressures on Navy‘s sporting activities, but the benefits to 
morale and efficient teamwork were well worth the investment. He added ―I believe 
that Naval personnel who participate in sport, particularly team games, will take team 
efficiencies and values with them when they go to sea.  Sport should be maintained . 
. . . it is good for the Navy and enhances our ability to fulfil our role in the Defence of 
Australia.‖   
 
The Lou Smith Cup headed back across the Tasman after an RNZN XV defeated a 
RANRU side 23-8 in a rugged match at the David Phillips Field at Daceyville in early 
November.  The Deputy Maritime Commander, CAPT Geoffrey Walpole, presented 
the trophy.  In a curtain raiser, the New Zealand 2nd XV defeated a side from the 
civilian cargo ship Pacific Guardian. 
 
The Naval Support Command Challenge Shield had been initiated at the beginning of 
1997 when RADM David Campbell and CDRE Kim Pitt saw a need to promote 
teamwork within the establishments and foster widespread team sport participation. 
 
THE RANRU tour to the UK got off to a disappointing start with a 20-6 loss to the 
Metropolitan Police at Imber Court in London.  A converted try in the last five minutes 
of each half, outpointed Navy‘s two penalties.  The best and fairest award went to 
SBLT Mike Letts from HMAS Adelaide.  The second game saw an improved RANRU 
performance, but still a loss, this to to RNZN 12-6 at Burnaby Road in Portsmouth.  
The scoring for both sides comprised penalties only. The man of the match award 
went to LS Matt Hyam of HMAS Albatross.  In the following game, the Royal Navy 
defeated RANRU 38-3, and the man of the match award went to Angus Mitchell  
Cornwall defeated RANRU 49-5, with the man of the match award going to Phil 
Welling and Sussex defeated RANRU 15- 5, where the man of the match award went 
to Chris Mclean  The games against RNZN, Sussex and Met Police featured some 
great defence from RANRU.  The team management observed there were no former 
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Colts from previous tours, as 10 years had passed since the last Navy Colt‘s tour.  
The coach‘s Encouragement Award went to Jason Harrington (HMAS Albatross), 
Most Valuable Player on tour was Cory McPherson at inside centre, and Managers 
were Brett Quinn and captain ―Noddy‖ Latham.  Brett Quinn and ―Noddy‖ Latham 
turned out for RN Golden Oldies, when they defeated a British United Services side. 
The tour was aimed to rejuvenate the game within the Royal Navy, and give top-level 
experience to new and young players.   During the tour RANRU president CAPT 
Martyn Bell announced two new sponsors for Navy Rugby, in GEC Marconi as a 
principal sponsor and Thomson Marconi Sonar named as a major sponsor 

The RN also played against the RNZN for the first time ever in the UK, in the new 
RACAL sponsored Commonwealth Cup.  This game came 127 years after the RN 
first played against NZ when HMS Rosario played Auckland in 1870.  So the final 
game in the Commonwealth Cup saw RN v RNZN at ASSG Portsmouth.  The 
elements did not favour a spectacle of free flowing rugby, and the crowd huddled 
together in pouring rain and gale force winds to witness RN defeat RNZN 20-10 to 
take the Cup.   

1998 

The Pakistan Shield for units with a complement in excess of 100 went to HMAS 
Perth with HMAS Darwin in second place and for units with a complement in less 
than 100 was awarded to HMAS Westralia and HMAS Townsville in second place. 

The Pacific Rim Maritime Exercise (RIMPAC) the biennial maritme exercise to test 
the interoperability of the 14 maritime nations on the rim of the pacific, was scheduled 
again for 1998 where the RAN resources involved comprised, HMA Ships Perth, 
Melbourne, Darwin, Success and Onslow, and all would be away for 5-6 weeks 
around June. 

Even in the UK, costs for Services Rugby were a problem, as the RAF announced 
that the RAF v Navy game would not be played at Twickenham but at United 
Services Sports Ground in Portsmouth, due to the high costs charged by 
Twickenham, the Navy v Army game was not affected and would continue at 
Twickenham146.  
 
RANRU were considering a proposal from Army for Navy Establishments to play in 
the Army‘s Sydney Area competition.  The proposal would see Watson, Kuttabul, and 
Albatross and Northern Establishments fielding a side in the weekly competition; the 
games would count towards Dempster Cup points, when two Navy sides played each 
other.  The Dempster Cup would then be played between the two top placed Navy 
sides during the short break leading up to the Army‘s finals.  Announcing the 
proposal, RANRU Manager CPOWTR Brett Quinn, urged all Navy players to 
participate and suggested they join civilian clubs to increase skills and fitness.  The 
RANRU program for 1998 included Kapooka 10‘s on March 7, Corporate Games 
March 14-15, Old Windsor Cup 7‘s at Daceyville March 25, Mons Cup May 6 at 
Daceyville and June 29-July 10 National inter-Service in Brisbane. 
 
The Navy sporting community, especially rugby, was saddened by the news of the 
passing of ASRU and Navy champion full back and centre, Bluey Guild.  He also 
played representative golf for Navy, and as a chief scribe was a regular contributor 
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on sport for Navy News, with his own column for a number of years.  
 
The Sydney Merrylands Club was celebrating their 30th anniversary and it invited 
sailors join in.  The club‘s John Lovedridge said ―a number of Navy personnel have 
donned the Merrylands‘ black and gold, but contact has been lost through postings 
and the years‖.147  

The Defence Reform Program, announced in 1996, resulted in 1997 in a Corporate 
Support Program aimed at the ―commercialisation‖ of many uniformed tasks in shore 
establishments.  One example, was the Navy‘s contract for the delivery of national 
port services and support craft.   This saw the disestablishment of some 210 billets 
and a significant loss in the resource flexibility for the Navy, as many of the ―surplus‖ 
Navy personnel resigned from the service and joined the successful contractor to 
continue to perform their previous tasks148.  Once again, from a Services sporting 
point of view, this would result in a further reduction in available players. 

A Management team was appointed for Navy women‘s rugby in 1998 and is listed in 
the annexes.  Many of the Navy women players in the Sydney area were playing for 
the Eastern Suburbs side in the Sydney women‘s competition. 

Victorian inter-Services competition saw Navy defeat Army 32-5 in January at HMAS 
Ceberus, unfortunately RAAF was unable to field a side in the competition. 

The Old Windsor Cup for 1998 went to HMAS Sydney when they defeated HMAS 
Brisbane 17-10 in the final.  The competition attracted 12 teams, including the 
establishments, Albatross, Harman, Kuttabul and Watson and the fleet was 
represented by HMA Ships Sydney, Newcastle, Perth, Brisbane, Manoora and new 
ship Huon in her first appearance.  The previous year‘s victors, Army School of 
Artillery, travelled from Melbourne to defend the title, but were beaten by co-favourite 
Albatross in the first round.  The semi-finals saw Albatross go down to Sydney 21-10 
and Brisbane win a hard fought game with a late try against Harman.  The Plate final 
went to Waterhen 27-0 over Perth149. 
 
HMAS Kuttabul joined HMAS Albatross in the Army‘s Sydney area competition.  
Kuttabul would use the ground at Victoria Barracks as its home ground during the 10-
team competition, and games would be played on Thursday afternoons except for 
the ―local derby‖ with Albatross at Nowra on Wednesday May 27.  Kuttabul has 
drawn only two away games in the ‘98 season, one at Albatross and the other 
against 3RAR‘s A team at Holsworthy.  Announcing the moves, LS/PT Paul Williams 
added that the Dempster Cup would be played at the end of the season and he 
added that ―The Dempster Cup had not been going too well for the past couple of 
seasons‖.  This extra competition might lift the standards and it was anticipated that 
ships and establishments would play a series of challenge matches throughout the 
year. 
 
The 1998 Mons Cup was played in conditions more suited to ducks or water polo 
than rugby, at the David Phillips Field in May.  All three DDG‘s provided a side as 
well as a composite DDG team, ships based in Newcastle provided a side, as did the 
FFGs represented by HMAS Melbourne and submarines by HMAS Onslow.  
Establishments were represented by sides from Kuttabul, Waterhen, Albatross and 
Harman, as well as a joint side from Penguin and Watson and a side from HMAS 
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Cairns also participated.  Early interest centred on the battle between Melbourne and 
Onslow, with Melbourne emerging victorious by 10-5.  Kuttabul made its way to the 
final with wins over the Barbarians and Waterhen.  The Plate final went to HMAS 
Perth with a 5-0 win over HMAS Cairns.  The Cup final saw Kuttabul hold on to 
defeat a determined Melbourne side 5-3.  The competition was watched by visiting 
Chinese PLA-N sailors who joined their Aussie hosts in a barbecue provided by 
POCK Col McKenzie of Young Endeavour and sailors from the Marine Science 
School at HMAS Penguin.150 

A Navy XV played a game against Illawarra in May to assist the South Coast Rugby 
Union side in their preparations for Country week, and Illawarra came out victorious 
by 41 points to 20. 

The Chief of Navy signalled his support for the Navy‘s new physical fitness policy and 
minimum physical fitness standards for Navy personnel151.  The Physical Fitness 
Standards were designed to be: 

Simple to perform and measure. 
Indicative of the basic requirements for occupational preparedness. 
Sub-maximal in nature in order to measure minimum requirements rather than maximum 
performance, thus reducing any health risk to susceptible individuals associated with tests of 
maximum exertion. 
Personnel have a choice of the 2.4km run/walk, the 5km walk, or the 500m swim. 

Male 
Physical fitness 
Standards 

On Completion of 
Initial Training 

<35 yrs 35-45 yrs >45 yrs 

Flex Arm Hang 30 sec 25 sec 20 sec 15 sec 
Sit Ups (3 sec cadence) 30 25 20 15 

2.4 km run/walk 12 mins 13 mins 15 mins 17 mins 

5 km walk 40 mins 42 mins 44 mins 46 mins 

500 m swim 15 mins 15.45 mins 16.45 mins 17.5 mins 

Female 
Physical fitness 
Standards 

On Completion of 
Initial Training 

<35 yrs 35-45 yrs >45 yrs 

Flex Arm Hang 30 sec 25 sec 20 sec 15 sec 
Sit Ups (3 sec cadence) 30 25 20 15 

2.4 km run/walk 13 mins 15 mins 17 mins 19 mins 

5 km walk 41 mins 43 mins 45 mins 47 mins 

500 m swim 16 mins 17.15 mins 18.5 mins 19.15 mins 

 
Players, coaches and managers commented that anybody who played rugby on a 
regular basis would have no problem in achieving the required standard. 
 
Sponsorship plays a large role in Services sports and ASRU signed a sponsorship 
role with Peerless Clothing Company Pty Ltd to equip both the men‘s and women‘s 
teams during 1998.  The deal was announced by the new chairman of ASRU, 
Brigadier Paul O‘Sullivan, after he took over the reins of ASRU from CDRE Mick 
Dunne, who had steered ASRU through one of its most successful periods during the 
mid-1990‘s.  He also announced that ASRU would take part in two curtain raiser 
games in 1998, when they would play Victoria, prior to the Australia v New Zealand 
Bledisloe Cup game at the MCG on July 11, and against Western Australia prior to 
the Australia v South Africa game in Perth on July 18. 

RANRU defeated Army 10-5 in the final of the 1998 NSW inter-Service competition at 
Randwick in June, thanks to tries to ABCK Stacey Howard of HMAS Brisbane and 
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ABMS Ryan Osborne of HMAS Penguin.  Navy‘s most valuable player award went to 
LSPT Brian Garrety.  RAAF were once again unable to field a side. 

The National inter-Service championships were held in Brisbane, where fifteen new 
caps were introduced to this year‘s RANRU squad.  Army easily defeated RAAF 45-0 
in the first game, and then went on to defeat Navy 25-3 to win the competition.  Navy 
then defeated RAAF 8-0 to take second spot.  ABET Graham Paton was awarded 
the Gary ―Sooty‖ Hanson memorial trophy, presented once again by Gary‘s parents 
Keith and Kay.  Seven Navy players were selected in the ASRU squad for 1998. 

The female National inter-Service was also held in Brisbane where Navy lost both 
games to RAAF/Army and the Army 1st XV.  Ten Navy players were selected for the 
female ASRU squad.  The female ASRU side competed in the civilian National 
Interstate competition in Perth, where they defeated Victoria 16-0, and then lost to 
South Australia 7-10 and Western Australia 5-14. 

The men‘s ASRU Bledisloe Cup curtain raiser was cancelled by the ARU, so they 
travelled to Perth and played WA in a curtain raiser to the Australia v South Africa 
test match and were beaten by WA 26-18.  They then went to Adelaide where they 
were beaten 21-15 by South Australia. 

The WA inter-Service series went to Navy with a 13-11 win over Army.  In Far North 
Queensland, Navy defeated Army 17-12 and in the Northern Territory, Navy defeated 
RAAF 30-10 and drew with Army 33-33 to take the trophy. 

The Victorian inter-Service series went to Army with 28-0 win over Navy, which was 
basically an HMAS Cerberus side, compared to the Army side that had several 
Victorian barracks to select from. 

Whilst Services referees handle Services games, many of them played an active role 
in civilian rugby, as exemplified by LEUT Simon Cardiff, who had officiated in the 
Navy v Illawarra game and then went to come on as a replacement referee for the 1st 
grade game when the appointed referee had to retire injured.  He also appeared as a 
referee in the Australian U16 championships. 

The RIMPAC exercise for 1998 saw HMA Ships Perth, Success, Melbourne and 
Newcastle in US waters around Hawaii in July. 

The death of the doyenne of Navy Rugby writers, Allen ―Salty‖ Eckel, was announced 
on July 28, when he passed away in a Townsville Hospital aged 69.  He had served 
on Melbourne and Penguin as well as many shore establishments and contributed 
his column, ―Salty on Sport‖ to the Navy News from January 1962 until early 1998.  
He played and coached rugby at all levels with the RAN and civilian sides and 
represented the Navy against France.  On retirement, he went to Queensland taking 
up a role as a housemaster and ―Marshal‖ at Townsville Grammar School.  The Salty 
Eckel Trophy is still presented to the man of the match after the Dempster Cup Grand 
Final. 

The Navy Bulls side won the plate final of the Army NSW rugby competition when 
they defeated 8/12 Regiment 35-5.  The side was entered into the competition under 
the administration of HMAS Kuttabul.  The CO of Kuttabul, CMDR David Garnock, 
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said he was thrilled to be part of the resurgence of Navy Rugby in the Sydney area.  
HMAS Albatross just missed out in making the cup grand final when they were 
beaten by 3RAR 12-5 in the major semi-final.  Players to stand out throughout the 
season were LEUT Latham, CPOWTR Brett Quinn, LEUT Bob Plath, LSPT Brian 
Garrety, ABMUSN Ricardo Dumigan, ABSIG Dan Orchard, ABMT Grant, CPOMS 
Michael Vidulivich, POATA Fred Campbell, LSSIG Carl Levinge, POET Martin 
Martinuz,  The coach and manager were LSPT Paul Williams and POPT Tony Cocks.  

The Dempster Cup was cancelled for 1998, as the proposed tournament, which 
would have involved the sides in the Army competition, would have been too late in 
the season. 

In Pusan in October, a combined HMAS Anzac/Sydney side played for the Lou Smith 
Cup against HMNZS Wellington/Endeavour, the game going to the Kiwis. 

1999 

More than 2000 personnel took 16 of their ships to sea for what would be the largest 
training exercises off the NSW coast for years.  The lead ship was HMAS Adelaide 
and she was followed by HMA Ships Anzac, Success, Tobruk, Canberra, Brisbane, 
Newcastle, Melbourne, Rushcutter, Shoalwater, Wallaroo, Bermagui, Bandicoot, 
Koraaga, Bendigo, and Warnambool.  

HMAS Perth was awarded the 1998 Pakistan Shield for sport for ships with more 
than 100 personnel 

The Constitution of the RANRU was changed in 1999 wherein the Executive 
Committee were elected at the annual general meeting, and they appointed the 
coaches and managers from the nominations received, thus the Executive 
Committee became responsible for ―hiring and firing‖152.  The RANRU executive team 
for 1999 was headed by President, CAPT Lou Rago, and is listed in the annexes, 
including the new management committee, including Marketing Mgr, PR Officer, 
Special Events Coordinator, and Development Officer. 

As there was little or no financial support available within the Service, RANRU was 
dependant upon sponsors and were pleased to announce that CISCO Systems and 
ComTech Communications had come on board as ―Event Sponsors‖ for the RANRU 
National inter-Service teams for the 1999 season 

The 1999 Old Windsor Cup was held at Warringah Park, North Narrabeen in Sydney, 
with 14 teams split into two pools. HMAS Penguin/Creswell started off well and 
defeated a weakened Kuttabul side 21-10.  HMAS Waterhen also showed great form 
in the early rounds, and HMAS Brisbane was the pick of the ship‘s sides in the early 
rounds.  The Plate Final witnessed HMAS Hobart victorious over HMAS Melbourne 
26-5, and the Cup Final saw HMAS Waterhen defeat HMAS Brisbane 17-5.  For 
Waterhen former Australian schoolboy‘s representative and Warringah first grade 
player SMNCD Jon Carroll played some outstanding football and was named player 
of the Series.  
 
The Fleet v Establishments game saw Establishments victorious 24-7, RANRU 
President CAPT Lou Rago presented the coveted Archdeacon John Jones Cup to 
the winners and congratulated the players for the excellent turnout and the high 
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standard of the football.  In a curtain raiser, the women‘s team from HMAS 
Melbourne defeated HMAS Success 17-10. 
 
HMAS Cerberus recognised the contribution of the late Salty Eckel when the Chief of 
Navy (RADM Chalmers) named their rugby field after him, a ceremony that was 
attended by Salty‘s son Mark and grandson, Joshua. 

The Grenfell 7-a-side knock out saw one of the two sides from HMAS Albatross 
reach the plate semi-final, and Albatross was presented with a trophy to recognise 
their participation in the tournament in each of the 10 years the tournament had been 
held.  HMAS Albatross also took part in the Kiama 7s and remained one of only three 
sides that had participated each year since its inception in 1972. 

The 1999 Mons Cup introduced a new format with each team playing a minimum of 
four games leading into the semi-finals, with nine teams contesting the cup at 
Warringah Rugby Park on March 31.  Ships battling it out included Tobruk, Hobart 
and Brisbane.  The Plate Final saw Waterhen/Watson defeat HMAS Brisbane 25-0, 
and the Cup Final went to Kuttabul with a 12-0 (7-0 at half time) win over Albatross, 
thanks to tries by LEUT Dave Landon and AB Rick Dumigan.   

The National inter-Service Championships moved to Brisbane again for 1999 and the 
change of location certainly suited RANRU who emerged as victors after a 40-7 win 
over RAAF, followed by 22-6 win over Army before a large crowd at Ballymore, 
where the game was played as a curtain raiser to a Queensland Super 12 game.  
Tries to LEUT Scott Bretherton and ABCD Brad Simmons and a penalty from LS 
Zane Holden made up RANRU‘s points and the Hansen Trophy for Navy‘s best was 
presented to LS Holden.  RANRU Manager, Brett Quinn, attributed Navy‘s win (the 
first since 1990) to the redevelopment program for Navy rugby which began at the 
end of 1997 with the tour to England.  Eleven Navy players were nominated for the 
1999 ASRU squad.  

Recruitment for the Navy was showing increasing signs of difficulty, until by mid 1999 
recruiting targets were short by an average of 24 percentage points across all 
categories and up to 30 percent in technical categories153.  The decrease was seen 
as a reflection of a strong domestic economy and poor publicity about conditions in 
the services.  The shortage of new recruits, led to minimum manned ships and bases 
and a reduction of the average posting from three years to two, resulting in further 
household upheaval and transfer and further dissatisfaction.  Many steps were taken 
to address the areas of dissatisfaction, not all successful. 

The 1999 Dempster Cup only attracted six teams and so was played over a 
condensed three week period.  The final saw Albatross defeat Kuttabul 19-8 in a hard 
fast game that saw two players sent off and another sent to the sin-bin.  The Salty 
Eckel Man of the match trophy went to Albatross five eight, Jason Cook.  Before the 
grand final, HMS Glasgow played HMAS Perth, with the score 31-0 to the Aussies, 
one of the RN players suffered a serious neck injury and the game was called of. 

ASRU played in the 1999 Arafura games in Darwin and came away with the gold 
medal. 

The Victorian inter-Service championship went to Navy with a 25-3 win over Army.  
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The WA inter-Services rugby trophy was retained by Navy in 1999 at Perth‘s 
Cottesloe Rugby Field when they defeated Army 43-0, scorers: Matt Hozl 2 
Carruthers 2, Simmons, Betts, Guppy tries, Matt Hozl 4 conversions. 

ASRU lost 13-3 to Queensland Country at Noosa and then went down 45-3 to a 
Super 12 player packed Australian Universities XV at Ballymore, Universities took 
away with them the new Weary Dunlop Trophy, donated by Aspect Computing and 
presented to them by the Governor of Queensland.154 

HMAS Cerberus re-entered the Victorian championship in Melbourne and the 1st 
grade side narrowly missed the semi finals by just one point and the 2nd grade 
reached the finals by finishing in third place at the end of the season. 

A Lou Smith Cup match was held in Darwin at HMAS Coonawarra during the Kakadu 
IV exercise.  Two unconverted tries to the Kiwis in the first half saw the New Zealand 
side in the lead at the break, and they retained the lead to finish with a 20-7 victory. 

As part of a lead up to the North American Tour RANRU took on the NSW Police 
―Razorbacks‖ as a curtain raiser to the Australia v South African Legends game at 
North Sydney Oval.  Navy won by 28-5 with LASATV Andrew Thorpe (HMAS 
Kuttabul) kicking five from six. 

CPOWTR Brett Quin managed a successful RANRU tour of the US and Canada in 
October.  The first game was against the Nanaimo Hornets from Vancouver Island 
and RANRU ran out victors by 70-0.  It was then off to Victoria, the home of 
Canada‘s west coast Navy, and then on to Seattle by ferry.  The game against the 
Seattle Valley Kangaroos witnessed a 69-7 win to the RANRU side.  A visit to one of 
RANRU‘s sponsors, Boeing, where the assembly of 747s, 767s and 777s was the 
highlight.  It was then down to Los Angeles and off to the US Marines base at Camp 
Pendleton, followed by training and then a game against the Huntington Beach 
Hurricanes.  The local side contained many Southern Hemisphere expats, who 
surprised the Navy side and defeated them 29-10.  The final game was against the 
US Marines who succumbed to the tune of 54-0.  The Tour Manager commented that 
many new ties were forged with overseas teams and defence units, and increased 
the number of quality players in the RAN.  Tours of this nature could never go ahead 
without sponsors and on this occasion thanked Allied Technologies for being the 
Canada-USA Tour event sponsor, and GEC-Marconi, Boeing, Intelec Engineering, 
Thomson Marconi Sonar, Classic Sportswear, Aspect Computing, Advanced 
Systems, Power Equipment, Australian Defence Credit Union, Com Tech 
Communications, CISCO Systems, GKN Westlands and Sikorski Helicopters who 
made the tour possible155.  The Managing Director of RANRU‘s principal sponsor, Ian 
Sharp, GEC Marconi, presented a $10,000 cheque to RANRU, and pledged his 
company‘s support for a further three years. 

The 2000’s 

2000 

The RANRU executive team for 2000 was comprised of President, CAPT David 
Garnock, Vice-President, CMDR Simon Gilbert, Secretary LCDR Tony Mather, 
Treasurer, LCDR Steve Thompson, Marketing Manager, LCDR Scott Muller, National 
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Manager, CPOWTR Brett Quinn, Marketing Mgr, LCDR Scott Muller, ASST Mktg 
Mgr, LEUT Mike Hogan, PRO, CPOPH Cameron Martin, Special Events Coordinator, 
LEUT Chris Wakefield, Development Officer, WOWTR Ron Giveen. 

In January the Maritime Commander, RADM John Lord, announced that HMAS 
Melbourne would be the last RAN frigate deployed to East Timor, as the role of 
INTERFET was transferred to the United Nations peacekeepers of UNTAET.  HMAS 
Tobruk would go north to help bring Australian troops and equipment to Australia and 
HMAS Jervis Bay would remain on station performing troops and equipment 
transport duties.  The RAN frigates Anzac, Darwin, Adelaide, Sydney, Newcastle and 
Melbourne had all done a tour of duty to East Timor. 

ASRU made a public appeal for more women players to play at inter-Service and 
Combined Services levels.  

The 2000 Old Windsor Cup Rugby 7‘s was held at Pittwater Rugby Park in March, 
with10 teams from ships and establishments split into two pools and early favourites 
being HMAS Albatross and HMAS Kuttabul.  They were joined in the Cup semi-finals 
by HMAS Kanimbla and HMAS Hobart.  Albatross won their match against Kuttabul I 
by 24-12 and Hobart cleaned up Kanimbla 29-0.  The game between the two semi-
final losers saw Kanimbla defeat Kuttabul I 19-12.  The Cup Final saw the two sides 
even at half time on 5 points each, but Hobart pulled away to defeat Albatross 1 by 
22-10.  This was a fitting end to Hobart‘s rugby 7‘s prior to her decommissioning, in   
fact she was at sea in the Fleet Concentration Period, when her team won the 
Trophy.  Albatross then made their way up to Grenfell for the 7-a-side competition 
only to go down in the semi final. 

The Lou Smith Cup was contested in March in Perth when HMNZS Te Mana 
defeated an RAN XV at Rockingham under lights by 27-5.  The RAN‘s sole try 
coming from LSBM Harry Carruthers (HMAS Stirling).  The Kiwi side contained seven 
of the RNZN national side. 

The Navy‘s Golden Oldies side, the Old Salts, announced its program for 2000 with 
eight fixtures planned, including the Eastwood Charcoals, Legless Emus and the 
Shoalshaven Golden Oldies!!  

The annual Fleet v Establishments match at Randwick Barracks in April saw the 
bases win a thrilling game 19-12 after Fleet had led 7-5 at half time. The game was 
played in four twenty minute quarters with extra water breaks allowed. 

The early months of the 2000 season were full of representative activity.  The first 
game was RANRU against Central Coast on April 16, followed by the Mons Cup at 
Drummoyne on April 27, then RANRU v Illawarra at Shoalhaven Rugby Park in 
Nowra on May 14.  The next game would be RANRU‘s first international game of the 
year, with the Commonwealth Navies Cup match against the RN at Nowra on May 
20.  This would be the second Tri-Navies competition, the first having been in 
England in November 1997, which was won by the home Navy.  This game would be 
followed three days later by one with the New Zealand Navy at Woollahra, the RNRU 
would then meet the RNZN at Coogee on May 26.  The National inter-Service series 
would then follow with Navy v Air Force at Woollahra on May 29, Air Force v Army at 
Drummoyne on May 31 with the final game Army v Navy (both mens and womens 
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games) at North Sydney on June 3.  

The Mons Cup went to Albatross when they defeated MSD (Army) 15-0 in the final 
and the Plate had joint winners in Combined FFGs and Old Bulls.  The 2000 
competition had attracted 12 teams from Canberra, Nowra, Sydney, Melbourne and 
Newcastle.  The series at Drummoyne also marked the last appearance of a side 
from HMAS Hobart in the competition.  There was some criticism of the date chosen, 
Easter/Anzac Day holidays, but the week was the only when all the ships would be in 
ports, so it was seen as the only effective choice. 

RANRU sponsors were welcomed on board HMAS Melbourne for a cocktail party in 
April where they were able to mingle with the President of the Australian Services 
Rugby Union, Major General Peter Cosgrove, as well as the Bledisloe and William 
Webb Ellis trophies. 

May 12 saw HMAS Hobart decommissioned after 35 years service in the RAN. 

The Commonwealth Navy‘s Cup competition, sponsored by Racal, got underway at 
Nowra with the Royal Navy defeating the Royal Australian Navy in a thrilling game by 
29-18, for RAN, scorers were ABET Chris Bohan (2 tries), POMT Darryn Thomson (1 
try) and LSATV Andrew Thorpe (1 penalty).  HS 817 Squadron put on a helicopter 
flying display that delighted the large crowd.  The second game was at Eastern 
Suburbs, Woollahra Oval, and saw the home side defeat the Royal New Zealand 
Navy for the first time in nine years, and a convincing win it was by 24-15, with tries 
to ABCD Jon ―Junior‖ Carroll and POSY Dave Carter.  The final game of the series 
saw the RN soundly thrash the RNZN 53-15 to take the Racal Bowl.  In the women‘s 
games NSW Country defeated the RAN Womens XV 13-7 at Kiama and then the 
RAN side defeated the RAAF womens team 37-5.  The series was celebrated with a 
stylish dinner in Coogee Bay attended by a number of high ranking officers from the 
three navies, including the Deputy Chief of Navy, Rear Admiral Smith and finished 
with celebration at the Randwick Rugby Club, as the hotel dinner had finished earlier 
than planned! 

RAN LCDR Mick Edwards was the captain and coach of the rugby team on the USS 
Pelelieu, who have to do most of their training on the ships flight deck, although they 
have played games in Korea, Singapore, Phuket, Bahrain, Dubai and Hawaii and the 
side, composed primarily of US marines, had won 4 of their seven games. 

The final of the National inter-Services tournament was played at North Sydney Oval 
before a large crowd who were also entertained by the Navy Marching and Rock 
Band.  Curtain raisers to the main game were Navy women against Army women, a 
game won by Army 8-0, and the Norths v Southern Districts 1st Grade Colts, won by 
Norths 27-19.  The Navy women had to play in borrowed strip as their team strip had 
been lost in a fire in a laundry in Nowra.  So on to the main game, as both Army and 
Navy had beaten Air Force in the earlier rounds, (Navy 37-5, Army 26-10) this game 
was the decider, and in a close game Navy defeated Army 23-15 to retain the 
Caldwell Cup for a second year running.  The competition organiser and RANRU vice 
president, CMDR Simon Gilbert, said the event played an important role in the link 
between the three services.  He added ―The sporting rivalry between the three 
services is very strong among the rugby players.  As well as being a sporting event, 
the inter-service rugby competition builds friendships between sailors, soldiers and 
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airmen while encouraging healthy lifestyles and fitness‖156.  ―Sooty‖ Hansen‘s parents 
were once again on hand to present their son‘s memorial trophy to Navy‘s Best 
Player of the tournament, ABET Jeremy Betts. 

The hard work of the Navy side, the Marketing Manager and the PRO paid off in 
June 2000 when RANRU was nominated as the Club of The Month by the Australian 
Rugby Review, and received well deserved national publicity with a full page spread 
in the monthly magazine.  They then added to this with a full page coverage in the 
August edition of the same magazine‘s special Extra sent to subscribers of the 
journal. 

The ASRU Womens team defeated an ACT Development XV 27-7 in cold and wet 
conditions at ADFA in June.  They then went on to defeat Victoria 21-0 in the 
Australian Women‘s Championships and then were victorious 20-0 over Western 
Australia and followed up with 5-0 win over South Australia.  Unfortunately, they lost 
a number of players to injury prior to the final game against Northern territory and 
went down 46-0.  Three Navy players in the ASRU squad were selected for the 
Australian Women‘s squad, the Wallaroos, ABDVR Serena Monks , LEUT Paige 
Butcher, and LSCSO Jamie Blazejeweski, with another four gaining selection for 
Wallaroo state squads. 
 
ASRU‘s first game in 2000 was against Newcastle at Nelson Bay. Two disallowed 
tries for ASRU and a try to Newcastle, that the referee later admitted was a mistake, 
saw the Services side go down 0-5.  But worse was to follow, as on Saturday June 
10 at T.G. Milner Field, ASRU took on an Australian Barbarians side loaded with 
Sydney 1st graders, Super 12 players and a couple of Wallabies, and the home side 
ran in 13 tries and kicked 15 from 15 to defeat the Services side 96-14.  A great 
disappointment to the 12 Navy players in the ASRU side.  The final ASRU game saw 
the Australian Universities just defeat them at Victoria Barracks to keep the Weary 
Dunlop Trophy. 

The ASRU Women‘s team fared better in their competition in the Australian‘s 
Womens Championships in Canberra in June.  As a warm up game, they played an 
ACT Development side and defeated them 27-5 in a fine display of running rugby.  In 
the competition proper, ASRU was placed in Pool B with the minor states, and the 
stronger states were in Pool A.  In their first game, they surprised many observers by 
beating Victoria 21-0, and then defeated Western Australia 20-0 with ABDVR Serena 
Monks and LEUT Paige Butcher with standout performances.  Their next challenge 
was the Pool B champions, South Australia, who succumbed to ASRU 5-0, leaving 
ASRU as the Plate Champions, and the first side ever to go through all the roll 
rounds and not concede a single point.  They came down to earth a little in the 
playoff for fourth place against Northern Territory going down 46-0. 

However, after the tournament three ASRU players (all Navy) plus one Navy player 
from NSW were selected in the 44 member Wallaroos squad.  They were: ABDVR 
Serena Monks (HMAS Stirling), LEUT Paige Butcher (HMAS Cerberus), LSCSO 
Jaime Blazejewski (HMAS Kuttabul) and SBLT Nyree Osieck (HMAS Waterhen). 

In August, Commodore Nick Helyer handed the reigns to the new Chairman of 
ASRU, Brigadier Bob Brown, a former Wallaby fullback, and former RANRU 
President Commodore Lou Rago took on the role of ASRU Vice Chairman. 
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To make effective use of its resources RANRU commenced the building of a 
database of resources of coaches, referees and touch judges.  This would help 
identify qualified personnel, assist with their development and assist in the 
deployment of the resources across Navy 

The Annual General Meeting of RANRU saw the appointment of CAPT David 
Garnock as President for 2001 and CAPT Carolyn Brand as Vice President (women), 
the remainder of the committee is listed in the annexes.157 

2001 

The special Extra edition of the Australian Rugby Review included a full page article 
on RANRU with coverage of the 2001 National inter-service Competition, the planned 
International Fleet Review, the planned South East Asian Tour and the discovery of 
the Bledisloe Bowl. 

The 2001 Mons Cup was held at Warringah Rugby Park on April 18, with eight teams 
from Sydney, Nowra, Canberra and Newcastle competing.  HMAS Albatross and 
Brisbane set the pace in the early rounds.  HMAS Kuttabul had to call on HMAS 
Tobruk for players to make up its side.  The semi finals saw Albatross comfortably 
beat Harman 29-0 and Kuttabul scrape home 8-5 over Brisbane.  The Plate final saw 
Brisbane defeat Harman 5-0 and the Cup final went to Albatross with a 10-0 win over 
Kuttabul. 

Two members of the RANRU Women‘s team, LEUT Nyree Osieck and LEUT Paige 
Butcher from Maritime Headquarters were selected in the Australian women‘s rugby 
side, the Vodafone Wallaroos, to play England in May and June.  Nyree a 
winger/fullback had been a regular member of the NSW Waratahs, and Paige, a 
second rower had been a regular member of the ASRU side.  The game against  
England was played at the T.G. Millner Field at Eastwood in Sydney, where England 
won 41-19 after the Wallaroos scored two tries in the opening ten minutes to lead at 
half time.  RANRU also provided two players for the Australia A side to play England 
A, they were LS Jamie Blazejewski (HMAS Newcastle) and AB Serena Monks 
(HMAS Stirling)158. 

The National inter-Service carnival opened up with Navy defeating RAAF 28-14 and 
Army defeating RAAF 46-0.  The final game of the carnival, between Navy and Army, 
was scheduled as the curtain raiser to Australia A v British Lions at Gosford Stadium 
in June.  Navy had laid on free buses to take supporters from Sydney to Gosford.  By 
half time in the curtain raiser, the stadium was more than three quarters full, making 
this the largest crowd to have seen an Army/Navy match in Australia.  Unfortunately, 
limited preparation saw Navy go down 40-19 with tries going to POMT John East and 
LEUT Scott Bretherton, Bretherton also took out the Sooty Hanson trophy.  In the 
women‘s inter-Service, with no  team forthcoming from the RAAF there was only one 
game, Navy v Army.  Navy led for most of the game, but Army came back scoring a 
try in the last minute of the game to force a 7-all draw. 

Fleet went down 17-6 to Establishments in their annual contest, held in 2001 at David 
Phillips Field at Daceyville meaning that the Archdeacon John Jones Trophy 
changed hands. 

Service to Navy rugby saw two Navy players, coaches and organisers recognised by 
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awards in June.  The Maritime Commander, RADM Geoff Smith presented a 
Maritime Commander‘s commendation to CPO John Campbell, and a Chief of Navy 
commendation was presented to CPO Brett Quinn. 

The ASRU Head Coach, Major Murray Harley, had assembled a 50 strong training 
squad and with up to 14 players returned from deployments, so he was looking 
forward to a successful season.  Unfortunately, ASRU‘s 2001 season was marked by 
sickness.  The squad contracted a virus during their training camp at RMC Duntroon 
and were forced to cancel their warm up game against an ACT President‘s XV.  The 
major game against Australian Universities, played as a curtain raiser to the ACT 
Brumbies v British Lions game at Bruce Stadium, saw the Aspect Computing 
sponsored Weary Dunlop trophy go once again to the students, who led 17-10 at half 
time, finishing the game with a resounding 72-10 score line. 

ASRU, Army Rugby and RANRU jointly funded a two page spread in the Australian 
Rugby Review to once again bring Services rugby to the attention of the Australian 
rugby public, with photgraphs of players and a review of the activities of the three 
bodies. 

The Minister of Defence announced in September that the Centenary Naval Review 
was cancelled due to operational commitments.  The Chief of Navy, VADM David 
Shackleton added to the minister‘s announcement in a Navy wide signal. , ―As you 
know, many of our ships are currently involved in diverse operations.  HMAS Anzac‘s 
operations in the gulf had been extended.  HMAS Manoora is still involved in the 
transportation of illegal immigrants.  Six patrol boats and five major fleet units are 
assigned to operations in support of Government illegal immigration policies, HMAS 
Canberra is in the Solomon Islands, and HMAS Tarakan is on task in Bougainville.  
The Navy has more aircraft operating at sea than any time since the aircraft carrier 
days.  As well as those at sea, many other Navy people are working hard in support 
of these important operations‖. 

The cancellation of the Centenary of Federation celebrations meant that the large 
scale international Navies Rugby Carnival also had to be cancelled.  Sides from the 
RAN, New Zealand, United Kingdom, France, South Africa, USA and Japan had 
been expected to participate.  But with some overseas Navy ships still coming to 
Australia, RANRU organised a Navy Week knockout competition at Warringah Rugby 
Park.  Competing sides came from HMAS Success, and HMAS Waterhen, a 
combined side from HMAS Brisbane/Melbourne together with visiting teams from 
HMS Northumberland and HMNZS Canterbury.  Former Wallaby coach, Rod 
McQueen was on hand to present the trophy to the competition winners HMNZS 
Canterbury, who defeated HMAS Waterhen 5-0 in the final.  The Plate competition 
went to HMAS Success when they defeated the combined Melbourne/Brisbane side. 

2002 

The 2002 Mons Cup was held at Woollahra Oval on April 9 with 8 sides competing: 
HMAS Cerberus, Albatross, Harman, Kanimbla, Yarra/Gasgoyne, Kuttabul, 
Barbarians (Waterhen, Penguin, Sydney, Watson) and HMNZS Canterbury.  The 
Mons Plate went to Kuttabul when they defeated Cerberus 12-0, and the Mons Cup 
was won by Canterbury who defeated Albatross 12-5.  The Maritime Commander, 
RADM Geoff Smith, who presented the trophies, announced that as the Cup was 
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won by a visiting side, the Cup would be kept at Albatross for the year.  Kanimbla 
and Cerberus were congratulated on their performances, Kanimbla as the ship had 
only arrived in Sydney from deployment one week before the tournament, and 
Cerberus, who had to leave mid-day on Monday, arrived at 2:00am on Tuesday and 
had to depart immediately after the competition to be back at work by 8:00 am 
Wednesday. 

The Mons Cup has become one of the most prestigious Navy‘s sporting competitions 
since its inception in 1969.  Traditionally games were played on Balmoral Oval in late 
summer, then switched to David Phillips Field and later the Warringah Rugby Park, 
and in 2002 to Woollahra.   

Both men‘s and women‘s squads were selected after the Mons Cup and went into 
camp at HMAS Harman in preparation for the National inter-Service competitions. 

The Pacific Rim Maritime Exercise (RIMPAC) the biennial maritme exercise to test 
the interoperability of the 14 maritime nations on the rim of the pacific, was scheduled 
again for 2002, with the RAN resources involved comprised only HMAS Sheean 

The March 4 issue of Navy News contained an article from the RANRU national 
manager, WOET Simon Kelly, solicting players, both male and female for Navy‘s 
rugby sides. He detailed application procedures, timetables of games and training 
programs and concluded with a reminder that ―as RANRU does not receive any 
funding for travel, all travel costs must be borne by the local units‖.  He also 
attempted to attract Navy personnel in Canberra to attend the games at RMC and 
Bruce Stadium and ―cheer their teams to victory‖. 

The RAAF hosted the 2002 national inter-Services carnival and at ADFA on April 23, 
Army defeated Navy in the Women‘s inter-Service carnival 15-0, to take the Mick 
Dunne trophy, the game had uncontested scrums due to Navy‘s inability to provide 
trained front rowers.  This game was followed by the Men‘s Navy v RAAF game, with 
Navy emerging victorious 38-13 thanks to a fine display of tight forward play by the 
Navy eight and tries to Tor Sorenson and Bert Bertoncin.  Following Anzac Day, at 
Bruce Stadium, in a curtain-raiser to the Brumbies v Otago Highlanders Super 12 
game, Army played Navy for the WGCDR Caldwell Shield and emerged 21-19 
winners, after Navy had led 19-14 at half time.  For Navy, Cliff Kyle, Andrew 
Bertoncin, and Chris Bohan scored tries and Army‘s tries were scored by Lieut Trevor 
Hogan, Capt Peter Murphy and former Navy Musician Smiley Dumigan.  Paul 
Williams received the Sooty Hansen award from the Maritime Commander, RADM 
Geoff Smith.  

The Maritime Commander, RADM Geoff Smith, presented the 2001 Pakistan Shield 
for sporting performance, as well as the 2001 Gloucester Cup for the best ship of the 
Royal Australian Navy, and other awards to the CO of HMAS Anzac, CAPT Nigel 
Coates, and other relevant ships‘ officers.  

A report commissioned by Defence from Monash University159 urged the ADF to 
implement a physical fitness and sport safety strategy to increase health and reduce 
related injuries in personnel.  One of the potential benefits was estimated as a 
decrease of 51.6 injuries for every 10,000 personnel each week.  
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LEUT Nyree Osieck gained a second Wallaroo cap when she played in the 
Australian Women‘s side in the IRB Women‘s World Cup at Barcelona in May.  In the 
first game of the competition, Nyree scored a try in the Wallaroos convincing 30-0 
victory over Wales.  They went on defeat Scotland 30-0 in the Plate Final, having lost 
to New Zealand 36-3 and defeated USA 17-5 on the way there.  They finished fifth in 
the competition, the same position as in the previous competition in 1998 in 
Amsterdam.  

A RANRU side played in the opening game of the US Combined Services rugby tour 
of Australia.  The game played at Randwick Barracks on June 27 saw the US side 
with a 15-0 lead after 5 minutes, with the skill level and size of the American players 
initially surprising their Australian opponents, but the Australian Navy side recovered 
to record a 22-15 win. 

The ASRU side suffered two successive defeats early in their 2002 program.  They 
were defeated 30-0 by Sydney Suburban at Victoria Barracks in Sydney, the first 
thirty minutes of the game saw great defence by both sides, and at half time 
Suburban led by just 11 points to nil.  The final result saw Subbies score 4 tries plus 
two conversions and two penalties to nil scores by ASRU. Then ASRU were totally 
outclassed by the Australian Universities XV in the Weary Dunlop trophy game at 
Gosford.  The latter game was played as a curtain raiser to Australia A v France A, 
with the Universities winning 92-12, scoring 14 tries with 11 conversions.  However, 
the ASRU coach, LCDR Mike Hogan, retained his confidence in the side and they 
recovered to hand out a 29-25 defeat to a strong US Combined Services side at 
Victoria Barracks in Sydney. 

When the outgoing Maritime Commander, RADM Geoff Smith, called a ‗clear lower 
deck‘ to make some presentations in July, he was a little surprised and chuffed when 
he was on the end of a presentation.  WO Simon Kelly, national manager of RAN 
Rugby Union told the MC before more than 100 officers, sailors and civilians at 
Maritime Headquarters ―You have been a great supporter of Navy Rugby‖.  He then 
presented RADM Smith with a Navy rugby jersey with appropriate embroideries. 

A RAN Rugby Union team, comprising 24 players and 7 management, ventured to 
Hong Kong and mainland China for a three game tour in October.  Games were 
played against Hong Kong, the People‘s Liberation Army and a Beijing Select XV.  
The opening game in Hong Kong was a close fought game with a victory going to the 
visitors in the closing minutes of the game by 10-0 (best player LSET Julius Taulala 
(Watson)).  The game against the People Liberation Army side was played before 
2,000 vocal PLA soldiers in 30 degree heat and 90 percent humidity.  Two penalties 
to the PLA side in the first half set the groundwork for a 6-5 win by the home side 
with RANRU scoring its sole try in the closing minutes (best player POATV Matthew 
Hyam (DNPR)).  The final game of the tour against the Beijing select XV, which 
contained a number of members of the Chinese National side, saw RANRU really 
click as a team and they ran out 79-14 victors (best player ABATA Shaun Deigan 
(Albatross)). Other awards went to: Most Improved back - SMN Shane Robson 
(Cerberus), Most Improved Forward – ABATA Shaun Deigan (Albatross), best back –
PO Scott McNally (Rankin), best forward – POCIS Andrew Bertoncin (Stirling), and 
best player on tour - POATV Matthew Hyam (DNPR).  Visits to Tiananmen Square 
and the Great Wall of China added to the highlights of the tour which was part of 
Navy‘s ten year plan to develop both male and female rugby players within both the 
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community and Defence.  

Tours of this nature could only been contemplated by Defence sides with great 
support from sponsors and the RANRU expressed its appreciation to its sponsors: 
Raytheon Australia, Navy Health, Jenkins Engineering Defence Systems, Thales 
Underwater Systems, Intelec Engineering, Carlton & United Breweries, Allied 
Technologies, Panasonic, Classic Sportswear, Changedrivers, ECOLAB, Patrick 
Defence Logistics, CorpSec Group, Westlands Helicopters, Tynan Motors, 
Woolloomooloo Bay Hotel, Sofraco and Kaz Computing. 

A squad of 17 RAN Women‘s rugby players were selected to participate in the 
Bangkok International Sevens tournament in October.  Other participants included 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka Army, Mahasarakham (Thailand), Royal Thai Air 
Force, Bangkok University and Samut Sakhorn (Thailand).  The squad comprised 12 
players, 3 management staff, a tour leader and a referee.  RANRU national manager, 
WO Simon Kelly, commented ―The kudos for getting this team together belongs to 
the team coach, LS Joey Cameron, who has been involved with this since its 
inception 12 months ago.  There has been considerable interest in this inaugural 
tour, which hopefully will set a precedent for what will be an exciting event‖.  A further 
eight Navy players were nominated in an ASRU side to participate in a national ARU 
carnival at Narrabeen in Sydney in October. 

The ARU tournament was organised in both 7s and 10s formats against teams from 
Western Australia, ACT and a Lloyd McDermott Rugby Development Team, which 
marked a first for any ASRU women‘s side.  With victories in two of their 5 games in 
the 10s and two wins in their five games in the 7s, the ASRU side were ranked third 
in both competitions.  The ASRU women‘s coach, LCDR Rob McLauchlin from the 
ADF Warfare Centre at RAAF Williamstown said that ―The aim now is to put a 
development program together, with short and long term plans for the future of 
women‘s rugby in the services.  In the meantime we‘ll look at building the numbers of 
women playing rugby in the services to give us a wider base to choose from‖160.  
Best and fairest player was team captain, CAPT Viv Law (Army), best rookie was 
MIDN Amanda Eddy (Navy) and the Player‘s Player was CAPT Rebecca Talbot 
(Army).  Special mention was also made of SPR Beth Van Doran (Army) and LEUT 
Nyree Osiek (Navy) for their efforts.  

2003 

Continued uncertainty about the availability of international teams due to ongoing 
health concerns surrounding Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) forced 
organisers of the 2003 Arafura Games scheduled for Darwin in May to cancel the 
event 

The 2003 Mons Cup was held at a soggy Woollahra Oval on May 1 with 8 sides 
competing: HMA Ships Melbourne and Stuart, and base teams from Albatross, 
Harman, Kuttabul, Cerberus, Watson and Northern Establishments.  At the end of the 
round robin series of games, Albatross defeated Melbourne in the first semi-final and 
Cerberus defeated Northern Establishments in the second semi-final to advance to 
the grand final.  In the final game of the competition, Albatross defeated Cerberus to 
take the Mons Cup back to Nowra.  POATV Troy Thorpe from HMAS Albatross was 
named player of the carnival.  The Organisers thanked Red Bull for providing the 
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refreshments and Colleagues Rugby Union Club for providing the ground and the 
barbecue. 

Three Commonwealth Navies provided sides for the 2003 Commonwealth Navies 
Rugby Cup in Auckland from May 9-19.  The Royal New Zealand Navy were the 
hosts and the Royal Navy and Royal Australian Navy were the other two competitors. 
The Republic of South Africa were invited, but they declined saying they would not be 
ready until the next tournamnent, in 2006.  The opening game saw the RAN opposed 
by the RNZN.  The RNZN went to a 14-5 lead early in the first half, then RAN 
halfback LSET Chris Bohan scored a converted try and a penalty goal to level the 
scores.  Both sides kicked a penalty goal and POATV Andrew Thorpe kicked the final 
score to give the RAN a 21-18 victory.  LS Bohan was the RAN‘s man of the match. 

Two days later the RAN faced the Royal Navy and spent the first 20 minutes in their 
own 22, but the RAN kept the RN scoreless.  A penalty goal right on half time saw 
the RAN lead 3-0 at half time  In the second half, a converted try to the RN followed 
by a another try gave the RN a 12-3 lead.  The RAN hit back with a try under the 
posts by LS Bohan.  The RN scored a penalty and the RAN levelled the score at 15 
all with an unconverted try with just two minutes to go.  A penalty against the RAN in 
a line-out saw the RN home at 18-15.  The RAN man of the match was again LSET 
Chris Bohan, who was also named tournament best and fairest.  

In the opening game of the national inter-Service competition Navy defeated RAAF 
45-10, after Air Force led 10-7 after twenty minutes in the first half.  LSET Chris 
Bohan scored 4 tries and winger ABET Damian Tanaka scored one.  Navy‗s second 
game was against Army at North Sydney Oval and after ten minutes in the second 
half Navy led 15-3 and looked like they would win the Wing Commander John 
Caldwell Shield for the first time since 2000.  Army then scored 22 points in 20 
minutes to win the game 25-15.  Navy scorers were LSET Chris Bohan, SBLT Tor 
Sorensen, tries, POATV Andrew Thorpe, penalty, Tor Sorensen, conversion.  Chief 
of Navy, VADM Chris Ritchie, presented LSSN Jason Harrison with the Sooty 
Hansen Trophy for Navy‘s best and fairest. 

The Navy women‘s side defeated Army for the first time, at the 2003 ADF inter-
Service Rugby Union Carnival at North Sydney Oval on June 14.  Army had 
dominated the Michael Dunne Cup since the inception of women‘s rugby into inter-
Service ranks in 1997, with the Navy women this year holding on for a 14-7 victory.  
Australian Wallaroos representative LEUT Nyree Osieck scored all Navy‘s points, 
with fellow former Wallaroo and Navy team captain LEUT Paige Butcher leading by 
example.  The team also featured five Air Force personnel and to give the team a tri-
service flavour was Navy coach WO1 Ross Cullen, a member of the New Zealand 
Army.  LEUT Nyree Osieck was named player of the series at the post match 
presentation. 

The 2004 ASRU squad attended a two-day development camp at Randwick 
conducted by ARU staff, Warren Robilliard and Matt Grimison, before embarking on a 
domestic tour of Australia‘s east coast.  The first game was against the British 
Defence Army PTI Touring team at Victoria Barracks in Sydney and saw ASRU run in 
10 tries to win 56-0  In the second game, against Combined Brisbane Universities, 
ASRU registered 12 tries to win 78-0 at the University of Queensland.  The third 
game saw ASRU play a combined Quensland University of Technology/Norths 
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Premier Grade at Shaw Park in Brisbane, a game that was played at a furious pace.  
ASRU registered a 30-17 win. The final game was against Australian Universities at 
Ballymore where the score was a win to the Universities 54-34 to ensure that they 
retained the Sir Edward Weary Dunlop Trophy.  The ASRU Player of the Series 
Award went to AB Brad Simmons161. 

HMAS Penguin made a contribution to community relations when it hosted a Rugby 
football clinic for young players in September.  More than 150 youngsters from 
Mosman and Manly Warringah schools and the Forest Rugby Club joined a number 
of Wallabies, Ben Tune, George Smith, Brendan Cannon, Phil Waugh and Dan 
Vickerman and physical training instructors from the base.  The clinic was followed by 
a book launch of two books by John Eales and a sausage sizzle and attracted over 
500 rugby supporters. The event was conducted in communion with the ABC and 
Sally Loane broadcast her program from the oval.  Those attending opened up their 
purses when girls from Mosman‘s Queenwood School for Girls started selling Legacy 
fundraising badges, they raised $1, 333. 

The ARU conducted an Invitational Rugby Union Tournament for Women, in July at 
the NSW Institute of Sport, with nine teams including State and regional teams from 
around Australia, with Defence being represented by the ASRU Warriors.  Day one 
saw the Warriors opposed by newcomers to the competition, Tasmania.  The 
Warriors had to work hard and thanks to 2 tries to CPL Jorja Jones and one 
conversion, the Warriors emerged victorious. In the second game of the day, the 
Warriors went down 5-0 to the Sydney Development team 5-0 after a runaway try.  
Day two saw the Warriors win two more defeats, the first 15-0 by Victoria, who 
eventually finished second overall and then NSW Country 8-0.  Day three, with CDF 
GEN Peter Cosgrove in attendance, ASRU went down 5-0 to WA and 15-5 to ACT.  
Tournaments such as this provIde some unique challenges for Defense sides.  For 
example, unlike the State sides, the Services team generally only competes once a 
year, in fact they only train together once a year, coming together just one week 
before the tournament commences.  This year showed that, although the team was 
formed during a period of high operational tempo, they devoped their team skills and 
showed that women too can play ―running rugby‖.  The players that deserved special 
mention were CPL Jorja Jones, the team captain, OCDT Sally Carter, vice captain 
and Player of the Series, CAPT Jodie Forlonge162.  Team Manager, WO2 Barry Carr, 
and Head Coach, CAPT Chris Talbot, were assisted in the coaching duties by former 
Wallaby and sevens rep player, Gary Pearse. 

HMAS Parramatta IV was commissioned and joined the RAN in active service in 
October.  

The home of Navy Rugby in Western Australia, the Rockingham Rugby Union Club 
won the WA First Grade District competition for 2003 beating Wanneroo 20-18, the 
club‘s second grade side also made their grand final, but went down 20-13.  Navy 
was well represented in both teams.  In the first grade side were WA State player, 
POETSM Shaune Guppy, club captain POCIS Bert Bertoncin and POCSS Chris 
Boardman.  In the second grade side were LCDR Sean Nicholson, LSET Chris Hyde, 
LSCSO Corey Barras, LSMT Brad Streeter, LSEWASM Mat Dun and POCSS Chris 
Boardman (Chris was also a substitute for first grade).  The second grade side was 
coached by former COPUWSM Steve Thomas, then a civilian employee at Fleet 
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Base West.  Obviously there existed a good relationship between HMAS Stirling and 
the Rockingham Rugby Union Club. 

A number of Navy players experienced some civilian representative rugby in 2003.  
Shaune Guppy on his return from the ASRU tour, was invited to train with Perth Gold, 
the state Rugby Union side that competed in the Bundaberg Rum Australian Rugby 
Shield.  Shaune played against Darwin, scoring a try, and also against Melbourne in 
the semi-final.  LS Jason Harrington having played for RANRU and ASRU then 
played four games for QLD Country against Darwin (win 38-24), Bundaberg (win 39-
19), NSW Country in the semi-final (win) and then Perth Gold (loss 14-41).  Navy‘s 
Walloroo LEUT Nyree Osieck won the coveted Sydney Morning Herald Cup in 
Sydney as a result of playing club rugby for West Harbour. 

November 5-7, 2003 PTI‘s at HMAS Creswell hosted a pre-season training session 
for 40 members of the NSW Super 12 side, the Waratahs.  The Navy PTIs worked 
with the Waratahs training staff, to come up with a program that was different to their 
normal exercise set.  POPT Roger Roy said that the Waratahs‘ level of fitness, even 
in pre-season training, compared favourably with the Navy‘s PTIs.  

The Pakistan Shield for 2003, for sports performance for ships with 100 or more 
personnel was awarded to HMAS Success (CMDR Mark McIntosh), runner up HMAS 
Manoora and for ships of less than 100 to HMAS Yarra (CMDR Alexander Hawes). 

At a Naval Symposium in December, the Systems Commander, CDRE Russ Crane, 
finished his address with a flourish, throwing down a challenge to Maritime 
Commander, RADM Raydon Gates.  He described the seven ‗Rs‘ of strategic 
priorities for the Navy – Recruiting, Retention, Reconstitution, Re-equipping,  
Realignment, Resourcing and Reputation.  ―And don‘t forget the eighth ‗R‘ – that‘s for 
Rugby,‖ he said pointedly to the Maritime Commander.  ―Your team, your place.  You 
make the time and we‘ll be there to square up‖. 

Thus a match was put in place for the Challenge Cup trophy, originally presented to 
the RAN on December 12, 1913 by His Excellency Lord Denham PC, GCMG, KCVO, 
Governor General of Australia.  The match was to form part of a rugby carnival with a 
Colt‘s game and an U21 game, then culminating with the Systems Command v 
Maritime Command game for the Challenge Cup.  The carnival was not just about 
rugby, but would provide an opportunity for all members of the two commands to get 
together and participate in some healthy inter-command rivalry163.  Team Managers 
were appointed for the two sides: Systems Command, CMDR Brian Eagles and 
Matime Command, CMDR Tony Raeside. 

2004 

The Lou Smith Cup got away to an early start in 2004 when the RNZN challenged 
the RAN at HMAS Creswell on February 8, thanks to a visit to Australia of HMNZN 
Ships Te Mana and Te Kaha as part of Exercise Ocean Protector.  In a temperature 
of around 30 degrees the game was played at a frantic pace and went finally in 
favour of the visitors by 3-0, the result of a last minute penalty.  The game was part of 
Exercise Ocean Protector‘s sports day that attracted approximately 1,000 Australian 
and New Zealand sailors with a variety of sports including soccer and volleyball. 
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Navy participated in the opening of the Super 12 season for the ACT Brumbies when 
before the 20,000 fans at Bruce Stadium, the ball for the game as well as the 
Brumbies mascot, Jack, were delivered by a Seahawk helicopter from HMAS 
Canberra.  Before the landing of the helicopter, three fast-ropers descended from the 
hovering aircraft and secured the area.  HMAS Canberra maintained a close 
affiliation with her namesake city and in particular with the ACT Brumbies.  Her rugby 
team were kitted out with Brumbies jerseys, the RAS (Replenishment at Sea) flag 
was a Brumbies flag, while Canberra‘s ships ball caps sported the Brumbies logo.  In 
January, 11 members of the ACF Brumbies spent a day embarked in Canberra out of 
Jervis Bay. 

The flight deck of the Anzac class frigate, HMAS Parramatta, was used as the launch 
platform for the Parramatta Eels rugby league club‘s launch of its 2004 season.  
Signal flags spelling out ―Parramatta Eels 2004‖ were displayed in the hangar and 
the Navy Band provided a musical backdrop. 

The Pacific Rim Maritime Exercise (RIMPAC) the biennial maritime exercise for the 
14 maritime nations on the rim of the pacific to test the interoperability of their 
respective services was scheduled again for 2004 with the RAN resources involved 
comprised, HMA Ships Newcastle, Parramatta and Success and all would be away 
for 5-6 weeks around June. 

The 2004 Mons Cup attracted 15 sides to Macquarie University on April 7, with 
teams travelling from Nowra, Canberra and Melbourne for a day of action packed 
rugby.  The Canberra Crusaders sailed through the pool games with wins over 
HMAS Manoora, HMAS Anzac and 3RAR A.  The Albatross Birdies had defeated 
HMAS Watson, FIMA Famers, HMAS Sydney, Team Rimpac and Sydney Engineers.  
The semi-finals saw HMAS Albatross defeat System Engineers 8-0, and Canberra 
Crusaders defeated 3RAR A 12-5.  In the grand final Canberra Crusaders defeated 
the Albatross Birdies. Prior to the final was a Women‘s Rugby 7s exhibition match 
between Kuttabul Greens and a Barbarian Black outfit, with Greens winning 22-10.  
CDRE Russ Crane presented the Albatross Birdies with the Wally Long Plate for 
runners-up on the day. 

The Chief of Navy, VADM Chris Ritchie, expressed a wish for a fitter service and 
wants to home its leadership skills and he hoped to do both through sport.  The Navy 
Sports Council accepted the challenge and instituted Sportex One, which comprised 
a number of sporting competitions and would be completed with the InterCommand 
Cup on April 22 at Coogee Oval with a game between Systems Command and 
Maritime Command.  The trophy was the Royal Australian Navy Challenge Cup 
presented to the RAN by the then Governor General, Lord Denham in 1922.  The 
Cup was last presented in 1939 and bears the names of a number of distinguished 
ships, HMAS Ships Australia (I), Albatross (I) and Sydney (I and II) and was located 
by CMDR Shane Moore, the curator of Spectacle Island, where Navy‘s artifacts were 
kept, and made it available for the competition. 

Randwick Council and Randwick Rugby Club assisted in preparing Coogee Oval to 
accomodate the 1,000 spectators, which included the former Wallaby and former 
Lord Mayor of Sydney, Sir Nicholas Shehadie, leading ABC sporting commentator 
Gordon Bray, with Don Rashleigh representing Navy Health and CDRE Russ Crane 
and RADM Raydon Gates there to support their teams.  First half tries to System 
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Command by LS Damien Tanaka and SMN Williams both converted against a 
penalty goal and then converted tries to PO Adam Thorpe, and LEUT Darryn 
Thompson saw Maritime Command lead 17-14 at half time.  A penalty goal to Fleet, 
and an unconverted try to AB Bertag and then a converted try to Systems Command 
gave a final score of 25-21 to Maritime Command.  Sir Nicholas presented the 
Command trophy to Fleet‘s captain Darryn Thompson, and the ―best and fairest‖ 
award to AB Scott Lancaster. 

The ASRU head coach, Wing Commander Graham King, urged Defence to show 
their support at the upcoming 2004 Electroboard-Polycom Australian Services Rugby 
Championships (ASRC).  ―A big crowd presence is sought for all games and units are 
encouraged to come and view what is expected to be some closely contested, quality 
rugby,‖ said WGCDR King.  Navy Rugby were keen to see their name returned to the 
winner‘s shield after 2003, when Army bolted home in the last 20 minutes of the final. 

The National inter-Service series saw games scheduled for Coogee Oval in mid May.  
RANRU knew they had to perform well on Wednesday May 12, for their first game 
against an improved RAAF team, who had been beaten by Army, 3 days earlier.  It 
was RANRU‘s first hit-out for the year and was seen as an important match to 
develop teamwork and work on some basic plays.  RANRU‘s domination of set plays 
was evident with POPT Paul Williams securing the lineout ball, and the centurions of 
the front row (CPOCIS Andrew Bertoncin, LEUT Darryn Thomson and POATA Matt 
Hyam) ensuring a solid scrum.  The result was a satisfying and comprehensive 
victory, 31-13. 

As a curtain raiser to the final match of the carnival, a women‘s match was played 
between Army and Navy.  Navy were defending the title, but were beaten by a much 
stronger Army team 36-0.  The team was led well by SBLT Di Thomas with MIDN 
Amanda Eddy and AB Tennielle Sullivan.  

The final match of the carnival between Army and Navy was played at Coogee Oval 
on Sunday May 16, Army entered the match as favourites, and they got away to a 
strong start and it was difficult for Navy to match the blistering pace they set.  The 
RANRU team played well, but were outclassed by a better team on the day. While 
the final score was 46-8 in Army‘s favour, it did not reflect the pride and courage 
shown by the Navy players for the full eighty minutes.  In particular LS Brad 
Simmons, PO Shaun Guppy and AB Sean Diegan played strongly, with AB Diegan 
awarded the ―Sooty Hansen Memorial Trophy‖ as the Navy‘s best and fairest for the 
carnival164.  

The Australian Services Rugby Union women‘s team came away from the 2004 
Telstra Australian Women‘s Invitational Tournament at the Gwilliam Sportsfield, 
Macquarie University, Sydney with one win and a lot of experience.  The win, a 19-7 
thrashing over the Lloyd McDermott Regional Developmental side, was the highlight 
of the round robin competition, which saw ASRU also take on Victoria, NSW Country, 
tournament winners, Sydney White and in the final, South Australia. 

Navy players, LEUT Paige Butcher, MIDN Georgie Rae, AB Rebecca Manners, LS 
Rebecca Weaver, AB Rebecca Bray, LSMT Kristy Whiles and AB Tenielle Sullivan, 
all played well in a team which showed courage against more experienced 
competition.  Head coach, WO2 Barry Carr, said playing against teams from around 
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the country was the best way for the players to improve their rugby.  ―We‘ve played 
the three top teams in Australia (Vic, NSW Country and Sydney White), and the only 
way they could score tries was to go around us,‖ WO Carr said after the tournament.  

On lessons learnt from the competition, ASRU and Waverley player, AB Rebecca 
Manners, who played outside centre in the Telstra Invitational, said that the 
competition was a great chance to hone in on the team‘s skill base.  ―Playing against 
very experienced teams brings out the best in us and we achieve individual and team 
goals while having fun,‖ Rebecca said.   ―Some of the ASRU players don‘t have the 
opportunity to play club rugby, so it is a chance for everyone to concentrate on things 
that are weak in their game and to improve on that by the time the tournament is 
finished.  ―We have all come away from the competition with a sense of satisfaction 
and that is the main thing.‖ The ASRU women, who only went into camp four days 
before the tournament, played well against teams that have been playing together for 
months. 

WO Carr said, ―Next year we‘ll look at coming into camp a little bit earlier to give us 
more time to bond as a team165.  

SPORTEX 2 was held from October 5-8, and did not include rugby union, as for this 
occasion, rugby league was substituted. 

The men‘s ASRU squad arrived in Canada in early October for a 16 day tour in North 
America with 8 Navy players in the 27 man squad and 4 games in front of them.  The 
first game was Young Canada with ASRU successful 22-15, but with loss of winger 
CPL Aaron Cimbaljevic with a broken foot just five minutes into the game. It was then 
off to Annapolis, where they defeated the US Naval Academy 35-17.  They then 
headed to Washington where they defeated the Washington Rugby Football Club 47-
19. This was followed by a victory over the Back Bay Rugby Club in Newport, 92-12.  
Warriors skipper CAPT Ben Rayward and Army flanker CFN Fraser shared the 
award for player of the tour and Fraser was voted the player‘s player. 

The Pakistan Shield awards for 2004 were as follows: units with more than 100, 
HMAS Anzac with HMAS Manoora as the runner-up, units with less than 100, HMAS 
Balikpapan with HMAS Gascoyne as the runner-up 

2005 

The election of the RANRU executive for 2005 saw CAPT Steve Hooke re-elected as 
President, the remainder of the committee is as listed in the annexes.  

CMDR Bob Plath, as director of Rugby, took on the task of trying to resurrect the 
communications path between RANRU and the Navy support community, by 
instituting an official newsletter to replace the previous vehicles which had died in 
earlier years, especially Monthly Moves.  He was aiming to produce a document two 
or three times a year.  The RANRU committee was also active in putting together a 
two-year plan, which would encompass the Commonwealth Navies Cup scheduled 
for South Africa in October 2006.  The plan aimed to develop a broader, younger 
selection base across the whole Navy, with a focus on building a solid rugby skill 
base, Navy wide.  The players had been involved in a series of team development 
camps that had commenced in October 2004 and would finalise in early March. 
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RANRU initiated the 2005 season by fielding a side in the inaugural Bondi Rugby 
Tens, staged at Woollahra in February to raise money for the Tsunami victims.  16 
teams including old Navy competitors, NSW Fire Brigades, together with Hong Kong 
vandals, a side from Newcastle and local club and corporate sides took part.  Navy‘s 
first game was against the ―Misfits‖ from Eastern Suburbs RUFC, who succumbed to 
a Navy side with 7 newcomers by 33-5, thanks to two tries by ABMT Shane Robson 
(HMAS Parramatta).  In the second game, the Navy side scored a convincing 35-5 
win over Sydney Convicts, and in the third of the pool matches, Navy scraped home 
17-13 over Sydney Schooners.  Things were not so easy on Day 2, the knock-out 
part of the tournament, where Navy went down 22-15 to the eventual tournament 
winners, a team of Pacific Islanders from the Randwick DRUFC.  Coach Geoff 
Stokes was pleased with the opportunity to see some new talent emerging from 
within Navy‘s ranks. 

In the annual rugby sevens contest, the Old Windsor Cup, held this year at Woollahra 
Oval, the combined side from HMAS Penguin and AUSCD1 defeated HMAS Kuttabul 
27-12. 

After the success of the Denman Cup, the challenge game between Maritime 
Command and Systems Command in 2004, it was decided in 2005 to add Australian 
Rules to the Challenge, and the two games took place at Randwick Barracks in 
March. In the Women‘s match Systems Command (SYSCOM) defeated Maritime 
Command (MC) 27-4, in the Men‘s B game MC triumphed over SYSCOM by 53-10.  
The main game attracted CN (RADM Ritchie), MC (RADM Moffitt) and CANSC 
(CDRE Geraghty) and several other senior officers, along with a crowd in excess of 
500.  In a very physical game, Maritime Command lead 15-14 with just minutes to 
play, when SYSCOM fullback ABMED David Harris picked up a loose MC pass and 
ran 75 metres to score under the posts.  The conversion saw SYSCOM home by 21-
15.  In the Men‘s AFL game, Maritime Command defeated Systems Command 6.8-
44 to 5.7-37. 

The 2005 Mons Cup saw eight sides, all from Navy, gather at the Eastern Suburbs 
Rugby Club home ground at Woollahra Oval in Rose Bay on May 2.  The teams had 
come from Nowra, Canberra, Melborne and Western Australia to be part of the event.  
HMAS Albatross having beaten HMAS Ballarat, ADFA and a draw against HMAS 
Parramatta/HMAS Waterhen in their pool games defeated HMAS Parramatta/ 
Waterhen 24-0 in the final.  The CO of HMAS Kuttabul, CMDR Chandler presented 
the Mons Cup to HMAS Albatross and the Wally Long Plate to HMAS Parramatta/ 
Waterhen.  ABATA Sean Hegahey received the award for best and fairest player. 

The National inter-Services tournament was again scheduled for Coogee Oval in 
2005.  In a leadup to the contest with all of the Services side in active preparation the 
Chairman of ASRU CDRE Kevin Taylor166, said ―We hope to improve on spectator 
figures from the 2004 ASRC.  That year attracted on average, 750 per game and I 
would like to see an improvement on this for the 2005 fixtures.  ASRU‘s long-term 
goal is to attract much larger crowds.  The standard of interservice rugby is excellent 
and I believe that this year‘s competition will be worth the effort of people getting to 
Coogee Oval at Randwick to support their respective teams‖. 

The Navy squad mustered at HMAS Harman for a week of intensive preparation, 
including trial games against Canberra Easts and Wests, followed by recovery, skills 
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and fitness sessions.  Navy opened the series with an impressive win over the RAAF 
by 57-6 on Sunday May 15, under threatening skies and the squad returned to 
HMAS Harman.  The next games, scheduled for Coogee had to be relocated to 
Randwick due to bad weather and in the first game, Navy women were triumphant 
over Army by 10-5.  The weather decided to take a turn for the worse and in an 
enthralling game in strong wind and heavy rain the Navy XV emerged the victors by 
the narrow margin of 23 points to 22.  Navy‘s Director of Rugby, CMDR Bob Plath, 
and the women‘s and men‘s coaches, Geoff Stokes and CPOET Glenn Morrissey 
said the victories had exceeded their expectations.  ABAT Brad Sharman was 
awarded the Sooty Hansen Trophy as the men‘s best and fairest player  

The SPORTEX 1/05 was held in April at HMAS Stirling and on the last day of 
competition HMAS Arunta defeated HMAS Adelaide 22-14 in the only rugby match of 
the competition, with LSCD Michael Aikten receiving the Most Valued Player award. 

The 2005 ASRU squad contained 7 RANRU players and lost 29-12 to NSW 
Suburban Rugby Union, 29-12 to the Republic of Fijian Military Forces XV and then 
22-15 at Ballmore in Brisbane to the Australian Universities XV for the Sir Edward 
―Weary‖ Dunlop trophy.  The match against the Fijians was watched by General 
Peter Cosgrove, the retiring CDF and Air Chief Marshall Angus Houston, the new 
CDF.  General Cosgrove commented on the Fijian game167 ‖The game had been one 
of great spirit, courage, teamwork, stamina and skill.  The game calls for everything 
we could ever want out of our people in the ADF.  When it is played with the passion 
the way the Fijians play, it is a great thing to behold.  The ASRU played extremely 
well.  You are a very good team‖.  

The ASRU women‘s team played NSW Country and the ACT at Vikings Park in 
Canberra on June 12, with one game in the morning and another in the afternoon.  
The game against NSW Country was played in wet and cold conditions and the 
ASRU side held their opponents to 8-5 at half time, but succumbed in the second half 
to go down 22-5.  In the second half the ASRU women‘s side failed to finish off a 
number of scoring opportunities and were beaten 14-10, with the tries going to 
OFFCT Kate Pringle and ABMT Lisa Palmer. 

On July 15, HMNZS Te Kaha was in Sydney and challenged HMAS Canberra  for the 
Lou Smith Cup, emerging triumphant 53-12 at Randwick Barracks, after the RAN had 
managed to get to half time with score even at 12-12.  Thunder clouds rolled in 
during the second half and poring rain hindered the RAN‘s defence, especially after 
injuries to a number of key RAN players enabled the Kiwi pack to become even more 
dominant.   

In a curtain raiser event, the RAN and RNZN competed for the inaugural award of the 
HMNZS Endeavour Cup.  Prior to presenting the trophy to the winners, the RNZN, 
the Chief of the New Zealand Navy, Vice Admiral Ledson, outlined the history behind 
the inauguration of the trophy.  He recounted that at a previous Lou Cup game in 
New Zealand, he noticed that the New Zealand women player‘s attitude was 
somewhat lacklustre.  He concluded that while the men played for a trophy the 
women did not and he felt that this perhaps reflected on the players‘ attitude, so in 
discussion with the Australian  Chief of Navy, it was decided that a trophy should be 
raised for a three-sport contest between female members of the two Navy‘s, 
comprising Volleyball, Netball and Touch Football.  The trophy commemorated the 
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life raft accident that occurred to HMNZS Endeavour on 16 August, 2004 in Sydney 
Harbour.  The trophy is engraved with the core values of the two Navy‘s and 
recognises that in sport and naval activities the two are competitive, but when 
necessary work closely in union. The inaugural competition was won by the Kiwis. 

HMAS Cerberus Rugby continued their successful role in the Victorian Rugby Union 
in 2005, when they were minor premiers in the VRU 2nd Division, only to go down 21-
0 to Power House in the Grand Final. They remain one of the few single service 
sides still playing regularly in a civilian rugby competition, and Figure 11 to Figure 14 
show shots of Cerberus‘ history.  However, the commercialisation of the Navy was 
having its effect, as the coaching staff at Cerberus stated that in 2004 they had 172 
players on their books, whereas in 2005 this number was down to 77.  They also 
commented that the BMI requirements for Defence Fitness were making it 
increasingly harder to find front rowers for Navy scrums168. 
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Figure 10. HMAS Cerberus Rugby Clubhouse 

 

 

Figure 11. 2005 VRFU Minor Premiers  
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The crew of HMAS Anzac welcomed the Australian Wallabies, players and 
management aboard ship for dinner on July 25.  HMAS Anzac was in Simon‘s Town 
as part of her deployment in Northern Trident and the Wallabies were in South Africa 
for a Tri-Nations game.  The flight deck provided a barecue and a band and the ward 
room held the Tri-Nations cup, with plenty of opportunites for photos.  Wallabies 
skipper, George Gregan presented Anzac‘s CO, CAPT Richard Menhinick, with a 
signed Wallaby shirt, which would take pride of place in the junior sailors‘ sports café.  
Two days earlier, five lucky members of Anzac‘s crew, flew to Johannesburg to see 
the Wallabies in action at Ellis Park against the Springboks for the Nelson Mandella 
Challenge Plate.  CMDR Liam Donley, CPOB Jeremy Savage, LSET Aaron 
Wilesmith, ABMUSN Andrew Hansch and ABSN Brett Fisher joined ABMUSN Tracy 
Burke at the game for a once in a lifetime opportunity.  AB Burke sang the National 
Anthem at the game to the roaring appreciation of thousands of spectators and an 
international audience, flanked by CPO Savage and LS Wilesmith.  During their stay 
in South Africa, the Anzac Diggers Rugby Club played a South African Navy 
Invitational side, who proved too strong for the tourists. 

The daughter of Navy CPOTI Chris Cummins, Rebecca, was badly paralysed after 
an epileptic episode, and needed a special wheelchair costing in excess of $10,000. 
Chris had played both rugby union and league in the Navy, and so current and 
former star players had united to participate in a charity auction.  Framed, signed 
Wallaby and Kangaroo shirts were made available for the auction. 

2006        

The Navy Rugby Academy (NRA) which was established in October 2005 at HMAS 
Cerberus was officially opened on 24 February 2006 by Commodore Bruce Kafer, 
the President of the Royal Australian Navy Rugby Union. 

The NRA was established to be an essential component of Navy Rugby‘s future 
capability. The NRA was about developing rugby skills, it was about discipline on and 
off the field, and it was about encouraging participation.  It was meant to be for an 
elite few who show talent, commitment and determination.  But it was also hoped that 
when others saw what NRA squads were doing they will be encouraged to join in 
along side them.  Perhaps they will eventually vie for a spot in the academy, but if 
they simply got healthy and developed the desire to participate then the Navy would 
reap the benefits. 

The intention was that once the concept was proven in HMAS Cerberus, the NRA 
would be extended to cover Australia. This would undoubtedly pose some challenges 
in terms of communication and supervision, but Navy Rugby has the desire to make 
it succeed and would be able to use technology to extend their reach. 

The NRA would be managed by a Director, under the guidance of the RANRU 
Development Officer, CMDR Mike Hogan.  The first Director wasLEUT Ty Douglas.  

The NRA was not for everyone. It was important that it have a reputation for training 
the Navy‘s elite talent.  This does not mean that others could not join in, but the NRA 
program required detailed supervision of training programs and this would only be 
done for members of the NRA.  The maximum number of participants would largely 
depend on the management resource available; however, initially the number had 
been set at 5.  There was no restriction on age, but the focus on talent development 
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would normally mean that NRA members would be younger players, both men and 
women. 

 Individuals who were selected for the NRA needed to have the potential to play for 
RANRU, and possibly Australian Services Rugby Union (ASRU).  This would not 
exclude players who were new to the sport, but these individuals would have to show 
a good level of athleticism to be considered.  

The NRA would train a minimum of 5 sessions a week in the off season.  This would 
be made up of 3 weight sessions and 2 speed sessions.  In addition they would do 
one skill session every two weeks in the off season and one a week in the 
preseason.  NRA members would be given a diary, including training content, which 
would need to be signed off after each session.  The sessions would need to be 
coordinated, in particular, the speed sessions so that it is done as a squad. 

The RANRU NRA would be dressed as such.  This had been made possible through 
the support of the RANCCF.  NRA members would be issued with distinctive training 
T-shirts and singlets.  Additional clothing and training items would be provided as the 
program progresses.  Individuals who are selected for the NRA would sign a Code of 
Conduct and undertake to meet certain requirements and obligations.  This includes 
training in uniform and committing to the training sessions as two of the primary 
requirements. It also included a strict code for off-field behaviour.  Being a member of 
the NRA would be a privilege and those selected must behave, at all times, in a 
manner that reinforced this.

169
 

Navy News of February 23, 2006 announced that the first five players had been 
selected to attend the Navy Rugby Academy (NRA) at HMAS Cerberus.   In January 
the academy welcomed the initial squad of LEUT Kylie Schulstad, ABBM Jordan 
Bradshaw, SMNMT Paul Coleman, SMNET Nicolas Stratford and SMNET Dwight 
Shepherd. 

Director of NRA, LEUT Tyrone Douglas, congratulated the players and said ―only 
those identified as having the potential to play at the representative level, RANRU 
and possibly ASRU, would be selected for the NRA, but once established, the NRA 
would progressively expand to encompass players posted to all ships and 
establishments throughout the country.  Numbers have been restricted initially in 
order to prove the concept and to commence building a rugby development centre 
with an elite reputation.  There would be no age restrictions imposed, however, the 
focus of the NRA would be on developing young talent and encouraging good 
training habits for the future.‖  

LEUT Douglas said the academy was an extension of the Navy wide development 
program commenced in 2004 to develop individual rugby skills and improve personal 
preparedness.  The decision to base the academy at HMAS Cerberus was based on 
both its position as the main avenue of entry for RAN personnel, and the strength of 
the Cerberus Rugby Club.  The RANRU President, CDRE Bruce Kafer, during the 
officially launch of the NRA on February 24 at HMAS Cerberus said: ―While the focus 
is on Rugby, the ultimate goal is to encourage Navy people to get involved in a team 
sport and to promote a healthy lifestyle.‖170 

The Pacific Rim Maritime Exercise (RIMPAC) the maritme exercise held every two 
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years to allow the 14 maritime nations on the rim of the pacific to test the 
interoperability their services was scheduled again for 2006 with the RAN resources 
involved comprising: HMA Ships Stuart, Manoora, Darwin, and Rankin along with 
CDT2 and 2 AP3 Orions, and all would be away for 5-6 weeks around June. 

The inter-Command Challenge was held at Randwick Barracks on March 9 and while 
many of the spectators were tucking into their free bacon and eggs breakfast, the 
women‘s rugby match got underway.  Maritime Command held the lead for most of 
the game, and ended up victors by 22 points to 17.  Netball and mixed soccer 
followed, both going to Systems Command. The next game of the day was men‘s 
rugby, and as it was part of the selection process for the national side, the game was 
full of crunching tackles and explosive running.  Systems Command led for all of the 
game finishing with a 33-20 victory to take the Lord Denham Cup.  The final event 
was the Australian Rules match for the Victoria League/Jamie McGinley Cup, which   
went to Systems Command 79-52.  RADM Max Hancock (DCN), CDRE Geraghty 
(COMAUSNAVSYSCOM) and CDRE Kafer participated in the presentation duties. 

May 1, Woollahra Fields in Rose Bay, saw seven rugby teams, four from Navy, three 
from Army, compete for the 2006 Mon Cup. In the early rounds, two teams stood out: 
the combined HMAS Penguin/Watson/Waterhen team and the Army School of 
Military Engineering team.  HMAS Darwin were the only fleet unit to compete and 
they showed a great sense of camaraderie and team spirit.  Semi-final one was the 
Army School of Military Engineering versus Army 1, with Engineers victorious 14-8. 
Semi-final two, witnessed HMAS Penguin/Watson/Waterhen demolish HMAS Darwin 
32-6.   The Cup final was a thrilling affair with HMAS Penguin/Watson/Waterhen just 
pipping the Army School of Military Engineering 15-14.  CDRE Bruce Kafer, Chief of 
Combat Support Group, MHQ, presented the Army School of Military Engineering 
with the Wally Long Plate, the runners-up trophy, he commended HMAS 
Penguin/Watson/Waterhen for their outstanding rugby when he presented them with 
the Mons Cup Rugby Trophy for 2006.  LSPT Matthew Hilyard (Penguin/ Watson/ 
Waterhen) won the best and fairest award.  Other special mentions went to HMAS 
Cerberus for travelling up from Melbourne to compete, to the event organiser LSPT 
Corinne Williams for her efforts, to the ground staff from Colleagues Rugby Club for 
the use of their facilities, and the referees from ASRRA. 

The Australian Services Rugby Union Championships for 2006 were held at Vikings 
Park in Canberra in June.  In an early game, Combined Navy and Air Force women 
lost 10-12 to Army.  Then in the men‘s games, Navy beat Air Force 32-15 and Army 
beat Air Force 60-11 and so it was off to the decider, Army v Navy.  Navy managed 
to hold Army to 12-6 at half time, thanks to penalty goals to PO Andrew Thorpe.  Two 
tries to Army, the loss of navy skipper LEUT Tor Sorensen and then half-back AB 
Brad Sharman with a broken leg, did little to help Navy, now trailing by 19-13.  The 
sin-binning of CAPT Sean Kearns, LT Stephen Wright and then the sending off of FN 
Matt Fraser reduced Army to a 12-man side, should have seen Navy home, but 
simple mistakes and some grim defence from Army saw them victors by 22-13.  Navy 
coach, WO Geoff Stokes, said his side had not taken its opportunities and had turned 
over too much possession.  ―Credit to Army, they were the better side‖.  

After the championships, the ASRU squads for 2006 were named, with 32 in the 
men‘s squad (7 from Navy), and 25 in the womens (9 from Navy).  The mens side 
would compete in the inaugural Pacific Cup Military Challenge from September 10-17 
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in Canberra.  The women‘s sides would be involved in development camps and then 
games against NSW Country, ACT, and Sydney.  Both squads in the Annexes. 
 
The Pacific Cup Military Challenge would involve two pools, with Pool A comprising 
of ASRU, Tongan Defence Services, French Armed Forces of New Caledonia in Pool 
B would be Royal New Zealand Defence Force Rugby, Republic of Fiji Military 
Forces Rugby and Papua-New Guinea Defence Force.  Given that rugby is arguably 
the ―language of the Pacific‖, the competition also provided an excellent opportunity 
for the touring teams from the respective nations to get to understand each other 
better both on and off the paddock.  

On a fine blustery July 30, the RANRU side took on a Country representative side as 
part of their training for their South African tour. LSSN Jason Harrison lead the 
forwards in the physical exchanges and LSET Chris Bohan demonstrated how much 
he had been missed in the game against Army with three tries.  Navy was victorious 
by 37-7. 

The Walleroos, with LCDR Paige Butcher aboard, defeated South Africa 68-12 in the 
Women‘s Rugby World Cup in Edmonton, Canada in August, but then went down 24-
10 to France and a 10-6 loss saw them miss the play-offs.  LCDR Butcher, 32 and 
177cm tall and 80kg made a significant impact on her opposition and the media with 
her decisive runs and bone-jarring tackles. 

The Pacific Nations Military Rugby Tournament opened up in Canberra, with Fiji 
overwhelming Papua-New Guinea 114-0 and Australia doing the same to New 
Caledonia 104-0.  But then the Fijians proceeded to wallop the New Zealand 
Defence Force 81-17.  Tonga troubled Australia in their pool match with the speed of 
their play-on an a potent rolling maul, but too many infringement and two players in 
the sin-bin saw them defeated 23-20.  In the Shield Final, for the pool second-
placegetters, Tonga succumbed to New Zealand 18-17 with just five seconds to go. 
The Plate Final for pool third placegetters, saw Papua New Guinea defeat New 
Caledonia 55-22 in a game where both sides showed steady improvement and 
relished the reduced intensity.  In the final, Fiji scored two tries to lead 19-3 twenty 
minutes into the first half and then extended their lead to 33-11 by half time.  A 
penalty try to Australia and a conversion by ABMED Harris took Australia to 18-33, ut 
three tries in four minutes took Fiji to 50-18 until two converted tries to Australia gave 
the Australian score alittle repectability and saw the Fijians home by 57-32.  
Australian coach CAPT Angus Bake commenting of the Fijian side said ―There are 
some big strong lads in there, including six internationals (including rugby sevens 
reps)‖. 

3rd September, saw 30 of the Royal Australian Navy‘s best rugby players gather at 
HMAS Penguin (on Sydney‘s Middle Head) to complete preparations for the 
Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup. The Cup was to be contested in Cape Town, 
South Africa, in early October 2006.  Officers and Sailors from around Australia 
joined Head Coach, Warrant Officer Geoff Stokes, to hone their skills to get ready to 
sink the Royal Navy, the Royal New Zealand Navy and the South African Navy and 
bring home the silverware.  

Training took place over a weekend that boasted the hottest temperatures recorded 
for a September in Sydney. A highlight of the camp was the morning spent at the 
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Penrith Whitewater Stadium on 26 September. The combination of rather cool water 
and shear terror made for some very interesting experiences. More than one big 
tough rugby player was heard to give a little squeal as they rushed towards the 
rapids. 

This phase ended with a farewell reception held onboard HMAS Manoora on 27 
September. This was attended by the Tour Sponsor (P&O Maritime Service), and 
also by several other sponsors, senior Navy officers, and friends and families of the 
squad. It also celebrated the launch of the new Navy rugby team name and logo ‗the 
Navy Breakers‘ 

The complete trip report will be found in the annexes, we will look primarily at the 
games played in the following paragraphs which are extracted from the trip report. 

The Tournament opening ceremony was held at Admiralty House at 1500.  All four 
teams were there, dressed up in their Sunday best.  The SAN Fleet Commander 
welcomed every one to South Africa and then group photos were taken.  John Lord 
(P&O) attended, as did several other VIPs from other Navies. 

Game day started in wonderful fashion, with clear skies and a light breeze.  The team 
held a short walk through on a local school ground and then the tense wait for kick off 
really began.  Unfortunately, the wind grew in strength throughout the day and by 
kick off at 1515 it was very strong.  It blew down along the length of the field from the 
East at about 30 Knots.  RANRU lost the toss and the RN chose to run against the 
wind in the first half. 

Play started well for the Breakers with a well executed play to put winger Chris 
Bohan in under the posts.  Andy Thorpe converted and the Breakers led 7–0. With 
the advantage of the wind they were able to gain field advantage and through RN 
indiscretions Thorpe kicked three penalty goals to take the score to 16–0.  Late in the 
first half the RN broke out and score a try out wide.  With the score at 16–5, Brad 
Simmons capitalised on a RN mistake and scored in the left corner.  The conversion 
was unsuccessful and the half time score was 21–5 in favour of the Breakers.  While 
in front on the score board at half time, the Breakers had to turn into the stiffening 
gale and work tirelessly if they were to win. 

The second half started promisingly, with Diri Nasalo making a 70m break only to be 
collared just before the RN line.  Unfortunately, the RN turned their fortunes around, 
courtesy of the wind and in a 10 minute period were able to pile on three converted 
tries. Then the arm wrestle really began. Working into the wind took its toll on the 
Breakers and the RN, through good field position and more than a little good luck, 
were able to score two more tries. The final score was 40–21.  The Breakers played 
the best rugby we have this year, but ultimately were beaten by a better team.  Now it 
is time to regroup and focus on the South Africans. 

Day 7, saw the announcement of the starting side to take on the South Africans prior 
to a short video session.  Key points in defensive organisation and decision making 
were highlighted from the video analysis.  It also showed that RANRU did more 
things right than wrong, and but for a handful of costly errors and a couple of poor 
decisions in attack, it could have been a very different result.  Geoff Stokes used the 
session to concentrate on the areas the side needed to improve for the South 
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Africans and then it was off to the training ground at the Simons Town School Rugby 
Ground to work on it.   

Game day dawned cool and calm.  All eyes were on the sky to try and predict 
whether or not the same windy conditions would be experienced today.  The Navy 
Breakers took the field at 3.15pm after a stirring, and unexpected, 20–10 victory by 
the New Zealand Navy over the Royal Navy.  Inspired by the presence and support 
of Buck Shelford (Former All Black Captain and ex-RNZN Petty Officer Physical 
Training Instructor), they took the Royal Navy by surprise.  This meant that RANRU 
were back in the hunt for the trophy and needed a bonus point win to stay alive.  
Unfortunately, they were not able to achieve it. 

The game started well with the Breakers running with slight wind at their back.  The 
wind was nothing like the gale experienced on Tuesday.  Brad Simmons crashed 
over under the posts to start the scoring and the Breakers appeared to be hitting their 
stride.  Two pieces of individual brilliance, on the back of some solid lead up play; 
resulted in Chris Bohan crossing the line twice and RANRU went to the half time 
break 18–5 in front.  

Everything seemed to be in place to go on with the job, but no one told the South 
Africans they were not supposed to win.  Stung by severe criticism after their big loss 
to the Kiwis, and urged by a large, loud partisan crowd, they came out determined 
not to repeat the performance.  In quick time, they closed the gap to be only 2 points 
down.  They then continued to apply pressure in defence, their first up tackling was 
much better than on Tuesday, and they swooped on every Breaker‘s mistake and 
converted their opportunities into points. The final result was 26–18 victory to South 
Africa.  To say RANRU were disappointed would be an understatement.  It was one 
of those days where everything they touched turned to dust or whatever.  They were 
unable to build pressure and as the score board improved, so did the South Africans. 

Day 12 and the final game day turned out to be a sunny day with light winds and a 
feeling of anticipation to get out there amongst the Kiwis.  The predicted high was 22 
degrees C and the wind was predicted to be around 30 Knots from the SE.  This 
meant that it was blowing up the field like it was in the first game, but not as strongly.   

The Breakers arrived at the ground to warm up before a 1.30 pm.  Unfortunately, 
Andrew Foord (reserve loose forward) suffered a recurrence to a leg injury during 
warm up and was unable to take his place on the bench.  This provided an 
opportunity for Tevita Vula to take his place.  

Much to Matt Hilyard‘s pleasure he finally won a toss and the Breakers ran into the 
wind for the first half. The intensity and determination was plain to see and the 
players sang the National Anthem with feeling.  After the traditional Haka from the 
Kiwis, the Breakers kicked off and it was on.  Both sides ran and tackled with 
conviction and produced some of the biggest hits of the competition so far.  With the 
wind behind them the Royal New Zealand Navy were able to enjoy a little better field 
position and scored the first two tries.  With both conversions unsuccessful the Kiwis 
led 10–0 after 25 minutes.  The play flowed from one end of the field to the other, 
with both sides showing great determination to keep the other from scoring.  Andrew 
Thorpe kicked a penalty goal in the final minute of the first half to make the score 10–
3 at the break. 
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After some very stirring words about desperation and self confidence, the Breakers 
took the field with the wind at their backs.  The Kiwis were not going to lie down 
though, and again the ferocity of the defence from both sides was a spectacle.  In the 
53rd minute, Damien Tanaka scored a try in the left corner courtesy of a very clever 
grubber kick from Brad Simmons.  The conversion was unsuccessful, score 10–8. 
Then came the turning point of the game.  After receiving the kick off, the Breakers 
made a strong advance down the field and pressured the Kiwi defence. A turn over 
by the Breakers resulted in a break out, and the Kiwi left winger and full back sprinted 
off down the field.  Chris Bohan gave chase and made a miraculous tackle on the 
winger putting him in to touch a couple of metres from our line.  Gaining great heart 
from this the Breakers got back down the other end of the field and a few minutes 
later Brad Simmons swooped on a Kiwi error and scored under the posts.  Score 15–
10 in favour of the Breakers in the 58th minute. 
 
The 12 minutes that followed were possible the longest in the history of Navy rugby. 
The Kiwis, as usual, refused to roll over and they kept coming.  The Breakers 
continued to shore up the defensive line and make some very aggressive tackles.  It 
was anyone‘s game until the 78th minute when Andrew Thorpe kicked a penalty goal 
to take the score to a more comfortable 18–10.  The Breakers then held on to full 
time. It was a fantastic performance from all 22 players and showcased the advances 
Navy rugby has made in the past few years. 

While disappointed that they were not able to take the trophy, the RAN side were 
somewhat consoled by the knowledge that they had beaten the Kiwis who, in turn, 
had beaten both the South Africans and the Royal Navy.  As Geoff Stokes said after 
the game, the players need to remember how they played this game and believe in 
themselves for the future.  Spectators from all nations agreed that this match was the 
highlight of the entire competition. 

Chris Bohan was voted the players‘ player for the tournament, by a large margin. The 
experienced Brad Simmons also polled well, as did new cap Dale Johns.  The 
Commonwealth Navies Barbarians team was announced at the final reception. 
Andrew Bertoncin, Scott Lancaster, Diri Nasalo, Dean Brown, Jason Harrington and 
Brad Simmons were selected in the side.  Commander Tony Raeside, RANRU Vice 
President, thanked the South African Navy for their hospitality and organisation of the 
tournament.  He also thanked the other Navies for their camaraderie off the pitch and 
their willingness on it. 

What remained were a couple of days where the Commonwealth Navies team would 
train and the RANRU side would also do some rugby camps for some South African 
Children and a short Safari.  Then it was October 15 and it was off to the airport and 
back to Australia. 

The tour had been a great success, largely due to the professionalism, commitment 
and conduct of the 30 officers and sailors who represented the Royal Australian Navy 
on and off the field.  However, the role the sponsors played in this success through 
their support of Navy rugby should also not be underestimated.  All agreed that it was 
great to have representatives from P&O Maritime Services join the side in country 
and the team were particularly pleased to be able to share their victory over the Kiwis 
with CEO Andrew King.  
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The side left behind them in South Africa nothing but positive memories of the RAN 
and they took with them some outstanding and unique experiences.  For some of the 
squad, this would be their last Navy Rugby experience and what a way to go out.  
But in true Navy Rugby nature, for many, it was their first experience and talk was 
already turning to the battle against Army and Air Force in 2007, as well as promises 
to each other to make the next Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup in the UK in 
2009.171  

2007  

The RANRU 2007 year promised to be a year of transition, regrouping and 
innovation.  Commodore Bruce Kafer continued in the role of President and he 
welcomed two new members to the executive CMDR Mike Rothwell (son of Wally) as 
Director of Rugby and LCDR Paul Whetstone as Marketing Manager.  The committee 
identified a number of key objectives for the year, increase the support from 
sponsors, expand the rugby program to include matches against RNZN Rugby Union 
at both senior men and Colts (under 21) levels and to facilitate a women‘s 
competition between RANRU and RNZNRU. 

The Royal Australian Navy anticipated that the ACT Brumbies rugby union players 
would have more pride in their stride for the next few years after the two bodies 
announced a key sponsorship.  As part of the partnership, the Royal Australian Navy 
brand would be proudly displayed on the Brumbies players‘ shorts.  Navy have 
maintained a long association with the Brumbies, prior to being decommissioned in 
2006, HMAS Canberra rugby team had the Brumbies as their patron.  Whenever the 
Canberra‘s crew played their rugby matches all over the world they proudly wore the 
Brumbies shirts donated by the ACT and Southern NSW Rugby Union. Director-
General Navy Communicatiosn and Coordination CAPT Adam said ―Young, fit and 
committed Australians is what the Navy is looking for, and this partnership gives us 
the opportunity to communicate with those people and communicate with the 
Australian community at large‖.  The Brumbies and Wallabies‘ fly-half, Stephen 
Larkham, added ―I know when the Brumbies first started up, we did a lot of training 
out at ADFA, and in the past, we‘ve used some of the Navy strength and conditioning 
coaches, so potentially we can get a few of the servicemen to participate in some of 
the training and maybe teach us something, or we can teach them something.‖  In 
May, during half-time of the Brumbies v Canterbury Crusaders game, a Seahawk 
helicopter from 816 Squadron flew into the stadium and conducted a winching 
demonstration.  

The Navy Breakers kicked off their 2007 season by competing in the Bondi 10s 
competition held in early February and won their first three games defeating Bobs 17-
0, UNSW 17-5, Schooners 5-0 and lost in the quarter-final when defeated by 
Colleagues 10-0.  Scorers for Navy were: SMNCK Diri Nasola 4 tries, SMNET Dwight 
Shepherd and SMNNT Cameron Tipene one try each. 

Randwick Barracks sports field was the site for the 2007 Intercommand Sports Day in 
March, with women‘s netball getting the day underway with Systems Command 
victorious, as they were in the men‘s AFL with Fleet taking out the women‘s AFL.  
The rugby game was a low scoring event with Fleet victorious with a score of 18-11.  
So with 2 victories each the Perry Cup for 2007 intercommand was shared by CDRE 
Peter Jones (CANSC) and CDRE Bruce Kafer (CCSG). 
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The Ngataringa Sports Ground in Auckland was the location for the Lou Smith Cup in 
May with RNZN the victors by 29-27.  The Navy Breakers had seven players from the 
Navy Rugby Academy (NRA) in the 22 man squad, three of whom scored tries.  At 
half time RANRU led by 20 points to 12.  With just 30 seconds on the clock, the Kiwis 
led 29-27 and an attempted long range field goal from RANRU failed and the Kiwis 
retained the Cup. 

Canberra‘s quest for success in the inaugural Mazda Australian Rugby 
Championship would have decided nautical overtones with the launch of the navy 
Canberra Vikings on May 29.  Navy is the naming rights sponsor for the team and got 
the Vikkings into the ―warrior spirit‖ of things at the HMAS Canberra Memorial launch 
at Lake Burley Griffen, with head coach Nick Scrivener and players Saia Faingaa, 
Francis Fanifo and Peter Kimlin arriving courtesy of the Australian Navy Dive Team 
on a rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB). 

The Mons Cup for 2007 was contested by eight ten-man teams at Randwick 
Barracks in sheeting rain and chilling winds with the trophy going to HMAS Kuttabul.  
Kuttabul drew 10-10 with HMAS Parramatta in the first round then defeated HMAS 
Success 17-0.  So they went into the semi-final against HMAS Stuart, who had 
defeated HMAS Cerberus and Kuttabul won 17-0.  So a team that started the 
tournament without a decent training run and only one reserve was in the final 
against HMAS Albatross (with a squad of 20 to choose from).  Albatross were soon in 
the lead 19-7 and when Kuttabul‘s captain CPO John East snapped his Achilles and 
went off all looked lost.  But an intercept try by MIDN Wade Lambeth turned things 
around.  This was followed by a penalty try to AB Jason Matthews which was 
converted just before the final whistle giving Kuttabul a 21-19 victory. 

The West Australian inter-Service competition in July saw Navy defeat a combined 
Army/Air Force team 41-5 after leading 24-0 at half time.  Navy‘s best player was 
Andy Rushforth, and captain Andrew Bertoncin congratulated all involved in getting 
the rugby going in the West. 

The Australian Services Rugby Championship was scheduled for August in Canberra 
and the RANRU squad gathered in Sydney early in the month for a week‘s camp 
under the watchful eye of coaches Geoff Stokes and Mike Hogan.  A warm up game 
against the New South Wales Fire Brigade saw RANRU run out 36-0 victors.  They 
then moved to the cooler climes of HMAS Harman for the serious business.  The 
opening game of the tournament was played as a curtain raiser to the Australian 
Rugby Championship match opener Canberra Vikings v Melbourne Rebels on 
August 11.  The Navy v Army game saw RANRU recover from an early 15-0 deficit to 
lead 16-15 at half time.  Although Army were unable to cross the Navy line in the 
second half, but thanks to 3 penalties, they emerged victorious by the margin of 24-

21 and thus retained the WGCDR John Caldwell Shield.  The Navy/Air Force 
game was played at ANU North Oval on August 15 and half time saw Navy in the 
lead by 7-5.  In the second half an unconverted try to Navy and two penalties to Air 
Force saw the score stand at 12-11 in Navy‘s favour with only minutes to go.  Despite 
losing two players to yellow card offences, Navy were able to hang on for the 
narrowest of victories.  On August 18, the combined Navy/Air Force women‘s team 
played Army women at 1.30pm, preceded by a match between noon and 1pm 
contested by the ACT Veterans and the ASRU Old Boys for the Chiefs‘ Cup.  The 
Navy/Air Force emerged victorious by 25-10 to take the Mick Dunne Cup from Army, 
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much to the satisfaction of their coach AB Mick Harrington.  Best players were MIDN 
Sarah Mooney, MIDN Ashleigh Payne and LEUT Liz Quinn. 

At the completion of the ASRU Championships the ASRU squad for the tour to 
Argentina and Peru in 2008 was named at University-Norths Rugby Club and 
included 9 RANRU players as listed in the Appendices.  

The RNZN Colts XV came to Sydney on October 12 to compete for the ‗Mike 
Dowsett Trophy.  The game was held at University of NSW, with the namesake of the 
trophy, Commodore Mike Dowsett(retired) in attendance to present the trophy to the 
winners.  The last time the Kiwi Colts had visited Austrlia was in 1985 and on that 
occasion CDRE Dowsett had been the referee. The Kiwis were victorious in 2007 
with the final score standing at 14-3. 

A 28-hour journey via Auckland and Buenos Aires to Santiago saw the ASRU 
Warriors in country for their tour.  The Warriors started their South American tour with 
an impressive 120-7 win, including 20 tries, against Universidad Santo Tomas Rugby 
Club in the Chilean capital, Santiago on November1 having reached 57-7 at half 
time. Their second game against a strong Argentinian regional team, Province of 
Mendoza in the city of Mendoza on November 7 saw them register a 19-10 loss.  
Thre next game was against Rosario, the second most successful province in 
Argentinian rugby.  Fielding five players from the Argentian national side, the Pumas, 
Rosario won 39-6, after leading 18-6 at half time.  Best players for ASRU were LCPL 
Chey Bird, SPR Shaun Richardson, AB Dave Harris, PTE Sean Preston and LS Matt 
Hillyard. 

The game was in Bahia Blanca in the south of the country and against the Union de 
Rugby del Sur, which saw ASRU log a 19-15 victory, best player from Navy was AB 
Max Gunn.  The Warriors then headed to Buenos Aires to face a Buenos Aires 
Selection, which included a number of Pumas and seven in their backline who 
boasted under 21 Puma caps, and a team that had beaten the Queensland Reds 
about a year earlier.  The Warriors were able to match their forwards opposition but 
were outclassed by the backs and so were defeated 53-13. 

2008  

RANRU President CDRE Bruce Kafer announced in January that Raytheon Australia 
had advised their decision to continue as RANRU‘s sponsor for the next three years.  
CDRE Kafer said that the sponsorship would help RANRU to have a full program up 
to the 2009 Commonwealth Navies Cup, which would be hosted by the Royal Navy 
in Britain.  The sponsorship would also contribute to the development of rugby union 
at all levels across the RAN. 

The 2008 Kapooka 10s rugby championship was won by The Riverina ADF Rugby 
Club with a 29-14 victory over the Vikings, The bowl was won by HMAS Cerberus 
when they defeated the BARC (Border Army Rugby Club) and the Plate went to the 
South Queensland Barbarians with their 45-15 win over HMAS Albatross.  Army‘s 
rugby union head coach complemented all the 11 entrants for their preparation and 
the Vikings CPL Ricky Damigan won the best and fairest prize of $250.  The 
Commandant of the ARTC Col Bill Haslon thanked the sponsors for their involvement 
as well as the Services and the Southern Inland Rugby Referee Association. 
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The inter-Command Challenge was held at Randwick Barracks in March and 
Systems Command defeated Fleet Command taking the womens netball, maritime 
mile run and the mens Australian football, while Fleet won the mixed soccer 3-0 and  

While not strictly Navy, nor is it strictly ASRU, but March 10 in Canberra witnessed a 
significant game of Defence rugby, the Australian Command and Staff College 
Rugby Club v the Australian Parliamentary Rugby Club  The ACSC side included 
course members and staff from across the Australian Defence College while the 
Parliamentary side included current and former serving parliamentarians and their 
staff, among them were the Minister for Defence, Science and Personnel, Warren 
Snowdon and Liberal Backbencher Tony Abbott.  The Politicians emerged 17-14 
victors after 60 minutes of rugby in 30-degree temperatures and included in the 
crowd and supporters were CDF ACM Angus Houston and Secretary of Defence 
Nick Warner172. 

The Pacific Rim Maritime Exercise (RIMPAC) the biennial maritme exercise to test 
the interoperability of the 14 maritime nations on the rim of the pacific was scheduled 
again for 2008 with the RAN resources involved comprised, HMA Ships Anzac, 
Tobruk, Success and Waller with CDT4, and all would be away for 5-6 weeks around 
July. 

The 2008 Mons Cup was held at Woolahra Oval on a pitch that, according to the 
Navy News reporter, resembled a World War 1 battlefield and attracted seven teams 
from Navy the rugby union 20-13. ships and establishments.  A combined 
Albatross/Creswell team defeated a never-say-die team from Fleet Support Unit-
Sydney 46-5 in a game of sparkling rugby.  The Most Valuable Player award was 
presented to FSU-Sydney‘s half back ABET Tevita Vula.  Both finalists had reached 
the final undefeated, on the way there FSU-Sydney had defeated HMAS Newcastle 
24-12 in the first semi-final and Albatross/Creswell beat HMAS Melbourne 51-5 in the 
second semi final.  RANRU president, CDRE Bruce Kafer presented the Mons Cup to 
LSATA Shaun Megahey, the victorious side‘s captain and thanked HMAS Kuttabul‘s 
PTIs for organising the event, with special mention to POPT Matt Hillyard. 

Navy named a squad 30 with a number of reserves on standby in preparation for the 
2008 representative system with Coach WO Geoff Stokes in charge of the team in in 
May and the Lou Smith Cup against the Kiwis also in Canberra in May.  The squad 
and the training team are in the appendices.  The Combined Navy/Air Force women‘s 
team were scheduled to play Army in Canberra on May 24. 

The Air Force team preparing for the ASRUC, suffered a 47-0 defeat by the Royal 
New Zealand Air Force in their Burn-Merz Trophy match in New Zealand over the 
Anzac holiday weekend173. 

In the opening game of the the Australian Services Rugby Union Championships in 
Canberra, Navy defeated RAAF 30-21 after RAAF had led twice, but a breakaway try 
to Navy sealed the game for them.  Army defeated RAAF in game 2 and this was 
followed by the final on May 24.  Army opened the game with an early converted try 
followed shortly after with a penalty to Navy, then at the 14 minute mark Leut Dean 
Brown crossed for a try.  Navy‘s second try was scored by AB Dom Willingham.  
Army replied with a try after 17 minutes into the second half leaving Navy with a 20-
12 lead.  LEUT Thorpe might have wrapped the game up with 9 minutes to go, but 
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his penalty kick went wide and then AB Adam Powell missed out on a try with a foot 
into touch.  Then with seconds to go, the referee awarded Army a contentious try in 
front of goal for pulling down a ruck.  The kick went over after the siren giving Army a 
22-20 victory.  Army‘s coach LT Damien Cahill commented‖ All credit needs to go to 
Navy.  They are much stronger than last year.  They put a lot of pressure on us 
throughout the game‖. 

The combined Navy/RAAF women‘s side were not able to emulate their performance 
of the previous year (a 25-10 win) against Army when they were routed by an 11 try 
defeat at 63-0.  The Navy coach, CPOET Glenn Morrissey, commented ―We are 
missing a lot of players, some of our girls had played just one game of rugby before 
today.  Army was much better than us.  Next year hopefully we will be back‖. 

The ASRU squads for both men and women after the championships and Navy had 
ten men and nine women in the representative teams (Army had 10 men and 19 
women and Air Force nine men and two women).  The men‘s side was scheduled for 
the Pacific Military Cup in New Zealand in October and the women‘s side were off to 
the Australian Women‘s championship on the Gold Coast at Tallebudgera from July 
1-5. 

The Lou Smith Cup for 2008 occurred at Viking Park in Canberra on May 28  The 
RNZN opened the scoring with a penalty to Tyson Job, shortly levelled out with a 
penalty goal to LEUT Dean Brown and the Kiwis skipped out to a 10-6 lead with a try 
and conversion to Tyson Job.  Then RANR began the second half with a try within 
two minutes to ABCSO Adam Powell and a conversion to LEUT Brown giving them a 
13-10 lead.  The Kiwis quickly responded with an unconverted try and alead of 15-13.  
Another penalty to LEUT Brown kept the RAN in contact.  Greater fitness and better 
ball control allowed RANRU to dominate possesion and position, then two field goals 
to LEUT Brown gave the RAN a 27-15 lead.  A late try to the RNZN saw the RAN 
finish with a 27-20 victory.  LEUT Rod Taylor, LEUT Dean Brown and LS Jason 
Harrington played strongly for RANRU.  

Two members of the 2006 ASRU squad added to their rugby union credentials on 
July 13 in Brisbane when then turned out for the Australian Barbarians in a game 
against a Queensland XV at Ballymore in Brisbane.  LS Jason Harrington and CPL 
Zane Mitchell were on the losing side as Queensland won by 61-17.  The two 
members of Navy and Army respectively in the recent Australian Services Rugby 
Union Championships and both are in the ASRU side for the Pacific Military Cup. 

The 2008 Pakistan Shield for sport participation and achievement was awar ded to 
HMAS Newcastle (for units with 100 or more personnel) and to HMAS Mermaid (for 
units with less than 100 personnel). 

Fleet defeated Systems Command in the Western Australian Inter Command 
Challeng at Stirling on December 10. 

2009   

Navy rugby mens players, with the incentive of selection for the Commonwealth 
Navies Rugby Cup in Britain preceded by a warm-up match in Paris, opened their 
season with a weekend camp at HMAS Albatross attended by 50 players, including 
seniors, under 21s and a number of women players.  Four field sessions wer held, 
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designed to establish the building blocks for the coming season, SmartRugby and 
core skills were the main focus for the first two sessions with a build to unit plays for 
the second two.  A meeting of all the attendees to plan for the season in front of them 
closed offthe session.  The Director of Rugby, CMDR Nick Stoker, challenged the 
playersfor their input to RANRU in 2009, scoping both on and off-field input.  He said 
―To ensure a successful year ahead, the players, being our flag-bearers, need to be 
proactive in both their personal preparation and off-field participation‖.   

RANRU coach, WO Geoff Stokes, expressed his satisfaction with the players input to 
the meeting and their on-field efforts. 

The EAA inter-Command Challenge was held at Randwick Barracks in March and 
Systems Command wrestled back the Perry Cyp when they defeated Fleet 
Command taking the womens netball, and the mens and women‘s Australian football, 
while Fleet won the mixed soccer 3-0 and the rugby union 28-5 to take the Lord 
Denman Cup.  Fleet‘s forward SMN Daniel Kamali was presented with the MVP 
award by the Warratahs prop Matt Dunning. 

The Mons Cup Rugby championship celebrated its 40th Anniversary on April 6 at 
Woolahra Oval at Sydney‘s Rose Bay with 10 teams competing in widely variable 
weather conditions.  The final saw the young guns from ADFA take on the Old Salts 
from HMAS Albatross.  In the round robin Albatross defeated HMAS Kuttabul 22-5, 
HMAS Manoora 36-5 and HMAS Waterhen 31-9 and in the semi-final crushed HMAS 
Newcastle 38-7, ADFA defeated a combined HMA Ships Parramatt/Anzac side 31-7, 
HMAS Newcastle 32-7, HMAS Melbourne 62-0 and in their semi-final just pipped 
HMAS Waterhen 19-7. In the final Albatross crushed ADFA 39-0 to take their second 
consecutive Mons Cup title triumph.  RANRU president, CMDR Nick Stoker, 
presented the trophy to Albatross‘‘ captain POATA Jason Cook and the MVP award 
to half-back ABATV Brad Sharman.  The MVP award was particularly satisfying as it 
marked a successful comeback froim a broken leg suffered against Army in 2006  
The Mons Cup day took a forward step to promote womens rugby when it staged a 
women‘s competition between combined Navy and RAAF teams as Navy Green 
defeated Navy Blue 21-17. 

On April 17, RANRU faced an Australian Police Force XV in a curtain-raiser to a 
Super 14 rugby union match between the ACT Brumbies and the South African Blue 
Bulls at Canberra Stadium.  The Police scored two tries in the first five minutes to 
lead 12-0f.  A Navy try to AB Dom Whittingham and another by Police took the score 
to 17-5 when a 70 metre move by Navy resulted in a try to LS Shane Robson with a 
conversion to AB Adam Powell and at half time Navy trailed by 17-12.  Two early 
Police tries in the second half took their lead to 29-12.  A try to LS Lane and then two 
to replacement flanker AB Josh Thornhill saw Navy trail by 27-29.  Navy had a try 
disallowed due to an offside player and the resulting Police penalty saw the score out 
to 32-27, which is where it stayed until the final whistle.  Navy coach WO Geoff 
Stokes while disappointed by the loss was satisfied that the new comers to the side 
had an opportunity to develop within the team.   

A RANRU sponsor‘s luncheon was held in Parliament House, Canberra, with 
representatives from Raytheon, SAAB, Navy Health, KAZ Group, Fresh Creative and 
ACT Brumbies to thank the sponsor‘s for their assistance and encourage them to 
renew for the following year.  
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Canberra‘s Viking Park was the venue for the Australian Services Rugby Union 
Championship.  On May 17 defeated a spirited Air Force side in a come from behind 
28-14 victory.  Air Force went into the completion with high hopes, having recently 
defeated the New Zealand Air Force 20-10 in their annual competition for the Burn-
Merz Shield.  Air Force lead 14-6 early in the first half, but Navy fought back to lead 
16-14 at half time.  Two tries in the second half with one converted gave Navy their 
final score.  The first half of the Navy v Army game proved to be decisive with Navy 
trailing 26-3.  Whist Navy improved in the second half they emerged as 33-8 losers.   
Air Force went into their game with a feeling of foreboding and déjà vu and whilst 
they began with promise, once SPR Paul Thornton crossed for Army, Air Force had 
no counter and were 19-0 down at half time, with a final score of 43-7.  In the Mick 
Dunne Trophy competition, the combined Navy/Army womens team were defeated 
by Army 23-5, after Army led at 10-0 at half time.  

The ASRU Warriers embarked on a short domestic tour commencing with a game 
against a Randwick side at Victoria Barracks in Sydney and won 20-10.  On May 30, 
the Warriers faced a Victorian Rugby Union representative team, the Melbourne 
Axemen under lights and lost 19-45.  The 2009 ASRU men‘s squad comprised 15 
from Army, 8 from Navy and 1 from Air Force.  The ASRU men‘s national operations 
manager LTCOL Adam Boyd said player unavailability and injury was a limiting factor 
on team selection.  Navy members of the squad are listed in the annex. 

CAPT DJ Cahill, an Education Corps officer in the Army, was appointed as the ASRU 
coach succeeding CAPT Angus Baker.  

The ASRU women‘s team won the inaugural national women‘s championship second 
division in Tallebudgera early in July.  After a soggy training camp ASRu faced Soith 
Australia emerging as winners by 12-10.  Two days later they faced a NSW 
development and at half time lead 8-0 at half time going on to win 29-5.  These two 
wins saw the ASRU Women‘s team being awarded the inaugural ARU national 
women‘s second division trophy.  SBLT Payne was awarded Best and Fairest by 
ASRU management. 

RANRU announced a fund raising program for the Commonwealth Navies Rugby 
Cup later in the year.  This was in the form of the sale of a RANRU Red wine at a 
special price of $20 a bottle. 

In September 2009, a 38-man RANRU touring squad was farewelled by senior Navy 
personnel, supporting Commands and Sponsors at a function onboard HMAS 
Parramatta before they departed to France for a one-off international match and then 
to the United Kingdom for the Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup (CNRC).  The 
CNRC program included games vs Royal NZ Navy (06 Oct), Presidents XV (09 Oct) 
and the Royal Navy (12 Oct)   The KAZ Group, now a part of Fujitsu were announced 
as major Sponsor for the Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup tour at the sponsor‘s 
function where KAZ presented RANRU with a cheque for $40,000.  As part of 
RANRU‘s preparation, a successful pre-departure training camp had been held in 
Sydney (20 – 24 September).  The touring team departed for France on 25 Sep 09 
and returned to Australia 18 Oct 09.  

RANRU‘s participation in this tour was aimed to enhance the RAN‘s relationships 
with the French, New Zealand and Royal and South African Navies and to promote 
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rugby as a premier international military sport.  (South Africa pulled out when their 
government refused to approve their participation)  RANRU was on show to an 
international audience as representatives of the RAN, the Australian Defence Force 
and as elite athletes. The tour provided an excellent opportunity for selected players 
to further enhance their playing skills in an international arena, while simultaneously 
establishing international relationships and enjoying a unique range of cultural 
activities.  

Foremost, in contesting CNRC 09 and playing the French Navy, RANRU sought to 
foster the Navy core values of honour, honesty, courage, integrity, loyalty and 
teamwork. Tour participants returned to their respective commands greatly enriched 
by their experiences on tour.  The complete trip report is in the Annex.  

On their arrival in Paris the RAN squad were hosted by the French Navy at their 
Naval Headquarters in central Paris, walking distance along the Grand Boulevards 
and the famous landmarks of the Arc de Triomphe, Eiffel Tower, the Louvre and 
Notre Dame.  Having settled in, day 2 saw the squad travelling to the famous town of 
Villers-Bretonneux to pay their respects to fallen Australian soldiers at the ‗Memorial 
National Australien‘ (Australian National Memorial). Following a short but 
enlightening visit, the squad departed for their first formal training session in their 
quest to win the Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup.  For a majority of the tour 
squad, this is the first time they would have participated in the tournament, last 
hosted in South Africa (2006), where the Royal Navy retained the Cup.  

The opening game of the tour was a one off international against Club Marine 
National (French Navy) on September 30.  In the 98 years of RAN rugby union this 
game marked the first occasion where the Australian and French navies had 
contested rugby at the senior international level.  The game saw both sides showing 
great defence, with each side scoring just one try.  A field goal to France in the 
closing minutes saw the Australian Navy lose 16-5. 

The RANRU Men‘s touring squad then departed Paris for the cooler climate of 
Plymouth, UK, the host city for the Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup (CNRC).  
Although disappointed at the loss in France, RANRU had achieved the primary 
objective of preparing the squad for the tough, physical encounters that lie ahead and 
remain committed in their preparation. 

Upon arrival at Plymouth, confirmation was received that the South African Navy 
(SAN) had withdrawn from the tournament at short notice due to unforeseen 
circumstances. To ensure maximum playing time was maintained for the competing 
nations, a Royal Navy Presidents XV side entered as a willing opponent. Results 
from these fixtures however would not contribute to the overall CNRC competition. 
With the revised schedule established, the teams settled into their accommodation 
and training facilities and focused on the task to contest and win the Cup.‘ 

An invitational visit to watch the local Plymouth Albion Rugby Club take on the 
Cornish Pirates led to half time introductions on the ground of the RANRU and RNZN 
teams. The local crowd witnessed the first opportunity both sides were able to size 
up their opposition prior to the opening clash on Tuesday 6th October. Outside of 
official engagements the competing sides saw little of each other as the RNZN were 
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billeted and trained across the river at HMS Raleigh and the Royal Navy were based 
at the Royal Naval College (RNC) Dartmouth. 

On the evening of 4th October, the CNRC Opening Reception played host to the 
competing nations at the grand Guildhall in Plymouth. Rear Admiral Morisetti, RN, 
President of RNRU and Commodore Jake Moores, RN, CNRC Chairman, provided a 
warm welcome and inspired tough competition between the teams.  The night also 
supported the unveiling of the ‘Shelford-Stokes Trans-Tasman Shield’ in the 
presence of the two namesake rugby stalwarts, Warrant Officer Geoffrey Stokes and 
Wayne ‗Buck‘ Shelford.  The new Trans-Tasman Shield would capture the national 
level competition between the RAN and RNZN, and would be aligned in 2009 with 
the opening game of the CNRC. The ‗Shelford-Stokes Shield‘ left the traditional Lou 
Smith Cup challenge to remain fiercely competed at the ship level. 

As the countdown towards the opening match of the CNRC drew near, there was 
much anticipation in and around Plymouth as to who would break the strangle hold 
the RN have had since the inception of the Commonwealth Navies Cup some 12 
years ago.  For the Royal Australian Navy, it is the ‗World Cup‘ of Navy Rugby that 
RANRU so passionately aspire to win. 

Wet and windy conditions at the Plymouth Albion RFC ground on October 6 
challenged both teams during the battle of the opening match to the 2009 
Commonwealth Navies Rugby Cup (CNRC) and ―Shelford-Stokes Trans Tasman‖ 
Shield.  After team introductions to the Royal Navy Commander-In-Chief, Fleet, 
Admiral Sir Trevor Soar, followed by the national anthems and the traditional ‗Haka‘ it 
was time for both teams to deliver on their CNRC campaigns. 

With a strong wind against them the RNZNRU were the first to secure points when a 
slippery ball went loose and was pounced on by the RNZN halfback. Unable to 
convert some early pressure by the RAN, the RNZN were quick to turn defence into 
attack and through speed out wide scored a second try and establish a healthy 10-
point lead after 23 minutes.  RANRU was able to control the ball through some set 
pieces and were rewarded with a clever try to ABET Dwight Shepherd off a mid-field 
scrum and switch by scrum half LSATA Matt Lane.  With the score at 10-7 after 27 
minutes, the 1200 strong crowd were delighted by the opening pace of the game 
and, despite the wet conditions, entertaining rugby from both sides. Unfortunately this 
try was to be the only highlight for RANRU in the opening stanza.  In the wet 
conditions the RNZRU chanced their hand many times with enterprising back line 
movements and some strong rolling mauls which resulted in another two tries in the 
opening half taking them to a healthy 18-7 lead at the break. 

At half time coach WOSY Geoff Stokes emphasised the need for the RANRU 
defence to move up off the line quicker and deny the opposition time and space.  
With patience and adherence to the game plan, the game remained well within 
RANRU‘s reach.  Unfortunately, under the slippery conditions, the second half 
started where the first half finished off with the RNZRU quickly converting 
opportunities to points.  RNZN pressure on our clearance kicks resulted in a turn over 
of possession and RANRU found themselves down 28-7 after 59 minutes of play.  
With coach WO Geoff Stokes making some changes from the bench, RANRU 
continued to try and pressure their opposition into giving up the ball; however, 
despite a solid performance in the line-outs, the RANRU scrum struggled at times in 
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the slippery conditions to provide clean ball for the backs to penetrate the RNZRU 
defence. 

However, not to be disheartened, persistence by RANRU and clean line-out ball 
while pressuring the RNZN line saw captain POPT Matt Hilyard score from a set-
piece around the front of the line out to bring the score to 28-12 in the 64th minute. 
Unfortunately for RANRU, this was to be the last time they would cross the white line, 
as the RNZRU continued to display impressive skills in the wet and were able to 
secure three more tries prior to the full time whistle being blown.  The final score 
RNZN 45 – RANRU 12. 

At the post match presentation RANRU captain POPT Matt Hilyard congratulated 
and thanked the RNZNRU team for the match and commented on how clinical they 
were with execution of their game plan, particularly in the wet and blustery 
conditions.  Along with tour leader, CMDR Nick Stoker, they presented the Shelford 
Stokes trophy to the victorious RNZRU captain.  Best for RANRU was POPT Matt 
Hilyard, who was voted by the CNRC committee and the RNZNRU, along with strong 
games from LEUT Dean Brown, LSATA Matt Lane and ABATV James Smith. 

RANRU‘s second game in the competition was against the RN‘s Presidents XV 
played in similar wet conditions to the first game  This time, however, RNRU 
controlled the ball and the game and went on to a 39-15 win with ABET Nick 
Strtaford collecting the man of the match award.  The final of the tournament was 
against the Royal Navy with a victory over the Kiwis already to their credit.  The 
weather was dry supporting running rugby much to the delight of the 2000 plus 
crowd.  Four tries to the RN in the first half and just 12 point to the RANRU in the 
second half resulted in a final score of 34-12 to the Royal Navy.  

The RANRU and RNZRU sides then headed off to Tavistock down in Devon, in the 
deep rugby belt of the English West Country.  Some coaching sessions by the Anzac 
players, followed by a HAKA from the Kiwis then a game of Anzacs v Tavistock, with 
the locals just triumphant.  A total of $1400 was also raised for charities supporting 
returned servicemen and women.  

To complete the CNRC tournament, a Commonwealth Navies Barbarians side was 
selected to play a West Country Select XV, with 7 Navy players in the squad: LS 
Jason Harrington, LS Max Gunn, SMN Ashley Piquet, LS Daniel Robertson, LEUT 
Dean Brown, AB Dwight Shepherd and AB Adam Powell.  The final activity to close 
the CNRC was the handing over the ‗weight‘ to the RAN for host duties in 2012. 

On Tuesday November 24, as twilight approached, RAN members from HMAS 
Anzac, Arunta, Warramunga, Darwin, and Sirius joined forces and stood tall to meet 
the might of the men from HMNZS Te Mana in a rugby battle for the prestigious Lou 
Smith cup at HMAS Stirling in Western Australia174.  A very enthusiastic crowd 
provided very vocal support in 30 degree heat, whilst both teams demonstrated a 
fierce level of intensity and desperation that has become standard in Lou Smith Cup 
folklore. 

The New Zealand Navy side dominated from the outset of the game, skipping away 
to lead 14-0 before the RAN started to find their cohesion, striking back with a 
converted try of their own to reduce the margin to 14-7.  Spirited play from both sides 
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resulted in an additional two converted tries to the visitors which saw the score at 26-
7 at the half with things looking very ominous for the RAN.  The second half saw a 
steely resolve from the RAN side as they found some form and rhythm, which 
resulted in numerous attacking opportunities.  Unfortunately, these opportunities 
were not able to be converted into points which resulted in the RAN not being able to 
add to their half time score. A committed RAN defensive effort restricted the New 
Zealand Navy side from adding to their half time score with the exception one penalty 
goal, until the final minute of the match when they crossed for the final try of the 
game, making the final score 38-7.  The win saw HMNZS Te Mana taking possession 
of the Lou Smith Cup until the next time the two navies do battle.  Most Valuable 
Player awards were presented to LSET Kade Edwards (RAN) and PODR Tangney 
(RNZN).  THE RAN expressed their appreciation to the Rockingham Rugby Union 
Club for the provision of referees.  

2010 

The Super 14 match between the Auckland Blues and the ACT Brumbies in 
Auckland on March 20 at Eden Park featured the under 21 trans-Tasman challenge 
and gave the Kiwi crowd an opportunity to see the up and coming Navy rugby stars 
from both sides of the Tasman.  Cheer squads from visiting HMA ships Anzac and 
Arunta were well outnumbered by the Kiwi crowd saw the RAN go to an early lead 
with kicks from SMNCK Benny Turuva and then just before half time the Kiwis scored 
a well executed backline try to make the score 6-5 against them.  A resurgent Kiwi 
side emerged for the second half and within 20 minutes had scored a converted try to 
move into the lead at 12-6.  Several penalties to the home side enabled the Aussie 
side to get within scoring distance and SMNET Hamish Day crossed for a try to take 
the score to 12-11.  With just minutes left on the clock Benny Turuva missed the 
conversion, so the Kiwis remained in the lead until the final whistle.  SMN Turuva was 
awarded the player of the game award in his first game for RANRU. 

The annual charity match between the Navy Old Salts and ACT Veterans featured as 
a curtain raiser for the Brumbies v Cheetahs game in Canberra on April 10.  Some 
excellent football was played ending up with the formal 9-all draw.  The IPAMM Cup 
was presented to the winning captains as were cheques to the two charities, Legacy 
and the George Gregan Foundation, from the sponsors Server Racks Australia and 
Xact Project Consultants. 

The Pacific Rim Maritime Exercise (RIMPAC) the biennial maritme exercise to test 
the interoperability of the 14 maritime nations on the rim of the pacific was scheduled 
again for 2010 with the RAN resources involved comprised, HMA Ships Kanimbla, 
Newcastle, and Warramunga, along with Clearance Divers, 2RAR and 11SQN and 
92 WNG, a total of 1200 personnel, and all would be away for 5-6 weeks around 
July. 

The 2010 Mons Cup saw a break in the HMAS Albatross dynasty when they went 
down in the Cup Final to HMAS Kuttabul 14-10 on April 19 at Woolahra Oval.  
Kuttabul had defeated Darwin/Sydney by 25 points in their semi-final while Albatross 
had beaten HMAS Waterhen 32-0 in the other.  The Plate final went to HMAS 
Waterhen with a 12-0 win over Darwin/Sydney.  Kuttabul were well served by 
SMNCK Turuva and POPT Matt Hilyard. 
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A RAN Rugby Union side, inspired by the memory of a recently deceased ex-
teammate, played and defeated Caloundra Lighthouses 17-12 in a rugby match that 
included Wallaby David Croft as a guest player.  The game was played at Caloundra 
for the Chris Chops McLean Memorial Trophy as a fundraiser for the young family of 
Navy cook and RANRU representative, Chris McLean, who died following a head 
clash while playing rugby for Caloundra Lighthouses in July 2009.  A black tie dinner 
and auction of signed Super 14 and Wallaby jerseys, followed the memorial game 
and raised almost $18,500 for the McLean family.  The following day several of the 
Navy rugby contigent joined with members of 816 squadron at the dawn service at 
Kings Beach, Caloundra, after which the entire naval contingent marched in the 
Anzac Day parade.  WO Dave carter said the Chops Memorial Match would be 
played every two years and would alternate between Caloundra and Sydney. 

On March 25, Fleet defeated RAN Establishments in the EAA inter-Command 
competition at Randwick Barracks. 

The Opening game of the 2010 National inter-Service competition Navy defeated Air 
Force 54-7, Navy scoring a try in the closing minutes.  Army held on to the WGCDR 
John Caldwell Shield when they defeated Navy 29-13 on May 20 at Viking Park in 
Canberra.  The game had a dramatic start with Navy scoring a try through SMN Daryl 
Seden inside two minutes.  Navy then dominated the game until Army scored a 
runaway try, and shortly after scored another try to lead 12-5.  After strong forward 
play from Navy and great defence from Army, Smn Seden crossed for another try, 
followed by another try to Army took the score to 17-10 at half time.  A Navy penalty 
followed by a converted try to Army early in the second half, saw the Army lead 
stretch out to 24-13.  With eight minutes to go Army kicked another penalty to take 
the game 29-13.  The new navy coach CO Tony Doherty was proud of his team‘s 
effort for sticking to their guns for the full 80 minutes.  CDF, ACM Angus Houston, 
said the game was an exhibition of how the game should be played, and all players 
on the field did their service proud.  The combined Navy /RAAF women‘s team were 
defeated 45-9 by Army in their Mick Dunne Trophy game in Canberra on May 22.  
Navy/RAAF coach LCDR Paige Butcher said she was very proud of the effort the 
team put in.  The team had nine new players and they play one game a year.  Air 
Chief Marshall Angus Houston announced that the Chief of Air Force, AIRMSHL 
Mark Binskin, had commited to fielding an Air Force women‘s team in the 21011 
Australian Services Rugby Championships and as part of this commitment, planned 
to have teams in the 2010 Byron Bay Sevens competition.  The Air Fortce men‘s 
team also had plans to improve their performance, including a tour to Malaysia and 
Singapore in September/October which included a tri-nations tournament with the 
Royal Malaysian Air Force and the Royal New Zealand Air Force

175
. 

Navy had eight players selected in the emerging ASRU 2010 squad of 26, that would 
form the basis of the team to meet the United State Combined Services side in July.  
Details in the annex. 

ASRU‘s womens team finished second in division two of the Australian women‘s 
championship in Canberra in June.  They defeated NSW Development 22-5 in their 
first game, lost to the eventual competition winners, Victoria, 29-5 in their second 
game and in their third game defeated South Australia 33-12.  The ASRU squad of 
24 included 7 Navy players and two of the Army players in the squad were invited to 
train with the Australian Walleroos. 
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RANRU were scheduled to play a French Navy XV at Victoria Barracks on July 14 
(Bastille Day) 

The three services all contributed players to a depleted ASRU side to enable ASRU 
to defeat a touring United States Combined Services (USCS) rugby team in the 
Americans‘ first tour since 2004.  ASRU coach, CAPT Damien Cahill said of the 
developing side ―This team was not our regular senior side, we only had a few 
seasoned ASRU players and each of the services contributed the same numner of 
players to make up the team.‖ 

Game one at Victoria Barracks in Sydney was a close affair, with ASRU leading 19-8 
at half time, comprising 3 tries to 1.  Penalty goals to USCS saw them close the gap 
to one point, but a penalty goal saw them emerge as victors 24-21.  SMN daryl 
Seden performed well in both games.  The USCS took advantage of poor ASRU 
discipline in the second match at Duntroon in Canberra and kicked a penalty for a 3-0 
lead.  A try and conversion gave ASRU the lead but then they had a player red-
carded so had to finish the last 50 minutes of the game with 14 players.  Poor kicking 
from USCS saw them trailing 10-8 at half time, and three tries to ASRU saw them 
record a 27-8 victory. 

The Navy ‗Old Salts‘ competed in the elite Division 1 in the 2010 Golden Oldies 
World Rugby Festival at Sydney‘s Centennial Park in September.  CMDR Mike 
Hogan told Navy News that ―the ‗Old Salts‘ had distinguished themselves as 
gentlemen on the playing field, despite being out of their depth in terms of ability and 
a depth of playing talent‖.  In their three games they lost 2-9 to the Bowral Wiled 
Tulips, lost to the Elecolites, and then defeated by Old Iggies Raw Prawns by four 
tries to two. 

The Pacific Nations Military rugby union championship got underway in Canberra on 
October with Australia facing New Zealand.  In a hard fought game where the lead 
changed hands a number of time the final score was a 29-29 draw.  New Zealand 
were first to score with a converted try at the 11th minutes, with ASRU quickly 
responding to level the scores.  The Kiwis scored three more tries and a penalty to 
one try to ASRU in the closing seconds of the first half to take a 22-12 lead.   In the 
second half ASRU scored one converted try, a conveted penalty try, and a penalty to 
one converted try to the Kiwis to see the score level at 29-29.  ASRU coach CAPT 
Damien Cahill said his team had performed well considering they‘d come together 
only two days before the match. 

In their second match ASRU defeated PNG 67-10 and in their third match against 
Tonga were down 28-3 at half time but recovered to just lose at 35-34.  These results 
put ASRU into third spot in the tournament. In the Final, the New Zealand Defence 
Force defeated the Tongan Defence Services 15-13 to take the inaugural PacMil 
trophy.  LS Jason Harrington was named as the ASRU man of the tournament.  
ASRU‘s next major event would be the International Defence Rugby World Cup to be 
held in Australia and New Zealand in September/October 2011. 

2011 

The 2011 Mons Cup was played at Randwick Barracks on February 28.  In the Final 
HMAS Kuttabul defeated archrivals HMAS Albatross 7-5 to take out the trophy in the 
42 running of the competition.  HMAS Albatross missed a conversion in the last 
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minute which would have given them victory.  HMAS Kanimbla played with great 
heart and compassion and were unlucky to be denied a berth in the final, which was 
determined on points for–and-against after three teams finished on top of the ladder 
on two wins each.  Albatross‘ LSMT Aaron Brooks was rewarded for his efforts with 
the Ron Giveen Most Valuable Player award.  This result saw Kuttabul and Albatross 
with 11 victories each in the 42 years of the competition. 

In April, ASRU Chairman CDRE Roger Boyce issued a message to rugby player in 
the ADF to show selectors their best form with the national championships and the 
International Defence Rugby Competition in the schedule for men and the national 
championships and a potential tour to North America for the women‘s team. 

The annual charity match between the Navy Old Salts and ACT Veterans featured as 
a curtain raiser for the Brumbies v Lions game in freezing conditions on Canberra on 
May 14.  Navy had to defend its line for the first 10 minutes, then one of their 
youngest players, CAPT Nick Stoker, put WO Dave Carter in for Navy‘s first try.  After 
two tries to the ACT, CDRE Dave Letts connected with his son LCDR Michael Letts 
who set up SBLT Rob wardrobe for a try. The Old salts scored two more tries, but the 
formal result for the game was a 9-all draw, as per the previous two years games.  
The Chief of Navy, VADM Russ Crane, presented the iPAMM Cup and the man of 
the match to ACT‘s John Hillier, as were the $11300 cheques to the two charities, 
Legacy and the George Gregan Foundation, which supports hospital projects for 
children. 

ASRU put the members of the ASRU squad through a strength and agility testing 
programme.  The ASRU men‘s national operations manager, LTCOL Adam Boyd 
said ASRU had put together a campaign plan and the training and selection process 
was one of a number of activities over the months leading up the final team selection. 
35 of the 60 person watch list were involved in the testing day, and the remaining 25 
were tested individually by the ASRU coach. 

Navy opened up its Australian Services Rugby Championship campaign in Canberra 
on May 15 with a 32-0 defeat of RAAF, having led by just 3-0 at half time.  In the 
women‘s game, RAAF scored a 17-12 win, more than fulfilling the commitment made 
in 2010 by the Chief of Air Force to field a RAAF side.  The RAAF coach was an 
Officer Cadet who had played in the men‘s team in 2010, but was unavailable in 
2011 due to shoulder surgery after an injury.  Army men then proceeded to annihilate 
RAAF 74-0.   In the final game Navy dominated the first half scoring two tries, Army 
replied with two tries to go to half time just 3 points behind.  A try and conversion by 
LS Adam Powell in the dying minutes gave Navy a 25-22 victory and the Wing 
Commander John Caldwell Trophy.  The game was watched by Chief of Navy, 
VADM Russ Crane and Chief of Army, LTGEN Ken Gillespie, who both congratulated 
the two sides on a spectacular game.  In the final women‘s game, the Navy/Air Force 
team, comprised of 16 Navy and 8 Air Force players, defeated Army 10-5. 

The International Defence Rugby Competition to be staged in Australia and New 
Zealand in October would include 12 teams: 

Australian Services Rugby Union Republic of South Africa 
British Army Rugby Union Royal Air Force Rugby Union 
French Armed Forces Royal Navy Rugby Union 
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New Zealand Defence Force Tonga Defence Services 
Papua New Guinea Defence Force  USA Armed Forces 
People‘s Liberation Army  

The games would be played at: 

Viking Park, Canberra  Nepean Rugby Park, Penrith 
T.G. Millner Field, Eastwood Ponsonby Auckland 

 
LTGEN David Hurley in an announcement supporting the competition said: ―My hope 
is that this will become a regular event held in conjunction with the Rugby World Cup 
at the same time, in the same country and hosted by that countries defence force… 
To the participating teams, I hope that the best team wins and we have any injury 
free competition.176‖ 
..
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RUGBY ABOARD SHIP 

The 1940’s and 50’s 

Individual ships have taken part in sporting activity whenever they have an 
opportunity, wherever they are, and the sport will depend upon the season.  
Unfortunately, the records of these games can be difficult to obtain, records of RAN 
ships sporting activity away from Australia prior to the 1950‘s is extremely scarce. 

In the early 1940’s, HMAS Australia was assigned to operate with the British Fleet in 
the North Sea, working out of the British-owned fleet base at Scapa Flow.  Her main 

task involved conveying ships loaded with all kinds of stores through German 
submarine areas and hand them over to the convoys of the Russian Fleet at 

Archangel in the Barents Sea. She had a crew of approximately 1250 and spent her 
time roving between the Atlantic and the Indian oceans. She was well equipped to 
defend herself as well as the convoys she was escorting.  

They would draw into Cape Town, South Africa to take on fresh stores - mainly fuel - 
and they would take on as much fresh meat and vegatables as they could before 
heading back out to sea. On other occasions they took on goat meat from Aden and 
water buffalo in Madagascar, off the east coast of Africa. 

It was always the padre‘s role to go ashore and organize sports for the men. If he 
could find a team in South Africa to play the ship‘s teams and if they had the time, the 
games would be played either in Simon‘s Town or East London. Time was always 
restricted as the ship had to be fully manned at all times whilst in port, as there was 
always a risk the enemy might attempt to catch the crew on shore with an aircraft 
attack.  A group of about 20 of the crew decided to form a rugby team and have a 
game wherever this could be arranged. They were all young men approximately 22 
to 24 years old.  

On one occasion they had the opportunity to play a charity match to raise as much 
money as they could for the Spitfire Fund. The Spitfire Fund raised money to buy 
metal to build Spitfire aircraft. These games were normally free, but on this occasion 
it required a gold coin admission.  The game was billed as ―Australia against the 
Springboks‖ - that would boost the money that might be gathered. It being wartime - 
names of ships were not used.  When the team from HMAS Australia emerged from 
the tunnel onto the field they were surprised to learn that 52,000 people had turned 
up.  A good game was played and the South African side was very kind to their 
visitors. It could have been annihilation given that the Navy side had no training other 
than on the ship. They were playing the best rugby team in the world at that time, and 
South Africa was always noted for their Rugby Union, but the final score was 29-3.   
The Spitfire Fund received a good contribution on that day.  

On another occasion the ship‘s side played a team in Mombasa, Kenya. As they ran 
out onto the field it was obvious there wasn‘t a blade of grass to be seen, it was just 
bare ground, so it takes little effort to imagine what the players looked like at the end 
of the game. Every part of their bodies was scratched with gravel rash, but HMAS 
Australia had won 42-39.  CPO Paul Figucio recalls there were a couple of kegs 
available at the end of that game but the crew could not stay on shore to enjoy them. 
Instead it was off to do sweeps around Iceland and Greenland and back to Scapa 
Flow North or Scotland.  
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Locate picture of HMAS Australia crew 

HMAS Sydney (III) started life originally as HMS Terrible at HM Dockyard, Devonport 
in the UK, but was sold to Australia and commissioned as HMAS Sydney in 
December 1948 and arrived in Australia in August 1949.  Her commissioning team 
played some 27 matches in the UK with 17 wins and 3 draws, including a 22-3 win 
over the Totnes club.  The side included Red Merson later to become Commodore 
and at one time CO of HMAS Vampire. 
 
Another such report covered a game played in London by a side from HMAS 
Waterhen against another ship from the 10th Destroyer Flotilla. Figure 8 shows the 
side involved. 
 

The 10th Destroyer Flotilla consisted of Stuart, Vendetta, Vampire, Voyager and 
Waterhen, was also known as the Australian ‗Scrap Iron Flotilla‘ as a result of the 
Nazi propagandist ‗Lord Haw Haw‘ referring to the aged ships as ―another 
consignment of scrap iron from Australia‖. 
 
Note have photo of rugby team from HMAS Tobruk taken in Japan in 1951, includes 
MHR David Hamer, Stan Hotop and Pincher Martin 
 
Also Navy News May 29 1970 had photo HMAS Sydney team on way to Korea in 
1951. 
Also Navy News June 29 1970 had photo HMAS Tobruk team in 1953/4 
HMAS Sydney were on station in the Far East during 1953/54 and during this period 
the 1st XV inflicted on the Combined New Zealand Army XV the first defeat in a 
number of years, by 6-3. 
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In 1953, Britain, Australia and New Zealand were concerned about the threats to 
peace in South East Asia and it was agreed that the three nations would provide 
forces to a Far East Strategic Reserve that would be stationed in Malaysia as a 
deterrent to Chinese aggression; it could also be used for counter terrorism in 
Malaysia, if required.1  Although the Malayan Emergency ended in 1960, the forces 
remained in the area until late in the 1960‘s, by agreement with the local 
governments, and as a result of further problems, such as the Indonesian 
confrontation with Malaysia.  As a result of these, and other arrangements with the 
Royal Navy, many Australian ships spent a considerable amount of their in-service 
time in South East Asian waters, making use of facilities, in Hong Kong, Singapore 
and Malaysia.  This section will examine ships activity in these waters, as well as 
some individual ships elsewhere, including PNG and around the Australian coast. 

Navy News July 24 1970 p.16 has photo of 1955 HMAS Vengeance team prior to 
their game against WA State Side 

HMAS Melbourne (II), like her sister ship Sydney started life originally as an HM Ship, 
in Melbourne‘s case she was originally HMS Majestic, this time from Glasgow, 
Scotland, she was commissioned on October 1955 and arrived in Australia in May 
1956.  Her commissioning crew went to the UK on HMAS Vengeance and on the way 
over were defeated by the Victorian State side 27-3.  While in the UK, the Melbourne 
team played 36 matches with 30 wins and 6 losses scoring 626 points for and 225 
against.  Theses fixtures included wins over Edinburgh University, 22-15, Royal Navy 
Engineering College at Dartmouth, 16-5, Plymouth Albion, 25-6, Le Havre in France 
lost 9-6, and on the way home a win over the Italian Army 17-5 and the West 
Australian State side, 27-3.2 

HMAS Quiberon was in the Far East from October 1958 to February 1959 where the 
rugby side played 14 games recording just one loss, to the Singapore Cricket Club 
11-13.  When the ship sailed from Hong Kong to Singapore she left behind seven 
players (Rothwell, Martyn, Beutel, Osborne, Poncho, Wulf and Smith) to represent 
the Eighth Destroyer Squadron in the Regatta Rugby Competition for the Rugby 
Shield, which they won. 5 of the players were then in a combined Navy side that 
defeated the Hong Kong colony side 3-0.  In Singapore Quiberon A won the Plate 
Competition in the Fleet Seven-a-Sides3   

The October entry for rugby in 1958 in the Navy News was the result of a match in 
Hong Kong where HMAS Quickmatch had defeated HMS Cossack 9-6.  In June 
1959, HMAS Melbourne returned from a three and a half month deployment and 
reported that during that period the ship‘s teams had played 19 different sports, 90 
games in total, 62 were won, 25 lost and 3 drawn.  Rugby results included a loss to 
HMS Albion in Perth, a loss to HMNZS Royalist and a win over Port Moresby by 22-
15.4  HMNZS Royalist proceeded to Brisbane and lost to 1st Battalion RAR 16-6. 

In news from overseas, Navy News of October 2, 1959 reported that on September 
21 at HMS Terror in Singapore HMAS Tobruk won the Far East 7-asides, a 
competition comprising 16 teams.  Tobruk‘s progress: HMAS Tobruk 5 HMS Alert 3, 
Tobruk 15 Ceylon B 13, Tobruk 10 HMS Centaur 3, and in the final Tobruk 8 Ceylon 
A 3.  The HMAS Tobruk side was: Lt Hitchens, T.O Welsh, P.O. Stewart, M (E) 
O‘Neill, ERA Dodds, E (M) Richardson, T.O. Palmer.5  On November 13, 1959 Navy 
News reported that HMAS Anzac, in Singapore, had defeated the Kiwis 8-5 (but did 
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not name the New Zealand ship), this being the first defeat of the New Zealanders 
this season on station. 

The 1960’s 

1960 

The Navy News of February 2 1960 reported a loss by HMAS Quickmatch to HMAS 
Vendetta in Hong Kong, with no score reported, and from Singapore in the Singapore 
Small Ships Cup, two results were reported; HMAS Vendetta defeating HMNZS 
Pukaki 15-6, and Vendetta/Quickmatch defeating RAAF Butterworth. 

Even ships involved in survey work off the coast of NSW, could find time and 
opportunity to play a game of rugby, as on May 26, 1960, HMAS Warrego lost to 
HMAS Quiberon 0-3, while doing a survey from Yamba to Byron Bay.  The Navy 
News of June 3, 1960 however, did not report the location of the game, but it did 
report that HMAS Tobruk lost to a French Army side 12-14 in Noumea early in May.  
Navy News on November 18, 1960 reported that HMAS Quiberon had played HMAS 
Vampire for Small Ships Rugby Championship of the RAN at HMS Terror in 
Singapore.  In a game, that both teams were determined to win, played on a very 
damp pitch, Vampire was successful 6-0.  Navy News also reported on a game 
between HMAS Vampire and RAF Changi at HMS Terror in Singapore.  The referee 
blew his whistle to start the game, and the rain started at the same time.  So heavy 
was the downpour that the ball was just about impossible to see over 20 yds.  Water 
polo was reckoned as a more suitable game for the venue.  The game was 
abandoned by the referee who shouted ―That‘s it, you‘ve had it‖ as he hot footed for 
the pavilion.  The two teams called out ―Come back you coward‖ to no avail.  The 
game was replayed on Nov 19, when HMAS Vampire defeated RAF Changi 13-9, 
this being the RAF side‘s second defeat in 19 games.  Navy planners were not the 
only force that made sport difficult for Australia‘s sailors, nature on occasions seems 
to join in. 

1961 

1961 saw Navy rugby in the Far East starting off with HMAS Quickmatch having a 
successful three match spree in Singapore, where they lost to HMS Cavalier 3-6, 
defeated HMS Crane 16-5 and finally defeated HMS Cavalier 6-3.  They then 
proceeded to Hong Kong where they defeated the Northumberland Fusiliers 19-0, 
HMS Tamar 15-0, and HMS Hartland Point 10-6.6  The comment on this last game 
said ‗it must have been a vigorous match judging by the number of injuries 
sustained‘.  The reporter on Quickmatch also stated that ‗In addition to the inter-ship 
rugby there is a local weekly competition in which Hong Kong Navy fields a side.  
S/LT Rodgers and Stwd Weir were selected to play in the last match.  Every one 
appreciates sport and we play at every opportunity.  So the ship‟s company have 
been active and enjoyed itself at hockey, basketball soccer and rugby‘.7  In February 
HMAS Quickmatch was still in Hong Kong, where she defeated HMS Crane 28-3, lost 
to HMS Hartland Point 3-14, drew with HMS Warwickshire 5-5, and lost to HMS 
Cavendish 6-8.8  Returning to Singapore in March 1961, a combined team from 
HMAS Quickmatch, HMS Crane and HMS Dampier played HMS Terror in the Fleet 
Rugby Championship.  The ground was wet, and heavy and the heavy Terror pack 
soon asserted their superiority and steamrolled its team to an 11-0 victory.  A week 
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later Quickmatch still smarting from the loss in the combined team, took on the Fleet 
champions single-handed and in an electrifying game, HMS Terror just hung on to 
win 11-8.9 
 
Then in a further demonstration of international cooperation it was announced by 
Navy News in March 1961, that the rugby players on board HMAS Paluma (a very 
small ship with a crew of about 16) would play for the Army side in the local Papua 
New Guinea league while she was on station. 

HMAS Vendetta was in Singapore in April 1961 where she played HMNZS Royalist 
and lost 14-8.  This was the first run out for the team against the top of the local tree, 
and it was the experience and condition of the Kiwis that enabled them to wrest the 
5-3 lead from Vendetta in the second half.10  So in Hong Kong and Singapore the 
three nations participating in the Strategic Reserve were engaged in healthy 
competition on the rugby field. 

In June 1961, HMAS Vampire players paid a heavy penalty in defeating HMAS 
Quickmatch in the Small Ships Rugby Union trophy game in Brisbane. In the match, 
a Vampire player suffered a broken leg, another a broken collarbone.  The result was 
20-6 in Vampire‘s favour.11 

Whilst the Dempster Cup is fought out by establishments and ships, the Fleet Union 
Championship is a fiercely contested competition between ships only, and the first 
encounter for the trophy in 1961 was at Rushcutter‘s Bay on July 12, when HMAS 
Melbourne scrambled home with a penalty goal in the last two minutes to defeat 
HMAS Vampire 9-8 to retain the trophy.12  But the trophy is not held lightly, as any 
ship (almost) can challenge the holders.  So, in August 1961, the minnow, HMAS 
Kimbla (with a crew of just 35!), challenged the might of HMAS Melbourne (with a 
crew of 1350) for the Fleet trophy and went down in a gallant 22-6 game at 
Rushcutter‘s Bay.  Good hard tackling and solid defence by Kimbla prevented a test 
score being run up by Melbourne, who won all the set scrums, and a very large 
percentage of the lineouts.  It should be noted that the only two occasions that the 
ball reached the Kimbla backs, they scored.  Despite the fact that Kimbla was not 
legally entitled to challenge for the Fleet Trophy, Melbourne had accepted the call.  
Kimbla intend to try again and had expressed their determination to win!! 

In August 1961, HMAS Vampire again challenged HMAS Melbourne for the Fleet 
Union Championship and were able to wrest the trophy from Melbourne after a 5-20 
victory to the destroyer‘s crew.  HMAS Kimbla once again challenged for the Fleet 
trophy, this time they were defeated by Vampire 14-6.  However, the ship with a crew 
of just 35, compared to the 380 on Vampire, were determined to keep trying!  More 
news in August 1961 from the Far East, where HMAS Quiberon lost 16-10 to HMS 
Belfast in Malaya, then defeated RAAF Butterworth 8-6.  In Manila, HMAS Vendetta 
had defeated HMNZS Pukaki 12-8, then proceeded to Malaya where they were at 
first successful over RAAF Butterworth 16-9 and then lost 9-0.  The challenges for 
the Fleet Championship continued into October when HMAS Vampire defeated 
HMAS Voyager to retain the title.   
 
Overseas deployment for HMAS Quiberon saw her in Thailand in November 1961, 
where her 1st XV defeated Bangkok Sports Club 15-0 and then later, lost to HMAS 
Vampire 6-3 in a challenge for the Fleet Championship in Singapore.13  Quiberon 
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continued on her winning way in Hong Kong with victories over HMS Lincoln 26-0, 
and 44-6, over 14th Field Regiment 14-0 and then over HMNZS Pukaki 2nd XV 26-3,14 
her 2nd XV were defeated by HMS Cassandra 17-3.  Then a Navy Composite Fleet 
XV defeated the champions, Hong Kong Rugby Club, 6-3, the composite side 
containing 4 players from RNZN, 5 from RAN and 6 from RN.  In December 1961, 
HMAS Vampire‘s string of victories were brought to an end by HMNZS Pukaki 11-6 at 
Happy Valley in Hong Kong.  Neither side was at full strength, both were described 
as looking forward to their next encounter in 1962.15 

1962 

1962 started once again with reports of games from the Far East.  HMAS Anzac 
defeating the Hong Kong Rugby Club 6-3, a Combined Services XV losing to RAF 
Singapore and a Royal Navy XV (which contained 6 members of the RAN) defeating 
RAF Singapore 21-6.16  The same issue of Navy News reported the selection of L/S 
Brian Dall of Vampire to represent Hong Kong in a game against Singapore, a game 
that Hong Kong won 8-6.  Further reports of Far East activity appeared in Navy News 
of March and April 1962. HMAS Melbourne defeated RAF Tengah 8-3, and the side 
was then invited to play in the Hong Kong Championship as the Royal Navy, in a five 
way competition which included the Hong Kong Rugby Club, Army, Navy and Police.  
In the first game, Navy lost to Police 11-6.  RAN player, Peter Newby, was selected 
to play in Singapore for Navy v Army and then Combined Fleet vs South Korean Air 
Force. 

On February 27 at Shenton Park in Perth a side representing HMAS Melbourne 
defeated a ―combined Universities XV by 6 points to 3.   

HMAS Kimbla continued to play above her station, when in March 1962, she 
defeated the French Navy ship, the JEANNE D‟ARC, 27-0, and was then brought 
down to earth by HMAS Quiberon 11-8.  The "Mighty K", new-look Rugby team from 
HMAS Kimbla defeated the much larger HMAS Voyager 5-0 at Rushcutter's Bay on 
July 3, 1962.17  Kimbla thus retained her unbeaten record over Voyager.  From 
Nagasaki in Japan came news of HMAS Melbourne, with a 1st team defeat of  
Nagasaki University 6-5 and a 2ND loss to HMAS Parramatta.  

On a visit to Mackay Quiberon and Quickmatch played a 17 all draw. 

Later in her tour to Japan, in July 1962, HMAS Melbourne were invited, they thought, 
to Tokyo University for a friendly game of rugby Union.  After some two hours travel, 
they arrived at what seemed like an army camp, to find that they were the players in 
the major game of the day against a major Japanese side ITAMI.

18
 

The Fleet Rugby trophy was retained by HMAS Vampire after a 14-13 win over 
HMAS Voyager. 

HMAS Parramatta was in Singapore in August 1962, to take part in Exercise 
SHOWBOAT, a shop-window style exercise laid on by the Far East Fleet each year.  
Ships taking part in this year included HMS Ark Royal, HMS Caesar, HMS Caprice, 
HMS Cassandra, HMS Lincoln, HMAS Yarra, SM Andrew and R.F.A. Tidesurge.  
Parramatta reported a scattered sport program, rugby included an 11 all draw against 
HMAS Yarra.19  Overseas activity was not limited to the Far East as in June 1962, 
both HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Vendetta were at Tarangau in PNG together and 
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instead of fielding a combined side they each fielded separate sides giving the locals 
a feast of sport.20  The summary of the results showed basketball, cricket, rugby, 
soccer, water-polo, and clay trap shooting with both Vendetta and Melbourne easily 
winning their rugby matches.  

In August, HMAS Queenborough downed HMAS Vampire 11-8. Then in September 
1962 HMAS Quiberon was en route to Singapore with HMAS Queenborough.21  
HMAS Quiberon later reported from Singapore, where her teams had played quite a 
few games, Rugby being reported as the most popular sport. The inter-ship 
competitions got under way with a carefully chosen HMAS Quiberon XV holding 
HMAS Queenborough in a 0-0 draw on October 11.  In the next match, HMAS 
Quiberon defeated HMS Cavalier, 8-0.  The last match was against HMS Rothesay, 
with Quiberon victorious 19.0.  Quiberon 2nd XV played HMS Terror 2nd XV on the 
same afternoon and were defeated 6-0. 
 
N.A. "Vulture" Davis spearheaded the rugby union team of the flagship, HMAS 
Melbourne, to a brilliant victory over the fancied Vampire line-up in a sparkling game 
at Creswell on July 29, Melbourne being victorious by 12-3, becoming the 
Champions of the Fleet.22  On a visit to South Australia in August 1962, the rugby 
team on the River Class Frigate HMAS Gascoyne (crew 250) received a challenge 
from the RAAF at Edinburgh, and although short of football gear, due to other teams 
playing on the same day, they borrowed RAAF equipment and took the field.  RAAF 
proved too strong in the closing moments and came away with a 25 to 9 win.23 
 
Not to be outdone by the feats of HMAS Kimbla, HMAS Queenborough (crew of 220) 
took on HMAS Vendetta (crew of 320) in Sydney in August 1962 only to go down 11-
5.24 
 
One difference between Services‘ Rugby players and civilian ones is that Services 
team, particularly Navy, can have short lives.  Once formed a civilian club usually has 
a long and stable existence, at least until the arrival of professionalism.  A Navy side, 
based on a ship can suddenly appear, its crew gathered from others ships and then 
after some years, the ships is decommissioned and the rugby team disappears, 
sometimes to appear again when the name is reused.  A case in point is HMAS 
Supply.  Originally built in Harland & Woolf in Belfast as Tide Austral, she was 
completed in 1955, but due to the international situation she was loaned to the Royal 
Navy as the RFA Tide Austral.  She was returned to the RAN in August 1962 as the 
HMAS Tide Austral and was renamed HMAS Supply in September 1962 and served 
as the Fleet Oiler.  She was the largest ship to serve in the RAN and was paid off in 
1987 when she was replaced by HMAS Success.  Similarly, with the Escort 
Maintenance Ship HMAS Stalwart, she began service in March 1968 and served until 
decommissioned on March 9, 1990. 
 
As the 261 members of the crew of HMAS Anzac found during mid 1962, sport 
during refit can often be a problem, but most enthusiastic sportsmen on board were 
able to get regular games at HMAS Cerberus and indeed they found themselves 
much in demand.  The ship‘s team did manage one game against Navy Reserves 
and gained a surprise (to Cerberus)  a win.  Post refit, on a visit to Queensland, they 
were able to trounce HMAS Quiberon as a warm-up to a challenge from Vendetta.  In 
this game, which turned out to be a fast, and until the final few minutes, a very even 
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game, Anzac was victorious 11-8.  They were then looking forward to a challenge on 
Melbourne for the Fleet Trophy25.  This eventuated on September 26, when the Fleet 
Rugby trophy went back to "the boats" when HMAS Anzac's warriors thrashed the 
flagship, HMAS Melbourne to the tune of 21-326 on the oval at St John‘s College, 
Sydney University.  AB Stoker Bob Bellear, an aboriginal who played outside centre 
for Anzac, went on to study law after leaving the Navy and became the first aboriginal 
magistrate in NSW27. 
 
September to November 1962 saw HMAS Vampire and Vendetta on duty in New 
Zealand waters.  The day after HMAS Vampire arrived in Auckland, her ship‘s team 
played a disastrous game of Rugby against HMNZS Philomel, at the Head Dockyard 
in Auckland.  Three of Vampire‘s players were taken off with injuries, one with a 
broken shoulder bone, and another with badly bruised ribs and the third suffering 
from concussion; they were also unfortunately defeated 27-0.  They received a little 
consolation later, when they discovered that they had played what was virtually the 
full RNZN Rugby team.28  However, later in the month they played a New Zealand 
Navy XV and suffered a 69-9 defeat.  A summary of the major results provided by 
Vendetta up to early November showing the variety of sports played included: 
Australian rules, basketball, cricket, golf, rifle shooting, rugby union, soccer and 
tennis.29 
 
The RAN Anti-Submarine Frigates Parramatta and Yarra were in Malaysia in 
September 1962, on their way back from the Far East Station, Hong Kong.  They 
spent a few days at Port Swettenham, the seaport of Kuala Lumpur and got in some 
sporting activities, along with their civic duties. The combined Parramatta-Yarra rugby 
side recorded their only victory of the weekend with a 20-13 win over the Klang Club 
A side. They then proceeded down to Singapore where they played some more 
rugby, this time against the RAF team, this side being third in the Singapore 
competition.  No scores were however reported.30 

 
Monday, December 24, 1962, Christmas Eve, was a bright, sunny day, with the 
nationwide saying, "Peace on Earth —Goodwill to all Men," echoing around the Hong 
Kong dockyard.  But a bigger event than Christmas Eve was due on this day of 1962, 
as HMAS Queenborough, pride of the RAN Fleet in the Far East, had been 
challenged by the giant killing New Zealand ship, HMNZS Taranaki, to a rugby union 
match.  The game was played at Happy Valley with the Kiwis only able to score a try 
in the last couple of minutes of play and thus running out winners 9-0.31 
 
HMAS Quiberon had arrived at Calcutta on December 2 1962 to find a very full 
sporting program awaiting them as well as many private social invitations.  A 
combined Q's Rugby team played Calcutta Football Club in the last fixture of the visit 
and won 20-0.  They then sailed on to Penang, where they received a number of 
challenges from local teams, and the rugby result was: RAAF Butterworth 29 
Quiberon 3.  Singapore was a fleeting weekend only, but it gave the rugby 2nd XV 
time to beat HMS Loch Lomond 9-0.  Hong Kong saw quite a lot of sport being 
played, Taranaki's Rugby team gave the Quiberon team a run for their troubles and 
defeated Quiberon 50-5.  The next game was a combined Q's Rugby team playing 
the Kiwis, when the RAN side was beaten 14-3 in a very hard fought game.32  
Quiberon arrived back in Hong Kong on January 23, 1963 and, after the Chinese 
New Year Festivities, managed to arrange a game of Rugby, Combined Q's against 
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HMS Tiger, the final score being a win to Quiberon by 29-0.33  Saigon was next on 
the agenda and this saw Quiberon playing a local French rugby side, and the 
Queenbee was successful by 8-3.   

1963 

HMAS Voyager and Vampire sailed together from Sydney on a Far East cruise in 
January and stopped in Darwin en route and her Executive Officer, LCDR Peter 
Cabban recalled that34  

“sport of every kind was played between the two ships‟ crews and by 
combined ships teams against other services‟ teams.  One of the stars of our 
rugby side was the doctor, Surgeon Lieutenant Michael Tiller, a bluff man 
who had a distinct distain for naval customs and would challenge most 
situations, regardless of personal risk.  He played rugby with impressive 
vigour and stirred the imagination of all those who took the field alongside 
him.”   

HMAS Quiberon was in Hong Kong and participated in a combined Q‘s defeat of 
HMS Tiger 29-0. Quiberon then proceeded to Vietnam where in Saigon they 
defeated a local French side by 6 points to 3.  It was then off to Singapore where 
they defeated HMS Lincoln 17-10.  In February HMAS Queenborough had departed 
the Far East to return to Australia and reported to Navy News that the first XV had 
played 16 games with 13 victories, 2 draws and on loss, scoring 232 points with 35 
against.  The second XV had played 3 games with just one victory. 

Voyager was in Singapore in early March 1963 and their first game of rugby union 
was against HMS Woodbridge Haven played at HMS Terror.  Unfortunately for the 
RN side, the Woodbridge Haven team was short of a run and in spite of their efforts, 
Voyager ran out winners by 14-0.35  HMAS Gascoyne started off her first Rugby 
game of the season a few months early by playing HMS Terror.  14 days at sea had 
taken a lot of condition from the Gascoyne crew who went down 16-0 to Terror. 

HMAS Vampire in Singapore during March was able to arrange fixtures for both first 
and second XVs.  The firsts defeated HMS Lincoln 40-0, HMS Terror 14-6 and RAF 
Seletar 11-0.  The seconds were defeated 14-0 by HMS Albion‟s first XV and then by 
HMS Loch Killisport 13-6.  

In September, 1963, HMAS Vendetta‟s 1st XV defeated HMS Lincoln at Terror 39-3, 
and Vendetta's 2nd XV played a strong HMS Cambrian side and were defeated 8-3 
after a hard tussle.36  However, Vendetta‘ 1st XV made up for this when they defeated 
HMS Cambrian 53-6. 37 

Also serving in on the Far East- Station in September 1963 was HMAS Quiberon.38  
During her sojourn, Quiberon‟s sportsmen were guests of the 4th Reg. Royal Artillery 
at Fanling and were invited to play a game of Rugby.  As the season had just 
commenced, they were asked to play in sandshoes, with the halves limited to 15 
minutes each way.  This was most agreeable, as the Quiberon side had not trained 
and the heat and humidity were bad.  Rain fell before the match, the ground became 
slippery and before long the Quiberon boys, tired of sliding in sandshoes discarded 
them and played in bare feet.  Quiberon had a good win 9-3 in a most enjoyable 
match.   
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Despite the heat and the humidity of Hong Kong in September 1963, HMAS Vendetta 
gladly accepted a rugby challenge from HMS Cambrian and ran up a "cricket score" 
to win 53-6.39  The standard of Rugby was rated generally as only average, and both 
teams were obviously feeling the pace and not really giving of their best.  Other 
results were Vendetta‟s 1st XV defeated 3rd Base Ord. Depot 15-0, and HMS Lion 9-
3.   

Mid September saw HMAS Vendetta still in Hong Kong and really trying to live up to 
her reputation up there as being gluttons for any sort of-sport.40  The week started 
well for Vendetta with a long-awaited tussle with HMS Ark Royal - undefeated in their 
18 months on the station.  For Vendetta, it was to be a test as to whether they would 
be in shape for "the" match of this visit against HMNZS Otago. Vendetta were 
successful 11-0.  On the following day the team took the field again, this time against 
HMS Duchess, another victory to Vendetta by 9-3.  During the rest of the week the 
team was out daily, training hard for Friday's match with HMNZS Otago.  This was to 
be the match of all matches, and something in the region of 300 spectators evidently 
thought so too, for they packed the sidelines well before the start.  After a very 
thrilling game Otago came out in front 11-8. 

Vendetta‟s next big game was to be a Vendetta/Otago v Hong Kong R.U. Club 
fixture, which made the local sport pages and as a result, Vendetta‘s first game 
against the Hong Kong Police received good press coverage and quite a crowd of 
spectators.41  The "China Mail" had forecast a win for the police, and then had to eat 
their words next day after a drawn game 6-6.  Police were then one of the Colony's 
better teams and Vendetta had obviously caught them flat-footed that day.   

Vendetta was planning ahead for another go at Otago.  Match practice proved quite 
difficult to arrange but the Vendetta side managed two games before Otago arrived.  
The first, against HMS Diana proved a far tougher match than expected and with 
some of the regulars out of the team, Vendetta was lucky to pull off a 15-8 win.  The 
game encouraged the English and Vendetta was very soon challenged by a 
combined HMS Diana/HMS Lincoln team.  The tactics of combining two teams 
without adequate training was revealed rather cruelly by the result – victory to 
Vendetta by 30–3. 

Hopes for a combined "ANZAC' side against the colony were dashed when the Kiwis, 
quite rightly, decided that they wanted it to be an all NZ affair, as the match was a 
curtain raiser to an exhibition by the All Blacks who were passing through on the way 
to the U.K.  The plans for a match with Otago‟s 1st XV never materialised 
unfortunately - and Vendetta sailed from Hong Kong somewhat downhearted at not 
having been able to have a crack at their Kiwi opponents.  Vendetta‟s next game was 
against a combined Supply/18th M.S. team in Singapore.  Vendetta‟s side was far 
from fit, but finished well winning 8-3.  That much hoped-for-match against Otago 
finally happened.  HMAS Vendetta still far from fit, really bit off much more than they 
could chew this time and the final score was 14-0 to HMNZS Otago. 

On Tuesday, December 3, a combined Vendetta/Quiberon XV played the Osaka 
Police team on the Kobe Athletic Club field.  This was a match for which both ships 
had been training and the Navy side was hoping to fare reasonably well against what 
they knew to be strong opposition.  As usual, the match attracted much local 
attention and a large number of spectators were on hand to enjoy the game, which 
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resulted in a win to the Police 17-13.  Considering that a combined HMS Lion/HMS 
Lincoln XV were-beaten by something like 64 points by the same team, the RAN side 
had performed very well indeed.42  Vendetta then returned to Hong Kong where 
Happy Valley was the venue of the match with HMS Diana, who were determined to 
win!  The final score was Vendetta 21 Diana 3, Vendetta  2nd XV put up a fine display 
of tight football to beat HMAS Quiberon 22-3.43 

Sport played a big part in Vendetta‟s Hong Kong harbour time, largely devoted to 
training for the various sports, as opponents were few and were mainly interested in 
getting fit for the Perth Cup meeting in January.  Vendetta/Quiberon had challenged 
the RN and the RNZN in Golf, Rugby, Tennis, Basketball and Swimming and were 
determined to keep the trophy. This Cup had started at the 1962 Commonwealth 
Games in Perth.  Captain Stevenson had suggested a sports meeting for teams of all 
Commonwealth Navies present, along the lines of the games, and such it was.  The 
RAN had possibly a slight advantage in 1962 and won fairly comfortably, but the 
Cup, a magnificent trophy, was taken to Singapore by HMS Tiger, for future 
competition between any Commonwealth ships on the station at an annual meeting.  
This then was Vendetta‟s objective in Hong Kong - to get fit and ready to take on the 
opposition in Singapore in mid-January. 

In rugby, apart from numerous training sessions, the combined Vendetta/Quiberon 1st 
XV had four matches.  The first, against Taranaki, on December 17, resulted in a loss 
by 36-19, but Vendetta learnt by it and gained insight into the Kiwi methods for future 
use.  On December 21, the unusually hard to beat Hong Kong Police team went 
down 10-6 to the RAN Division combination.  A match on December 29 against HMS 
Albion resulted in another win 9-8.44 

Although not a ship HMS Harmon‟s rugby side plays an interesting role in Navy 
Rugby and in 1963 had one of its most successful years, despite the fact that they 
failed to reach the finals of the local competition.  Postings had both good and bad 
effects for the side, as at the start of the season they had 3 Kiwis on site, which 
helped them to an opening game defeat of the Sydney side Hornsby 38-0.  They then 
proceeded to win their next four games, including the previous years premierAinslie 
by 24-8.  The return of the Kiwis back home together with local postings in and out 
saw the strength of the side decline with result more losses than wins.  Although 
toward the end of the season they were defeated a New Zealand Combined High 
Schools Old Boys touring side by just 29-3. 45 

1964 

In the early hours of February 26, 1964, HMAS Yarra proceeded to sea to join-up in 
Exercise JET, 1964.  JET, an annual exercise for all Commonwealth Navies, had 
ships from Australia, Canada, Great Britain, India and New Zealand taking part.46  
Two task forces had been formed, one to work up at Langkawi Island, off the west 
coast of Malaya, and the other at the Nicobar Islands, 360 miles further west across 
the Bay of Bengal.  The weekend was spent at anchor at Langkawi Island, where 
recreational leave was granted, and the sailors thundered ashore.  The Yarra "All 
Stars" Rugby team got away to a good start in the Far East when they defeated HMS 
Cambrian 14-0.  The game was played at HMS Terror, in fine rugby conditions on 
Tuesday, February 16.  On February 20, Yarra played Parramatta and were beaten 
11-0.47  Their luck did not last too long as on May 15, just before leaving Japan, they 
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were beaten by the Tokyo Police (Riot Squad) 111-0, including 37 tries48. 

Before leaving for the Far East Station HMAS Vampire defeated HMAS Melbourne 
22-9 at Rushcutter.  

In July 1964 the "Yarra All-Stars Rugby Team" claimed, through Navy News, an all-
time record in the RAN for "points against" in a rugby match.  It had happened in 
Tokyo; on May 15 when the Tokyo Police (Riot Squad) won 111-0 (37 tries).  It had 
been a good, fast, open game but a bit one-sided, with the Police certainly running 
riot with the touch-downs.  They never bothered converting their tries as they seemed 
content to let Yarra kick off again, and then draw straws to see who got the next 
touch-downs.49 

Before leaving for the Far East Station in April, Vampire‟s rugby team gave an 
inspiring display in beating Melbourne by 22-9 after the scores were 6-6 at half time 
at Rushcutter

50
.  Then in August, Vampire retained the Fleet Rugby trophy by 

defeating Melbourne 9-8 in a closely fought match in Hong Kong.51  HMAS 
Gascoyne, in local waters, called at Darwin, Flinders Island, Cairns and Brisbane and 
while in Brisbane was beaten 25-9 by HMAS Coonawarra.52  

From Hong Kong, Navy News reported that CCY Artie Wyatt and LS Peter Newby, 
from HMAS Vampire, were to the fore in a Rugby match against the Colony during 
October.  The Far East Fleet had fielded two teams against the Colony, and Wyatt 
and Newby, together with AB Grimond (HMAS Vampire), OA-Le Pavaux and NS 
Kirkup (both from HMAS Vendetta), made the first side.  The match, played under 
lights, attracted a large crowd and, according to Press reports, Colony scrambled to a 
lucky win 6-3.  Neither side could cross their opponent's line and Wyatt thrilled when 
he kicked "a tremendous penalty goal from a tight angle."  In the earlier game, Navy 
Seconds were defeated 11-3.53  Closing off 1964 was the news that HMAS Vendetta 
had made an unsuccessful challenge on HMAS Vampire for the Small Ship‘s Trophy.  
As the game ended in a 0-0 draw, Vampire retained the Trophy.54  

1965 

In March 1965, HMAS Parramatta commenced their season with a game against 
HMAS Supply with a 10-0 win, led keenly by ―Salty‖ Eckel. 

April 1965 saw HMAS Melbourne in Hong Kong and Singapore and this enabled 
Wally Rothwell to show his skill both in cricket and rugby.  In the clash in Hong Kong 
between Melbourne‟s Wardroom and the ship‘s company, Rothwell scored 56 not out 
and in Singapore playing for HMAS Melbourne against HMS Bulwark he managed 31 
runs and took 5 for 16, in a match curtailed by rain.  In the rugby match between 
HMAS Melbourne and HMNZS Otago, he almost scored in the closing minutes, 
instead Otago ran out winners by 6 points to 3.  During the game, one of the risks of 
playing in this region became very clear, when play had to be stopped while a highly 
poisonous snake was removed and dispatched, then play could be recommenced.   

The Commonwealth Cup game played in Singapore in late April saw a combined 
RAN and RNZN side defeat a British Combined Services side 9-3.  The RAN 
representatives in the side were Wally Rothwell, Ned Kelly, Harry Harkness and Bill 
Brookes55. 
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The minesweepers of the RAN, the wooden hulled Ton Class vessels also spent time 
out of Australian waters and from August 17, 1964 until April 19, 1965, HMAS Teal 
was at sea for 199 days and managed to visit Singapore, Hong Kong, Bangkok, 
Subic Bay, Port Dixon, Kuching, Labuan, Tazau and Semporna, although she only 
spent 46 days in port.  She managed to board over 100 vessels, take 18 prisoners, 
including an opium smuggler, and capture or salvage 6 boats.  Her crew also found 
time to defeat HMAS Supply 24-3 in Hong Kong and as part of 16th MSS team, 
challenge HMAS Melbourne for the Fleet Trophy, only to go down 18-0.  In Hong 
Kong, Teal had been joined by other minesweepers HMAS Ibis and Gull, and various 
combinations of crew from the three ships defeated HMAS Supply 9-0 and HMS 
Loch Killisport 25-6 before returning to Singapore for docking and crew changes.56 

In May 1965 HMAS Sydney made the first of her twenty–three trips to the 
Vietnamese port of Vung-Tau, on this first trip she was supported by HMA Ships 
Melbourne, Duchess, Parramatta and Vampire. 

The early months of 1965 were a busy time, sporting wise for the crew of HMAS 
Anzac, just 230 strong of whom 90 were Ordinary Seamen under training and whose 
ages ranged from 17 years and under.  In April they defeated Sydney 42-0, Vampire 
14-3, and Vendetta 12-3. May ‘65 saw Anzac in Australia‘s northern waters and 
rugby league territory, but with the Services Dispensation the rugby union players 
were able to participate freely.  In Cairns, when the Anzac side defeated Southern 
Suburbs 8-6 on May 19, they became the first Navy team to defeat an ―A‖ grade side 
in that district since World War II.  Then later, in Wewak, Anzac defeated the leading 
club in the local competition, the all-black Pacific Islands Regiment 7 points to 5 and 
the following day, defeated the Wewak representative team 12-11.  They followed 
this up by defeating HMAS Paluma 21-0 and Kavieng 27-6 

The absence of a playing field does not deter ―real‖ sportsman, as Navy News in July 
reported the results of HMAS Melbourne‘s athletic meeting held on the flight deck, as 
the ship was returning to Sydney.  Navy Rugby players, Wally Rothwell and John 
Huggins, were beaten in the 100 yards event by stoker ―Darkie‖ Gray who also went 
on to win the high jump.  On her return to Sydney, the carrier had to survive two 
challenges within seven days to retain the Fleet Trophy.  The first resulted in a 3-3 
draw with Vampire followed by an identical result a week later against Vendetta.  
However, her triumph was not to last too long, as just one week later, in a spirited 
match that saw two players leave the field injured and one marched by the referee, 
HMAS Anzac defeated the carrier‘s side 14-5 to assume ownership of the Fleet 
Trophy.  They were able to successfully defend their new trophy and also the Small 
Ship‘s Cup by defeating HMAS Vendetta 23-6 at the end of July. They completed 
their undefeated season in September, with a victory over HMAS Supply by 17-0 and 
a 6-6 draw with HMAS Melbourne.  They then finished the season with a 10-2 victory 
over a very strong LAE representative league team while on a training cruise to 
Papua New Guinea.  

In July, HMAS Parramatta played games against The Inshore Flotilla in Singapore, 
represented by HMS Mull of Kintyre, and then against HMAS Sydney/HMAS 
Duchess and then HMS Terror and resulting in a score line of win/loss/win. Duchess 
went on to play Vendetta in Singapore just seven hours after arriving in the port, and 
the 1st XV were successful by 16-8 and a few days later, the Duchess 2nd XV 
defeated Vendetta 2nd XV 28-3 at HMS Terror.  The first XV then went on to play 
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HMS Ark Royal, going down by the narrowest of margins, 14-13. 

The RAN had created a Papua New Guinea Division in 1951, equipped with patrol 
boats and manned by a mixture of Australian and PNG crew, supplemented by visits 
from other ships of the Australian fleet.  In September 1965, the RAN allocated five of 
the fourteen new Attack Class patrol boats, then under construction in Australia to 
the PNG Division.  This meant that the patrol boats would be based in Sydney, 
Darwin and Manus Island, and by 1971 also in Cairns. 

HMAS Perth‟ crew took on competition in another part of the globe during a stay in 
American waters, waiting for the launch of their vessel.  Their first game was against 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, on the grounds of Harvard University, a 
game won by the Navy side 13-10.  A week or so later, the Perth 1st and 2nd teams 
took on the Boston Club, which included quite a number of students from Harvard 
University.  The 1st team was successful 10-0 the 2nd XV going down 8-0.  Also being 
built in US waters was HMAS Hobart, where she was commissioned on December 
18 at Newport Rhode Island.  The rugby team from Hobart played a trial game on the 
gridiron pitch of the exclusive St George‘s School, Newport, where they repositioned 
the posts and remarked the pitch itself.  The WallabIes defeated the Kangaroos 11-0.  
The local media, including radio and television covered the game and was greatly 
enjoyed by the many hundred local spectators.   

On the other side of the world HMAS Diamantina was on duty in the Indian Ocean 
where the crew found time to play Mauritius at cricket, rugby and basketball going 
down in all three sports, 143 vs 7 for 144, 9-0, and 30-18 being the respective 
scores.  Not to be outdone, HMAS Gascoyne was on duty in the waters around 
Noumea and found time to play against the local Port Vila side, to go down 19-6.  
They discovered later that the Vila captain had been a member of a recent Fiji side to 
tour the UK.  Gascoyne went on to Darwin where the rugby union side defeated the 
local Navy/Army league team 21-0, the game played under RL rules.  

1966 

The Far East Small Ships Rugby Championships, played in Singapore in March 1966 
saw HMAS Vampire defeat HMS Devonshire, 24-3, HMAS Parramatta 15-0, HMAS 
Derwent 15-0 and HMS Salisbury 8-0.   POWTR ―Salty‖ Eckel writing to Navy News 
from Vampire commented ―sailors in Vampire appreciate the value of sport as a 
conditioner and activity in the Ship indicates there are many who are keen to meet 
any challenge that may arise while Vampire is ‗up top‘.  The rugby squad of 25 
aspirants train hard each night on X deck‖.  Also ‗up top‘ a number of British, 
Australian and New Zealand ships were taking part in exercise Millstream, at the 
conclusion of the exercise, a large program of sport was conducted including a rugby 
match played under floodlights.  The game was Colonial Ships vs the local Royal 
Navy side, with the Colonials conquering the RN 13-0.  The colonial ships taking part 
were HMAS Duchess and Vendetta and HMNZS Taranaki, Santon and Hickleton.  

In March, HMAS Hobart was invited to send a side to the annual Monterey Peninsula 
Rugby Tournament.  The team was accommodated at the US Naval PostGraduate 
School and the US Naval Auxiliary Air Station in Monterey and were scheduled to 
play four games in two days, with some minor variations to the rules, particularly with 
regard to substitutions and replacements.  Hobart‟s first game was against the 
Peninsula Ramblers, runners up the previous year, and Hobart soon leapt to an 8-0 
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lead mainly thanks to a try by the team captain AB Skene.  This lead was shortly cut 
down and the Ramblers ran out winners by 29 points to 8.  Two hours later, Hobart 
took the field again, this time losing 25-0 to the Los Angeles Rugby Club, and an 
hour after the completion of that game they ran out again to meet the PHIBPAC 
Rugby Club, a team made up of very fit Navy divers from the Underwater Diving 
Teams at Coronado Island in San Diego.  5-all at full time, no scores in the two ten 
minute extra time periods and Hobart was successful in winning the kicking 
competition and the match.  Sunday morning saw a bruised and battered Hobart 
team take the field for its final appearance, only to go down 30-3 to the Sacramento 
State Rugby Club, with Hobart‘s only score being a try to Surgeon Lieutenant Larkin.  
The tournament was won by Long Beach Rugby Club who defeated the Peninsula 
Ramblers in an exciting grand final.  As a result of this tournament, Hobart had 
received a number of invitations to play in Oregon/Washington, at Stanford University 
and in the Long Beach/San Diego area. 

The floodlit grounds HMS Terror in Singapore was the site, on April 14, for the battle 
between HMAS Melbourne and HMNZS Taranaki for the Big Ship‘s Trophy held at 
the time by the Kiwi ship.  In a game, where the lead changed hands a number of 
times, and Melbourne had to play a man short for most of the second half, when TV 
Williams was taken off with concussion, the Kiwis held on to win 20-19, despite a 
grandstand finish by the Australians. 

HMAS Vampire left Sydney in late February for Singapore via Manus Island and 
Tawaui in North Borneo to take up a role in the Strategic Reserve Force.  While in 
Singapore she managed to log up a considerable sporting calendar.  The rugby 
included 1st XV defeats of HMAS Derwent 8-0, HMS Salisbury 8-0, HMS Devonshire 
24-3 (for Small Ship‘s Trophy), HMS Triumph 26-3, and one loss by 0-3 to HMS Ark 
Royal. 

The July 22 edition of Navy News announced that HMAS Queenborough, in reserve 
since June 1963 was to be recommissioned and used for anti-submarine training and 
providing seagoing experience to recruits and reservist personnel.  Queenborough 
was originally built as a fleet destroyer for the RN in 1942, lent to the RAN in 1945, 
transferred permanently in 1950 and modernised to a fast anti-submarine frigate in 
1954.  It would remain to be seen whether she would be the force in the rugby world 
that she had been in her prime!  Then the September 2 edition of Navy News, gave 
the first answer to the question, as the young Queenborough team, in their first 
match, took on one of the top sides in Navy rugby, HMAS Anzac and defeated them 
11-3, to also win the Fleet Trophy, with vice captain, PO Jesse James, leading from 
the front.  The same edition had news of HMAS Supply, undergoing trials before 
going into full service in the RAN taking on the might of Albatross and coming away 
with a 5 all draw.  

The rugby team from HMAS Duchess, having completed the refit of the ship, in 
Sydney, headed off in August, to Cobar, 450 miles West by North of Sydney, to play 
sides from Cobar and Bourke team in a weekend event.  The new Duchess side went 
down 27-13 to Bourke and then on the Sunday, 39-5 to Cobar.  The team also 
enjoyed the hospitality of the country supporters, who turned out in their numbers at 
the various functions throughout the weekend. 

Although submarine crews are often too small to support active sporting sides, a 
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number of crewmembers of HMAS Oxley, whilst waiting for the commissioning of 
their vessel in Scotland, managed to turn out for the local Greenock Wanderer RUC.  
It would appear however, that more skill was required in the side as the two results 
mentioned in Navy News of October 28, were losses of by 25-5 and 72-0. 

The season‘s end in Darwin, saw the Navy/Army side go down 15-5 in the semi final 
to the eventual competition winners Brothers, and LS David Docks selected in the 
Darwin side that went down 17-7 against the touring English team. 

The October news from Hong Kong saw successes registered by HMAS Parramatta 
over HMS Victorious 10-9 and HMAS Stuart 24-6, although a combined side from 
Parramatta, Stuart and Diamantina went down to the Welsh Regiment. Diamantina 
also managed to defeat HMS Dampier 33-0, lose 17-0 to HMAS Parramatta, and 
defeat Dampier again 9-0.  They were then challenged by HMS Londonderry, a 
Royal Navy County Class frigate, who at the last minute had to recruit players for her 
side from near and far, and were then able to defeat Diamantina 23-3. 

The visit of HMAS Melbourne to New Zealand resulted in mixed fortunes. In 
Auckland, they lost the Lou Smith Cup to HMNZS Philomel 33-8, then went down to 
Auckland Police 31-8 and to the Tamiki Football Club 12-8.  Wellington however saw 
the Melbourne 1st XV defeat Wellington Fire Brigade 21 points to 9.  Also going to 
New Zealand was HMAS Vendetta, in this case via Newcastle.  In Newcastle, 
Vendetta were beaten by the local Wanderers side which used the Navy side as a 
warm up for their Grand Final game a week later.  In Auckland, the Vendetta side 
combined with Melbourne and Supply for a series of defeats, and it was not until 
Nelson, where the Vendetta side, on its own, defeated the local team 11-6, becoming 
the only RAN side to win in New Zealand on these visits.  

1967 

The ―Wet‖ season in Singapore can cause interruptions to services‘ sport as in 
January when games were cancelled due to the rain, much to the disappointment of 
the crew of HMAS Vampire, who were due to play HMAS  Duchess.  The rain held off 
a few days later to allow HMS Kent  to defeat Vampire 11-10.  HMAS Duchess then 
took on HMS Hampshire, a game that ended as a 6-6 all draw.  Vampire was 
spending a great deal of time at sea early in the year, including going to the aid of a 
grounded freighter on the east coast of Malaya, so by early March she had recorded 
only one further 1st XV game, a loss to 95th Commando Unit 8-3.  However, the 
month of March proved to be quite busy, with Vampire beating Duchess 9-6, 
Duchess defeating HMS Ajax 35-0 and 95 Commando beating Duchess in a game 
played in 2 inches of water. 

In April, two ships not involved in the Dempster Cup, Melbourne and Vendetta played 
a game at Rushcutter, that went to the carrier 13-10 and a few weeks later Vendetta 
beat Yarra 5-3.  Then on May 15, an EAA Fleet side made up from Stuart, Perth, 
Yarra, Vendetta, and Queenborough took on the New Zealand Navy, represented by 
HMNZS Blackpool for the Lou Smith Cup.   The RAN side, that included former 
Wallaby five eighth, LRO Laurie Waters, defeated the Kiwis 17-3 to take the trophy 
back from the Kiwis.  The crew from Yarra continued to remain active, defeating 
Melbourne 14-0, and Broadmeadows Army Team 33-3, and losing to Vendetta 5-3 
before beating Perth 18-0.  
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In May ‘67, before leaving the Far East, HMAS Duchess defeated HMS Galatea 25-6 
(7 tries and two goals to 2 tries) at RNAS Simbang to take the Small Ship‘s Trophy.  

In June, HMAS Anzac, with seven midshipmen in the side, defeated Vendetta 9-6 in 
a try-less game.  Vendetta were looking forward to the return match, when the 
midshipmen would have returned to HMAS Creswell and their two stars Williams and 
Tomlinson would be back.  However, the two players were not available for 
Vendetta‘s country trip to Warren, 350 miles out of Sydney.  The trip, starting on 
Friday June 9, was a repeat of one made by a Navy side back in 1960 led by Wally 
Rothwell.   The 1967 trip saw the 2nd XV go down 19-3 to Trangie and Vendetta‘s 1st 
XV defeat Warren 11-6 in a free flowing game, which was followed by a typical 
country evening party at the Warren Rugby Club.  Vendetta then proceeded to stage 
an ambitious sporting feat when on June 29 the 1st XV defeated HMAS Sydney 29-0, 
the 2nd XV held HMAS Perth to a scoreless draw and the 3rd XV defeated HMAS 
Diamantina 24-0. 

Far East duty saw HMAS Melbourne back in Singapore in July ‘67.  On the way 
there, Melbourne‘s 1st XV had gone down to the Japanese Army 18-14 and the 2nd 
XV to the Acorn Club 16-14.  As soon as they arrived in Singapore, Melbourne was 
challenged by HMS Bulwark, a game in which Melbourne was successful by 23-3.  

HMAS Queenborough went into refit in mid ‘67, and her rugby team performed well 
during the period, beating Derwent 13-8, Duchess 9-3, and Perth 17-0, losing only to 
Vendetta 8-16 and 0-14.  They would sorely miss CPOPT Jessie James, the Navy 
half-back who was scheduled to go west, to HMAS Leeuwin. 

Navy sides provided the curtain raiser for the Australian Services V Sydney match at 
Manly on August 9. Vendetta were matched against a combined Kuttabul / 
Rushcutter / Watson side and to most people‘s surprise came out victors comfortably 
by 13 points to 0. 

HMAS Hobart took a brief respite from service with the US seventh fleet in 
Vietnamese waters, in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Subic Bay in August ‘67.  In Taiwan 
the side played against the Taiwan Physical Training School. However, the water 
restrictions in Hong Kong and Kulwin which closed the sporting facilities meant no 
football for the time being.  Hobart was due to be replaced in Vietnam by HMAS 
Perth.  No such weather problems in Singapore for HMAS Derwent, who lost 8-3 to 
40th Field Commando and then lost 33-3 to the RAF side from Seleter, they then 
proceeded to beat the Command side 17-13 in a return fixture. 

HMAS Vendetta was awarded the Pakistan Shield for 1967.  

1968 

HMAS Duchess spent five months in refit at Garden Island and was refloated on April 
11.  Hew crew made the best of the refit time and gained a reputation as one of the 
best ship‘s side around, going down to HMAS Stalwart, beating two civilian sides, 
South Sydney and Eastern Suburbs, and getting two members of the side into the 
NSW Combined Services XV, LSAV James and TO Walker. 

April also saw two more patrol boats added to the RAN fleet.  The result was HMAS 
Advance based in Darwin, HMAS Samara based at Manus Island joining HMAS 
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Ataipe based in Port Moresby and HMAS Attack based in Darwin. 
 
HMAS Vendetta headed off to the Far East again in April and the ship‘s PTI Barry 
Brownrigg was kept quite busy keeping 60+ rugby players fit with daily circuit training 
and shortly after arrival in Singapore they defeated HMS Devonshire 6-3 to be 
followed by 1st and 2nd XV victories over HMAS Parramatta 8-0 and 24-0.  The first 
big game was a match under lights, when Vendetta and Parramatta combined to play 
HMNZS Waikato, only to go down 14-0.  Vendetta was then invited to play the 
Singapore Civilians, a side that had just drawn 11-all with Waikato.  Under lights 
again, Vendetta went down 8-9.  The ship‘s rugby fraternity were then treated to a 
training session by a Scottish international, Rory Watherston, who was passing 
through Singapore.  The strength of the sport on the ship can be seen from the 
results of the lower teams: 2nd XV lost to HMS Forth 8-10, defeated HMS Llandaff 9-3 
and HMS Carsyfort 12-0 and when combined with the 3rd XV defeated HMS Triumph 
14-3, while the 3rd XV lost 3-8 to HMS Llandaff 2nd XV and defeated HMS Devonshire 
6-3 and HMAS Parramatta 18-3.  The ship also had successful teams in soccer, 
hockey, water polo, basketball, boxing and cricket. 
 
Brief news from Hong Kong reported an 8-all draw for HMAS Hobart against the 
Chinese Navy‘s Underwater Demolition Unit Team at Kao Suing in Taiwan. 
 
Papua New Guinea was in the news in June and Tarangau had mixed fortunes, first 
drawing 8-8 with HMAS Supply, losing to HMAS Kimbla 15-6, then beating Combined 
Sweepers 9-0, victory over Kimbla 18-3 and finally a 23-0 sinking of Supply.  The 
local sailors were looking forward to further ship‘s visits to the territory. 

HMAS Stalwart went down in heavy conditions to HMAS Cerberus in July 11-3.  The 
crew of HMAS Derwent realised the value of fitness in their game against the 
Melbourne/Kuttabul Dempster Cup side, when they were leading at oranges by 6-3, 
but faded badly in the second half to let the strong Melbourne side run away with an 
11-23 victory.  Shortly after the game they departed Sydney for a stint on the 
Strategic Reserve Force. 

1969 

The weekend of May 9 to 12 saw the rugby team, and supporters, from HMAS 
Hobart take a naval bus on a thirteen hour trip, some 442 miles out of Sydney, to 
Cobar to challenge the Cobar Rugby Union side to a game.  The local rugby club 
proved to be excellent hosts and arranged billets for their visitors as well as providing 
a rousing and lasting welcome.  The Cobar Rugby Union side, which had been Far 
West competition premiers for the previous four years proved to be too strong for the 
Naval side, and came away winners by four tries to nil with a final score of 22-0.  A 
BBQ and dance followed and on the Sunday a BBQ lunch gave Hobart‘s Executive 
Officer LCDR Mike Rayment no assistance in persuading all members of the touring 
party back on the bus for the trip home.  Apart from requiring some assistance from 
the local police at one time to awaken the proprietor of a service station to provide 
petrol for the bus the return trip was trouble free.  All agreed, a great weekend had by 
all. 

HMAS Brisbane, on her way to duty in Vietnamese waters, stopped off at Port 
Moresby on the way, only to be beaten 9-6 by the local rugby club.  Later in the year, 
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on her way home, Brisbane played an interesting afternoon of football against the 
Subic Bay Naval Station.  As the Station was American manned the game was 
played one half-American football and one half rugby.  The Americans won the 
American football-half, Brisbane the rugby-half, with Brisbane overall winners 16-5.  
Another step towards improved international relations.  

In a memory of 1940‘s football Platypus/Waterhen journeyed to Newcastle in June to 
play Mereweather/Carlton, a game won 13-9 by the Newcastle side.  

Just as civilian football had the brothers, Raper and Thornett, Navy Rugby had the 
Mills brothers in 1969.  The oldest, at 28, CY Dick, stationed at Kuttabul, played for 
NSW schoolboys against Queensland in a curtain raiser to an international on the 
SCG in the ―fifties‖, and then played league until he joined the Navy in 1962, when he 
played for Victorian Combined Services against NSW Colts.  Since then he had 
missed out on selection for the inter-Services sides only in 1964 and 1968 when the 
ships to which he had been posted, Teal and Parramatta were overseas.  The middle 
brother, LEMP Dennis, at Cerberus, played inter-Service rugby in Victoria, and the 
junior Colin who had just notched up 18 months in the Navy had only played inter-
ship rugby to date.  

HMAS Melbourne was again out of service in a tragic manner in June 1969 when she 
collided with the USS Frank E. Evans with the loss of 74 lives. 

Cobar was the location for a second Navy visit in 1969, when to help Cobar celebrate 
its Copper Mining Centenary a side representing the RAN Naval side travelled to the 
Far West town for a game of rugby.  The locals were once again successful, this time 
by 11-3. 

HMAS Vendetta, on her way to Vietnam, stopped off at Manus Island on the way up 
and was faced with a number of sporting challenges.  In the rugby arena, the ―A‖ 
team went down 14-0 to Tarangau It would thus seem that in Victoria, the Navy 
apprentices/colts were playing an active and successful role in both the services 
rugby scene and in the civilian scenario as represented by Victorian Rugby Union, 
which in the 1960‘s was playing quite a successful competitive role in the interstate 
competitions with NSW, and Queensland.  This was the period when the NSWRU 
cancelled the annual game against the QRU on the basis that Queensland was not 
up to standard.57 
 
HMAS Derwent spent the last three months of 1969 on a tour of duty on the Far East 
Station, and whilst she was able to arrange some competitive Hockey, Basketball 
and Soccer, was able to arrange only one game of rugby, going down 14-0 to HMS 
Forth in Singapore.  Also in the Far East at this time was HMAS Yarra.  Her first 
sporting activity was to participate in the Pentangular competition in Hong Kong.  In 
her three games she lost to Hong Kong Police 46-5, defeated both Hong Kong Police 
Casuals 22-3 and RAF 13-0, thus lifting the RAN from the bottom of the table for the 
first time on record.  Yarra‘s 2nd XV were defeated by Army Ogres, but managed to 
defeat Combined Minesweepers 11-6.  Yarra 58then proceeded to Japan, where the 
1st XV defeated the Japanese Ground Defence Forces 25-5, in Beppu, and then beat 
Kobe Regatta and Athletic Club 26-0, on a gravel pitch. The 2nd XV lost 8-6 to the 
Japanese Ground Defence Forces in Kobe.  
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The 1970’s 

1970 

Proving that serving in the Far East was not just a working assignment the Royal 
Navy organised a five day Fleet Olympics in February 1970.  The event included 
some 500 contests and 2,000 competitors in some 16 sports, including, athletics, 
basketball, golf, hockey, rugby, sailing, soccer, squash, swimming, tennis, volleyball, 
and water polo.  The competitors came from 16 ships, establishments and 
Commando Units serving in the Far East Station, and this included HMAS Yarra and 
HMAS Duchess, who competed for the Small Ships Trophy (larger units competed 
for the Large Ships Trophy).  HMAS Yarra finished third overall and won the Small 
Ships Trophy.  Yarra‘s rugby team had been beaten 5-3 in the semi final by SM7, 
who went on to defeat 42 Commando in the final. 

Melbourne and Duchess held a little competition for the Big Ships trophy in Hong 
Kong and Singapore in April/May, with Duchess challenging the carrier twice and 
losing on both occasions by 9-5 and 6-0 respectively.  In the second game the result 
was in the balance with 6 minutes to play, as both sides had failed to score up to that 
point. With the clock running down, Melbourne were awarded a penalty inside the 
Duchess‘ 25 yard zone and Hogben gave the carrier the lead and Evans followed up 
shortly after with a try in the corner, to give Melbourne the Cup. 

The Small Ships trophy was wrenched from HMAS Perth, by HMAS Vendetta in 
August 1970 by the narrow margin of 6-3.  As Perth was due to leave for the Far East 
Station in September she immediately issued a challenge to try to regain the cup.  
However, Vendetta proved to be just too good on the day as they held off HMAS 
Perth to record a 12-9 victory at Centennial Park in Sydney.  . 

HMAS Hobart on her way back from duty in Vietnam spent three days in Subic Bay, 
and while there played HMAS Perth for the ―Seventh Fleet Rugby Trophy‖ on a pitch 
that was described as more like the Florida Everglades than a rugby pitch; in places 
the mud was six inches deep and the rest was covered in water.  Despite the 
conditions, Hobart defeated Perth 9-3, in a game that did not go the full time due to 
bad light.59 

October and November of 1970 saw HMAS Vendetta up in The Philippines, Ceylon 
and in India.  In Manila, the rugby team took part in a two-day Rugby Carnival where 
they defeated HMS Llandaff 21-0, and the Bangkok Rugby Club 9-0. The latter side 
was in fact the Thai National side, so Vendetta came away with the trophy inscribed 
―Award Symbolic of Rugby Supremacy in the Philippines of the Year 1970‖.  In 
Colombo they defeated the Colombo H&F Club 11—8 and the 2nd XV lost to CHFC 
16-3.  In Bombay, the sporting activity was primarily limited to soccer, cricket and 
basketball and Vendetta was successful only in the later, although Vendetta did 
manage one social game of rugby, against the US Embassy, going down 59-46, its 
first loss since May. 

The final rugby activity in Australian or near Australian waters in 1970 came from 
Papua New Guinea, and involved both league and union.  The first game, saw ten of 
HMAS Tarangau players travel to Madang on HMAS Madang where the combined 
HMAS Tarangau/Madang side were beaten by the local league side 24-22.  A week 
later the Rugby squad headed off to Rabaul, where they were down 15-6 at half time 
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to the local league side.  A few words, over oranges, from coach Brian Dall, saw the 
RAN side turn the game around for a well deserved 26-25 win.  While the Rugby 
squad was in Rabaul, those ―left at home‖ played a side from HMS Minerva and HMS 
Charybdis only to go down 10-8.  Seven days later, saw the arrival of HMAS Anzac, 
who having just beaten Wewak, at both league and union were supremely confident, 
only to be beaten 38-5.  However, Tarangau‘s run of luck was short lived, as shortly 
after the Anzac game, HMAS Perth arrived and delivered a 24-22 loss to the joint 
PNG RAN side. 

1971 

The Far East Fleet held a three week exercise in February involving ships from the 
Royal Navy, The Royal Australian Navy and the Royal Malaysian Navy and then 
finished this off with a one ―All Sports Championship‖.  This contest involved nine 
ships, two lots of Commandos and all the depots in the area and included skittles, 
golf, volleyball, squash, swimming, Rugby 7‘s, soccer, hockey, tug of war, basketball, 
sailing, cross country running and boxing. . HMAS Vendetta managed to uphold her 
sporting reputation by winning the championship, finishing 40 points ahead of the 
next team, and incidentally going down to the Commandos in the quarter finals of the 
rugby, when the golden left boot of Brian Eagles failed him at this important time.   
 
HMAS Duchess, on her way north stopped off in Townsville and Darwin.  In 
Townsville the 1st team played a President‘s XV at Pimlico University Oval, 22-8 to a 
fitter side, and so lost the inaugural game for the Sam Wallace Memorial Trophy for 
rugby competition between local sides and visiting Navy sides.  In Darwin, the 2nd XV 
played a league match against the Melville/Coonawarra side and went down 44-8, 
with tries going to Leut Chris Oxenbould and ABUC Bob Storey.  On reaching 
Singapore, Duchess issued a challenge to Vendetta for the Small Ships Trophy, only 
to go down in the last ten minutes 20-5 in a hard fought game. 
 
The ―Top End‖ Establishments, HMAS Coonawarra and HMAS Melville, together with 
the patrols boats HMAS Attack, Advance and Assail are not only over 2,000 miles 
from their southern counterparts, but their sporting seasons tend to be 6 months out 
of phase with the south.  The ―Wet‖ season, summer, sports include Aussie Rules, 
baseball and hockey, while the ―Dry‖ season sports include rugby (primarily league), 
tennis, basketball, cricket, water polo, and volleyball.  So sailors posted to The 
Territory, or ships making calls, have a number of adjustments to make. 
 
HMAS Duchess and HMAS Sydney were in Hong Kong together in April ‘71 and the 
Duchess 1st XV went down to the carrier‘s XV 11-0, but her U20 team defeated 
Sydney 24-0.  Duchess was later in Singapore for a nine day self maintenance period 
and the Rugby 1st XV took on HMS Salisbury, the runners-up in the Small Ships 
trophy and beat them 29-5, with tries to POPT Angel (2 ), TO Philip Hutch, ORDCO 
Gary Swadling, LSUC Peggy O‘Neil, and ME Ken Condren.  On the way home to 
Sydney Duchess called in at Manus Island where the local Tarangau XV beat them 
6-0 on a pitch reported to be knee-deep in water after a tropical downpour. 
 
HMAS Vendetta retained the Small Ships Rugby Trophy at Rushcutters Bay in July 
‘71 when they beat challenger HMAS Perth 11-3, and this despite the fact that most 
of the Vendetta team who had taken the ship through the Far East with only one loss, 
had been posted out.  Most of the points came from the boot of Dovers (2 penalties 
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and 1 conversion), the solitary try in the game scored by Carter.  Vendetta‘s next port 
of call was Port Moresby, where the Small Ships trophy was surrendered to HMAS 
Anzac after a 9-6 defeat.  Vendetta perhaps were a little overconfident going into the 
game, even lending her four midshipmen to Anzac!  Even worse was to follow a few 
weeks later in Cairns, when Anzac repeated the defeat, this time by 8 points to 0.  
Anzac and Vendetta then joined forces to play Patrol Boat Forces, Cairns, only to go 
down 23-17, but in a final game defeated a Far North Queensland side led by Navy 
veteran Artie Wyatt. 
 
A posting to FNQ may have proved a boon to A/LEMC Bruce Rogers (HMAS 
Barricade), as he was selected in trials for an Australian Junior XV to go to Japan.  
He had already represented Navy and FNQ so was a strong candidate for selection. 
 

1972 

The creation of ANZUK in the Far East, also saw the introduction of a new sporting 
contest in Singapore, the Wells Cup.  The Cup, donated by RADM Wells, was for 
competition between the Australian Battalion and the Australian ship stationed with 
ANZUK.  The competition included soccer, tug of war, tennis, rugby, Aussie rules, 
basketball, hockey, water polo, volleyball Giant Football, Beer Drinking and hockey.  
The 6th Battalion RAR initially held the trophy and by March 1972 had fended off 
challenges by HMAS Parramatta and HMAS Swan, Swan having gone down in the 
rugby 15-0. 
 
The day after HMAS Duchess arrived in Hong Kong in April, the rugby team took on 
the might of HMAS Melbourne.  Leading 9-7 at half time, Duchess were just pipped 
at the post thanks to a penalty kick to Melbourne, right in front of the posts with just 3 
minutes to go.  Victory to Melbourne 10-9, but a game well played by SBLT Mike 
Gee, MID Bill Dovers, PO Errol Hunt and LSMN Allen McMullan.  
 
Each year the Flag Officer Commanding the Australian Fleet, FOCAF, awards the 
Pakistan Shield to the ship which has the best overall sporting performance in that 
year.  The shield was originally presented to the RAN by officers and men of the 
Pakistani ships Shamsher and Sind in 1951.  In April 1972, the Pakistan Trade 
Commissioner, Mr Malik presented the shield to HMAS Parramatta for her sporting 
performance on 1971.  The crew accrued a point score of 20,758, compared to the 
next best performer HMAS Yarra on 11,536 points; they did this by making maximum 
use of the sporting facilities visited during the Far East station deployment.  
 
HMAS Melbourne formed the Melbourne Rugby Club on January 28, 1972 just 
before setting sail on a Far East cruise.  The flight deck of the carrier was their 
training field on the way to their first games at Manus Island.  As they had a training 
squad for two teams, both sides took the field, with the A side defeating Tarangau A 
12-4 and the B side beat HMAS Hobart 10-0.  It was then on to Subic Bay, where 
seven days after their first victories they chalked up two more, the A side over HMAS 
Stalwart 10-0 and the B side over HMAS Torrens 22-4.  Then it was off to Hong 
Kong, where the A side beat HMAS Duchess 10-9 and then met the Hong Kong 
Colony XV under lights at the Hong Kong Rugby Club Stadium, only to go down 4-0.  
The B side had just one game in the colony, defeating the Black Watch Regiment 8-
0.   Singapore was the next port of call, and this included the participation in an 
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ANZUK mini Olympics which included an 18 team seven-a-side tournament.  Wins 
over Swan, Supply and Duchess saw Melbourne into the final against top local side 
Woodlands in the final, which went to Melbourne 10-0. 
 
The cruise had given the crew the opportunity to develop a third team, an under-19 
side, who had the opportunity to play against the B side and were only just 
unsuccessful.  Return fixtures against Duchess were then played at the HMS Terror 
ground in Singapore with the B side victorious by 22-0 and the A side by 11-0.  Then 
on to Djakarta and a game against the ex-pat Europeans in the Djakarta Rugby Club, 
which went to Melbourne A side by 24-3.  The return to Australia saw HMAS 
Melbourne in WA where the A side played their last game of the cruise defeating the 
Perth Club, Collegians, 44-3 at Perry Lakes Stadium, where Cook, Keeling and 
captain ―Timber‖ Mills were outstanding.  Others who stood out during the cruise 
were SBLT Wayne Stone, EM Max Crowther, LAM Hunter, SAAC Larsen, LAN 
―Junior‖ Hilleary, ERA Phil Hannaford, LEUT Doug Squier, POSN Dave Simpson, 
and LEUT Mick Horne.  An overall record for the cruise was played 15, won 14, 268 
points for, 27 against. 
 
Also cruising to the Far East at the same time was HMAS Duchess, and apart from 
the games against Melbourne detailed above the Duchess A side defeated Hobart B 
38-0 in the Singapore seven-a-sides and went on to win the Small Ships Trophy in 
the ANZUK little Olympics.  Her other rugby games in Hong Kong and Singapore 
included the A side defeating Stalwart 18-0, HMS Londonderry 12-0 and the B side 
lost to Hobart A 10-6, defeated Supply 18-0 and lost to Hobart 16-14.  
 
Whilst Rugby League is the primary game in the Territory the patrol boat HMA Aitape 
found time to play both rugby codes.  In New Ireland, they represented Navy in a 
game against Combined Kaving Rugby League, the 14 players headed off to the 
ground, leaving their four duty watch on board and beat the home side 13-7.  One of 
the highlights being a goal kicked by REM Rick Ikupu, wearing Territory footwear 
(bare feet) he scored a 55-yard goal.  Back on Manus Island, the ship combined 
Lavada to defeat the top Tarangau League side Engineering/Recruits, and then go 
down 20-3 to combined Tarangau in a game of Union, and then the ship side beat 
HMAS Samarai 18-8 in Rabaul in the unofficial PNG Patrol Boats Rugby League 
championship. 
 
HMAS Hobart sailed from Sydney on June 6 for San Francisco, via Suva and Pearl 
Harbour.  On the way Hobart lost 18-14 to HMS Albion in Suva and in Hawaii played 
a scoreless draw against the local Barbarians XV.  Hobart was then part of a 
―Promote Australia‖ week in San Francisco in July‘72 and became the first ship‘ team 
to defeat the San Francisco Rugby Club when they beat the side that featured many 
ex-pat Australians 16-0.  The referee of the game, who obviously showed no bias, 
was Hobart‘s XO CMDR Jeff Partington.  In September, Hobart was invited to take 
part in a Rugby tournament in Park City, Utah, along with nine other sides from 
Aspen Colorado, Salt Lake City, New Mexico, San Francisco, Queen City and Park 
City.  The Hobart side on their first training run soon found out the difference between 
playing at sea level and playing at 6250 feet.  Hobart defeated Salt Lake City 10-4, 
Aspen b 34-3, and then lost to Aspen A in the semi-final 10-3.  The Hobart side was 
presented with an award (a keg of beer), for the best display of Rugby ―as-she-is-
played‖.  LEUT Andy McKinnon was named best and fairest and EMC Ken Rogan 
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played for the San Francisco Club side.  Then in October, the team headed off to 
Squaw Valley, the site of the 1960 Winter Olympics, to play the local club side.  An 
altitude of 7000 feet and, although no snow, a bitterly cold wind blew throughout the 
game which was won by Hobart 6-3.  The referee, LCDR Mike Dowsett on his way 
back from Mexico to ANZUK, commented (blue with the cold) ―a far cry from the 
conditions I‘m used to refereeing in.‖ 
 
HMAS Stuart on a trip to Japan, the first visit was to Tokyo and second to Port 
Komatsushima, a small timber port in the prefecture of Tokushima at the entrance to 
the Inland Sea.  Stuart was the first Australian ship to visit the port.  Two games of 
rugby and two games of soccer were included in their three-day visit, the rugby was a 
loss of 3-0 and a win of 15-0.   
 
Attempting to emulate the performance of the full Navy side, HMAS Parramatta took 
on its local force, Parramatta Police, in a game, although this time, of Rugby League.  
The ship‘s side, having just beaten Destroyers in the role of Escorts were outweighed 
by their constabulary opponents yet came out with a 23-22 victory, thanks to a fine 
try by Glen Birch and conversion by stand-in kicker Dusty Miller with less than a 
minute to go. 
 
August saw HMAS Vampire in New Zealand providing RAN representation at the 
New Zealand Industries Fair, but able to take in some sporting activity.  
Unfortunately, both the rugby and soccer players were unsuccessful and Vampire 
had to rely on basketball and golf for victories.  The Rugby side lost 34-6 to the NZ 
Army No. 1 side in Christchurch and then went down 38-3 to HMNZS Philomel.  
 
Back in Australian waters HMAS Duchess defeated Army up in Port Moresby 16-0 
and then headed south and defeated HMAS Cerberus 10-3 in a very dour struggle, 
all the scoring occurring in the final 15 minutes. On her return to NS, the ships crew 
headed off for a sporting trip to Gunnedah, where they were accommodated in the 
alsPolice Boys Club.  Basketball, Soccer and Rugby against, the locals as well as 
socialising with the locals, a weekend enjoyed by all.  
  
HMAS Brisbane, having finished her tour of duty with ANZUK, headed back to 
Australia and called in to Manilla on the way home to find she arrived just in time for 
the SEATO Rugby knockout competition.  The opening game saw Brisbane defeat 
HMNZS Waikato 6-0 in a hard fought game.  HMAS Stalwart was then defeated, 
again by 6-0.  In the next game against HMAS Melbourne, Brisbane was down 4-3 at 
half time, but with the assistance of a flash storm, came home 9-4.  So to the final, 
where the weary Fighting 41‘s defeated HMAS Perth 13-0.  In the last game of the 
tournament Brisbane‘s 2nd XV defeated a local side, Nomads, 18-12.   
 
Also up with ANZUK, HMAS Stalwart played a number of games in Singapore, and in 
particular her last three games were of note.  The first, against HMS Lincoln went to 
Stalwart as a result of two tries to ERA Kelson and tries to POCD Bramston and 
LSCD Johnston.  The second game was against one of Singapore‘s top sides, 
Woodlands, who had defeated Stalwart early in her tour.  This time tries to ERA 
Kelson, POCD Phil Tonks and ABCD Furner gave Stalwart a 14-3 victory.  Early on 
in the tour Stalwart had played HMNZS Waikato and was defeated 8-6. 
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In November HMAS Vampire headed off to ANZUK and the Far East station, where 
her crew put on a magnificent sporting performance, winning all of the major trophies 
available – The Small Ships‘ Cup, The Commodore‘s Cup, The Seaclean trophy and 
the Wells Cup.   The Small Ships‘ Cup came from the Mini ANZUK Olympiad in 
Singapore, which was contested by teams from HMAS Melbourne, HMS Woodlands, 
HMAS Perth, HMS Charybdis, HMAS Brisbane,  Derwent and Vampire and HMS  
Hydra.  The sports involved included six a side soccer and seven a side rugby, 
basketball, swimming, water polo, squash, volleyball, cross country running, hockey 
and golf.  Vampire then headed off to Japan, Korea and the Philippines and returned 
to Singapore to capture the Commodore‘s Trophy in a contest involving rugby, golf, 
basketball, hockey squash and soccer and including crews from HMS Andromeda, 
Charybdis and Hydra and HMAS Vampire.  The Seaclean Trophy was awarded for 
winning the rugby competition.  Vampire then became the first RAN ship to wrest the 
Wells Cup from 6RAR in Singapore, in the competition involving Aussie Rules, rugby, 
hockey, volleyball, basketball, squash, cricket, tug-of-war, soccer, water polo and a 
―boat race‖.  

1973 

The 1973/74 budget had some severe implications for Navy, as it included a 
reduction of 25 percent in the flying strength of the Fleet Air Arm, 20 per cent in fleet 
steaming time, and a cut of 1100 uniformed and 880 civilian staff from the existing 
strengths of 17,484 and 12,892.  This move resulted in the paying–off in 1973 of 
HMAS Sydney  and  Anzac60.   
 
HMAS Supply spent 180 days at sea, in conjunction with RNZN Frigates Otago and 
Canterbury around Muraroa Atoll protesting about French atmospheric atomic testing 
in the Pacific61.   
 
In March HMAS Torrens  took over some of the mantle assumed by Vampire in 1972 
when her crew won the Seaclean Trophy in Singapore with a 12-0 victory over HMS 
Brighton.  They then proceeded to win the Commodore‘s Cup as well. 
 
During an Indian Ocean cruise, HMAS Perth   visited Karachi and played both soccer 
and rugby against the Pakistani Navy.  The rugby resulted in a 46-0 victory to Perth 
and the soccer went 8-2 to the Pakistan Navy.  The rugby team found no posts in 
place when they arrived at the venue for the game; these arrived a few minutes later 
attached to the cars of the Pakistan side.  The spectators for the game were 
described as two camels, some traders and 30 or so Pakistanis.  The scores for 
Perth were tries to Fred Andrews 3, Greg Lange 2, Mal Booby, Terry Glover, Frank 
McCaul, Ned Kelly, Jim Bond, and Jim Gledhill and goals to Jim Long 2 and Foxon, 
and the game was refereed by LEUT John Hazell. 
 
Papua New Guinea rugby saw a combined HMAS  Aitape/Lae play Kavieng for the 
Paluma Shield (played between Kavieng and visiting RAN ships since its origin by 
HMAS Paluma in 1966) and won the game 14-3.  In Rabaul the same combined side 
lost 13-11 in a rugby league game against Marooks, a Rabaul first grade league side. 
 
The Pakistan Shield for 1972 was presented to the CO of HMAS Moresby  by the 
Pakistan Trade Commissioner, Mr Malik.  HMAS Moresby spent most of its time on 
survey work in Australian and Papua New Guinea waters and so whenever it calls at 
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ports and other centres the crew seek out local sporting sides for competition.  They 
estimated that they had taken part in 250 sporting events in 1972.  
 
May saw HMAS Perth and Derwent in Singapore and taking part in a Perth Cup 
competition with Royal Navy, Royal Malaysian Navy and the Singapore Maritime 
Command.  The competition which involved eight sports, was won by the Royal 
Navy, with the RAN and RMN joint second and Singapore third.  The individual 
results were Hockey – RMN, Basketball – SMC, Soccer – RN, Rugby – RAN, Water 
Polo – RN, Swimming – RAN, Golf –RMN, Squash – RN.  Since 1968 the RN has 
won the Cup 4 times, the RAN once and the RMN twice. 
 
HMAS  Torrens (53) and USS Caliente (AO53) were both in Singapore over two 
weekends in May and held sporting competitions involving softball, tennis, basketball, 
volleyball, rugby and gridiron.  The highlight was apparently when mixed teams 
played a half of rugby and a half of gridiron, scant attention was payed to the scores 
as all eyes were on the comedy being enacted on the pitch.  Torrens then went on to 
Hong Kong where she had two challenges for the Wells Trophy that had been 
passed on to her by HMAS Vampire.  Playing with the crew from HMAS Ovens, they 
lost the first 8 sports to 3 to 6RAR, but came back in the second challenge to win by 
8 sports to 3.  
 
Personal friendships can often give rise to ongoing competitions. Such as the 
relationship between HMAS Vampire and the NSW country town of Ungarie.   Tom 
Boyd had served with the RAN and in 1973 he invited a team from HMAS Vampire to 
visit Ungarie and play the local side.  The Ungarie side, which was made up of locals 
from all codes of football, including League, Aussie Rules and possibly even soccer, 
defeated the ship‘s side.  Such a good time was had by all that it was decided to 
make the event an annual one.  So in 1974, as a result of the efforts of Boyd, Ross 
Filmer and other members of the Ungarie and West Wyalong clubs the 
Knickerbottom Cup and the RSL Shield, became a knockout competition that was to 
last for a number of years involving local country sides, HMAS Vampire and even in 
some years, sides from the Sydney First Grade side, Western Suburbs.  The West 
Wyalong Club was the most successful entrant in the competition, winning the Cup 
three years in a row from 1974.  In 1976 they defeated Ungarie in the final 11-10 and 
Junee defeated Canowindra for the consolation, and the trophies were presented by 
former Wallaby captain, John Thornett, who had connections with the region.  (From 
the History of the West Wyalong Rugby Club, details provided by Peter Staniforth) 
 
HMAS Sydney demonstrated a very powerful capability between February 25 and 
July 11 of 1973 when 2 sides were fielded, 18 victories, 5 losses and 3 draws from 
an active membership of just 54 players.  
 
The Woodland Club in Singapore was the home team for the Naval Base and so was 
made up primarily of players from all ANZUK nations based in the area, plus any 
visiting ships.  RAN staff made up quite a slice of it members from time to time with 
LEUT Tex Toohey serving as president, Commodore Clayden as patron and LCDR 
Mike Dowsett and LEUT Toohey providing refereeing skills. 
 
Patrol Boat rugby was not confined to PNG, as HMAS Barbette attested in July.  With 
a crew of just 18 (and an average age of 22) they were quite active in the early part 
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of 1973.  In April, they joined with Barricade and Buccaneer to play HMAS Moresby 
going down just 12-0.  They then played HMAS Barricade in Mackay beating them 3-
0, followed by HMAS Bayonet, which saw a 0-0 draw.  It was then off to Cairns for 
Easter where they defeated a combined Barricade/Bayonet/PBF team 23-3 and 
finally a combined Bayonet/PBF side 11-0.  Amazing what a bit of coaching from 
some Navy stalwarts like POCOX Ron Bowes and ABQMG ―Nipper‖ Turner could  do 
to a motivated side.  
 
HMAS Hobart was in Sydney for a refit from May to November and her crew formed 
the main bulk of the Destroyers‘ team in the Dempster Cup competition, but also 
managed to win the Fleet Trophy and then retain it after a challenge from HMAS 
Vampire.  The crew also managed to take part in a knockout competition in Dubbo. 
    
HMAS Yarra, in Singapore with the ANZUK force, took the coveted Commodore‘s 
Cup from HMS Rhyl, defeating them in golf, basketball, Rugby, volleyball and 
swimming (Rhyl winning the squash, soccer and hockey).  Her five-month tour of duty 
up, Yarra left Singapore on October 1 with her first port of call being Penang.  The 
game of Rugby against a Penang Rugby Union side went to Yarra by 24 point to 6 in 
wet and slippery conditions, her crew also managed to take out the minor trophy in a 
seven-a-side Rugby knockout competition.  She then headed off to Subic Bay and 
then back to Singapore to refuel, and while there 6 RAR challenged them for the 
Wells Trophy, which was won by 6 RAR, with Yarra winning the swimming, water 
polo and golf. 
 
The Lou Smith Cup was again up grabs in October with a visit of RAN ships to New 
Zealand, but the composite RAN side went down 41-6 to the Kiwis.  

1974 

June 1974 saw the first of biennial joint training exercises named ‗Kangaroo‖ with 
ANZUS forces exercising in the Tasman and Coral Sea and Shoalwater Bay exercise 
area.  Kangaroo I involved 38 ships, 121 aircraft and 15,000 personnel62. 
  
HMS Stuart, in Bangkok, in combination with HMAS Onslow defeated an RN XV from 
HMS Londonderry, Scilla and Danae 13-7. 
  
The Wooodlands Rugby Club (formerly HMS TERROR), a home for home for many 
RAN rugby players while Singapore had taken a trip to Hong Kong where they won 4 
games, losing only to Combined Services Hong Kong.  In January, the club was the 
location for a game between HMAS Parramatta and HMS Hermione for the Sea 
Clean Trophy, which Parramatta had won back in November with a 16-9 victory.  The 
RAN ship retained the trophy with a 21-13 victory. However, after a loss to the Royal 
Horse Artillery 18-15, the Colts defeated HMS Chichester 22-0 and a combined A‘s 
and Colts defeated Tamar 29-3, but lost SbLt Alan Graham with a broken leg. In 
June HMAS Vendetta defeated Woodlands 20-16 in a hard fought, clean game 
played at a great pace.  
 
HMAS Yarra completed a great sporting double in July, they won the big ships 
trophies in Rugby Union and Australian Rules and performed the feat on the same 
day, July 5.  In Australian Rules Yarra defeated Swan 12 goals 2 points 93 points to 
5 gpals 5 points, 25 points.  In Rugby, Yarra defeated Brisbane 7 points to 6 for the 
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Assault Cup.  LSWTR Brian Eagles had field day, playing execently in both games. 
 
Melbourne‟s visit to Hawaii and the USA saw the 1St XV play in Hawaii, Long Beach, 
San Francisco and Brisbane, and the 2nd XV played in Hawaii,  San Francisco and 
Brisbane (results in the Annex).  

 1975 

HMAS Perth spent 14 months at the US Navy Shipyard, Long Beach in California 
undergoing a major upgrade, particularly to fit her with the navy‘s first automated 
combat system, and her rugby team took advantage of the stay to play local sides.  
Results included beat Irvine University 24-6, lost to Finlanders 9-14, and defeated 
New Port 22-14.  They also participated in a visit to the Phoenix Rugby Club in 
Arizona and they played two games in the grounds of the Arizona State University.   
The first game, played with the temperature in the mid-70s, went to Perth 8-4 thanks 
to tries by LS Gibson and SBLT Whitehouse.  The second game was against the 
Tempe Rugby Club, a suburb of Phoenix, and went to the locals 22-8, thanks partly 
to a 30-knot wind in the second half.  The final game in the Southern California 
Competition saw Perth defeat Unicorns 30-4, much to the delight of coach Buck 
Rodgers. 
 
Not all naval deployments have a purely military flavour, as in 1975 when HMA Ships 
Stalwart and Supply were in Papua New Guinea for the proclamation of her 
independence from Australia, and Supply, Hobart, Vampire and Stuart sailed to the 
United States for the bicentenary celebrations of the American declaration of 
independence from Britain63.  
 
The annual Joint Services exercises with the US fleet saw HMAS Hobart, Melbourne, 
Otway, and Parramatta participating in RIMPAC 75 in southern Pacific waters.  
Otway then headed off to the Philippines where they managed three games of rugby, 
two victories over the Subic Bay Rugby Club and one loss to HMNZS Waikato (34-0) 
 
In May and June, HMAS Derwent was in Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia. And 
was having a most unsuccessful time on the rugby field losing all the games in 
Singapore and also to RAAF at Butterworth.  They did manage to win two games in 
the Philippines, however. 
 
The Pakistan Shield for 1974 was presented to the CO of HMAS Vendetta by the 
Pakistan Ambassador to Australia Trade Commissioner, Mr Riaz Piracha.  HMAS 
Vendetta with a crew of 321 also won the trophy in 1967.  To win the trophy 
Vendetta‘s crew fielded teams in volleyball, squash, soccer, rugby, golf, basketball, 
cricket, Australian Rules football, sailing, water polo, hockey, rifle shooting, lawn 
bowls and softball.  
 
HMAS Vampire, off on a long deployment won the first game downed the strong 
depot side at HMAS Cerberus 16-10, the scoring being a penalty to POMPT Brian 
Davis, tries to LSFC Rolly Smith and ABETS Betts, a penalty and a conversion to 
Bob Clancy -to Cerberus one try one conversion and 2 penalties,  
 
July saw HMAS Brisbane leave Australia for four months service in South-East Asian 
waters, where she was due to replace HMAS Derwent who had been away for five 
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months.  August saw HMAS Hobart, having returned from Hawaii and undergone a 
10 week self-maintenance period set off for Iran, India, Thailand, the Philippines, and 
Singapore.  On the way from Sydney, Hobart became the first RAN warship to berth 
at the new West Australian Naval Support Facility at Garden Island WA.  While in WA 
the ship‘s 1st XV defeated HMAS Supply 14-6.  In August she was in Hong Kong, 
where Captain Mike Hudson handed over command to Captain R.W Burnett.  The 
Hong Kong Colony side, who were due to play Wales in a few weeks challenged 
Brisbane to a game and on a wet muddy pitch proved to be too strong, winning 14-0.  
The ships No 2 side defeated HMS Chichester  14-4 and then the 1st XV defeated a 
Hong Kong Armed Forces XV 42-4. 
 
In August HMAS Yarra defeated HMAS Vendetta 12-0 at Rushcutter to take the Big 
Ships Trophy, the Assault Cup.  
 
HMAS Vampire defeated Cerberus 16-10 in their first game on their long deployment. 
In Manila recorded victories over Manila Nomads 44-0, Subic Bay Rugby Club 52-0, 
Clark Red Barons 30-3. 
 

1976 

 
HMAS Derwent on her back from Singapore called in to Subic Bay and defeated the 
Subic Bay Rugby Club 24-0, then on to Manila where they beat the Nomads Spots 
Club 15-4. 
 
HMAS Duchess Rugby Football team strung together an impressive list of wins in 
Australi, New Zealand and Fiji.  They defeated Supply 6-0, Hobart 26-0, a combined 
Taranak/Philomel side 13-0, First Dorset Army Base in Wellington 16-5, Penguin 13-
10.  Losses were to 1st Grade side Stokes in Nelson, New Zealand 16-6, Fijian Navy 
11-0, Mackay Rugby League club South 26-8 at Rugby League, and drew 20 all with 
Mackay Rugby Union in a 7-aside game.  
 
1977 
HMAS Cerberus ―tackled‖ USS Longbeach ship‘s company during a visit to 
Melbourne for a game of Gridiron and Rugby.  The land based locals finished with 
the honours wit a nil-all draw in Gridiron and a 33-3 win in Rugby.  Under the rules, 
20 minutes of each code was played. 
 
The crew of HMAS Melbourne, although it was scheduled to be in UK and European 
areas out of the rugby season, decided to reform the Melbourne Rugby Club, in the 
hope that they might be able to arrange fixtures with some clubs out of season.  An 
interim committee was established, comprising President, LCDR Mike Dowsett, 
Captain, CPO Larsen, V-Captain, P.O. Bulger and LS Newton and LS Northey as the 
committee.  This committee would hand over to a new committee as soon as the UK 
deployment commenced.  During their RIMPAC deployment they played some 
games in San Diego.  The first was when they played the top club, OMBACS (Old 
Mission Beach Athletic Club) which went the way of the local side by three tries to 
one.  The following day the Melbourne‟s Colts XV were due to play a Colts XV from 
HMNZS Otago .The Kiwis, however, fielded their 1st XV and defeated the Melbourne 
side by four tries to nil.  This game was followed by a floodlit night game against San 
Diego State University, which resulted in a 6-all draw64.   
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HMAS Vendetta  was deployed for five months to the Far East in 1977.  The first 
game of Rugby for her crew was against the powerful ―Sunday Club‖ in Kagoshima, 
who had never been beaten by a foreign team, until they met Vendetta.  The RAN 
side won 22-9 in a hard fought game.  At Sasebo, Vendetta defeated the Japanese 
Maritime Self-Defence Force Rugby Team 14-9.  During her deployment the 
Vendetta Rugby team played 20 games recording nine wins, two draws and nine 
losses.  On the way back to Australia, she suffered two more losses, one in 
Singapore, to ―Minor Units‖ (NZ) 4-8 and then a 12-3 loss to HMAS Leeuwin in 
Fremantle.  
 
The Ship‘s Company of the daring Class destroyer HMAS Vendetta believe that they 
had set up a commanding lead for the 1977 Pakistan Shield, one of the most coveted 
RAN sports awards.  They have played a total of 176 games at various sports since 
leaving Sydney on overseas deployment three months ago ??? Their record has 
been quite impressive some 91 wins nine draws and 76 losses.  Much of the credit 
would have to go to the ships Sports Officer, SBLT Russ Crawford and LSPT Lou 
Farkas (result in appendix) 
 
HMAS Duchess  during Cruise No 3 of 1977, managed to register many sporting 
achievements from her 200-odd crew, including, in one port, fielding two Rugby 
teams, a hockey team and teams for five volleyball matches, all at the same time.  
Among her Rugby performances were the defeat of HMAS Perth 30-10 for the 
Assault Cup, a 24-3 defeat of the Army in Townsville, a 34-0 victory over the Cairns 
District Rugby Club, a loss by 10-6 to the Royal Fijian Military Forces, a 12-all draw 
against the Samoan Colts XV and a 12-6 loss to the Royal Fijian Navy Squadron. 
 
In July, HMAS Stuart, commanded by Commander Wally Rothwell, headed off north 
on deployment, and on the way called into Cairns where the ship‘s side drew 4-all 
with the Cairns District Rugby Club.  On arrival in Darwin, the Darwin Rugby Club 
were beaten 28-0.  Next port of call was Surabaya where soccer and a Hash House  
Harrier‘s meet were the sporting offerings.  Then it was off to Singapore where the 
ship‘s side was again successful, this time by 28-18 over the Kiwi Supply Corps and 
then defeated Vampire 9-3, thanks to three penalty goals by ―Roo‖ Medway and 
HMAS Swan 22-4, with tries to Medway, Dann, Adams and Bethal and a penalty to 
―Dimples‖ Sheargold.  Other RAN vessels in Singapore at the same time also 
reported their results, which included, NZ Battalion defeated HMAS Onslow, HMAS 
Perth defeated HMAS Stalwart 15-3, Fleet defeated Singapore Nationals 10-7, 
HMAS Vampire defeated HMAS Swan 4-0, Fleet lost to Sembawang Kiwis 28-6.  The 
Fleet side was the RAN‘s Singapore Task Group Rugby side made up of players 
from Supply, Stalwart, Perth, Vampire, Stuart and Onslow and the top games were 
played at the Singapore Cricket Club.  At the end of her deployment HMAS Swan" 
reported a ―total‖ sporting record of played 139, won 87, lost 39 and drawn 13, of 
which Rugby accounted for played 15, won 10, lost 4 drew 1.  
 
HMAS Vampire proudly reported in August 1977 that they had recently defeated 
HMAS Vendetta 43-7.  
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1978 

The Pakistan Shield was won by HMAS Vendetta, aided by her six month 
deployment to South East Asia, in the early part of 1977 Vendetta amassed an 
incredible 135 points, completely swamping the previous record of 76 set by HMAS 
Barricade in 1976.  
 
While in the Philippines, HMAS Derwent  defeated HMS Cleopatra  7-3, in sweltering 
conditions at Subic Bay. 
 
In May, up in Papua new Guinea to clean up a former RAN Oil Fuel Installation, 
HMAS Stalwart and Supply provided a joint XV to play the Papua New Guinea 
Defence Force XV, with the home side registering a 24-3 victory  
 
On the way back to the Far East, HMAS Vendetta went down 24-8 to the Victorian 
Combined Services side. 
 
HMAS Perth, at the completion of RIMPAC 78 was in Hawaii, and was challenged to 
a game of Rugby by the US cruiser, USS Reeves, who took the game so seriously 
that they ―borrowed‖ a coach and two players from HMNZS Waikato, as well as a 
South African player from the Chilean Sail Training Ship, Esmeralda.  These moves 
were unsuccessful, however, as Perth convincingly defeated the USS Reeves. 
 
The Harold E. Holt Base provided a joint USN/RAN side that played two games in 
Perth after an 800 mile bus journey down from the Cape.  They were defeated 18-0 
by an HMAS Leeuwin/Moresby/Stirling side and drew with a local community side the 
Wallaroos.  As a result of the game two RAN members and 6 USN players were 
named in the Navy squad for the WA inter-Service competition. 
 

1979 
As Western Australia celebrated its 150th anniversary year, it seemed appropriate 
that HMAS Perth should be awarded a ―Freedom of the City‖ and also win the 
―Visiting Ships Sports Trophy‖ from Vendetta, Stalwart and Derwent.  The program 
included rugby, Aussie Rules, golf, hockey, volleyball, basketball, tennis soccer and 
squash.  In the rugby competition Perth went down in the first round to Derwent, 
Stalwart, who won the competition, defeated Vendetta and Derwent.  
 
The Pakistan Shield was presented to the commanding officer of HMAS Vendetta in 
June ‘79.  This marked the fourth occasion that Vendetta   had won the trophy for the 
ship with the best sporting performance. 
 
HMAS Stalwart took out the Western Australian seven-a-side knockout competition in 
June.  

The 1980’s 

1980 
The rugby team from the destroyer escort HMAS Derwent, while on deployment in 
South East Asian waters, beat the Singapore Cricket Club 7-4, and then, in Manila, 
defeated the prestigious Nomads Sports Club 10-5.  This was the first time in many 
years that a visiting ship‘s side had defeated the Nomads side which had included a 
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number of former international representatives.  As Western Australia celebrated its 
150th anniversary year, it seemed appropriate 
 
The Darwin season ended with the Services‘ side, Larrakeyah, picking up the 
wooden spoon.  However, four of the Larrakeyah side were selected to play for a 
Darwin side to play an invitation XV that included five Wallabies, LEUT Steve 
Hookes, LEUT Howie Furness, CPL Joe Wright and ―Gabby Gablonski, with CPL 
Wright and Gablonski selected in a Darwin side to make a southern tour.  However, 
in the Darwin inter-Service competition, a combined Army/Navy side defeated RAAF 
25-21, the difference between previous years was that in 1980 the contest was 
played under Rugby Union rules.  
 
HMAS Torrens  during a goodwill visit to Melbourne in April, defeated the local 
Hawthorn side 7-4 in a 27 degree heatwave. 
 
Having seen their interstate counterparts take out their inter-Service contests the 
WARANRU came up to the mark as well defeating Army 16-6, and won the game 
against RAAF on a forfeit.  Playing as Leeuwin/Stirling they also took out the 
Commodore‘s Cup with nine straight wins.  However due to service commitments the 
majority of the side was not available for the final game against HMAS Melbourne 
and for the first time JRs had to be included in the side, and they could not match 
their older, heavier more experienced opponents.  
 
HMAS Melbourne headed off for an Indian Ocean deployment late in 1980 and in 
their first four games of rugby amassed 74 points with just 4 against.  They defeated 
HMAS Leeuwin 42-0, Jakarta 12-4, NZ Force 10-0, and the Singapore Cricket Club 
10-065.  
 
In November came news of the South Queensland Area Rugby Union competition.  
This competition comprised seven Army teams, plus one team each from RAAF, 
Navy and Police, and for the first time in the competition‘s history, two non-Army 
sides were in the Grand Final when Police finished minor premiers and Navy, 
represented by HMAS Moreton came third on the ladder.  A field goal to Police and a 
penalty to Navy followed shortly by an all-in brawl, involving all 30 players on the field 
were the highlights of the first half which ended at 6-all.  Two penalty kicks to Police 
in the second half saw Police home at 12 points to 6.  The only consolation to Navy 
was that they were the only side that did not have their line crossed by the strong 
Police side.  
 

1981 
As a result of the construction of the four frigates for the RAN at the Todd Shipyards 
in Seattle, Washington, rugby teams from the crews for the ships were able to 
participate in competitions in the Pacific Northwest Rugby Union.  HMAS Adelaide 
provided an example of their involvement.  The initial deployment was not enough to 
form a team so some of the players turned out for the Seattle Rugby Club.  As the 
numbers increased, so they formed their own team.  This team, had by February 
1981, played in three tournaments, losing the first and winning the next two, as 
reported by CPOMTH Tony Young, CPOETS Roger Stewart both from Sydney and 
CPOETP Frank Ostrowski of Newcastle, they had played sides from all over the 
Northwest and had travelled north to Bellingham, Washington and south to 
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Tacoma66.  
 
A navy team, compromising base and attached ships, entered the local Cairns Rugby 
Union competition for the first time and took out the 1981 Grand Final with a 21-15 
win over Teachers, after 10 minutes extra time each way. 
 
HMAS Brisbane defeated the Bombay Gymkhana Club rugby XV 46-3, on the club‘s 
green lush playing fields. 
 

1982 
After several weeks at sea, HMAS Brisbane called in to Suva en-route to Hawaii and 
the ship‘s rugby team combined with the side from HMAS Hobart to play the Royal 
Fijian Military Forces.  It was not until the final quarter that the RFMF were able to 
break the deadlock and score a try to win 8-4.  The Fijians presented a plaque to 
both ships, who were then due to play each other in Hawaii to determine ownership. 
Best players were reported as CPOMTP Pearson, POSY McLaurin, ABWTR Quinn, 
and ABETS Targa67. 
 
HMAS Adelaide‘s rugby side went though the 1982 season undefeated both at home 
and overseas.  During her Indian Ocean deployment, the team won a game in 
Jeddah in Saudi Arabia and then beat HMAS Perth 27-0 in Singapore, and then also 
in Singapore defeated the New Zealand Air Force side, the Eagles, 18-3.  Then in 
Karachi, Adelaide defeated the Ex-Patriots 44-0, in this game Simon Hart was the 
man of the match scoring four tries.  In the Seychelles the Seychelles Rugby Club 
succumbed to Adelaide 22-0, this being the first loss by the local side to a ship‘s side 
from any nation.  Then another strong game from Simon Hart saw Adelaide defeat 
the Mombassa Sports Club 12-0. 
 

1983 
The 1983 season saw HMAS Adelaide set off on February 28 on a deployment 
involving a four nation tour of Asia accompanied by four other RAN ships (WHO???).  
The rugby side on Adelaide was being coached by fullback Steve ―Battler‖ Britton, 
and started off with victories in Singapore and then headed off to Korea, Japan and 
the Philippines.  The training field on a guided missile frigate is provided by the flight 
deck and hangers, and the major training comprised aerobics and circuit training 
every night, assuming that there were no operational requirements. 
 
The rugby team for HMAS Sydney was formed in Late February and played a trial 
game against James Bay Athletic Club in Victoria, British Columbia.  Then it was off 
to San Diego where Sydney won one and lost one against Coronada Rugby Club 
and also lost to Old Mission Beach Athletic Club.  Then off to Long Beach where 
Sydney defeated USS New Jersey 28-0.  Sydney then lost to the Vancouver Rowing 
Club while back in British Columbia. 

1984 

May 1984 saw HMA Ships Supply, Adelaide and Parramatta pay a visit to the 
―Friendly Islands‖ of Tonga, which included a 21 gun salute for the king, official visits 
by the ships commanding officers on King Taufa‘Ahau Tupou IV, official receptions, 
civil aid parties, deliveries of educational books and material.  There was also a 
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rugby knockout competition against the Tonga Rugby Union Association on the 
Tongan International Oval.  Each ship provided one team for the tournament, as did 
the Tongan Police Force (with seven internationals in their side), the Tongan 
Combined Defence Force and a local cub side, Houma.  The Tongan Police proved 
too strong for all opponents, and the RAN ships results were:  Supply 1 win, 1 draw, 
1 loss,   Adelaide,1 win, 1 draw, 1 loss,  Parramatta, 3 losses.  A combined soccer 
team also played against the Royal Guards and the Tongan Soccer Association, 
winning 1 and losing two games. 
 
Taking part in RIMPAC 84, HMAS Supply made four visits to Hawaii, and during the 
first visit the rugby team managed to fit in two games, losing 22-0 to HMZNS 
Canterbury, and then losing 16-0 to a local side, Harlequins. 
 
HMAS Adelaide was off on a South Pacific deployment when her rugby side took on 
the Cook Island‘s side from the capital Raratonga in a 28 degree C heat, only to go 
down to the locals 22-6.  The visit to the island capital lasted for just 10 hours. 
 
HMAS Moreton entered a team in the local Army competition in Queensland and 
finished fifth in the competition.  Nearly all of the players represented Queensland 
Combined Reserves and Navy. 
 
The crew and dependants of HMAS Darwin completed a spectacular sporting year in 
San Diego, participating in local soccer and cricket competitions and the wives 
competed in local basketball with two teams.  LSPT Al Van Sendon and CPORS 
John Farrell won the naval command racquetball competition, beaten only once in 
the entire competition.  The Rugby team, coached by former ASRU captain Kit 
Morgan recorded eight wins from eleven games. It also played against the 
Longbeach Rugby Club in a curtain raiser for the ASRU v US Services select  team, 
winning 28-6.   
 

1985 
HMAS Swan together with HMAS Derwent and the Melton Rugby Club in a 
composite side took out the HMAS Cerberus pre-season gala rugby competition. 
 
In May, HMAS Perth went on a goodwill deployment, Operation Pacific Friend, 
visiting The Solomon Islands, Vanuata and Fiji.  In Honiara, the ships rugby side was 
defeated by locals in two social games 14-0 and 24-6 and in Suva were beaten by a 
Royal Fiji Military Forces Naval Division XV 18-6.  
 
The Pakistan Shield was won for the second year in a row by HMAS Flinders, an 
exemplary effort by a survey ship that would spend many weeks away from regular 
sporting activities.  The Chief of Naval Staff, VADM Mike Hudson presented the 
trophy to the ship‘s company at HMAS Cairns. 
 
The RAN contributed to the Government‘s approach to Indian Ocean Issues with a 
14-week deployment of HMAS Adelaide and HMAS Sydney in mid 1985.  During this 
period the ships paid visits to Singapore, Goa (India), Victoria (Seychelles), Dar-es-
Salaam (Tanzania), Mombassa (Kenya), Moroni (Republic of the Comores) and port 
Louis (Mauritius). In Mauritius, the rugby sides from the two ships met at the 
Gymkhana Club and Sydney defeated Adelaide by 12 points to 3.  The locals were 
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also challenged to games of soccer and hockey as well as participating in a boxing 
tournament.  
 
In August 1985, LSRO Leano Santini from HMAS Cairns, became the first sailor to 
represent Northern Queensland in rugby union. 
 

1986 
The inaugural HMAS Cerberus Sports Council Trophy was awarded to CPOQMQ 
Graeme ―Lofty‖ Mostow for his contribution to Cerberus sport, both on and off the 
field  The award was estbalished in 1985 with a view to providing recognition to those 
involved in sporting clubs in Cerberus, either as a player or an administrator.  CPO 
Mostow had been involved in many sports including golf, waterpolo, volleyball, rugby, 
as a player and administrator, often at club or inter-service level. 
 
HMAS Huon‘s touch football team won the 1985/86 Touch Football Association 
competition.  The competition ran over 18 weeks from October through to March.  
There were 6 teams in the division in which Huon competed and it came through 
unbeaten after 3 rounds, the only team to do so.  In the final Huon went on to a well 
earned 6-3 victory. 

 

1987 
April 1987 saw the RAN taking an active role in the Australian Government‘s 
commitment to strengthen relations with its Pacific neighbours with naval goodwill 
visits.  HMA Ships Stalwart and Adelaide commenced the program with a visit to 
Auckland involving official receptions, beat retreat ceremonies and heavy rounds of 
social and sporting commitments.  Among the sporting commitment was a rugby 
match between HMAS Stalwart and HMAS Adelaide as a curtain raiser to 
Queensland v Auckland at Eden Park.  From New Zealand, the two ships headed for 
Fiji where they were joined by the patrol boats HMAS Cessnock and HMAS 
Wollongong where the crews were to be involved in some 40 projects in Suva, 
Tuvalu and Port Vila, including construction work at the Suva crippled children‘s 
home, providing navigational aids in Tuvalu and repairing cyclone damage in Port 
Vila.  
 
HMAS Huon took out their touch football competition for the scond year running, 
winning their final 5-3. This year they lost just three games in the competition.  
Nirimba B (apprentices) defeated their more experienced seniors Nirimba A in the 
1987 Eastern Australian Area Touch Football Competion 5-2 demonstrating superior 
fitness and match play ability, most likely helped by their recent apprentices inter-
services competition. 
 
Two members of the rugby side from HMAS Cairns were involved with the North 
Queensland trials with Spike Jones, the coxswain, as coach and Barry Omundson, 
the Navy Colt, who also played for Gordon Colts while in Sydney.  The Cairns team 
had also been perfoming well during the season, rising from the bottom rung to 
making the semi-finals.  
 
During an eight day goodwill vist to Brisbane, HMAS Canberra‟s A side defeated 
HMAS Sydney 20-6 and the B side went down 9-6 to HMAS Torrens, giving coach 
Ron Giveen the knowledge that he had the makings of two good sides.  The ship the 
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headed of to the Solomon Islands where the ship‘s Golden Oldies side (over 30s) 
played a local expats side, the Ollos, losing 6-9, and the A side lost 26-16 to a 
Honiara representative side in 37°C heat. 
 
HMAS Onslow  made a visit to Bangkok in September, the first by an RAN submarine 
in 15 years, and was challenged to a game of rugby by the British Club of Bangkok.  
The submariners were a little wary of the home side, who had recently defeated a 
combined side from HMNZ Ships Canterbury and Southland and it would be their first 
game since June.  The British Club were successful scoring a try and a penalty goal 
to defeat Onslow 7-0. 
 
HMAS Adelaide was the official Australian Representative at the celebration of 
Papua New Guinea‘s 12 years of independence, and besides contributing a 60-man 
platoon in a march past and a 21-gun salute, fielded a rugby XV against the Port 
Moresby Barbarians.  The result was a 15-6 win to the locals, thanks largely to their 
excellent defence.  
 

1988 

HMAS Ipswich was reported by Navy News of March 1988, as making a name for 
itself in sport in New Guinea, especially touch football, where it was unbeaten against 
other boats and civilian sides. 
 
In May, HMAS Canberra broke a 10-year drought for visiting ships when the ship‘s 
side defeated Geelong RUFC 21-4 on a rock hard pitch, ―The Cats‖‘ tries came from 
Peter Thompson, Max Waldie, Billy Chick, J.C. Campbell and Peter Price.  Canberra 
had also played trials games at Rushcutter, the 1st (The Cats) defeating 
Platypus/Waterhen 20-9 with the 2nd XV (The Killers) going down 12-0 to HMAS 
Watson.  
 
June saw HMAS Canberra in Tonga and the rugby team suffered two defeats at the 
hands of superiors and HUGE Tongan sides.  In Nuku‘Alofa, the Tongan Marines ran 
away by 26-4 and in Nieafu a select island side won 22-6.  Team manager, POWTR 
Ron Giveen, was not worried by these losses, claiming that they were but trial games 
and Canberra would be a team to be reckoned with.  The Canberra‘s soccer team 
made up somewhat for the rugby defeats with a victory over the Tongan Royal Guard 
by 9-2 in Nuku‘Alofa. 
 
The RAN Training Squadron, HMAS Stalwart, HMAS Stuart and HMAS Jervis Bay, 
were on a deployment in South East Asia in August and had a six-day stop in 
Singapore.  During their stay the Royal Navy‘s HMS Sirius also visited and so the 
rugby sides of Stuart and Sirius played each other.  The Stuart players maintained 
that a tropical storm midway through the match diminished the speed of their 
backline and deprived them of a victory in the game that finished as a 0-0 draw.  A 
combined Australian XV took on the New Zealand ―Sembawang Tigers‖ with the 
Tigers triumphant by 18-0.  On the way to Singapore, HMAS Stuart called in to 
Jakarta, where the International Sports Club of Jakarta defeated Stuart 6-3  
 

1989 

January 1989 saw HMA Ships Stuart and Derwent off on a three and a half month 
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deployment to South East Asia, with visits planned for Singapore, Malaysia Thailand 
and India68.  On the way Stuart‘s rugby side, led by ASRU No 8, SBLT Mark Todd 
defeated the side from the International Sportsman‘s Club of Indonesia 7-3 in 
Jakarta. 
 
During a visit to Darwin in May HMAS  Parramatta lost 14-4 to HMAS Coonawarra, 
they also went down in Aussie rules by 18 goals.  In August HMAS Parramatta was 
in Jakarta where the ship‘s side defeated a local XV 16-9 under lights at the 
International Sports Centre.   
 
In Singapore in September HMAS Sydney defeated HMAS Success 12-0 then HMAS 
Success defeated HMS Nottingham 12-0.   
 
CPOCD Robbie Robertson was selected to play fof the ACT B side.Cairns Navy side 
defeated  the Townxville Army side 13-12 
 
Noumea, in New Caledonia, was the location for a convincing win by HMAS Stalwart 
over the Combined French Military Forces of New Caledonia by 20-3 under lights, 
with the French referee insisting the game be played in three 20 minute sections. 
 

The 1990’s 

1990 

HMAS Parramatta‟s rugby side had a very successful Far East deployment.  The 1st 
XV defeated Derwent Bucks in Singapore, Clark Base in Manilla, HMS Minerva 
(twice) and Hawks in Singapore. 
 
In Hawaii, the scheduled game for HMAS Success‘ XV against a local expatriate side 
fell through at the last minute, so the team organised a Tens game between the 
Oldies (wardroom and senior sailors) and the Youngies (junior sailors) with the 
veterans successful by 26-7. 
 

1991 

HMAS Cairns were reported as looking forward to the next rugby season, with the 
news that ASRU No 8, Mark Todd had been posted there.  They were looking 
forward to seeing Mark in the North Queensland side as well as the Cairns rep side 
which was being coached by ex Wallaby No 8 Bob Wood.69 (NN March 1 1991) \ 
 
The 1991 inter-Service sports at RAAF Tindal saw Navy go down to RAAF 24-0 in 35 
degree heat.  The return match, again played in 35 degree heat saw RAAF win 22-4. 
 
HMAS Jervis Bay visited Townsville in May and the rugby team played the local side, 
Teachers West, and performed creditably, although going down 14-4.  The ship‘s CO 
CMDR Errol Morgan exchanged plaques with Teachers West.   
 
HMAS Stuart in her ―final‖ up-top deployment had made calls at wide variety of exotic 
ports including Surabaya, Penang, Singapore, Cebu and the Malaysian island of 
Langkawi (the first RAN visit in 20 years).  While in Singapore the ship‘s rugby side, 
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under the guidance of LSMTH Jeff Gates, defeated HMAS Success, but in Penang 
went down to an Australian Army detachment 20-3. 
 
HMAS Adelaide defeated HMAS Darwin 9-4 at the Army Barracks at Surabaya, the 
two sides had last met in 1990 in Hawaii in a 9-all draw. 
 
Former Navy players performed well for the HMAS Cairns/City side in the Cairns 
competition, they included Andy Howell (Navy inter-Service), Nigel Shawback 
(ASRU), and O‘Bie O‘Brien.  The Cairns rep side that played Mount Isa in the North 
Queensland XXXX Cup also included ex-Navy Colts player Barry Omundsen.70  
 
During a visit to Queensland, HMAS Brisbane played HMAS Moreton at the Brother‘s 
ground in Brisbane and the local side surprised the visitors by beating them by more 
than 30 points.  Not a bad effort for a ship‘s company of just over 30 (including 
females) 
 

1992 

In soaring temperatures in Cairns in February, HMAS Tobruk and HMAS Cairns 
fought out a torrid match.  The Cairns side was confident of victory, having been 
unbeaten by a visiting ship for three years, whereas Tobruk‟s side had not played for 
some five months. Cairns took an early lead via a penalty and were soon ahead 9-0, 
but a try to Tobruk‘s captain and prop. Terry O‘Connor narrowed the margin, but 
another try just before half time gave Cairns a 13-4 lead.  In the second half, try‘s to 
Tobruk‘s ASRU rep Brett Quinn and then Warren Jewell gave Tobruk victory by 14-
13. 
 
The Top End rugby came to an end in May with a large number of sailors playing for 
local club sides, including University Pirates B and C grade sides, Humpty Doo 
Swamp Dogs, Bayside, Casuarina Cougars.  Nominated for rep sides were Aron 
Stacey in the Darwin U/21 side and Phil Islands as captain of the Darwin Presidents 
XV 
 
HMAS Swan was in Japan in August and ignoring the approaching Typhoon Bobbie, 
took on the USN/JMSDF rugby side at Nimitz Field in Sasebo and were able to 
emerge triumphant by 25 points to nil.  To assist the orientation of the predominantly 
American team the games was played over four fifteen minute quarters.  Swan also 
played volleyball against the local JMSF and the US marines, winning both games. 
 
RIMPAC 92 saw HMAS Canberra in San Diego where her rugby side defeated the 
San Diego Coronado Armadillos 14-12, then a combined Canadian Rugby side 15-4 
and finally earned the title of Rugby Champion of the fleet North of the Equator by 
beating HMAS Hobart in Hawaii in a match refereed by Ron Giveen. 
 
HMAS Darwin on station in the Gulf, gave the rugby the opportunity to play in Cairo, 
Jeddah and Karachi, losing only the game in Jeddah. 
 
Stopovers in Jakarta gave Torrens, Brisbane and Perth the opportunity to take part in 
the International sports Council of Indonesia Tens Rugby Tournament, with each ship 
entering two sides.  Torrens  took out the title with Torrens II coming equal third with 
ISCI Red.  Then a further stopover on the island of Tioman provided Torrens with a 
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game against HMS Boxer , with Torrens running out victors 16-3. 
 
HMAS Tobruk and HMNZS Tui combined with their Army colleagues to form an 
ANZACS XV and defeat a Honiara Select XV 15-12. 
 

1993 

The Pakistan Shield for major units was awarded to HMAS Jervis Bay from HMAS 
Perth and for minor units to HMAS Geelong with HMAS Ipswich second 

 
HMAS Canberra recorded victories in both rugby and soccer over HMS Nottingham V 
while on a stopover in Mombassa during a deployment to the North Red Sea.  The 
rugby saw victory go to HMAS Canberra by 24-8 in a hard fought game.  
 
HMAS Tobruk, was operating in support of Operation Solace, but her visit to 
Mombassa was not a sporting success, with defeats in hockey, soccer, cricket and 
rugby by the Mombassa Sports Club. 
 
In July Brisbane and Perth made a visit to Brisbane, and put together a combined 
side to play the top Army side 6RAR and were thrashed 47-37.  The Army side was 
coached by former ASRU player and coach, Bob Brooks, now retired. 
 

1994  

HMAS Coonawarra‟s sevens team, coached by Mark Heath, reached the semi-final 
in a tournament at the top end. 
 
HMAS Torrens was presented with the 1993 Pakistan Shield for major units by the 
Maritime Commander, RADM D.B. Chalmers.  One of the highlights of their sporting 
year was the winning of the inter-Service relay decathlon, the Stirling Shield, 
previously held by Clearance Diving Team Four. 
 
HMAS Perth played four games during a tour, which included a victory over the 
―Berroccas‖ in Port Vila and a drawn game in Wellington, and then defeated HMAS 
Tobruk 34-8 in Brisbane  
 
After 30 years of faithful service HMAS Derwent was scuttled 15 nautical miles west 
of Rottnest Island off Western Australia on December 21.  She was scuttled by 
explosive devices set by Clearance Diving Team Four. 

1995 

HMAS Geelong was awarded the 1994 Pakistan Shield for the best sporting 
performance of a minor fleet unit also picking up the Kelly Shield and the North 
Queensland Engineering Agents Award for Excellence and the Force Element Group 
Efficiency Award. 

1996 

A combined rugby union side from HMAS Adelaide and HMAS Canberra held its own 
against a professional side in Thailand.  They played against the Bangkok Corsairs 
International, a team made up of mainly expatriot English and French players and the 
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Navy side managed a12-all draw, a very respectable performance against a side that 
were paid $500 a month to play rugby.  Due to the heat the game was played in four 
quarters 
 
Fifteen players from HMAS Cairns underook to revive the Cairns Rugby Football 
Club. 
 
The Clearance Divers annual Youngies v Oldies rugby game took place at Sydney‘s 
Middle Head on HMAS Penguin‘s oval with Youngie‘s taken the trophy. 
 
1997 

During the FCP Kakadu III Sports carnival played at HMAS Coonawarra on Sunday 
August 3, HMAS Dubbo entered a side in the touch football competition.  Much to the 
surprise of all present they went undefeated into the cup final.  Their opponents were 
the mighty HMNZS Canterbury side, undaunted, Dubbo took on their more powerfull 
opposition and came away with a 6-1 win. 
 
A goup of sailors from HMAS Watson discovered that there was nothing gentle about 
wheelchair rugby after they took part in two games, one at the Moorong Spinal Unit 
at the Ryde Rehabilitation Unit in Sydney and the other at HMAS Watson.  The 
games were played in two twenty minute halves with 6 players per side. Ryde won 
the first game, and Watson the second.  The event took place as a result of the 
sailors and officers at Watson selecting Moorong as their favoured charity, their 
target was to refurbish a unit at the Unit. 
 
1998 

HMAS Hobart went on a four week goodwill tour to NZ in April and lost to a strong 
Kiwi Army rugby side in Wellington. 71 
 
HMAS Anzac and HMAS Adelaide were both in Sydney in June and the WA based 
side from Anzac defeated the Sydney based ship‘s side 17-7.  Many of the Anzac 
side turned out for Rockingham when alongside in the west.  The side from Adelaide 
claimed an attendance of over 40 players turning out for both morning and afternoon 
training sessions, and were looking forward to some time on the paddock, as short 
notice operational requirements had reduced their playing opportunities recently.  
They were also hoping to display their new playing gear, courtesy of sponsor Tenix.  
 
HMAS Torrens defeated the 1997 Singapore premier side, the Singapore Bucks, 24-
12 on a glorious steamy and overcast day in July.  Torrens defeated a side that had 
not lost to a visiting Australian ship since 1995.  Torrens‟ tries came from LSBM 
Carruthers, ABBM Hilyard, POMT Lancaster and LEUT Collins.  In Sandakan, the 
side then played a team from the local prison, inmates and warders, with the result 
going to Torrens by lots to nil. 
 
HMAS Adelaide scored a 5-0 win over the Southerners XV in Bangkok, the local side 
made up of expats from the tri-nations countries, they then headed to Singapore 
where they went down to the Singapore Cricket Club 12-5. 
 
HMA Ships Adelaide, Brisbane and Hobart took part in a five–way round robin rugby 
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tournament in Jakarta during a South Asian deployment in September 1998.  The 
other sides were two expatriate sides, the local French contingent and the host the 
International Sports Club of Indonesia.  Adelaide defeated Hobart 12-0 in the opening 
game then went on to beat the French side 17-0 and then beat Brisbane 5-0.  They 
met ISCI in the final but went on to win. 
 
HMAS Hobart went on to Bangkok where the rugby team took part in the 
international Carlsberg Bangkok Rugby Sevens tournament at the Chulalongkorn 
University.  The tournament organised by the Bangkok Southerners Rugby Club 
attracted sides from Guam, Japan, France, Fiji, Laos, Cambodia, England, Australia, 
New Zealand, China, Saipan as well as local Thai division one clubs.  Hobart‘s first 
game was against Bangkok Japanese and saw the ship‘s side victorious by 45-0.  
They then faced the winners of the Plate for the previous two years, Chulalongkorn 
University, and after a thrilling game scraped home with a last minute try by 14-10.  
Their opponents in the quarterfinal were the Cup holders Davetalevu from Fiji, who 
had won their earlier rounds 82-0 and 76-0 and had not conceded a try in three 
years.  Unfortunately, although they conceded a try, the Fijians were too strong for 
Hobart and won 35-5 and then went on to defeat the French representative side, Les 
Froggies 37-10. 
 
HMAS Torrens defeated the Solomon Islands Police Force in Honiara, lost to ―Club 
Olympique‖ 171-12 in Noumea, defeated Devonport in Tasmania and then Port 
Adelaide in Adelaide 29-12.  This game marked the last for HMAS Torrens as the 27 
year old Destroyer Escort was decommissioned on September 11. 
 
The Northern Territory played a combined Casuarina/Navy XV in preparation for their 
games against Sri Lanka and Thailand.  The game was played in four 20 minutes 
quarters and went to the Territory side by 8 tries to nil. 
 
Jakarta was also the scene for international competitions involving RAN sides, when 
HMA Ships Adelaide, Brisbane and Hobart competed in a one day round robin 
competition with local French expats and the International Sports Club of Indonesia.  
HMAS Adelaide won the competition with wins over the French, Hobart, Brisbane 
and the ISCI.  The three ships then went on to Phuket for another tournament 
involving local side, the Vagabonds, HMAS Adelaide was successful once again. 
 
On December 12, HMAS Arunta was commissioned into the RAN as the second of 
the new ANZAC class frigates with a ships company of 164. 
 

1999  

The annual touch football competition in Cairns attracted 14 teams up from 10 in 
1998. The opening game saw HMAS Cairns Logsistic draw 1-1 with Cairns Police. 
The Police won as they had scored the first try.  The defending champion Leeuwin 
made it through to the semi final, only to be defeated by the Police.  Logistics made it 
through to the Plate final where they defeated HMAS Benalla.  FIMA Barbarians 
made it through to the cup final, where they lost to Cairns Police 
 
In February, HMAS Albatross journeyed to the Top End to take part in the Northern 
Territory Sevens Tournament.  First day victories were scored over Katherine 
Brahmans 17-0, Groote Eylandt Mud Ants 61-0 and Palmerston Crocs 17-0, and one 
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loss. Against the strong Burnside club from Adelaide 27-0, the only time on the day 
that Burnside did not score in excess of 40 points.  On day two, a loss to Katherine 
Pirates 5-27 saw Albatross in the quarter finals of the Barra competition.  The 
Litchfield Swampdogs, favourites for the cup, were the next side to go down to the 
Navy side, 24-0, it was then the turn of Palmerston Crocs to lose to Navy for the 
second time in the competition 0-31.  The Barra Cup final saw HMAS Albatross 
opposed by the Katherine Lions, a side principally composed of players from RAAF 
Tindal, and it was the RAAF‘s turn to come out in front 17-10. 
 
HMAS Melbourne ended a winning streak by the Singapore Buck‘s when they won 
by 13-11.  The win against the leading side in the Singapore competition, saw the 
Singapore side lose to a visiting ship‘s team for the first time in nearly two years.  
Melbourne‘s tries were scored by POMT John East and LSMT Stephen Jones.  Man 
of the match was POMT Jim Dooner with the Captain‘s Cup going to LSBM ―Woody‖ 
Woodhouse. 
 
Sydney‘s Reg Bartley Oval saw a match between the Kuttabul Camel Boks from 
Kuttabul near Mackay in Queensland and Navy‘s HMAS Kuttabul.  The game went to 
the visitors by four tries and three conversions to one try and a conversion and a 
score of 26-7.  The opposition arrived resplendant in red tartan kilts, green shirts, 
puke yellow ties, long green socks cowboy boots and hats and maybe lulled the 
home side into thinking the game might be purely social. 
 
HMAS Perth‘s rugby team (the Black Ducks) coached by LCDT Scott Muller (MEO) 
and captained by POET Duncan Naughton defeated the expat team in Saigon 27-15 
in blistering heat and humidity.  Man of the match was ABET Dan Booth It was the 
sixth game on the ship‘s last South East Asian deployment and more games were 
planned before Black Duch decommissioned. 
 
HMAS Melbourne defeated the Al Jabayl Expats 31-0 on a pitch composed of 50% 
sand and 50% grass while in the Arabian Gulf. 
 
In mid September, HMA Ships Launceston and Warnambool arrived in Fiji, with UN 
ships Kula, Kiro and Kikau in company.  Lautoka had scheduled a mini Olympics with 
Fijian, Army Navy, Police and Prison Wardens involved.  The opening games were 
touch football and the Navy ships lost their two opening games. 
 
HMAS Cairns defeated its local Army counterparts 22-0 in a game at the Buchan St 
Oval for the LTCOL B.T. Cranwell Challenge Shield for a second year in succession. 
 
HMS Birmingham and HMAS Melbourne were part of the Maritime Interdiction Force 
(MIF) operation in the Gulf in 1999 and rugby sides from the two ships joined the 
local Muscat Rugby Club in a three way tournament.  In the first game Melbourne 
defeated Birmingham 15-0 on a ground that had been made by spreading soft dirt 
over a rock hard surface with a grader!!   Five British players were taken off injured 
and three were returned to the UK.  In Melbourne‟s second game they defeated 
Muscat 5-0 with a try in the closing minutes.  Man of the match went to POMT John 
East, while the Captain‘s Cup went to LSET Anthony Whinning. 
 
The Kakadu IV exercise, saw a game between HMAS Anzac and HMAS Brisbane at 
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HMAS Coonawarra with the Sydney based ship (Brisbane) going down to the Fleet 
Base West ship (Anzac) 10-0.  Anzac also defeated the International Sports Club of 
Indonesia in Jakarta 38-7 and then in Darwin, Anzac challenged HMAS Success and 
just held on to win 10-7. 
 
Two Leading Seamen from HMAS Stirling, Andrew Bertoncin and Shaune Guppy 
played for the WA Metropolitan XV against Western Australia Country in a curtain 
raiser for the WA Grand Finals, Country handed out a 61-5 drubbing. 
 
HMAS Perth played final games before paying off against HMAS Stirling, just losing 
10-5 and then against Port Adelaide Pirates in South Australia where the ship‘s side 
was successful 24-22 in very windy conditions. 
 
Fourteen members of the crew of HMAS Hobart (CMDR Peter Murray) travelled once 
again to Thailand to participate in the fifth annual Bangkok Rugby Sevens 
tournament.  The results were very creditable with a loss to the Thai Army (20-10), 
wins over the Mekong Pirates (29-5) and the British Club (35-7) and then a loss in 
the Plate Final to the Corsaires (24-12).  SMNCSO Clancey was the star of the side 
scoring 40 points over the two days. While in Bangkok the team members were 
invited to receptions at both the Australian and British Embassies. 

The 2000’s 

2000 

During Exercise RIMPAC off Hawaii, HMA Ships Adelaide and Arunta took some 
time off to play the Fijian Navy for the Westpac Cup, going down 55-5.  In Pearl 
Harbour, HMAS Arunta played the US Marines side, Harlequins, going down to the 
locals 14-12.  Returning to Hawaii Arunta challenged the Harlequins again, this time 
successfully to the tune of 15-10.  Arunta then played the Hawaii Highlanders and 
were defeated by a side that composed mostly Tongans and Kiwis by 28-10. 
 
HMA Ships Arunta and Adelaide played a French Army team in Noumea on their way 
back from Hawaii.  Problem with the language and a French only speaking referee 
possibly contributed to their 12-7 loss. 
 
HMA Ships Success, Darwin, Brisbane and Canberra called in to Hong Kong during 
a Far East deployment and played several matches against each other and the Hong 
Kong Rugby Club (HKRC).  Success and Darwin played one half of a game each 
against the club‘s Golden Oldies side ―The Comtemptibles‖, with Success playing the 
first half winning 12-5.  Darwin then took over and defeated the locals by four tries to 
nil.  Brisbane then played Canberra in a hard fought draw, then Canberra took on 
HKFC A and were beaten 36-0.  In the final game Brisbane played HKRC B and 
drew 17-all 
 
Success and Brisbane then headed off to Yokusuka where the ships played in a 
round-robin with USS Blue Ridge, all games being 2x20 minute halves.  Success 
defeated Blue Ridge in the first game 24-0, Success then defeated Brisbane 7-0 and 
in the final game Brisbane defeated Blue Ridge 15-5. 
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2001 

HMAS Arunta defeated HMS Gloucester 12-0 on a very wet pitch in Singapore in 
May. 
 
The annual HMAS Stirling rugby union competition for 2001 was taken out by a side 
from the WA Police.  The competition included sides from HMA Ships Darwin, 
Westralia and Adelaide as well at Army 13 Brigade at Karrakatta.  Teams from FIMA, 
and HMA Ships Canberra and Arunta had to withdraw due to service commitments 
relating to Exercise Kakadu.  The Police XV lost to Darwin 21-0, then defeated 
Adelaide 12-5, Army 12-0 and Westralia 24-0.  They then defeated HMAS Darwin in 
the final 12-7 after extra time.  The Police team was made up from players from the 
regional stations of Perth, some from as south as Bunbury, had never played 
together before the competition.  Max Aitken from the WA Police was selected as the 
most valuable player of the competition. 
 
Prior to Operation Relex HMAS Manoora registered victories in both Manila and in 
Vietnam.  In Manila, the Manoora Piglets, so named after coach CPOET Glen ―Pig‖ 
Morrisey, were crowned as South East Asian rugby champions while competing in a 
round robin tournament hosted by the Manila Nomads.  Other sides in the 
tournament came from HMA ships Canberra and Warramunga.  The Piglets 
captained by CPOPT Steve Downey defeated the local Nomads side 19-7 in the 
final. 

2002 

The HMAS Manoora rugby team, the Piglets, coached by CPOET Glen Morrissey 
and captained by CPOPT Steve Downey, maintained the unbeaten record they had 
established in 2001 when they were hosted by the Middle East champions, the Dubai 
Exiles Rugby Club.  Humidity of 98 percent made conditions somewhat torrid, but the 
Manoora side inflicted the first ever defeat by a visiting ship from any nation and the 
first home defeat for the Dubai side when the Piglets won 15-8. 
 
During an up top deployment the rugby team from HMAS Adelaide had a number of 
successful sporting encounters.  After a resounding win in Singapore they moved on 
to Vietnam to take on the Saigon Geckos at the rugby ground at Ho Chi Min City.  
The Adelaide Bears emerged with a six to four try victory with the best on ground 
award going to SBLT Woolrych. 

2003 

In their 14th year of attendance HMAS Albatross took out the major trophy at the 
annual Grenfell Sevens Rugby competition.  Albatross had taken a squad of 16 
players and when a number of other sides withdrew, they entered a second team 
with the assistance of a couple of ring-ins, including a former RANRU and ASRU star 
ex-CPOWTR Brett Quinn.  The ‗B’ side went down to St Kilda Warriers, Orange 
Emus, and the eventual runners-up Grenfell No1.  The ‗A‘ side defeated Grenfell No2 
by 48-0, the Expats 26-12 and Cudal 48-0 taking them to the final against Grenfell No 
1.  Albatross led 14-12 at half time.  Tries to both sides took the score to 19-17, then 
three more tries to Albatross gave them a 38-7 victory.  HMAS Albatross also took 
first place in the 4x100 metre relay earlier in the day, winning $100 prize money, 
which they donated to the Grenfell Junior Rugby Association. 
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During a visit to Abu Dhabi the rugby team from HMAS Newcastle defeated the local 
side 12-0.  The game was played on the local driving range, and as there no goal 
posts, it was a tries only game.  This was the first game for Newcastle‟s team, 
although three of the side had played for RANRU. 
The visiting UK Physical Training Instructors were challenged to a game by HMAS 
Cerberus with the visitors scoring a try in the dying minute to win by five points.  

2004 

TASMANEX 2004 was a joint Australian/New Zealand that saw some 2,000 soldiers, 
sailors and airman exercising together for 10 days early in the year.  The Australian 
Fleet units involved were HMA Ships Manoora, Canberra, Newdastle, Parramatta, 
Success, Dechaineux, Gascoyne and Walker together with HMNZS Te Mana, Te 
Kana and Endeavour. 

Australia was one of the seven nations participating during July in RIMPAC 2004 in 
and around Hawaii, the RAN contingent comprised HMA Ships Newcastle, Success, 
Parramatta, Rankin and AUSCDT One.  During the exercise, HMAS Parramatta 
played a game of rugby against the Hawaii Harlequins at the Kapi‘olani Park in the 
foothills of Diamond Head, Hawaii. 

In June, HMAS Canberra returned from her latest RELEX II patrol and challenged 
HMAS Arunta to a rugby match, the result being a 10-5 win to HMAS Arunta. 

Commencing in August the Freemantle Class Patrol Boats would be payed off from 
the RAN.  HMAS Warragamba would leave on August 24, HMAS Whylla on 
November 1 and then progressively until the last one, HMAS Gladstone in July 2007.  
They would be progressively replaced by the new Armidale Class boats.  

2005 

Whilst not purely ship related, this seems to be the most appropriate place to record 
the formation of the NITNRUC, the ‗Navy In The North Rugby Club‟, formed by 
merging the Navy talents in Cairns and Darwin.  This would enable players in the top 
end to field teams in Defence sponsored Rugby Union tournaments as well host 
games against visiting ships.  They would also be able to take part in planned Tri-
Service competitions in the north and were planning to field a side in the Mons Cup in 
Sydney in 2005. 
 
HMAS Anzac took on the Strathfield Police in Glasgow in June going down 29-14 to 
a side that competed in the Scottish national and police league. 

2006 

When HMAS Darwin (CMDR K. Burleigh) relocated from Fleet Base West to Fleet 
Base East she inherited the charities of the decommissioned HMAS Canberra.  One 
of these included a rugby match against the ACT Veterans Rugby team for the GMT 
Charity Trophy.  The trophy itself was made from a 76mm shell fired from Canberra 
prior to her decommissioning.  The game ended in a 9-all draw, and Darwin‘s rugby 
players succeeding in kicking a goal for the Paediatrics at the Canberra Hospital and 
the George Gregan Foundation and raised $1,500 for the PatCH and $1,000 for the 
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George Gregan Foundation.  The President of the ACT Veterans Rugby said that the 
GMT trophy would be an annual event, and as a result of the charity work Darwin 
would be anointed as the Brumbies‘ ship and they would be presented with 
Brumbies‘ flag and other rugby items. 

2008 

HMS Darwin‘s rugby team ventured to Canberra on a bitterly cold afternoon on 
August 10 to play the ACT Veterans in an annual charity match to raise funds for the 
George Gregan Foundations and Paediatrics at the Canberra Hospital (PaTCH).  
The game ended in a 9-9 draw under the rules of veterans rugby.  After an enjoyable 
game, the Chief of Navy, VADM Russ Crane, congratulated both teams on their skill 
and enthusiasm but more importantly on their donation to the charities. 

The ACT Veterans and the Navy Old Salts played a 9-all draw in their IPAMM Cup 
rugby union match in a curtain raiser to the Brumbies-Hurricanes Super 14 game.  
The ACT Veterans, a men‘s over-35 team that regularly plays under patronage of 
CDF ACM Angus Houston, who attended the game.  IPAMM provided a perpetual 
trophy and a $2,000 donation to Legacy to celebrate the game. 

2009 

The Brumbies-Crusaders Super 14 game at Canberra Stadium in May witnessed a 
curtain raiser between ACT Veterans and Navy Veterans, which was a 9-9 draw.  
The game was a contest for the iPAMM Cup, but also a fund raiser for Legacy and 
the George Gregan Foundation which both received cheques for $1,000 thanks to 
the game sponsor Server Racks Australia.  

2010 

HMAS Darwin‘s rugby team played another nine-all draw against the ACT veterans‘ 
rugby team in their annual game on July 11.  Since taking over from HMAS Canberra 
when she was decommissioned in 2005, Darwin has played in the charity match to 
raise money for the ship‘s charity, The Brumbies Rugby Football Club, supporting the 
children‘s ward at the Canberra Hospital.  Darwin‘s XO LCDR Darren Rowe admitted 
that the standard of the football might not match the Brumbies, but the enthusiasm, 
teamwork and commitment would.  ―The team always looked forward to the match 
and the players were eager to support the kids.  We get new players, some of whom 
have never played rugby before, but they all look forward to coming down for the 
game.‖  After the game sailors from Darwin visited PatCH (Paediatrics at Canberra 
Hospital) to spread some cheer.  The sailors arrived with toy submarines, Navy caps 
and shirts in hand ands spent time with the children and their parents.  The sailors 
donated $500 to the hospital, as did their opponents in the game, the ACT Veterans.  
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RANRU Achievers 

This section will look briefly at some of the members of the various rugby sides of the 
Royal Australian Navy, who have achieved high rank or honours within the RAN (or 
in some cases the RN), or have represented their state or Australia at rugby (or 
indeed at any other sport).  It will also cover some of those who have represented the 
Australian Services side on overseas tours, or even perhaps represented the Royal 
Navy while on secondment overseas. 

The first and probably the most successful member of this group was an entrant to 
the RANC in 1930, Anthony Synnot.  Lt Synnot played for Navy against Army in July 
1939 and later rose to become Admiral Sir Anthony Synnot, KBE AO, Chief of the 
Navy, then Chief of the Australian Defence Force Staff. ADML Synnot retired from 
the Navy in 1982 and took up the position of Chairman of the Council of the 
Australian War Memorial, before relinquishing that position in 1985, when he retired 
to Queanbeyan and Yass, where he bred cattle and carriage horses. 

H.A. Showers, a member of the 1913 Royal Australian Naval College rugby side, was 
appointed to the rank of Commodore and 2nd Naval Member in 1944, the first such 
appointment for the College.  Also a member of the same side, J.A. Collins, was 
promoted from Captain to Commodore 1st class and appointed in command of the 
Australian Squadron.1  Collins, later to become Sir John Collins, KBE, CB, was the 
first graduate of RANC to become First Naval Member and Chief of Naval Staff.   

Hector MacDonald Laws Waller entered the RANC in 1914, where he gained his 
rugby colours and the Kings Medal, and in a brief career in the RAN in World War II 
he won for himself undying fame as an outstandingly courageous and brilliant Naval 
Officer.  In 1934 he commanded HMS Brazen in the Mediterranean during the 
Spanish Civil War.  He was Commander of the College from 1934 to 1936 and at the 
outbreak of the War he was appointed to command HMAS Stuart.  He was awarded 
a DSO in 1940 for ―courageous enterprise and devotion to duty‖ as Captain (D) of the 
Tenth Destroyer Flotilla in the Mediterranean and a bar to his DSO at the battle of 
Matapan.  He was lost with his ship, HMAS  Perth, in a battle with a Japanese fleet in 
March 1942.2  It is of note that both Collins and Waller have an HMA Submarine 
named after them. 

Another member of the first intake to RANC on 31 December 1912, was Joseph 
Burnett, who gained his College colours in rugby, cricket, tennis and athletics.  He 
became a midshipman in January 1917 and later served on HMAS Australia, HMS   
Royal Oak, HMAS Canberra, and HMS   Resolution.  He was promoted to Captain in 
December 1938 and assumed command of HMAS Sydney on May 14, 1941.  He 
was in command of Sydney when she was sunk by the German raider Kormoran on 
19th November 1941, with the loss of all hands.3 

In the 1923-24 season in the UK, the Greenwich 1St XV comprised 8 RAN and 7 RN 
players.  In Portsmouth, 6 RAN players were in the United Services 1St XV, 2 played 
for the county and two went on to play for the Royal Navy team.

4
  One of these was 

A.E. Buchanan who was being compared in the British press to W.J.A. Davies who 
played with his Navy partner as halves for England 14 times between 1919 and 1923 
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on 14 occasions in an unbeaten side.5 

Sydney Joseph Malcolm, who joined the RAN during the World War II had previously 
captained NSW on 18 occasions, captained the Wallabies, and was also an 
Australian selector and coach of Gordon 1st XV in season 1939.6  On May 21 1927, 
he and Brother Sam were in the Combined Country Side to play the Metropolitan XV, 
both were at the time playing for Newcastle.  Malcolm went overseas in the 1927 
Waratahs while playing for YMCA. The NSW Waratahs, under the captaincy of the 
brilliant AC 'Charlie' Wallace, tore through teams in England like a whirlwind.  In their 
11 match program they left their opponents exhausted.  They won 24 of their 31 
matches, losing 5 and drawing 2, for a points total of 432 to 207, again a record that 
has been difficult to equal by any touring team.  

In June 1929, Syd Malcolm was the captain of Metropolis side that played Combined 
Country, and in July 1929, he was Australian halfback against New Zealand.  
Malcolm played against England and France in 1928, in the three tests in New 
Zealand in 1929, against the British Lions in Sydney in 1930, in one test in New 
Zealand in 1931, in the three test against New Zealand in Australia in 1932, in two 
tests in South Africa and finally in the two tests against New Zealand in Sydney in 
1934. He led both NSW and Australia, finishing with 12 caps.  In New Zealand they 
declared that ―Malcolm was one of the finest half backs of all time‖.  Subsequently 
the critics got around to naming the best half backs seen in international football over 
the years 1900 to 1930, it was not restricted to rugby union and Sid Malcolm was 
named as ―one of the greatest Rugby halfbacks Australia has seen‖. 7 

ERA Frank Kimble, who represented Navy in inter-Service games from 1931 to 1939, 
while serving on HMAS Canberra and HMAS Australia, also played for Sydney in 
1931, and for NSW in 1932, and for Australia in a non-Test game against New 
Zealand in the same year.  He went to New Zealand with the Australian side in 1935, 
but did not play in a test match.  He was the only Australian selected to play in a 
United Services side that took part in the celebrations for the coronation of King 
George VI in 1937/38, when they played games against England, Ireland, Scotland 
and Wales8.  He was a fervent West supporter and he passed away after the 
Wests/Hornsby game in 1981.  He is reported to have admonished his half back 
(also his CO) in an ASRU game: ―Why you stupid bastard, why didn‘t you pass ….sir‖  

Sub Lt Vincent W. Wilson DSC, RNVR, gained two caps for Australia against South 
Africa in 1937 and then three more against the All Blacks in 1938.  He was the 
captain of the 1939-40 Wallabies side to Britain, but the declaration of war shortly 
after their arrival caused the cancellation of the tour.  Wilson was a member of RNVR 
during the war.  He was awarded the DSC for gallantry while in action against U 
Boats.  His bravery also came under notice when he commandeered a boat and 
while German bombing continued rescued passengers of a ship that had been 
wrecked by enemy planes.9 

Surgeon Lt RA Duval DSC RNVR, was awarded a DSC in 1940, for services in HMS   
Eskimo at the second battle of Narvik. Surgeon Lt Duval was a survivor when his 
ship was torpedoed.  He was educated at St Ignatius, Sydney and London 
Universities, played as a forward for University and played for NSW in 1934 against 
Queensland and in 1935 against Victoria.10 
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The Australian XV that played the NZ Maoris at SCG on June 4 1949 contained 5 
players (all 1947/48 Wallabies) who had previously represented the Australian 
Services.11: 

Jack Baxter -  - Navy 
Eddie Broad  – SQNLDR  - RAAF 
Roy Cawsey -  - Army 1941 
Eric Davis - W.O AIF – Infantry 
Eric Tweedale - P.O.  - Navy 

 
A.J. (Jack) Baxter, joined RAN in 1938 at age 16, remained in for 11 years, played 
for NSW vs Queensland and Maoris in 1949, also played in Victoria before the war, 
and Aussie Rules in Japan after the war.12  He propped for Australia in the three tests 
against the NZ Maoris and the two tests against the All Blacks in New Zealand in 
1949, where Australia won the Bledisloe Cup. In 1951, he appeared in two tests 
against New Zealand in Australia and finally two tests against the All Blacks in New 
Zealand in 1952.  He returned to New Zealand in 1953 with the Australian Services 
team. 
 
But Jack Baxter‘s story has a lot more to it than these bare facts.  Archie John (Jack) 
Baxter played rugby league as a boy at Kogarah Marist Brothers, College, then 
finished school in Melbourne where he played Australian Rules.  He joined the Kiwis 
Rugby Club Juniors in Melbourne.  In 1936, at age 16, he was selected in a Victorian 
junior side to play NSW, but the tour was cancelled.  In 1938, after one game in 
grade, he joined the RAN.  During the war he played several rugby games in the 
Middle East as well as Aussie Rules with the Occupation Forces in Japan.  Back in 
Australia, he was based at Balmoral and with two colleagues decided to play for 
Eastern Suburbs Rugby Club in Sydney.  Baxter appeared for East‘s first on April 26, 
1948 against Western Suburbs at Concord, losing 13-5.  In May 1949 he was in the 
NSW side that defeated Queensland 29-3 in Brisbane.  All of this is quite remarkable 
when it is realised that Baxter had been severely injured in an explosion and fire on 
the HMAS Tarakan in January 1950, at Garden Island.  They had to play hoses on 
him to quench the flames, while cutting a hole in the side of the ship to remove him.  
Some of his broken bones had to be re-broken and reset after his burns‘ injuries 
recovered sufficiently.  While in Hospital, he had declared that not only would he play 
Rugby again, but he would represent Australia.  He also played for South Harbour, 
NSW and the Combined Services against the Fijians in their first ever tour to 
Australia in 1952.13 
 
Eric Tweedale, who served in the RAN from 1941 to 1946 as a special convoy 
signalman, appeared eleven times for NSW in 1946-47, in particular in the side that 
defeated New Zealand 12-9 in Sydney in 1947.  He played two tests against New 
Zealand in New Zealand in 1946, and made local rugby history, as with Ken Wolfe 
and Ken Kearney, they were the first ever club front row to represent NSW.  He 
played one of the New Zealand tests in Australia in 1947, and went to England with 
the Wallabies in 1947/48.14  On this Wallaby tour, he appeared against Scotland, 
Ireland, England and France, he missed the Welsh test due to injury.  He played 2nd 
row with Nick Shehadie for Australia in the two tests against the NZ Maoris in June 
1949 and propped in the third test.  Altogether he made 18 appearances for the 
Wallabies. He later went to Forbes where he did useful work for the rugby union 
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code.  He served as Parramatta‘s president and was largely responsible for starting 
up Parramatta‘s juniors.  His last playing appearance was most likely with his old club 
front row partners when the turned out for Petersham in the Golden Oldie Carnival in 
1983.  (See photo Rugby Weekly aug 26 1983 p 63) 
 
Included in the Australian Side to go to NZ in 1952 was PO Laurie Johnson, wing 
three-quarter from Flinders Naval Depot, although he did not appear in any of the test 
matches.  Laurie, a PTI, played for Australian Services v All Blacks in North Sydney 
in 1951, also against Fiji and NZ Services.15 
 
Charles Blunt served with the RAN from 1940-46, being demobilised as a Lieutenant.  
He played for Gordon (162 1st grade games) and went on to represent Sydney and 
NSW.  Originally from Orange, he became the Chairman of NSW Country RU, and 
then represented Orange on the NSWRU Council for 10 years.  He spent time as a 
referee and later became manager of the 1958 Wallabies and in 1960 president of 
the ARU.16 
 

Captain Frederick Stovin-Bradford CBE DSO RN, served as the Chief Staff Officer to 
the Flag Officer Commanding the East Australia Fleet at Navy HQ Eastern Area from 
1958 to 1960.  He was a schoolboy international for England in 1935, who joined the 
Royal Navy in 1938 and represented them at swimming and rugby, later he became 
a first class London Society rugby referee.  He officiated at a Wallaby game in 1958 
and had refereed in over 20 countries.17  In 1960, Captain Stovin-Bradford was 
elected the British Barbarians club for his services to rugby across the world.18  In 
1960, Captain Stovin-Bradford was appointed by NSWRU to manage the NSW XV to 
tour Queensland.  He retired from the RN in 1966 and returned to Sydney where he 
served on the Appointments Board of the NSW Referees Association for two years 
and continued to referee school games.  He became the President of the Barbarian 
Football Club in 1970 and at the time of his death in 1973 was Secretary and Vice 
President.  He was also a Vice-President of the Eastwood Football Club. 
 
Commodore Michael Dowsett joined the RAN in 1961 as a dental surgeon and has 
served in YY.  He has played a major role in Navy rugby and in his professional 
capacity. In 1968 while based at HMAS Penguin, Dowsett demonstrated his 
versatility, by refereeing Rugby matches, part of the 20-match Mons Cup competition 
and then officiating at the final of the Navy Water Polo Championships. 
 
As a Lieutenant Commander at HMAS Cerberus, Dowsett assumed responsible for 
the Cerberus Colts. In 1969 he took a Victorian Colts XV to Sydney to compete for 
the new Storrie Cup at TG Millner, unfortunately the competition that year was won 
by NSW.  The final game was refereed by LCDR Storrie himself, who also presented 
the Cup.  1970 saw the Cerberus Colts side again being coached by LCDR Mike 
Dowsett and they were once again looking forward to reaching the VRU Grand Final 
and providing reps for the Victorian Combined Services Colts side.  In June 1970, 
along with LSPTI Alan Jones, Dowsett took nineteen members of the Cerberus Colts 
(under 20) rugby side, to New Zealand for a 5000 mile, 13 day, 7 match Rugby tour. 
 
In March 1971 HMAS Cerberus announced it‘s new sporting office bearers and in 
rugby, LCDR Mike Dowsett replaced CMDR Partington as Club President, The Club 
was pleased to announce that they had not lost the valuable services of CMDR 
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Partington as he was remaining on the base.  LCDR Dowsett did not limit his sporting 
activity to rugby, but was a star member of the Navy water polo team in the Victorian 
inter-Service Championships.   
 
While serving with ANZUK in 1972, LCDR Dowsett proposed that the RAN should 
look at a Royal Navy tournament for players under 19, select thirty players and 
investigate the running of a similar scheme in Australia, with matches against teams 
from Sydney, Melbourne and Western Australia.  Then in October ‘72, HMAS Hobart 
was in Squaw Valley, USA to play the local rugby club side and LCDR Dowsett, on 
his way back from Mexico to ANZUK, refereed the game in freezing conditions.  In 
1988, by now a Captain, and the Director of Naval Dental Services, Dowsett was 
made a fellow of the International College of Dental Surgeons  He was appointed 
Commodore in  XX,  and retired in 1999. 
 
Commodore Partington, who had then only recently arrived from the UK as a 
Commander, was the president of the Navy Rugby Union at Cerberus in 1970.  In 
1972 as XO of HMAS Hobart he refereed a game in San Francisco between Hobart 
and the local rugby club. 
 
He was chairman of the ASRU management committee 1974 and 1975 and from 
1978 to 1981, and was the author of the first book on the history of ASRU, ―The First 
Twenty-One Years‖ ASRU 1963-83. 
 
Commodore Mike Rayment entered RANC in 1945 and graduated in 1950 along with 
MIDN, Hudson, Knox and Martin.  He was twice deployed to Vietnam, and was XO of 
HMAS Hobart during her 1970 deployment.  During his service he commanded HMA 
Ships Emu, Snipe, Swan, Torrens, the RMN minesweeper KD Langka Suka and 
HMAS Cerberus.  He was serving in HMAS Hobart when she was part of the 
successful DDG‘s side in the Dempster Cup, in 1969.  He went to Canberra in 1970 
as Director of Sailor‘s Postings, and in 1970 he was the Manager of the Australian 
Services team.  He was promoted to Commodore in 1984 and went to Canberra as 
Director General Naval Programs and Resource Management until his retirement in 
1987.  He had a long association with Navy rugby, and especially with junior players.  
He was president of the EAA Rugby Committee in 1973 and president of ASRU from 
1984 to 1987. 
 
RAN breakaway Lieut. Wally Rothwell played for UK Combined Services Vs French 
Armed Forces at Twickenham on March 31, 1960, but was not selected in the 
Combined Services side to go to South Africa.  While in the UK he played for 
Hampshire (1960-61-62), London Counties v Paris in 1962 and the Royal Navy from 
1960 to 1962.  He also played for UK Combined Services against an All Blacks side 
at Twickenham, losing 12-6.  Rothwell played for Royal Navy in Navy v Army at 
Twickenham in 1960, Navy lost 6-9.  On his return to Australia he played for Manly as 
a breakaway and on the wing.19 
 
In 1960 he took a Navy side to Warren, in Western NSW.  In 1965, he was one of six 
Navy players had been selected in the Combined Services Rugby squad to meet the 
University Of California team.  They were: LS ―Buck‖ Rodgers  (Vendetta), Ken 
Johnston, Ron ―Vulture‖ Davis  (Sydney), Wally Rothwell Melbourne), Artie Wyatt  
(Vampire), and LA Max Mullinger  (Stuart). ―The Golden Bears‖ proved to be too 
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powerful for the Services side before a crowd of 5,626 at North Sydney Oval on 
August 2.  One of Services‘ tries came when Rothwell gathered from a scrum and 
sent Fielding away under the posts.    
 
April 1965 saw Rothwell on HMAS Melbourne in Hong Kong and Singapore where he 
was able to show his skill both in cricket and rugby.  In Hong Kong, he scored 56 not 
out for Melbourne‟s Wardroom against the ship‘s company, and in Singapore he 
managed 31 runs and took 5 for 16 in the game between HMAS Melbourne and HMS 
Bulwark.  In the rugby match between HMAS Melbourne and HMNZS Otago, when 
Otago were victorious by 6 points to 3, he almost saved the game for Melbourne but 
just missed out on a try in the closing minutes. 
 
In 1966, ―Lieut Wally Rothwell was posted to the Navy Office in Canberra, and was 
planning to play with the Ainslie club in Canberra.  He captained the Australian 
Services Rugby side at Manly Oval on August 9, 1967 when it defeated a City of 
Sydney side led by Wallaby skipper John Thornett, 27-6.  After the match, the NSW 
Governor, Sir Roden Cutler, himself a VC, presented the new ―Kevin Wheatley, VC, 
Memorial Trophy‖ to Lt. Rothwell. 
 
In 1968 he went to Washington for two years as Staff Officer, Communications and 
Intelligence, to the Australian Naval Attaché.  While in Washington, he played with 
the Washington Rugby Club, in his second year he took over the role of captain of 
the club. In 1970 he was unsuccessfully nominated as the coach for the EAA Navy 
squad, a post eventually filled by Jeff Sayle.  Later in 1970, he scored a try for 
Kuttabul in their 22-9 defeat of Penguin in the 1970 Dempster Cup Grand Final.  He 
was chairman of the ASRU management committee in 1983/84. 
 
His first command was that of the destroyer escort Stuart in 1977, and he later 
commanded HMAS Melbourne, when the carrier paid off in 1982.  He was XO of 
HMAS Albatross from 1975 to 1976.  His final post in the Navy was that of Director of 
Naval Communications.  Captain Rothwell retired from the Navy on June 29, 1984 
after 34 years service and became the executive director of the Australian 
Telecommunications Users Group, a post he held for 10 years.    Wally‘s son, 
Michael played Dempster Cup rugby for Platypus/Waterhen, and then as a 
Commander he commanded HMAS Tobruk. In 2007 and 2008 he was RANRU 
Director of Rugby,.  
 
LCDR Bill Storrie, an RN boxing champion, came to Australia on exchange from the 
Royal Navy, he then transferred to the RAN and served at HMAS Cerberus, HMAS 
Nirimba, HMAS Leeuwin and finally paid off from HMAS Penguin.  Before he left the 
UK he had played first grade for London Scottish and also for UK Combined 
Services.  He had won the British Schoolboy‘s 6-stone boxing title in 1926, the 
London Working Boys Federation ―Open‖ 9-stone in 1928, the Royal Navy and Royal 
Marines (1929) as a ―Boy‖.  He also won the ―Palmer‖ Trophy RN and Marines 
Bayonet Fighting (Olympia) (1933) and was a member of the Chatham Field Gun‘s 
Crew at Olympia.  He was a great supporter of junior sport especially rugby, as well 
as a great rugby exponent and then a rugby coach of note.  Storrie died in 1986 while 
on holiday in Barbados. 

Other players who have reached Flag rank in the RAN and involved in Rugby 
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include: 
RADM GJB ―Buster‖ Crabbe  (LCDR in HMAS Australia in 1950)          
RADM W.H. Dovers (LCDR in HMAS Australia in 1950)         
RADM Sir David Martin (HMAS Sydney 1952), entered RANC in 1947 and graduated 
in 1950 along with MIDN, Hudson, Knox and Rayment. 
VADM Mike Hudson (HMAS Sydney in 1952), entered RANC in 1947 and graduated 
in 1950 along with MIDN, Rayment, Knox and Martin, became Chief of Naval Staff as 
a Vice Admiral in 1985. 
RADM ―Darkie‖ Stevens          RADM ―Blackjack‖ Mesley     RADM Neil McDonald  
VADM Sir Richard Peek 
VADM David Leach, represented Navy in inter-Service games in the early 50‘s 
RADM Gerry Carwardine  RADM Jeff Smith     RADM Raden Gates 
RADM Rowen Moffitt  CDRE McDonald 
Commodore ―Red‖ Merson (HMAS Sydney in 1948/9) entered RANC in 1936 and in 
August 1939 joined HMAS Canberra, was rated as one of the toughest and greatest 
forwards the Navy ever produced. 
Commodore AH Cooper (inter-Service side in Darwin in 1959)  
Commodore ―Cheesy‖ Craft       Commodore John McInerney   
Commodore Ian Crawford          Commodore Tom Fisher   Commodore Nigel Berlyn 
Commodore Mike Calder           Commore Jeff Partington   Commodore Nick Helyer 
 
E 
Salty Eckel also listed the following in NN Feb 26 1996 p15  
Doolan, Forrest, Martin, Sloper, Gilmour, Walsh, Carson,  
 
 
Laurie Johnson toured New Zealand as a Wallaby, he also captained Victoria in 
interstate games as well as the Australian Services side against the touring Fijian 
Rugby Union side.  He also represented the Navy in water polo, athletics and tennis. 
 
Commander Tom Lea played most of his rugby with the Melbourne Club in Victoria, 
but he also represented Navy, Victoria, United Services and the Eastern Suburbs 
Club in Sydney. 
 
CAPT Fisher, OC at Nirimba in 1972, played in the 2nd row for HMAS Sydney in 1952 
and then went on to make his name in inter-Service hockey in EAA. 
 
Lieutenant ―Spud‖ Murphy, was a fine Dempster Cup rugby player, but he excelled as 
a boxing official, including judging at Olympic and Commonwealth Games and 
Australian Championships. 
 
Navy sportsmen often performed in more than one sport, and one outstanding 
example would be PO Scribe Brian Eagles, who in one year represented Navy in 
cricket, Aussie Rules football, volleyball and was captain-coach of the Navy inter-
service basketball team.  He also represented Victoria, while based at HMAS 
Lonsdale, and ASRU. 
 
Another player to have significant impact on Navy Rugby was POWTR Alan ―Salty‖ 
Eckel.   Salty‘s service record included tours of duty in Korea with HMAS Sydney in 
1951 and Borneo on HMA Ships Parramatta and Vampire in 1964 and 1965.  Salty 
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played for Navy and Combined Services as well as Gordon, Western Suburbs and 
Randwick first grade sides.  He coached Navy sides from Watson, Cerberus, 
Nirimba, Vampire and Parramatta as well as Western Suburbs First and Reserve 
Grade Union teams, the South Sydney Rugby team in the Sydney Rugby Union 
Second Division and the Nepean club also in the Second Division.  He also played 
League, representing the Northern Territory against France.  In 1973, he became the 
first Navy man to receive an ASRU appointment as coach.  In addition to rugby, Salty 
represented Navy in tennis, squash, water polo and cricket.  For many years he was 
a prolific reporter on sporting matters, not just rugby, for the Navy News and in 1984 
he was presented with an Admiral‘s Commendation for energetic and enthusiastic 
service, particularly to sport.  
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Organising Rugby in the RAN 

As rugby union in Australia initially started in Sydney, the majority of initial 
information on Navy rugby emanates from NSW.  One of the major problems Navy 
rugby would have faced in the early days was the structure adopted by the NSW 
Rugby Union on which to base its competitions, i.e. geographical area, primarily 
suburbs.  The Mid Week Union assisted Navy rugby in this aspect in the 1930‘s to 
1950‘s, as it was based more on organisations.  Navy rugby in Victoria did not face 
this problem as the Victorians adopted a more open approach to structure. 

The largest problem faced by players of the game in the Navy is the fact that many of 
them would be ship based, and therefore subject to considerable periods away from 
any home base, this together with the training and posting philosophies of the RAN, 
provides great uncertainty for Navy players.  Training could take a considerable 
portion of a naval person‘s service life time.  Stevens1 remarked that a sailor could be 
posted to a ship after 4-5 months of basic training, but some specialist roles could 
require up to eighteen months and the higher specialisations up to seven years 
training.  This training could require periods of time on shore in Australia, or perhaps 
the UK or USA interspersed with periods of practical experience at sea, all of which 
could make regular sport somewhat problematical.  For example, the RAN had 
followed the example of the RN with specialist warfare courses for Navigation and 
Direction, Gunnery, Communications and AntiSubmarine Warfare and when the RN 
replaced these with a single course for Principal Warfare Officers (PWO), the RAN 
followed suit, and from 1972 until 1985 all Australian PWOs went to the RN 
establishments to qualify. 

However, it is evident that many players have, in the period under review, 
represented not only their ship, but also the Navy, their state and also Australia. In 
fact sport is and always has been a favourite past time for sailors, as explained by a 
number of members of Navy sides, ‗it gives them official reason to be away from the 
ship and their duties for a short time‘. 

Regular comments appeared in Navy media regarding the availability (or lack) of the 
talented sporting competitors for both men and women‘s events.  1969 provided an 
excellent example.  In his review of the year, Navy News of January 9, 1970, POPT 
Peter Chirgwin commented on the various sports in the 1969 inter-Service contests 
as follows: ―Swimming (Men) Considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining 
competitors, and coach ―Buck‖ Rogers really knew he was working to secure a team 
to compete in all events.  Swimming (Women) Competitors were as rare as diamonds 
and those who competed had far too many events facing them.  Squash, 
Nominations were good, but some players were unable to be present during the 
series.  Basketball (Men), the team was the best we have had for years and the 
coach reported that the players on the sideline were as good as those playing. (Navy 
won the inter-Services title). Basketball (Women), the coach experienced difficulty in 
obtaining his team despite that fact that the WRANS were the champions.  Hockey 
(Women), coaches worked hard with a bare minimum of WRANS.  Rugby, this sport 
enjoyed the full support of competitors, that so many were available that the selectors 
must have had problems, Army with plenty of National Servicemen available won the 
inter-Service series.  Tennis, Athletics, each declared no contest because of rain, 
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fortunate for Navy as only one nomination had been received for the WRANS athletic 
team)‖.   

So, many sports experienced problems especially when the operational tempo was 
high and many ships were away from home base.  The Dempster Cup, the 
ships/establishments competition had existed, by the mid 1970‘s, for over fifty years, 
and despite the Navy growing considerably in size over that time frame, the number 
of teams in the competition failed to grow at a comparable rate.  In many years, 
ships' movements in the first half of the season gave rise to wide variations in the 
standards of the teams.  The composite side Big Ships, or MSS as it was known in 
some years, frequently had to rely on just one crew, rather than the three implied in 
the name.  Changes to the structure of the competition helped, at times, to ease this 
pressure. 

A review of the annual RANRU National Manager‘s Reports2 and discussion with a 
number of the former National Managers revealed some of the intricacies of 
arranging sport within the ADF as outlined below: 

Selectors and selection 
As RANRU matured, ―de facto‖ selectors were appointed across Australia to assist 
the National selectors based in Sydney (generally).  Their role was to ensure that 
players in interstate units were identified and evaluated, so that no potential talent 
was ignored.  When funding was available some of the National Selectors travelled 
interstate to view potential national side players. 

Player Database and Development 
In the late 1990‘s a database of players was developed and maintained to give ready 
access to players for short notice matches and National Navy selection.  The 
database also assisted in planning and scheduling development activities for players 
and officials across the country, including participation in ARU and state based 
development camps. 

Training Aids 
Gymnasia at the various bases around Australia provided tackling bags and crash 
pads for use of Navy players in various sports.  HMAS Albatross had a scrum 
machine at Nowra for use by RANRU representative sides, and many players used 
the facilities of civilian clubs to maintain their fitness and skill levels. 

Training Camps 
Army rugby had demonstrated during the 1990‘s that training camps improved the 
chances of winning National tournaments, and Navy introduced training camps in 
1999 with great success, catering for the Tri-Navies Series and the National 
Interservice contests.  HMAS Albatross provided a most suitable facility for Navy‘s 
requirements and civilian rugby clubs at Shoalhaven Forest, Eastern Suburbs, 
Colleagues, Drumoyne, Randwick Eastwood and North Sydney provided playing 
arenas for many of the actual games.  Navy players were also involved with training 
camps for ASRU sides, extending the time away ―from the office‖. 

Transport  
Transport for interstate players and between training, living and playing locations 
became a larger issue as much of Defence Transport became civilianised.  This also 
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made it much harder for ships/establishments to provide transport for supporters to 
attend games in support of their side, depending on the state of the ship/ 
establishment‘s funds.  Navy had asked ASRU to arrange funding for transport for 
the National Interservice carnival. 

Finances and Sponsorship 
Little or no funding came directly from Department of Defence or the Department of 
the Navy, so most funding required by sporting sides in the Navy came from 
Sponsors, fundraising exercises, or contributions from individual players (especially 
for travel for overseas tours.  The Marketing Management at RANRU, over the years, 
built up a very successful hierarchy of sponsors, including Principal, Gold, Silver and 
a category called Friends of Navy Rugby.  Special sponsors were sought for specific 
events, such as National Tournaments and overseas tours.  One of the benefits 
given to sponsors was the annual RANRU Cocktail Party, usually held at a Naval 
Base or ship in Sydney Harbour, sometimes even venturing out to sea.  

Overseas Tours 
Obviously overseas tours require special funding activity.  As an example the 
USA/Canada tour of 1999 had a budget limit set of $115,000 for expenditure on 
uniforms, playing strips, equipment and airfares.  Each tourist had to make a 
personal contribution of $1,000, plus raise $200 from personal fundraising.  Where 
possible, accommodation was provided by the host service organisations.  Boeing 
and the US Marines provided transport for their portions of the tour.  ―Duty Travel‖ 
was the accepted mode for the time away, which meant the players would generally 
be covered for all meals and medical and dental treatment if required, this did not 
always appear to be the case, especially in the case of meals. 

Publicity and Public Relations 
The fortnightly Navy publication ―Navy News‖ contained articles on Navy sporting 
activity around the world, including rugby, supplied by contributors on the various 
bases and ships.  The frequency of articles and the depth of coverage varied over 
the years, dependant on the diligence of the various contributors, but there were a 
number of very prominent rugby correspondents who made significant contributions 
over many years, including ―Salty‖ Eckel and ―Bluey‖ Guild.  A number of POWTRs 
developed newsletters for Navy Rugby, foremost of which was Monthly Moves, which 
had a distribution both within and outside on Navy, only by email.  Occasionally, the 
external media were persuaded to provide coverage of Navy Rugby and this helped 
spread the message about the sport within the service.  One notable event was 
nomination of RANRU as the Club of the month in the Australian publication ‗Rugby 
Review‘.  This was supplemented by a full page spread in the supporting publication 
‗Rugby Review Extra‘ which carried pictures of HMAS Anzac with several Wallabies 
superimposed on the ship holding the William Webb Ellis trophy.  This newspaper 
had a circulation of 60,000 and was distributed to all schools and clubs across 
Australia, and the special feature was paid for by RANRU.  RANRU has also had 
coverage occasionally on radio, especially Southern Hemisphere Radio 98.5FM. 

RANRU Museum 
RANRU collected a variety of memorabilia that was put on display at the RANRU 
Museum at HMAS Kuttabul, which was established in 1997. 
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Fleet activity 
Many ships sides (both men and women) take part in competitions organised by 
Services and civilian organisations both around Australia and across the world during 
deployment.  One major activity is the Lou Smith Cup, which is competed for by fleet 
units of the RAN and RNZN and is covered by an official Maritime Order, MARORDS 
1727, detailing how the competition will be run.  The Dempster Cup, which for many 
years was the Navy‘s Sydney area competition, has reduced in size and importance 
due to the reduction in the number and size of establishments in the area, and the 
frequency of deployment of ships outside of local waters.  This has meant that many 
more Navy players were playing for civilian clubs in locations all around the country.  

Under 21 participation  
The reduction in the size of the Naval Service and the removal of the Apprentices 
Establishments around the country meant that there was a reduced opportunity for 
Service sides to field Under 21 sides, which meant that trophies such as the 
Partington Shield, for competition between Navy and NSW Country U21‘s, have not 
seen any competition for a number of years. 

Interservices – State and National 
Interservice rugby competitions existed in all states, but the activity in individual 
states could vary significantly from year to year, depending on the availability of sides 
from Air Force and Army.  In 2000, for example the NSW Interservice competition 
was not contested due to the Olympics Games being held in Sydney.  The National 
Interservice carnival which was eventually taken under ASRU‘s wing settled down 
into a regular competition.  Its location was generally limited to the east coast, 
primarily Sydney, Brisbane and Canberra, it suffered from a lack of publicity, but 
could draw quite reasonable crowds when the publicity was provided. 

Tri-Nations competition 
The competition between the RAN, RN and RNZN for the RACAL Bowl had settled 
down into a regular competition moving between the three countries every three 
years.  The entry of the South African Navy in 2007 lead to the entry of some 
additional sides seeking and hence a ―Commonwealth‖ wide  or even wider 
competition competition.  This led to the Commonwealth Cup Competion now played 
every three years.    
 
Pacific Cup Military Challenge 
First played in 2006 involving Australia, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Tonga, New 
Caledonia, New Zealand in Australia.  
 
Defence International Rugby Competition 
In October 2011 an International Rugby Competition has been scheduled to take 
place in Australia and New Zealand involving 12 teams from 9 nations.  

Players‘ Kit  
The strip for the National Interservice competition has been provided, at no cost, by 
Classic Sportswear as a sponsor‘s contribution for well over 40 years.  Other Kit such 
as the Tri-Navies and overseas touring kit was often provided by Classic with 
RANRU funds.  Ships‘ sides had to make their own arrangements, with funding 
coming from ships funds or from sponsorships arranged by the ships themselves. 
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RANRU provided all players a once-only issue of a blazer from 1987 onwards, a 
silver RANRU tie, a ball cap and a tracksuit.  When a player makes his first 
appearance for RANRU they are then presented with a gold crested ―Players‖ tie. 

Program 
Navy over the years built up a relationship with a number of civilian sides that provide 
preliminary games for representative sides prior to the carnivals; these have included 
Central Coast and Illawarra.  The NSW and National Interservice carnivals also form 
a major part of the RANRU program as do the 7-a-side round robin, Old Windsor 
Cup, and the annual knockout competition for the Mons Cup.  The Dempster Cup, as 
mentioned above now forms a much smaller part of the program.    For a couple of 
years, Navy sides participated in the Sydney Army mid week competition, until it too 
was discontinued.  Among other major annual competitions is the Fleet v 
Establishments match in Sydney.  For many years there was an annual competition 
between the NSW Police and the RAN, although this fixture, for the McKerihan Cup, 
dropped off the agenda about 1984, as most of the NSW Police players played 
Rugby League rather than Rugby Union. 

Discussions and correspondence with a number of former members and officials of 
RANRU have elicited a number of observations regarding the difficulties that were 
faced in trying to organise any sport, including rugby in a service such as the Royal 
Australian Navy.3   The sporting focus of a ship can be ―finicky‘ and is often 
dependant on the dominant characters involved, such as the Physical Training 
Instructor (PTI).  Equal opportunity had to be given to all sports (within reason) 
otherwise some members of the crew would complain about favouritism.  Rugby was 
the stalwart for many ships in the time under review, and as ships companies can 
undergo significant staff turnover in a short period of time, and the sporting 
preferences may change.  Also in periods of high operational tempo, there may well 
be less time available for sporting activity, as time in port is quite often minimal, and 
when time is minimal it is often dominated by leave or maintenance, further reducing 
the time available for sport.  On many occasions ships (and establishments) have 
been unable to achieve planned manpower/experience levels and this has caused 
the non-release of key personnel for sporting activities.  The maintenance of required 
fitness levels can often be difficult at sea, and in contact sports, such as rugby, 
fitness is a key to avoiding injuries.  The incidence and likelihood of injury can also 
cause reluctance of some ship‘s senior officers to organise sporting activities.  The 
availability and cost of medical assistance, especially in some overseas locations 
was also seen as an inhibitor, as was the cost of returning a crew member to shore, if 
they were unfit for sea service, complicated by the difficulty of obtaining a 
replacement in times of personnel shortages.  

Rugby requires a minimum of 15-20 players, allowing for injury and unavailability 25-
30 is a more viable figure.  Even for many major fleet units this represents near 10% 
of the ship‘s company, in the days of carriers, DDGs, DDs, DEs, etc, this was far less 
a problem, as the crews were somewhat larger.  The type of sailor has also changed 
over the years.  For example, there is no longer the 90 engineers on a DDG that 
sweated and slaved in the steam based engineering plants and the engineering 
design has over the years produced other reductions in manpower needs.   In the 
period under consideration, women‘s rugby had not yet made a significant  
appearance, so the consideration of the effect of women in the Navy on Navy rugby 
is left to a later date.  
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One of the obvious difficulties faced by Navy Rugby, with a significant percentage of 
its players being ship-based, was the availability of pitches.  Nirimba, Albatross and 
Penguin (with Balmoral) were a few of the NSW based sides to have a pitch of their 
own.  So Navy had to rely for many years on the availability of the sub standard 
pitches at Rushcutter‘s Bay and the generous support from the Army at Randwick 
and Victoria Barracks to stage many of its Dempster Cup games.  The support of the 
Eastwood Club for Dempster Cup finals and other competitions was of immeasurable 
value to Navy rugby.  

One other change which would have a significant effect on Navy players was 
professionalism.  During the time frame considered, rugby union was totally amateur, 
rugby league was its professional competitor, although this was less of a problem in 
the eyes of the players of service rugby, due to the service dispensation, so that at 
times Navy players (and Police!) were able to play both league and union, although 
only against other Services or Police sides.  

Despite these difficulties, this study has shown rugby has played a significant role in 
the life of the RAN in the time frame under consideration.  It had demonstrated that 
Navy Rugby has made major contributions to the growth and development of the 
game not just in Australia, but also in a number of countries in South East Asia. The 
game has also played a significant role in the lives of many members of the RAN 
giving them an opportunity to represent in a sporting area, not just the crew of their 
ship, but the RAN, and in a number of instances, their state, Australian Combined 
Services and their nation. 
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ANNEX A -INDEX OF SHIPS & 

ESTABLISHMENTS 

The following is and index of ships and establishments referred to in the 

document.  

 

Royal Navy Ships 

Achilles, 97 

Ajax, 198 

Albion, 186, 193, 205 

Alert, 186 

Amphion, 42 

Andromeda, 206 

Apollo, 42 

Arethus, 122 

Ark Royal, 191, 195, 196 

Belfast, 188 

Blake, 92 

Blanche, 5 

Boxer, 217 

Brighton, 206 

Bulwark, 194, 198, 227 

Calliope, 6 

Cambrian, 191, 193 

Carysfort, 199 

Cassandra, 188 

Cavalier, 186, 189 

Cavendish, 187 

Challenger, 5, 10 

Charybdis, 202 

Chichester, 210 

Cleopatra, 211 

Clio, 5 

Collingwood, 124 

Cossack, 185 

Crane, 187 

Dampier, 187, 197 

Danae, 97, 98 

Devonshire, 196, 199 

Diana, 192 

Duchess, 191 

Eagle, 97 

Galatea, 198 

Glamorgan, 97 

Hampshire, 198 

Hartland Point, 186 

Hood, 37 

Hydra, 206 

Iris, 10 

Jaguar, 97 

Katoomba, 5 

Kent, 198 

King George V, 51 

Lincoln, 188, 191, 206 

Lion, 192 

LLandaff, 199 

Loch Lomond, 190 

Londonderry, 197, 204 

Majestic, 185 

Malaya, 99 

Minerva, 202 

Mull of Kintyre, 195 

Nottingham, 217 

Orlando, 6 

Pelican, 49 

Powerful, 35 

Prometheus, 35 

Psyche, 10 

Renown, 38 

Rhyl, 208 

Rosario, 5 

Rothesay, 189 

Salisbury, 196, 203 
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Shopshire, 48 

Sirius, 1, 10, 82 

Supply, 1, 10 

Tamar, 186 

Terrible, 184 

Terror, 98, 187, 189, 191, 195, 204 

Tide Austral, 189 

Tiger, 191, 192 

Triumph, 196, 199 

Victorious, 197 

Warspite, 45 

Warwickshire, 187 

Woodbridge Haven, 191 

Woodlands, 206 
 

RAN Ships 

Achilles, 40 

Adelaide, 212, 213 

Adelaide, 131, 141 

Advance, 107, 203 

AE1, 36 

AE2, 36 

Aitape, 207 

Albatross, 15, 16, 37, 40, 42, 61, 64, 

66, 67, 69, 72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 

79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 86, 87, 90, 92, 

93, 95, 97, 100, 108, 110 

Albatross, 112 

Albatross, 116 

Albatross, 117 

Albatross, 121 

Albatross, 127 

Albatross, 130 

Albatross, 143 

Anzac, 20, 59, 67, 76, 100, 186, 188, 

189, 194, 197, 202, 203, 206 

Armidale, 46, 47 

Arrow, 107 

Arunta, 46, 47, 61 

Arunta, 51 

Assail, 203 

Assail, 107 

Assault, 48 

Asssault, 51 

Attack, 107, 203 

Australia, 11, 35, 37, 41, 47, 60, 99, 

223 

Australia, 51 

Banks, 67 

Barbette, 208 

Barcoo, 65, 69 

Barricade, 96, 203, 208 

Bass, 65 

Bataan, 59 

Bayonet, 208 

Bishopsdale, 51 

Brisbane, 36, 80, 87, 94, 100, 107, 

200, 206 

Brisbane, 137 

Bucaneer, 208 

Cairns, 214, 217 

Cairns, 140 

Canberra, 37, 39, 47, 48, 179, 217, 

223 

Canterbury, 138 

Centaur, 186 

Centaur, 47 

Cerberus, 19, 28, 29, 30, 70, 81, 85, 

92, 98, 102, 189, 199, 205, 227 

Cerberus, 117 

Cerberus, 119 

Cerberus, 122 

Cerberus, 124 

Cerberus, 126 

Cerberus, 129 

Cessnock, 215 

Charybdis, 206 

Condamine, 59 

Coonawarra, 193, 203 

Coonawarra, 128 

Creswell, 29, 62, 67, 76, 98, 198 

Culgoa, 59 

Curlew, 118 

Derwent, 81, 86, 92, 100, 196, 198, 

201, 206, 207, 209, 211, 212, 214 
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Diamantina, 67, 195, 197, 198 

Diamantina, 116 

Duchess, 76, 85, 100, 195, 196, 197, 

198, 201, 202, 203, 205 

Duchess, 210 

Encounter, 13, 35, 36 

Flinders, 214 

Gascoyne, 65, 67, 69, 74, 189, 191, 

193, 195 

Gascoyne, 51 

Gayundah, 35 

Geranium, 37 

Gull, 194 

Harman, 74, 85, 147 

Harman, 136 

Hobar, 217 

Hobart, 42, 47, 48, 80, 87, 88, 90, 

98, 100, 195, 196, 199, 201, 204, 

205, 208, 209 

Hobart, 143 

Huon, 14, 36 

Ibis, 194 

Jervis bay, 115 

Jervis Bay, 143 

Kanimbla, 51 

Kimbla, 65, 69, 74, 77, 87, 100, 187, 

188, 199 

Kuttabul, 20, 41, 60, 61, 63, 65, 66, 

67, 69, 72, 74, 75, 77, 78, 80, 81, 

85, 86, 87, 92, 95, 96, 98, 99, 100, 

101, 102, 103, 106, 108, 110, 198, 

199 

Kuttabul, 118 

Kuttabul, 122 

Kuttabul, 126 

Kuttabul, 127 

Kuttabul, 130 

Kuttabul, 143 

Lae, 207 

Leander, 40 

Leeuwin, 31, 32, 63, 198, 212, 227 

Leeuwin, 116 

Leeuwin, 136 

Lonsdale, 120 

Madang, 202 

Mallow, 37 

Manoora, 51 

Marguerite, 37 

Melbourne, 13, 20, 35, 36, 65, 67, 

69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 86, 87, 92, 

95, 99, 100, 104, 107, 185, 187, 

188, 189, 190, 193, 194, 196, 197, 

198, 201, 203, 204, 206, 212, 227 

Melbourne, 210 

Melville, 74, 203 

Merkur, 51 

Moresby, 37, 74, 77, 92, 100, 207, 

208 

Moresby, 116 

Moreton, 124 

Morton, 214 

Murchison, 59 

Napier, 46 

Napier, 51 

Nepal, 51 

Nirimba, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 29, 

61, 63, 65, 66, 67, 69, 72, 74, 75, 

76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 85, 86, 87, 88, 

92, 93, 95, 96, 97, 100, 101, 102, 

103, 108, 227 

Nirimba, 112 

Nirimba, 117 

Nirimba, 122 

Nirimba, 127 

Nirimba, 143 

Nizam, 46 

Nizam, 51 

Norman, 51 

Otama, 129 

Otway, 37 

Oxley, 37 

Oxley, 142 

Paluma, 35, 65, 69, 74, 77, 187, 

194, 207 
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Parramatta, 35, 36, 45, 67, 100, 

103, 188, 190, 193, 195, 196, 197, 

199, 200, 203, 204, 205, 214 

Parramatta, 133 

Penguin, 19, 36, 38, 39, 41, 60, 61, 

65, 66, 67, 69, 72, 74, 76, 78, 79, 

80, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 92, 

93, 95, 96, 97, 100, 104, 108, 130, 

227 

Penguin, 108 

Penguin, 110 

Penguin, 115 

Penguins, 143 

Perth, 42, 46, 80, 81, 87, 88, 90, 98, 

100, 195, 198, 201, 202, 203, 206, 

207, 209, 211 

Perth, 132 

Pioneer, 35 

Platypus, 60, 80, 81, 84, 87, 88, 92, 

93, 95, 97, 100, 104, 108, 200 

Poyang, 51 

Protector, 10, 35 

Queenborough, 66, 67, 86, 189, 

190, 197, 198 

Quiberon, 65, 67, 186, 188, 189, 

190, 191, 193 

Quiberon, 51 

Quickmatch, 67, 185, 186, 187 

Quickmatch, 51 

Rushcutter, 60, 67, 69, 72, 73, 74, 

76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 84, 86, 198 

Samarai, 205 

Shoalhaven, 59 

Shropshire, 57 

Shropshire, 51 

Southland, 138 

Stalwart, 85, 86, 87, 92, 95, 96, 97, 

100, 101, 108, 189, 199, 204, 206, 

216 

Stalwart, 115 

Stalwart, 141 

Stirling, 116, 128, 136 

Stuart, 41, 45, 69, 74, 76, 100, 197, 

198, 205, 210, 227 

Stuart, 112 

Success, 189 

Success, 143 

Supply, 69, 74, 77, 87, 92, 95, 96, 

100, 103, 189, 194, 197, 199, 204, 

209, 214 

Swan, 36, 65, 98, 100, 203, 204, 217 

Swan, 116 

Swan, 120 

Swan, 211 

Sydney, 35, 36, 41, 59, 60, 67, 73, 

77, 86, 87, 92, 95, 98, 99, 100, 

103, 184, 185, 195, 198, 203, 206, 

227 

Tarangau, 202 

Teal, 194, 200 

Tide Austral, 189 

Tingira, 36 

Tobruk, 59, 186, 217 

Tobruk, 132 

Tobruk, 140 

Tobruk, 143 

Torrens, 35, 36, 74, 146, 206, 207, 

212, 217 

Torrens, 120 

Vampire, 41, 46, 67, 74, 92, 100, 

101, 186, 187, 188, 190, 193, 195, 

196, 198, 205, 206, 207, 227 

Vampire, 115 

Vampire, 209 

Vendetta, 41, 45, 67, 75, 81, 87, 

100, 186, 187, 189, 190, 191, 192, 

193, 195, 196, 197, 199, 200, 201, 

202, 203, 211, 227 

Vendetta, 210 

Vendetta, 211 

Vengeance, 99, 185 

Voyager, 41, 46, 47, 67, 72, 188 

Waikato, 138 

Warramunga, 46, 47, 59, 61 

Warramunga, 51 
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Warrego, 11, 35, 36, 65, 69 

Waterhen, 41, 45, 69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 

77, 80, 84, 87, 88, 92, 93, 95, 97, 

100, 104, 184, 200 

Waterhen, 106 

Waterhen, 108 

Watson, 21, 58, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 

66, 67, 69, 72, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 

79, 85, 86, 87, 90, 92, 94, 95, 100, 

143, 198 

Watson, 108 

Watson, 112 

Watson, 116 

Watson, 122 

Watson, 130 

Westralia, 51 

Wollongong, 215 

Yarra, 36, 46, 64, 67, 86, 100, 101, 

190, 193, 198, 201, 204, 208 

Yarra, 116 

Yunnan, 51 

 

RNZN Ships 

Blackpool, 85, 198 

Diomede, 6, 40 

Dunedin, 6, 40 

Endeavour, 92 

Hickleton, 196 

Lachlan, 75 

Otago, 88, 191, 194, 227 

Philomel, 86, 190, 197, 205 

Pukaki, 21, 66, 67, 73, 186, 188 

Royalist, 62, 186, 187 

Santon, 196 

Taranaki, 21, 190, 196 

Te Kahat, 179 

Waikato, 97, 199, 206 

 

French Ships 

Jeanne d’Arc, 188 
 

US Ships 

Astoria, 47 

Caliente, 207 

Chicago, 47 

Frank E. Evans, 200 

New Jersey, 213 

Phoenix, 47 

Quincy, 47 

Reeves, 211 

San Juan, 47 

Vincennes, 47 
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ANNEX B – SHIP’S COMPLEMENTS 

Name Class (number of ) Years of 

Service 

Manning 

HMVS/HMCS/HMAS 

Cerberus 

 1870-1921 12 Officers 84 

Ratings 

HMAS Parramatta River Class Destroyer 

(6) 

1910-1932 66 

HMAS Australia Battlecruiser (1) 1913-1921 820 

HMA Submarine AE2 Submarine  (2) 1913-1915 3 Offs  12 

Ratings 

HMAS Sydney I Town Class Light 

Cruiser (3) 

1913-1928 390 Peace , 

450 War 

HMAS Stalwart I S Class Destroyer (5) 1919-1932  90 

HMAS Vampire I V&W class Destroyer 

(4) 

1933-1948  127 

HMAS Sydney II Leander Class Light 

Cruiser (3) 

1935-1941 41 Offs, 594 

ratings, 6 

RAAF, 4 

Canteen 

HMAS Napier N Class Destroyer (5) 1940-1945  226 

HMAS Mildura Bathurst Class 

Minesweeper (60) 

1941-1965 5 Offs, 65 

Ratings 

HMAS Quickmatch Q Class Destroyer 1942-

1950(5) 

1953-1972 

(4) 

220 

HMAS Ballarat Bathurst Class 

Minesweeper/Corvette 

(56) 

  

HMAS Arunta Tribal Class Destroyer 

(3) 

1942-56 13 Offs, 248 

Ratings 

HMAS Gascoyne River Class Frigate (8) 1943-1981   220 

HMAS Sydney III Majestic Class Light 

Aircraft Carrier (2) 

1948-1973 161 Offs, 1327 

Ratings 

HMAS Vampire II Daring Class Destroyer  

(3) 

1957-1981  320 

HMAS Parramatta III T 12 River Class 

Frigate/Destroyer 

Escort (6) 

1961- 320 

HMAS Perth II Charles F Adams Class 1965 333 
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Missile Destroyer DDG 

(3) 

HMAS Supply I Tide Class 

Replenishment Tanker 

(1) 

1962-1985 13 Offs, 187 

Ratings 

HMAS Sydney IV Oliver Hazard Perry 

Class  Frigate FFG 

1983- 18 Offs, 168 

Ratings 

HMAS Collins Collins Class 

Submarine (6) 

1996- 6 Offs, 36 

Sailors 

HMAS Huon II Lerici Class Coastal 

Minesweeper (6) 

1999 6 Offs, 32 

Sailors 

HMAS Adelaide III Adelaide Class Guided 

Missile Destroyer FFG 

(6) 

1980 186 

HMAS Stalwart II Escort Maintenance 

Ship (1) 

1968-1990 396 

HMAS Armidale II Armidale Class patrol 

boat (12) 

2005 7 Offs, 4 Sen 

Sailors, 18 Jun 

Sailors 

 

This data from David Stevens, The Australian Centenary History of Defence, 

Volume III, The Royal Australian Navy, Oxford University Press, 2003, Michael 

Wilson, Royal Australian Navy Profile No 1 and No 2, Topmill Pty Ltd, NSW, 

Australian Warship, Topmill Pty Ltd    
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